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The experimental, analytical and computational research achievements of the
author, relating to the study of the interaction of vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) ra-
diation with molecules of particular atmospheric, aeronomic, or astrophysical sig-
nificance, are described. These achievements follow from the further development
and application of the experimental techniques of quantitative VUV spectroscopy,
and ultra-high-resolution VUV laser spectroscopy, together with the close-coupling
technique for the computation of molecular photodissociation cross sections. The
research described addresses the principal aims of the author, namely to (i) elu-
cidate details of molecular structure and dynamics through comparison between
precise experimental measurements and quantum-mechanical calculations, and (ii)
provide benchmark experimental molecular data and develop molecular modelling
techniques intended to contribute to the solution of problems in the photochemistry
of the terrestrial and planetary atmospheres, aeronomy, and astrophysics.
In this thesis, the research achievements of the author, the consequent publica-
tions, and the recognition of this research, are summarized in the Preface (Section 1).
Following the author's curriculum uitae (Section 2), and full list of publications (Sec-
tion 3), a detailed description of the author's research is given in Section 4, which
comprises reprints of. 4L selected publications in refereed journals, totalling some
421 jownal pages. These selected publications address the research theme defined
by the thesis tille Ercited states of atmospheri,c molecules: spectra, structures, and
'interact'ions, and cover the period 1983-2000, following the establishment of the
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The research achievements described in this thesis would not have been possible
without the collaboration and support of a significant number of individuals. First,
the author would like to thank the many local, interstate, and international col-
Iaborators, including graduate students, who have made valuable contributions to
his research. Most of these collaborators are listed specifically as coauthors on the
selection of published work described in Section 4. In particular, within the ANU,
the author is grateful to Professor J. H. Carver for previous leadership and con-
tinuing inspiration; Dr. S. T. Gibson, for his development and maintenance of the
coupled-channel Schrödinger equations computational code; and Dr. K. G. H. Bald-
win, for his development of experimental techniques for the generation of tunable,
narrow-bandwidth coherent VUV radiation. Within Australia, the author acknowl-
edges valuable ongoing collaborations with Drs. L. W. Torop. D. G. McCoy, and
A. J. Blake, of The University of Adelaide. One such collaborative project has been
formalized with the award of an ARC Large Grant administered by that institution.
Of his many international colleagues, the author would particularly like to thank
Professor M. L. Ginter, of the University of Maryland, for his unflagging collabora-
tive efforts; and Professor H. Lefebvre-Brion, of the Université de Paris-Sud, for her
long-term and continuing advice and support. Second, the author is grateful to his
technical staff, K. J. Lonsdale and C. J. Dedman, for their skill and dedication in
contributing to the success of his experiments. Third, the author acknowledges the
budgetary and administrative support provided to his research programme by the
ANU, particularly through successive RSPhysSE Directors, Professors J. H. Carver
and E. Weigold, and AMPL Heads of Department, Professor R. W. Crompton, Dr.
M. T. Elford, and Professor S. J. Buckman. Finally, the author sincerely thanks his
parents, Ray and Eileen, and wife Elizabeth, for their continuous encouragement







The author has made a sustained, coherent, and significant contribution of
high-quality original research which has advanced knowledge in the general field
of atomic, molecular and optical physics. Summaries of this research, the resultant
publications and research recognition are given below in Sections \.2,1.3, and 1.4,
respectively. A selection of 41 refereed publications which encapsulate the main
research theme, Erci,ted states of atmospheric molecules: spectra, structures, and
interactions, appears in Section 4, representing the bulk of this thesis.
I.2 Research
The author has established world-class experimental laboratories for the pursuit
of quantitative vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) spectroscopy, ultra-high-resolution laser
VUV spectroscopy, and, recently, coincidence photofragment spectroscopy, together
with a computational laboratory devoted to the study of excited molecular states
and their interactions through the use of coupled-channel Schrödinger-equation
(CSE) calculations (designated "close-coupled spectroscopy" by F. H. Mies). The
overall emphasis of his research has been on the interaction of VUV radiation with
molecules of particular atmospheric, aeronomic, or astrophysical importance, with
the twin aims of (i) elucidating details of molecular structure and dynamics through
comparisons between precise experimental measurements and quantum-mechanical
calculations, and (ii) providing benchmark experimental molecular data and de-
veloping molecular modelling techniques intended to contribute to the solution of
problems in the photochemistry of the terrestrial and planetary atmospheres, aeron-
omy, and astrophysics.
Two significant developments in technique have enhanced the pursuit of these
goals. First, in 1987, in collaboration with Dr. K. G. H. Baldwin, of the Laser
Physics Centre at The Australian National University (ANU), the author initiated
a major experimental programme in the generation of tunable, coherent, ultra-
narro\4¡ bandwidth VUV radiation using nonlinear, laser-based techniques. This
effort has proven highly successful. A major contribution of the author has been
in the appl'icat'ion of these widely-tunable laser-based sources to high-resolution,
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quo,nti,tati,ue spectroscopy of atmospheric and astrophysical molecules. A resolving
power of 106 was achieved in the VUV by using the four-wave mixing technique
for wavelength downconversion: this is the best reported in this spectral region
for a widely tunable source. Second, in collaboration with Dr. S. T. Gibson who
wrote 90% of the associated code, starting in 1988, the author has made significant
progress in the applicat'ion of the CSE computational technique to elucidate the
complex interactions between molecular excited states.
\Mhile detailed research results are not given here, since they are more properly
gleaned from an examination of the published works in Section 4, it is appropri-
ate to summarize and give a few highlights.l The author's major contributions
have been in the elucidation of the structure and photodissociation dynamics of
molecular oxygen. In particular, he has published 22 papers on the Schumann-
Runge (SR) bands, which play a central role in the atmospheric photochernistry,
describing measurements taken using a variety of instruments, and culminating in
a series of definitive, high-resolution cross sections which have led to an unsur-
passed understanding of photodissociation in this system 145,47,49,50,53]. Based
on these results, he is developing a new CSE-based description of the SR system
for use in photochemical models of the terrestrial atmosphere [52]. In addition,
the author has made considerable progress in unravelling the complexities caused
by Rydberg-valence interactions in the "window region" of the molecular-oxygen
spectrum [30,31,38-44,48,55,56,58,59,62], thereby detecting three electronic states
of 02 for the first time 140,47,59.1and demonstrating the first known example of a
window resonance in molecular predissociation [40]. Finally, his studies on other
atmospheric and astrophysical molecules have had an impact: his temperature-
dependent CO2 photoabsorption cross sections [19] have resolved a long-standing
problem of "excessive" CO2 stablility in the Martian atmosphere,2 and his high-
resolution CO oscillator strengths [54] have shown that values commonly adopted
by the astrophysical community,s and used for the cletermination of CO abundance
in interstellar space, need significant revision.
1 .3 Publications
The author has published widely, with a total of over 130 refereed and conference
papers (see Sections 3.1 and 3.5, respectively). His research, which is of cross-
disciplinary significance, has resulted in more than 60 articles published in a wide
range of top-quality international refereed journals, including The Physi,cal Reuiew
A, The Journal of Physics B, The Journal of Chemi,cal Physi,cs, Physi,cal Reuiew
Letters, The Journal of Geophys'ical Research, Geophgsi,cal Research Letters, The
Astrophysi,cal Journal, Appli,ed Opt'ics, and The Journal of the Optical Society of
America B. Of his conference papers, - 70To have been presented at significant
lNumbers in square brackets refer to the author's list of publications in refereed journals (Sec-
tion 3.1).
24. D. Anbar, M. Allen, and H. A. Nair, Journal of Geophysical Research 98, 10925 (1993).
3D. C. Morton and L. Noreau, Astrophgsical Journal (Supplement Series)95, 301 (1994).
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international meetings.
The refereed journal publications of the author have been cited by a significant
number of researchers in a range of physics, chemical physics, geophysics, and astro-
physics journals, achieving a mean citation rate, averaged over the ten-year period
1989-1998 , of 34.4 citations per annum.l The work of the author has also been well
cited in the scientific monograph literature, e.g.; Constants of Diatomic Molecules,
by K. P. Huber and G. Herzberg (Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1979) [1,2,3];
Perturbati,ons in the Spectra of D'iatomi,c Molecules, by H. Lefebvre-Brion and R.
W. Field (Academic, Orlando, 1986) lL,L4, and further citations in new edition];
and The Role of REdberg States i,n Spectroscopy and Photochemistry, edited by C.
Sándorfy (Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1999) [30,31,38].
A selection of 41 representative articles in refereed journals, comprising 421
journal pages, forms the bulk of this thesis (see Section 4). These articles have
been marked with asterisks in the full list of refereed journal publications in Sec-
tion 3.1. The work described in Section 4 covers the period 1983-2000, following
the establishment of the author's first laboratory at the ANU. Consistent with
the title of this thesis, Ercited states of atrnospheri,c molecules: spectra, struc-
tures, and interact'ions, all of the publications in Section 4 present original re-
search on atmospheric (or astrophysical) molecules (principally 02 and its iso-
topomers, H2O, CO2, CO, NO), and all results stemming from both of the sig-
nificant developments in technique described in Section I.2 are included: 16 of
the publications [33,36,37,39-42,44,45,47-50,53,54,60] contain high-resolution laser-
spectroscopic measurements; while 10 publications [38,47,43,44,52,55,56,58,59,62]
contain CSE calculations. The work highlighted in Section 4 reflects the two prin-
cipal research aims stated above: 17 papers [34,36,38-44,48,49,51,56-5g,62] con-
tribute primarily to an elucidation of molecular structure and dynamics; 4 papers
[18,19,54,60] contribute primarily to benchmark data for atmospheric and astrophys-
ical problems; while 18 papers 120,2I,23-3I,37,45-47,50,52,55] contribute to both.
Two papers [33,53] are primarily instrumental. A subset of 11 of the submitted pa-
pers [36,38,40,4I,47,49,51,55,56,59,62] perhaps best reflects the desire of the author
to publish works which deal simultaneously at a high level with the experimental,
analytical, and theoretical aspects of specific problems in molecular physics.
Since all of the work in Section 4 is of joint authorship, as is quite usual in
this field, it is important to list the contributions of the author. His estimated
contributions to each of the publications in Section 4 are given in the list of refer-
eed publications in Section 3.1. Overall, they amount to - 60% of the submitted
work, - 68To of which has been fully written by him. The general contributions
of the author include: the establishment of laboratories, experiment design, many
early experimental measurements, most data analysis, most theoretical analysis and
computation, and most of the insight. The main exceptions to this assessment in-
clude the significant and important technique contributions of colleagues Gibson
and Baldwin, described in Section 1.2, and the substantial experimental measure-
lTotal citations in the ten-year period of all refereed publications, regardless of date of publica-




ments undertaken by ANtl PhD stuclents (Berzins, Dooley, Banerjee) and PÐFs
(England). In addition, the instigation and experimental work for [51] and [55]
came from the international collaborators, van der Zande et al., and Slanger et aI.,
respectively. Two-thirds of the material for the comparative instrumental paper
[53] came from Cosby et al., and Thorne, Yoshino et al., while the experimental
spectrum analyzed and explained in [56] came from Copeland eú ø/. Other signifi-
cant contributions to the theoretical parts of the work described in Section 4 are in:
l1S] (due to former ANU colleague, Vardavas); [36,43] (due to Gibson); [46] (due to
England); [38] (Appendix due to international collaborator, Lefebvre-Brion); [47]
(ab i,ni,tio calculations due to international collaborator, Partridge); [a9] (due to
Adelaide collaborator Torop); and [62] (due to Lefebvre-Brion). For the most part,
other coauthors had roles which were either minor, and/or limited rnainly to sugges-
tions, advice, and inspiration. Significant parts of 125-281, and some of [20-24]have
been included in the ANU PhD thesis of L. Berzins; significant parts of [45,50],
some of 147,531, and a very minor part of [37] in the ANU PhD thesis of P. M.
Dooley; and significant parts of 144], some of [38], and a very minor part of [a0] in
the ANU PhD thesis of S. S. Banerjee. The estimated contributions of the author
given in Section 3.1 have had taken into account the particular details given in this
paragraph of the contributions of others.
7.4 Recognition
International recognition of the author's research achievements is evident from
the following broad range of indicators:
(1) Appointment as an Associate Editor of the international refereed journal: Jour-
nal of Quanti,tatiue Spectroscopy and Rad'iatiue Transfer (1986-);
(2) Election to Membership of the International Advisory Board for the Interna-
tional Conferences on VUV Rad'iation Phgsics (1992-);
(3) Presentation of solicited talks at international physics and geophysics confer-
ences (e.g., Oji International Seminzr on Atomic and Molecular Photoionizat'i,on,
Tsukuba, L995 XXV General Assembly of the European Geophysical Soc'iety, Nice,
2000);
(4) Chairing of sessions at international physics and geophysics conferences (Eleu-
enth Internati,onal Conference on VUV Radi,ati,on Physi,cs, Tokyo, 1995; XXV Gen-
eral Assernbly of the European Geophysical Socielgr, Nice, 2000);
(5) Presentation of invited international seminars (e.9., UK: Edinburgh Univer-
sity, Daresbury Laboratory, Imperial College; The Netherlands: FOM; USA: SRI
International, Harvard University, Naval Research Laboratory; Japan: Tohoku Uni-
versity).
(6) Research with international collaborators, facilitated by funded bilateral visits
and appointments to Visiting Fellowships in the Ultraviolet Physics Unit of the
ANU. Of The author's 24 refereed journal publications since 1995, 16 have in-
volved collaborations with international researchers. Those appointed to Visiting
Fellowships include: Professor J. A. R. Samson, University of Nebraska; Professor
ttt
R. J. Donovan, University of Edinburgh; Dr. \M. J. van der Zande, FOM, The
Netherlands; Professor H. Lefebvre-Brion and Professor R. Lefebvre, Université de
Paris-Sud; Dr. F. H. Mies, NIST, USA; and Dr. J. B. West, Daresbury Labora-
tory, UK. Visits and sabbaticals funded by the NSF (US) have also been hosted for
Professor G. Stark, Wellesley College; Professor M. L. Ginter and Professor T. J.
Mcllrath, University of Maryland; Dr. K. Yoshino, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics; and Dr. P. C. Cosby, SRI International.
National recognition of the author's research achievements is evident from his
election to Fellowship of the Australian Institute of Physics in 1999, and by the
competitive funding of ARC Large Grants for collaboration with researchers from
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Experimental : The development of nonlinear laser-based techniques for the pro-
duction of tunable, narrow-bandwidth coherent VUV radiation, and the application
of those techniques to high-resolution VUV spectroscopy. Single- and multi-photon
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quantitative molecular spectroscopy using conventional and laser sources in pho-
toabsorption, photodissociation and fluorescence-excitation studies. Photofragment
translational spectroscopy, multi-photon ionization, double-resorÌance techniques.
In particular, the application of such techniques to problems of atmospheric, aero-
nomic, and astrophysical significance.
Theoretical : Elucidation of molecular structure, dynamics and interactions using
coupled-channel Schrödinger equation techniques. Semiempirical characterization
of excited-state potential-energy curves, Rydberg-valence interactions, and other
perturbations. Development of quantum-mechanical models for the interaction of
VUV radiation with rnolecules, with a view to applications in atmospheric photo-
chemistry, aeronomy, and astrophysics.
Present Appointment
Senior Fellow in the Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering at The
Australian National University since July 1989; Head, Ultraviolet Physics Unit,





3174-5175 Senior Teaching Fellow
I 172-3174 Postdoctoral Fellow
IlTI-8172 Demonstrator
Research School of Physical Sciences,
The Australian National University
Department of Physics, Bendigo
College of Advanced Education
Department of Physics,
The University of Adelaide
Department of Physics,
The University of Adelaide
School of Physical Sciences,
Flinders University
Department of Physics,




Optical Society of America
Australian Institute of Physics (Fellow)
Other Professional Activities
1987-1990 Member LYMAN Science Working Group
1980-1982 Special Advisor STARLAB Joint Science \Morking Group
zl)
Honours, Awards, and Fellowships
Session Chair, XXV General Assembly of the European
Geophysical Society, Nice
Elected to Fellowship of the Australian Institute of Physics
Session Chair, Eleventh International Conference on VUV
Radiation Physics, Tokyo
Elected to Membership of the International Advisory Board
for the International Conferences on VUV Radiation Physics
Appointed as an Associate Editor of the
Journal of Quantitatiue SpectroscopA and Radiati,ue Transfer
A Queen Elizabeth II Fellowship
A CSIRO Postgraduate Studentship
A CSIRO Junior Postgraduate Studentship
The four Philips Prizes for physics
The Shell Scholarship, the BHP Prize, the Alliance Française
Prize, the Institute of Physics Prize, and the Advertiser Prize
The Thomas Price Scholarship and the Advertiser Prize



















ARC Large Grant: Pulsed nonl'inear-opti,cal spectroscop'ic
sources: tunable narcowband and multiwauelength
applicati,ons, (with Macquarie University)
IAS Fellowship (C. Tian)
ARC Large Grant: Deuelopment of an innouatiue
quantum-mechanical model for the i,nteraction of
solar VUV radi,ation with the earth's atmosphere
(with the University of Adelaide)
share of DETYA RIEF Grant
for purchase of YAG laser (led by B. J. Orr, Macquarie
University and K. G. H. Baldwin)
DIST International Conference Support Scheme Grant
to fund presentation of bid to host VUV13
Conference in Australia
ANU Major Equipment Committee Grant
for construction of Coincidence Photodetachment
and Photofragment Spectrometer (led by S. T. Gibson)
DIST Bilateral Science and Technology Program Grant:





lSince the Institute of Advanced Studies (IAS) is block-funded, it has not been permissibleto
apply for ARC grants as Chief Investigator. Only recently has it been possible to be a coinvestigator
in proposals submitted by other universities.
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7994 $130,000 ANU Major Equipment Committee Grant
for purchase of dye laser
1993 $10,800 DIST Bilateral Science and Technology Program Grant
Atmospheric molecular laser spectroscopy
(led by K. G. H. Baldwin)
1991 $152,100 ARC Postdoctoral Fellowship (J. P. England)
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The Aeronomic Dissociation of Water Vapor by Solar H Lyman a Radiation
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The pholoabsorpl.ion cross s"ections o[ molecular oxygen and water vapor
function oltemperature at 0. I A intervals between l2l4 and l2l9 A. Over the
c line there is no fine structure apparent in the cross seclions which wer
resolution. A large wavelength and temperature dependence is seen in the molecular oxygen cross
sections, but the variations are much smaller in the case of water vapor. The measured cross sections
are used in calculations of the rate of photodissociation of atmospheric water vapor by solar Lyman c
radiation, taking full account o[both the temperature and wavelength dependences. lt is found that the
photodissociat¡on rates may be accurately reproduced at altitudes above those where Lyman a ceases
to dominate the dissociation by using molecular oxygen and water vapor cross sections corresponding
[o nxed temperatures near 200 K Analytical models for these cross sections are presented for use in
photochemical calculations.
INTRoDUcrroN
The aeronomic photodissociation of water vapor,
HzO + l¡z(\ < 2000 Å)r H + OH
by solar UV radiation in the region of Lyman a and the
Schumann-Runge bands, is a major source of the chemically
active hydroxyl radical OH in the mesosphere. In the
stratosphere the reaction
HrO+O(lD)+OH+OH* u<2
becomes the dominant water vapor dissociation mechanism
leading to the formation of OH. The hydroxyl radical's
affinity for reactions with pollution products such as CO and
CHa and its reaction with odd oxygen to produce molecular
oxygen and odd hydrogen IHunt, 1966] underlines the impor-
tance of the dissociation of water vapor to the evolution of
the atmosphere lCarver, l98ll.
Above 70 km the destruction of water vapor in the
atmosphere is dominated by solar Lyman a photodissocia-
tion which is limited by absorption mainly due to molecular
oxygen. (With an overhead sun the dissociation fraction due
to Lyman a varies from 50Vo near 70 km to 75Vo near 100
km.) Thus accurate photodissociation rates above 70 km can
only be obtained if the true solar Lyman a profile is used
together with the wavelength and temperature dependent
Lyman c cross sections of water vapor and molecular
oxygen, as was noted by Frederick and Hudson |9801.
These authors used the solar Lyman a profile of Meier ond
Prinz 11970), the high-resolution wavelength dependent mo-
lecular oxygen cross sections of Ogawa [9ó8] and a wave-
length dependent water vapor cross section model based on
the low-resolution measurements of Watanabe and Zelikof
I r 953].
Carver et al. [977ì measured the temperature dependence
of the molecular oxygen cross section near Lyman a and
discussed the importance of this dependence in deducing
reliable oxygen concentrations from Lyman a extinction
measurements in the atmosphere. No studies have yet been
reported on the effect of atmospheric temperature on water
Copyright 1983 by the American Geophysical Union
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vapor dissociation rates. The only high-resolution measure-
ments of the water vapor cross section which include the
Lyman a region are those of Gürtler et al. Í1977), but these
authors do not provide detailed results near Lyman a. There
have been no measurements of the temperature dependence
of the water vapor cross section.
This work presents molecular oxygen and water vapor
cross sections measured at 0.05 Å resolution as a function of
temperature and wavelength in the vicinity of solar Lyman
a. There is no fine structure over the width of the solar
Lyman a line in either cross section. The molecular oxygen
cross section is very temperature dependent above l2l5 .Ä,,
but the water vapor cross section shows little variation with
temperature.
Calculations of the photodissociation rate of atmospheric
water vapor have been performed using the new cross
sections and the same solar irradiance data used by Freder-
ick and Hudson [980]. The present photodissociation rates
at an altitude corresponding to the peak water vapor photo-
destruction rate are aboul.30%o larger than those calculated
using the cross sections assumed by Frederick and Hudson
because of the combined effect of smaller molecular oxygen
cross sections, larger water vapor cross sections, and the
neglect of temperature variations by Frederick and Hudson.
It is found that the atmospheric water vapor photodissoci-
ation rates due to Lyman a resulting from a full calculation
may be reproduced to better than 3Vo down to an altitude
where the total dissociation rate becomes dominated by
radiation in the Schumann-Runge bands and collisional
dissociation due to O( I D) by adopting molecular oxygen and
water vapor cross section profiles corresponding to fixed
temperatures near 200 K. We have obtained polynomial fits
to these wavelength-dependent cross sections in order that
the photodissociation rate may be rapidly computed as a
function of altitude lor use in atmospheric chemistry models.
ExpenlueNtnL MerHoo
Photoabsorption cross sections for molecular oxygen and
water vapor were measured in the laboratory using a 2.2 m
VUV monochromator and a temperature-controlled absorp-
tion cell. The light source was an argon continuum discharge
lamp operated in the windowless mode at a pressure of 400
torr and powered by a pulser based on the Argonne design
[Berkon,itz, 19791. The radiation was dispersed by a Minute-
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Fig. l. Molecular oxygen photoabsorption cross sections measured near H Lyman a as a lunction ol wavelength
andtemperature.Positionsofsomeofthehighrotational linesoftheforbiddenbandar>,,,*-XrIu ofmolecularoxygen
are also shown lOgut,u, 19681
man 320 NIV normal incidence VUV scanning monochro-
mator w¡th l0 ¡r ñxed slits giving a resolution of about 0.05
Å. Rn enc VUV beamsplitter set at 45' served as the front
window of the 1.2 m absorption cell and also allowed
monitoring of the incident radiation. EMI solar blind photo-
multipliers type G-26E315, operated in the pulse counting
mode, served (o measure simultaneously the incident and
transmitted radiation. With this arrangement the dark count
rate was very low and no correclions were necessary for
stray light.
The temperature ofthe gas in the cell could be altered by
circulating heated or cooled liquids through an integral
jacket, and the temperature was monitored by thermocou-
ples placed at several poin(s along thejacket. The cell was
fille<l with either medical grade oxygen (2.5-30 torr) which
had been carelully dried by passing through suitable cold
traps, or water vapor (0.01-0.04 torr) purified from a dis-
tilled liquid sample by repeated freezing and pumping. These
gases entered the cell through a Balzers RME 010 electro-
magnetic leak valve and the pressure was monitored by a
Datametrics Barocel 570i I 173 variable capacitance manome-
ter. ln the case ofoxygen the pressure was servo controlled
by a Datametrics 1404 valve controller. At the temperatures
(83-170 K) and pressures used in the experiment no correc-
tions wcre necessary for thermal transp¡ration.
The scanning routine was completely controlled by a
Commotlore PET 2001 microcomputer anil HP3497A data
acquisition/control unit. Wavelengths were set accuratcly by
calibrating a shalt enco<ler on the monochromator at H
Lyman a. At each wavelength the light e ntering and lelving
the absorption cell was me¿¡sured by the two photomultipli-
ers with the cell alternately empty, then full. thcn empty.
This enabled the calculation ol a transmission value which
was independent of lirmp fìuctuations and other background
drifts. The absorptron cross section corresponding to the
transmission was calculated from Beer's law using the
measured gas pressure, temperature, and cell length, and
this value was stored on floppy disc. The wavelength was
then advanced and the above process repeated until the
desired wavelength interval had been covered. The wave-
length was recalibrated periodically during a scan to elimi-
nate fhe possible effects of thermal drifts. All of the above
operations were executed under software control.
Exp¡nl veNr¡l Rr.su l-ts
Cross sections for molecular oxygen were measured from
l2l4 ¡o l2lg Å at 0 I Å intervals at temperatures of84, 203,
288, and 366 K. The pressure dependence of the room
temperature cross section was measured at several wave-
lengths from l2l5 to l2l8 Å at pressures up to 64 torr and
was lound to be approximately constant at (1.5 + 0.2) x
l0 rr cm2/Torr, in good agreement with the values of Ogutlu
and Yanttuvuk¡ il9701. Shordanantl il967ì. and Preston
[9401, all taken at H Lyman aand at higher pressures. This
value was used to correct all cross sections to zero pressure,
the maximum correction involved being about 5Vo. The
results so obtained are shown in Figure I and Table l. The
errors due to counting slatistics are better lhan 2%o for all
points and there is an additional error of about 3oZ arising
from uncertainties in pressure. temperalure, and cell length.
The room temperature cross sections of this work are
consistently lower thân those oIOgrrw,a t1968] by abotl l5Vo
but agree very well aa 1215.7 ,{ with the pressure-corrected
value ol'l)r¡s¿ ct ul.ll975l The only previous measurements
of the cross section as a function of temperature ICurt'cr et
ul., 19771 agrec well with the current results near H Lyman a
and near the absorp(ion minima but become progressively
lower than the present results as the cross section incrcases
toward the scan extremilies. Figure I shows that the cross
section incrcases as (he Lemperature decreases below about
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l2l5.l Â where there is virtually no temperature effect and
then decreases markedly as the temperature decreases
above l2l5.l Å. The structure due to the high rotational lines
of the al),,*-XrI* band of molecularoxygen is alsoseen to
decrease as the temperature decreases.
Cross sections for water vapor were measured at 0.1 Á,
intervals between l2l4 and l2l9 Å at temperatures ol 235,
292, and 367 K and the results are presented in Table I and
Figure 2. The statistical errorofthe results is betle¡than2Vc,
and there is an additional er¡or of 5Vo due to uncertainties in
pressure, temperature, and cell length. (These cross sections
are less accurate than those for molecular oxygen because of
problems in stabilizing the small water vapor pressure.)
The observed temperature dependence of the water vapor
cross section is small and passes through a minimum near H
Lyman a, There have been no previous measurements as a
function oftemperature or indeed with this wavelength detail
in this region but the present results are about 8% higher
than the room temperature H Lyman a values of Watanabe
and Zelikoff ll953l and Preston [940]. No fine structure is
observable in Figure 2. According T.o Bell |9651 the spec-
trum in this region consists of a narrow (010) cz-X band
(origin 1219.35 Â) overlapping a broad and diffuse (000) Ér-X
band (origin 1218.95 Å). Some diffuse structure is observable
above l2l7 Å in Figure 2, and the absorption line at 1219.35
Å was observed in an extended scan to have a full width at
half maximum (FWHM) óomparable with the instrumental
resolution of about 0.05 Å.
Covpul-nnoN on rHe PaoroDtssoclATtoN RATE
The photodissociation rate of J(s-') of water vapor at
altitude z due to solar Lyman a radiation is given by
1,,,
J(ò = øu,o(À, 7)Á(-)e-'()\'¿) dÀ (l)
where /À(æ) is the incident solar Lyman a irradiance at the
top of the atmosphere and r(À, ¿) is the atmospheric optical
depth which may closely be approximated by the expression
r(À, ¿) = 16,(À, z) = sec 0 r o6.Qr, T)n6,Q')dz' Q)
since molecular oxygen is responsible for most of the
absorption of solar Lyman a radiation at the altitudes of
interest. no, (cm r) is the number density of molecular
oxygen, ø6.(À, D and øs,o(À, 7) are the wavelength À and
temperature f dependent absorption cross sections in cm2,
and d is the solar zenith angle. As we wish to compare the
present computations with those ol Frederick ond. Hndson
[980], we have taken the solar Lyman a profile lrom Meier
and Prinz [970] and normalized this to the integrated value
of 3 x l0ll photons cm-2 s-r [A<'kermun, l97l]. The integral
in equation (l) is then evaluated over the wavelength region
À(ì * I Å, where )r1¡ : 1215.67,Å. The molecular oxygen
number density and atmospheric temperature profile were
taken from the U.,S. Stundard Atmosphere (1976') and spline
interpolation was used between the experimental values o[
oo.(À, 1).
We have also computed the water vapor photodestruct¡on
rate n¡1,¡¡/ (molecules cm I s l) in order to isolate the
altitude region of maximum water vapor destruction. For
this we have taken a constant stratospheric-mesospheric
water vapor mixing ratio of 2 ppm. which gives a water
vapor height profile close to the winter profile computed by
Shimazoki and Laird [972] for the region 120 > z > 50 km.
The choice of 2 ppm mixing ratio is not critical in determin-
ing the altitude of maximum photodestruction, since the
photodestruction rates are merely scaled at all altitudes with
the water vapor mixing ratio.
In order to isolate the dependence of J on the various
competing effects due to the wavelength and temperature
dependences of the cross sections, we have computed J by
sequentially suppressing the wavelength and temperature
dependences of o6, and ø¡,6 in turn. For comparison
reasons we have also computed J by using the Ogau,a 11968l
TABLE l. Photoabsorption Cross Sections oMeasured Near H





ø1Or) x l0?0, cm2
Temperature, K
ø(HzO) x 1017, cm2
À





























































































































































































































































































































































































room temperature ø¡¡, usêd by Frederitk und Hudson Î19801
together with their discontinuous wavelength dependent
ûH.o
Dlscusslol
ln Table 2 we give the Lyman a photodissociation rate J as
a function of altitude both for an overhead sun and fbr a
zenith angle of 85'. Our values are compared with calcula-
tions using the cross sections ol Frederick und Hudson
[980]. It can be seen that using the present wavelength and
temperature dependent cross sections results in higher J
TABLE 2. Catculated Water Vapor Photodissociation Rates s I
due to Lyman a
Solar Zenith Angle 0' Solal Zenith Angle 85'
Fig. 2. Water vapor photoabsorption cross sections measured near
temperature. The room lemperature measurement ol Wtttttnube und
1216 1277
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H Lyman a as a function of wavelength and
ZelikolfÍ1953) al H Lymân o is also shown.
values, especially at the lower altitudes. In the region where
the photodestruction of water vapor is important, the differ-
ences between our computations and those oI Frederick and
Hudson are about 30%. This is clearly shown in Figures 3
and 4, which give the water vapor photodestruction rate
,rH.o,/ as a function of altitude. At (he peaks ofthe curves we
find differences ol -30% which can be reconcile<l with the
following wavelength and temperature behavior of ø6, and
ø¡1,6. The neglect of the temperature dependence of ø6.,
i.e., using øe,(À, T : 288 K) reduces J, (J at the peak) by
-8-9%. Neglecting both the wavelength and temperature
dependence by using øs,(\6, I : 288 K) results in an
increase in Jrby -14%. Similarly, using øu.o(À, I = 288 K)
increases J,, by -3-4%, while using ø¡1.e(\0, I : 288 K)
decreases J, by -l-2%. When we consider the cross sec-
tions of Fred¿rick und Hudson [980] we see that they have
neglected the temperalure dependence of üo., so Jz is
reduced by 8-9"/a. They also have an -TVclower ørr.o(À, 7)
ancJ an -l5Vo higher øo.(À) resulting in an overall decrease in
J , by -30o/o.
In order to lacililate the computation of J we have
explored the possibility of using cr¡1,¡¡ and o¡¡. values which
are wavelength dependent but are evaluated at some specific
temperature which reproduces the full wavelength and tem-
perature dependent computat¡ons of "/. It was found that
as.o(À, I: 240 K) and ao.(À, I: 195 K) reproduced the
J(¿) profile to better rhan 3c/c down to the altitude where
photodissociation of water vapor is dominated by solar
radiation in the region ofthe Schumann-Runge bands. This is
not surprising, since the atmospheric (emperature in the
region of the molecular oxygen absorption lrom 105 km
down to 7-5 km is near 195 K, and the difference between this
and the 240 K optimum found for øH.o is not significant since
the water vapor cross section is not too temperature depen-
dent.
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Fig. 3. The Lyman a photodestruct¡on rate of atmospheric water vapot as a function of altitude for an overhead
sun.1 calculation performed using the cross sect¡ons of Frederick und Hndson [980] is also shown. A waler vapor
mixing ratio of 2 ppm is assumed in each case, but curves can be deduced for another constant mixing rat¡os by simple
scaling of the photodestruction r^¡.e nH,oJ.
LOøø 2øøø 3øøø
HzO PHOTOOESTRUCTION R^TE ( Cll-3 SEC-I )
1øøø 5øøO
where AÀ = À - À0(Å), lal¡ = 1, and the coeffcients for
water vapor and molecular oxygen are given in Table 3. The
major part of computer execution time needed to obtain J(z)
is taken by the evaluation of the integral in equation (2) when
ûo, is wavelength and temperature dependent. On using the
above temperature independent fit, the column density
Jr-no,Q'\dz'can be precomputed and ro, evaluated rapidly.
In addition, we have obtained polynomial fits to the
wavelength dependences of the above cross sections of the
form





ø løø 2øø 3øø 1øø 500
Hzo pHoroDEsrRUclIoN R^TF , cv-3 scc-l >
Fig. 4. The Lyman o photodestruction rate of almospheric water vrpor as a func(ion of âltitude for a solar zenith
angle ol 8-5'. A calculation performed using the cross sect¡ons o1 Frttlcrtu k und Huctson I l9tl0l is ttlso shown. A wâter
vapor mixing ratio of2 ppm is assumed in each case, but curves can be deduced forotherconstant mixing ratios by
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CotlcLusto¡l
We have obtained experimentally the full wavelength and
temperature dependence of the waler vapor and molecular
oxygen cross sections in the Lyman a region. Although the
oxygen cross sections exhibit a strong temperature depen-
dence, the water vapor cross sections are only weakly
temperature dependent. In particular both the molecular
oxygen and water vapor cross sections exhibit little fine
structure in the vicinity of Lyman d. These new cross
sections have been used to evaluate the water vapor photo-
dissociation rate due to solar Lyman o radiation in the
stratosphere and mesosphere. Differences of approximately
JÙVo have been found between our photodissociation rates at
the altitude of peak photodestruction and those calculated
using the cross sections used by Frederick and Hudson
[980]. These differences arise becaùse of the different
magnitudes o[ the cross sections and the previous neglect of
the temperature dependence of the molecular oxygen cross
section in particular. Simple wavelength dependent polyno-
mial expressions for both the water vapor and molecular
oxygen cross sections have been obtained, allowing the
rapid computation of the atmospheric water vapor photodis-
sociation rate.
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SECTION BETWEEN 12()O AND I97O Å
B. R. Lewrs and J. H. C,cnveR
Rescarch School of Physical Sciences, The Australian National University, Canberra, Australia 2600
(Receitetl 2i lonuart 1983)
Abstracl-Photoabsorption cross sections have been measured for carbon dioxide at 0.5Å intervals between
1200 and 1970Å. The instrumental resolution was about 0.05Ä and measurements were performed using
relatively low pressures at temperatures near 200, 300, and 370 K. The room temperature cross sections are
found to be in good agreement with previous measurements and a temperature effect is found which is
small at the shorter wavelengths, passing through a minimum near 14004. At longer wavelengths the
temperature effec( increases steadily until at some fìxed wavelengths above 1900 A the cross section
increases by a factor of about 20 as the temperature is increased from 200 to 370 K. This behaviour is of
particular significance to calculations of carbon dioxide photodissociation rates at low altitudes in the
N4arliân âtmosphere.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate knowledge of the VUV photoabsorption cross sections of carbon dioxide is essential
if reliable calculations of photodissociation rates in the Martian atmosphere are to be under-
taken. McElroy and Huntenr were the first to point out the importance of the 1670-2000Å
wavelength band as a source of atomic oxygen below 40 km but they only had room
temperature cross sections available for use in their photodissociation rate calculations.
Julienne ¿f ol.r have calculated a small temperature effect in the carbon dioxide photoabsorption
cross section integrated between 1200 and 1750Å, and De More and Patapofts have measured a
significant cross section temperature dependence between 1750 and 1360Å. Nevertheless even
the more recent Martian atmospheric models, for example Kong and McElroy,a still employ
room temperature carbon dioxide cross sections despite the low temperatures prevailing at low
altitudes in the atmosphere of Mars.
The photoabsorption cross sections of room temperature carbon dioxide have been
measured by several investigators: Sun and Weissler (370-1310 Â¡,t Nakata ef al. (580-1670 Â),6
Wilkinson and Johnston (1440-1670,Ã.¡,'Inn ef cl. (105G-1750 Å),8 Heimerl (1655-1S25 Å¡,n Ogawa
(1718-2160Å¡,'o Thompson ¿r ¿t. (1350-1960Å,)," and Shemansky (1700-3000Å¡." The only
reported measurement of the temperature dependence of the cross section3 was performed with
poor wavelength resolution and at very high pressures of carbon dioxide in the wavelength range
1750-1860 Å. ttre authorsr comment on the need for more measurefnents at lower pressures and
with better resolution. No measurements of the temperature dependence of the cross section have
been reported in the range 1200-1750 À and thus no comparisons are possible with the theoretical
calculations.2
We present measurements of the photoabsorption cross section of carbon dioxide at 0.5 Ä
intervals between 1200 and 1970 Å. The wavelength resolution was about 0.05 Å and measure-
ments were taken at three gas temperatures near 200, 300, and 370 K. The pressure of the
absorbing carbon dioxide varied from 0.-5 to 850 torr. The room temperature cross sections are
ín excellent agreement with those of Nakata ef al.6 between 1250 and 1670 Å and those of Ogawar0
between 1670 and 1970,Â. The present cross section temperature dependences are in good
agreement with those of De More and Patapoff,r except for a small number of high values measured
in the earlier work.r
At short wavelengths, the temperature effect is small, passing through a minimum near
1400Ä but, as the cross section falls at longer wavelengths, the relative variation with
temperature increases steadily until, at some fixed wavelengths above 1900Å, the cross section
increases by a factor of about 20 when the temperature is raised from 200 to 370 K. Since the
9't
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temperature at low altitudes (<50 km) in the Martian atmosphere ranges between 140 and 220 K
and since only radiation of wavelength greater than -1800Å penetrates this far, the use of
room temperature carbon dioxide cross sections in lower Martian atmosphere photodissociation
rate calculations will produce significant errors.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Photoabsorption cross sections for carbon dioxide were measured using a 2.2 m VUV
monochromator and a temperature-controlled absorption cell. Below about 1300 Å, ttr. tigttt
source was an argon continuum discharge lamp powered by a pulser based on the Argonne
design.rr The lamp was operated in the windowless mode at a pressure of 400 torr of argon and
a pulse repetition frequency of about 80 kHz. Above 1300 Å the lamp was run with l-10 torr of
molecular [Vdrogen and a d.c. discharge at I A. The resultant background.spectrum in the range
1400-1700,Â. is shown in Fig. l, where the points have been taken at 0.3 Å intervals. The 0.05 Å
resolution enables it to be clearly seen that the many-line spectrum is underlaid by a continuum
with oscillating structure. This continuum was first noticed by Herzbergra and was first reported
by Dalgarno et alta who attributed it to transitions from various vibrational levels of the B')|
state into the continuum of the X"')] state as distinct from the comparatively well known
continuum in the region 1700-5000 A which results from a '>i -'>i transition. The continuum
between 1300 and 1700Ä provides a useful background for absorption measurements in
association with the line spectrum, but below 1300Å the argon source is preferable because of
the strong continuum and absence of stray light.
The radiation was dispersed by a Minuteman 320 NIV normal incidence VUV scanning
monochromator equipped with a 1200g/mm grating blazed at 1500Ä. With l0p fixed slits a















F'ig. I Blckground spcclrum of a molecul¡r hytlrogen lamp betwcen 1400 and 1700Å. Points were laken
every 0.3 A with an inslrumental resolution of 0.05 A. Many emission lines are off scale and the lower limit
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front window of the 1.2 m absorption cell and also allowed monitoring of the incident radiaton.
EMI photomultipliers type G-26E 315 (Csl photocathode) or type G-26H 315 (CsTe photo-
cathode) were used at shorter and longer wavelengths respectively in the pulse counting mode
in order to measure simultaneously the incident and transmitted radiation. The MgF: window of
the rear photomultiplier also served as the rear window of the cell. Correitions for stray light
were applied where necessary but never exceeded 2%.
The temperature of the gas in the cell could be altered by circulating heated or cooled
liquids through an integral jacket and the temperature was monitored by several ther-
mocouples. The cell was filled with anaerobic carbon dioxide (0.5-850 torr), carefully dried by
passing through suitable cold traps, via a Balzers RME 010 electromagnetic leak valve. The
pressure was monitored by a Datametrics Barocel 570lll'73 variable capacitance manometer
and was controlled by a Datametrics 1404 valve controller and a fixed leak, but at pressures
near one atmosphere the cell was simply filled and closed off. At the temperatures (200-370 K)
and pressures used in the experiment, no corrections were necessary for thermal transpiration.
The scanning routine was completely controlled by a Commodore PET 2001 microcomputer
and an HP 349'7A data acquisition/control unit. Two distinct scanning procedures were used. In
regions where there was no background line structure, 100 Å scans with 0.5 Å steps were
performed over the same region with the cell empty, then full, then empty and the photoab-
sorption cross sections were subsequently calculated by the microcomputer from the stored
photomultiplier counts and other parameters. In the region of the many-line spectrum this was
not possible due to the difficulty of accurately matching the positions of narrow emission lines
in independent scans. In this case, the light entering and leaving the absorption cell was
measured at each wavelength by the two photomultipliers with the cell alternately empty, then
full, then empty. This procedure enabled the calculation of a transmission value which was
independent of lamp fluctuations and other background drifts and eliminated the emission line
position matching problem. The absorption cross section corresponding to the transmission was
calculated from Beer's law using the measured gas pressure, temperature and cell length and
was stored on floppy disc. The wavelength was then advanced and the above procedure
repeated until the desired wavelength interval had been covered. In this mode all of the operations
were executed under software control and the system could be left unattended for long periods.
RESULTS
The photoabsorption cross sections measured for temperatures near 200, 300, and 370 K at
0.5 Å intervals between 1200 and 1970 A are shown in Figs. 2-9, where the points have been
joined by straight line segments. The statistical accuracy of the cross sections is generally
better than 5% wirh an additional absolute error of 2% due to uncertainties in pressure,
temperature and cell length but, for cross sections below about 10-2r cm2, the accuracy worsens
considerably because of the low absorption at the maximum allowable cell pressure of about
850 torr. The cross sections below 10-2r cm2 shown in Fig. t have been smoothed. Also shown
in Figs. 2-9 is the explicit cross section (o) temperature dependence (%l"C) for the lower and
higher ranges of temperature (T). The ordinate is given by 100(ø2-ør)/(0.5(o:+ø¡)(Tr-T¡))
wþere the subscripts refer to the higher and lower temperatures respectively, but the values
have been smoothed before plotting to minimize the incidence of false structure due to the
increased statistical errors produced by the subtraction of the cross sections. Typical error bars
are shown.
The overall absorption spectrum consists of two broad peaks near 1340 and 1480Ä which
exhibit a certain amount of diftuse band structure. According to the calculations of Winter ef
al.,r5 the low wavelength peak corresponds to excitation to a rø* state while the high
vravelength peak corresponds to excitation to a rA, state. The latter assignment is consistent with
the conclusions of Dixon,'o who established that the emitting state of the carbon monoxide
flame bands was a'82 state of bent (122") carbon dioxide correlating with the '4,, state of the
linear molecule, and that the same state was responsible for the 1480 Å absorption peak.
Unfortunately, the irregular spacings of the complicated diffuse vibrational structure in the
absorption spectrum make it difficult to contribute to a detailed r¡nderstanding of the spec-
troscopy of carbon dioxide by purely optical methods.
In the range 1200-1670Å the present room-temperature cross sections agree well with those
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Fig. 2. Carbon dioxide photoabsorption cross sections from 1200 to 1270 Å at 204, 294, and 36'l K com pared
with the room temperature results of Nakata ¿l al.'Explicit cross section temperature dependences are also
shown.
of Nakata et a1.,6 exceptin the range 1200-1240Å where the present results are up to 20Volower.
Nakata ef al.6 used a hydrogen source even in this region and may.have had problems due to
stray light. It was necessary to apply wavelength shifts of up to 2 A to the graphed results of
Nakata et al.6 in order to match up positions of the absorption structure. Figures 2-6 show only
sefected cross sections taken from Nakata et al.6 compared with the present results for
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Fig.3. Carbondioxidephotoabsorptioncrosssectionsfroml2T0tol3?0Âat208,294,and366Kcompared
wiìh the room temperature results of Nakata ¿t al.o Explicit cross section temperature dependences are also
shown.
size and shape of the structure. Separate fine scans performed in this work yield the values
7.4x10-2ocm2, 7.6x l0-20cm2, 8.0x l0 20cm2 for the cross section at Lyman d centre at
temperatures of 205, 292 and 366 K respectively. The room temperature value should be
compared with 7.3 x 10-20 cm2 and 8.2 x 10-20 cm2 obtaiRed by Inn et al.8 and Nakata ef al.6
respectively.
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145ø 117ø
Fig. 4 Carbon dioxide photoabsorption cross sections from l3?0 to 1470 Å at 207, 294, and 366 K compared
wilh the room temperature results oI Nakata ¿l ol.6 Explicit cross section temperature dependences are also
shown
of Ogawar0 and Shemansky'' but, because of the high resolution, tend to favour those of
Ogawa,r0 particularly with regard to the positions and characteristics of the fine'structure. Cross
sections of Ogawar0 at the more prominent minima and of Shemansky12 at maxima and minima
are compared with the present results in Figs. 7-9.
The dependence of the cross section on temperature exhibits different behaviour in different
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Fig. 5. Carbon dioxide photoabsorption cross sections from l4?0 to 1570 Â at l9'l,293,and 368 K compared
with the room temperature results of Nakata el al.'Explicit cross section temperature dependences are also
shown.
temperature at -0.1%l'C. From 1250-1350 Å, tn" peaks of the vibrational structure show
essentially no temperature dependence while the minima increase with temperature at
-0.z%fc. From 1350-1450,Ä, the region between the two major cross section peaks, there is
eftectively no temperature dependence at either the maxima or minima of the structure. At
wavelengths greater than -.' 1450 Å, th" mcan temperature dependence increases steadily
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Fig. 6. Carbon dioxide photoabsorption cross sec(ions from 1570 to 1670 A at 200, 297, and 368 K compared
with the room temperature results of Nakata ¿f al.6 Explicit cross section lemperature dependences are also
shown.
temperature dependence at the structural minima than at the maxima, and Figs. 8 and 9
dramatically show the greatly enhanced structure in the cross section as the temperature is
decreased. Al 1926.5.,{, a minimum in the low temperature cross section, a twenty fold increase
in cross section occurs when the temperature is raised from 199 to 368 K. Table I gives values
of the cross section as a function of temperature for some of the more prominent minima.
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Fig. ?. Carbon diox ide phoroabsorption c ross- sections f rom l67Q to 1770 Â at 198, 292, and 368 K compa red
wiih the room temperature results of Ogawa'0 and Shemansky.rr Explicit temperatu-re dependences are also
shown compareã with the results of De More and Patapoft.l
More and Patapoftr and are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. For the most part, the agreement-with the
present results is good apart from some high points in their work3 in the 1800-1825 Å region.
The present results are much more extens¡ve than those of De More and Patapoftr and have
been taken with much higher resolution and at much lower pressures.
Julienne et al.2 calculated the temperature dependence of the integrated absorption
coefficient for carbon dioxide between 1200 and 1750 Å, and it is possible to compare their
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Tablc I Carbon dioxidc photoabsorption cross sections o(T)cmr mcasured near decp local absorption minima at
lcnìpcraturcs T ncar 200. 300, and 370 K, Values werc measurcd at 0,5 A intervals and hence will not coincidc
exactly with minima in most cases.

















































































































































































































































+Read 4.86 20 as 4.86x l0 2(r
calculations with the present measurements. If we define the integrated cross section as
s(r) : / "r^, rr a(f), o)
where ø(À, T) cm2 is the wavelength-and temperature-dependent photoabsorption cross
section and 1/À cm-r is the wavenumber, then we find from the present results that S(-300):
9.97x l0-r5cm, S(-200):9.60x l0 '5cm, S(-370):10.53x l0 15cm, where all integrations
are taken between 1200 and 1750,Ä,. That is, the integrated cross section changes by -3.7 and
+5.6% as the temperature is changed from :300 to -200 K and -370 K respectively. The
resufts of Julienne et al.2 imply changes in S(T) of - -9% and- +10% for the same conditions.
Using the relation /:1.130x l0'2S(T), the oscillator strength / for the 1200-1750Å region is
calculated as 0.01I from the present room temperature results. The value calculated by Julienne
et al.2 is - 6 x l0 a, whereas that measured by Inn ¿ú 41.8 is 0.0096 (continuum only). Clearly,
some factors have been neglected in the calculations of Julienne et al.z as noted by Winter ¿ú
al,r5 and new calculations of the temperature dependence would be appropriate. Integrations of
the present cross sections in the range 1750-1970 Ä show that 5(-300): 7.35 x l0-18 cm,
5(-200) =3.94x l0 rBcm (-46%), 5(=370)= 13.7x l0 rscm (+56%), emphasizing the much
greater temperature effect at high wavelengths, the important region when considering pho-
todissociation low in the Martian atmosphere.
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Fig. 8. Carbon dioxide photoabsorption cross^sections from l77p to lS70 Ä at 194,293,and 168 K compared
*iih the room temperarure results of Ogawa'o and Shemansky.r2 Explicit temperature dependences are also
shown compared with the results of De More and Patapoft.'
CONC LUSION S
The present work shows that, while the room temperature carbon dioxide photoabsorption
cross sections were generally well known,6'r0'12 much theoretical work remains to be done in
order to understand the temperature dependence of the cross section. The very large tem-
perature dependence at the higher wavelengths is significant with regard to calculations of
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Fig. 9. Carbon dioxide photoabsorption cross^sections from 1870 to 1970 A at 199, 293, and 368 K comparetl
with the room temperature results of Ogawarn and Shemansky.rr Explicit temperature dependences arË also
shown
phere. Full tabulations of cross sections at 0.5Å intervals between 1200 and 1970Å are
available from the authors.
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Abstract-Extensive measurements are presented of 02 photoabsorption cross-sections taken at
selected minima between rotational lines of the Schumann-Runge band system. Both room
temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature results are presented from 1750 to 1800 Å and
corrections are applied for the effect ofthe wings ofthe rotationat Iines. StepJike structure in the
underlying continuum, due to absorption from rotationally excited levels of the ground state into
the B 32,- state, is verified experimentally for the first time, and the observation is used to deduce
a defrnitive dissociation limit of 57 136.0 + 0.5 cm-r for the B state.
INTRODUCTION
The absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation in the region of the Schumann-Runge (SR)
bands of 02 plays an important role in atmospheric photochemistry. In order to
understand fully the processes involved it is necessary to separate absorption due to the
bands from the underlying continuum and to divide that continuum into constit-
uent parts.
Of previous continuum photoabsorption measurements in the wavelength range 1750-
1950 Ä,'-7 only those of Gies et al.6 are corrected for absorption due to the wings of
neighbouring lines although Hudson and Mahles applied wing corrections to the mea-
surements of Ogawaa when developing their SR absorption model.
It is now well establis¡'r"63's'e't0 that most of the underlying continuum near 1750 Ä
is due to absorption from rotationally or vibrationally excited ground state oxygen
molecules into the B tÐu- state. This dissociation mechanism is signiñcant as the only
one able to produce metastable oxygen atoms in the mesosphere and stratosphere with
radiation of wavelength greater than 1750 Ã.rr Models for the absorption of radiation by
vibrationally excited 02 have been developed by Allison et al.tt and Hudson and Mahle.s
Blakee extended the model of Allison et al.t I to include rotational effects and pointed out
that discrete steps are expected in the continuum due to the onset of absorption from
particular rotationally excited levels of the ground state. The most comprehensive model
is that of Gies et al.6 which corrects the rotational thresholds of Blakee by including the
effect of the centrifugal barrier in the ,B-state potential for the rotating molecule, and
demonstrates that the threshold cross-sections decrease with increasing rotation. The
experimental measurements of Gies e¿ al.6 are, however, of insufficient number and
quality to verify the frner points of their model.
In the region above 1950 Ä, the X 3>" - A 
12u* Herzberg l transition is the main
contributor to the observed cross-section, and this transition also provides a relatively
less significant contribution as the wavelength decreases. There is considerable disagreement
in the literature over possible contributions from other states, with Fang et al.t2 and
Ogawaa invoking II states to explain some of the continuum, while Blakee concludes that
a composite absorption cross-section comprising his vibrationally and rotationally excited
SR model and a Jarmain and Nichollsr3 Herzberg continuum model frtted to the
measurements of Ditchburn and Young2 is sufficient to explain all the underlying
627
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continuum in the region ol the SR bands. That this conclusion is incorrect can be seen
by examining the differences between the SR continuum modcls of Blakee and Gies c¡
al.6 The later model6 predicts lower cross-sections at most wavelengths above 1750 A
because ol the lower rotational threshold wavelengths due to the centrifugal potential
barrier, changes in shape of the partial cross-sections with rotation. and the decrease in
threshold cross-sections with increasing rotation. The diftèrence in absorption must
therefore be explained by transitions to another state.
In view of the detailed predictions of the rotationally and vibrationally excited SR
continuum model of Gies cl al.6 and uncertainty regarding contributions lrom states
other than B t2, and A 3),,*, we decided to reinvestigate in detail the continuum
underlying the SR bands between 1750 and 1950,{. Cross-section measurements were
made with a resolution of about 0.04 Å at many minima between rotational lines and
corrections were applied where necessary for absorption due to line wings. The measure-
ments were taken at temperatures of 295 and 83 K.
This paper presents results from 1750 to 1800 Å where the measured cross-sections
at each temperature clearly exhibit step-like structure, verifying experimentall¡, for the
first time the predictions of Gies el al.6 regarding absorption into the -B state from
rotationally excited levels of the D" : 0 ground state. Indeed the size of the threshold
cross-section is observed 1o decrease with rotation, also in agreement with the model. A
new dissociation limit of 57136.0 + 0.5 cm-ris deduced from the observed wavelengths
of the thresholds corresponding to lowest rotation, and the model of Gies et al.6 is
modified accordingly.
Results from 1800 to 1950 Å and a discussion of absorption into states other than B
3)u- will be presented in a future paper.ra
EXPERI M ENTA L
The 02 photoabsorption cross-sections were measured using apparatus similar to that
described previously.r5 The radiation source was a windowless d.c. discharge in H2
operated at a pressure of about l0 torr and a current of I A. The radiation was dispersed
by a Minuteman 320 NIV normal incidence VUV scanning monochromator equipped
with a 1200 g/mm grating blazed at 1500 A. Fixed slits were set to give a resolution of
about 0.04 Å.
An ARC VUV beamsplitter served as the lront window of the 1.2-m absorption cell
and also allowed monitoring of the incident radiation. EMI photomultipliers type G-26H
315 (CsTe photocathode) were used in the pulse counting mode to measure simultaneously
the incident and transmitted radiation. The MgF2 window of the rear photomultiplier
also served as the rear window of the cell. The temperature of the gas in the cell could
be lowered by frlling a stainless steel jacket with liquid nitrogen. Most of the absorbing
gas was then at 77 K but there were temperature gradients at each end of the cell since
both windows were maintained at room temperature. This necessitated small corrections
in the data analysis to allow lor the temperature gradients, and the effective temperature
could be taken as 83 K.
The cell was filled with medical grade oxygen (0.5-800 torr), carefully dried by passing
through suitable cold traps, via a Balzers RMEO l0 electromagnetic leak valve. The
pressure was monitored by a Datametrics Barocel 5'10/l173 variable capacitance manometer
and was controlled by a Datametrics 1404 valve controller. At the temperatures and
pressures used in the experiment no correclions were necessary for thermal transpiration.
The experimental routine was controlled by a Commodore 8032 microcomputer and
an HP 3491 A, data acquisition/control unit. In the region 1750- I 800 Ä, and at
temperatures of 295 and 83 K, scans were perlormed in 3 Å segments at a fixed pressure
and with wavelength increments of 5.3 m,Ä. Backgrounds were taken before and after
each segment and absolute absorption cross-sections were calculated at the deeper minima
using Beer's law. Above 1800 Å the availability of deep minima lor study becomes
severely restricted because ofthe predissociation broadening ofthe lines olthe SR bands
with u'< 12. Cross-sections presented in this paper have been extrapolated to zero
pressure where appropriate by using pressure coefficients measured in an associate work.ra
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This correction was only necessary alT: 83 K for wavelengths grcater than 1770 '{ and
the maximum value was about 2oo/o near 1800 A.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
(a) Threshold u'avelenglhs .lbr the Schutnann-Runge ('onl¡nuum
For oxygen molecules with rotational or vibrational excitation the threshold for
absorption into the SR continuum lies at a greater wavelength than the Iimit of the band
system at -1750 Ä,. The threshold may be calculated by using the well-knownró ground
state energy levels for 02 and estimating the height of the centrilugal barrier in the B-
state potential as a function of rotation.
For the purposes of this calculation the B-state potential shape is taken lrom the CI
calculations of Saxon and LiurT for r < 5.3 Ä., normalized at -3.5 Ä to the RKR curve
of Gibson et al.,t8 with an extrapolation of the lo¡m V:0.00348/2(r'8e¡ 8) eV for r> 5.3
Ä. The extrapolation affects results lor J' < 17. On adding the centrifugal potential 2.6 I
X l0-4 J'(J' + l)/r2 eY, where r is in ,A and J'represents rotation in the upper state, to
the .B-state potential, it is straightforward to calculate the height of the centrifugal barrier.
This is found to vary lrom 0.03 cm-r al J' : I to 90.5 cm-r at J' : 3l , the full results
being shown as part of Table L
The fine structure of the threshold regions may now be understood by reference to
Fig. I which gives energy level diagrams for N" : l, 3, 5, 29 including both the triplet
splitting ofthe ground statere and the centrifugal effects on the upper state as calculated
Table l, Calculated centrifugal barriers AF'(cm-') for the B 3)u state of02 and corresponding threshold
wavelengths lth (Ä.) for the R3P¡ component ol continuum transitions from various rotational levels of
the ground state (r" = 0). A dissociation limit D: 57136.0 cm-r is assumed for the B state, and the
ground srate energy levelsre F' : F'i (N' : l) or (Fí + F'Ð/2 (N'> 3). Note that the R3P¡ component
is expected to be the strongest threshold for N" > I (see text).
N' (=J')
_1
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Fig. l. Energy level diagrams showing the fine strcture of the threshold Schumann-Runge continuum transitions from the o, = 0 ground state for rotations N,, = 1,3, 5, 29. Energy

























Dccomposition of photoabsorption continuum in Schumann-Rungc bands ol 02 ó3 I
above. Only the main branches of the continuum threshold transitions are shown, and
the dissociation limit is taken as 57136.0 cm I (see later discussion lor the determination
of this quantity). For the lowest values of rotation it is seen that the centrilugal barrier is
very small and thus the fine structure of the continuum thresholds is determined mainly
by the ground state triplet splitting. At higher rotation the difference in height of the
centrilugal barrier in the B state for successive values of "/' becomes larger than the
ground state splitting and the threshold fine structure is then dominated by centrifugal
effects. From Fig. I it is evident that for N" > l, since the,l"3 and F¡ levels of the ground
state are close together and since J' : N" for both the R3 and P¡ transitions, the strongest
frne structure threshold will be associated with the R3P¡ transition which will for medium
and higher rotation always be fairly centrally placed among all the fine structure
components. For N" : I the P¡R, transition gives rise to the strongest component.
In an experimental situation it is likely that only the strongest fine structure
components will be observable and on the basis of the above discussion, threshold
wavelengths are calculated for the R3P, components with J' : N" for comparison with
experimental measurements where fine structure is not resolved. Table I summarizes the
calculation of threshold wavelengths for rotational levels up to N" : 3l of the u" : 0
ground state. Here A,F' represents the centrifugal barrier of the B state, .F" is the mean
term value forthe.F¡ and F3 components of the ground state of O2,re (except forN": I
where it is f'1 only) and D is the dissociation limit for the.B state (57136.0 cm-r). It is
found that for N" 5 3l the threshold wavelengths may be represented by the empirical
equatlon
À,n1u' : 0) : 1750'157 + O'0422N'(N' + l)' (l)
A similar calculation gives the relation:
À,¡.(u" : l): 1799.161 + 0.O442N'(N' + l) (2)
for excitation from rotational levels of the u" : I vibrational level of the ground state.
(b\ C al cul at i on of Sc humann- Runge conl inuum cros s- sect ions
The calculation of the continuum cross-sections follows the procedure of Gies et al.6
The cross-section ø,"7y"(À) for absorption from a particular rovibrational level of the
ground state is given by
2r2 I f- 12
'""¡u"(À) : 
3r","!)rlJ" tþ""x"?)R"(r)t!¡¡''(r) drl (3)
where g" : (2 - ô0^,X2,S + l) is the statistical weight of the initial state, rþu'y" andþ¡¡¡,
are the normalised initial and final state vibrational wavefunctions for the rotating
molecule, rR" is the electronic transition moment, r is the internuclear distance, and all
other symbols have their usual meanings.
Vibrational wavefunctions are found by solving the Schrödinger equation using the
potential for a rotating molecule:
v(r): VoT) * N'(N' + l)h2/8r2pr2 (4)
where Ze(r) is the potential for no rotation and ¡r is the reduced mass of the molecule.
Values of V6Q) lor the X t}r- and .B 32,,- states and R"(r) were taken from Gibson e/
¿/.,18 but new spectroscopic constants derived from the accurate wavenumbers of Yoshino
el al.2o were used to make slight improvements to the .B-state potential curve.
Examples of partial cross-sections o,,¡y"(À) for D" :0 and N": I, 13, 25 and 5l are
shown in Fig. 2 where the rapid increase in cross-section towards shorter wavelengths
and the decrease in threshold cross-section as N" increases are both evident.
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Fig. 2. Calculated partial Schumann-Runge continuum cross-sections ø,.¡,(À) lor molecules in initial
stâtes with u" = 0 and N" : I,13, 25, 51.
The total continuum cross-section at any wavelength À and temperature I is computed
by summing over all initial states which contribute, with each partial cross-section being
weighted according to the population of the initial state in the absorbing gas. The total
cross-section is given by
ûlÀ):
2
2 2 Q¡'¡'l l)ø,'¡¿.(À) exp(-F,,N,lkT)
(5)
2 Z QN'+ l) exp(-itr,"n./kT)
where ^F,,¡¡' is the energy of the initial state of the molecule and N" is summed over all
values which give a threshold for absorption at a wavelength greater than À.
A detailed discussion of the above calculations is given by Gibson2rwho also predicts




Experimental cross-sections of this work, extrapolated to zero pressure where necessary,
are given in Tables 2 and3 for minima from 1750 to 1800 Ä and at temperatures of 295
and 83 K respectively. Corrections for the wings of neighbouring lines and the nett
underlying continuum cross-sections are also given at each wavelength.
Wing corrections were calculated with the aid of the SR band absorption model of
Lewis e1 a1.22 which is similar to earlier models,23-26 but with some improvement in
oscillator strengths, predissociation linewidths and pressure broadening coefficients. Because
ol the sensitivity of the wing corrections to the instrument resolution function, careful
measurements were performed on isolated narrow absorption lines in order to define
N"-l l3 25 51
Decomposition ofphotoabsorption continuum in Schumann-Runge bands of02 633
Table 2. Expcrimental photoabsorption cross-sections o¡¡ lor 02 measured at selected absorption minima
in the range 1750-1800,Ä at T = 295 K. Wing corrections rrand resultant underlying continuum cross-
sections ú7 are also given All cross-sections are in units of l0 2r cm2, and errors in ú?-can be deduced
by assuming oy Ãltd os. to be accurate to 5?o and 2070, respectively. Daggers signify that observed but
unclassiñed lines have been included in the wing correction calculation in order to match the observed
sPectrum.






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































accurately the slit function. Allowance was also made for the lines of the isotopic molecule
Or6OrE which can produce signifrcant effects at some minima in oxygen ol normal
isotopic composition. The background continuum in the model was set to zero and the
predicted spectrum around the minimum of interest was generated. The effective cross-
section at that minimum was then calculated, representing absorption due to the spectral
lines only. In some cases, due to inadequate knowledge of line classiñcations, perturbations
and so on,2o'zt the predicted spectrum did not match the observed, and observed but
unclassified lines were included in the model with strengths and widths adjusted to match
the observed spectrum. These cases are explicitly marked in Tables 2 and 3.
6t4 B. R L¡,wls ¿¡ ¿/
Table 3. Experimental photoabsorption cross-scctions o¡1 lor O¡ mcasurcd at selectcd absorption minima
in the range I 750-l 800 Ä at 7- : 83 K. The cross-sections have becn extrapolrted to zero prcssure where
necessary. Wing correclions dn arìd lesultant underlying contilruunì cross-sections o7 arr'also given All
cross-sections are in unils of l0 2r cm2, and errors in 07 can be deduced by assuming or1 âod o¡¡ to be
accurate 1o 5olo and 2070, respectively. Daggers signify that observed but unclassifìed lines havc been
included in the wing correct¡on calculation in order to match thc obscrvcd spcctrum.

















































































































































































































































































































An example of a wing correction calculation is gìven in Fig. 3 which displays
transmissions near the absorption minimum at l1 55.52.,{ measured al T :83 K together
with several model estimates. The strongest lines in this region have known assignments20'27
but the three weaker lines, although listed by Yoshino el al.,2o are yet to be assigned.
Curve A represents the model transmission calculated assuming the prevailing experimental
conditions, but ignoring the weaker three lines and assuming no underlying continuum.
Agreement with experiment is seen to be poor. Curve B is calculated as lor A but with
the inclusion of three lines at the wavelengths given in Fig. 3,20 with relative strengths
adjusted to agree with the observed scan. Curves C and D are calculated as for B except
that underlying continua of 1.4 X l0 20 and 2.9 x 10-20 cm2 are assumed. It is seen that
curve C gives good agreement with the observed spectrum and thus a value of 1.4
X l0-20 cm2 follows for the underlying continuum at this wavelength (measured cross-
section 2.4 x l0-2o cm2, wing correction 1.0 X l0 "'..'). lt is not possible to support
signiñcantly different values for the underlying cross-section without assuming relative
line strengths disagreeing with the observed values.
The above example is intended to represent a worst-case situation. ln most cases
unassigned lines are not present and thus no strength adjustments are necded. At room
temperature the unassigncd lines are generally not as signihcant aud extra uncertainties
due to their presence are less important.
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A MOOEL, N0 UNASSIGNEO LINES, or-O
B MOOEL. YITH UNASSIGNED LINES, or'O
C MOOEL, YITH UNASSIGNEO LINES, sr'l.4xlo-ðcmz
O MOOEL, llITH UNASSIGNEO LINES, sr'2.9x10-ðcm2
. EXPERIMENTAL
1755.,437 1755- 5¿13174
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Fig. 3. Measured transmissions near the cross-section minimum al 1755.52,{ compared with various
model transmissions. The temperature was 83 K.
Errors in the nett cross-section can normally be estimated by assuming a 5Vo error in
the experimentally measured cross-section due to uncertainties in pressure, temperature
and cell length and errors due to counting statistics, together with an estimated 20Vo error
in the wing correction. Thus it is only in cases where the correction approaches the
measured cross-section that the resultant error becomes large. Where unassigned lines are
present the error in the wing correction is estimated to be 307o.
The wing-corrected cross-sections are shown graphically in Fig.4 in the range 1750-
lS00 A at both temperatures, together with SR continuum cross-sections calculated
according to the procedures outlined earlier, neglecting fine structure and shape resonances.
The step-like structure in the measurements at both temperatures is immediately apparent
as is the good agreement with the calculations. The steps can be followed up to N" : 29
at T:295 K and up to N" : 13 at T: 83 K. The region 1750-1760 Å is shown on a
linear scale in Fig. 5 where the agreement between experiment and theory is even more
apparent. AI T : 295 K in this region the wing corrections are small compared with the
measured cross-sections and the steps are readily observable in the raw data(o¡a of Table
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Fig. 4. Wing-corrected continuum absorption cross-sections underlying the Schumann-Runge bands of
02 in the range 1750-1800 Å at temperatures ol 295 and 83 K. The measurements of this work are
shown together with the calculated Schumann-Runge continuum arising from rotationally and vibrationally
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Fig. 5 Wing-correctcd conlinuum absorption cross-sections underlying the Schumann-Runge bands of
02 in the range 1750-1760 Ä at tempcratures of 295 K and 83 K, thc linear scale highlighting the
rotational thresholds. The measurcmenls of this work arc shown together with the calculated Schumann-
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2). The results of Gies et a\.,6 not plotted lor clarity, are less extensive, exhibit more
scatter and are systematically higher than the present results at longer wavelengths' At
?r : 83 K the measured cross-sections decrease much more slowly, above about 1760 Ä,
than the theoretical predictions for the SR continuum. The signiñcance of this will be
fully discussed in a future publication.ra
(b) Threshold wavelengths
Threshold wavelengths estimated from the data of Table 2 by graphical interpolation,
knowing the general form of the cross-section, are listed in Table 4. It should be noted
that the wavelengths corresponding to the first three steps (N" : l, 3, 5) result from direct
measurements of edges (further discussion later; see also Fig. 7), and are thus considerably
more accurate than the other values. When corrections are applied for the ground state
energy levelsre appropriate to each step, it is possible to obtain estimates of the upper-
state ihreshold energies. These values are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 6 together with the
values calculated earlier assuming a dissociation limit of 57136.0 cm-r. The effects of
barrier tunneling are expected to be small for 02.28 Figure 6 is in effect a limiting curve
of dissociation2s for fhe B 32, state of 02. Despite the larger uncertainties in the
wavelengths of steps corresponding to higher rotation, there is good agreement between
the measured and calculated values. This implies that the previous assumptions regarding
the shape of the ,B-state potential curve were realistic. It should also be noted that the
data of Fig. 6 are not consistent with a linear dependence on J'(J'* l) but tend to
asymptote to a horizontal line as J' - 0. This implies2E that the rotationless .B-state
potential curve does not have a maximum (at least for r < l0 Ä), and that the dissociation
ii-it 1.f':0 intercept) for the,B state is 57136.0 cm-r. The previous "deñnitive"
dissociation limit for this state was determined by Brix and Herzberg,zl and is shown in
Fig. 6 for comparison.
Table 4. Measured threshold wavelengths À,¡ for u" : 0 and N" = I to 29. Also shown are energies F' of
the centrifugal barrier in the A 3>,'- staiä inlened lrom À¡¡ assuming ground state energy levelsrs
i;: r,i (N,-: l) a¡d F" : (Fi + F\)12 (N" > 3). 4 comparison is made with barriers calculated using
a dissociaìion limit D = 57136.0 cm-r and the Aln'values of Table l. The errors in F'may be taken as
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Fig. ó. Theoretical and measured limiting curves of dissociation2s for the -B r>,- state of 02 compared
















1750 1750.5 l75l 1751.5 1752 1752.5
WAVELENGTH (Ä)
Fig. 7. Experimental photoabsorplion cross-section lrom 1750 to 1752.5 Å lor 02 at 7': 83 K. Groups
of lines arising lrom the lowest rotalional levcls ol the ground state are indicated lor the (20-0) lo (22-0)
Schumann-Runge bands Also shown (continuous line) is the theoretical undcrlying Schumann-Runge
continuum cross-section including the main fìnc structurc lcatures lor the lìrst threc thrcsholds
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(c) Di:;.sot'iut it¡n Iim it
Figurc 7 shows the measurcd absorption spectrum bctwcen 1750 and 1752.5,Å taken
at 83 K with wavelength steps of 5.3 mÅ and a resolution of better than 0.04 Å. No
corrections have been applied. Discrete structure in the spectrum starting at 1750.3 Å
comprises lines from the (20-0) to(22-O) SR bands of 02. Near 1750 A the cross-section
is only a slowly varying lunction of wavelength since we are beyond the dissociation limit
of the.8 statc in the rotationless SR continuum. At 11 50.244 Ä there is a sudden drop
in the cross-section which does not appear to be associated with discrete absorption lines.
In view olthe previous theoretical discussion this is interpreted as the P¡R¡ component
of the N" : I threshold in the rotationally excited SR continuum for u" : 0. From Fig.
I the mean of the P¡ and R¡ components should lie at (D - 0.87) cm I where D is the
dissociation limit. Hence D:57 135.8 cm-r with a maximum error of about 0.5 cm I
due to possible measurement errors in the wavelength of the step. The theoretical cross-
section ol Fig. 5 has been adjusted downwards by 2.5Vo, within the experimental error,
to agree accurately with the measurement at 1750 Å plotted in Fig. 7, and step wavelengths
as in Fig. I have been used to predict the SR continuum cross-section in this region. The
main ñne structure features have been included and the relative intensity of the fine
structure components have been estimated from the Boltzmann factois of the appropriate
ground state levels at 83 K. No attempt has been made to include the effects of instrument
resolution. It is apparent from Fig. 7 that not only are there downward steps in the
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measured cross-section at the wavelengths predicted for the strongest components of the
N" : 3, 5 thresholds, but there is excellent agreement between the predicted cross-sections
between steps and the base lines of the measured discrete line structure. The measured
wavelengths for the N" :3,5 steps are 1750.667 and 1751.455 Ä, respectively, and from
Fig. I the energies for these thresholds (mean R3P1) should be 14.9 and 40.3 cm-r below
the dissociation limit. Together with the previous estimate for N" : l, this gives 57 I 35.8,
57136.0 and 57135.7 cm-' for the dissociation limit from measurement of the step
wavelengths f'or N" : 1,3,5, (assuming the previous centrifugal barrier calculations, the
maximum barrier being only 0.7 cm-r for N" = 5). It is proposed that the value 57136.0
+ 0.5 cm-r be adopted as the definitive dissociation limit for the B t}u- state of 02.
The above determination relies essentially on the direct measurement of the wavelengths
of distinct features in the spectrum of Fig. 7 and this measurement is easily performed
within the stated accuracy. The previously accepted dissociation limit was that of Brix
and Herzberg,2' 57 127 .5 + 5 cm-r, obtained, far more indirectly than the present method,
from an extrapolation of band origins for the SR-band system. It might be said that both
values are not too far apart once the error estimates are considered, but it is instructive
to pursue the cause of the difference. As stated by Brix and Herzberg2T in the conclusion
to their paper, the extrapolation technique for the SR bands had often been quoted to
illustrate safe and precise spectroscopic methods of determining dissociation limits when
only 15 bands were known. When 2l bands were known2T the old value was found to be
low by 260 cm-r, thus demonstrating the difficulty with long extrapolations. It is proposed
here that the group of lines at 1750.4 Ä, in Fig. 7, associated with an unassigned
vibrational quantum number n by Brix and Herzberg,2l are the lowest rotational members
of the (22-0) band. This seems reasonable on intensity grounds after examination of Fig.
7. It is also proposed on intensity grounds that the line listed by Brix and Herzberg2T at
51129.50 cm-ris in fact the 22R2(l) line, that is the unassigned triplet component i: 2
in the notation of Brix and Herzberg.2l This then enables a limited analysis of the small
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Fig. 8. ÁG' curve for (he B rZ,, state of 02 showing thc suggesled extrapolation of this work. The
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isG22: 5ll30.7 + 0.8 cm-r. The new band origin enables an even shorter extrapolation
than that performed by Brix and Herzberg.2T
The band origins of Creek and Nicholls2e for u' : l5 to 2l are used together with the
above value for u' : 22 to form a difference table (Table 5). The errors become significant
by the third difference which is averaged from D': 16.5 to 20.5 to give 4.0 cm I as an
extrapolated value for higher u'. Extending the table by extrapolation implies that
AG : 0 at D' : 22.95 and the corresponding ÂG curve is shown in Fig. 8. The predicted
dissociation limit is:
¡22-es (51130.1 + 4.4.
Grr* I LGdu'-)Jzz lSrt¡s + 3 cm r.
The Brix and Herzberg2T extrapolation is shown in Fig. 8 for comparison. It is seen that
the new extrapolation agrees well with the new dissociation limit 57136.0 + 0.5 cm-rof
this work. The above analysis is not intended to be rigorous but does clearly demonstrate
that where the AG curve starts to curve upwards near the dissociation limit, as in the
case ol02, ân! extrapolation must be very short indeed if an accurate dissociation limit
is to be deduced.
Table 6. Measured Schumann-Runge cross-section steps Ar as a function of ground state rotation lor
temperatures I = 83 and 295 K. Absolute threshold cross-sections a,n calculated according to the relation
o¡ : Lofa¡¡., where ary. is the Boltzmann factor, are also given together with errors arising from the
measurement inaccuracies in Aø.
N
T=83K T=295K
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Fig. 9. Measured absolute Schumann-Runge threshold cross-sections lor T : 83 K and 295 K as a
lunction of N"(N" + l) together with the theoretical predictions.
(d) Magnittde of threshold cross-sections
Threshold cross-sections for various rotations may be estimated from the data of
Tables 2 and 3 by frtting straight lines to the measured cross-sections ø¡ between
thresholds and measuring the difference in cross-section Ao between successive lines at
the calculated threshold wavelengths. Values so obtained aI T : 83 and 295 K are listed
in Table 6 together with Boltzmann factors appropriate to the temperature and ground
state rotation of interest. Absolute threshold cross-sectionS o1¡ for all observable values of
N" ale obtained by dividing the measured cross-section steps Aø by the appropriate
Boltzmann factor. The estimated threshold cross-sections for ?" : 83 and 295 K are
plotted in Fig. 9, together with values calculated according to the theory discussed
previously, ignoring shape resonances near threshold.
Despite the relatively poor accuracy of the measured values, the predicted decline in
the threshold cross-section with N" is clearly observed and the overall agreement with the
theory is very good.
CONCLUSIONS
The extensive measurements of the photoabsorption cross-section underlying the
Schumann-Runge bands of 02 presented in this paper are the first to exhibit the step-
like structure associated with absorption from rotationally excitcd lcvels of the ground
state to the ß 32,,- state continuum. Both the wavelengths and the magnitudes of the
threshold cl'oss-sectoins are seen to agree well with the thcorctical calculations ol this
work. A new dissociation limit of 57136.0 + 0.5 cm I for the B state is obtained from
direct measurements ol the wavelengths ol the lowest rotational thresholds, and this
supersedes the previously acceptecJ value of 51 121 .5 + 5 cm r.r7
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DECOMPOSITION OF THE PHOTOABSORPTION
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COLLISION-INDUCED ABSORPTION
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Canberra, ACT 2600, Australia
and
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Abstract-Measurements are presented of molecular oxygen photoabsorption cross-sections and
pressure coefficients taken at selected m¡nima between rotational lines of the Schumann-Runge
band system-. Both room-temperature and liquid-nitrogen-temperature results are presented from
I 760- I 980 Ä, and corrections are applied for the effect of the wings of the rotational lines. Absorption
into the 8r), and I r),+ states is found to be insufficient to account for the total observed cross-
section, and it is proposed that transitions to the lrll, valence state account for the remainder. The
pressure dependence of the cross-sections is consistent with collision-induced enhancement of the
intensities of the forbidden transitions Xt>;' I r),+ and Xt>; - I r[", while the temperature
dependence of the pressure coefficients is not consistent with absorption due to stable (O2)2 dimers.
INTRODUCTION
The previous paper in this seriesr contained measurements of the continuum underlying the
Schumann-Runge (SR) bands of O, between 1750 and l8O0 Å, and noted the importance
of this absorption to atmospheric photochemical processes. The desirability of assigning
the different transitions comprising the total cross-section was explained,r and a detailed
discussion was given on the major role played by absorption from rotationally and vibra-
tionally excited ground-state molecules into the -Br), continuum for wavelengths longer
than 1750 Å. flis component of the cross-section will not be discussed further in this
paper.
Of previous continuum photoabsorption measurements2-B in the range 1760-1980 A,
only those of Gies et al.6 are corrected for absorption due to the wings of neighboring lines,
although Hudson and Mahlee applied wing corrections to the measurements of Ogawaa
when developing their SR absorption model.
The underlying continuum at wavelengths longer than 1950 A, where wing corrections
are small, is about l0 2r cm2 and only slowly varyingr-5'e-rr and is attributed to the
X1>; - At2f, Herzberg I forbidden transition. Ditchburn and Youngr and Jarmain and
Nichollsr2 have modeled this part of the continuum. Cross-sections in this region are pressure
dependent,r 5,e rr and this has been attributed to the formation of (Oz)z dimers by some
¿¡¡þg¡5.l,s.to
At middle wavelengths (tS00-1900 Å) the only detailed measurements of absorption
underlying the SR bands are those of Ogawaa who claimed that there was definite structure
in the continuum in this region despite having made no allowance for the wings of nearby
lines, and attributed some of the cross-section to absorption into repulsive il states. Fang
et al.tt also deduced an excess continuum which they suggested might be due to the
Xt>; - lril, transition. Ab initio calculations by Guberman and Dalgarnora and Allison
et ol.ts on photoabsorption into the rll, state have shown that, at those wavelengths, this
cross-section is expected to be significantly less than the Herzberg I continuum cross-section.
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and A-X transitions were sufficient to account for all the underlying continuum above
1750 Å but, as shown in the previous work,r this conclusion does not hold if an improved
model for the B-X component is used.
We decided to extend the measurements reported in the previous workr to about
1950 Å, where the A-X lransition is dominant, in order to assess critically the wavelength
dependence of transition components other than B-X and A-X. This was made possible
by the detailed confirmation of the accuracy of the,B-Xtransition model.l
Cross-section and pressure coefficient measurements were made at selected minima
between rotational lines, and corrections were applied for absorption due to line wings. The
measurements were taken at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures, and this paper presents
results from 1760 to 1980 Å. Once wing and pressure corrections are applied to the present
data, and the model SR and Herzberg continua are subtracted, there still remains a definite
contribution which decreases from about l-2 X l0 2r cm2 at 1760 ,Â. to a negligible value
near 1900 Å with some structure being shown between these wavelengths.
Transitions to the I rfl, valence state of O, were mentioned briefly by Ogawaa as
possible contributors to the underlying continuum above 1750 Å, and potential curves for
this state have been calculated by some workers,ró'17 but there remains very little experimental
information on the I rfl, state. Cartwright et al.t8 attempted to decompose the SR continuum
at wavelengths shorter than 1750 A by analyzing electron scattering data and deduced that
there was a component centred at 7.5 * 0. I eV which contributed to the total photoab-
sorption continuum. They assigned this component to the I 3fl, state, but Lee et al.te claimed
no evidence of such a contribution in an experiment examining quantum yields for O (rD)
from photodissociation of 02 between l160 and l77O Å. Examination of the results of Lee
et al.te shows, however, that contributions of the order of a few percent would be masked
by the experimental scatter.
In this work, semiempirical numerical calculations are performed using model I 3[l,
potentials, and these indicate that the observed extra continuum including structure could
arise from the forbidden X32'" - l3fls transition. This interpretation is consistent with
the results of Cartwright et al.r8 This paper also presents the first low-temperature meas-
urement of pressure coefficients for Or in this spectral region. It appears that, provided the
coefficients are presented in terms of number density rather than pressure, there is no
significant temperature dependence. This is not what would be expected if the interpretation
of the pressure dependence of the absorption in terms of (Or), dimer absorption were valid
(Shardanand and Rao2o).
EXPERIMENTAL
A detailed discussion of the experimental method has been given elsewhere.r Briefly,
an H, discharge, 2.2-m monochromator and temperature-controlled absorption cell were
used to measure, photoelectrically, absorption cross-sections and pressure coefficients for
O, with a resolution of about 0.04 Å. Measurements were taken between 1760 and 1980
Å. at room (ZSS f) and liquid nitrogen temperatures. Cell lengths of 1.2 m and l0 cm were
used, and the temperature gradients associated with the construction of the longer cell'
resulted in an effective low temperature of 83 K, compared with 77 K for the lO-cm cell.
The deepest cross-section minima in each SR band were located during preliminary
scanning, and the wavelength was then kept fixed while the transmission of the cell was
measured at a number of pressures. Backgrounds were taken before and after each full cell
transmission measurement in order to correct for the effects of detector drifts. At liquid
nitrogen temperatures the pressure was kept below about 150 torr in order to avoid inac-
curacies due to condensation of Or, but at room temperature, pressures up to 1000 torr
were used provided this did not produce transmission measurement inaccuracies due to
absorption saturation. The effective absorption cross-section at each pressure was then
calculated from Beer's law using the known pressure, cell length, transmission and tem-
perature.
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The results of a typical cross-section determination are given in Fig. I' The minimum
under study was at 1773.1 ,Å,, and the lo-cm cell was used at liquid nitrogen temperature'
The linear dependence of the effective cross-section on pressure is apparent. The cross-
section extrapolated to zero pressure is Ll4 X l0-2r cm2' and the slope, or pressure
coefficient of the cross-section, is 8.1 X l0-2a cm2/torr. Linear pressure dependence was
observed at all wavelengths, provided that the experimental conditions were such that
saturation of absorption did not occur at low pressures. This is consistent with the results
of other workers at higher wavelengths.l-:'tt'zo
The full rest¡lts of this work are summarized in Tables I and 2 for temperatures of
295 and -80 K, respectively. The extrapolated cross-sections ø¡1, and 
pressure coefficients
(dqlAp)rhave been obtained in a similar manner to the above example. It is necessary to
correct the cross-sections for the effect of the wings of the neighboring SR lines, o¡v,the
wing correction procedure having been fully discussed previously.rPressure broadening of
the iotational lines of the SR bands also provides a pressure-dependent cross-section con-
tribution, and the measured pressure coefficients are corrected for this effect, (dqldP)w.
The residual cross-sections ø¡and pressure coefficients (dqldP)rare given in Tables I and
2, together with error estimates arising from statistical errors in the measured values and
assumed errors of about 2O7o in the corrections. At the longer wavelengths the values
become quite inaccurate because of comparatively small absorption, especially at the lower
temperature. The shorter cell and the lower temperature enable the measurements to be
usefully extended to a significantly shorter wavelength than would have been possible with
the 1.2-m cell at room temperature. The gaps in Table I correspond to measurements taken
with the 1.2-m cell, where it was not possible to measure a pressure coefficient because of
absorption saturation at relatively low pressures.
The largest uncertainty in the interpretation of the present work lies in the line-pressure-
broadening correction applied to the measured pressure coefficients. In this work we have
adopted the pressure-broadening coefficient
















Fig. l. photoabsorption cross-section for O, at 1773.1 Å measured as a function of pressure.
Measurements were taken al 77 '4 K using a lGcm cell'
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Table l. Cross-sections ûy and pressure coefficients (dc-ldP)u at minima in the Schumann
Runge bands of 02 measured al T - 295 K Wing corrections cr, (cJcldP)w, Schumann-
Runge cross-sections ø5¡ and rret results ar, (daldP\rare also given All cross-sections
are in units of l0 2r cm2, and pressure coefficients are in units of l0 26 cm2/torr The
net pressure coefficients are also given in ternrs of nunrber density as (dcldy'y')., units
l0 ar cm1/mol




























































































































































































































where Âv(cm-t) is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) linewidth, P(atm) is the
pressure and ?n(K) the temperature, as deduced by Cann et ol.2t (An exponent sign correction
should be noted.) Equation (l) is not inconsistent with preliminary measurements of SR
linewidth pressure broadening made by us, but these measurements are very inaccurate,
and further work in this area is in progress. Even Eq. (l) is not based directly on meas-
urenìcnts of the self-broadening of SR lines of O, and predicts linewidth pressure broadening
well in excess of the value obtained by assuming kinetic theory collision diameters for 02.
The ¡rressure-broadening uncertainty is most important at room temperature and at the
shorter wavelengths as can be seen in Tables I and 2.
Tables I and 2 also list the theoretical SR continuum cross-section component, rsR,
as cirlculated by Lewis et aLt f.or the appropriate experimental conditions. Values ol (ar-
øsn) are plotted for room and liquid nitrogen temperatures in Fig. 2, and it is seen that
the rcsults at both temperatures exhibit qualitatively similar behavior. The cross-section
falls lrom 1-2 X l0-2¡ cm2 at 1760 Å down to -l X l0 '] cm', the Herzberg continuum
level, near 1900 Å. There is a suggestion of some structure between l8l0 and l90O Å, but
in vicw of the broad absorption lines and consequent large wing corrections, the resultant
cross-section accuracy is poor in this region. Nevertheless it is clear that even after allowing
for the SR and Herzberg continua, as well as the wings of the SR lines, there still remains
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Table 2 Cross-sections øy and pressure coefficients (dcvldP)y at minima in the Schumann-
Runge bands of O, measured at I- 80 K Wing corrections cw, (dcldP)v, Schumann-
Runge cross-seclions ø5" and net results cr, (dtrldP)y are also given All cross-sections
are in units o[ l0 2] cm2, and pressure coefficients are in units of l0 25 cmz/tor¡. The
net pressure coefficients are also given in terms of number density as (daldlV)r, units
l0-ar cmr/mol.




























































































































































































a definite component of the continuum between 1760 and l9O0 Å which must correspond
to a transition other than A-X or B-X.
Ogawaa has measured room-temperature cross-sections and pressure coefficients at
certain minima between l8l4 and 2050 Å, while Cheung et ql.tt have done likewise from
1935 to 2040 Å. Their results have been wing corrected for the appropriate experimental
conditions, and the resultant cross-sections are also plotted in Figure 2; the SR continuum
cross-section having been subtracted where appropnate.
The cross-sections of Ogawaa agree with those of this work within the combined
experimental errors. Cheung et ol.tt claim that interference from the SR lines is negligible
in their continuum measurements, presumably because of their excellent wavelength reso-
lution. This is not true for the shortest wavelengths of their work, because there is a
resolution-independent pseudo-continuum due to the combined effect of the Lorentzian
wings of neighboring broad lines, which must be considered out to a large distance each
side of the wavelength of interest. For example, under the experimental conditions of Cheung
et al.tt at 1935.8 Å, we calculate a wing correction of l.l X l0-2r cm2 to their measured
cross-section of 1.4 X l0 2r cm2. As can be seen from Fig.2, the corrections result in a
downturn of their cross-section below 1970 Å, inconsistent with the other results. The wing
corrections of this work are fairly consistent in this region with those of Hudson and Mahle,e
who calculate for the experimental conditions of Ogawaa a wing correction of 1.0 X l0-21
cm2 at 1935.8 Å. Unfortunately we cannot resolve the discrepancy between the results of
Ogawaa and Cheung et al.tt because of the small absorption in this region and consequent
large uncertainty in the present results. Two points from Shardanand and Rao20 are also
shown in Fig. 2, and these merge smoothly with the results of Ogawa.a
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Fig. 2. Underlying 02 continuum cross-sections measured at 295 and - 80 K, corrected for the
effects of line wings and the Schumann-Runge continuum. The room-temperature results of other
\porkers4'rr'20 are also shown after the application of similar corrections.
The room-temperatur€ pressure coefficients of this work (døldP)7are shown in Fig.
3, together with those of Ogawaa, Cheung et al.tt and Shardanand and Rao2o; all results
having been corrected where necessary for pressure-broadening effects as described above.
As seen from Table l, the corrections are largest at the shorter wavelengths, and in fact
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Fig 3. The room-temperature pressure coefficients of this work, after correction for pressure broad-
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Once again there is agreement between the pressure coefficients of this work and those
of Ogawa within the combined experimental errors, but with our results tending to be
slightly lower at wavelengths shorter than 1880 Å. fn. pressure coefficients of Cheung e/
al.tt and Shardanand and Rao20 represent virtually their published values. Similarly, as for
the cross-sections, we cannot distinguish between the pressure coefficients of Cheung el ø/.rl
and Ogawaa above 1935 Å b."uur. of the fairly large statistical error in the results of the
present work.
DI SCUSSION
(i) Co n t i n uu rn c ross-sec I io n
As noted earlier, our results show a definite continuum cross-section component, in
addition to the B-X and A-X transitions, which decreases from l-2 X l0-2r cm2 at
1760.Å. to a small value at -1900 Å. Wttut are the possible origins of this component?
If the room-temperature results were the only ones available, it would be possible to
explain the extra cross-section component as the result of a systematic error in the calculated
SR continuum from rovibrationally excited ground-state molecules,r which has an influence
below - 1820 Å (table l). The low-temperature results rule out this possibility, however,
since in this case the SR continuum plays a significant role only below - 1765 Å, yet a
definite underlying continuum between l0 22 and l0-2r cm2 is still measured from 1765 to
l7e0 Á..
Absorption into the rfl, state is an unlikely explanation since øó initio calculations14'r5
have shown that 3il, - X absorption should have a cross-section significantly less than
10-23 cm2 in this spectral region. We must thus look toward transitions to another state
to explain the observed absorption.
Cartwright et al.t8 attempt to decompose electron energy-loss spectra for O, under
various conditions of electron energy and scattering angle, and deduce that there is a small
contribution from a state at 7.5 + 0.1 eV which they classify as a rfl, valence state on the
basis of ab initio calculations. Lee et a/.re examined quantum yields for O (rD) from pho-
todissociation of 02 between l160 and 1770 Å and found no evidence for a contribution
from the rfl"state of the magnitude predicted by Cartwnght et ø/.18 which does seem too
large in the electron scattering case analogous to photoabsorption. However, careful in-
spection of the results of Lee et al.te shows that rf[, contributions of a few percent of the
total cross-section cannot be ruled out. The present results imply an unclassified underlying
cross-section of the order o1 l% o1 the SR cross-section at 1750 Å, and this is clearly quite
consistent with an assignment to the I rfl, state and also with the results of Lee et al.te
In order to test this hypothesis fully, it is necessary to perform some calculations.
There is little quantitative information available for the I 3[I, state. An ab initio potential
curve for this state has been calculated by Saxon and Liu,r? and a small portion of the
curve near the Franck-Condon region has been determined experimentally by Cartwright
et al.t8 For the purposes of this work, the curve of Saxon and LiurT is shifted to lower
€nergies by 0. I eV and to smaller internuclear separation by 0.09 Å in order to agree with
the Cartwright et ol.t8 curve in both slope and vertical excitation energy (- 7.5 eV). These
shifts are in the usual direction required to force agreement between experimental and ab
initio potential curves, and are relatively small (see, for example, Cartwright et al.tï). The
I 3fl, potential curve so obtained is shown in Fig. 4, together with RKR potential curves
for the X3), and Br), states, 22 and an ab initio potential curve for the lr),+ staterT
shifted to coincide with the Cartwright et al.t8 Franck-Condon region determination. The
I rfl" curve contains a plateau resulting from an avoided crossing with the 2 rfl, state.
The Schrödinger equation for no rotation was solved numerically for the X and I 3lI"
states using the Numerov integration method,2l'24 and the relative cross-section for absorption
into the I rlI* state from the lowest vibrational level of the ground state was evaluated from
I
ør':0 c( 
À .f *,,=o *^0,
(2)
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Fig.4. Potential curve diagram for 02. The Xand Ecurves are RKR,2r and the A and I rll"curves
^re 
ob initiotl shifted to agree with experimental Franck-Condon region determinations.rs
where rf,,:o and ¡lÀ are the normalized initial and final-state wave functions, and À is the
wavelength of the transition. The electronic transition moment has been assumed indepen-
dent of internuclear separation in the absence of any existing calculation.
Figure 5 shows the X - I rll, cross-section so obtained as a function of wavelength
above 1550 Å, together with the values deduced from some of the results of Lewis et al.,t
and the underlying continuum cross-sections of this work; all experimental results being
taken at liquid nitrogen temperatures, the most valid comparison with the rotationless
calculations. The theoretical cross-section has been normalized to the experimental results
near 1770 Å. ¿.lro shown is an approximate Herzberg continuum based on the measurements
of Cheung et al.tt and the theoretical extrapolation of Ditchburn and Young.l
It is seen that the wavelength dependence of the experimental results from 1760 -
1800 Å. is well matched by the theoretical calculations. Above 1800 Å the experimental
results flatten off into the Herzberg continuum. Figure 5 provides strong support for the
assignment of the extra underlying continuum of this work to absorption into the I rII,
state, in agreement with the general conclusions of Cartwright et al.r8 if not in actual
continuum strength. The theoretical continuum peaks at - 1660,Å with a magnitude of
about 6 X l0 2r cm2, a factor of about 2300 weaker than the allowed B-,Y continuum
peak. Magnetic dipole allowed transitions such as the rllr-X are generally expected to be
about a factor of 10,000 weaker than allowed electric dipole transitions (Herzberg25).
If the results of Lee et al.te are examined, one can assign a lower limit of about 0.95
to the O ('l) yieta near 1730 Å. Uring a value ol 4.2 X l0 re cm2 for the SR continuum22
at 300 K, it then follows that - 2 X l0 
20cm 2 isan upperlimit for theX -. I rllrcross-
section. This is well above the value implied by the present measurements and thus the
results of Lee et al.ts are not inconsistent with this work. Further experiments similar to
those of Lee et ol.re are planned to clarify the matter.
The rapid fall-off in cross-section towards l8l0 Å is also o[ some interest. This is
caused essentially by the avoided crossing plateau in the I rl lu potential curve. It is conceivable
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Fig. 5. Theoretical cross-section for the X - I rll, transition, calculated according to the procedure
discussed in the text, normalized to the low-temperature results of this work and læwis et øl.t A
theoretical curve for the Herzberg continuum is also shown as is an upper limit for the cross-section
near 1730 Ä deduced fror the work of I'ee el ol.te
also that there may be a slight minimum in this region of the potential curve which could
produce resonance effects due to bound or quasi-bound states. These could provide sub-
sidiary peaks in the cross-section above I 800 Å; a possibility according to the current results.
Brief calculations have indicated that this can indeed occur under certain conditions, but
no quantitative fitting has been pursued because of the poor accuracy of the present results
above 1800 A.
(ii) Collision-induced absorption
In his well-known papers2o'26 on the pressure dependence of 02 absorption above 2000
Å, Shardanand attributes the increase in absorption with pressure to absorption of the
dimer (Or), via the equation
ø.rr(À) : or (tr) I K ar(tr) ¡r , (3)
where o.¡(tr) is the measured cross-section, ø¡(À) is the cross-section of Or, ør(tr) is the
cross-section of (Oz)2, ,/ì/ is the number density of O, and K is the equilibrium constant
governing formation of the dimer, given by the second virial coefficient for 02. For ?' :
300 K, K : 2.6 X l0-'¡ cmr/mol. This interpretation has been questioned by some
aUthOrS.4'll'27
As noted recently by Cheung et al.,tt it is not possible to deduce much information
on the properties of the species responsible for the pressure-dependent cross-section from
room-temperature measurements of the type mentioned. While a formulation such as Eq'
(3) is certainly consistent with the measurements, uncertainties in K and the assumption
that only bound-state dimers are involved make any deduced values of dimer cross-section
extremely dubious. Another recent study by Johnston et a1.21 also concludes that the extra
absorption is more likely to be due to O, transitions perturbed by nearby Or molecules
rather than absorption by the species (O¿)u. In a broader sense, the controversy over the
significance of bound dimers has been well summarized by Krupenie.2s
The pressure coefficient measurements of this work enable the hypothesis of
Shardanand20,26 to be examined more critically because of the extra information obtained
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by varying the temperature. The present pressure coefficients are expressed in terms of
number density as (døldÀ0, cms/rnol in Tables I and 2 where the statistical error is not
too large, and these values are plotted in Fig. 6 for temperatures of 295 K and - 80 K.
It is seen that the two data sets merge fairly smoothly in the range of overlap from 1830
to 1910 Å. t¡. temperature dependence is small; certainly less than a factor of two.
Unfortunately this region corresponds with the least accurate of the data points for both
temperatures, so it is not possible to be more precise. Shardanand2e has measured the
temperature dependence of the pressure coefficients at wavelengths longer than 2050 Å and
at temperatures from 200 to 348 K. He obtains a small negative dependence wh.ich is not
inconsistent with the present results which merge smoothly with his near 2000 A.
These new measurements indicate that the assumptions of Shardanand2o'2ó'2e regarding
absorption by (Or), dimers must be in error. Let us assume the Shardanand2o'2ó'2e theory,
that is, dø.¡/d/y' : Kaz.The rate coefficient K equal to the second virial coefficient of
02, is expected to increase markedly on decreasing the temperature from 295 to - 80 K,27
and in fact a judicious extrapolation of tables of the virial coefficients for O, (Ret. ¡O)
would indicate an increase of about a factor of 20. The current results then would imply
that c2, the dimer absorption cross-section, should decrease by a factor of 20 at all wave-
lengths on going from room temperature to liquid nitrogen temperature! This seems unlikely,
and thus the initial assumption of the Shardanand2o'26'2e theory is equally unlikely. In fact,
Johnston et a1.21 have also recently noted that the observed small increases in pressure
coefficient for decreasing temperature2e above 2050 Å are much smaller than the increase
in the equilibrium constant K and have reached similar conclusions to ours.
It thus follows that there really is no evidence at all for the existence of stable (Oz)z
dimers from photoabsorption measurements in this spectral region. From Fig. 6, (dqldN)r
is not significantly temperature dependent, and the wavelength dependence approximately
follows that of the underlying forbidden A-X and 3flr-Xcross-sections. The pressure effects
can thus be modeled fairly easily, and the simple assumption that the increased absorption
is due to unbound collision pairs enhancing the probabilities of the A-X and tflr-X
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Fig 6. The measured number density dependence of the underlying continuum cross-section, after
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CONCLUS IONS
The present measurements, especially those taken at liquid nitrogen temperatures,
clearly indicate a component of the continuum underlying the SR bands arising from
transitions to a state other than,Br),, or At2:. This component is assigned to the electric
dipole forbidden X - l t[, transition, and the observed wavelength dependence is found
to be consistent with a I rll, potential curve based on previous experimentalts and ab initiotl
work. The observed strength of the transition, although greater than expected for the
magnetic dipole allowed case, is still consistent with the results of Lee et al.te The observed
pressure coefficient temperature dependence strongly suggests that bound (O2)2 dimers play
no significant part in the absorption, and thus that the interpretation of Shardanand20'26'2e
rs wrong.
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Âbstract-Experimental oscillator strengths are presented for the (I-OX22-O) and (3-lf{17-l)
Schumann-Rünge bands of 1602. A wavelèngth resolution of -0.04,Â enabled individual rotational lines
to be studied and an equivalent width data analysis method was used. The now established decrease in
equivalent band oscillator strength with increased ¡otation is observed. The mean band oscillator strengths
of this work for the (l-Of{12-{) bands are in excellent ag¡eement with recent ultra-high resolution
absolute measurements, and the oscillator strength density is iound to be continuous across the
dissociation limit. The dipole moment deduced from the present oscillator strengths agrees well with recent
ab initio and semi-empirical determinations.
INTRODUCTION
The oscillator strengths and linewidths for rotational lines in the Schumann-Runge bands of 160,
are important parameters determining the p€netration into the atmosphere of solar radiation in
the range 1750-2000 Ä., and also affect the photodissociation rates for various atmospheric species.
Many atmospheric transmission and photodissociation calculationsr-re have been performed and
the recent study by Nicolet2o stresses the importance of an accurate knowledge of Schumann-Runge
band oscillator strengths and linewidths. Measurements of predissociation linewidths taken in
association with this work are presented in a companion paper,2r and oscillator strengths only will
be considered here.
Since the pioneering work of Schumann,22 the Schumann-Runge bands have been photographed
in absorption and emission and analyzed many times.r'2a The accurate measurements of Brix and
Herzberg]e demonstrated the triplet splitting, forbidden lines and perturbations for ¿') 16. The
recent wavenumber measurements of Yoshino et al.3a are the best resolved and most comprehensive
available for the (u'- 0) and (u'- l) bands.
Several experimental approaches have been used in determinations of Schumann-Runge band
intensities. Low resolution photoelectric measurements35'36 yielded only qualitative information
because of an inability to determine the true cross section. Shock tube measurements3T'38 were of
poor accuracy. Attempts to obtain quantitative oscillator strengths from photographic3e and
medium resolution photoelectric4 measurements failed because of errors in the data analysis
models. The first reasonably succ€ssful measurements of oscillator strength for the (u'- 0) series
of bands were obtained by a low resolution pressure broadening technique,ar'42 the results of
Bethkeal for the (2-OHl7-O) bands being commonly accepted until recently. Huebner et al.at have
determined oscillator strengths for the (l-{H2H) bands from electron energy loss spectra, but
the available resolution does not approach that of the optical methods. Hasson et al.a successfully
obtained oscillator strengths for the (0-0)-(3-0) and (2-l)-(5-l) bands by a photographic
method. Ackerman et al.2'as measured absorption cross sections at spot wavelengths in the
Schumann-Runge bands and deduced oscillator strengths by means of a data analysis model which
assumed aLorentz profile for each line with a constant half width of l.4cm-r. This assumption
is now known to be incorrect.2r
Hudson and Carteraó made the first line by line absorption measurements of the
Schumann-Runge bands with good wavelength resolution (0.075 A). From these measurements
they obtained oscillator strengths and predissociation linewidths by applying a least-squares fitting
procedure to the observed line proñles. Their measurements were taken at temperatures of 300,
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600 and 900 K and oscillator strengths were published for the (5-lHl3-l) and (G2)(13 2) bands.
Osciliator strengths and linewiciths deciuced irom their measurements were later published by
Hudson and Mahle6 for the (2-0F(16-0) bands, and the same data was later reanalyzed by
Frederick and HudsonaT who presented new oscillator strengths and linewidths for the (2-OH I 3-{)
bands. The results of Hudson and coworkers6'46'47 suffer from a rather large scatter which is
probably a result of fast monochromator scanning in the original measurements, and they exhibit
an inverse correlation between the deduced oscillator strengths and linewidths due to the method
of data analysis. Nevertheless, their pioneering application of least-squares data analysis techniques
to high resolution line by line measurements has provided considerable impetus to later work in
the field.
The construction of a 6.65 m scanning monochromator in Adelaideas led to a new series of line
by line, high resolution (0.06,{) absorption measurements by Lewis el al.ae'n and Gies el al.st lor
the (2-{f{19-0) bands using an equivalent width fitting procedure for the extraction of oscillator
strengths and linewidths. These results generally exhibited less scatter than the previous high
resolution oscillator strengths.ó'a? Lewis e¡ c/.ae's were the first to measure the decrease in effective
band oscillator strength with increase in rotation which had been predicted theoretically by
Allison.s2
Yoshino et al.s3 measured ultra-high resolution (0.013Ä) absorption cross sections for the
Schumann-Runge bands from 1793-2015Å and, for the first time, these cross sections were
absolute rather than effective since the predissociation linewidths were considerably in excess of
the instrument resolution for the (l-OHl2-{) bands studied. Oscillator strengths were determined
for these bands by direct numerical integration of the measured cross sections with small
corrections for high rotation lines not included in the integration. The measurements of Yoshino
et al.sl are basically independent of instrument resolution and the data analysis model assumptions
necessary for the fitting procedures,ó'46'47'4e-st and thus serve as a yardstick for comparison with
results so obtained. In general, the oscillator strengths of Yoshino et al.s3 lie between those of
Frederick and HudsonaT and Gies et al.st Smith el a/.s extended the results of Yoshino et al.st from
the (13-O) band to the (lG{) band, but these results were obtained using fitting procedures similar
to those of Frederick and Hudson ,47 aîd are thus not absolute in the same sense as the ( l-OH I 2-0)
band results.
Ìùy'e have recently installed and modified a 2.2m scanning VUV monochromatorss to provide
accurate linear scanning at an instrumental resolution of 0.0¿1O.05 Å,. ttre aim of this work is to
provide new line by line measurements of oscillator strength for the (u'-0) series on an
independent instrument so that the reliability of the equivalent width fitting technique can be
gauged by comparison with the absolute oscillator strengths of Yoshino et al.st The oscillator
strength measurements obtained here are also essential to the companion study of the rotational
dependence of predissociation linewidth.2r Oscillator strengths are presented for as many rotational
lines as possible from the (I-OH22-O) and (3-lf{17-l) bands. Agreement between our oscillator
strengths for the (l-{Hl2-{) bands and those of Yoshino et al.st is found to be excellent, except
for the (l l-{) band, and the hot band oscillator strengths presented here are considerably more
reliable than the relatively few earlier determinations.a'aó
EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental apparatus was similar to that used earlier for CO, absorption cross section
measurements.56 Equivalent widths were measured photoelectrically using a 2.2m YUY mono-
chromator and a 1.2 m temperature coritrolled absorption cell.
Background radiation from 1750-2010Å was provided by a windowless d.c. discharge in
molecular hydrogen. Typical operating conditions were a discharge current of I A and pressure
of H, of l0Torr. The radiation was dispersed by a Minuteman 320 NIV normal incidence VUV
scanning monochromator fitted with a 1200g/mm grating blazed at 1500Å. Wittr -l0p slits a
resolution of 0.0¿t-0.05 Ä was obtained. The scanning system of the monochromator was rebuilt
and rigorous temperature control was employed in order to provide linear scanning and good
wavelength stability.55 These characteristics were essential for the accurate measurement of the
equivalent widths of lines which were not generally substantially broader than the instrument
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resolution. In fact, the resolution and stability of the present monochromator are significantly
better than those of the Adelaide 6.65 m instrumentas on which the earlier measurementsae-5r were
taken.
An ARC VUV beamsplitter set at 45'C to the incident radiation acted as the front window of
the absorption cell and also allowed monitoring of the incoming intensity. EMI photomultipliers
type G-26H315 (CsTe photocathode) were used in the pulse counting mode in order to measure
simultaneously the incident and transmitted radiation. The MgF, window of the rear photo-
multiplier also acted as the rear window of the absorption cell. Photomultiplier count rates were
generally greater than I kHz allowing individual lines to be measured fairly quickly, but completion
of the measurements took a considerable time because ol the large number of lines str¡diecl.
All measurements on absorption lines were performed at room temperature but, in order to
examine the continuity of oscillator strength density across the dissociation limit, the
Schumann-Runge continuum below 1750 Ä was measured also at liquid nitrogen temperature. The
cell was filled with medicalgrade O, (0.1-850Torr), passed through suitable cold traps, by means
of a Balzers RMEOl0 electromagnetic leak valve. The pressure was controlled by a Datametrics
1404 valve controller and a fixed leak, and was measured by a Datametrics Barocel 57011173
variable capacitance manometer. A cold finger was connected remotely to the cell to ensure the
removal of any condensible impurities which might have accumulated during the scans.
The scanning procedure was completely controlled by a Commodore 8032 microcomputer and
an HP 3479^ data acquisition/control unit. The absorption line of interest was scanned several
times with a wavelength increment of 3-10 m,{ depending on the appropriate linewidth. Scans were
performed alternately with the cell empty and then full, and the absolute transmission so obtained
at each wavelength from the photomultiplier counts was corrected for the small dark count rate
and for incident intensity fluctuations. The statistical accuracy of near unity transmissions was
typically l%o. The integrated absorption over the line was then calculated as an equivalent width
W @L) from the recorded transmission values as a function of wavelength and the known
wavelength increment. A small correction (<2%) was applied to the equivalent width values to
account for the small 43 Ä, period error in wavelength due to inaccuracies in the main drive screw
of the monochromator.ss Each absorption line was generally studied at two widely differing
pressures in order to allow the determination of both oscillator strength and predissociation
linewidth as described below.
DATA ANALYSIS
Rotational lines in the Schumann-Runge system exhibit a mixture of Doppler and Lorentz
lineshapes due to both thermal and predissociation broadening.aó The Doppler HWHM å, (cm-r)
is given by
bo:6.331T't'lLo, (l)
where I(K) is the temperature of the absorbing gas and ,la (Ä) is the wavelength of the line centre.
The relative importance of the two effects is defined in terms of a dimensionless mixing parameter
a,57 where
¿ : l- (ln 2)tt2l(2bD). Q)
l- (cm ') is the Lorentz FWHM, and a varies between 0.8 and 25 for the range of bands studied.
Mixing between the Doppler and Lorentz components is described by the Voigt lineshape
,!r,):g f' :*pf -")._0", (3)P' ftJ_*a'+(u-x)'
where the dimensionless wavenumber is given by
u:(v -v)(ln2)tt2lbo. (4)
vo (cm-r) is the wavenumber of the line centre, P is the absorption coefficient at wavenumber v,
and P' is the absorption coefficient at the centre of the equivalent Doppler line.57 In this work we
use the second approximation of Whitingss to represent the Voigt profile.
,
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The equivalent width W (cm-t) of an absorption line is given by
fæ
w : | {l -exp[-P(v)X]] du, (5)J--
where X is the amount of absorbing gas57 (in units such that PX is dimensionless), and P(v)
followed from equations (3) and (4). A dimensionless equivalent width may be defined by the
relation
¡ry, : (W f b¡)(ln2ln)tt2, (6)
and W' as a function of P'X for various values of a form a family of curves of growth, given for
example by Penner.s? The effective band oscillator strength for the line of interest is given by
t.5.17 x t0_671t2(P,x)
.f(u,,N,,):___ p,rrl-- (7)
wherep (Torr) is the pressure of Or, /(cm) is the absorbing path length, ø is the weighted Boltzmann
factor for the ground state rotational level giving rise to the line of interest and S is the correctly
normalized Hönl-London factor.
In an ideal case, for a known value of a an experimental equivalent width leads to a value for
W',and P'Xmay be read offthe appropriate curve of growth, the oscillator strength following
from equation (7). In practice, this is not possible due to such factors as limited integration ranges,
limited experimental resolution, frne structure, underlying continua and absorption line overlap,
but the above theory forms the basis of the computer data analysis model used in this work. A
discussion of the model parameters follows, considerable improvements having been made to those
used previously.ot''
Spectroscopic constants for the X t2; state of 02 were taken from Veseth and Lofthus5e and
we were able to confirm the ground state energy levels tabulated therese for u" :0-1. The weighted
Boltzmann factors fl were calculated from these levels. The valuable and extensive recent
wavenumber measurements of Yoshino et al.Y were used in conjunction with the above constants
for the ground state to generate spectroscopic constants for the B3E,- state. For u'> ll we found
it necessary to perform a six-parameter fit including a centrifugal contribution to the spin-rotation
splitting constant of the form p : po * ¡t¡J(J * l). Five-parameter fits were of insufficient accuracy
to match the precision of the measurements. The spectroscopic constants obtained are given in
Table I for u':0-15 and these were used to generate model wavelengths to a high degree of
accuracy. For u':0-2, it is possible to fit the fine structure parameters i and p and interpolated
values are forced for u':3-8. The constant D is not accurately determined for u':0-9 and the
values obtained by Creek and Nicholls33 are forced into the fit for these bands. For u' ¿ 16,
rotational perturbations severely compromise the accuracy of the spectroscopic constants, and in
this case line wavelengths were taken directly from the measurementsr or calculated from
combination differences. Only if there were no direct or indirect experimental data were calculated
wavelengths used for p' )- 16 and the uncertainty in these calculations provided the most serious
limitation of the model in this spectral region. Line wavelengths for u": I were calculated from
the u" :0 wavelengths and the known ground state energy levels. Hönl-London factors S were
taken from Tatum and Watson6o for 3>--3X- transitions with coupling intermediate between
Hund's cases (a) and (b). The transformation coefficients were determined from the energy levels
obtained above. It is important to use the mixed coupling factors for u' > l4 where forbidden lines
become prominent.2e
Since the study of absorption lines with high rotational excitation is of priority in this work, it
is very important to characterize weak absorption features as accurately as possible. Figure I shows
a region of the absorption spectrum of 02 between the R(19) and P(19) lines of the (9-O) band.
Lineì from the (13-l) and (l,t-l) bands are visible as is the R(I7) line from the (9-O) band of the
isotope róOrso. It is apparent that a model which neglects the isotopic bands could result in
significant errors in equivalent width for both hot band lines and the high rotational lines of the
normal bands when oxygen of normal isotopic composition is measured. In this work, we model
the Schumann-Runge bands of róOr8C) using wavelengths, oscillator strengths and predissociation
V.
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Oscillator strengths lor Schumann-Runge bands
Tablc l. Spcctroscopic constants 1cm r) for the ,rt,- state ofróOt obtaincd from the wavenumbcr measuremcnts of
Yoshino et ¿/.r The errors arc 3ø detemincd from thc ñtting procedure, and constants in parcntheses are intcrpolated












Fig. l. The measured absorption spectrum near 18404 for O, ofnonnal isotopic composition. The
prõssure was 55Torr, the tempcrature 295K, and the instrument resolution was 0.06,{. The predicted
model spectrum for these conditions is also shown'
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linewidths based on measurements made by us on isotopically enriched O, samples6r arrd, where
necessary, the predictions of Blake et a1.62
Oscillator strengths and linewidths are necessary to the model in order to account for the effects
of distant, neighbouring or overlapping lines. Initially the oscillator strengths of Allison,52 including
centrifugal distortion explicitly, were used and linewidths were taken from Lewis el a/.ae'50 and Gies
et al.st As measurements proceeded, the initial values were replaced by actual measured values and
reanalysis was performed. The model also included the variation of predissociation linewidth with
rotation,2r the initial rotational dependences being taken from the calculations detailed in the
companion work.2r The final oscillator strengths (and widths) were not sensitive to the initial
estimates.
A Gaussian instrument function of FWHM 0.04-{.05 Ä was folded into the analysis in order
to reproduce the observed scan profiles. (The resolution varied a little because of clogging of the
entrance slit by the windowless discharge.) Theoretically, the equivalent width of an isolated line
is independent of the instrument resolution,ó3 but small errors can occur by neglecting the
instrument function for scans where the range of integration is limited.
Underneath the Schumann-Runge bands there is a continuous background comprising the
Herzberg continuum (important at longer wavelengths) and the Schumann-Runge and X-tfl"
continuas'ós (important at shorter wavelengths). The underlying continuum is pressure dependent.
The model continuum and pressure coefficient used in this work are shown in Figs 2 and 3
and are based on the earlier work by Lewis el ø/.r'ó5 including the observed stepse in the
Schumann-Runge continuum from rotationally excited ground state molecules. It might be
thought that there is a certain amount of correlation between the oscillator strengths and linewidths
determined using the model and the underlying continuum determined from the model, but such
correlation is minimal since most of the measured bandhead oscillator strengths and widths are
essentially independent of the continuum, and the continuum itself is generally determined well
away from the bandheads to minimize interference from the stronger lines. The oscillator strengths
determined for both the weakest and highest vibrational hot bands are, however, sensitive to the
assumed value of the underlying continuum.
An additional pseudo-continuum arises because of the summation of the Lorentzian wings of
the distant lines. In our model lines having a significant contribution to the absorption in the scan
range are explicitly included, while the weaker and more distant lines have the effects of their wings
estimated over the scanned region. A parabolic fit with wavelength is made to the sutir of these
wings and this is then treated as a pseudo-continuum in the analysis. Lines were considered up
to *5 Ä from the wavelength ofinterest for the highest vibrational bands and this range increased
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Fig. 3. The model pressure coefficient of the underlying continuum cross section, dø/dp cm2/Torr, assumed
in this work.
It was also necessary to consider the pressure-broadening coemcients for the Schumann Runge
lines themselves and, in fact, the derived widths for the lower bands are sensitive to this parameter.2l
The earlier modelae's used the gas-kinetic pressure-broadening coemcient of - 0.02 cm-r/atm, while
Lewis ef a/.65 used the value 0.28cm-r/atm, after the discussion of Cann et al.6 This latter value
was not based on direct measurement of the O, self-broadening coemcient and measurements
performed in our laboratory6T indicate that a pressure broadening coefficient of 0.21 cm r/atm is
appropriate to the lower Schumann-Runge bands. This value is adopted here. The effective
collision diameter for self-broadening of O, is thus seen to be 3-4 times larger than the actual
molecular diameter.
The specified factors were included in the data analysis model, which allowed calculation of the
value of P'X for a reference line in a scan group given the total experimental equivalent width for
the scan (lines and continuum). This value was then converted to an oscillator strength using
equation (7) and a predicted transmission as a function of wavelength was generated. The result
could then be compared with the experimental data as in Fig. l, where the model is seen to be
capable of accurately predicting the normal band, hot band and isotopic band lines as well as the
underlying continuum. (The monochromator slits were a little wider than usual for this scan,
resulting in a resolution of -0.06,{.)
In normal experimental operation, a scan was performed at a comparatively low pressure,
approaching the linear region where the curves of growth for different values of the mixing
parameter a bunch together.sT Assuming an initial approximation for a, an oscillator strength was
obtained from the measured equivalent width and the above model. A second scan was performed
over the same wavelength range but at a much higher pressure where the absorption is much more
sensitive to a. The oscillator strength obtained from the low pressure scan was assumed and a new
value of a obtained from the equivalent width of the second scan and the model. The interaction
was continued until the pair of results/, a converged to values consistent with the results of each
scan. In the case of hot bands, predissociation widths for the upper levels were assumed equal to
those determined for the u" :0 bands,2r and the oscillator strengths were determined from single
low pressure scans.
RESULTS
Some 409 independent oscillator strength measurements are presented in this work. Tables 2-5
list oscillator strengths for rotational lines from the P and R branches of the (l-{H22{)
Schumann-Runge bands. It should be noted that these are effective band oscillator strengths
deduced from the particular rotational lines studied. Tables Ç7 give oscillator strengths for
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Table 4- Masured oscillator strengths /(r', /V") x l0' for the R branches of the (12-0f{22-0) Schunann-Runge bands
t2 l3 tl l5 t6 t7 l8 l9 20 2r 22
3. l!0.a

























































































Table 5. Me¿surcd oscillator strengthslþ',N"|x l0'for the P branches of the (12{H22-{) Schumann-Runge bands. Values in parentheses refer to me¿suments on unresolved
lines which ar€ not independent of the R branch values
t2 t3 l4 l5 l6 t7 l8 t9 20 2l 22
3.0r0. 5
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Tablc 7. Measured oscillator strcngths/(o',iV") x l0* for thc P branches of thc (ÞlF(17-l)
which a¡e not
Schumann-Rungc bands. Values in parenthcses ¡efer to measurements on unresolved lines
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When scans were performed across unresolved PR doublets, the calculated oscillator strength
was referred to the R component and the oscillator strength for the P component was calculated
by using the predicted P/R strength ratios of Allison.52 It is also expected52 that the oscillator
strength will vary with the fine structure component, but this effect is too small to verify here and
all results have been averaged over the individual fine structure components where these have been
separately measured. The errors given in Tables 2-7 are due essentially to counting statistics.
Additional errors due to uncertainties in pressure, temperature and cell length are expected to be
-3o/o. For lines near the bandheads of the stronger bands, the oscillator strengths are generally
accurate to - syo and are essentially independent of the data analysis model parameters. For very
weak lines [(l-0) and (3-l) bands, higher rotational lines, (16-l), (17-l), (21-0) and, (22-0) bands],
the error in the oscillator strength increases. In such cases, there is an enhanced dependence of the
oscillator strength on the assumed values for the underlying continuum cross section. When the
underlying continuum was observed to be comparable in strength to the line being studied, it was
allowed to become a free parameter in the data analysis model so that excellent fits to the observed
scans could be obtained. This technique produced far more accurate oscillator strengths than did
forcing the model continuum, since variations of the model continuum within the appropriate
uncertainty could produce exaggerated changes in the deduced oscillator strength. Because of
extensive rotational perturbations in the spectrum above the (15-0) band, resultant line
classification uncertainties and genuine intensity perturbations, full characterization of the model
is difficult in this region. This fact leads to an additional uncertainty for u' > 16 which is difficult
to quantify.
From Tables 2-5, one can see the well known peak in the u" :0 vibrational oscillator strength
at u' : l4 and the decrease in oscillator strength with rotation which is expected theoreticallys2 and
was first measured by Lewis et al.ae [n cases where the P and R branches are resolved, the P branch
oscillator strengths exceed those of the R branch, in agreement with earlier measurements.ae In Fig.
4, oscillator strengths are presented graphically for the (lG{) band. The P and R branches are
resolved for most rotations in this band and many high rotation lines are accessible. The
approximately linear decrease in oscillator strength with increase in N"(N"* l) is evident, as is
the excess in oscillator strength of the P branch over the R branch. Agreement with the predictions
of Allisons2 is good considering the increased scatter of the higher rotation measurements.
The rotational band oscillator strengths may be expressed approximately in the form
l(u', N"): .fo(u') - B@')N"(N" + l), (8)
where fi(u') is the rotationless band oscillator strength needed for comparison with theoretical
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Fig.4 Measuredoscillatorstrengthslorrotational linesfromthe(lG{)Schumann-Rungebandshowing
the decrease in oscillator strength with rotation and the difference in strength between the P and R
branches. The calculations of Allisons2 are also shown.
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rotation.4e Table 8 gives values offr and p obtained by fitting equation (8) to the oscillator strength
measurements of this work for the (l-{Hl7-O) bands which could be followed to fairly high values
of rotation. Because of the small magnitude of the p values and the resultant large uncertainty'
although the P and R branches were fitted separately, the tabulated results are averaged over the
p and R branches. The rotationless oscillator strengths given for u' : 18-21 in Table 8 were
obtained by assuming the p values implied from the calculations of Allison,s2 while fi(22) is an
average of the two low rotation measurements of this work. The statistical error in the fr values
is -3i/o îot u' :2_16 andincreases for the other bands for the reasons stated earlier. The measured
values of p have in general quite a large uncertainty (30% r.m.s.).
For u' : 5-16, the present values offr and p are compared in Table 8 with the best measurements
of the Adelaide group.atssr Our rotationless oscillator strengths vary between 83-98% of the earlier
values,ae-sr with a mean of 92o/o and an r.m.s. scatter in the ratio of SYo. Our values of p have a
weighted average of 63o/o of the Adelaide values, but here the r.m.s. scatter in the ratio is -40o/o,
emfhasizing the difficulty of accurately obtaining this parameter. Presented here for the first time
ur. -.urur.ments of p for the (l-OH4-{) and (17-O) bands, and an oscillator strength for the
(224) band. The theoretical values offi and p calculated by Allisons2 are also given in Table 8.
Table 8. Rotationless oscillator strengths/¡ and rolational dcpcndences
are determincd from thc prescnt mcasurcmcnts
p for the (u'- 0) bands. Thcf values marked with an asterisk
by assuming the p values of Allisons2
vt x
fo(v') x lox
This work Refs. 49-51 Ref' 52 v
g(v') x ld
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Our rotationless oscillator strengths vary from 90-990/, of the theoretical values,52 with a weighted
mean of 96%o and an r.m.s. scatter of 3o/o. Our values of p average 86Yo of the theoretical values
with an r.m.s. scatter of -30%. The low experimental f for the (9-O) band follows from the low
measured bandhead oscillator strengths which result in a non-linear/vs N'(N' * l) dependence.
If the experimental p were determined by neglecting points for .f{"(N" + l) < 100 much better
agreement would be obtained for this band.
The values of fr and p listed in Table 8 are sufficient, together with equation (8), to model the
oscillator strengths of the rotational lines of the Schumann-Runge bands. Most reliable values
would be obtained by using the fr values measured here and the theoretical p values.52 It is also
possible to deduce mean band oscillator strengths -f (u) W summing individual line oscillator
strengths from equation (8), weighted with appropriate Boltzmann factors. These quantities are of
dubious significance, especially for bands near the dissociation limit where only a few rotational
lines may exist, but it is necessary to obtain them for comparison with earlier measurements
obtained by different techniques.
Our mean band oscillator strengths are given in Table 9 for the (l-{Hl6-O) bands which are
well developed rotationally. The oscillator strengths of Frederick and Hudsona? are in disagreement
with ours for seven of the common twelve bands. Although their measurements are obtained on
individual rotational lines by a fitting procedure, they do not notice a variation in oscillator strength
with rotation. The scatter in their results is larger, and there is an inverse correlation between the
oscillator strengths and predissociation linewidths obtained from their fitting procedure. The large
Table 9. Mcan band oscillator strcngths/for the (l-0)-(16-0) bands. The values marked with an asterisks are deduced as describcd
in the text
x This work Refs. 53, 54
i(v' ) x 10x
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oscillator strength and corr€spòndingly small linewidth obtained by them for the (l0_o) band are
not possible within the framework of our results.
Our mean band oscillator strengths disagree with the earlier best Adelaide valuesae-sr for eight
of the common fifteen bands are in general a little lower. The error estimates on the previous
results4e-sr were probably a little optimistic and the current results are expected to be more reliable.
Most other earlier measurements have been tabulated by Yoshino et al.st and will not be discussed
further.
Of particular interest are the oscillator strengths obtained by Yoshino et aI.53 and Smith et al.e
listed in Table 9. For the (l-{Hl2-O) bands, Yoshino et al.st directly integrated very high
resolution absolute absorption cross section measurements to obtain essentially absolute band
oscillator strengths. For the (13-OHI6{) bands, Smith el a/.v used fitting procedures similar to
those of Frederick and Hudsona? to obtain oscillator strengths for a few lines near the bandheads.
We have converted these measurementssa to mean band oscillator strengths by noting the average
ratio of these oscillator strengths compared with the theoretical values of Allison,52 and then
multiplying by the mean band oscillator strengths of Allisons2 obtained by procedures similar to
those discussed above. Our results are in excellent agreement with those of Yoshino et al.sl and
Smith el al.v The only disagreement occurs for the (l l-O) band for which they obtain a value l5%
larger than ours. Our values average -99% of those of Yoshino et al.sl [excluding the (l l-0) band]
with an r.m.s, scatter in the ratio of -3o/o.
Table 9 also gives mean band oscillator strengths obtained from the calculations of Allison.s2
Our results average -960/0 of the theoretical valuess2 with an r.m.s. scatter of only -2o/o in the
ratio. It is instructive to compare the minor fluctuations of our results and those of Yoshino e¡
ø/.s3 These are shown in Fig. 5 relative to the theoretical oscillator strengths,aT and several things
are immediately apparent. Firstly, the theoretical predictions of the relative dependence of
oscillator strength on vibration match our observations remarkably well, although our results are
-4Yo lower. Secondly, the small-scale variations in oscillator strength with vibration from the
results of Yoshino et al.sr are curiously similar to those observed by us, with the exception of their
rather large point alu' : ll. The statistical scatter in the ratios is -3% for our results and -5o/o
for Yoshino et al.sl of about the same order as the structure seen in Fig. 5, but there does appear
to be a dip in the ratio at u':Ç9. The associate paper on predissociation linewidths shows that
this region coincides with a maximum in the 3fI, partial width. If this inner limb potential curve
crossing were to result in slightly non-Lorentzian lineshapes for the 3fI, component, then it might
be possible to explain the dip in the oscillator strength since our data analysis assumes Lorentzian
lineshapes and the experimental integration is over a finite range. This view is, of course, speculative












Fig. 5. The present mean band oscillator strengths and those of Yoshino et al.st each divided by the
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Table 10. Rotationless L6) and mean (/) oscillator strengths for the
determined l"rom the prcsenl measurements
(3-l)-(17-l) bands. Thc/o values markcd with an asterisk are
by assuming the É values of Allisonr2
v x
fo(v') x lox
This work Ref. 52
F(v') x ltlx
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Oscillator strengths for the hot bands (3-lHl7-l) are presented in Table 10. Thefr values were
obtained as for the u" :0 series except that most p values were fixed at the theoretical values52
because of the poor accuracy of the experimental p values. Nevertheless, several of the hot bands
(u' :6,8, 10, l2) can be followed to sufficiently high values of rotation to demonstrate clearly the
decrease in oscillator strength with increasing rotation. This result has been verified by us for the
frrst time for the hot bands.
Agreement with thefi values of Allison52 is curiously better than for the D" : 0 bands, our values
averaging -99% of the theoretical values with -5% scatter in the ratio. There have been very
few previous measurements of hot band oscillator strengths for the Schumann-Runge bands and
our results are the most accurate and extensive available. Mean band oscillator strengths deduced
from our measurements are compared with the measurements of Hudson and Cartera6 and Hasson
et al.4 in Table 10. All measurements are in agreement within the combined experimental errors
except for the (9-0) band, but the statistical scatter is lowest for our results.
OSCILLATOR STRENGTH DENSITY CONTINUITY
Theoretical investigations of the continuity of oscillator strength, Franck-Condon density and
transition moment have been performed by several workers.68-70 Marr,ó8 using Morse potentials,
found continuity of the transition moment through the B3X; dissociation limit with a slope
discontinuity, but noted that Morse potentials were not a good representation for the .B3X; state.
Jarmain and Nicholls,6e using the oscillator strengths of Bethkear and realistic Franck-Condon
factors, found approximate transition moment continuity across the dissociation limit, but also
obtained an unexpected secondary maximum due to the poor experimental data available. Allison
et al.1o compared theoretically foþ)@u'ldv) in the bands with dfldv: l.l3 x l0r2d in the
continuum (o, cm2 is the continuum cross section) and found continuity.
Oscillator strengths for Schumanlt-Runge bands
Table I I. The calculation ofthe expcrimcntal oscillator strength dcnsities for Schumann-Runge transitions from the D" = 0 state.
Below the dissociation limit the wavcnumbcrs are the band origins for thc (l-0)-(22-0) bands and d//dv is calculated as
foþ)lLG'where/r(u') is the rotationless osillator strength-and ÂG'is the first vibrational difference. Above the dissæiation
lim¡t ¿//¿u is calculated as l.l3 x l0l2ø(v) whcre a(v)cm2 is the measured low temperature absorption cross seclion. The


















































































































































































































































*For 3.09-9 read 3.09 x l0-e
The extent and accuracy of the present oscillator strengths make it possible to examlne
experimentally the continuity of the oscillator strength density defined by Allison el a1.10 across the
dissociation limit. Table I I shows the results for transitions from the o" : 0 level. Band origins
(Table I for u': l-15, Creek and Nicholls3s lor t)' :lÇ21, Lewis el al.& for u' :22) were taken
as the wavenumber y, cm-r appropriate to the rotationless oscillator strengthsfi, and the density
of states du'ldv was taken as llLG'where the differences ÂG'(cm-r) were obtained from the band
origins. The oscillator strength density d//dv was thus approximated by folLG' for the bands.
Measurements of the Schumann-Runge continuum cross section o, cm2 were taken at - 80 K near
1750Ä in order to approximate the rotationless continuum as closely as possible (cross sections
were - l07o lower than those at room temperature); df ldv in the continuum was then calculated
as l.l3 x l0r2ø. The hot bands were treated similarly except that, since it was impossible to measure
the u" : I continuum, theoretical values were taken from Gibson.Tr Oscillator strength densities
for the hot bands are given in Table 12.
The oscillator-strength densities are plotted as a function of wavenumber in Fig. 6. Continuity
is observed across the B3t,- dissociation limits for transitions from the u":0 and u": I states.
For the t)":0 bands, only the u':21,22 densities vary significantly from a smooth behaviour,
and this is quite understandable considering the lower accuracy of the fr values for these bands
and also the uncertainties in the small ÂG' values.
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Tabie I 2. The calculation of the cxpcrimental oscillator strcngth densities for Schurnann-Rungc transitions fiom the u" : I state.
Thc mcthod is as dcscribed in Table I I except that thc continuum cross scctions listed hcrc arc theorcticalTl
*For 1.81-6 read l,81x10-6
Equations of the form
J
(e)
where the coemcients 4i are given in Table 13, were fitted to the oscillator strength densities for
u":0-1, excluding u':21-22 and the resultant smoothed values are given in Tables ll-12 and
are plotted in Fig. 6 also. The region near the 83X; dissociation limit, for transitions from the
t)" --0level, is shown in more detail in Fig.7, where the continuity is remarkably demonstrated
considering that all points are based purely on experimental data.
The observed continuity of the oscillator strength density enables the confident interpolation of
oscillator strength in regions of poor experimental accuracy. Smoothed rotationless oscillator
strengths fr ( u') lor t)" : 0-l are obtained from the smoothed d//du values in Tables I I -l 2 and are
also presented there. Smoothed values for the (21-0) and (224) bands in particular are expected
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Fig. 6. Oscillator strength densities obtained from the current measurements for Schumann-Runge
transitions from the u" :0 and u": I states.
THE DIPOLE MOMENT
It is possible to calculate dipole moments from the current oscillator strengths given potential
curves for the X3E; and B3X; states. In this work, the ground state potential is taken from
Gibson,Tr and the .B state potential is derived using RKR techniques from the spectroscopic
constants in Table I which are based on the accurate wavenumber measurements of Yoshino ¿l
al.v A, Morse extension from the inner u': 14 turning point is optimized to be consistent with the
Schumann-Runge continuum temperature coefficients of Gibso n et a1.72 Wavefunctions for tl " : 0,
u' : l-22 and u" : l, u' : 3-17 are calculated by numerical integration of the Schrödinger equation
and the dipole moment D(r) is expressed as a power series in the internuclear separation r. The
coefficients of this power series are determined by a weighted least-squares procedure which
compares the calculated with the smoothed measured rotationless oscillator strengths for u" :0-1.
Such a procedure avoids the assumption of the r centroid approximation. The dipole moment so
obtained is, for 1.306Ä(r ( 1.370Ä.,
D(r): 1.56734 * 0.058397r - 0.4828512, (10)
where D(r) is in atomic units and r is in Ä.. Our form for the dipole moment is consistent with
the recommendations of Whiting et a1.73 and is a factor of J3 smaller than some forms adopted
in the literature. The inclusion of a cubic term does not improve. the fit which gives an r.m.s.
Tablc 13. Coefficients a, to bc used with equation (9) to calculate the smoothed oscillator strength densities
as a function of v for Schumann-Runge transitions from the u" = 0 and u" = I states
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56000 56400 56800 á7?O0 57600 58000
v (cm')
Fig. 7. Oscillator strength densities obtained from the current band and continuum measurements near
the u":0 dissociation limit. Continuity is observed across this limit.
deviation from the experimental results of 3.2o/o. The fitting procedure demonstrates that the
(l l-lHl7-l) oscillator strengths arc -5o/o larger than would be implied by a perfect fit. This result
is about the same as the experimental uncertainty for these bands and merely reflects the
experimental difficulties in measuring weak lines which occur near strong neighbouring structure.
In Fig. 8, our dipole moment is compared with the empirical exponential best fit obtained by
Kuz'menko et al.la in their review, and with shifted ab initio calculations and an empirically
adjusted dipole moment curve obtained very recently by Allison et a1.75 Excellent agreement is
obtained with the empirical curve of Allison et al.ls The current results are lower than, and have






















Fig. 8. The variation of dipole_moment obtained by us compared with the ab-initio and empirical
dãterminations of Allison Jt ot." ^nd 
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errors. It should be noted that, with experimental data of the quality presented here, uncertainties
in Franck-Condon factors arising from potential curves calculated from different sets of
spectroscopic constants can produce dipole moment uncertainties of - 5o/o which can exceed the
eiperimental scatter. In fact, Kuz'menko el al. use the Franck-Condon factors of Harris et a1.76
which differ from ours by enough to explain a major part of the difference between our dipole
moment and the Kuz'menko et a1.14 frt.
CONCLUSIONS
Experimental oscillator strengths presented here for the (l-{f{22-{) and (3-lF(17-l)
Schumann-Runge bands of 160, are the most extensive and the most accurate currently available.
We also present in the first experimental oscillator strengths for the (224) and (l¿t-lF(17-l) bands.
The decrease of equivalent band oscillator strength with increasing rotation is confirmed for the
u":0 bands and observed for the u": I bands for the first time. Line-by-line modelling of the
Schumann-Runge bands is best performed by using the smoothed rotationless oscillator strengths
fi obtained here together with the theoretical rotational dependences p obtained by Allison.52 The
modelling of the predissociation linewidth is discussed in an associate paper.2r The mean band
oscillator strengths obtained here for the (l-O){12-O) bands are in excellent agreement with the
recent model-independent absolute oscillator strengths obtained by Yoshino el al.st and the hot
band oscillator strengths agree well with the few previous measurements.a'{ The present u":0
oscillator strengths are about 4o/, lower than the theoretical values of Allison,52 probably a
signilìcant amount in view of the low scatter in the experimental measurements. Continuity of the
oscillator strength density across the B3E; dissociation limit is verified for transitions from the
u":0 andt)": I states and this enables more reliable high u'oscillator strengths to be obtained
by interpolation and smoothing. The dipole moment D(r) found by us agrees very well with recent
ab initio and semi-empirical determinations.Ts
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4.6 Rotational variation of predissociation linewidth in the
Schumann-Runge bands of 1602
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Abstr¡ct-Extensive high resolution photoabsorption measurements have been performed on most of the
experimentally accessible ¡otational lines in the Schumann-Runge band system of 160r. Predissociation
linewidths are inferred from these measurements for as many lines as possible from the (l {) to (19-O)
bands. A model of the predissociation is developed, which includes the interactions of the 8r>; state with
repulsive sn,, tn,, t[1, znd 38,* states, and molecular parameters for these interactions are determined
by least-squares fitting the model to the experimental vibrational widths for the (l-O) to (18-O) bands.
These parameters are then used, in conjunction with the model, to predict the variation ofpredissociation
linewidth with rotation for each Schumann-Runge band. The experimental linewidths are found to exhibit
systematic variation with rotation for most of the bands studied, and agreement with the model predictions
of rotational variation is excellent. Polynomial ñts to the model rotational linewidths are also presented
in order to facilitate atmospheric modelling applications.
INTRODUCTION
In order to calculate the transmission of solar radiation in the range 1750-2000Å through the
atmosphere it is necessary to know accurately both oscillator strengths and linewidths for
individual rotational lines of the Schumann-Runge band system of róO2. Atmospheric transmission
is also important in calculations of photodissociation rates for various atmospheric constituents.
There have been many atmospheric transmission and photodissociation modelsr-re developed in the
past, and the most recent work of Nicolet2o emphasises the need to know Schumann-Runge band
oscillator strengths and linewidths with a high degree of accuracy. New measurements of oscillator
strength are presented by Lewis et al.2t in a companion work, but this paper is restricted to a
discussion of predissociation linewidths.
Flory22 attributed the observed diffuseness of the rotational Schumann-Runge lines on photo-
graphic plates to predissociation of the .83E,- state by a repulsive 3lfu state, but Feast23 observed
B-X emission from bands with u > 2 and claimed that this refuted Flory's argument. Volman2a
provided the first photochemical evidence for predissociation. Since that time several workers2t2s
have observed qualitative broadening of absorption lines in some bands and have attributed this
to predissociation due to the 3If, state and possibly others. A full summary of the situation to 1972
is given by Krupenie.2e
Quantitative linewidth measurements are few. Ackerman and Biaume3o estimated linewidths
from photographic plates of the (G4) to (13-O) bands, but no allowance was made for fine structure
splitting and these results should only be regarded as semi-quantitative. Hudson and Mahleó
obtained linewidths for the (2-{) to (16{) bands by applying a least-squares profile fitting
technique to the measurements of Hudson and Carter,rr'32 and the same data for the (2-0) to (13-O)
bands was reanalysed by Frederick and Hudson,33 who presented a few measurements as a function
of rotation for the (8-0) to (13-O) bands. In a series of experiments, Lewis et al.3a'15 and Gies el
a/.3ó obtained individual rotational linewidths from the (2-O) to (19-O) bands by using an iterative
equivalent width method of analysis. Prompted by the conclusion of Frederick and Hudsonsr that
+Present address: Argonne National Laboratory Argonne, IL 60439, U.S.A.
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the linewidth tended to increase with rotation, aithough theyrr cautioneci that their resuits shouici
be viewed with reservation due to uncertainties in the triplet splitting parameters, Lewis et a1.31
re-examined their previous measurements.34-36 They concluded that, of the l2 bands studied, only
the (9-{) and (12-0) bands showed a statistically significant increase in linewidth with rotation, no
variation being observed in the remainder. Recently, Smith el ø/.38 presented bandhead mea-
surements of linewidth for the (13-O) to (lG{) bands obtained by data analysis methods similar
to those of Frederick and Hudson.33
Theories explaining the observed predissociation have developed considerably in the last 20
years. Schaefer and Harris3e performed ab initio calculations and interpreted the predissociation
in terms of interaction between the -83E,- state and a repulsive 3I1, state. More reliable calculations
were then performed by Schaefer and Miller4 who stated that spin-orbit coupling was the principal
interaction responsible for the predissociation, and then noted that the four repulsive states rlf,,
tIIu,tfl, and 5X,- would be expected to predissociate.B3E; to about the same degree. Riess and
Ben-Aryeh,ar using Morse eigenfunctions for the bound states of .B3E; and an asymptotic
sinusoidal form for the unbound wavefunction, found that overlap between the bound and
unbound wavefunctions for the 3lru state had several maxima and was thus possibly sufficient to
account for all the observed predissociation. A more sophisticated calculation by Murrell and
Taylora2 produced a similar conclusion, and another by Childa3 gave results similar to those of
Murrell and Taylor.a2 Durmaz and Murrella were the first to consider the effect of centrifugal
distortion on the Franck-Condon density. For most vibrational levels, they found considerable "I
dependence, but their work suffers through only considering the 3If, state. It was not until the work
of Julienne and Kraussa5 and Julienneaó that theoretical calculations started to reproduce the
observed linewidths. These authors used ab initio calculations to obtain an initial range for the
parameters describing the potential curve interactions and then refined this qualitative picture of
the predissociation through a detailed comparison between the calculated level shifts and linewidths
and the available experimental data. Julienne and Kraussas found significant differences between
the couplings to each repulsive state and concluded that the dominant state causing the
predissociation was the slf, with the sII,and rll, playing minor roles. Coupling to the 23X,+ state
was initially thought to be zero,as but Julienne later found that this was not so and showed that
including this coupling resulted in an improved fit to the experimental measurements. Juliennea6
also discussed several of the factors causing ,I dependence of the calculated widths but did not
perform detailed calculations because of the lack of available experimental data for comparison.
Sink and BandraukaT have made the most recent calculation of predissociation linewidths based
upon an analytical scattering model. Their results show a similar trend to those of Julienne and
Kraussas but are not of the same accuracy.
Let us briefly summarize the situation. Sufficient quantitative measurements of predissociation
linewidth as a function of vibration33-3ó exist to enable an assessment of the predissociation theories.
It is found33-3ó that only the theory of Juliennea6 is capable of explaining the observed predis-
sociation maxima aT. u:4,7, ll, and thus the predissociation is caused primarily by the 5I1,
interaction with lesser roles being played by the ztÐI ,the3IIuand the rII, states. This conclusion
is in direct contrast to the earlier reliance on the 3ff, state to explain most of the predissociation.
There have been no experiments performed explicitly to measure the rotational dependence of
the linewidth. The work of the Frederick and Hudson33 and Lewis et al.r1 relies upon re-
examination of old measurements and is not very comprehensive. The theoretical techniques exista6
enabling calculation of the "I dependence of the linewidth, but there are several contributions to
this effect and the complicated nature of the process€s involved, together with the lack of
comprehensive experimental data, has inhibited extensive calculations. Krupenie2e and Juliennea6
have both commented on the need for experimental measurements of the "/ dependence of
predissociation linewidth.
This work presents the results of an extensive experimental study of the predissociation
linewidths of the (l-0) to (19-{) Schumann-Runge bands of 160, as a function of rotation. The
measurements of the vibrational widths are fitted by adjusting the interaction parameters of the
Julienneaó model, and these parameters are then used in a modified theoretical model to predict
the -I dependence of the predissociation widths. Excellent agreement is found be tween the measured
and theoretical ¿, and ,I dependences.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DATA ANALYSIS
A detailed discussion of the experimental method has been given elsewhere.2r Radiation from
a d.c. Hr continuum discharge was dispersed by a 2.2 m monochromator and monitored by two
u.v. photomultipliers, operating in the pulse counting mode, before entering and after leaving the
l.2m absorption cell. Extensive modifications to the monochromator,as and close temperature
control of the environment, enabled good scanning linearity at the wavelength resolution of
0.0rH.05,Â, and excellent absolute wavelength reproducibility. These characteristics were essential
for the accurate measurements required of this work and also for the routine computer control
of the experiment.
Scans were performed across the absorption line of interest at two widely differing O, pressures
and the resultant line profiles and equivalent widths were recorded. This technique allowed the
simultaneous determination of both oscillator strength and predissociation linewidth by an iterative
procedure first applied to O, by Lewis el al.l4The model parameters assumed in the data analysis
program have been discussed previously,2r but it should be emphasized that the assumed pressure
broadening coefficient particularly affects the linewidths deduced for the low u bands which are
measured at pressures near one atmosphere. The low-pressure scan approaches the linear region
of the curve of growth and results in an equivalent width rhuch more sensitive to oscillator strength
than to the mixing parameter ø (proportional to the predissociation linewidth).2r Assuming an
initial approximation for ø, the oscillator strength is then calculated for this scan. In the case of
the high-pressure scan there is a considerably enhanced dependence of the equivalent width on a
and thus a refined value for ¿ can be determined using the oscillator strength obtained from the
low-pressure scan. This procedure is repeated until a consistent pair of results for oscillator strength
and a is produced. Absorption spectra calculated using these results are then compared with the
experimental scan profile as a final check on the accuracy of the procedure.
For the (l-0) band and for higher rotational lines in the (2-0) and (3-{) bands, pressures
necessary to accurately apply the equivalent width method were experimentally inaccessible. In
these cases predissociation linewidths were obtained by a two parameter least-squares frt to the
observed line profiles at a single pressure, a variant of the method used by Frederick and Hudson.rl
Linewidths obtained in this way were found to merge smoothly with those obtained by the
equivalent width method, and were consistent where both methods were compared for a given line.
It is seen from the above that the fltted experimental linewidths are closely related to the fitted
oscillator strengths in an inverse fashion. This behaviour can be seen in the results of Hudson and
Mahle6 and Frederick and Hudson,33 where oscillator strengths which are anomalously large are
correlated with small linewidths and vice versa. The low scatter in the oscillator strengths of the
companion work,2r together with the excellent agreement with the model-independent oscillator
strengths obtained by Yoshino et al.ae for the (l{) to (12--0) bands, implies that this problem has
been minimized in this work and that the predissociation linewidths obtained here should be very
reliable.
THEORETICAL
The theoretical predissociation model used in this work is based on that of Julienne and Kraussas
and Julienne,tr and similar notation will be used here.
An absorption line to the bound triplet level f with vibrational and rotational quantum numbers
u and J is broadened by an amount
f (uJi):2nLÍT*o(E*,)l', (l)
where the sum is over d (a:51I,,'2I ,'ilu,'å,¡, ,h" repulsive potential curves which cross the
BrX,- state. The quantities T2 are the matrix elements for interaction between the bound state and
the continuum and are given in Table 2 of Julienne and Kraussas or Table I of Julienne.46 In this
work we ignore the small electronic-rotation interaction which contributes to the Btl-;-tn,
coupling and use the spin-orbit matrix elements only, with a mixed case (aþ(à) representation of
the .83E,- state, These matrix elements are given in Table I of Julienne6 and are reproduced here
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Table l. Matrix elements ?"2 for lX; predissociation through spin-orbit eoupling.
A mixed-case (ø!{ä) representation of the rE; sl.ate is assumed { is deñncd in
equation (3), while a znd b zre deñned in equation (2)
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in Table l.The mixing coemcients for the .B3E; state are given by50








If we initially consider the zero rotation case, the matrix element ( in Table I is the vibrational-
electronic overlap integral
C,,(E): (ú,1A"(r)lú u"), (3)
where ry',, and ll E, are the respective bound vibrational and energy-normalized continuum
wavefunctions, AnQ) is the electronic spin-orbit matrix element and, for calculations of linewidth,
E is the energy of the bound vibrational level u.
In this work, the ,8 state potential is derived using standard RKR techniques from spectroscopic
constants fitted to the recent wavenumber measurements of Yoshin o el al.st with a Morse extension
from the inner ¿ : 14 turning point optimized to be consistent with the Schumann-Runge
continuum temperature coefficients of Gibson et al.s2 This procedure is adequate to describe bound
vibrational levels up to u:21. After Julienne and Krauss,as the repulsive potentials are assumed
to take the form
v,(r): v*expf - (M*lv*)(r - R*)l * v-, (4)
where I/- is the energy of the O(3P) + O(P) asymptote, R* is the crossing point and Z* is the
energy at which the repulsive potential d crosses the .838,- potential. M* is the slope of the repulsive
potential ø at the crossing point. The electronic matrix element is assumed to be independent ol
r and to have a constant value lo' : A,(R*), after the discussion by Julienne.tr The wavefunctions
in equation (3) are calculated by numerical integration of the Schrödinger equation.
Calculations of rotationless,Q linewidths were performed for u:0-16 using equations (l) and
(3) and Table l, with repulsive state parameters identical with those of Julienne.a6 Essentially
identical linewidths were obtained, indicating that any small differences between the assumed -BrI;
state potentials were insignificant in terms of such predissociation linewidth calculations.
In the case of explicit calculations of linewidth as a function of rotation, the centrifugal energy
term is added to the bound and unbound potentials and the above procedure is followed. In this
work, the major contributor to the rotational dependence is found to be centrifugal distortion with
secondary effects due to the ,I dependences of the 83X; state mixing coefficients and the
intermediate case (a) - (à) coupling factors of Table I for the d and F, levels.
In order to give a valid comparison with unresolved experimental triplet widths, the full set of
partial widths f (uJi) are calculated using the above procedure. They must then be averaged over
the fine-structure parameter i for a fixed N (J: N, N + l), since this is the way that the triplets
occur in practice. The procedure is somewhat less convenient than the neat sum rules that
developa5.aó when the averaging is performed for fixed ,I, but is more appropriate lor most
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experimental comparisons. From now on for simplicity the predissociation
denoted by F to indicate the fine structure averaging although some of the experimental widths
to be presented are of resolved triplet components.
RESULTS
Some 285 distinct linewidth measurements are presented in this work, each measurement
generally resulting from multiple scans at two different pressures, as explained earlier. The oscillator
strengths associated with these linewidths have been discussed elsewhere2r and have been found to
be in excellent agreement with the model-independent measurements of Yoshino et al.ae for the
(l-O) to (12-{) bands. This result supports the reliability of the predissociation linewidths presented
here.
As noted earlier, the measured linewidth is mainly dependent on the equivalent width of the
higher pressure scan. Figure I shows the experimentally measured transmission values for a scan
of the R(15)P(13) lines of the (,l-{) band at a pressure of 466 Torr. The absorbing gas was at a
temperature of 295 K, the instrument resolution was 45 m,Ä, and the wavelength increment between
steps was 10.67 mÅ. The statistical error in each data point is - lo/o in the line wings. Also shown
in Fig. I is the theoretical data-analysis model profile for the above conditions with an oscillator
strength'¡f : 2.64 x l0-7 and predissociation linewidth F :3.52cm-r, the measured values of this
and the previous work,2r obtained by the equivalent width technique. The theoretical profile is in
excellent agreement with the observed, verifying that an analysis based on equivalent widths will
give accurate line profiles provided that there are no local line classification problems. (The
equivalent width is basically independent of the instrumental resolution and thus the method does
not require accurate knowledge of this parameter, in contrast with line profile fitting methods of
analysis.) Figure I also shows theoretical line profiles calculated as above, but with f changed by
+25o/o. As expected, the maximum difference occurs in the line wings. Although the difference in
wing transmission is not large, it is still far in excess of the - l7o scatter of the experimental








Fig. l. An experimental scan across the R(15)P(13) lines of the (4-{) band, together with model
predictions for scveral predissociation linewidths. The pressure ofO, was 466 Torr, the temp€ratu¡e 295 K,
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analysis technique if the oscillator strength is known. The equivalent width over the 1.4Â
experimental scan range varies by +5.6, -7.0o as l- is changed by +25%. The P(31) line of the
(5-O) band is seen as an inflection on the long wavelength wing in Fig. I and the theoretical profile
is in excellent agreement with the experiment in this region also, but such overlapping weak features
clearly must be well modelled if accurate linewidths are to be obtained. In this work, both the hot
bands and the isotopic r60I80 bands are accurately modelled.2r The need to have accurate oscillator
strengths for the line of interest is also demonstrated clearly by the above example.
Our measured linewidths are presented in Tables 2 and 3 as functions of u and ,I. In cases where
the P(/ - l) and R(/+ l) branches were unresolved, the appropriate mean,/: d for fine structure
unresolved P(/) measurements J:I - l, and for similar R(/) measurements J:I * l. (The
bracketed quantities I, I + | refer to the rotation N" of the ground state level from which the
absorption line originates; th€ primes are omitted for simplicity from the upper state quantum
numbers throughout this work.) For u 213 many measurements were taken on resolved triplet fine
structure components. In general, it was not possible to distinguish reliably systematic width
variations as a function of the triplet sub-level due to limited available lines and the increased
statistical error for measurements on the higher rotational lines. Width measurements on resolved
single and double fine structure components account for the odd and non-integral mean .I values
assigned to some of the measurements in Table 3. The widths marked with an asterisk in
Table 2 were obtained from scans taken at a single high pressure by a profile fitting technique, as
mentioned above. This technique resulted in larger errors, especially for the (l-O) band.
The errors listed in Tables 2 and 3 are statistical only. There will be an additional error of about
3% due to possible systematic errors in pressure, cell length and temperature. The errors introduced
due to inaccuracies in model parameters such as spectroscopic constants, underlying continuum
and pressure broadening coefficients are not considered explicitly, but the best possible values are
used for these parameters. The bandhead widths of the (3-{) to (17-{) bands are particularly
reliable and are effectively independent of the analytical model parameters apart from the fine
structure splitting. The (l-{) and (2-{) results are sensitive to the pressure-broadening coefficient,
the underlying continuum and the pressure coefficient of the underlying continuum2r and, for
u 218, weak-line classification problems provide an additional source of error. Widths for the
weaker, high rotational lines can become quite inaccurate in relative terms, but are still signiñcant
in determining the general rotational behaviour of some bands (in particular lor u ) l4).
The linewidths in Tables 2 and 3 were smoothed and extrapolated to ,I : 0 and these results are
presented in Table 4, together with previously published vibrational linewidths,33-r0'ra pt.¿it-
sociation maxima are observed at t¡:4,7,11, 16 in agreement with previous observations and
measurements. The recent bandhead width measurements of Smith et a1.18 are in good agreement
with the present values except for u:13. It should be noted that Smith et a1,38 use a fitting
procedure similar to that of Frederick and Hudson3s and that they38 obtain an oscillator strength
for the (13-{) band which is about l2Yo lower than expected from the trend of the u:0-12
oscillatorstrengthsof Yoshino etal.ae Becauseof theinversecouplingbetweenthe/andf values
inherent in the fitting procedure, an increased / would imply a decreased l-, resulting in better
agreement with the present results for u:13. The bandhead widths measured by Frederick and
Hudson33 agree reasonably well with ours except for u : 2, 3, 4, 10, 12. These discrepancies can
be resolved, except for u : 4, by noting that their oscillator strengths33 for u : 2, 3, lO, 12 are in
error2'in an inverse fashion to.the width discrepancies. This indicates a problem in their data
analysis for these bands.
Agreement with the measured widths of Gies et a1.36 is also reasonably good, except for u:10,
12, 13,17. Their linewidths are averaged over all rotational lines measured and are not therefore
necessarily directly comparable with our bandhead measurements. In fact, for the indicated bands,
the deviations from our results are of the same sign as our observed rotational dependence for these
bands. Scatter in their36 associated oscillator strengths may account for some of the discrepancy
lor u:13, l7 but, in general, their/values are much less scattered than those of Frederick and
Hudson.33 The (13-0) band linewidth of Gies et a\.36 is 0.20cm-r, nearly twice our value, and this
remains the most serious discrepancy. The earlier linewidths measured by Lewis el al.to'rs are shown
forcompleteness. Their values for u:2,3 should be ignored because of incorrect analytical model
parameters. As noted by Gies et a\.,36 the oscillator strengths of Lewis et al.3a'3s lor u 2 7 were too
Table 2' Measurcd FIVHM predissæiation linewidths f (c--') for rotational lines from the (l-{) to (lGo) Schumann-Rungc bands. Unmarked values are derived from
mcasurements of unrmlved PR doublets, while values marked P and R arc dcrived from measurcments of P and R branch linJ, respcctively. Values marked with an asterisk














































































































































































































unresolved PR doublets, while values marked P and R are derived from measurements of P and R branch lins, respectively. Vr'idths refering
appropnate subscripted marking, and for fully resolved single triplet components f should be replaced
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Table 4. Measurcd FWHM predissociation linewidths f (cm r) extrapolated to ze-ro rotation, for the (l-{) to
(19-{) Schumann-Runge bands. The comparablc values ofother workersl}l6lE are also given
This work
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large due to a pressure gradient in the experimental apparatus, and the corresponding linewidths
will therefore be too small.
The measurements of Ackerman and Biaume30 are not tabulated here since they were apparent
photographic widths, not deconvoluted linewidths, and are about 0.5cm-rlarger than the entries
in Table 4 for all bands. The widths of Hudson and Mahle6 are not considered since their data
has been reanalysed by Frederick and Hudson.33
MODEL PARAMETERS
Our empirical predissociation linewidth model is based on the interaction of the ,83Ð; state with
four repulsive states c (c: tII,,2tDI ,3n,,tflu). The repulsive states are described by equation
(4) and there are three undetermined parameters A*, M*, R* for each state, a total of 12. Julienne
and Kraussas approximately determined the parameters for the slf, -state by a remarkable
deperturbation ôf the observed band origins of Ackerman and Biaume.3o The unique behaviour
of the 19 vibrational widths measured here enables all 12 parameters to be determined to quite
a high degree of accuracy. A least-squares routine was written in order to fit the predissociation
model of this work to our observed linewidths by adjustment of the 12 parameters.
It was necessary to choose the most reliable widths from each band for inclusion in the fit, and
smoothed values for N: l0 were used for u : l-15 and .l/:6 for u : 16-18. The less accurate
(19-{) band widths were not included in the fit since this considerably improved the reduced value
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Tablc 5. Calculatcd bcst fit partial and total FWHM predissociation widths (cm r) for the ( l-O) to ( I S{) Schumann-Rungc
bands compared with the measured values of this work (r'V = l0 for ¿, : !-15, ¡y = ó for u = l6-18). Thc dcviations between

























































































































































of X2. The results of the fitting procedure are shown in Table 5, where the best fit model linewidths
are compared with the measured values. The model widths are averaged over all triplet components
for a fixed .|/, the most valid comparison with the experimental measurements. The overall fit is
seen to be excellent, with an r.m.s. deviation of only 4.4Yo. The maximum deviation for u:2-16
is only +4.5o/o. That the results for u : l, 17, l8 are least \r,ell fitted is entirely expected since these
are the least accurate measurements for the reasons mentioned earlier.
The best-fit model parameters are shown in Table 6, where the quoted errors are 3o values
determined from the fitting procedure. The 5If, parameters assumed by Juliennen were obtained
from a deperturbation of the second differences of the band origins of Ackerman and Biaume30
by Julienne and Krauss,as who claimed errors of l0o/o in A*and M*and 0.002Å in R*. They
later noted however that a deperturbation of the data of Curry and Herzbergss implied that
A* - 7 5 cm-r and concluded that a cautious inteþretation of the deperturbation with more liberal
error estimates may have been warranted. Julienne's6 parameters for the other repulsive states were
estimated mainly ftom ab initio calculations with extra restraints being applied through qualitative
observation of linewidth and lineshift trends. Where no errors are given in Table 6 the values are
regarded as uncertain.
From Table 5, it is clear that the 5If, interaction is the most important overall, and thus the 5I1,
parameters are the most accurately determined by the fit. \ryithin the error estimates there is
agreement with the A*and M* of Julienne,tr but not with the crossing point.R*. Agreement could
readily be obtained by applying a more liberal error estimate to Julienne's6 crossing point. A full
sb initio calculation of the matrix element for the 5I1, state has been performed by Lefebvre-Brionr
who obtains the value 68cm-r at r:1.S52Å.
The parameters for the rIf, state are the next best determined by the fit. These rely heavily on
the experimental width for the (l-{) band, but we have found that, even if this result is excluded
from the fit, similar parameters result. Agreement is excellent between our values fot M* and R*
and those of Julienne;46 but our matrix element is a little larger as exemplified by our observed width
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Tablc 6. The best ñt model parameters of this work comparcd with those adopted by Juliennee
This work
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for the (l-O) band. As implied earlier, the rlf" parameters are sensitive to the assumed pressure
broadening coefficient.
Our fitting procedure enables the 3I1, parameters to be reasonably well determined. Our matrix
element is found to be fairly close to the rough estimate of Julienne,tr but we obtain significantly
different values for the slope and crossing point. This follows basically since we measure quite low
widths (-0.13 cm-r) for the (13-O) and (lzt-O) bands at N : 10. Julienne's parameters would imply
widths of about 0.2cm-rfor these bands.
The 23E,+ state is the least well determined by our procedure, the -20% error in M* being the
largest for any of the 12 parameters. Nevertheless, we find good agreement with the slope and
crossing point of Julienne,a6 although our matrix element is signifrcantly lower than his ab inilio
estimate.
Overall, there is quite good agreement for the l2 parameters, but the present experimenally based
values are significantly more accurate than the previous estimates.6 [t does appear that the l0%
uncertainty attributed by Julienne6 to fhe ab initio malnx element calculations may be optimistic.
ROTATIONAL DEPENDENCE
The measured predissociation linewidths of this work are presented in Figs 2-20 as functions
of rotation for the (l-O) to (19-O) bands. Also presented are model calculations made according
to the method discussed earlier with the best fit parameters given in Table 6. The few rotational
linewidths obtained by Frederick and Hudson33 for the (8-O) to (13-O) bands are also shown.
The present results show a clear increase in linewidth with rotation for u :3, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13,
a decrease for u = 5, 7, 10, ll, 15-18, and no well defined behaviour for u : l, 2, 4, 19. Widths
from the (l4{) band appear to decrease slightly at first and then increase for the highest values
of rotation studied. Lewis e, ø/,37 determined a significant increase in linewidth with rotation fcir
u:9, 12, in agreement with the trends observed here for these bands. The higher rotational
linewidths of Frederick and Hudsonrs are in reasonable agreement with our measurements for
u :8,9, 12, 13, all cases where an increase in width with rotation is observed. The sudden increase
in linewidth at J : l7 observed by Frederick and Hudson3s in the (l l-O) band is not observed here,
consistent with the mEasurements of Lewis et a1.37 The linewidths observed by Frederick and
Hudson3r for the (l0-o) band are totally at variance with the current observations where we
measure a decrease, rather than an increase, with rotation. This disagreement is consistent with
that noted earlier for the bandhead width and oscillator strength for this band.
Apart from some minor discrepancies in the (4-{) and (5-0) bands, the measured and calculated
rotational dependences of linewidth are in excellent agreement for u: l-16. For higher values of
t97
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Fig. 20. The variation of FWHM predissociation line\Ã'idth with rotation for the (19-{) Schumann-Runge
band ofOr.
rotation the measurements fall a little below the model values for u : 17, 18, and the (19-O) band
widths are significantly larger than the predictions. That the biggest discrepancies occur in this
region is not surprising considering both the difficulties of fully characterizing the spectrum in this
region and also possible errors in the RKR B3E,- potential for turning points at higher u. Some
of the discrepancies may also occur because the theoretical results are averaged over the fine
structure while some of the experimental results are for resolved triplet components.
Since the model calculations have been effectively only normalized to the measurements for a
fixed value of rotation, the agreement between the measured and calculated rotational dependences
over such a range of vibration is a totally independent phenomenon providing powerful evidence
that the predissociation model is correct in detail. The use of the mixed case (af{å) representation




Fig. 21. A three-dimensional plot of the best ñt model predissociation linewidths f(u"/). The widths are
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Tablc 7. Polynomial cæfficicnts a,(u) cnabling thc gcncration of model prcdissociation linewidths f (uJ) using equation (5)
iFor 1.7957-5 read 1.7957 x lO-s
interaction with the sI/, state is not dominant, and so it seems that centrifugal distortion is the
major. contributor to the observed rotational dependences, contrary to the fears of Julienne6
regarding the complexity of the situation. Nevertheless, some improvement may be obtained for
the bands with u > 16 by refinements to the model.
Since the model widths represent the measurements well, we have performed polynomial fits of
the form
f (uJ) = at(u) * a2@)x * at(u)x2 * aa(u)xr * a5(u)xa, (s)
to the model values for u :0-21, where x = J(J + l), J ( 40. The resulting coefficients are given
in Table 7 and these should be useful in creating accurate atmospheric absorption models. It should
be noted that, for u > 15, the maximum value of "Ifor which equation (5) is applicable decreases
below 40 because of the dissociation of the molecule.
The best fit model linewidths of this work for u : 0-2l are summarized neatly in Fig. 2l which
emphasises the complexity of both the u and ,I dependences.
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Note that, although the rotational axes in Figs 2-21 are labelie<i with ,i, this is in effect a mean
"I equal to N because of the averaging over the fine structure components in the model calculations.
Separate calculations for each triplet component are not shown in Figs 2-21 since they would only
be relevant for comparison with a small number of experimentally resolved triplet widths presented
in Table 3. Nevertheless, the mixing of widths for unresolved and different resolved triplet
components in Table 3 for u ) 15 may result in a small increase in the apparent scatter of the
measurements since the predissociation model shows that the individual fine structure widths for
a fixed N can vary significantly. The largest predicted effect in this region is 25o/o near the bandhead
of the (lG{) band.
CONCLUSIONS
Predissociation linewidth measurements presented here for the (l-O) to (19-O) Schumann-Runge
bands of O, are the most extensive and the most accurate currently available. Systematic variation
of linewidth with rotation is unambiguously demonstrated for the first time, with l5 out of the l9
bands studied showing such variation. The conclusions of Frederick and Hudson,33 from their
fragmentary measurements, that there is a tendency for the linewidth to increase with rotation is
not verified, since a greater number of bands exhibit a decrease than an increase. The conclusions
of Lewis et a1.37 that there is in general no measurable variation with rotation appears to be merely
a reflection on the statistical accuracy of the earlier measurements which were in fact not originally
designed to detect rotational variation of linewidth. A theoretical predissociation model of the kind
developed by Julienne,tr with interaction between the .83E,- state and four repulsive states, 5ff¡,
232I ,31I, and rlf,, is found to be excellent in explaining the observed vibrational and rotational
variation of linewidth. Centrifugal distortion seems to be the major contributor to the observed
dependence of linewidth on rotation. Repulsive state parameters resulting from a model fit to the
observed vibrational widths are the most accurate currently available and agree reasonably well
with the assumed values of Julienne,6 but the ab initio matrix elements exhibit a 25Vo ¡.m.s.
deviation from the current determinations. Polynomial fits are presented to the best fit model
rotational linewidths of this work in order to enable accurate transmission calculations by
atmospheric modellers.
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Abstract-Oscillator strengths were measured lor the (2 {) (15 0) Schumann Runge bands of róOr8O.
Individual rotational lines were studied at a resolution ol' - 0.05 Ä. Band oscillator strengths decrease
with increasing rotation at a rate intermediate between those for160, andlsOr. Our measurements are
in good agreement with oscillator strengths calculated using potential curves and dipole moments derived
from lóO, measurements, and support conclusions that lóOl8O plays only a minor role in the
photodissociation of atmospheric Or. Dipole moments deduced lrom our oscillator strengths agree well
with those obtained for róOr, r8Or, as well as with rccenl ab ¡n¡tio and semi-empirical determinations.
INTRODUCTION
We have recently reported extensive measurements on the vibrational and rotational variation of
oscillator strength and predissociation linewidth in the Schumann-Runge bands of r60r and 'tOr.''
160r80 constitutes 0.405% of atmospheric oxygen5 and many absorption lines of this species can
be seen in the spectrum of normal Or.' A knowledge of the oscillator strengths and predissociation
linewidths of 160r80 is therefore necessary to the construction of accurate line-by-line absorption
models for atmospheric 02.r Cicerone and McCrumbó suggested that róOr8O may be an important
contributor to the photodissociation of atmospheric Or, due to isotope effects resulting in some
160rEO lines lying between those of róOr, but their conclusions were not verified in the extensive
theoretical modelling of the róO r8O absorption spectrum by Blake et al.1 The complete lack of
experimental data on the absorption intensities of the Schumann-Runge bands of róOr8O suggests
that such measurements should be performed to resolve this disagreement. Julienne,s in his
important work outlining the theoretical basis of the predissociation observed in the
Schumann-Runge bands of 02, concluded that linewidth measurements on isotopically substituted
O, would be very useful in obtaining a more complete understanding of the predissociation. With
instruments of limited resolution it is necessary to have a knowledge of the oscillator strengths
before linewidths can be determined.r
The existence of 160r8O in the atmosphere was first discovered by Dieke and Babcocke who
observed an extremely weak band near the (0-O) band of the br 2{ - X] 2 ; system of O, at 7 596 Ã.
The analysis of Giauque and Johnstonr0 confirmed that the band originated from the 160 r8O
molecule. Babcock and Herzbergrr investigated this system of forbidden bands and derived
spectroscopic constants for the I and Xstates of róOr80. The only Schumann-Runge wavenumbers
for160rsO were obtained by Hecht et al.t2 who tabulated the positions of 89 lines in the (G{),
(8-OHI0_o) bands and determined some spectroscopic constants. Steinbach and Gordyrr measured
rotational transitions in the microwave spectrum of róOr8O and derived precise spectroscopic
constants for the ground state. Edwards et al.ta determined rotational constants and bond lengths
for the ground states of 'uOr, 'uOr8O and ''O" from an analysis of pure rotational Raman spectra.
No experimental oscillator strengths or predissociation linewidths are available [or the
Schumann-Runge bands ol 160r8O.
This work aims to provide extensive line-by-line measurements of oscillator strength lor r6Or8O.
Predissociation linewidths measured in association with this work are presented in a companion
paper.r5 We present oscillator strengths for as many rotational lines as possible from the
(2-{)-(15-{) Schumann-Runge bands of róOr8O, and good agreement is found with values
calculated using the potential curves and dipole moment of our previous r602 work.r
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experimental system was identical with that used for the r80, measurements.s Briefly,
background radiation from an H, continuum was dispersed by a 2.2 m scanning VUV mono-
chromator at a resolution of - 0.05 Å, and was detected photoelectrically before entering and after
leaving the l0cm sealed quartz cellsr containing the isotopically enriched samples.
The individual cells were filled with pressures in the range 2 Torr-2 atm using the technique
described in detailr forr8Or, and were mounted on a carousels which enabled concurrent scans of
different samples to be taken as desired. The scanning system was microcomputer controlled.
The isotopically enriched samples were obtained from Amersham (U.K.) and had an r8O
abundance of 20o/o, implying a statistical mixture ol 64o/o t6O2,32o/o 160180 and 4o/o t8Or.
Preliminary absorption measurements indicated that the amount of 160r8O present was consid-
erably <32o/o, indicating a non-statistical mixture, so we irradiated the samples for several hours
with a mercury lamp to promote dissociation and statistical recombination. This procedure rapidly
increased the proportion of r60r8O, and we were able to confirm approximately the manufacturer's
enrichment figure.
Lengthy absorption scans were performed on all samples with wavelength increments of
5-10 m,Ä. depending on the linewidths, and the absorption data was stored on disc. The statistical
error of the unnormalized transmissions (detector signal/monitor signal) was better than l%.
The presence of a significant proportion of r60. in the isotopic mixture resulted in two advantages
over the nearly pure r8O, sample used previously.r Firstly, the strong r6O, absorption lines provided
an inbuilt wavelength calibration in association with the wavenumber tables of Yoshino et al.,t6
and secondly, it was possible to check the partial pressure of 1602, and hence the total pressure,
by observing the 160, absorption and applying the known strengthsr'2 for this species. The
individual cell pressures were 4.0,29,204,771 and 1573 Torr.
There are considerable difficulties in the measurement of the 160'8O absorption spectrum. For
a mixture with 160, and r8O, there are effectively four times the number of rotational lines as there
are for a homogeneous sample of one of the homonuclear species. The problems of analysis caused
by overlapping lines are thus greatly increased, and the knowledge of line strengthsrr forróO, and
r8O2 is clearly important. The 20o/o r8O enriched mixture was close to ideal in minimizing the
difficulties. While a 50%o r8O enrichment would result in the maximum (50%) concentration of
160r8O, it would also result in equal (25%) concentrations of róO, and r8Or, and the resolution
of lóOr8O lines would be more difficult than in the 20o/o r8O mixture where the r8O, lines are much
weaker than the róOr8O lines.
DATA ANALYSIS
The data-analysis procedures and the O, absorption model have been discussed in detail
previously.r'r Briefly, absorption profiles and equivalent widths were recorded for all lines of interest
Table L spectroscopic constants 1cm ì) lor the 81t, stäte o[ ¡óOrEO determined from our wavenumber measurements. The errors are
3o detemined from the firting procedure and values in parentheses are either estimates or calculations based on the constants for 
IóO,
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at several pressures, and an equivalent width analysis technique allowed the simultaneous
determination of both oscillator strength and predissociation linewidthr5 by an iterative procedure.
Absolute backgrounds, which could not be obtained experimentally, were determined as in the caser
of r8Or. The model parameters used for the IóO, and r8O, constituents have been given previously, r'r
and only those relevant to róOr8O will be discussed here.
Spectroscopic eonstants for the XrI, state of róOl80 were taken from the microwave work of
Steinbach and Gordy,rs and were used to generate the manifold of rovibrational levels for the
ground state and the corresponding weighted Boltzmann factors. The gas mixture was character-
ized as 64o/o t6O2,32o t6O r8O and 4yo t8o'2 and the overall level populations for the mixture were
determined from the species Boltzmann factors and the above proportions, consistent with correct
overall normalization. As noted earlier, the known wavenumbersró of the r60, absorption lines in
the scans of our gas mixture enabted us to interpolate wavenumbers for all the observable r60 r80
lines. Spectroscopic constants obtained from our measurements were used for the (3-0)-(lG{)
bands. These constants are shown in Table I for 0 ( u'( 17. Values in parentheses are either
calculated in the manner of Blake et a1.,1 estimated or extrapolated. The G and ,B values in Table
I agree reasonably well with totally calculated values and represent the observed spectrum well,
but it should be stressed that the constants that we have obtained should be treated as a guide
only, in the absence of any extensive and reliable spectrographic measurements. Line wavelengths
lor u" : I were calculated from the u" :0 wavelengths and the known ground state energy levels.
Hönl-London factors were taken from Tatum and WatsonrT for rX -3E- transitions with coupling
intermediate between Hund's cases (a) and (b), and with transformation coeflìcients detertnined
from the energy levels obtained above.
Oscillator strengths and linewidths are necessary to the model in order to account for the effects
of distant, neighbouring or overlapping lines. The initial oscillator strengths for 160r8O were
calculated using the potential curves and dipole moment from the previousróO, work.r The
linewidths were calculated using the curve crossing parameters deduced previously2 forróOr. The
model included the rotational variation of both oscillator strength and linewidth and the final
oscillator strengths (and widths) were not sensitive to the initial estimates.
A Gaussian instrument funçtion of FWHM -0.05Å was folded into the analysis in order to
check the reproducibility of the observed scan profiles. Theoretically, the equivalent width of an
isolated line is independent of the instrument resolution,rs but small errors can occur when the
instrument function is neglected for scans with limited range of integration.
The underlying continuum and its pressure coefficients are set equal to zero in this model, but
the method used for background determination automatically compensates for this.r The pseudo-
continuum arising from the summation of Lorentzian wings of absorption lines is includedr as for
160r. The pressure broadening coefficient for róO r8O is taken to be 0.20 cm-r/atm, as for 160r, with
a small mass correction factor.
Because of the limited number of pressures and the fixed cell length, the ideal pairs of pressures
for application of the full equivalent width method were not always available. In these cases a
least-squares profile fitting technique similar to that used for 'uO, by Frederick and Hudsonre was
employed. While this procedure introduces a direct dependence on the instrument function, it does
enable oscillator strength and width values to be determined from scans taken at a single pressure.
RESULTS
The nuclei of the r60r8O molecule are distinguishable, unlike those of róO, and r8Or, and therefore
the symmetry conditions which result in alternate rotational levels being missing in the homo-
nuclear species no longer apply. Thus all rotational levels occur, and a system of róO r80 molecules
occupies twice as many states as a róO, or r8O, system, and has approximately half as many
molecules in any given state. The spectrum of 160rEO should then have twice as many lines as that
of r6O, or r8Or, but the lines should be only approximately half as strong as those of corresponding
transitions in the homonuclear species. These conclusions are verified beautifully in Fig. l, an
experimental scan of our isotopic sample in the region of the (G{) Schumann-Runge band. The
dominant feature is the (6-0i band ôf 160r, with a band origin near 1882Å and a classical
Bolrzmann rotational envelope. Starting at a; isotopically shifted band origin near 1885,4 is the
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Fig. l. The measured absorption spectrum of the 20% r8O enriched oxygen mixture in the wavelength
region 1880 1900.Ä. The (G4) bands ol both 160, and róOr8O are clearly seen and the isotopic shilt ol
the band origin and the occurrence o[ twice as many rotational lines for r60r8O are also evident.
(G{) band of 160r8O. It is clear that the density of lines for 160r8O is twice that of róOr, and the
line intensities are about one-quarter of those for r6Or. Half of this intensity drop arises as described
above, and the other half because there is twice as much róO, as 160 r8O in our sample. The wisdom
of the chosen 20o/o r8O enrichment is clear when one notes the small intensities of the r8O2 lines
above 1888Å.
Some 158 independent oscillator strength measurements are presented here. Tables 2 and 3 list
oscillator strengths for rotational lines from the P and R branches of the (2-{)-(15-0)
Schumann-Runge bands of 160r80. These are effective band oscillator strengths deduced from the
particular rotational lines studied. Results were obtained from the single scan equivalent width
method (linewidth fixed theoretically) for u' :2, u' :9 (N" > 20), u' : l4(N" : 25), and from the
simple scan profile fitting method for u' :3-5, u' :6 (N" 220), u' :7 (N" >9), u' :8, t¡' :9
(iy'" : 18,19), u' : l}(N " ) l8). In all other cases the full two scan equivalent width method of data
analysis was used. When scans were performed on unresolved PR doublets the deduced oscillator
strength was referred to the R component, and the oscillator strength for the P component was
calculated using theoretical PIR strength ratios. It is also expected2o that the oscillator strength
will vary with the fine-structure component, but this effect is too small to verify here and all results
have been averaged over the individual fine-structure components where these have been measured
separately. The errors given in Tables 2 and 3 are essentially due to counting statistics. Additional
errors due to uncertainties in pressure. temperature and cell length are expected to be - 5o/o.
Oscillator strengths for the stronger lines near the bandheads are robust, while those for the weaker
lines show an increasing sensitivity to the interpolated backgrounds and other model parameters.
The much greater density of lines in the 20o/o r8O gas sample makes it impossible to follow the
development of the r60r80 Schumann-Runge bands to a high a vibration as we have done for róO,
and r8Or, and the overall reliability of these results is a little less for the same reasons.
The results in Tables 2 and 3 show that the vibrational oscillator strengths increase up to
u' : 14-15, but the extent of the present work does not allow us to determine unambiguously the
position of the maximum. The decrease in oscillator strength with rotation due to centrifugal
distortion3 is observed here at a rate intermediate between those observedr'r forróO, and r8Or, as
expected theoretically. In cases where the P and iR branches are resolved, the P branch oscillator
strengths exceed those of the,R branch by an amount intermediate between those observedr'3 for
róO, andrEOr. In Fig. 2 our measured oscillator strengths are presented graphically for the (9-{)
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Table 3 Measured oscillator strengths /(r '.N") x l0'for the P branches ofthe (2-¡){15-{) Schumann-Runge bands oflóO
of the R branch values
IBO Values in parentheses refer to measurements on unresolved lines which are not indeP€ndent
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Fig. 2. Measured oscillator strengths for rotational lines from the (9-{) Schumann-Runge band of 160 r8O
togcthcr with the predicted rotational dependences.
N'(N" * l) can be seen clearly, while the resolved P branch values exceed those for the,R branch.
Considering the scatter in the measurements, agreement with theoretical predictions based on our
160, resultsr is good.
Rotational band oscillator strengths of the formr
.l(u' ,N") : fo(u') - þ (u') N"(N" + l) (l)
were least-squares fitted to our measurements for the (2-{){15-O) bands, and the resultant values
offr and p are given in Table 4 together with the corresponding theoretical values. Because of the
small magnitude of the p values and the resultant large uncertainty, although the P and R branches
were fitted separately, the tabulated results are averaged over the P and R branches. In view of
the small number of lines studied in the (15-O) band, the fr value was determined using the
theoretical p value. The fo values for 2 ( u'( 14 average about 2o/o larger than the theoretical
values, with an r.m.s. scatter of 34o/o in the ratio. The measured p values for 3 ( u'( 14 average
about 20o/o larger than the theoretical values, with an r.m.s. scatter or about 50o/o in the ratio,
indicating the difficulty of following the bands to high rotation in an isotopic mixture of the type
used. The errors quoted in Table 4 are statistical errors determined by the least-squares fitting
procedure, but there is an additional uncertainty of about 5%o info, due mainly to the determination






Table 4. Rotationless oscillator strengths [(u '), rotational dependences þ (u') and mean band oscillator strengths /(u') for the (2-OH I 5-{)
Schumann-Runge bands of luolto. Values marked with an asterisk were detcmined from the."u.urement. by asuming the theoretical
p values. The statistical errors implied by the ñtting procedure are also given
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Fig. 3. Measured mean band oscillator strengths for the (u'-O) Schumann-Runge bands of 
¡60r8O
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Fis. 4 The dipoìe moment obtained here for the B-x transition in 
róor8o compared with those-previously
'ä;ñineã i;; ;ô-.-;"d 'io, and the semi-empirical calcutations of Ailison ¿r ¿/.:2
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theoretical values, the correspondingfr value may be affected, but if theoretical þ values are lorced
into the fit to equation (l), thefr values are observed to change only up to -f 3o/o.
Measured and theoretical mean band oscillator strengths Iþ'), determinedr by summing
individual line oscillator strengths weighted with appropriate Boltzmann factors, are also listed in
Table 4 and shown in Fig. 3. The oscillator strengths for róOr8O are intermediate between those
for160, and l8Or.r'r Agreement between the measured and theoretical values is excellent, as for the
rotationless values. No other experimental values are available for comparison, but theoretical
rotationless oscillator strengths have been calculated by Blake et al.1 These are 2-5o/o greater than
our theoretical values because of the different potential curves and dipole moment used.
Nevertheless, there is fairly good agreement between our measured parameters and those used in
the photodissociation model of Blake el al.1 who conclude that the r6O r8O atmospheric dissociation
rate contributes a maximum of 3o/o to the total photodissociation of Or, an order of magnitude
less than the estimate of Cicerone and McCrumb6 whose analysis contains several dubious
assumptions.T
THE DIPOLE MOMENT
A dipole moment was calculated for r60r8O using our oscillator strength measurements and the
potential curves of Lewis et al.t lor the X3X; and B3E; states. Wavefunctions for u" :0,u' :2-15
were calculated by numerical integration of Schrödinger equation and the dipole moment D (r) was
expressed as a power series in the internuclear separation r. The coefficients of this series were
determined by a weighted least-squares procedure which compared the calculated and measured
rotationless oscillator strengths, avoiding the r-centroid approximation. The dipole moment
obtained is, for 1.312Å ( r ( 1.362,4,,
D(r):1.77534 f 0.054137r -0.5947812, (2)
where D(r) is in atomic units and r is in Å. Our form for the dipole moment is consistent with
the recommendations of Whiting et al.,2t but is r factor of ./3 smaller than some forms adopted
in the literature. The r.m.s. deviation of the fit is 2.8o/o.The dipole moment is compared in Fig.
4 with those obtainedr'3 for r60, and r8Or, and with the semi-empirical determinations of Allison
et a\.22 All the dipole moments agree to within 2o/o over the ranges of applicability, well within the
statistical uncertainties of the ñtting procedures. This is a testament to the reliability of the
oscillator strength measurements, and shows that the dipole moment is not significantly affected
by isotopic substitution.
CONCLUSIONS
Experimental oscillator strengths for the, Schumann-Runge bands of r60r80 are presented for
the first time. The (2-O)-(15-0) bands have been studied on a line-by-line basis and the equivalent
band oscillator strength is observed to decrease with increasing rotation at a rate intermediate
between those measuredr'r forr60, and r8Or. The mean band oscillator strengths also lie between
the corresponding values for the homonuclear isotopes. r'3 Line-by-line modelling of the
Schumann-Runge bands of róOr8O is best performed by using the rotationless oscillator strengths
fr obtained here together with the theoretical rotational dependences p listed in Table 4. Our
oscillator strengths are in excellent agreement with theoretical values based on our 160, mea-
surements,r and are in good agreement with the values calculated by Blake et al.1 whose
atmospheric O, photodissociation model predicts that Cicerone and McCrumbó have overestimated
the importance of 160r8O to total atmospheric O, photodissociation by about an order of
magnitude. The dipole moment found here for róOr80 agrees well with our róO, and r8O, dipole
momentsr'3 and also with recent semi-empirical determinations.22
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PREDISSOCIATION LINEWIDTHS FOR THE
SCHUMANN-RUNGE BANDS OF I8O2
B. R. Lsw¡s, L. B¡nzns and J. H. C.lnvrn
Research School of Physical Sciences, The Australian National University, Canberra, Australia 2600
(Recciued 27 May 1986)
Abstract-Predissociation linewidths were measured lor rotational lines lrom the (2 {) (19{)
Schumann-Runge bands of rßOr. While the qualitative behaviour of the vibrational linewidths is similar
to that observed forróOr, with lour maxima at various vibrations, for a given band the linewidth may
vary significantly between isotopes. As in the case of 1602, the experimental linewidths are found to exhibit
systematic variation with rotation lor most of the bands studied. A model of the predissociation, including
the interactions of the BrI; state with repulsive 5fI,, rfl,, rII, and rE,+ states, and with molecular
interaction parameters determined by a least-squares fit to experimental '6O, linewidths, is lound to
predict accurately the observed vibrational and rotational dependences of linewidth lor r8Or.
INTRODUCTION
In order to characterize accurately the absorption spectrum of the Schumann-Runge bands of r8O,
one must have a knowledge of the oscillator strengths and the widths of individual rotational lines.
New measurements of oscillator strength are presented by Lewis et ql.t in a companion work and
this paper discusses the associated predissociation linewidths.
Since Flory2 first observed the diffuseness of rotational lines in the Schumann-Runge bands of
r602 on photographic plates and attributed this to predissociation of the B 3X; state by a repulsive
3fI, state, there have been many experimental and theoretical investigations of the problem. The
historical development to 1972 has been summarized by Krupenie,3 and a detailed discussion of
the work since that time has been given by Lewis et al.a
The only experimental linewidth measurements on individual rotational lines for r6O, are those
of Lewis et al.,Á Gies el a1.,1 and Frederick and Hudsons who reanalysed the measurements o[
Hudson and Carter.e'r0 Of these, only the measurements of Lewis et al.4 were comprehensive enough
to demonstrate unambiguously the systematic variation of predissociation linewidth with rotation.
It was not until the work of Julienne and Kraussrr and Julienne12 that theoretical calculations
started to reproduce the observed linewidths. These authors used cib initio calculations to obtain
an initial range for the parameters describing interactions between the ,B 3X; state and various
repulsive potential curves, and then refined their qualitative picture of the predissociation through
a detailed comparison between calculated level shifts and linewidths and the available experimental
data. Julienner2 found that the predissociation is caused primarily by interactions with a 5fI, state,
with lesser roles being played by'X,*,3fI, andrll, states. In this way the observed predissociation
maxima at u' :4,7 11 for160, could be explained.
Julienner2 stressed the need for experimental measurements of the dependence of predissociation
linewidth on rotation and isotopic substitution. Lewis et a/.4 found that the theoretical model of
Julienner2 was capable of explaining both the vibrational and rotational variations of linewidth
observed forr6Or, and a refined set of model parameters was obtained by a least-squares fit to the
experimental results.4 Julienner2 calculated the vibrational linewidths expected for r8O, using r6O,
model parameters, but the only experimental measurements for this isotope are microdensitometer
tracings of the photographs of Tilfordrr lor u':9-14. These linewidths include fine-structure
splitting in some cases and are in general larger than the predicted values.12
In this work we present the results of an extensive experimental study of the predissociation
linewidthsofthe(2-0)-(19{)Schumann Rungebandsof ¡sOr,includingvariationwithrotation.
Model linewidths calculated according to the theory of Julienne,r2 but with model parameters taken
from a fit to our previous 160, results,a agree very well with our r8O, measurements. Model
parameters obtained by a least-squares fit to our ItO, linewidths agree lairly well with those
obtained from our 16O, linewidths.4
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DATA ANALYSIS
A detailed discussion of the experimental method has been given elsewhere.r Briefly, background
radiation from an H, continuum was dispersed by a modifiedt4 2.2 m scanning VUV monochromator
at a resolution of -0.05.4,, and was detected photoelectrically before entering and after leaving
the l0cm sealed quartz cells containinggg.60/or8Or. The individual cells were filledr with pressures
in the range 2Torr-2 atm and were mounted on a carousell which enabled concurrent scans of
different samples to be taken as desired. The scanning system was microcomputer controlled.
Concurrent absorption scans over the region of the Schumann-Runge bands were performed for
each cell, including a wavelength reference cell filled with 160r. A few short scans were performed
using a refillable l0cm cell and these were used to calibrate accurately the sealed cell pressures.l
It was not possible to determine backgrounds experimentally using the sealed cells,r and an
interpolation was performed between experimentally determined transmissions at deeper minima
between absorption lines, after correction for adjacent and distant line wings.r This procedure did
not require a knowledge of the underlying continuum for r8Or, but resulted in less accurate
oscillator strengths and linewidths for this species.
The general data analysis procedures and model parameters have been discussed in detail
previously.r'r5 Line profiles and equivalent widths were recorded for all lines of interest at several
pressures, and the equivalent width data analysis technique allowed the simultaneous determination
of both oscillator strength and predissociation linewidth by an iterative procedure.r'5'r5
Because of the limited number of pressures and the fixed cell length, the ideal pairs of pressures
for application of the full equivalent width method were not always available. In these cases
oscillator strengths and predissociation linewidths were obtained by a two parameter least-squares
fit to the observed line profile at a single pressure, a variant of the method used by Frederick and
Hudson.s Linewidths obtained in this way were found to be consistent with those obtained by the
two scan equivalent width method when it was possible to compare both for a given line. V/hile
the equivalent width method is to be preferred because a knowledge of the instrument function
is not strictly required,16 the profile fitting method does allow more scans to be analysed for a given
set of experimental conditions.
THEORETICAL METHOD
The predissociation model used in this work is based on that of Julienne and Kraussrr and
Julienne,r2 and similar notation is used here. Full details of our implementation of this model have
been given previouslya for the case of róOr.
Briefly, the predissociation of the B 3X; state of O, is described in terms of the interactions of
this state with four repulsive states d - tll,, 2'I'¡ ,'flu, '1I,, whose potentials take the form
V,(r): V".exp[-(M,,1V,,) (r - À",)] * V,-, (l)
where Vn is the energy of the O(3P)+O(3P) asymptote, R". is the crossing point and 2", is the
energy at which the repulsive potential d crosses the B rX; potential. M,. is the slope of the
repulsive potential a at the crossing point.
The B rE; state is described in mixed case (a)-(å) representation and the I state potential curve
is that used by Lewis el a/.a Spin-orbit interaction only is considered and the electronic matrix
element is assumed independent of r and to have a constant value Ao,: A,(R,*), after the
discussion by Julienne.rz
The predissociation linewidth due to a single curve crossing is related to the product of the matrix
element A,, and the overlap of the wavefunctions of the bound and unbound states at the
vibrational energy of interest.r2 The linewidths are determined as the sum of the contributions from
each curve crossing and are dependent on the fine-structure component i and the rotation, mainly
due to centrifugal distortion.a In this work we assume the twelve repulsive curve parameters (1n.,
R,,, M,,, a : sfl,,2t2: , t lI,, ' lI, ) determined previouslya for Ió O, and calculate the full manifold
of partial widths l(u'J'i) using the procedure described by Lewis et al.4 In order to give a valid
comparison with unresolved triplet experimental widths, the partial widths are averaged over the
fine structure for each N' (J': N',N' * l). Henceforth the linewidths will be denoted by F to
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indicate fine-structure averaging although some of the experimental widths refer to resolved triplet
components.
RESULTS
Some 248 distinct linewidth measurements from the (2-{)-(19-{) Schumann-Runge bands of
rEO, are presented here. The corresponding oscillator strengths, which have been given elsewhere,r
are in good agreement with theoretical expectations, supporting the reliability of our predis-
sociation linewidths.
The measured linewidths for each band studied are given in Figs l-18 as functions of upper state
rotation -/'. In the case of experimentally unresolved lines (P and R branch triplets, PR sextuplets)
an appropriate mean ,/' is assigned to each measurement. For u' 2 15 some measurements were
taken of resolved fine-structure components. In general it was not possible to distinguish reliably
systematic width variations as a function of triplet sub-level due to limited availability of lines and
increased statistical error for measurements on the higher rotational lines. Width measurement on
resolved single and double fine-structure components account for the odd and non-integral mean
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Fig. 2. The variation ol FWHM predissociation linewidth with rotat¡on lor the (3-O) Schumann-Runge
band of 18O,.
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Fig I I The variation of FWHM predissociation linewidth with rotation lor the ( I 2'{) Schumann-Runge
band of r8Or.
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Fig. 14. The variarion of FWHM predissociation 
Tïi,l$ü:',n 
rotation for the (l 5-O) Schumann Runge
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Fig. 17. The variation of FWHM predissociation l¡n"r"i¿1tr with rotation for the ( I 8-O) Schumann-Runge
band of rEOr.
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Fig. 18. The variation of FWHM predissociation linewidth with rotation for the ( l9 {) Schumann Runge
band of r8O..
J'222; u':8 for J'224;u' :91or J'>-26) widths were obtained from a single scan by the profile
fitting method mentioned earlier. This technique generally results in larger errors, especially for the
weak lines of the (2-O) band.
The errors shown in Figs l-18 are statistical only. There is an additional uncertainty of about
5o/o due to possible systematic errors in pressure, cell length and temperature. The errors introduced
by uncertainties in model parameters are not considered explicitly here, but our 1602 results4
indicate the soundness of these parameters. Because of the lack of experimental backgrounds for
r8Or, although the bandhead widths are quite robust, the high "I' widths are more sensitive to the
model parameters and, as a result, are less accurate than the corresponding widthsa for160r.
Our linewidths were smoothed and extrapolated to J':0 and these results are compared in
Table I and Fig. 19 with rotationless widths calculated using the model interaction parameters
determined by Lewis et al.a for160r. There is excellent agreement between the present mea-
surements and the model predictions. The best-fit linewidthsa for róO, are also shown in Fig. 19.
u':4,7,11,16 for160r. Although the patterns are qualitatively similar for the two isotopes, there
are dramatic differences for certain bands, for example u' : 13 where the measured rotationless
width increases from 0. ll cm-r for róO, to 0.75 cm-r for r8Or.
Eo
lc-
Table l. Measured FWHM predissociation linewidths
Folcm-r¡, extrapolated to zero rotation, for the (2-{)-(19-{)
Schumann-Runge bands of rEOr. Our model calculal.ions are
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Fig. 19. Measured FWHM predissociation linewidths, extrapolated tozero rotation. lor the (2-OHl9-O)
Sciumann-Runge bands oi'tOr. The model predictions forrsO, and róOr, with the model parameters
determined lrom a fit to our16O, linewidths,a are also shown
The predissociation linewidths forrsO, predicted by Julienner2 are also given in Table l. These
were calculated using a method similar to ours, but the model parameters used were mainly
estimatesr2 rather than the fitted values used here. His widthsr2 are the average of the three
fine-structure components with the same ./', rather than the same N', and are thus not rigorously
comparable with experimental results. As a result their values differ from our model predictions
in detail. Our calculations are in much better agreement with the measurements. For example,
Julienner2 predicts that the rotationless width for u':5 is less than that for u':4, whereas the
reverse is true for our measurements and calculations. The actual behaviour near u': 8,9 is also
significantly different from Julienne's predictions.
The apparent photographic linewidths of Tilford13 îor u':9-14 are also given in Table I for
completèness. As would be expected, these widths are consistently larger than ours, the excess
averaging -0.3 cm-r, although their relative behaviour is consistent with our predictions. No other
experimental widths are available lor r8Or.
MODEL PARAMETERS
It is quite clear that predictions based on the model parameters determined for 16O, by Lewis
el al.a are in excellent agreement with our measurements, and that these parameters are significantly
better than the estimates of Julienne.r2 It is also possible to determine the twelve parameters (,4,..,
R,,, M,rfor the states fl : 51I,, 2t>: ,3fI,, rfI,) by least-squares fitting the predissociation model
to the lSvibrational widths determined here, as we have donea forróO,.
It was necessary to choose the most reliable widths from each band for inclusion in the fit, and
smoothed values for //':8 were used for u':2-19, rather than the less reliable extrapolated zero
rotation values. The results of the fitting procedure are shown in Table 2 where the best fit model
linewidths are compared with the measured values and the partial linewidths are also shown. The
model widths are averaged over all triplet components for the fixed N', the most valid comparison
with the experimental measurements. The r.m.s. deviation of the fit is 7.4o/o,more than thata lor
16O, because of the increased difficulty of measurement for this isotope, but for u' :2 l5 the r.m.s.
deviation is only 1.4"/".The worsening accuracy for u'216 is merely a reflection of the problem
o[ accurate background determination in the crowded high u' region of r8Or.
Our best-fit model parameters lor rEO, are given in Table 3 where the quoted errors are 3a values
determined from the fitting procedure, and the parametersa obtained lor róO, and the estimates of
Juliennerr are also shown. The 5fI,, parameters of Julienne12 were obtained from a deperturbation
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Table 2. Calculated b€st-fit partial and total F\ryHM predissociation
linewidths 1cm 
ì¡ for the (2 {) (19 {) Schumann-Runge bands ofrNO,
compared with the measured values of this work for N':8 The
deviations between Lhe measured and ñtted values are also shown as a






































































































































Krauss,rr and his other parameters were estimated mainly from ab initio calculations with extra
restraints being applied through qualitative observation of linewidth and lineshift trends.
Conclusions drawn from the 16O, resultsa are confirmed here for r8Or. The 5fI, interaction is the
strongest and its parameters are very well determined by the fitting procedure, the r8O, values
obtained being in excellent agreement with the 16O, values. The 2 rX,+ interaction is important for
u' :7-14 and, while the matrix elements and slopes are in good agreement, the crossing points for
the two isotopes disagree by a little more than the combined error estimates. The rfI, interaction
is important only for D'< 3, but there is good agreement between the parameters determined for
each isotope. The smoothly varying rfI, contribution is difficult to determine for r8Or. While the
matrix elements agree for the two isotopes, the slopes and crossing points are in poor agreement.
The rfI, contribution is most significant for u' : 6,12 and u' > 17, and the poor agreement between
the 160, and r802 parameters may be a consequence of the decreasingly reliable 18O, measurements
for u'2 17.
Although estimates of the interaction parameters by Julienner2 were remarkably good consid-
ering the paucity of experimental information available to him, either set of our fitted parameters
for 160, or r8O, is to be preferred for the generatlon of theoretical linewidths.
ROTATIONAL DEPENDENCE
Together with the experimental linewidths of Figs l-18, we also show model calculations based
on our lóo, best-fit parameters.4
Table 3 The best-fit model parameters for r8O, compared with those for r6O, and
those adopted by Julienne¡2
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Table 4. Polynominai coefficients o,(r') enabling the generaiion of morlei predis-
sæiation linewidths F(r'J') for rtO, using equation (2)
r" a, (u' ) a{u') at(1" ) aaQ^') asQ')
1.2491 x l0













































The present results show an increase in linewidth with rotation for u':3,4,6,8,11,16,17, a
decrease for u' :5,9,12,13,15 and no well defined behaviour îoÍ D' :2,7,10,14,18,19. No previous
measurements of rotational variation are available. Agreement with the predictions is good, the
largest discrepancies occurring for relatively scattered measurements with u' > l'7. This corresponds
to the region of greatest experimental uncertainty and some of the differences may occur because
the theoretical results are averaged over the fine-structure, while some of the experimental results
in this region are for resolved triplet components.
In the case of 'uOr, our measured linewidthsa show an increase with rotation for
u' :3,6,8,9,12,13, a decrease for o' : 5,7,10,11,15-18, and no discernible variation for
u' :1,2,4,19, vastly different behaviour from the present r8O, results. For example, the 
16O, model
linewidth for u' : I3 increases from 0.I I cm-r af J' :0 to 0.43 cm-r at J' :26, while over the same
range of rotation the model linewidth for r8O, decreases from 0.71 to 0.24cm-r. The dramatic
changes in rotational linewidth behaviour observed in some cases can be explained qualitatively
by noting that the linewidth depends on the overlap integral between multi-lobed wavefunctions,
a quantity which is very sensitive to slight isotopic displacements'
The excellent agreement between the full manifold of experimental rovibrational linewidths for
18O, and theoretical predictions based on model parameters determined from16O, linewidths,a
provides powerful evidence that the predissociation model is correct in detail. The basic model of
Julienne,r2 with the includion of centrifugal distortion to explain the rotational dependences, and
with experimentally determined parameters, has indeed been proved appropriate.
Model widths based on the best-fit parameters for r8O, differ only in detail from those calculated
with our róO, parametersa and shown in Figs l-18. We have performed polynomial fits of the form
T(u'l'): alu')'f a2þ')x * ar(u')x2 * ao(u')x3 t a5(u')xa (2)
to our l8O, model widths lor ¿":0-22, where x : J'(J' + l), J'( 40. The resulting coefficients are
given in Table 4. For ¿" > 16, the maximum value of J' for which equation (2) is applicable
decreases below 40 because of dissociation ol the molecule.
The theoretical linewidths ol this work are summarized in Fig. 20 which emphasizes the
complexity of both the u'and "/'dependences. Although the rotational axes in Figs I 18,20 are
labelled with,/', this is in effect a mean J'equal to N'because olaveraging over the fine-structure
components in the model calculations.
CONCLUSIONS
Predissociation linewidth measurements lor the (2-O)-(19-{) Schumann-Runge bands of'r8O, are
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Fig. 20. A three dimensional plot ol the model predissociation linewidths I.(u',I') for the Schumann-
Runge bands ofrsOr. The widths are averaged over the fine-structure compooents for a given lf'.
previously4 for160r, is also found for 12 out of the 18 bands studied here. The vibrational widths
and the rotational dependences vary significantly between the 1602 and r802 isotopes. A theoretical
predissociation model of the kind developed by Julienne,12 with interaction between the.B 3E; state
and four repulsive states 5rr,, 2tDl ,'[,, '1I,, and with model parameters determined from
previous linewidth measurementsa for 160r, is found to be capable of explaining the observed
vibrational and rotational variation of linewidth for r8Or. Repulsive state parameters resulting
from a least-squares fit to the observed vibrational widths for r8O, agree well with the correspond-
ing valuesa for 1602, except for the slope and crossing point of the 3rI, potential.
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PREDISSOCIATION LINEWIDTHS FOR THE
SCHUMANN-RUNGE BANDS OF 160180
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Research School of Physical Sciences, The Australia, National University, Canberra, Australia 2ó00
(Receit,ed 20 May 1986)
Abstract-We have measured predissociation linewidths lor rotational lines from the (2 O) (15-0)
Schumann Rungebandsof 160rsO.Thebehaviourofthevibrational widthsisintermediatebetweenthose
observed previously for 160, and r8Or, with predissociation maxima al u' :4,7, 10, (15). Our experimental
linewidths are found to exhibit systematic variation with rotation lor some of the bands studied.
A model o[the predissociation, including the interactions of the BrE; state with repulsive 5fI,, rn,, rfI,
and rE,* states, and with molecular interaction parameters determined by a least-squares fit to previous
róO. linewidths, is l'ound to predict accurately the observed vibrational and rotational dependences of
linewidth lor r60r80.
INTRODUCTION
We have recently presented extensive measurementsr+ of the vibrational and rotational variation
of oscillator strength and predissociation linewidth in the Schumann-Runge bands of r60, and r8Or,
and, in an associate paper,s oscillator strength measurements forr60rsO. Since 160r8O constitutes
0.408% of atmospheric oxygen,6 and since its absorption lines are visible in the spectrum of normal
Or,r it is necessary to know the oscillator strengths and linewidths for this species in order to
construct accurate line-by-line atmospheric absorption models.
It has been suggestedT that atmospheric 160180 may be a significant absorber and have a
disproportionate effect on the 02 photodissociation rate due to isotope effects in the
Schumann-Runge bands, but Blake et al.8 have recently produced a theoretical model of the r60r80
absorption which discounts that suggestion. Our measurements of the r60r80 oscillator strengthss
support those used by Blake et a\.,8 but there have been no experimental predissociation linewidths
to compare with their model calculations. Julienne,e in his important work modelling predis-
sociation in the Schumann-Runge bands of 02, noted the desirability of having linewidth
measurements on isotopically substituted O, in order to obtain a more complete understanding of
the predissociation.
160rsO was first discovered in the atmosphere by Dieke and Babcock.r0 Spectroscopic constants
have been determined for the årX"* state,rr and the ground state XrE; by several methods,rr-r3 but
the B3X; state has been studied little.s'14
The historical development of the study of predissociation in O, has been given by Krupenie,r5
and a detailed discussion of the work since that time has been given by Lewis e¡ a/.2 Our recent
measurements2'a of the vibrational and rotational variation of predissociation linewidth for r602 and
rsO, were found to be in excellent agreement with predictions based on the theoretical model of
Julienne and Krauss,r6 later updated by Julienne,e but with model parameters slightly different from
those used by those authors.e'r6 The observed predissociation can be explained in terms of the
interaction of the .8rX; state with four repulsive states sfl,, 2321 ,]flu,rfl,. The only existing
calculations of linewidth for 160r8O are those of Blake et al.8
In this work, the final in this series on isotopic effects in Or, we present the first experimental
study of predissociation linewidths for the (2-{)-(15-O) Schumann-Runge bands of róOr8O,
including variation with rotation. Model linewidths calculated according to the theory of Julienne,e
but with model parameters taken from a fit to our previous róO, results,2 agree well with our r60r80
measuremenrs. as do the model linewidths of Blake et al.8 Model parameters obtained by a
least-squares fit to the róOr8O linewidths agree fairly well with those obtained from theróO,
linewidths.2
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DATA ANALYSIS
A detailed discussion of the experimental method has been given elsewhere.r5 Background
radiation from an H, continuum was dispersed by a modifiedti 2.2m scanning VUV mono-
chromator at a resolution of - 0.05 Å,, and was detected photoelectrically before entering and afte r
leaving the l0 cm sealed quartz cells containing 64o/" t6O2, 32o r60 r80 and 4o/o '8Or. The individual
cells were filledr with pressures in the range 2Torr-2 atm and were mounted on a carouselr which
enabled concurrent scans of different samples to be taken as desired. The scanning system was
microcomputer controlled.
Absorption scans over the region of the Schumann-Runge bands were performed for each cell,
the r60, lines acting as built in wavelength calibrators. It was not possible to determine backgrounds
experimentally using the sealed cells, and an interpolation was performed between experimentally
determined transmissions at the deeper minima between absorption lines, after correction for
adjacent and distant line wings.5
The general data analysis procedures have been discussed in detail previously.r'5 Briefly, line
profiles and equivalent widths were recorded for all lines of interest and the equivalent width data
analysis technique allowed simultaneous determination of both oscillator strength and linewidth
by an iterative procedure.rs The model parameters assumed in the data analysis program have been
described previouslyr'3'5 and will not be discusied further here except to note that, due to the
significant proportions of róO, and r8O2 inevitably present in the statistical gas mixture used in this
work, an accurate knowledge of the oscillator strengths and linewidths for these isotopes is
required. This knowledge is provided by our previous studies.rl
When possible, scans of a given line at two widely separated pressures were analysed by the
equivalent width method,r but, because of the limited number of pressures in the sealed cells and
the fixed cell length, the ideal pairs of pressures for application of the full equivalent width method
were not always available. In these cases oscillator strengthss and linewidths were obtained by a
two parameter least-squares fit to the observed line profiles at a single pressure, a variant of the
method used for'uO, by Frederick and Hudson.re Linewidths found in this way were consistent
with those obtained by the two scan equivalent width method when it was possible to compare
the two for a given line.
THEORETICAL METHOD
The predissociation model used here is based on the work of Julienne and Kraussr6 and Julienne,e
and has been fully discussed by Lewis et al.2 Only a brief outline will be given here.
The predissociation of the BrX; state is described in terms of the interactions of this state with
four repulsive states c :'fI,, 2'>I ,'11,, rfI,, described by exponential potentials.2 The ^B state
potential is taken from Lewis et al.2 The individual interactions ø are described by three parameters,
the curve crossing point R"., the slope of the repulsive potential at crossing M,,, and the matrix
element of the interaction A,,. The predissociation linewidth due to a single curve crossing is related
to the product ol 1,, and the overlap of the wavefunctions of the bound and unbound states at
the vibrational energy of interest.e The total linewidths are determined as the sum of the
contributions from each curve crossing and are dependent on the fine-structure component i and
the rotation.
In this work we assume the twelve repulsive curve parameters 24n,, Ro,, Mn,, determined
previously2 forróOr, and calculate the full manifold of partial widths f (u'J'i) using the procedure
outlined above. We have averaged the widths over the fine-structure parameter i lor a fixed
N'(J': N',N' * l), as this gives a valid comparison with the experimental measurements.
Henceforth the predissociation widths will be denoted by F to indicate the fine-structure averaging.
R ESU LTS
Some 147 distinct linewidth measurements from the (2-{)-(l5 O) Schumann-Runge bands of
r60IsO are presented here. As in the casesr o of r60, and r80,, the oscillator strengths measured in
association with this work5 are in good agreement with theoretical expectations, supporting the
reliability ol the predissociation linewidths presented here.












































Fig. 3. The variation ol FWHM predissociation linewidth with rotation lor the (¿l {) Schumann-Runge
band of róOr8O.
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Fig. 9. The variation of FWHM predissociation linewidth with rotation for the (lG{) Schumann Runge
band of róOr8O.
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Fig. 14. The variation of FWHM predissociation linewidth with rotation lor the (15-O) Schumann Runge
band of ¡60r8O.
The linewidths measured by us for each band are given in Figs l-14 as functions of upper state
rotation ,I'. In the case of unresolved lines (P, R branch triplets, PR sextuplets) an appropriate
mean J'is assigned to the measurement. In only one case Kl3-0), Pl22)l was the width of a
resolved fine-structure component measured. For the heteronuclear molecule róOrEO all rotations
are allowed, and there are twice as many liness as in the absorption spectra of the homonuclear
species 160, and r8or. For low vibration the P(N") and R(N" * 2) branches may overlap, as for
1602 and '8Or, but for 
róOr8O the P(N") and R(N" + l) branches may also overlap lor u' > I l. This
accounts for the half integral values of ,I' assigned to some measurements. For this isotope, in many
cases(u':2-.8;u':9,J'217;u':10,J'>15)thewidthswereobtainedfromasinglescanusing
the profile fitting technique, while the remainder were obtained using the two scan equivalent width
method.
The errors given in Figs l-14 are statistical only. There is an additional uncertainty of about
6o/o due to possible systematic errors in pressure, cell length and temperature. Because of the nature
of the istopic sample used in this work, some of the widths obtained here depend on the previously
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complicated spectrum for the statistical isotopic mixture generally results in the 
r60r80 widths being
a little less reliable than those for the other isotopes,2{ especially for the weaker lines.
Our linewidths were smoothed and extrapolated to J':0 and these results are compared in
Table I and Fig. l5 with model predictions based on the model parameters determined by Lewis
et al.z for 160r. There is excellent agreement between the present measurements and the model
predictions. The model linewidths for1602 and r80, are also shown in Fig. l5 and the 160I8O widths
generally lie between those for the other isotopes. Forr6OrsO we observe peaks at u':4,J,10,
(15) compared with u':4, 7, ll, 16 for róOr. Although the vibrational width patterns are
qualitatively similar for the different isotopes, there are significant differences for certain bands,
fàr examplã u' : 12 where the measured rotationless width for 160 r80 is 0. l4 cm-r compared with2
0.42cm-r for róO, and witha 0.26cm I for r8Or.
The predissociation linewidths forróOr8O calculated by Blake el al.8 are also presented in Table
l. These were obtained using a model similar to ours, but with slightly different model parameters
not based on measurements. The relatively small differences between the widths ol Blake et al.8
and our values is not expected to affect significantly their calculationss of the atmosphericróOr80
photodissociation rate. No experimental widths other than those presented here are available lor
r60l80.
Fig. 15. Measured FWHM predissociation linewidths, extrapolated to zero rotation. lor the (2-OHI5 {)
Sc-humann-Runge bands of 160r8o. The model predictions lor ror8o, róo, and |tor, with the model
pãrameters determined from a fit to our róO, linewidths,2 are also shown.
Table l. Measured FWHM predissociation linewidths
Fo (cmr), extrapolated to zero rotation, for the
(2-{Hl5-{) Schumann-Runge bands o[ róOrso Our
model calculations are also shown together with those ol
Blake et alE
Fo þm t\
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Predissociation linewidths lor Schumann-Runge banrJs oI r60r8O
Table 2 Calculated best-ñt partial and total FwHM predissociation
widths lor the (l {)-(15-{) Schumann-Runge bands of 'oO'tO com-
pared with the measured values of this work for N':8 The deviations
between the measured and frtted values are also shown as a Percentage
All theoretical values were averaged over the fìne-structure components
25t
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As in the cases2'4 of 1602 and r8O2, we have determined the twelve parameters (1,.,R",, M", for
the states d.:sflu, 2tZI , 3fI,, 'lI,) by least-squares fitting the predissociation model to our
vibrational widths for r60r80.
Rather than use the less reliable extrapolated zero rotation values, we used smoothed widths for
N' : 8 and u' : 3-15. The uncertain (2-O) width was omitted from the fit. T'he results of the fitting
procedure are shown in Table 2 where the best-fit model linewidths are compared with the
measured values, and the partial linewidths are also shown. The model widths are averáged over
all triplet components for a fixed N', the most valid comparison with the experimental mea-
surements. The r.m.s. deviation of the fit is about 6o/o and the worsening accuracy lor u' >- 13
reflects the problems of accurate background determination in the crowded high u' region of
¡óOr80.
The best-fit model parameters determined for róO r80 are given in Table 3 where the quoted errors
are 30 values determined from the frtting procedure, and the corresponding values obtained
previously2,a for 160, and rso2 are also shown, together with the estimates of Julienne.e It is
surprising that the error estimates for the r60r8O parameters compare favourably with those for
160r, but this is probably due to the inclusion of the less reliable (l-O), (2-O) and high rotation
bands for the latter isotope. The160rsO parameters are not expected to be inherently as reliable
as those for 160r.
General conclusions drawn from the results for 160, and r8O2 are confirmed for róOr8O. The 
5fI,,
interaction is the strongest and its parameters are very well determined from the fitting procedure,
the 166lr8O values obtained being in excellent agreement with the 160, and r8O, values. The 2iX,+
Table I The best-fit model parame[ers forr60rEO compared with those [orr60' and r80'
and those adoPted bY Juliennee
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Table 4 Polynomi¿l ccefficients c,(r') enabling the generaticn cf moCel predisscciation
linewidths F Q'J') lo¡ ruO''O using equation (l)
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interaction is important for u':7-14 and the parameters obtained for 160180 are in good
agreement with those for róOr. The rfI, interaction is poorly determined for r60r80 because accurate
widths for u' < 3 are not available. While the matrix element agrees with that determined from the
róO2 measurements within the combined experimental errors, the crossing points and slopes are in
poor agreement for the rfI, state. As we observeda for r8Or, the smoothly varying 3fI, contribution
for 160r8O is difficult to determine accurately. While the matrix element is in agreement with that
for 160r, the crossing points and slopes are in only fair agreement. The 3lI, contribution is most
significant for u' :6, l2 of the bands measured, and perhaps accurate measurements for bands with
u' > 13 are required in order to determine more accurately the parameters for this state.
Although the estimates of the interaction parameters by Juliennee were remarkably good
considering the paucity of experimental information available to him, any of the sets of fitted
parameters for160rsO,160, or'tO, is to be preferred for the generation of model linewidths.
ROTATIONAL DEPENDENCE
Because of the experimental difficulties noted earlier, it is difficult to determine rotational
dependences of linewidth forróOr80. Nevertheless, Figs l-14 show a definite increase in linewidth
with rotation for u':6, 8, ll, 12, and a decrease for u' :7, 10. Agreement with our model
predictions of rotational variation of linewidth is good for aìl bands studied.
The observed rotational variation of linewidth varies greatly between the different isotopes. For
example, the róOrsO model linewidth for u': 13 decreases from 0.24cm I at J':2to 0.15cm I
at J':26, while the 160, width for u':13 increases from 0.ll to 0.43cm-r, and the r8O2 width
decreases from 0.71 to 0.24 cm - | for the same range of rotation. This dramatic change in behaviour
between isotopes of comparatively small mass differences can be explained qualitatively by noting
that the linewidth depends on the overlap integral between multilobed wavefunctions, a quantity
very sensitive to slight isotopic displacements.
As has already been noteda for I8Or, the excellent agreement between the full manifold o[
experimental rovibrational linewidths forróOr8O and the model predictions, provides powerful
evidence that the predissociation model of Juliennee used here is correct in detail.
Model widths based on the best-fit parameters for160rsO differ only in detail from those
calculated from the best-fit parameters2 for r60r. We have performed polynomial fits of the form
F 1u' l'¡ : aíu') * ar(u')x 'f a7þ)x2 * aa(u')x. I ar(u')xa ( I )
to the róOr8O model widths for u, :0-22, where x :J'(J'+ l), J'(40, and the resulting
coefficients are given in Table 4. For ¡¡')-16, the maximum value of "/' for which equation (l) is
applicable decreases below 40 because of dissociation of the molecule.
Predissociation linewidths lor Schumann Runge bands of róOr8O 2s3
Fig. 16. A three dimensional plot ol the model predissociation linewidths f(D'"/') for the
Schumann-Runge bands of lóOl8O. The widths are averaged over the fine-structure components for a
given N'.
The theoretical linewidths of this work are summarized in Fig. 16 which emphasizes the
complexity of both the u'and "I'dependences. Although the rotational axes in Figs l-14 and l6
are labelled with "I', this is in effect a mean ,I' equal to N' because of averaging over the
fine-structure components.
CONCLUSIONS
Predissociation linewidth measurements for the (2-OF(15-O) Schumann-Runge bands of r60r80
are presented here for the first time. Systematic variation of linewidth with rotation, observed
previously2'a for 160, and r8Or, is seen also for 160r8O with 6 of the l4 bands studied clearly showing
such variation. The vibrational widths and rotational dependences measured forróOr80 differ
significantly from those observed for the other isotopes. A theoretical predissociation model of the
kind developed by Julienne,e with interaction between the 8rl; state and four repulsive states sfl,,
2321 , lfl,, rfI,, using model parameters determined from previous linewidth measurements2 for
1602, is found to be capable of explaining the observed vibrational and rotational variation of
linewidth for róOr8O. The present linewidths agree quite well with those calculated by Blake el a/.8
whose atmospheric 02 photodissociation model predicts that Cicerone and McCrumbT have
overestimated the importance of r60r8O to total atmospheric 02 photodissociation by about an
order of magnitude.
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OSCILLATOR STRENGTHS FOR THE SCHUMANN-RUNGE
BANDS OF r8O2
B. R. Lewls, L. Bpnzns and J. H. Cnnv¡n
Research School of Physical Sciences, The Australian National University, Canberra, Australia 2600
(Receiued 19 Ma.v 1986)
Abstract-Oscillator strengths were measured lor the (2 0)-(19-0) and (5 l)-(15-l) Schumann^-Runge
bands of rsOr. Individualiotational lines were stu<lied with a wavelength resolution ol -0.05Å. Band
oscillator strengths decrease with increasing rotation, but not as rapidly as lor 160r. Our results agree well
with oscillator strengths calculated using potential curves and dipole moments derived lrom our 160,
measurements. The oscillator strength density for the (u' 0) bands is continuous across the dissociation
limit. Dipole moments deduced from our oscillator strengths agree well with those forr60r, as well as
with recent ab initio and semi-empirical determinations.
INTRODUCTION
We have recently presented extensive measurements of the vibrational and rotational variation of
oscillator strengthr and predissociation linewidth2 in the Schumann-Runge bands of 160r. It was
notedr that knowledge of the oscillator strengths and linewidths for 160180 is required for
construction of accurate atmospheric u.v. absorption models, especially near the weak high
rotational lines of '60r. Since in practice 
160r8O is obtainable only in statistical mixtures withr602
and r8O2, one needs to know oscillator strengths and linewidths for these species before róOr8O
parameters can be extracted from the measurements. Julienne,3 in his important work outlining
the theoretical basis of the predissociation observed in the Schumann-Runge bands of molecular
oxygen, concluded that measurements on isotopically substituted O, would be very useful in
obtaining a more complete understanding of the predissociation. With instruments of limited
wavelength resolution, it is not possible to separate oscillator strengths and linewidths without a
data-analysis model,r'2 and it is thus necessary to obtain the oscillator strengths of r8O2 (and róOI80)
simultaneously with the predissociation linewidths.
There are few experimental data available on the Schumann-Runge bands of r8O2. The best
wavenumber measurements are unpublished results of Howard and Tilford,a who classified lines
from the (12-0)-(20-0) bands. Hecht el al.s made a photographic study of the Schumann-Runge
bands of all six isotopic species ('uOr, 'tOr, 
r8Or, róOr7O, ¡60180, r7Or8O) including a tabulation of
wavenumbers for l5l rotationallines from the (5-{)-(13-0) bands of r8O2. Halmann and Laulicht6
measured integrated absorption intensities for the (€)-(l l-O) bands of róO2 and r8O, and
compared their ratios with the corresponding ratios of Franck-Condon factors. They reported that
theróO, bands were about 1.5 times more intense than the correspondingrsO2 bands, and that the
Franck-Condon factors for r60, were two to four times larger than those for r8Or. It was suggested6
that these differences could be interpreted as a dependence of the r-centroid and transition moment
on isotopic substitution. HalmannT remeasured the integrated absorption for the (2-O)-(lH)
bands of 160, and r8O, using an argon pressure-broadening technique similar to that used by
Bethkes on róO2. For the (2-0)-(6-0) bands, he found that the isotope effect on the integrated
absorption intensities was equal to the calculated isotope effect on the Franck-Condon factors. The
deviations found for the (7 {)-(10-O) bands were thought to result from the lailure of the Morse
potential at these higher u'values, or from experimental difficulties due to overlapping of bands.
Halmann and Laulichte rr also published results of later calculations of the isotopic effects on the
Franck-Condon factors for several transitions, including the Schumann-Runge bands of r60r and
180,.
Julienner presented linewidth measurements lor the (9-O)-(l¿l-{) bands of r80, obtained from
microdensitometer tracings of the unpublished photographic work of Tilford.rr The linewidths had
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large relative errors and also included fine-structure splitting, but they were in reasonable
agreement with the predictions of Julienne'sr predissociation model.
Precise spectroscopic constants for the ground state of r80, have been determined by Steinbach
and Gordyra from measurements of the microwave spectrum. Edwards e! al.ts determined
rotational constants and bond lengths for the ground states ol róO2, ¡60r*0 andrEO, from the
analysis of pure rotational Raman spectra.
In view of the relatively poor state of knowledge of intensities for the Schumann-Runge bands
of r80, and for the other reasons discussed, the aim of this work is to provide extensive line-by-line
measurements of oscillator strength for r80,. Measurements of predissociation linewidth taken in
association with this work are presented in a companion paper.ró We measure oscillator strengths
for as many rotational lines as possible from the (2 0)-(19-O) and (5-l)-(15 l) bands of r80,. and
our results agree well with theoretical values derived from the potential curves and dipole moment
of our previous 160, work.r The oscillator strengths of this work are considerably more extensive
and reliable than the relatively few earlier measurement.ó7
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Apart from the absorption cell proper, the apparatus was identical to that described elsewhere
for the r60, work.t Briefly, background radiation from I 750-1980 ,{ was provided by a windowless
d.c. discharge in molecular hydrogen (l0Torr, lA). The radiation was dispersed by a modifiedr?
Minuteman 320 NIV normal incidence VUV scanning monochromator fitted with a 1200g/mm
grating blazed at 1500 Ä. tne operating resolution was typically 0.05 Å and scanning linearity and
temperature stability were exemplary,rT as is required in the study of narrow rotational lines. An
ARC VUV beam splitter set at 45" to the incident radiation allowed monitoring of the incident
intensity. EMI photomultipliers type G26H3l5 (CsTe photocathode) were used in the pulse-
counting mode in order to measure simultaneously the incident and transmitted radiation. The
scanning system was microcomputer controlled.
The study of isotopic molecular oxygen requires a technique different from that used previouslyr
for róO, due to the much greater cost of the isotopically enriched gas. In this work, the gas was
sealed in l0 cm quartz cells. Cell filling was performed on an all glass vacuum system equipped
with a mercury manometer for pressure measurements in the range 2-800 Torr and a Mcleod gauge
for pressures below 2 Torr. Each cell was attached to the vacuum system and baked out overnight
at a temperature of 150-200"C before being filled to the required pressure of gas via a cold trap.
A glass tap on the cell stem was then closed and the cell was detached from the vacuum system
and sealed by melting a pinched section of the stem with a gas torch. Cell pressures of I atm and
greater were obtained by partially immersing the cell in liquid nitrogen during the sealing process.
The isotopically enriched gas samples were obtained from Amersham (U.K.) in 400 ml lecture
bottles and they had an r8O abundance of better than 99o/o.
The individual sealed cells, filled to pressures in the range 2Torr-2 atm, were mounted on a
specially designed carousel which could accommodate six cells and could be mounted in the same
vacuum chamber as the normal l0cm cell described previously.rs The motion of the carousel was
controlled by a stepper motor, which allowed any of the cells to be positioned quickly in the beam
path while the housing chamber remained under vacuum. Concurrent scans of different samples
were taken as desired.
It was not possible to obtain accurate experimental backgrounds lor the r80, scans because of
window-transmission degradation during cell filling and some impurity outgassing alter filling. For
this reason, lengthy absorption scans were performed on all samples, starting at a wavelength where
the strongest lines were fully absorbed and ending where the lines were too weak to measure. All
scans were perlormed continously with wavelength increments ol 5-l0m,A depending on the
linewidths. Transmission data were stored on disc. The statistical error of the unnormalized
transmissions (detector counts/monitor counts) was better than l7o.
Since the pressures of I80, in the various cells were measured at filling only, and since some ol
these estimates relied on plausible assumptions, a lew short scans were performed in selected
regions using the normal l0 cm cellrs and a known pressure of 'nO.. This enabled the determination
ol some absolute backgrounds, and a comparison ol the observed absorption with the absorption
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of the sealed cells enabled the cell pressures to be checked. Cell pressures forrsO, were 1.88,21.4,
200,809, and l576Torr, with the lower two values having been adjusted by -10% as specified.
The adjustments indicate either some problem in the low-pressure measurement of the cell-filling
apparatus or that the assumption that the pressure on both sides of the seal was equal after sealing
was incorrect at low pressures. The higher pressures were lound to be accurate within the limits
of this method of verification.
DATA ANALYSIS
Backgrounds could not be determined experimentally at all wavelengths, and it was necessary
to inler these by using the absorption moclel. Since we hacl no knowledge of the underlying
continuum for r80, it was set equal to zero in the model, which was then used to predict the absolute
transmission at every deep absorption minimum between rotational absorption lines. The actual
measured non-absolute transmissions at the absorption minima were then divided by these model
values. Backgrounds obtained by this technique were then plotted as a function of wavelength for
each cell. For the most part they varied smoothly with wavelength, decreasing at lower wavelengths
to reflect the decreasing transmission of the cell windows and the increasing underlying continuum.
Backgrounds at any wavelength were then obtained by interpolation. These were then used as the
base levels for comparison between the observed and modelled spectra, and the resultant oscillator
strengths are thus free of contributions from the underlying continuum.
The data-analysis procedures and the molecular oxygen absorption model have been discussed
in detail previouslyr for r6C)r. Briefly, absorption profiles and equivalent widths were recorded for
all lines of interest at several pressures, and an equivalent width analysis technique allowed the
simultaneous determination of both oscillator strength and predissociation linewidth16 by an
iterative procedure. A discussion of the appropriate model parameters follows.
Since our isotopically enriched gas sample was better thanggo/or80, the main constitutents were
'tO, (>98%), 
r60r8O (<2o/o), and a negligible amount of r60r. Measurements on the sample near
the (9{) band indicated, in conjuction with theoretical IóOr80 line strengths, that the actual purity
of the sample was higher than indicated (99.60/o t8O2, 0.4o 160r8O). Parameters used for a small
160r80 correction were calculated from the known 160, valuesr using techniques similar to those
discussed by Blake et al.te A more detailed discussion of these is given in a companion work2o on
160180. The following discussion refers only to r8Or.
Spectroscopic constants for the XrE; state of rEO, were taken from the microwave work of
Steinbach and Gordy'a and were used to generate the manifold of rovibrational levels for the
ground state and the corresponding weighted Boltzmann factors. The unpublished wavenumber
measurements of Howard and Tilforda were used to generate spectroscopic constants for the
t,' : 12-20 levels of the B3X; state. Constants derived from the wavenumbers of Hecht ¿l a/.5
proved to be unreliable. Therefore, we scanned samples of 160, and r8O, concurrently and
interpolated wavelengths for the r80, lines between the known róO, lines.2r Spectroscopic constants
obtained from our measurements were used for the (2-{)-(ll-O) bands. The constants used in this
work are shown in Table I for 0(u'( l9. Values shown in brackets are either calculated in the
manner of Blake et al.te or extrapolated. Numerous rotational perturbations set in for u') l9 (vs
L.'216 for r60r). The G and B values in Table I agree quite well with totally calculated values and
represent the observed spectrum well. Our instrument has no spectrographic capability and was
not designed for very accurate wavelength measurement. The constants in Table I should therefore
be treated as a guide only, in the absence of other experimental information. Extensive, accurate
wavenumber measurements, of the nature of those olYoshino et al.2t for r60r, are urgently needed
lor t8Or. Line wavelengths for u" : I were calculated from the u" :0 wavelengths and the known
ground state energy levels. As for róOr, Hönl-London factors were taken from Tatum and Watson22
for rX- rt transitions with coupling intermediate between Hund's cases (a) and (b) and with
translormation coefficients determined lrom the energy levels obtained above.
Oscillator strengths and linewidths are necessary in order to account for the effects of distant,
neighbouring or overlapping lines. The initial oscillator strengths were calculated using the
potential curves and dipole moment olthe previous160, work.rThe linewidths were calculated by
using the curve-crossing parameters deduced previously2 lor ¡60,. The model included the
258 B R L¡wrs ¿r ¿/
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rotational variation of both oscillator strength and linewidth. As measurements proceeded, the
initial values were replaced by measured values and a reanalysis was performed. The final oscillator
strengths (and widths) were not sensitive to the initial estimates.
A Gaussian instrument function of FWHM 0.0¿t-0.05 Ä. was folded into the analysis in order
to reproduce the observed scan profiles. The resolution varied a little because of the clogging of
the entrance slit by the windowless discharge. Theoretically, the equivalent width of an isolated
line is independent of instrumental resolution, 2r but small errors can occur when the instrument
function is neglected for scans with limited range of integration.
The underlying continuum and its pressure coemcient are set equal to zero in this model, but
the method used for background determination automatically comoensates for this step, provided
that individual lines are analysed with an identical model. rùy'hen the model estimates of
transmission between lines become unreliable due to perturbations(u'Þ l9), backgrounds become
unobtainable and the results cannot be analysed successfully.
The pseudo-continuum arising from the summation of Lorentzian wings ol absorption lines is
included as described for160r.r The pressure broadening coefficient forrsO, is taken to be
0.20cm r/atm, asr for 160r, with a small mass correction factor.
In the case of the hot bands, predissociation widths for the upper levels were assumed equal to
those determined for theu":0 bands,r6 and oscillator strengths were determined from single low
pressure scans. Because of the limited number of pressures and the fixed cell length, ideal pairs ol
pressures lor application of the full equivalent width method were not always available. In these
cases the theoretical predissociation width values were assumed and a single low pressure scan was
analysed to yield an oscillator strength.
TH EORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
It is instructive to consider qualitatively the isotope effects expected on theoretical grounds. The
ground ancl upper state potential curves lor O, are not expected to be sensitive to isotopic
substitution. but the vibtrational and rotational constants will be smaller lor the heavier isotopes.
In the case of the BrI,, state, 24 vibrational levels are expected forrsO, compared with22 lorróO,,
given the dissociation limit previously determined forróOr.r Figure I is a low temperature scan of'
the <Jissociation limit region lorItO. in which bands up to the (24 0) are clearly visible.
Widely differing r',, values lor the ground and upper state potential curves of O' lead to the
Franck Condon region occurring in the Schumann Runge continuum and the oscillator strength
densityì rapidly clecreasing AS ¿" - 0 in the bands As has been noted by Lewis ¿l al.,tlhe oscillator
srrengrh density in the region of the bands,df ldv, may be approximatedby frlò'G 'wherefr is the
rotationless oscillator strength and ÂG'is the first difference of the band origins lor the band of
j
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Fig. l. A low temperature scan o[ the Brt; dissociation limit region in r8O, showing bands up to the
(24,4).
interest. The oscillator strength for that band can thus be thought of as the product ol L,G', a
monotonically decreasing function of wavenumber (Table 2 of Ref. []), and 4f ldv, a monotonically
increasing function of wavenumber (Fig. 6 of Ref. []). In the case of 160, this product has a
maximum at u': l4,r and for r8O, the position of this maximum might be expected to change
depending on the detailed behaviour of the AG' and df ld,v functions.
The depression of vibrational levels of the upper and lower states for the heavier isotope, r8O2,
results in reduced wavefunction overlap and smaller Franck-Condon factors and oscillator
strengths. The widely differing shapes and r" values for the X3E; and ,B3X; potential curves result
in significant centrifugal distortion effects in O,. When the centrifugal energy term is added to the
X and B potentials there is a displacement of each vibrational wavefunction to larger internuclear
distances, but the displacement is greater for the wavefunction of the upper state because of the
broader potential curve, and for the higher vibrational levels near the dissociation limit the
displacement is greater still. This results in reduced wavefunction overlap and lower oscillator
strength with increasing rotation, the effect being greater for the higher vibrational bands. This is
just what is observed forr602.r In the case of r8Or, the rotational constants and centrifugal energy
term are reduced and the effects of the centrifugal distortion will be reduced correspondingly. For
similar reasons, since an R branch line corresponds to an upper state rotation larger than that for
an associated P branch line, the increased displacement of the upper state wavefunction for the
R branch line results in an oscillator strength smaller than that for the P branch line, but this
difference will be smaller for the heavier isotope.
RESULTS
Some 305 independent oscillator strength measurements are presented in this work. Tables 2-5
list oscillator strengths for rotational lines from the P and.R branches of the (2-0)-(19-{)
Table2 Measuredoscillatorstrengths/(u',N")xlsrfortheRbranchesof the(2-{HlG{)Schumann-Rungebandsof rEO,
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Table 3 Measurej oscillator strengths t0', N"l x l0' for the P branches of the (2 O) {l0_{) Schumann Runge bands of
paren(heses reler (o measurements on unresolved ltnes whlch âre not lndependent ol the ,l{ branch valucs
rEo. Values in
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Table 4. Measured oscillator strengths/(u , N") x 105 for the R branches of the (l l {Hl9-{) Schumann-Runge bands o[
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2.03 + 0 l0
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I 66+0.t0




I.99 + 0 t5
0 93 + 0 l0
I 0l+0 15 I 02+025
Schumann Runge bands of r8O,. These are effective band oscillator strengths deduced lrom the
particular rotational lines studied. Tables Ç7 give oscillator strengths for rotational lines from the
(5-l) (15-l ) l¡ands.
Results in Tables 2-5 were obtained from single scans for u':2,3,4(N" >7), 5(N" >-21),
6(N" > 2l).1(N" à 23) and lz(N" > 29). When scans were performed on unresolved PR doublets,
the deduced oscillator strength was referred to the R component and the oscillator strength lor
the Pcomponent was calculated using theorerical PIR strength ratios. It is also expected24 that the
oscillator strength will vary with the fine-structure component, but this effect is too small to verify
Table 5 Measured oscillator strengths /(1", N") x l0J
parentheses reler to mcâsuremenls on
lor the P branches of the (ll-{Hl9-{) Schumann Runge bands of rEO, Values in
unresolved lines which are not independ€nt of the ,R branch values
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Table 6 Mcasured oscillator strcngths I þ'. N"l x l0'for thc R branches ofthe (5-lF(15-l) Schumann-Runge bands ol
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TableT.Measuredoscillatorstrengrhs/(u',N")x l0'forthePbranchesofthe(5-lHl5-l)Schumann-Rungebandsof rEO, Valuesinparenthesesrefertomeasurements
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Fig. 2. Measured oscillator strengths lor rotational lines from the (5-O) Schumann Runge band of r8O,
together with predicted rotational dependences.
here and all results have been averaged over the individual fine-structure components where these
have been measured separately. The errors given in Tables 2-7 are essentially due to counting
statistics. Additional errors due to uncertainties in pressure, temperature and cell length are
expected to be - 5%. Oscillator strengths for the stronger lines near the bandheads are robust while
those for the weaker lines show an increasing sensitivity to the interpolated backgrounds and other
model parameters. For u'2 17, model characterization becomes more difficult due to uncertainties
in the positions of high rotational lines from bands with u') 19. From Tables 2-5 one can see a
maximumintheu" :0vibrationaloscillatorstrengthatu': I5and thedecreaseinoscillatorstrength
with rotation which is expected theoretically, although this effect is not as great as that for1602.
In cases where the P and R branches are resolved, the P branch oscillator strengths exceed those
of the R branch, but not as clearly as in the case of 160, where the expected effect is greater. In
Fig. 2 our measured oscillator strengths are presented graphically for the (5-O) band. The
measurements do not resolve the P and R branches for this band but the approximately linear
decrease in oscillator strength with increased N"(N" * l) is seen clearly. Agreement with theoretical
predictions based on our róO, resultsr is good.
Rotational band oscillator strengths of the forml
.f (u', N") : fo@') - \Q)')N"(N" + l) (l)
were least-squares fitted to our measurements lor the (2-O)-(l9 O) bands and the resultant values
of/o and p are given in Table 8 together with corresponding theoretical values. Because of the small
magnitude of the p values and the resultant large uncertainty, although the P and R branches were
fitted separately, the tabulated results are averaged over the P and ,R branches. In view of the large
errors in [] for t'217, the rotationless oscillator strengths for u']- l7 were deduced from our
measurements using the theoretical B values. The measured fr values for u'<17 average -60/o
Iarger than the theoretical values with an r.m.s. scatter of -37o, while the p values for u'<17
average -20% Iarger than the theoretical values, but with an r.m.s. scatter of -40o/o. The errors
quoted in Table 8 are statistical errors determined by the least-squares fitting procedure, but there
is an additional uncertainty of about 5"/o info due mainly to the determination of pressure in the
isotopic cells.
Measured and theoretical mean band oscillator strengths fir,'), determinedr by summing
individual line oscillator strengths from equation ( l), weighted with appropriate Boltzmann factors,
are shown in Fig. 3 together with values deduced from the integrated absorption intensities (Ko)
of Halmann and Laulicht6 and HalmannT using the relation I :4.203 x l0-8 Ko. As for the /t
values, the present mean band oscillator strengths for u' < 17 average 6o/o larger than the
theoretical values with an r.m.s, scatter of better than 3o/o. The other measurements6'7 are in poor
agreement with ours, averaging l5% less, and with significant r.m.s. scattersof -40ó and -20o/o,1
o
zrt





- - theoretical (R)
Oscillator strengths for Schumann-Runge bands of r80,
Table 8. Rotationless oscillator strengths foQ'l and rotational dependences /i(r") lor the
(2-{Hl9-O) Schumann Runge bands of rEO2 The values marked with an asterisk were
dctermined from the present measurements using the theore(ical p values. The statistical errors
implied by the ñtting procedure are also given
/.(¿') x l0' /(r') x l0'
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respectively. The present results are to be preferred because of greater extent, superior accuracy,
and good agreement with theoretical predictions based on accurateróO, measurements.l
Mean band oscillator strengths for the hot bands (5-l)-(15-l) are shown in Fig. 4. Values were
obtained as for the u" :0 series except that the p values were fixed theoretically because of poor





















Fig. 3. Measured mean band oscillator strengths f 1u"¡ lor the (u'O) Schumann Runge bands of r8O.
together with the results ofother workers6? and our theoretical values. Note that the band oscillator
strengths are a little smaller than the rotationless oscillator strengths o[ Table 8 because of the decrease
in /with increasing rotation.
. th¡! work
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Fig 4. Measured mean band oscillator strengths /(¿") ior the (r" - I) Schumann Runge bands ol 
rro'
together with our theoretical values
theoretical values with an r.m.s. scatter in the ratio of -2%. No other experimental oscillator
strengths are available.
OSCILLATOR STRENGTH DENSITY CONTINUITY
Theoretical investigations of the continuity ol oscillator strength, Franck Condon density and
transition moment for O, have been performed by several workeLs.25 27 Lewis e! al.t summarized
their work and found that the experimental oscillator strength derrsity was continuous across the
dissociation limit for'uO, by comparingfi(u')(du'ldv) in the bands withdf ldv: I'13 x l0rro. in
the continuum, after Allison e! a1.12 (o, cm2 is the continuum cross section).
rüy'e have performed a similar investigation for the u":0 transitions of I8O'. Band origins lrom
Table I were taken as the wavenumbers v, cm I associated with our rotationless oscillator strengths
.f , and the density of states du'ldv was taken as llLG', where the differences ÁG', cm 
I were
'obtained 
from the band origins. The oscillator strength density d//dv was thus approximated by
J;lLG' for the bands. Measurements of the Schumann-Runge continuum cross section ø, cmr lor"'õO, 
*"r. taken using a non-sealed l0cm cell al'llK in order to approximate the rotationless
continuum as nearly as possible. d/'ldv in the continuum was calculated as I'13 x l0rra.
Our experimental oscillator strength density is plotted as a function ol wavenumber in Fig. 5'
Bands with t'> 17 have been ignored because ol poor experimental accuracy. Continuity is
observed across the 8rI,; dissociation limit as for160r. It would be possible to obtain more
experimental points lor ¿.'> l7 with an improved knowledge of the rotational perturbations. and
by using non-sealed cells to avoid background problems. An equation of the lorm








was fitted to the measured oscillator strength densities and the resultant smoothed values are shown
drssocr¿tion
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obtained from our
measurements of l80, transitions lrom the ¿"' : 0 level of the
ground state. Continuity across the dissociation limit is
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Fig. 6. The dipole moment obtained here lor the LY
transition in 'tO, compared with that previously
determinedl for róO, and the semi-empirical calculations of
Allison el ai.re
in Fig. 5 also. Values for the coemcients in equation (2) were found to be ao: -7247.998921.
at:0.4857503692, ar: _ 1.231109229 x l0 5, 4:1.393969849 x l0-t0, aq: -5.941533405 x l0 
ró.
The observed continuity of oscillator strength density allows the interpolation of oscillator strength
in regions of poor experimental accuracy (u' : 18-24).
THE DIPOLE MOMENT
A dipole moment was calculated for r8O, using the measured oscillator strengths and the
potential curves ol Lewis et al.t for the X3X; and BiX; states. Vy'avefunctions for ¿"' :0, u' :2 11
and u" : l, u':5-15 were calculated by numerical integration of the Schrödinger equation and
the dipole moment D(r) was expressed as a power series in the internuclear separation r- The
coemcients of this power series were determined by a weighted least-squares procedure, which
compared the calculated and measured rotationless oscillator strengths for u":0, l, avoiding the
r-centroid approximation. The dipole moment obtained is, for 1.310Å(r ( 1362^,
D(r) : 1.54952 * 0.050258r - 0-4599012, (3)
where D(r) is in atomic units and r is in ,{. Our form for the dipole moment is consistent with
the recommendations of Whiting et a1.28 but is a factor of .f smaller than some forms adopted
in the literature. The r.m.s. deviation of the fit is 3.3"/".The dipole moment is compared in Fig.
6withthatobtainedr forróOrandthesemi-empirical determinationsof Allison etal.2e Ourdipole
moments for the two isotopes agree within l-2o/o,well within the -3o/o statistical uncertainty of
each fitting procedure. Agreement with the results of Allison et al.2e is also good. There is therefore
no evidence that the dipole moment is affected by isotopic substitution.
CONCLUSIONS
Experimental oscillator strengths presented here for the (2-O)-( l9-{) and (5 l)-( l5-l)
Schumann-Runge bands of r8O2 are the most extensive and accurate currently available- Our
measurements include the first experimental oscillator strengths for the (12-0)-(19-0) and
(5-l)-(15-l) bands. We observe two more vibrational levels in the BrX; state olr8O, (r';,*:24¡
than in the case of róO2 (¿'i"^ : 22), and the band oscillator strengths are smaller for the heavier
isotope. The peak in the vibrational oscillator strength for rsOr lies at u': 15, compared with
t,' : 14lor 160,. The band oscillator strength is observed to decrease with increased rotation, but
not as quickly as forróOr. Our oscillator strengths agree well with theoretical values based on a
fit to our'uO, measurements.r Continuity of the oscillator strength density across the BrI,,
dissociation limit is verified for the ¿," : 0 transitions. The dipole moment lound here lor r80, agrees
well with our 160" dipole momentr and also with recent semi-empirical determinations.re
¿
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PRESSURE-BROADENING IN THE
SCHUMANN_RUNGE BANDS OF MOLECULAR OXYGEN
B. R. Lswrs, L. B¡RzlNs,l C. J. DEDMAN, T. T. ScHoI-z,t and J. H. Cnnven
Research School of Physical Sciences, The Australian National University, Canberra, Australia 2600
(Receiued l0 Augusr 1987)
Abstract-The pressure-broadened widths lor selected rotational lines lrom the (2-{) to (15-{)
Schumann-Runge bands of O, have been measured at pressures up to 60 atm. The selt-
broadening coemcient exhibits no dependence on rotation and a small dependence on
vibration, in agreement with theoretical expectations,^and may be taken as 0.20cm-r/atm
FWHM, implying an optical collision diameter of 6.2 
^. 
The broadened absorption lines are
shifted towards longer wavelengths and are asymmetric with a steeper blue wing, both of these
effects increasing with pressure.
INTRODUCTION
A knowledge of the pressure-broadening coemcients for spectral lines in the Schumann-Runge
system of 02 is essential to the accurâte modelling of the atmospheric transmission of solar
radiationr'2 and to the reliable determination of oscillator strengths and predissociation linewidths
from laboratory measurements at pressures near I atm.3'a The determination of the continuum
underlying the Schumann-Runge bands can be particularly sensitive to the value of the pressure-
broadening coefficient.s
An enormous amount of experimental effort has gone into the measurement of pressure-
broadening coemcients for rotational lines of various gases in the i.r. region of the spectrum, and
a body of data exists for microwave and visible transitions. Comparatively few measurements have
been performed, however, in the u.v. region, especially for self-broadening. Because of the generally
close spacing of the rotational lines, even where measurements exist in the u.v. region, pressure-
broadening coefficients often are determined as parameters of an overall band model rather than
from direct observations of the broadening of individual lines.6'7 Dodge et al8 have made direct
measurements of the broadening of lines in the y(G{) band of NO by various foreign gases and
have noted the inconsistency of collision diameters obtained from the indirect methods.
Measurements of the self-broadening of O, in the red atmospheric system btÐl - X3X; have
been performed by several investigators,e-ra and pressure-induced shifts to the red have been
observed in the (G{) band by Galkin.'5 MeasurementsrG22 of self-broadening in the microwave
spectrum of O, gave results similar to those obtained for the atmospheric system: the broadening
cãefficients (FWHM) decreased from -0.06cm-ratm-t at N": I to -0.04cm-ratm-r at
N":25.
As has been noted by Cann et al,r there appear to have been no previous measurements of
pressure-broadening coemcients for the Schumann-Runge bands of 02 at normal temp€ratures.
they' deconvoluted some of the strongly pressure-broadened spectra of Bethke2r to obtain an
FWHM linewidth of 032cm-r at I atm, but this value relates to broadening by argon, not
self-broadening. Shock-tube studies2f26 have yielded self-broadening coefficients for O, at tem-
peratures near 3000 K and these results were extrapolated to 0 K using a T-o'1 dependence by Cann
et all who chose a final form 0.3P(2731i.)07cm-r for the FWHM linewidth; the exponent sign
correction to their Eq. (10) should be noted. This result implies a broadening coefficient (FWHM)
of 0.28cm-r/atm at room temperature.
tPresent address: School of Chemistry, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia 2033.
fPresent address: Department of Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, Queens University of Belfast, Bellast BT7 1NN,
Northern Ireland.
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of spectral lines, there are relatively few calculations dealing with the self-broadening of electronic
transitions for non-polar molecules such as Or. As far as we can tell, the only calculation dealing
speciñcally with the broadening of lines in the Schumann-Runge system of Ot is that of Breene,27
who considered the van der Waals broadening of O, in the impact approximation by equilibrium
air above 1000 K. Using the van der Waals constants calculated by Breene,27 it is possible to deduce
an optical collision diameter of -5.6Ä for the self-broadening of the Schumann-Runge bands of
Or. Breene's theory2T also implies that there is expected to be little dependence of the broadening
coefficient on rotation or vibration, although his tables suggest a small decrease in the broadening
coefficient with increased upper state vibration. The high-temperature shock-tube measurements
of Treanor and Wurster2a also support the lack of a noticeable dependence of linewidth on
rotational quantum number.
For the reasons mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, we decided to measure room-
temperature self-broadening coefficients for the Schumann-Runge bands of Or by as direct a
method as possible.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
The experimental apparatus employed in this work was identical to that used in our extensive
study of the oscillator strengths and predissociation linewidths for isotopic Or,4'5'2t-:r with the
exception of the high-pressure absorption cells used for this work. Background radiation from an
H, continuum was dispersed by a modified34 2.2m scanning VUV monochromator with a
resolution of -0.05Ä and was detected photoelectrically before entering and after leaving the
absorption cell. The scanning system and data collection were microcomputer-controlled.
The high-pressure absorption cells were machined from a solid block of stainless steel and the
MgF, windows (1in. dia, l.5in. length) used were obtained from Harshaw and held in place by
appropriate flanges. A number of cells were constructed, and absorbing paths of l0cm, 5mm,
0.5mm, and -0.05mm were used, depending on the strength of the band being studied. The
shorter path lengths were defined by copper shims. At the high pressures (up to -60atm) used
in this work, it was essential that the cells be constructed accurately and that assembly be performed
in a clean environment in order to avoid surface cracking near the edges of the windows.
Medical grade oxygen was admitted manually to the cells through a stainless steel valve and the
cell pressure was measured by an 8.5 in. Heise type cc precision stainless steel, bourdon-tube
dial-gauge with a pressure range of 0-l500lb/in2. Evacuation of the cells was performed in two
stages: firstly, the pressure was reduced to atmospheric by opening a second valve to the air and,
secondly, this valve was shut and a third valve was opened to allow pumping of the cell down to
the base pressure of -10-6torr.
In practice, a cell of path length appropriate to the strength of the band of interest and to the
0-60 atm pressure range was selected, and a wavelength scan of relative transmission (detector
counts/monitor counts) was performed over the line(s) of interest at the highest desired pressure.
The pressure was then reduced by bleeding gas from the cell and the scan was repeated. This
procedure was continued down to the lowest feasible pressure. A few scans performed with
increasing pressures verified that there were no systematic errors introduced by the chosen
experimental procedure. Scans taken with an empty cell were used to normalize the transmission
scale, and results were recorded as values of -/¡r (absolute transmission) as a function of
wavelength.
DATA ANALYSIS
In the Schumann-Runge bands, absorption lines generally occur as unresolved triplets and, near
u' :6, the P and R branches overlap producing groups of six unresolved lines. The low-pressure
linewidths vary from - 0. I to 3 cm - | due to predissociation.2s Complications also occur in the form
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of overlapping lines from other bands and a pressure dependent underlying continuum.5'" Full
details of the modelling of the Schumann-Runge bands at low pressures have been given by Lewis
et al.a
Since the pressure-broadening coefficient for O, is -0.2cm-r/atm, we require pressures of
- l0 atm in order to obtain linewidths clearly in excess of the instrumental resolution of - 1.3 cm-l
FWHM. Only under these conditions can one make relatively unambiguous direct measurements
of the pressure-brciadened linewidths. Even then, it is still necessary to use a model in order
to deduce successfully the linewidths for the experimentally inaccessible individual rotational
components of the group of lines studied.
A Schumann-Runge band model of the type described earliera is used to analyse the absorption
scans measured here, but several simplifications are made. At the pressures used in this work, it
is possible to neglect the Doppler component of the lineshape and it is therefore not necessary to
use a Voigt profile. Use of a Lorentzian lineshape to describe both the predissociation and collision
processes in the impact approximation3s proved to be inadequate to describe the asymmetry that
we observe at high pressures. In this work, we adopt the asymmetric lineshape discussed in the
Appendix, J(u,x), where x:2(v - vo-Âv,)/Âv. Here, v cm I is the wavenumber, vo is the
wavenumber of the line centre at zero pressure, Âv, is the shift of the line centre, Âv is an FWHM
linewidth parameter, and ø is an asymmetry parameter. The zero pressure line centre wavenumbers
were taken from the comprehensive measurements of Yoshino et a1,36 and the relative strengths
of the individual lines in a group were calculated using the Hönl-London factors of Tatum and
Watson,37 the oscillator strengths of Lewis et ala and Boltzmann factors determined by the
procedure described previously.a
It was assumed that the parameters a, Âv. and Âv were the same for each component line of a
given group from the same band and the function
F(v) : B(v) + A I R,J(a, x,), (l)
where x,:2(v - vo,-Àv,)/Âv, after convolution with the instrument slit function, was fitted in a
least-squares fashion to the experimentally-observed absorption profile. In Eq. (l), l/ is the number
of individual rotational lines considered explicitly, I is an amplitude constant, and vo, and R, are
the line centre wavenumber and the relative strength of the ith line. Normally, lines up to l0 half
widths from the group of lines of interest were included in Eq. (l).
The function B(v) includes the underlying pressure-dependent contínuum and the effects of
distant lines not explicitly included in Eq. (l). Normally, especially near a bandhead,
B(v) : constant was not a suitable form for the background and it was necessary to use the linear
form ,B(v): B.(l * B,v). The relative backglound slopes I, were generally found to be small at
low pressures, with an increase at higher pressures.
In this work, we are interested only in the parameters pertaining to the pressure-broadened part
of the lineshape, yet the indicated fitting procedure inevitably results in parameters which include
the effects of the predissociation linewidth for the line under consideration. We correct the observed
widths Av by subtracting the accurately known predissociation linewidths,2s which vary with both
vibration and rotation. These corrections are largest for the strongly predissociated lines of the
(4-{) band for which the predissociation width is comparable with the pressure-broadened width
at -l5atm. Surprisingly, extensive computation showed that it was not necessary to correct the
asymmetry parameters for the effects of predissociation given the lineshape used in this work. As
will be seen later, the linear dependence of ø on density supports this conclusion. The shifts Áv,
were not corrected.
Use of the indicated procedure results in values for the parameters Âv, Âv, and a which are related
to the width, shift and asymmetry of the pressure-broadened part of the individual rotational lines
comprising the group of lines under study at the pressure of interest. It should be noted that the
deduced parameters Åv, Âv, and q are not identical to the normally defined experimental width,
shift and asymmetry (e.g. Royerrs), but they may bear simple relationships to these. This aspect
will be discussed in the next section.
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Fig. l. Absorption in the P(7)R(9) lines of the (8-{) Schumann-Runge band as a function of pressure.
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RESULTS AND THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
All measurements in this work were taken at room temperature (295 K). rùy'e have examined a
selection of lines from the (2-{) to (15-O) Schumann-Runge bands of O, using cell lengths from
- 0.05 mm to l0 cm and pressures up to 60 atm in order to see how the lineshape parameters vary
with vibration and rotation, as well as pressure.
Pressure dependence
In Fig. I, we present raw experimental results for the P(7)R(9) line group of the (8-0) band for
pressures up to 60 atm. The observed behaviour is representative of the lines studied in this work,
the broadening, red shift and asymmetry resulting from pressure increases being immediately
obvious.
Before proceeding, it is important to note that, since the relevant variable in pressure-broadening
is actually density and since real gas effects need to be taken into account at the pressures used
in these experiments, we have converted pressures to number densities by interpolating tables in
the American Institute of Physics Handbook.le In this work, the densities n are given as multiples
of the STP density 2.69 x l0recm-3.
In Figs. 24, we present asymmetry, width and shift parameters for the P(5)R (7) line group of
the (G{) band as a function of relative density. Each parameter is a linear function of density and
this behaviour is typical of all of the lines studied here.
Royer3s has obtained theoretical impact lineshapes in the Anderson-Talman'8'*'o' approximation
which are applicable at intermediate densities; his second-order lineshape expansion, EQ. (8'4), is
identical to our lineshape in the low-density limit, if we are in wavenumber space rather than
angular lrequency space, and if we make the transformations (t: -na, Lv :2nb, and Lv,:n/,
where a, b, d are the lineshape constants of the Royer3s theory. While it is not necessarily expected
that ours is the appropriate lineshape to use at the higher densities of this work, the excellent
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Fig. 2. The density dependence of asymmetry for the P(5)R(7) lines of the (G{) Schumann-Runge band.
Asymmetry parameters (experimental points), deduced from the least-squares fitting procedure, may be
represented in the form d. : -na, where n is the relative density and ¿ : -0.0152 * 0.003 r.d.-r The
corresponding perceived asymmetries ¿':(rlu) - l, where r and ¿ are the red and blue halfwidths, are
also shown together with the RoyersE "-or*:',;ï;ii }]{r'Ålwhich 
is seen to be a good approximation
observed linear dependences of ø, Ây and Àv, on the density, support our choice of lineshape and
the fact that a, b and d are constants. For the particular case of the P(5)R(7) lines of the (GO)
band, illustrated in Figs. 2-4, a: -0.01521r.d., å:0.ll0cm-r/r.d. atd d: -0.0548cm-r/r.d.,
where r.d. represents the unit of relative density described earlier.
It is appropriate to discuss here the relationships between the lineshape parameters and the
normal, experimentally observable quantities of shift, width and asymmetry as defined, for
example, by Royer.38 In this work, we use least-squares to fit Eq. (1) to the experimentally observed
absorption profrle in order to obtain the lineshape parameters Âv, Âv, and ø (and hence b, d and
a), but these parameters are not directly observable experimentally. Let us assume that we can
observe directly the pressure-broadened absorption lineshape of a single rotational line. The
experimental lineshift Âvl is the difference in wavenumber between the line peak at the pressure
of interest and that at zero pressure, and this has a component due to the shift of the line centre





Fig. 3. The density dependence of linewidth for the P(5)R(7) lines of the (ó-{) Schumann-Runge band.
FWHM linewidth parameters (experimental points), deduced from the least-squares fitting procedure,
mayberepresentedintheformÅv:2nb*fe,whereó:0110+0.002cm-r/i.d.andj.o:1.6[cm-r,in
good agreement with the measured predissociation linewidth2s plotted at ¿ : 0. The corresponding
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Fig. 4. The density dependence of shift for the P(5)R(7) lines of the (G{) Schumann-Runge band. Shift
parameters (experimental points), deduced from the least-squares fitting procedure, may be represented
in the form Lv,: y¡¿, where d : -0.0548 t 0.002 cm-'/r.d. Corresponding peak shifts 
^v: 
are seen to be
in good agreement with the Royerr8 expressio¡ nd +0.5n2aå to the maximum density used in this work,
- ó0 r.d.
because of increasing asymmetry at higher densities. The FWHM linewidth Âv' can be easily
measured, but is not exactly equal to Âv. Similarly, the line asymmetry ø', defined as (r/u)- l,
where r and u are the red and blue half-widths, respectively, is not equal to a.
Given the form of J(a,x), it is possible to obtain Àvi, Âv'and u'from the corresponding
Lv"-nd, Lv:2nb and d : -na. rùy'e have presented the results of such transformations in
Figs. 2-4. The experimental parameters, denoted by the primed symbols, are seen to exhibit a
non-linear density dependence at higher pressures.
Royer3s has obtained general expansions of the experimentally observable shifts, widths and
asymmetries in powers of the density, which are expected to apply at low to intermediate densities.
His results are:
Lvi: n¿ * 0.5n2ab * O(n a), (2)
Lv:2nb *O(n 3), (3)
a' : -na 10.5n2a2 + O(r3). (4)
To the second order, similar expressions follow from the low-density limit of our lineshape. ìvVe
have plotted Eq. (2) on Fig. 4 using values lor a, b and d obtained from Figs. 2-4. Good agreement
is found with the experimentally-measured peak shifts at densities up to the maximum used by us.
This agreement is quite general for the lines studied in this work and we therefore support the
experimental verification of Eq. (2) noted by Royerss in measurements of the broadening of Cs
lines42r6 at pressures up to 100 atm. From Eq. (3), we see that the second order width ccrrection
is zero. This result means that observed widths are expected to be a linear function of density up
to higher densities than are normally expected to apply to the impact approximation. The same
is not true of the shift, for example. This fact is useful in experimental work which yields widths
directly at somewhat limited resolution. Thus, widths measured at relatively high pressures can be
extrapolated linearly to lower pressures with confidence. From Fig. 3, we see that the experimental
widths Lv':r +u obtained by us deviate from linear behaviour only above -25r.d. We have
plotted Eq. (4) on Fig. 2 and find good agreement with our values of the asymm etry (r lu) - I below
-25 r.d.
To summarize, we find that the expansions of the shift, width and asymmetry obtained by
Royer3s to the second order in n accurately represent our measurements below -25r.d. The shift
expression, Eq. (2), is accurate to even higher densities, and we interpret this as confirming the lack
of a third-order term in this equation. If we consider the Cs-rare-gas measurementsa2r6 examined
by Royer,rs we find that similar conclusions to ours may be drawn but that the applicable density
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Fig. 5. Fitted FWHM linewidth coefficients 2å lor the (2-{) and (G{) Schumann-Runge bands. There
is seen to be little dependence on rotation, in contrast to broadening coefficients measured for the (2-O)l
band of lhe b-X atmospheric system of O, by Melières et al.ra
range is S 3-4 r.d. The difference in the range of application can be understood by noting that the
asymmetry coemcient ¿ in the Cs-rare-gas case is typically 6-8 times larger than that measured
here for O, self-broadening. The range of applicability of the expansions is largely dependent on
the size of na and hence the density range is 6-8 times larger for Or.
Rolqtion dependence
In Fig. 5, we present measured values of the FWHM broadening coemcient 2b as a function of
rotation for the (2-0) and (6{) bands. It is observed that there is no significant dependence on
rotation and the same observation holds for the other bands and other coefficients a and d. As
we shall see shortly, at normal temperatures this result is consistent with theoretical expectations
for self-broadening of an allowed electronic transition in a non polar molecular such as 02. For
comparative púrposes we have also shown in Fig. 5 the rotational dependence of the coefficient
for self-broadening in the (2-{)y band of the forbiddet á'Er* - XtZ; atmospheric red system at
6280,4 as measured by Melières et al.ra Here, there is a noticeable variation in broadening with
rotation, and the extent of the broadening is about half of that observed by us for the u.v.
Schumann-Runge transitions.
Vibration dependence
As far as we are aware, the only theoretical study of pressure-broadening in the Schumann-
Runge bands of O, is due to Breene,2? who calculated the broadening by equilibrium air at
temperatures > 1000 K. Before proceeding, we shall briefly discuss those of his considerations
which are relevant to self-broadening.
Watsona? noted that dispersion (van der Waals) forces appear to predominate in the self-
broadening of non-polar molecular lines. If the normal resonance forces between like atoms were
present, we would expect a significant rotational dependence of the broadening, but this is not
observed. At normal temperatures, the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of molecules over the
many closely-spaced rotational levels is so extensive that there are not enough molecules in any
given rotational level to induce detectable resonance broadening. We thus restrict ourselves to a
consideration of van der Waals interactions of the form ÂE : -ßlRu, where R is the inter-
molecular distance, and the van der Waals constant p for the I state of a molecule perturbed by
another molecule in its B state is given by27'a8
B:const.Y "f^'fto = ,' ft(EA- E")(EB- E)(E^- Eo* Er- E)' 
(5)
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energy difference. As has been pointed out by Breene,27 since the rotational energies are small
compared with the vibrationa! and electronic energies, the oscillator strengths may be laken as
electronic-vibrational and rotational excitation may be ignored altogether. Thus, p is independent
of rotation and would be expected to change only slowly with vibration since the vibrational
energies are small compared with the electronic energies. Breene2? calculated van der Waals
constants p for the 83I; and X3X; states of O, for self-broadening and obtained values varying
from (68 to 60) x l0-oerg-cmó for u':0-12 and (42 to 39) x l0-nerg-cmó for u":0-12,
variations of the order of ßo/o over this range of vibration.
From the classical Fourier integral theory of interruption broadening due to Lindholm,35 it
follows that, in the limit of low pressure, the FWHM van der Waals broadening and lineshift
parameters (cm-') are given by
Lv :2.68 (no/c)(o)3r5(Â F lh)'t'n,
Âv,: -9'363 On,
while the asymmetry parameter is given by




no is Loschmidt's number, n is the relative density, Âp (erg-cmó) is the difference in the van der
Waals constants between the upper and lower states, u- is the mean relative velocity between the
perturbed and perturbing molecules, and the other symbols have their usual meanings. Since the
width, shift and asymmetry parameters are directly related to the van der Waals constants, we
expect no variation with rotation and only slight variation with vibration.
In Fig. 6, we present our FWHM linear broadening coefficients for the Schumann-Runge bands
as a function of vibration. Each point is a weighted average over values obtained for the rotational
lines studied in a given band. We observe a small decrease in 2ó with increased vibration, consistent
with qualitative expectations. Theoretical broadening coefficients calculated from Eq. (6) using the
van der Waals constants obtained by Breene2? are also shown in Fig. 6. The agreement is fair, the
theoretical values being -2go7o smaller than our measurements, and the observed decrease with
vibration is consistent with that predicted.
The experimentally-weighted average values of the linear shift coefficient d are given in Fig. 7
as a function of vibration, together with theoretical values from Eq. (7). The measured shift
coefficients are -30o/o smaller than the predictions. Our asymmetry coefficients, given in Fig. 8,
are -25%o larger than the theoretical values given by Eq. (8).
The errors in the coefficients shown in Figs. 6-8 are statistical, representing the goodness of fit












Fig. ó. Mean FWHM linewidth coefficients 2ó for the Schumann-Runge system of O, as a function of
upper state vibration, together with theoretical values calculated using the van der Waals constants of
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Fig. 7. Mean shift coefficients d for the Schumann-Runge system of 02 as a function of upper state
vibration, together with theoretical values calculated using the van de¡ Waals constants of Breene2T and
the van der Waals broadening lineshapes of Lindholm.rr
oversimplifications are not shown. The fitting procedure was carried out for several different
lineshapes and the following observations were made. Firstly, the linewidth coemcient å was very
robust in the sense that its value was almost independent of lineshape. For this reason, the small
decrease in å with increasing rotation seen in Fig. 6 is significant. Secondly, the asymmetry and,
especially, shift coefficients were considerably less consistent than the width coefficients, and the
values of a, d and the slope of the underlying contributions to the absorption coupled together fairly
strongly in the fitting procedure, resulting in less reliable determinations. If Figs. 7 and 8 are
examined, it is seen that d increases slightly at large vibrations and that ¿ decreases fairly strongly
with vibration. We believe that the inverse coupling between a and d in the fitting procedure,
together with model inadequacies in the crowded region of the spectrum for u'213, has resulted
in values of d which are a little high and values of a which are correspondingly a little low. Ignoring
values for u'213, we then conclude that, within the accuracy of our measurements, the shift
coefficient does not show any dependence on vibration, while the asymmetry coefficient decreases
with increasing vibration. For o' :2-12, there is fair agreement with theory, which implies a












Fig. 8. Mean asymmetry coefficients ¿ for the Schumann-Runge system of Or as a function of upp€r state
vibration, together with theoretical values calculated using the van der Waals constants of Breenc2t and
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CONCLUSIONS
The main purpose of this work was to measure self-pressure-broadening coefficients at room
temperature for the Schumann-Runge bands by a direct method. Our FWHM broadening
coefficients are model-independent and may be representedby 2b : (0.227 + 0.003) - (1.72 + 0.2'l)
x l0-3u', where 2à is in cm-r/r.d. No other such measurements exist, but our values may be
compared with those adopted by Cann et al,r'2 who suggest a vibration-independent broadening
coefficient of 0.284 cm-r/atm at295K. Our best broadening coefhcient fot u' :8 is 0.213 cm-r7r.d.,
or 0.197 cm-r/atm at low pressures. The corresponding billiard ball collision diameter is 6.2 Ä. The
previous 44o/o overestimate of the broadening will result in significant errors in oxygen absorption
coefficients calculated according to the methods of Cann et alr'2 in some spectral regions'
The red shifts and asymmetries observed here at high pressures, together with the broadening,
exhibit a non-linear density dependence which is described well by the general formulae of Royer.38
The linearized coefficients a, b and d show no dependence on rotation and no (d) or a small negative
(a,ó) dependence on vibration, and their values are within 30o/o of theoretical estimates obtained
by assuming van der Waals broadening, the van der Waals constants of Breene,27 and the
Lindholm35 theory of interruption broadening. Our experimental shift/width ratio of -0.20,
compared with 0.363 for this theory, indicates that more sophisticated interaction potentials and
theories will be required in order to obtain better agreement with experiment.
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APPENDIX
In this work, we require an asymmetric lineshape, preferably with a single asymmetry parameter,
in order to fit the experimentally observed absorption profiles. The lineshape should fit the
observations over a fairly wide range of pressures (asymmetries). We chose the lineshape developed
by Lindholm35 as our starting point. This shape may be expressed as ÍL(l,k), where / is a shape
(asymmetry) parameter, and k is a wavenumber parameter. For our purposes, there are several
disadvantages in Lindholm's3s shape: firstly, there are fixed relationships between the width, shift
and asymmetry; secondly, numerical techniques are required for the evaluation of ft(l,k). We
generalize the shape by making the transformations a : 0.227 l, x : (k + 0.577 l)10.795 | where ø
is an asymmetry parameter, and x is a dimensionless wavenumber parameter. By the second of
these transformations, the fixed relationships between the Lindholm35 width, shift and asymmetry
have been removed. It also follows that fr(a,x) reduces to the Lorentzian shape, const./(l * x2),
in the case of zero asymmetry (ø:0), and to the form const. (l-ax)lQ +x) for small
asymmetries. The second form is identical to the second-order impact approximation lineshape of
Royer3E and is similar to the Lenzs'lineshape, but it is limited in range of applicability to regions
where ax ç l, i.e., for low asymmetries and near the line centre, We initially used this form in fitting
Table Al. Polynomial coefficients å, which, together with the equations of the Appendix, allow
the construction of an analytic appioximation to the generalized Lindholmr5 lineshape /r(c, x).
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our measurements and the results were reasonable below -25r.d., but the resulting parameters
exhibited non-linear density dependence above this point because of the unrealistic wing behaviour
of the chosen lineshape. We therefore decided to use the full generalized Lindholm35 lineshape
-ír(a, x), but had to introduce an analytic approximation to this function in order to obviate
repeated numerical calculations in the final application of the function.
Our lineshape was expressed in the form .I(ø, x): F(c-x)l(l + ¡) and fitted to fy(a,x) over a
wide range of values of ø and x. The results are
d.x < - 5: lî(ax) :0.25,
-5 < ax< -0.6: F(ax) :0.2 * exp (ir*t-"tl), (Al)




Values of áu appropriate to various ranges of ax are given in Table Al. Inspection of the table
showsthat J(a,x):l/(l+x2)for a,:0, andthat J(d,x)3(l-dx)lQ+x2¡forsmalla'
4.L2 Resonances in the photodissociation of isotopic molecu-
lar oxygen: I. The longest band
[30] B. R. Lewis, S. T. Gibson, M. Emami, and J. H. Carver,
Journal of Quanti,tat'iue Spectroscopy and Rad'iatiue Tlansfer 4O, t-I3 (1988).
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RESONANCES IN THE PHOTODISSOCIATION OF
ISOTOPIC MOLECULAR OXYGEN-I.
THE LONGEST BAND
B. R. Lnwrs, S. T. GrnsoN, M. Errlnult, and J. H. C,qnwn
Research School of Physical Sciences, The Australian National University, Canberra, Australia 2ó00
(Receiued 8 January 1988)
Abstroct-We present detailed photoabsorption cross section measurements of the (G{) and
(0-l) bands of the E3^Ð;-Xr.Ð; transition of molecular oxygen. The isotopes róOr, 160180 and
r8O, were studied at 79 and 295 K, with an instrumental resolution of 0.04{.06 Ä FWHM.
Our results show clearly that these bands provide one of the rarely observed examples of
Beutler-Fano resonances in molecular photodissociation. With the aid of empirical modelling,
we show that the widths and asymmetries of individual lines vary significantly with rotation
and isotopic mass, but the oscillator strengths show no isotope effect.
INTRODUCTION
In the region from the LiF cutoff to the short wavelength side of the Schumann-Runge continuum
(1050-1300Å¡, the photoabsorption spectrum of róO2 consists of a number of strong bands
separated by windows of relatively weak absorption. Cross sections in this region have been
measured by several investigators,r+ especially near the solar Lyman-d line.s-ro
The diffuse bands were first observed spectrographically by Price and Collins.rrln this and
associated works,l2'r3 we are concerned with Tanaka's progression I,ra consisting of bands at 1244 
^(longest), 1206Å (second), ll72l^ (third), and 1269Å, classified by Tanakara as the hot band
associated with the longest band. The assignment of these bands has been in doubt until quite
recently. On the basis of isotope shift measurements, Ogawa et alrsclassified the longest band as
the (l-O) transition of a progression with upper state E Ð;, and the 1269 L band as the
corresponding (G{) band. Ogawar6 showed spectrographically that rotational and fine structure
was visible in the longest band of r8O2, confirming identification of the upper state as 3),-, but he
persisted with the vibrational assignments of Ogawa et al.15
Ab initio calculations of the mixing of valence and Rydberg 3^Ð; states of Or, by Buenker and
PeyerimhoffT-te 
"n¿ 
Yoshimine,20 showed that the longest, second and third bands could be
explained as transitions to the lowest three vibrational levels of the resulting upper mixed
valence-Rydberg state, E t; .Reasonable agreement was found between calculated and observed
energy levels, and between calculated20 and observed2r oscillator strengths. This reclassification was
supported by the arguments of Katayama et a1,22 who suggested that the anomalous isotope shift
of the longest bandrs might be explained by the strong configuration interaction which produced
the E3Z; state. Black et al23 measured the absorption spectrum of róO, at 930K, discovering new
hot bands at 1229 and I195 Ä, associated with the second and third bands, and confirming the
classification of the 1269 Ã band as (0-l).
At this time, it is clear that the longest, second, third, and 1269 
^ 
bands are all part of the same
progression, as originally envisaged by Tanaka.ra They are the (G{), (l-O), (2-O), and (0-l)
transitions to the mixed valence-Rydberg Erf; state (labelled .B' by some authors20'22). What
remain to be explained are the anomalous isotope shift for the (G4) band, and the large variations
of width with vibration and isotopic mass. Using the methods of Fano,2a Cimiraglia et al25 showed
theoretically that isotopic shifts and widths of the order of l00cm-r were possible. They25 noted
that this was sufficiently large to explain the observations, but emphasized that their calculations
lPermanent address: Department of Physics, College ol Arts and Sciences, Shiraz University, Iran.
esRr 4o/r A I
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were extremely sensitive to the assumed potential curves, and that they had no ambition of fitting
the scanty experimental data.
Resonances in molecular photodissociation due to absorption into mixed states, such as the
ð3^Ð; state of Or, may be treated theoretically by a full solution of the coupled Schrödinger
equations. This method has been applied, for example, to coupled 2I1 states in OH by van Dishoeck
et a1,26 who also give a brief review of the technique. Torop et al27 have developed a similar
treatment which has been applied by Wang et al28 to an interpretation of the temperature
dependence of the O, cross section in the region 1300-ló00 Å.
The aim of the present work is to obtain detailed experimental cross sections for the (G{) and
(0-l) E-X bands of 'uOz, 'oO'tO and r8Or, so that accurate potential curves and coupling
parameters may be deduced by comparison with the predictions of the coupled-equations model
of Torop et a1.21 This fitting procedure will be discussed in detail in an associate work.r3 Previously,
cross sections have been measured only for 160r, and they are of insufficient detail25 for an accurate
determination of the theoretical parameters. The (l{) and (2-O) E-X bands will be discussed in
a future work.12
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experimental apparatus was similar to that used in our study of oscillator strengths and
predissociation linewidths for the Schumann-Runge bands of isotopic Or.ze-tø Background
radiation was provided by an argon continuum discharge lamp powered by a pulser based on the
Argonne design.37 The lamp was operated in the windowless mode at a pressure of 400 torr of argon
and a pulse repetition frequency of -80kHz. The radiation was dispersed by a modified38 2.2m
scanning VUV monochromator, operating in the first or second order with FWHM resolutions
of -0.06 and -0.04 Å,, respectively. Radiation was detected photoelectrically before entering and
after leaving the l0cm, controlled-temperature absorption cell. The scanning system and data
collection were controlled by an IBM AT microcomputer.
We studied three gas samples, 99.8o/o t6O,53o/or8O, and 99o/o tgO, the latter two being supplied
by ICON. For a previous 20o/o r8O sample from another manufacturer,r2 it had proved necessary
to dissociate the gas with radiation from a mercury lamp in order to achieve a statistical molecular
mixture, but this procedure 
"vas 
not required for the ICON samples. The cell was filled from the
gas cylinders through an electromagnetic leak valve to pressures in the range 0.01-l0torr,
monitored by a variable capacitance manometer. Cold traps used with the 160, sample were not
found to alter the measured cross sections, even in regions of low absorption. Their use was
abandoned, therefore, for the 53o/o t8O sample, since repeated observations of the absorption
spectrum implied a noticeable variation of the isotopic molecular composition in the cell when the
cold traps were used.
Scans were performed with cell temperatures of 295 and79 K and with wavelength increments
from 5 to 100 mÅ, depending on the scale of the structure being studied. Wavelengths were
calibrated by the NI lines present in the lamp spectrum. The longest band was studied at pressures
near 0.01 torr, while the weaker structures were measured at pressures up to l0 torr. Corrections
to the pressure for the effects of thermal transpiration were necessary at 79 K for pressures
<0.05torr. The magnitude of the correction was determined by measuring the temperature
dependence of the effectiver60, Schumann-Runge continuum cross section at 1400 Å, a wavelength
where the actual cross section is known to have a very small temperature coefficient.ie A stray light
correction of 0.4o/o and a small dark count correction were necessary also. For scans over a small
wavelength range, empty-cell background ratios (detector/monitor) were taken at the initial
wavelength before the scan, at the final wavelength after the scan, and were linearly interpolated
at intermediate wavelengths. For longer scans, empty runs over the wavelength range of interest
were taken before and after the full run, and were averaged to provide the reference background
ratlos.
Using the known pressure, temperature, cell length and absolute transmission, absorption cross
sections were calculated using Beer's law. Statistical errors in the cross sections. except in the case
of very weak absorption, were normally (2%, with an extra -2o/o uncerLainty due to uncertainties
in cell length, pressure, and temperature. Additional uncertainties arose in the case of the 79 K
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measurements because of increased temperature measurement error, thermal transpiratton cor-
rection, and increas€d background drifts, but every precaution was taken to minimize these.
Cross sections of róOrso were deduced from measured total cross s€ctions for the 537o r8O sample
by performing a weighted subtraction using the known isotopic enrichments and the previously
measured cross sections for the nearly pure róO, and r8O, samples. This procedure, at some
wavelengths, can produce r60r80 cross sections with dramatically increased relative uncertainties
due to the subtraction, but this occurs only over very limited wavelength ranges, and where the
cross section is quite small.
EMPIRICAL MODEL
Although the E-X bands in róO, are all diffuse,ra and thus seem to offer no hope of rotational
analysis, the remarkable appearancer5'ró of rotational and fine structure in the longest band of r8Or,
and the rotational analysis of Ogawa,16 enable the development of an empirical band model from
which it is possible to obtain some information on the behaviour of rotational linewidths and
asymmetries, even for the diffuse bands.
Spectroscopic constants for the X3f ; state were taken from Veseth and Lofthus4 and Steinbach
and Gordy,ar'a2 for 1602, r8O2, and r60r80, respectively. These were used to generate the manifold
of rovibrational levels for the ground state and the corresponding weighted Boltzmann factors.
For r8Or, except îor D', spectroscopic constants for the u':0level of the 83.Ð; state were taken
from Ogawa.ró The splitting constants ), and ¡t were taken as the same for all isotopes. Band origins
for róOr8O and 1602 were obtained by fitting the model absorption spectrum to our measurements.
The remaining rotational constants .B' were obtained from preliminary calculations of Wang,a3
normalized to the measurements of Ogawaró for r8Or. Centrifugal distortion constants D' were
calculated from the rotational constants for r8O2 and an approximate value for rof , with appropriate
isotope correction.4 Line wavenumbers foÍ t¡" : I were calculated from the u" :0 wavenumbers
and the known ground state energy levels. Hönl-London factors were taken from Tatum and
Watsonas for 3t --rt - transitions with coupling intermediate between Hund's cases (a) and (b).
The transformation coefficients were determined from the energy levels obtained previously. The
forbidden NP,, branch of the (0-{) E3E;-XiZ; transition, seen experimentally by Ogawa,16 and
also studied by us in this work, is well described by the mixed coupling factors.
As we shall see later, the longest bands of all three isotopes are asymmetric, and there is clear
evidence of absorption minima associated with one wing of each band. Therefore, we described
each rotational line by a Fano2a lineshape, given by
F(e):(q +rfl( +rr), (l)
where
6 : (v _ vo)fl, (2)
q is an asymmetry parameter, f is the HWHM linewidth, and vo is the wavenumber of the line
centr€. Initially, f and q were assumed to be independent of rotation, but it was not possible to
fit the experimental cross sections in this way. The model was generalized, therefore, to allow the
linewidths and asymmetries to change systematically with rotation so that
f (J'): ro+ rrJ'(J' + t), (3)
and
q(J'): qo+ qllJ'(J '+ l)'. (4)
In reality, of course, the variation of f and 4 with rotation is unlikely to be described by such
simple expressions, and we experimented with other forms. Equations (3) and (4) were found to
be the most appropriate two parameter expressions which were consistent with the measurements.
The model band profile was built up by adding the Fano proflles of individual rotational lines
at the positions and with the relative strengths determined by the technique described previously.
The effects of interference between resonance profiles, allowed for some pairs of band branches,
are expected to be small, for reasons similar to those given by Juliennefi regarding predissociation
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at room and liquid nitrogen
model cross sections (lines)
f¡:0.018cm-t, Qo: -19.2,
of the B3); state of 02. The overall band oscillator strength and the width and asymmetry
parameters were determined by least-squares fitting the model cross section, after convolution with
a Gaussian instrument function, to the experimental measurements.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. l, we present measured cross sections for the longest band of 160, at 295 and 79K,
together with model cross sections calculated with a fixed set of parameters (vo:80,382.8cm-r,
f :0.00625,I0:5.6cm-r, rr:0.018 cm-t, qlo- -19.2, Qt:2.8 x l0-5). The measurements of
Ogawa and Ogawaa are in excellent agreement with ours provided that they are displaced by
-0.07 Å towards shorter wavelengths.
The observed cross sections are not resolution dependent since the rotational linewidths are
larger than the rotational line spacing, but there is a substantial temperature dependence of the
cross section since the linewidths are smaller than the extent of the band. The relative enhancement
of the .R branch at liquid nitrogen temperature occurs essentially because the Hönl-London factors
for the R branch exceed those for the P branch at low rotation. The band profile is noticeably
asymmetric, with a stronger long wavelength wing, and structure reminiscent of a Fano minimum
is evident near l24l Ä.
The model cross sections generated with the single set of parameters listed previously are in
excellent agreement with the measurements in all respects. The choice of Fano lineshapes in the
model is vindicated by the observed asymmetry and the cross section minimum near 1241,{, which
is correctly reproduced by the model at both temperatures. As mentioned previously, if the
linewidth is taken to be independent of rotation there is a noticeable systematic discrepancy
between the observed and fitted cross sections. Despite the diffuse nature of this band, there is clear
evidence from the model that the linewidth increases strongly with rotation. Although the cross
section near the band centre is relatively insensitive to the asymmetry parameter q, it is possible
to accurately determine this parameter by fitting in the wings of the band. Using model simulations,
the values of 4 found by this method at each temperature can be associated with an effective
rotation. The functional form given previously for the variation of q with rotation, Eq.(4), is then
fitted to the results. The value of q, obtained by this technique, while being somewhat uncertain,
indicates unambiguously that rotational lines in the longest band of r60, become more asymmetric
for high values of rotation.
Fig. l. Measured photoabsorption cross sections for the longest band of
temperature, together with the measurements of Ogawa and Ogawa,a
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Fig. 2. Measured photoabsorption cross sections for the longest band ofr8O, at room and liquid nitrogen
temperature, together with model cross sections (lines) generated with vo:80,286.3cm-t,I:0.00629,
fo: l.7cm-r, f¡: -0.0028 cm-!, qo:41,4t:1.9 x l0-4. The room temperature sp€ctrum was taken
r r the second order (0.044 FWHM).
In Fig. 2, we present measured effective cross sections for the longest band of r8O2 at 295 and
79 K, together with model cross sections calculated with a fixed set of parameters
(vo:80,286.3cm-t,¡:0.00629, fo:1.7 cm-r,f./: -0.0028cÍì-r,40:4l,Qt:1.9 x l0-4).The
observed cross sections are resolution dependent. The room temperature measurements were taken
in the second order (0.04 Å FWHM), while the liquid nitrogen temperature results were taken in
the frrst order (0.06 Å nWHvt¡.
Although the general characteristics of the rEO, cross sections are similar to those for róor, there
are three obvious differences. Firstly, the rotational structure seen in Ogawa's plater6 is also seen
in our cross sections; secondly, the observed asymmetry is smaller than, and in the opposite sense
to, that observed in 1602; thirdly, the Fano minimum appears on the long wavelength side
(-1247 Å¡, co-pared with the short wavelength side (-1241 Å) for 160r. Detailed frrst order cross
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Fig. 3. Measured photoabsorption cross sections near the Fano minimum for rEO, at room and liquid
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Fig. 4. Rotational linewidths for the longest band ofrsOr, obtained from the R branch structure at room
and liquid nitrogen temperature, and the forbidden ÀP,, branch at room temp€rature. The solid line
indicates the ñtted model rotational linewidth.
The model cross sections generated with the single set of parameters listed previously are in good
agreement with the measurements except in the more distant wings. More direct evidence of the
variation of linewidth with rotation is obtainable in the case of r8O2. The linewidths in Fig. 4 were
obtained by fitting individually to small regions of rotational structure in the R branch, and by
deconvoluting the instrument function from first and second order spectra of the ilP,, branch. The
lines of the ÀPr3 branch are single, and are broader than even the first order instrument function.
The solid line in Fig. 4 represents the model width function assumed for the longest band of r8Or.
The previous functional form, Eq. (3), is used for J' ( 19, and the width is held constant for
J'>19. Widths which are significantly less than the instrumental width are difficult to determine
accurately, and thus those for J' > 19 have a large relative uncertainty. Nevertheless, it is clear that
the linewidth decreases strongly with rotation for r8Or, opposite behaviour to that deduced for róO,.
Because of the smaller asymmetries forrsOr, the values deduced for q are less accurate than those
for 160, but, using the method described previously, we have ascertained that the rotational
asymmetry decreases with rotation for r8Or, once again opposite behaviour to that observed for
tuor.
It is clear from Fig. 2 that the model overestimates the cross section in the short wavelength wing
and underestimates the cross section in the long wavelength wing. The structures near 1238 and
12fi Ã are forbidden bands, which we shall ignore for the purposes of this discussion. It is possible
to optimize the fit for each wing separately, but the corresponding best values of 4 exhibit a small
systematic difference. This may be interpreted as a breakdown of the applicability in the wings of
a Fano lineshape which assumes energy-independent q, f , and continuum. It should be noted that,
in the case of the wings for rsO, at * - 5 Å from band centre, the dimensionless energy parameter
e x200, while for160, e t60.
rJ/e could not find a single set of parameters which resulted in model cross sections in agreement
with the observed room and liquid nitrogen temperature cross sections at the minimum near
1247 Ã, but we could obtain the correct relative behaviour at a level of cross section less than that
observed. This suggests that there may be a non-negligible contribution to the cross section in this
region from another state, the 1n, valence state, for example.
In Fig. 5, we present measured cross sections for the longest band of róOr8O at 295 and 79 K,
together with model cross sections calculated with a fixed set of parameters (vo:80,334.4cm-r,
/:0.00611, f0:0.90cm-r, f,,:0.0064 crn t, Qo- -45, ÇL:6'l x l0-5;. The data have been
obtained from raw cross sections for the 53o tïO mixture, corrected for the previously determined
contributions of lóO, andrsOr. As a result, the reduced cross sections are less accurate in some
{o-o) ''o,
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Fig. 5. Measured photoabsorption cross sections for the longest band ot' 160r8O at room and liquid
nitrogen temperature, together with model cross sections (lines) generated with vo:80,334.4cmr,
/: 0.0061l, fo : 0.90 cm-r, l-¡ : 0.0064 cm t, qo: -45,4¡: ó.1 x l0-5.
wavelength regions than those for the homonuclear molecules, and weak artefacts can appear due
to uncertainties in wavelength registrations and isotopic abundances.
There is no rotational structure visible in the r60r80 cross sections, and the general characteristics
are similar to those for1602. There is a weak asymmetry, with a stronger long wavelength wing,
and a weak Fano minimum near 12ß Ã. The depth of the cross section minimum between the R
and P branches is greater for 160180 than for either of the homonuclear molecules. This implies
that the rotational linewidth for 160180, at least near the band head, is smaller than that for róO,
andrsOr. Rotational structure is not seen in the cross section because, due to the occurrence of
even, as well as odd rotational levels in the ground state, there are twice as many rotational lines
in the spectrum of róOr8O as there are for róO, orrsOr, with a correspondingly closer line spacing.
We could not detect rotational structure, even in a second order scan, but such a structure should
be readily observable near the band head with a higher resolution experiment.
The model cross sections generated with the single set of parameters are in quite good agreement
with the measured cross sections except in the more distant wings, as observed forrsOr.lWe find
that the rotational linewidth increases with rotation, but the values of fo and f, are quite uncertain,
both because most rotational linewidths are significantly less than the instrumental width, and
because of the poorer quality data for 160180. The model overestimates the cross section of the
stronger wing, and underestimates that of the weaker wing, just as we observe forrsor. The
dimensionless energy parameter t -5,4 from band centre is e :360 for 160180'
In Fig.6, we present the measured cross section in the region of the (0-l) band of 160, at 295K,
together with the measurements of Ogawa and Ogawa.4 We fitted a cubic polynomial to the
background cross section and subtracted this from the data in order to estimate the contribution
due to the (0-l) band alone. This result is given also in Fig. 6, together with a model prediction
based on the parameters given earlier forróOr, with the exception that the oscillator strength
,f :0.0112. The agreement is seen to be excellent. The asymmetry parameter q for the (0-l) band
rnay be different from that for the (G{) band, but it is not possible to obtain a significant value
of q by fitting to the (G-l) data since it is difficult to separate the background cross section from
the (0-l) band wings. In any case, the difference does not appear to be great.
In Fig. 7, we present measured total and reduced first order cross sections in the region of the
(0-l) band of r80, at295 K, together with a model prediction using the parameters given previously
fortsOr, but with an oscillator strength/:0.0112. This spectral region is complicated by the
adjacent (2-O) band of the forbidden p3E[-X]f; transition, but we were able to determine the
oscillator strength by fitting to the P branch only. The degree of structure in the R branch is well
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Fig. ó. Measured room temp€rature photoabsorption cross section near the (0-l) band of 160r, together
with the measurements of Ogawa and Ogawa.a The cross section obtained by subtracting the background
is also shown, together with a model cross section (line) generated with the parrimeters of Fig. I, but with
l:0.0n2.
For completeness, we present in Fig. 8 total and reduced cross sections in the region of the (G-l)
band of 160180 at 295 K, together with a model prediction based on the parameters given
previously forr6OrsO, but with an oscillator strength/:0.0105. The necessity to subtract the
contributions of the homonuclear molecules, as well as the continuum, from the raw data, leads
to a quite scattered reduced cross section, but the agreement between the measurements and the
model is good. In particular, the cross section minimum between the P and R branches is deeper
than for either of the other isotopes.
Figure 9 summarizes the rotational widths obtained from the model fits to the measurements
of this work. The experimental points were obtained by fitting a constant width to the strongest
parts of the (G4) bands for1602 and róOr8O at295 and79 K. The corresponding effective values
of rotation (-5 at 79K, - l0 at 295K) were deduced by model simulations. The experimental
points are consistent with the model widths based on the chosen functional form, Eq. (3). Individual
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Fig. 7. Measured room temperature photoabsorption cross section near the (G-l) band of r8O2. The
baõkground-subtracted cross section includes the (2 O) band ol the prf ,+ Xrf; transition and is
compared with a model cross section (line) generated with the parameters of Fig. 2, but with/:0.0112.
{o-1) 'uo, 295 K
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Fig. 8. Measured room temperature photoabsorption cross section near the (0-l) band of 160180. The
background-subtracted cross section is compared with a model cross section (line) generated with the
parameters of Fig. 5, but with /: 0.0105.
Figure l0 summarizes the limited amount of data on the variation with rotation of the
asymmetry parameter 4. In this case, the experimental points are the only data available. Except
in the case of 1602, where it is possible to obtain a reasonable value for 4 from the strong region
of the band, the points in Fig. l0 result from fits to the wings. The corresponding effective values
of rotation, deduced by model simulations, depend both on the actual form of the rotational
dependence of q, and also on the distance of the fitting region from the band centre. Equation (4)
was fitted to the experimental data to give the model parameters qo and qr. Because of the
interaction between the chosen functional form and the effective rotations, the values of q, are very
uncertain, but the general behaviour of q with rotation is clear. The most strongly varying
asymmetry occurs forrsOr, where the narrowest lines are nearly symmetric. The systematic
difference between 4 values obtained from the Fano minimum region and the stronger wing, for







Fig. 9. A summary of rotational widths for the longest band of isotopic Or. The lines represent the best
model fits to the measurements, with fQ'):fo+f lJ'(J' + l), while the points are effective widths
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Fig. 10. A summary of rotational asymmetries for the longest band of isotopic Or. The points are effective
values of q ñtted to 79 and 295 K cross sections near the band centre, the strong wing, or the Fano
minimum, with q("I'):constant. The lines a¡e best values of the function CU'):qo+qrlJ'(J'+l)12
fitted to the data points.
From Figs. 9 and 10, we see that l" aîd q vary with rotation in an inverse fashion, and, indeed,
the product lqlfo't r 50cm-0'5, within experimental error, independent of isotopic mass or
rotation. This type of behaviour is to be expected if a Fano profile with energy-independent
parameters is applicable. From Fig. l0 the maximum variation in the effective value of q across
the resonance is only -15%.
In Table l, we have summarized the spectroscopic constants, oscillator strengths, widths, and
asymmetries obtained from our measurements of the (G{) and (G-l) bands of the isotopes róO2,
r6OrEO and rEOr. Using the tabulated parameters together with our model, it is possible to generate
accurately the ( ) and (0-l) cross sections for all isotopes to a distance of several Å from the
band centres. Our measured oscillator strengths show no significant isotope effect for either the
(G{) or (0-l) bands, but the (0-l) oscillator strength is nearly twice that of the (G{) band. The
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Fig. ll. Measured room temperature photoabsorption cross sections for isotopic O, in the range
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Table l. A summary of the results of this work. Band origins, widths, asymmetries, and
oscillator strengths which include error estimates have been determined by fitting an empirical
model to the measured cross sections. Values refer to the (G{) band of lhe Etr,;-X1E;
transition unless otherwise indicated. Other spectroscopic constants for the upper level ofthis
transition are also given. Units are cm-r, except for 8o,8t, andl which are dimensionless.
















































Measurements of Ogawa.l6 Zero isoÈope effect is
assumed for L' , ¡t' .
Calculations of 9ùangr43 normallzed to B' for 18O2.
(Close to yqÌues obtaÍned by applying^an isotope
correctionqe to the measured B' for toO2.)
Calculated from B' for 1BO2 and aproximaqq value for
3r:, ]r'|fo epË::'+så;. 1i 8o' 
o-p" corrèct ion' 4 4 Measured
measurements of Huebner et al,2r who obtained the value 0.010 for the oscillator strength of the
longest band of 160r. The optical values are to be preferred.
Room temperature cross sections measured at I Å intervals for the three isotopes are presented
in Fig. ll from l2l0 to 12804,. The Fano minima are apparent in each case, but it is clear that
a simple Fano profile model is not consistent with the observed peaked continuum between - 1220
aîd 1270Å. Distorted Fano profiles \ryhich allow for the energy dependences of f , q and the
continuum, such as those discussed by Bandrauk and Laplante,aT'a8 will be needed in order to
explain the more distant wings ofthe resonance, and adjacent resonances, such as the (l-0) band,
will have to be considered, but we will not pursue these aspects here. A theoretical intepretation
of the spectrum in this region, using coupled Schrödinger equations, will be given in an associate
work.rl
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the most detailed photoabsorption cross section measurements available for
the (G{) and (0-l) bands of the Elr;-X3t; transition of 1602, and the first such measurements
t2 B. R. L¡wts et al
for r80, and r60r80. The bands exhibit significant broadening and asymmetry, strongly dependent
on isotopic mass, due to configuration interaction. An empirical band model, based on
Beutler Fano lineshapes, is capable of accurate cross section prediction out to several Å from the
band centres, including minima observed in the wings of the longest band for all isotopes.
Although the resonance phenomenon arising from interacting molecular states is quite general,
asymmetric Fano profiles in molecular photodissociation have been observed previously only for
H, in absorption,ae 53 and OD in emission.sa's5 Berkowitz3T notes this paradox and discusses some
possible explanations. It is clear from our work that the longest band of O, provides a second
classical example of a Beutler-Fano resonance due to predissociation in photoabsorption. The
rotationally smeared Fano minimum of the band falls fortuitously in a region of the spectrum
which allows ready observation.
With the aid of our empirical model, we have obtained band origins, oscillator strengths,
rotational linewidths and asymmetries. Our measurements provide the first optical oscillator
strengths for these bands. We find no isotope effect, and our oscillator strength for the longest band
of róO, is significantly less than the electron-impact value.2r Directly, in the case of r8Or, and from
the model otherwise, we find that linewidth changes strongly with rotation, and that the asymmetry
parameter changes in an inverse fashion such that lqlfot = 50cm-05, almost independent of
isotopic mass or rotation. The (l-O) and (2-0) bands of the E3Z ;-XIÐ; transition will be discussed
in a future work.l2
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Abst¡act-We present detailed photoabsorption cross-section measurements for the (l-O) and
(2-{) bands of the ErI;-XrE; transition of molecular oxygen. The isotopic molecule.s
1602, róOl8O and r8O2 were studied at 79 and 295 K, with an instrumental resolution of 0.06 A
FWHM. We find that the bands are lurther examples of Beutler-Fano resonances in molecular
photodissociation.
INTRODUCTION
The photoabsorption spectrum of 1602 from I165 to 1320 Å is dominated by Tanaka's progression
I,r cånsisting of stronj, diffuse bandi at lZ44Ä (longest), 1206Å (second), and ll72Å (ttti.¿).
These are the (G4), (l-{)) and (2-O) transitions from the ground state to the mixed valence-
Rydberg E'I;'state (iabelled B' by some authors2'r). A weak band at 1269 
^ 
is the (0-l) band
of the same progression.
In an earlier work,4 hereafter referred to as I, we review€d previous experimental and theoretical
studies of the 832;-X32; transition, and presented detailed photoabsorption cross section
measurements for the (G4) and (G-l) bands of the molecules róOr, róOr8O and r8O2. These bands
exhibit significant broadening and asymmetry, strongly dependent on isotopic mass, due to
configuration interaction with the continuum of the 832;-X12; transition. We found that an
empirical band model, based on Beutler-Fano lineshapes, was capable of accurate cross section
prediction out to several Å from the band centres, including minima observed in the wings of the
(G{) band for all isotopes. It was clear that the longest band of O, was a rare example of a
Beutler-Fano resonance due to predissociation in photoabsorption.
At large distances from the band centre, there is some evidence from I that the model cross
sections deviate from the measurements due to the effects of neighbouring resonances and the
energy-dependences of the Fano parameters. A more complete theoretical description is required.
Potential energy curves for the 812; and B3E; states undergo an avoided crossing in accordance
with the adiabatic non-crossing rule,5-8 and coupling of the two excited states by the radial
component of the nuclear kinetic energy operator is expected to be large in the avoided-crossing
region, leading to significant non-adiabatic effects on the molecular energy eigenstates and the
corresponding photoabsorption.e Resonances due to absorption into mixed states can be treated
theoretically by solving the coupled Schrödinger equations. This method has been applied to
coupled 2If states in OH by van Dishoeck et al,r0 who noted that individual resonances were well
described by Beutler-Fano profiles. Torop et ale have developed a similar treatment which has been
applied by Wang et alrr to an interpretation of the temperature dependence of the O, photo-
aLiorption cross section in the region 1300-16004.
Wang et al,12 using the diabatic lorm of the coupled equations given by Torop et al,e recently
calculated photoabsorption cross sections for O, in the region of the longest band. Using an
iterative procedure, theyr2 found potential curves lor the Rydberg and valence states which mix
to lorm the 838; and frX; states, and a value of 0.469 eV for the diabatic electronic coupling
constant, by fitting their calculations to the experimental cross sections of I. The anomalous isotope
shift for the longest band and the observeda variations in width and asymmetry with rotation were
tPermanent address: Department of Physics, College ol Arts and Science, Shiraz University, Iran.
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predicted correctly by the coupled-equations model. The complex variations in linewidth and line
profile for each isotopic form of the molecule were reproduced correctly by caicuiations with a
single set of potentials, and a single coupling constant, changing only the reduced mass of the
molecule. The coupled-equations model, however, underestimates the cross section in the region
of the minimlrm near 1247 Ã for r8Or, and it was in just this region that our empirical band modela
failed to fit the experimental cross sections at 79 and295 K with a single set of parameters. Similar
conclusions were reached in both papers,a'r2 namely that a weak, underlying continuum due to
another state contributes to the cross section near 1247 Ã'.
It is clear that the experimental cross sections of I, together with widths and asymmetries
obtained from our empirical band model,a provide significant data against which the coupled-
equations calculations may be tested. It is also seen from the work of Wang et alr2 that almost
all of the observed absorption in the region of the longest band may be attributed to transitions
into the coupled 3X; states. The sensitivity of the calculations to the precise form of the potential
curves and strength of the coupling is such that it is unlikely that realistic cross sections can be
produced by ab initio calculations without reference to experimental data.r2 In this work we extend
the cross section measurements of I to the (l-O) and (2-O) bands and examine whether an empirical
band model, based on Beutler-Fano lineshapes, is consistent with the measurements. Comparison
between the experimental cross sections and the results of coupled-equations calculations will
enable the refinement of the potential energy curves of Wang et al12 to higher energies. The most
comprehensive previous cross section measurements for the (l-{) and (2-O) bands of r60, are those
of Ogawa and Ogawa,r3 but they are of insufficient detail for an accurate determination of the
theoretical parameters.ra Cross sections for 160180 and r8O, have not been measured previously.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The apparatus and experimental technique were discussed in detail in I. Briefly, background
radiation from a pulsed discharge in argon was dispersed by a 2.2m.scanning monochromatorrs
operating in the first order with a FWHM resolution of -0.06Å. Radiation was detected
photoelectrically before entering and after leaving the l0 cm, controlled-temperature absorption
cell.
We studied three gas samples, 99,ïyo t6O, 53o/o tïO,99o/o r8O, with cell temperatures of 295 a¡d
79K, and with wavelength ìncrements of 50-160mÅ, depending on the scale of the structure in
the cross section. Cell pressures were in the range 0.04-30 torr. Statistical errors in the resultant
photoabsorption cross sections were normally 42%, with an exfra -2oÂ uncertainty due to
uncertainties in cell length, pressure and temperature. Additional uncertainties arose in the case
of the 79 K measurements because of increased temperature measurement error and increased
empty-cell transmission drifts. Cross sections for 160180 were deduced from measured total cross
r."liont of the 53% r80 sample by performing a weighted subtraction using the known isotopic
enrichments and the previously-measured cross sections for the nearly pure 
r602 and r80, samples.
This procedure increased the relative uncertainty in the róOr80 cross section, dramatically in some
wavelength regions.
EMPIRICAL MODEL
Most of the 832;-XrX,; bands are diffuse, but, remarkably, the occurrencea'r6r? of rotational
and fine structure in the longest band of r80, enables the development of an empirical band model
from which it is possible to obtain some information on the behaviour of linewidths and
asymmetries, even for the diffuse bands. The details of the empirical band model were discussed
in I.
Band origins for u':1,2 were obtained by fitting the model absorption spectrum to our
measurements. Rotational constants B' were obtained from preliminary calculations of rùy'ang,18
normalized to the measurements of OgawarT for the longest band of r8Or. Centrifugal distortion
constants D' were calculated from the rotational constants for r8O, and an approximate value for
cr.r"', with appropriate isotope correction.re The splitting constants À and ¡t were taken as the values
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measured by OgawarT lor u':0, 'tOu for all bands of all isotopic molecules. Ground state
spectroscopic constants and Hönl-London factors for the rt--3!- transition were given in I.
For the reasons discussed previously,4 each rotational line was described by a Fano2o lineshape,
given by
F(e): (q + ef10 + e'), (l)
where
6 : (v _ v¡)ll, e)
q is an asymmetry parameter, l- the HWHM linewidth, and v0 the wavenumber of the line centre.
The linewidth was taken to vary systematically with rotationa according to the relation
f (J'): f o+ f 'J'(J' + 
l); (3)
contrary tol, q was taken to be independent of rotation, since the extreme broadness of the (l-{)
and (2-{) bands made it impossible to determine any variation. The model band profile was built
up by adding the Fano profiles of individual lines at the positions and with the relative strengths
determined by the technique described above and in I. Oscillator strengths, linewidths and
asymmetry parameters were determined by least-squares fitting the model cross section, after con-
volution in transmission with a Gaussian instrument function, to the experimental measurements.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. l, we present measured photoabsorption cross sections for the (2-{) band of the isotopic
molecules 1602, róOr8O and r8O, at295 K, together with model cross sections. The measurements
of Ogawa and Ogawarr for 160, agree well with ours except near the band centre where theyr3
significantly underestimate the true cross section. It is not possible to construct a 3X;-3X; band
model which is consistent with the band profile of Ogawa and Ogawa.r3
The (2-O) band is diffuse for all molecules, but a double head, corresponding to the P and R
branches, can be seen in the case of r8Or. The width of the band increases significantly fromrsO2
to1602, but there is a strong asymmetry of the same sign for all molecules, the long wavelength
wing being stronger. The isotopic shift, based on peak positions, is significantly smaller from 1602
to róOr8O than from róOr8O to r8Or.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the cross sections measured at 79 K which are given in
Fig.2. At the lower temperature, the band widths become smaller and the peak cross sections larger
0
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Fig. l. Measured photoabsorption cross sections for the third bands of rO2, róorsO andr\)2 at room
temperature, together with the measurements of Ogawa and Ogawarr forr0r, and model cross sections
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Fig. 2. Measured photoabsorption cross sections for the third bands of rO2, rÐr8o and r8O, at
liquid-nitrogen temperature, together with model cross sections (lines) generated with the parameters of
Fig. L
due to restriction of the rotational structure of the band. This effect is largest for r8O, which has
the narrowest (2-O) band, and the double head is no longer in evidence at 79 K.
Superimposed on the (2-O) band of the E3X; -XtÐ; transition are weak structures due to the
(5-O) band of the forbidden transition at2[-X12;, and, in the case of 1602, the (5-0) band of the
forbidden transition p32[-X32;. These forbidden bands also become more localized and more
prominent at the lower temperature, but they are not of concern to us in this work. Regions where
the forbidden bands occur were excluded from the empirical band model fitting procedure.
The solid curves given in Figs. I and 2 are model fits to the experimental cross sections based
on ihe following parameters: for160r, vo:85,245.8 cm-t,f - 8.3 x l0-4, | :l2lcm-t, q:4.5'
forfóOl8O, vo:85,141.7cm t,.f - 6.6x l0-a, f :68cm-t,Q -4.6'for'tOr, vo:84,983.9cm-r,
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Fig. 3. Measured photoabsorption cross sections, taken at 295 and 79 K, in the region of the
short-wavelength wings of the third bands of rEO. and r60r8O, together with model cross sections (lines)
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the measured cross sections at both temperatures and model cross sections calculated with a single
set of parameters supports the validity of the 't;-'X; band model. The narrowest linewidths for
the (2-O) band are five times larger than the broadest linewidths measured in I for the longest band.
This greater diffuseness makes it extremely difficult to detect any systematic variation in l- or q
with rotation. Nevertheless, as implied by the parameters listed previously, it appears that
linewidths in the (2-O) band of r8O, increase slightly with rotation.
In Fig. 3, we present experimental cross sections in the region of the short wavelength wing of
the (2-O) bands of r8O2 and 160180 at 79 and 295K, together with model cross sections based on
the parameters given previously. Deep cross section minima are observed near 1174,Å, for r8O, and
near ll70Å, for róOrso, despite decreased accuracy for the latter molecule. The increased cross
section near I165 Å is due to the (G{) band of a Rydberg transition 1n,-XtÐ; which is not heavily
predissociated. The good agreement between the measured cross sections in this region, at both
temperatures and model calculations based on fits performed over the band centres, is a conclusive
vindication of the empirical band model. As in the case of the longest band presented in I, we have
unambiguous Fano minima associated with the (2-O) bands of r8O2 andr6OrsO. The third band
is thus another example of a Beutler-Fano resonance in molecular photodissociation. It is
impossible to detect the minimum for the (2-O) band of 160r, since, from Eqs. (l) and (2) and the
model values of q and f given previously for this molecule, the minimum would be expected to
occur near the centre of the strong tn,-Xt>; transition mentioned earlier.
In Figs. 4 and 5, we present measured photoabsorption cross sections for the (l-0) band ol the
isotopic molecules róOrso and r8O, at295 and79 K, together with model cross sections. There is
little isotopic or temperature dependence of the band widths or asymmetries, and, together with
the (2-{) band of 160r, these are the broadest of the bands studied here or in L For both molecules,
the bands appear nearly symmetric. The only irregularities visible in Figs. 4 and 5 are due to the
(,t-4) bands of the forbidden transitions ørE,* - XtZ; and þ3I,[ - XtI';. We have not presented
cross sections for the (l-{) band of róO, because stroïg interference from the (4-0) Pt>i - XtÐ;
band makes the measured cross sections useless for the fitting of either the empirical band model
or the coupled-equations calculations. The interference will be discussed in detail elsewhere.2l
The solid curves given in Figs. 4 and 5 are model fits to the experimental cross sections based
onthefollowingparameters: forrsOr,vo:82,786j cm t,f -7.9x10-1,f :l09cm 1,4:. 140;
for 160180, v0:82,858.7 cm-',f - 8.0 x l0-r, f :106 cm-t, Q -ó0. The forbidden bands have
been excluded from the fit. Due to the extreme broadness of the (l-O) band, it is not possible to
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Fig.4. Measured photoabsorption cross sections lor the second bands of r8O, andr0rsO at room
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Fig. 5. Measured photoabsorption cross sections for the second bands of r80, and r60r8O at liquid-nitrogen
temp€rature, together with model cross sections (lines) generated with the parameters of Fig. 4.
because of interference from the forbidden bands, possible energy dependence of the Fano
parameters, and interaction with adjacent 832;-X32; resonances. No Fano minima are visible for
the (l-O) band for reasons similar to those mentioned previously for the (2-{) band of róOr. The
product lqlf is much larger for the (l-{) band than for any other band studied here or in I. For
these reasons, the good agreement between the model and our experimental cross sections for the
(l-O) band is not, in itself, a verification of the lineshape used in our empirical model. For example,
a Lorentzian shape may fit nearly as well, but, when taken together with the results for the (G{)a
and (2-O) bands, it is seen that a model based on Fano lineshapes is the only one capable of fitting
all bands.
In Tables I and2, we have summarized the spectroscopic constants, oscillator strengths, widths,
and asymmetries obtained from our measurements of cross sections for the (l-{)) and (2-O) bands
of the isotopic molecules róO2, 160180 and r8Or. Using the tabulated parameters together with our
model, it is possible to generate accurately the (l-{) and (2-O) cross sections to a distance of several
Å from the band centres, with the exception of the regions where the forbidden bands occur.
It is necessary to discuss the meaning of the oscillator strengths presented in Tables I and 2.
Because of the intimate mixing of the 83Ð; and E3X; states and consequent spreading of the
strength of the bound state into the underlying continuum, the concept of a bound state oscillator
strength is difficult to define and the total (bound * continuum) 3X; oscillator strength becomes
wavelength interval dependent.
The oscillator strengths mentioned previously in this paper and in I are bound state oscillator
strengths of the fit, calculated effectively by integrating the fitted Fano lineshape /ess lhe continuum
contribution. In the case of the longest banda q is relatively large (continuum small), l- is small,
and the model is a good fit to the observed cross section out to a large number of halfwidths from
the band centre. As a result, the oscillator strength of the fit is nearly equal to that obtained by
integrating the experimental cross section. This result does not obtain for the (l-{) and (2-0) bands.
In the case of the (2-{) bands of the r8O, and 160180, there is an extended continuum component
of the cross section which may include contributions from adjacent resonances, and thus the
integrated oscillator strength exceeds the ñtted bound oscillator strength. For the remaining broad
bands, the (2-0) forróO, and the (l-O) forrsO, and IóO|8O, the fitted cross section significantly
overestimates the actual cross section in the more distant wings, and the continuum components
are less prominent. For this reason the oscillator strength obtained by integrating the cross section
is less than the fitted oscillator strength. Both estimates are given in Tables I and 2.
The only previous measurement of oscillator strength for the (l-{) and (2-{) bands is from the
electron energy-loss measurements of Huebner et a1,22 who obtained the values 8.04 x l0 r and
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t calculations of wang,18 normalized to Br for v'=Or
"or.t'
* caLculated from B' and an approximate value for r,rat.
u ,"=O was forced in the fit since this pararneter could not
be determined accurately.
r nÍtt.d oscillator strengths (see text).
ll rntegrated oscillator-strengths, À = 1166.6-¡18.?..¿å (160r),
À=1170.0-1185.0Á (160180), À=1173.6-1185.ti (ttor). ¿
contributions from forbidden bands have been removed.
1.47 x l0-3 for the second and third bands of róOr, respectively. The electron energy-loss oscillator
strength22 is only slightly larger than our integrated optical value for the second band, but, as was
observed in I for the longest band, the electron energy-loss oscillator strength for the third band
is nearly double our optical value. The optical oscillator strengths should be regarded as
superseding the electron energy-loss values. Because of the difficulties mentioned previously, and
the presence of the forbidden bands, it is difficult to determine accurately the isotopic dependence
of oscillator strength for the (2-0) band, but there may be a small decrease in / with increasing
isotopic mass. There is no significant isotopic dependence for the (l-0) band.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the most detailed photoabsorption cross section measurements available for
the (2-O) band of the 832;-X3X; transition of 160, and the first such measurements for the (l-O)
7
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Table 2. A summary of the results of this work for the (l O) band of the
EtÐ;-XtL; transition. Band origins, widths, asymmetries and oscillator
strengths which include error estimates have been determined by fitting an
empirical model to the measured cross sections. Other spectroscopic constants
for the upper level of the transition are given also. The splitting constants for
each isotopic molecule were taken as ).: -3.1725cm-rand l¡:0.045cm-r.r7
























f calculations of wang,18 normalized to B' for vt=o, 1802.17
* CaLculated from Br and an approximate value for r,rar .
S fitt"d osciLlator strengths (see text).
f Integrated oscillator strengths, À = 1198 .L-L277.1Å,.
Contributions from forbidden bands have been removed.
and (2-O) bands of r8O, and róOr8O. The broadening of the bands, caused by configuration
interaction with the BtÐ;-X32; continuum, is significantly greater than that observed previously4
for the longest band, and the (2-0) band is the most asymmetric of the bands studied here and
in L An empirical band model, based on Beutler-Fano lineshapes, is capable of accurate cross
section prediction out to several Å from the band centr€s, including minima observed in the
short-wavelength wing of the (2-0) band forrsO, and róOr8O. As we found in I,the Er2;-X12;
transition provides a comparatively rare example of Beutler-Fano resonances due to predis-
sociation in photoabsorption.
With the aid of our empirical model, we have obtained band origins, oscillator strengths,
linewidths and asymmetries which will enable the refinement of the potential curves and electronic
coupling constant which may be deduced from a coupled-Schrödinger equation treatment of
the resonances.2r Our oscillator strengths, the first optical values published, are in reasonable
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agreement with the electron-impact values22 for the (l-0) band, but are substantially smaller for
the (2 {) band.
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4.I4 Vacuum-ultraviolet absorption linewidth measurement
using high-order anti-Stokes Raman-shifted radiation
[33] B. R. Lewis, S. T. Gibson, K. G. H. Baldwin, and J. H. Carver,




Since the first measurement of the stimulated Raman effect
in gases by Minck et a1.,1 lherc have been numerous experi-
mental studies2-rl of the generation of coherent VUV ¡adia-
tion by anti-Stokes Raman scattering (ASRS) of laser radia-
tion in compressed H2. A large Qor(l) vib¡ational Raman
shift (4155.255 cm-r),14 a favo¡able Raman cross section,ls a
small wavelength dependence of dispersion,16 and transpar-
ency in the VUVrT combine to make H2 an excellent nonlin-
ea¡ medium fo¡ generation of VUV radiation by ASRS. The
fou¡-wave mixing p¡ocesses responsible for the generation of
anti-Stokes radiation have been discussed, for example, by
Döbele et a1.10 and the refe¡ences listed therein.
Experiments using ercimer-Iaser pump ¡adiation have
given the shortest wavelengths obtained by ASRS in Hz.
Döbele et cl.r3 generated 117-nm radiation as the eighth
anti-Stokes component (AS8) of ArF pump radiation and
116 nm as ASll f¡om a KrF pump. Takahashi et a1.12
achieved 121.5 nm as AS12 fiom a XeCl pump. The suit-
ability ofASRS for tunable VUV spectroscopy was shown by
Schomburg et c/.s and by Baldwin et ol.,r1 who Raman shift-
ed continuously tunable dye-laser radiation into the VUV.
Using excimer-pumped butyl-PBD dye, Baldwin eú ol.rr
demonstrated the advantage of sho¡ter dye wavelengths in
improving the VUV output efficiency and generated the
shortest widely tunable ASRS wavelengths that we¡e then
obtainable at 136.2 nm in 4511. Recently Wallmeie¡ and
Zacharias,rs with a similar configuration but using DMQ dye
and cooled H2, obtained -100 W in AS12 at 129 nm.
Very narrow linewidths, of the order of 0.01 cm-l, have
been measu¡ed for the Qs1(1) vib¡ational transition of H2 in
experimentsle-2t involving the stimulated Raman scattering
(SRS) of low-power cw laser radiation. Using stimulated
Raman gain specrroscopy, Bischel and Dyerl9 made accu¡ate
measurements of the temperatu¡e and density dependences
of the Raman li¡rewidth and line shift for the Qor(l) and
Qo¡(0) transitions, but only a small amount of inconsistent
data exists on the spectral characteristics of the high-order
anti-Stokes (AS) components produced by using the pulsed
laser systems melrtioned above. The temporal behavior of
Reprinted from Journal of the Optical Society of America B
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We ¡ssess the suitability of a tunable, coherent source of VUV ¡adiation, based on stimulated Raman scattering in
com¡rressed H2, for quantitative high-resolution spectroscopy. The -360-nm output of an excimer-pumped dye
laser was used as a pump source. The high-order anti-Stokes components (A56-459, -150*190 nm) show a
power-dependent bandwidth, a FWHM of -0.15 cm-t being atcainable at low pump power. Measurements of
predissociation linewidth for rotational lines from the (17-0) Schumann-Runge band ofl602 were made by using the
seventh anti-Stokes component of the sou¡ce. These are currently the most accurate measurements available and
are in good agreement with theoretical predictions.
INTRODUCTION these components, including pulse shortening, was dis-
cussed by Wilke and Schmidt.s'4 Schomburg et al.8,s con-
cluded that the bandwidth oftheir ASB component near 195
nm was (1 cm-l by observation of absorption lines in the
Schumann-Runge bands of 02.22 Bischel eú o 1.23 and,Zacha-
tias et al.za reported bandwidths of -0.3 cm-r in an AS3
component nea¡ 220 nm from an examination of NO spectra.
However, Bischel eú a1.23 obse¡ved no b¡oadening, whereas
Zacharias et al.2a noted that considerable broadening may
occu¡ in the ASRS process, depending on intensity and AS
o¡der. In a ¡ecent publication, Glab and Hessler2s reported
the observation of bandwidths of 0.3-0.8 cm-l ¡n the AS4
component near 209 nm when they used a narlow-band
pump laser. They also reported an intensity-dependent line
shift and an asymmetric line shape, that they explained in
te¡ms of the ac Stark effect.26-28
The high conversion efficiency,¿ continuous tunability,a
and relatively narrow spectral bandwidth2s,2a obtainable by
the ASRS of dye-laser radiation from compressed H2 make a
sou¡ce based on this process highly desirable for high-resolu-
tion spectroscopy and photochemistry. Fluorescencels'23.2e-32
and photoionization24 experiments using such a sou¡ce have
already been reported. In particular, Bogen et a1.32 used a
laser-induced fluo¡escence technique involving the AS8
component at 166 nm of dyeJaser radiation, Raman scat-
tered in H2, to measure the velocity distribution of C atoms
sputtered f¡om C and TiC targets by impinging Ar ions.
Their reported bandwidth of -0.1 cm-r appears to be the
narrowest yet åttained for a high-order AS component.
Our current interests include high-resolution photoab-
sorption and excitation spectroscopy of O2 in the VUV. The
best previous absorption cross sections for the Schumann-
Runge bands22,33,34 (175-200 nm) were measu¡ed with reso-
lutions of-0.4-1.5 cm-r by using conventional techniques.
The improvement in resolution obtainable with an ASRS
source should allow us to obtain significantly improved cross
sections fo¡ bands with u' à 13, where the predissociation
linewidths22 are as narrow as -0.1 cm-l. In this paper,
therefore, we set out to examine the spectral characteristics
of the high-order AS components of a source based on the
ASRS in H2 of excimer-pumped dye laser radiation. We
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illuslrate the application of lhe sou¡ce to the measuremenl
of narrow rotational linewidths by an experimental exami-
rìàtiun of predissociâtion linewidths for the (17-0) Schu-
mann-Runge band of Oz. The lesults obtained are signifi-
cantly more accurate than the best previous linewidths,22
and the ASRS source realizes its potential as an invaluable
tool for high-resolution VUV spectroscopy.
EXPERIMENT
The experimental arrangement was simiìar to that used by
Baldwin et al.tt A three-stage dye laser with intracavity
étalon (Lambda Physik FL3002E) was pumped transversely
by a XeCl excímer laser (Lambda Physik EMG 201 MSC).
When operated with DMQ dye at 363 nm, the dye laser
produced -30-mJ pulses of -2O-nsec duration in a beam of
D-shaped cross section, resulting in a peak power of -1.5
MW. The DMQ/dioxane dyelsolvent combination used was
significantly superior in efficiency and lifetimess to the
butyl-PBD/methanol combination used in the same spectral
region by Baldwin eú ol.rr With daily running at 10 Hz, the
half-energy lifetime of an excimer gas fill was as great as 2 X
106 shots, and the dye/solvent lifetime was significantly
greater. The dye laser bandwidth specified by the manufac-
tu¡er was 0.04 cm-r with the intracavity étalon installed and
-0.3 cm-r when the grating was the only tuning element; our
measured values were (0.08 and 0.3 cm-1, respectively.
The dye-laser output beam was expanded with a telescope
and focused into a l-m-long Raman cell with a cone angle of
-0.03 rad in o¡der to enhance the phase matching of the
higher-order AS components.ll The entrance and exit win-
dows of the Raman cell were 1.96-cm-thick quartz and 0.64-
cm-thick MgF2, respectively. The cell was operated at room
temperature with 500-2500 kPa of ultrahigh-purity H2
(99.999qo). Use of high-purity grade (99.98V") resulted in
unacceptably large absorption of the high-order AS compo-
nents (135-175 nm) in the lO-parts-in-106 02 impurity. The
fo¡ward-scattered AS conesro of the desired order were fo-
cused nea¡ the entrance sìit of a 0,2-m VUV scanning mono-
ch¡omator (ARC VM502) by an adjustable 0.1-m focal-
length MgF2 lens contained in a vacuum housing. The VUV
radiation was dispersed by a 1200-groove/mm grating with a
reciprocal dispersion of 40 Á./mm.
The backward-scatte¡ed Stokes components (S1-S3) were
monitored simultaneously with an étalon (Burleigh RC140),
and it was found that the bandwidth of 32 (-520 nm) was
-0.3 or -0.1 cm-1, depending on the absence or presence of
the dye-laser intracavity étalon. The monito¡ étalon was
also used to optimize the grating-étalon tracking of the dye
laser by observation of Sl fringes.
The dispersed VUV radiation was detected before enter-
ing and after leaving a MgF2-windowed, 30-cm-long absorp-
tion cell with the aid of a VUV beam splitter and two solar-
blind photomultipliers (EMI type 9413, CsI photocathode).
In most AS orders severe attenuation (-f 0-2) was employed
by means of neutral-density filters in order to ensure linear
operaLion of the detectors. There was a large amount of
stray primary laser radiation measurable in the absorption
cell with a CsTe photocathode photomuìtiplier, but this was
not detected at all by the CsI tubes. Small amounts of
sca0tered VUV radiation from unwanted AS orders we¡e
measurable in some circumstances; however, provided that
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relatively narrow monochromator slits ( < 100 ¡rm) were em-
ployed, this did not affect quantitative measu¡ements. We
observed pulse shortening in the higher AS orde¡s that was
qualitatively similar to that seen previously by Wilke and
Schmidt.a
The photomultiplier outputs were processed by an EGG/
PARC 4400 series boxcar averaging system in the alternate-
trigger baseline-subtract mode. The lasers were normally
triggered at 10 Hz, and 100 shots were taken at each data
point. The detector signal was divided by the beam-split
monito¡ signal to provide a measure of protection against
intensity fluctuations, which become significant in high AS
orders, as noted by Döbele ef o1.13
All measurements on absorption ìines were taken at room
temperature. The cell was filled with ultrahigh-purity 02
(99.9970, 1-1000 Torr), NO (99.070, 0.01-10 Torr), o¡ CO
(99.570, 0.01-10 Torr), which was passed through suitable
cold traps, by means of a Balzers RME 010 electromagnetic
leak valve. The pressure was controlled by a Datametrics
1404 valve controlle¡ and was measured by a Datanetrics
Ba¡ocel 570h173 variable capacitance manometer. Burst
scans using the intracavity étalon were performed over the
¡otational line of interest with increments of >0.018 cm-r.
If we wanted to measure an absolute absorption coefficient,
enpty-cell reference points wele taken.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Spectral Characteristics of Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering
Source
We observed generated AS ¡adiation to AS11 (-137 nm), as
did Baldwin et ol.,Ir but bandwidth and linewidth measure-
ments in the present paper were restricted to the A56-A59
components (-150-190 nm).
In Fig. 1 we present measurements of A56 (190.36 nm) and
AS7 (176.04 nm) obtained unde¡ various conditions by scan-
ning the monochromato¡ (-0.2-nm resolution) with a fixed
pump wavelength. The detector was unattenuated, and, in
the case of AS6, the main vib¡ational t¡ansition was strongly
abso¡bed bv Oz [P(5)f¿(7) lines, (5-0) Schumann-Runge
bandl contained in the absorption cell. Unde¡ these condi-
tions a number of weak sidebands are evident. Appearing in
each scan are equally spaced Stokes sidebands and a single
AS sideband, with a mean separation of (234 + 10) cm-t,
arising from excited-state SRS involving t¡ansitions from u
= I to u = 2 levels.ã'36 The energy difference between the
Qor(1) and Q12(1) vibrational quanta14 is (4155.255 -
3920.056) = 235.199 cm-I, in good agreement with our mea-
sured spacing. The sidebands may be considered vibration-
al modulation signals at combinational frequencies ¡nrQor(1)
I mzQ¿Í), where m1 and, m2are positive integers and z¡r *
n¿z = n, which is the AS order. So far as we are aware, the AS
sidebands due to this process have not been seen previously.
Apparent also in the AS7 scan in Fig. 1 are two additional
sidebands, +(565 + 10) qrn-r from the main transition,
which we attribute to SRS involving a rotational excitation
from "/ = I to J = 3. The energy difference between the
Sor(1) and Qs1(1) quantat4 is (4712.905 - 4755.256) =
557.650 cm-1, in reasonable agreement witb our measured
spacíng. Whether one or two steps are involved in the rota-
tional/vibrational excitation is not clear, and it is possible to
assign the sidebands to cornbinational frequencies nQor(1) *
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Fig.l. SpectraofsixthandseventhAScomponentsoftheASRSsourceobtainedbyscanningtheVUVmonochromato¡forfixeddye-laserwa-
veiengths. The main vibrational transition for AS6 is strongly absorbed by Oz, and the intensity lcale is nonlinear because of the absence of de-
tectorattenuation. Thesidebands observedarecausedbySRS involvingexcitationfromu = LtoD = 2 andfromJ= ltoJ= 3. The

















nzSr(l) or ¿¡rQor(l) * ntzSor(l), where rn, nb and. m2 ate
positive integers and ¡nr * ÍIz = n, which is the AS o¡de¡.
Döbele et o1.,13 using elliptically polarized radiation, ob-
se¡ved similar rotational sidebands, which they assigned to
processes of the type nQor(1) 4 ¡¡¿So(1), where S0(1) = 587
cm-l, which is the pure rotational t¡ansition f¡om J = 1 to J
= 3. Our measured spacing does not favo¡ this assignment,
and fu¡ther ¡esearch in this a¡ea is desirable under a variety
of experimental conditions.
Sidebands similar to those obse¡ved by us have been
found to be quite strong for some conditions of excitation.s'13
For accurate absorption spectroscopy their effects should be
suppressed. The separation of the closest sideband from
the main component varies f¡om 0.56 nm for AS9 to 0.85 nm
for A56. Therefore keeping the monoch¡omator slit width
below -100 ¡rm will guald against measurement er¡ors due
to thei¡ presence.
The detection linearity and stray-light characteristics of
the experimental system were checked by careful 02 absorp-
tion measurements in regions of continuum absorption or
whe¡e the line st¡ucture was broad compared with the VUV
bandwidth. At 164.04 nm (AS8) in the Schumann-Runge
continuum it was necessary to attenuate the VUV signal by a
factor of -10 to avoid detecto¡ saturation. Under these
conditions we found a linear dependence of ìn(10l) on Oz
pressure, where Is and / are the incident and transmitted
fluxes, and an absorption cross section of (2.53 + 0.13) X
10-18 cm2, in good agreement with an interpolation of the
measurements of Gibson et a1.37 (2.49 x 10-¡8 cm2). At
190.264 nm (A36), in the center of theB(3)P(1) line complex
of the (5-0) Schumann-Runge band (linewidths of -2
cm-t),22 with attenuation of the VUV signal by a factor of
-100 we observed simila¡ linearity and measured an absorp-
tion cross section of (1.13 + 0.05) X 10-20 cm2, in excellent
agreement with the rneasurements of Yoshino et ol.3a (1.13 X
10-20 cm2), which were taken with an inst¡umental resolu-
tion of -0.4 cm-l. In both cases deviations from linearity
occur¡ed only for very sttong absorption, and strayJight
co¡rections were not necessa¡y when the measu¡ed cell
transmission exceeded -87o. It was quite clear that, provid-
ed that care was taken to avoid detecto¡ saturation, accurate
abso¡ption cross sections we¡e attainable with the ASRS
source, at least fo¡ spectral features with widths broader
than the VUV bandwidth (-0.15 cm-t¡.
We deduced the ASRS source bandwidth by carefully
measuring the absorption due to Doppler-limited ¡otational
lines in the VUV spectra of NO and CO. The apparent
linewidths were found to be functions of pump-laser power,
focal conditions, and beam alignment, in accordance with
previous bandwidth measu¡ements fo¡ SRS in metal va-
pors38 and H2.25
In Fig. 2 we present absorption measurements of the sin-
gle Â-doublingcomponentß21(8.5) of the ô(0-0) band of NO,
corresponding to the C 2fl-X 2fl transition, taken with the
A56 component (-190 nm) of the ASRS source. The line
center3e is at 52 453.1 cm-r, the Doppler width at 297 K is
0.118 cm-r FWHM, and the predissociation widtha0 is -0.01
cm-r, resulting in a nearly DopplerJimited linewidth. The
NO pressure was 0.02 Torr, and the focal conditions and
beam alignments we¡e the same for each scan. We observed
a symmetric line with noticeable apparent broadening at the
higher pump power.
The solid curves in Fig. 2 were obtained as follows. The
absorption line was represented by a Voigt profile,33 the
characte¡istics of which were defined by the Gaussian and
Lo¡entzian widths given above. The Voigt transmission was
then convolved with a normalized Gaussian soulce function
and compared with the measu¡ed t¡ansmission in an itera-
tive least-squares procedure, resulting in values of the source























best-fit absorption curves obtained by this procedure are
given in Fig. 2, where we can see that a Gaussian source
function is capable of good agreement with the measure-
ments.
In Fig. 3 we present simila¡ measu¡ements of the P(17)
line of the (0-0) band of the CO fourth positive system,
AlI]-X r)+, taken with the AS9 component (-155 nm) of
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the ASRS sou¡ce. The line center4r is at 64 589.58 cm-r, the
Doppler width at 29? K is 0.150 cm-l FWHM, and the
pressure of CO was 0.012 Torr' Once again an essentially
symmet¡ic line with broadening at higher pump power is
observed.
Source bandwidths (FWHM) obtained from NO and CO











line II transition ofNO fo¡ two different pump energies' il-
the curves rep¡esent the expected absorption profiles of a
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Fig. 4. Measured bandwidths for the sixth and ninth AS compo-
nents of the ASRS source as a function of dyelaser pulse energy.
The solid line is a least-squares fit to the measurements for A56.
shown in Fig. 4. The laser intensity was varied by blocking a
f¡action of the dye amplifier pump beam, which may also
have simultaneously altered the beam quality slightly. The
focal conditions and the ben- alignment procedures were
othe¡wise identical for all scans, but the CO ¡esults a¡e less
accurate because of the significantly greater pulse-to-pulse
fluctuations in the AS9 output. The H2 pressure was opti-
mized separately at each pump power level, but we observed
no pressure dependence of the bandwidth under our experi-
mental conditions. We did, howeve¡, measure a pressu¡e
shift of the AS components that was in reasonable agree-
ment, per order, with previous measurements for the Qs1(1)
t¡ansitionle but including, possibly, a small intensity-depen-






sou¡ce bandwidths increase linearly with dye-laser pulse
energy in the range of energies available for our experiment
and the AS9 bandwidths are only marginally greater than
those fo¡ A56. To achieve a bandwidth approaching 0.1
cm-t, it is necessary to ope¡ate at a low pulse energy. How-
ever, this must be balanced against the requirement that the
pulse energy must be large enough to exceed the threshold of
the Raman process and provide reasonable pulse-to-pulse
stability of the output of the desired AS order. We found
that an ene¡gy of -12 mJ gave a bandwidth of -0.15 cm-r
FWHM with adequate pulse repeatability in the case of AS6.
This was the primary operating condition used for the Oz
linewidth measurements, for which the bandwidth of AS7
was assumed to be inte¡mediate between the almost identi-
cal values measured for A56 and AS9.
Because the bandwidth obtainable with the ASRS sou¡ce
is comparable with the Doppler widths for t¡ansitions of
light molecules in the VUV, measured c¡oss sections will
approach the real values. It is possible to obtain oscillator
strengths relatively quickly and directly, provided that satu-
ration of the real line cente¡ is avoided [ln(10/4.""1 < 2.5].
F¡om a numbe¡ of scans of the Æzr (8.5) line of the ô(0-0)
band of NO at different pressu¡es and by using the proce-
dure described above, we obtained a mean line oscillato¡
strength of (1.22 + 0.06) X 10-5 (single component of .tl'
doublet). Using the Hönl-London facto¡s and Boltzmann
factors calculated by Cieslik,se with an allowance for the
temperature difference, we obtain a band oscillator strength
of (2.4 + 0.2) X 10-3, in good agreement with literature
valuesse IQ.2-2.6) X 10-3] obtained at inferio¡ ¡esolution
with rather indirect techniques. From a few scans of the
P(17) line of the .A-X (0-0) band of CO at 0.012 Torr, we
found a line oscillator strength of (3.8 + 0.5) X 10-5. Using
the Hönl-London factors given by Heruberyl2 for 1II-1)



















by using the AS7 component of the ASRS source with a resolution of 0.15 cm-t FWHM. The decrease in linewidth with increasing rotation and
theLorentzianwingsoftheVoigtprofileofthePr(5)lineareclearlyevident. Thefittedsolidcurvesrepresenttheexpectedabsorptionprofiles
ofVoigt lines, with the Doppler and Lorentzian widths (FWHM) and oscillator strengths given in the figure, convolved in transmission with the
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Fig. 6. Measured predissociation linewidths for Pr and 8r lines from the (1?-O) band of the Schumann-Runge B 32, -X 3)f transition of 02 as









known spectroscopic constantsal for the ground state, X l2+,
we obtained a band oscillator strength of (8.9 + 1'2) X 10-3.
According to the comprehensive study of perturbations in
the A lfl state of CO by Le Floch eú cl.,a3 the P(17) transition
loses 39.670 of its strength to the perturbing transition e 32--
X 1)+, The¡efole our measurement implies an unpertu¡bed
band oscillator strength of (14.7 + 2.0) X 10-3. Experimen-
tal and theoretical literature values44'45 fo¡ this t¡ansition
range from 9.6 X 10-3 to 23.0 X 10-3'
Predissociation Linewidth Measurements for Oz
The Schumann-Runge bands of Oz, as well as being impor-
tant in studies ofthe photochemistry of the terrestrial atmo-
sphere, are also of great spectroscopic interest. All bands
exhibit predissociation22 with FWHM linewidths varying
from -0.1 cm-r (u' = 13) to -3 cm-1 (u' = 4), caused by the
mixing of the B 32, state with four repulsivea6'a7 states, sIIu,
3II,, 1fI,, and 32j. Individual rotational lines the¡efo¡e
have a Voigt profiless resulting f¡om a combination of the
Lorentzian predissociation contribution and a Gaussian
Doppler line shape (^4.1 cm-t FWHM at room tempe¡a-
ture). The predissociation linewidth varies in a cornplex
manner with upper-state vibration and rotation.22
The interpretation of experimental O2 spectra is also com-
plicated by the occurrence of triplet fine structure, un¡e-
solved in manay cases; underlying continua,4s'4s some of
which are pressure dependent; overlapping of bands and
lines; and collision broadeningso of weaker lines, which must
be measu¡ed at relatively high pressures. In an extensive
experimental study at -1.5 cm-l resolution,Lewis et a1.22'2s
obtained oscillator st¡engths and predissociation linewidths
fo¡ the Schumann-Runge bands by taking absorption mea-
surements at two widely separated pressures and applying a
complex computer model of the 02 spectrum, including the
factors mentioned above, in an iterative fashion.
The orde¡-of-magnitude improvement in resolution ob-
tained with the ASRS source allows us to obtain such results
more directly. In Fig. 5 we present absorption scans over
the Pr(5) and Pr(25) lines of the (17-0) Schumann-Runge
band by using the AS7 component of the ASRS source with a
resolution of0.15 cm-1. Several obse¡vations can be made.
First, the Pr(5) line is noticeably b¡oader than the Pr(25)
line, which is qualitatively consistent with the indirectly
obtained results ofLewis et a1.22 Second, in the case ofthe
strong Pr(5) line the Lorentzian wings are clearly vísible
despite the narrow apparent linewidth of -0.3 cm-1, in con-
t¡ast to the Gaussian wings obse¡ved for NO and CO in Figs.
2 and 3. The sloping background fo¡ the Pr(25) line is the
Lorentzian wing of the strong (15-0) Rr(21) line at 56 103.34
cm-l, and the continuum components of the cross sections
are also evident.
P¡edissociation linewidths and oscillato¡ strengths can be
obtained from single absorption scans by a simple fitting
procedure simila¡ to that described in the previous section.
Line cente¡s ue (in inverse centimeters) are taken f¡om Yo-
shino et al.,5l and Doppler widths (in inverse centimeters,
FWHM) are given by Avp = 1.266 X 10-7 zorÆ, whe¡e T (in
kelvins) is the temperatu¡e. Each line is described by a
Voigt profile, the Lo¡entzian width component and strength
of which are to be determined. The Voigt t¡ansmission
profile is convolved with a normalized Gaussian instrument
function of 0.15-cm-r FWHM width, and the ¡esult is com-
pared with experimental transmission measurements in an
iterative least-squares fashion. Because of the continuum
absorption, the baseline is permitted to float in the fitting
procedure. In cases in which an adjacent line contributes to
the cross section in the region of interest, such as the Pr(25)
scan of Fig. 5, the Voigt profile of the adjacent line is includ-
ed in the analysis explicitly, with the oscillator strength and
linewidth given by Lewis et a1.22'23
The method just described results in a determination of
the true Voigt p¡ofile of the absorption line of interest. The
predissociation linewidth (in inverse centimeters, FWHM)
is given by I = lr- 2.63 X 10-ap, where f¿ is the Lorentzian
component of the width resulting from the fitting procedure,
the second term is a correction,s0 normally negligible' for the
I P ur¡nctr, .xp.rincntrl
I B br¡nch, .xprrlmrntrl
- Thær.ticll, A,(h¿ - 79.9 .tr
-- Thærrt¡cll, A,(h¿ - 65 ".-t
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collision-b¡oadened component of the Lorentzian width,
andp (Torr) is the pressure ofthe absorbing gas. Using the
relation o(r) = 1.936 X 10-21 ln[10(v) /I(v)lT/(lp) lwhere o(u)
(in square centimeters) is the t¡ue absorption cross section,
ln[10(z)/1(v)] is the instrument-corrected absorption deter-
mined by the fitting procedure, and I (centimeters) is the cell
lengthl, the true Voigt profile is converted into units of c¡oss
section. The rotational line oscillator strength is then calcu-
lated f¡om the relation f(N', N') = 1.13 X l0r2t1-o(v)dv.
The equivalent vibrational band oscillator st¡ength is given
by f(u',u",N',N') = (2N' + L) v,,,"f(N',N")lþ¡'¿"aN"Sw"),
whete vu,u, and u¡y,¡y" ale wave numbers fo¡ the vibrational
and rotational transitions (ru,u"/ru,¡,t, = l), aN, is the Boltz-
mann factor giving the relative population of the ground-
state ¡otational level giving rise to the line of interest, and
S¡" is the Hönl-London factor, properly normalized, deter-
mining the sharing of strength between the rotational
b¡anches. Boltzmann factors were calculated from the
knownsz ground-state energy levels of Oz, and the Hönl-
London factors were taken from Tatum and Watsonss fo¡
3>--3>- t¡ansitions with a coupling intermediate between
Hund's cases (a) and (b).
P¡edissociation widths I measured for the Ir triplet sub-
levels of the u' = 17 level of the B 3), state of Oz are given in
Fig. 6 as a function of upper-state ¡otation J' (=N'* 1 fo¡
the F1 levels studied he¡e). The widths a¡e weighted means
dete¡mined from several scans over individual Pr(N") and
^Rl(N") lines of the (17-0) Schumann-Runge band. Widths
given in Fig. 5 for the Pr(5) and Pr(25) lines we¡e dete¡-
mained from single scans and thus differ slightly from those
of Fig. 6. Statistical uncertainties (3o) determined by the
fitting routine are also shown in Fig. 6, but the¡e is an
additional uncertainty of -370, which is due to uncertainties
in cell length, temperature, and pressu¡e.
The widths for F¡ u' = 1? determined by Lewis et ol.2
were spaße¡ and more scatte¡ed than the present meâsu¡e-
ments, but the predictions of the theoretical model fit to
thei¡ measurements22 a¡e in quite good agleement with our
results. This fact thus supports the validity of the fitting
procedure used by Lewis eú a1.22 ¡'o obtain oscillato¡
strengths and linewidths from relatively poo¡ resolution
measu¡ements. lryidths fo¡ low rotation are determined
mainly by interaction of the B 32, state with the 5II, repul-
sive state,22 and an interaction matrix element Á,(5fI,) =
?0.9 cm-r was determined by Lewis et a1.22 by fitting a
theoretical model to measu¡ements of linewidth for 20
bands. Julienne and K¡aussa6 and Juliennea? used the value
A,(5fIr) = 65 cm-l, determined from a deperturbation of
measured band origins for u' = l-L2, in their theoretical
calculations. In Fig. 6 we also show model F1 linewidths
calculated for both values ofA,(5II,), but with other inte¡ac-
tion parameters set at the values dete¡mined by Lewis et
a1.22 A,('flà = 65 cm-r gives better agreement with the
current measurements; howeve¡, definitive comment must
await further measu¡ements on othe¡ bands and a consider-
ation of all 12 interaction parametets.
Vibrational oscillator strengths involving tr'1 levels, /(17,0,
N', N") = f(17, N'), measu¡ed concurrently with the predis-
sociation linewidths, are given in Fig. 7 as a function of
N'(No + 1). The results a¡e in good agreement with the
measurements of Lewis et o1.33 and theoretical expectations.
o loo 200 300 400 500 600 700
N" (N"+1)
Fig.7. Measuredequivalent band
lines f¡om the (17-0) band of the
transition of Oz as a function ofN'









The effective band oscillato¡ strength decreases significant-
ly with rotation because of the effects of centrifugal distor-
tion on upper- and lowe¡-state potential curves of signifi-
cantly different equilibrium internuclea¡ distances. If we
let Í(u', N") = f(u',0) - þ(u')N"(N" * 1), then a weishted
least-squares fit to our measurements gives /(17 ,0) = (2.27 +
0.06) X 10-5 and É(1?) = (1.89 + 0.14) X 10-8, compared with
the best measured estimates of/(l?, 0) = (2.40 Í 0.15) X 10-5
and É(17) = (2.1 + 0.5) X 10-8 by Lewis eú ¿1.33 Theo¡etical
calculations by Allisonsa give /(17, 0) = 2.55 X 10-5 and É(17)
= 1.9 x 10-8. In agreementwith previous observations,s3 we
find that Ë-branch oscillator strengths are a little less than
the corresponding P-branch strengths. This a¡ises because
NR' = Np' * 2 fo¡ a fixed N", and the greater centrifugal
disto¡tion of the upper state results in reduced wave-func-
tion overlap for the ft branch.
CONCTUSIONS
The potential of a tunable, coherent sou¡ce of VUV radia-
tion, based on SRS of dye-laser radiation by compressed H2,
for quantitative high-resolution spectroscopy has been real-
ized. The high-order AS components (AS6-4S9, -150-
-190 nm) of Raman-shifted radiation from UV dyes exhibit
Gaussian spectral profiles with bandwidths down to -0.15
cm-r. The AS bandwidth appea¡s to increase linearly with
increasing pump power, and consistent na¡row-bandwidth
performance is attainable only at relatively low power with
carefully fixed focal conditions and beam alignment' Care
must also be taken to avoid detecto¡ satutation and the
effects of spurious sidebands of the AS o¡ders. The main
limitation of the sou¡ce is the ¡elatively large variation of AS
energy from pulse to pulse, an effect that inc¡eases with AS
orde¡ and with decreased pump power. We have limited the
consequences of the energy variation by using a dual detec-
tor-monitor system, but further improvements, such as the
low-temperature operation of the H2 cell studied by Wall-
meier and Zacharias,ls may be necessaly for the measure-
ment of weak absorptions with greater accuracy.
We have illust¡ated the spectroscopic utility of such a
i P branch, experimental
I R brânch, experimental
- Lewis et al-- Eest lit, th¡s work
02 B-x (1 7-0)' FTLEVELS
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source by using the seventh AS component to measure
linewidths of some rotational lines f¡om the (17-0) Schu-
mann-Runge band of 02 at 0.15-cm-l resolution. The pre-
dissociation linewidths that we obtain are currently the most
accurate linewidths available, and an extension of the mea-
surements to other bands will permit the determination of
definitive inte¡action parameters between the B 3), state
and the repulsive 5f1,, SfI,, lll,, and 32j states causing the
predissociation, Oscillator st¡engths measured concur¡ent-
ly with the linewidths agree well with previous measure-
ments, thereby tending to confirm the reliability of the pre-
dissociation linewidths measured here.
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4.I5 Rotational line strengths in 3D+ - a¡- electronic transi-
tions. The P'DI - X'D; and AtDf - XtZ; systems
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3>+ - 3>- transitions occur with measurable intensity,
despite being electric dipole forbidden by the reflection sym-
metry selection rule (l), when spin-orbit or orbit-rotation
couplings are nonzero. Present (2) has given rotational line
strengths for 3)* - 3) transitions arising from spin-orbit
and orbit-rotation coupling in the case of a rII perturber and
his formulae have been repeated by Kovacs (3).
Attempts to reconcile the line strengths of Present (2)
with measurements of the weak Herzberg I system of Or,
At)u* - Xt)"-, have failed. While the N dependence of the
Q-form branch intensity measured by Hasson and Nicholls (4)
is in agreement with the predictions of Present (2), the mea-
sured distribution of intensity (4, 5) among the resolved rota-
tional branches is in considerable disagreement with the pre-
dictions of Present (2) for both spin-orbit and orbit-rotation
couplings. Huestis and Slanger (6) conectly realized that an
understanding of the Herzberg I rotational line strengths could
only be achieved by considering simultaneously spin-orbit and
orbit-rotation perturbations by a number of electronic states.
As part of an extensive experimental and theoretical study
of the photoabso¡ption spectrum of O, in the window region
(7-9), we made high-resolution measurements of several
bands of the B3)"* - Xt), system.r Although measured
branch intensities for the B-X bands are significantly dilferent
from those of the Herzberg I system, it is impossible to explain
them on the basis of the theory of Present (2). It is clear that
a more general approach is necessary.
At this time, there do not appear to be any theoretical rota-
tional line intensities in the literature suitable for application
to the B3)"+ - X')*- system of Or. Therefore, we present
here rotatioìal line stiengths for 3)* - r) transitions, where
the 3) states, arising from spin-orbit coupling to a number of
perturbing states, are intermediate between Hund's cases ¿ and
á. It is found that, in general, three independent transition
rB. R. Lewis, S. T. Gibson, and J. H. Carver; manuscript in
preparatron.
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moments are necessary for an accurate description of the rota-
tional line strengths.
We present, and discuss in some detail, photoabsorption
cross-section measurements for the (3-0) band of the B3)"*
- Xt)" system, and find that a single parallel transition
moment is sufficient to explain the observed branch intensities.
Vr'e briefly contrast this result with the more complicated case
of the Herzberg I system and deduce approximate parallel and
perpendicular transition moments for the (10-0) band of the
A'>"* - X3)"- system from the measured branch intensities
of Herzberg (5). We have leamed of a detailed study of rota-
tional line intensities in the Herzberg I system by Huestis and
Slanger,2 who include the effects of orbit-rotation coupling to
3fI states to explain the observed Q-branch intensities.
2. Intensity theory
General methods for the calculation of rotational line
strengths are well known, a particularly clear review having
been given by Hougen (10).
The intensity of the rotational transition F,'(J')-F,"(J") ts
related to the line strength
trl s(F¿' (,/') - Fi (J")) -- rì_,l(F,' (J'), M'l
x þ,lF j, (J',), M,)1,
where the p, are the laboratory-fixed components of the dlpole-
moment operator, related to the molecule-fixed components by
12]' lrr : Àr,lr, * \rrlr." * Àulr.
where )r,_., Àru, and )tr" are direction cosines between the lab-
oratory- and molecule-fixed axes. In the case of unpolarised
radiation, an isotropic absorber, and a lack of external fields
all spatial directions are equivalent and the summations in []
are simplilied (l l). The Iine strength is then expressible in the
form
t3l s(F,' (J') - Fj' (J")) : l(r,' ("¡')lp"ulpj' rL"l>|,
Rotationar rine strensjls i'jll;'ì.r:','."åîTl"*?äi!'"ïå;ff;0't"* - x'1.- and
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Rotational line strengths are given for r)*(int) - '> (int) transitions arising from spin-orbit coupling. Observed branch
intensities for the forbidden g'),* - X')* transition of O, may be explained by assuming spin-orbit mixing oi Br)"*
with the Br)" and Er), states. On the other hand, observed branch intensities for the Herzberg I Ar),* - Xt)"- transition
of O, may be explained only by assuming mixing with r) and 'fI states. In neither case do earlier formulae, derivèd assuming
a single rfl perturber, apply.
On donne les forces des raies rotationnelles pour les transitions r)*(int ) - r) (int ) dues au couplage spin-orbite. Les
intensités des branches observées pour la transition défendue Pt>,* - Xr)* de O, peuvent être expliquées en supposant
que le couplage spin-orbite mélange l'état pt)"t avec les états 8r)"- et Er)"-. Par ailleurs, les intensités des branches
observées p-our la transition Herzberg I At:"* - Xr), de 02 ne peuvent s'expliquer qu'en supposant un mélange avec les
états r) et rfl. Les formules dérivées antérieurement en supposant un seul état perturbateur tfl ne s'appliquent dans aucun
des cas.
[Traduit par la revue]
Can .1. Phys 68,231 (1990)
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observed rotational line stengths for 3)u* - 3)r- transitions
of Or.
In the second and higher orders we must consider a large
number of electronic states as possible perturbers of the ground
and upper states of the transition. In this case we may haveZ,
* 0 and Yo+ Yt. Thus, in general, three independent vibronic
transition moments will be necessary to describe rotational line
strengths in 3)* - 3)- transitions. In particular transitions
single perturbers may dominate owing to close coincidences
in energy or large spin-orbit matrix elements, but, as we shall
see, these will not necessarily be 3II perturbers.
Having obtained the vibronic parameters [8]-[0], we are
now in a position to write down a set of rovibronic transition
moment operators by including the rotational operators of
l3l-t61. The results in case ¿ are given in Table l.
The energy levels and eigenfunctions for 3) states are well
known (10, 12, 15). Using the phase conventions of Hougen
(10) and Vy'atson (15), we have taken the 3) eigenfunctions to
be
+ l')_,, J))
tl3l lrr(¡)) : 2 t/2 (l'>,, J) - l')_,, J))
ll4l lrr(¡)) = syl3lo, Jl - 2 ttz cr 1l3),, J)
+ l')_,, J))
for upper and lower states. Equations [2]-[4] hold for cou-
pling that is intermediate between cases ¿ and å, the coupling
coefficients being given by (15)
tlsl c, : ((F2(l) - FJJ))/(Fr(l) - FIJD)t/2
tl6l s, : ((F3("/) - F2QD/(\(J) - FíJD)'/2
if centrifugal distortion is neglected.
In case à,
tlTl c, - (llQl + D)1/2
tl8l s, : (("/ + t)/(zJ + t))t/2
Vy'e are now in a position to evaluate the rotational line
strengths for 3)* - 3X- transitions. If wc substitute the wave
functions Íl2l-Il4l into the line strength expression [3] and
use the rovibrationaì operators of Table I and the well-known
matrix elements of the rotational operators (Table I of ref. l2
and Table 7 of ref. l0), after considerable algebra we obtain
the rotational line strengths of Table 2 where J is to be taken
as J".
The sum of the line strengths over all branches is (2"/+ l)
(Zt2 + Yo2 + yr2), in accordance with the normalization rec-
ommendations of Whiting and Nicholls (l l), and the individ-
ual line strengths in case á reduce to those of Present (2) when
Zt : 0 and Yo : Y'. Case å line strengths may be obtained
from Table 2 by applying [7] and [8]. For nonzero values
of the vibronic transition moments there is the possibility of
The po are the molecule-fixed components of the electric
dipole-moment operator and the $o are rotational operators the
nonzero matrix elements of which have been given, for exam-
ple, by Tatum and Watson (12) in the (f), J) representation.
If the wave functions in [3] are expressed in terms of suitable
vibronic basis functions the resulting vibronic transition
moments become the fundamental intensity parameters of the
rotational line strength analysis. Formal expressions for this
representation of the transition moment have been given by
Kerr and Watson (13).
We now consider the 3)* - 3)- transition in detail. The
selection rule AO = 0, -r I for the nonrotating molecule allows
six vibronic transition moments between the signed O com-
ponents, but these are related in pairs by reflection symmetry.
Vy'ith a choice of phases consistent with those of Condon and
Shortley (14) and Hougen (10), the 3) vibronic functions
transform according to (15)
Ul o,,l')o=) : +(- 1)o*'lt>-o=)
under the reflection symmetry operator o_.,. Thus, the three
independent vibronic transition moments can be shown to be
t8l iYo = 2- '/'(t)o*lF l'2,-¡ : 2 'r'
x (r)o*lp,l.) , )
t9l iY, = 2- t/z (3),+lp*13)o-l : 2 trz
x (') ,*lp-l')o )
tl0l iZ, : (32,+l¡t l'),-) : - C>-,*lp,l')-,-)
since o,,p, : p" and o*,14* : p+ (11). Equations t8l-t101
are normalized according to the recommendations of Whiting
and Nicholls (11). The complex conjugates of the vibronic
transition moments are obtained by time reversal. With the
same phase conventions used to obtain [7], the 3) vibronic
functions transform according to (l l)
tnl ol3)ç-) : (-1)ol.>_o=)
under the time reversal operator 0. It follows from [7]-[ l]
that Io, f, , and Z, arc all purely real , the same conclusions as
may be reached by an examination of the general formulae of
Whiting and Nicholls (11).
Yo, Y, and Z, vanish in the absence of spin-orbit coupling
owing to the reflection symmetry selection rule (l). To the
first order in the spin-orbit coupling, it is only 3fI states that
contribute as perturbers and in the case of3)j - 3); tran-
sitions in homonuclear diatomic molecules such as O, intensity
is st transitions 3fl" - 32; andt>i on moment Zt : 0 and the
perp Yo and I/, may be expressed
explicitly in terms of the spin-orbit matrix elem€nts between
the 3) and 3fI states, according to the manner of Ken and
Watson (13). It follows thatZ, :0 and lo : Ir : /. The
case of first-order perturbations is the one treated by Present
(2), but, as noted above, his results are inadequate to explain
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destructive and constn¡ctive interference between the parallel
and perpendicular components leading to a great range of pos-
sibilities for the branch strength ratios of different 3>+ - 3>-
transitions.
3. The p3>.+ - Xt2r- system of O,
Although the Rydberg system of bands ß')u 
* - X3), - may
be interpreted in terms of a single transition moment, the
single-perturber formulae of Present (2) are not applicable to
this transition.
The forbidden series of bands p3),* - X')*- was photo-
graphed first by Tanaka (16) (progression I), and later by
Alberti ¿¡ al. (17) and Ogawa and Yamawaki (18), those for
r8O, were photographed by Ogawa (19). Rotational analyses
have been performed (17-19) for the (2-0) and (3-0) bands
and the upper state, classified as r)" * by quantum defect argu-
ments (18), is a Rydberg state converging to the X2fl, Sround
state of Ozt (17, l8). All bands exhibit varying degrees of
diffuseness owing to predissociation. The rotational structure
is clearly visible for the (2-0) and (3-0) bands, but the triplet
fine structure is not resolvable in any band.
ln considering the origin of the strength of the p3)"* -
X3),- bands, we must examine other local features in the
spec-trum. lt has been shown recently (7, 8) that most of the
cross section from 1165-1320 A (lA : 10 'u m) consists of
a series of predissocating resonances that result from the con-
frrguration interaction between the valence and the Rydberg
B,Et2u- states of Or. Tanaka (16) has noted, and we discuss
in more detail elsewhere (see footnote l), that the v' = 4 level
of the p3),* state almost coincides with the v' : I level of
the E3)" ìtate, and that the intensity of the (4-0) 9')u* -
X3)"- band is anomalously enhanced owing to the coinci-
denðe in energy. Anomalous broadening is also observed.
Clearly, the p3)"+ and B, E3)u- states are interac-ting through
spin-orbit coupling. The importance of ')* - r) - interac-
tions in O, has been noted also by Klotz and Peyerimhoff (20),
in relation to the origin of the strength of the Herzberg I bands,
and by Julienne (21) in relation to the predissociation of the
Schumann-Runge B3)u - Xt)n system. lnteractions with
the l3flu state may also play a pafr, especially at longer wave-
lengths, but they are expected to be secondary because of the
low-transition strength (22-24) of the l3fl" - X3)* system.
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F c. L Photoabsorption cross section of molecular oxygen ln the region of the (3-0) 9t),* - Xt), band Measuremenls C) were taken
at a temperature of 79 K and wrth a wavelength resolutron of -0.06 A rwHv. Least-squares fitted mo<lel cross sections assuming Fano (solid
line) and Lorentzian (---) rotational line shapes are also shown
In Fig. I we present measured absorption cross sections for
160, in the region of the (3-0) ß'>"* - X3)r- band at79K
and with a wavelength resolution of -0.06 ,Å. r'wHr'¿. An Ar
continuum light source, a2.2 m vuv monochromator, a l0 cm
absorption cell, and a photoelectric detection system were
employed. Full details of the apparatus are given elsewhere
(7). The (3-0) band lies between the longest and second bands,
(0-0).and (l-0) Er>, - X3>,-, which occur ^t l2M and1205 A, respectively. It is seen from Fig. I that the S- and O-
form branches are much stronger than in the case of the Herz-
berg I bands.
The case b rotational line strengths of Present (2) were cal-
culated on the basis of intensity borrowing from perpendicular
transitions, 3II - 3>, and the same formulae follow from Table
2 and ll'71 and [8] if we put Z, : 0 and Io : Y, * 0. In
this case the limiting branch strengths become (2) S:Q:O :
l:6: I (Hund's case b, N+ æ), insufficient to explain the strong
O- and S-form branches observed in Fig. L In the case of
intensity stealing from parallel transitions, 3> - 3>,
Z, * 0 and Yo : Y, : 0 and it follows that the relative branch
strengths for Hund's case å, summed over the fine-structure
components, become
tlgl s(N): (2N3 + 5N2+N -2)/tQN - t)
(2N + 3)l
t20l Q (N) : (4N3 + 6N2 - t)/l(2N - r) (2N + 3)l
l2t) o (N) : (2N3 + N2 - 3ÌÐ/IQN - l) (2N + 3)l
leading to limiting ratios S:B:O : l:2:l as N + æ. These
ratios are in much better agreement with our observations. It
should be noted that, apart from the factor of three in the Q-
lorm branches, the rotation dependences of [9]-[21] are
almost identical to those of the analogous equations given by
Present (2) and used by Hasson and Nicholls (4) in a successful
Wavelength (Â)
analysis of their measurements of the Herzberg I system. In
summary, qualitatively it appears that the strength of the Br)u 
*
- X3>e- transition is stolen from the strongly allowed B,
E3>,, -- XiI"- transition by spin-orbit interaction, the rota-
tional intensities being attributable to a single parallel transi-
tion moment, Z, .
To test this conclusion quantitatively we performed band
model fits to the measured cross section at 79 K. Using the
well-known energy levels (25) for the ground state, we
obtained spectroscopic constants for v' : 3, B3)u* from a
least-squares fit to the observed line positions of Ogawa and
Yamawaki (18). In the case of r)* - 3) coupling, it is
expected, from Table 2, that there will be eight dominant
brànches in the spectrum; sR2r, sR32, oP,r, oPr, QR,r, QR2r,
oPrr, and oPr,. Therefore, the observed lines of the S-form
branch, for example, will consist of unresolved doublets.
Assuming this scheme, we obtained the following constants:
uo: 81071.5 + 1.6; B - 1.639 + 0.007; D: (2.1 Ì 1.5)
x l0 s; \ : -2.1 + 3.4; and p : 0.07 -¡ 0. l0 where all
units are cm I and the errors are 3o. Apart from a different
definition of the band origin, our values for vo, B, and D agree
well with those of Ogawa and Yamawaki (18). The values of
the effective spin-spin and spin-rotation constants À and p
are extremely approximate since the triplet structure is not
resolvable experimentally, but values for these parameters are
needed to constnrct realistic band profiles.
Line positions were generated using the above constants and
relative line strengths were fixed, as the products of appro-
priate Boltzmann factors and normalized rotational strengths
from Table 2, assuming intermediate coupling and a single
paralìel transition moment. Coupling factors c, and s, were
determined for the upper and lower states from the calculated
triplet energy levels. In view of the evident asymmetry of the
measured band profile in Fig. I, each rotational line was








TnsLe 3. Theoretical and observed relative intensities for branches of the (10-0) band oi the



































































]/,0, are the measured relative intensities of Hezberg (5).'/."/. are calculaled from the fitt€d pilameters given in the text
lThese lines re blended (5).
of the predissociating state was described as a quadratic func-
tion of energy. The band oscillator strength/, the predissocia-
tion linewidth f, the Fano asymmetry parameter q, the Fano
overlap parameter p, and the coefficients describing the energy
dependence of the continuum were parameters of the fitting
procedure. f, q, and p were taken to be independent of rotation
and upper or lower state fine-structure levels. Although these
assumptions are not strictly correct for 3>+ - 3> transitions,
where the relative widths of the upper fine-structure levels are
given by (21) l,:fr:|, -- (sr')2:l:(c¡')2, for example, little
error is expected in the model band profile since the fine-struc-
ture components are not resolvable experimentally.
The solid line in Fig. I represents the result ofa least-squares
fit of the model to the measured cross section at 79 K with
Í : (2.9 + 0.2) x l0 s, I' : 7.3 + 0.6 cm I FwHM,
s : -3.7 -r 0.2, and p2 : 0.40 -l- 0.05. The errors are 3s
determined by the fitting procedure. The agreement is seen to
be excellent. The fitted oscillator strength refers to the discrete
transition only and the Fano parameters are effective mean
values, as described above. The results of a model fit to the
measurements in the case of Lorentzian lines superimposed on
a noninteracting continuum are given by the broken line of
Fig. l. In this case the fit is very poor, emphasizing the neces-
sity of assuming an asymmetric line shape to explain the
measurements.
Of particular interest is the parameter p2, which represents
the proportion of the continuum with which the predissociating
resonance interacts. In the case of spin-orbit coupling between3)' and 3) , it is only the O : t I components that interact
and one might then expect p2 < 2/3 depending on whether
other inactive continua are present. From the results of model
fits to the (3-0) and other Br),* - Xr2" bands at a number
of temperaures, we find a mean value i,' - 0.S. For spin-
oribit coupling betweenr)* and 3)- states, it is only the
O : 0 components that interact, implying that p2 < l/3. Our
measured value for p2 is, therefore, an independent piece of
evidence supporting the classification of the I state (18) asr)* rather than r)* (17).
Excellent fits are also obtained to cross sections measured
at room temperature for the (3-0) band using similar model
parameters. The modelling evidence thus supports our earlier
conclusion that the 9'>,* - Xr)r- rotational intensities can
be described in terms of a single parallel transition moment
giving limiting branch intensities S:Q:O : l:2:1. The transi-
tion moment can be determined using the relation (4,11),
l22l >R"2 -- 3.2gxlos 8"f"''"v,',"q,',"
where g" is the electronic degeneracy of the lower state, f,,",,
the oscillator strength, v,,,,, the transition energy in cm- r, and
q,,,"the Franck-Condon factor. The sum )iR.2, in the manner
of Whiting and Nicholls ( I I ), is taken over the distinct nonzero
transition moments. In the case of the (3-0) 9'>,,* - X'>"'
transition, we have 2R.2 : Zr', g" : 3,frn:2-.9 x l0-'s,
and uro : 81 071.5 cm-r from above. \Ve determined the
Franck-Condon factor Qn = 0.172 by overlapping appropri-
ate wave functions obtained by numerical integration of the
a forbidden transition mainly due to the relatively close prox-
imity in energy of the B3)"* and B,E3>"- states at intemu-
clear separations near 1.2 Å.
The clearly asymmetric band profile and the accurate
modelling using Fãno line shapes indicate that the Êt)u* -
X3).- transition is another rare example of an asymmetric
predssociating resonance (7, 8). The (3-0) and other bands
of this transition will be discussed elsewhere (see footnote 1)
in more detail.
The A3I"+ - Fl.- system of O,
Several independent transition moments are necessary to
explain rotational line intensities in the Herzberg I system of
Or,A')u* - Xt)o-, which provides an interesting contrast to
the pr)u* - Xt>;- system of the same molecule.
Since its discovery (27) the Herzberg I system has been
measured in absorption several tlmes (4, 5, 28) and detailed
assignments have been given. Observations in emission (29)
showed that the original vibrational numbering (5) of the
Ar)"* state needed to be increased by one. The bands of the
Herzberg I system are much weaker (4) than those of the
ßt)"* - X'), system. their rotational lines are neither pre-
dissociated nor asymmetric, and the S- and O-form branches
are significantly weaker, relative to the p-form branches, than
those of the p3),* - Xr), system (4, 5).
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It has only recently been shown that first-order perturbations
by 3fI states are not the main contributors to the strength of
the Herzberg I system. ln a detailed ab initio study, Klotz and
Peyerimhoff (20) found that the strength of the A3), * - X3),
transition is govemed-primarily by the Br)"- - Xi)r- trãn-
sition. whereby the Br)"- state is a perturber in the-43)"*
wave function. Huestis and Slanger (6), in a study ofrotational
line strengths, found that approximately equal contributions
from B3)u- and 3fI states were necessary to explain measured
O- and S-form branch intensities, while orbit-rotation cou-
pling was necessary to explain the Q-form branch strengths.
In Table 3 we present the results of a least-squares fit of the
intensity formulae of Table 2, normalized and multiplied by
Boltzmann factors appropriate to I=300 K, to the semiquan-
titative relative line strength measurements of Herzberg (5) for
v': l0 and M':3,13, the only measurements available that
include some S- and O-form intensities. Coupling coefficients
were calculated according to [5] and [l6] with energy levels
determined using appropriate spectroscopic constants for the
upper (28) and lower (25) states. We omittted the Qn branches
from consideration since these are expected to be strongly
affected by orbit-rotation couplings to 3II states (2). The qual-
ity of the resultant fit is quite good when one considers the
inaccurac of intensities from pho-
tographic (0.90 * 0.13) x l0-3
a.u., lr,l a.u., and lrol : 10.+e-r 0. 18) tion moments are of the
same sign and the enors are 3o determined by the fitting pro-
cedure. We have normalized the relative transition moments
ro the value ,VtE - (1.07 + 0. ll) x 10-3 a.u. at r :
1.291 
^, 
which follows from the measured band strength of
Hasson and Nicholls (4) for v': l0 and the Franck-Condon
factors and r centroids given by Krupenie (30) for the
A')u* - X3)"- transition. The transition moments which we
have determined should be compared with the ab initio cal-
culations of Klotz and Peyerimhoff (20) who obtained lzrl :
l.0l X l0-3 a.u., lv.l : ly,l : 0.24 x l0-3 a.u., and\/æ : l.o9 x tb-"' a.u. Åi r : t.2t7 Å¡.
Transition moments deduced from measured rotational line
strengths for the A3)u * - Xt), - transition of O, are thus seen
to be in qualitative agreement with the ab initio calculations,
although the empirical valueYlZ - 0.45 is significantly larger
than the calculated vatuelVlZl -- 0.23. More definitive exper-
imental determinations of Y /Z and Yo/Y ) will not be possible
until new highly accurate photoelectric intensity measurements
a¡e made on rotational lines from the bands of the Herzberg I
system. Our analysis may also be improved by the inclusion
of orbit-rotation coupling, which will affect the p-branch
intensities. Huestis and Slanger (see footnote 2) have such a
study in progress.
5. Conclusions
Rotational line strength formulae have been given for
32*(int) - 3) (inÐ transitions arising from spin-orbit cou-
pling. In the general case, it is found that tfuee independent
transition moments are required for a conect description of the
branch strengths, contrary to the earlier formulae of Present
(2) and repeated later by Kovacs (3), which assumed pertur-
bation by 3fI states only.
Indeed, both parallel and perpendicular transition moments
are needed to explain observed branch intensities in the
important A')"* - X'), transition of Or. For v': 10, we
find a mean ra(io of perpendicular to parallel transition
moments, Y/Z - 0.45, implying rhat TlVo of the transition
strength arises from an allowed parallel transition. This is in
qualitative agreement with recent ab initio calculations (20)
t-hat give lY/21 :0.23 and imply that most of the A3)u* -
Xr)"- transition streng¡h is stolen from the Schumann-Runge
tran3ition, B3), - Xt), ', with lesser contributions arising
from perturbations by rfl states.
On the other hand, branch intensities observed by us for the
(3-0) band o u* - F)*- transition of O,
may be expl a single parallel transition
moment lZ,l ssumig spin-orbit mixing of
B3)"* with erg B,E3)u configuration.
Partly because of the close approach of the
B3)u* and the B,E3)"- states, the Btl,* -
much stronger than the Ar>,- - X')*-
strengths of order l0-5 compared with m '
bations of the ground state become unimportant. It is also nec-
essary to assume Fano line shapes to conectly model the
P'>"' - Xt>" cross section, demonstrating that this transi-
tion provides -a rare documented examPle of an asymmetric
predissociating resonance.
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Rotationalfeatures in the fluorescence excitation spectrum of O(rDz)
from vacuum ultraviolet laser photodissociation of 02
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Research School ofPhysicol Sciences, The Australian National Uniuersity, Csnberra, ACT 2600, Auslralio
(Received 20 August 1990; accepted I October 1990)
Seventh-order anti-Stokes Raman-shifted ultraviolet laser radiation is used to dissociate Ot in
the 175-177 nm region olthe Schumann-Runge band system, Bt>;-Xt>;. A cross section
lbr the production of O('Dr) is deduced from the 762nm fluorescence otOr(á 'Ir* ), u
collisional de-excitation product of O(rD2) and Or(Xr),; ). Step structure observed in the
spectrum is attributed to rotational thresholds for absorption from X r); to energies above
the.B 3),¡ dissociation limit. The threshold energies defrne a limiting rotationless dissociation
energy of 57 136.4 + 0.9 cm '. Shape resonances, quasibound by the rotational barrier of
Bt2; , are observed for the first time in Or. A theoretical calculation of the cross section is in
agreement with the measured cross section when the near-dissociation outer limb of the B 3),-
potential has an R - t long range form. The shape of the adopted potential is consistent with an
avoided crossing with another 3); state near R : 4.6 Å.
I.INTRODUCTION
Molecular oxygen is a strong absorber ofvacuum ultra-
violet (VUV) radiation at wavelengths shorter than 200 nm.
It has an important role in atmospheric photochemistry,
limiting the depth of penetration of solar ultraviolet light
and, through photodissociation, is also an important source
ofatomic oxygen. The spectrum ofOr provides a number of
examples of interesting quantum-mechanical phenomena.
Recent studies,r for example, have revealed bound-contin-
: uum interference features that are rarely observed in diatom-
ic photoabsorption at energies below the first ionization lim-
ir.
The Schumann-Runge bands, S t>; -Xt2; ,175-200
nm, are bounded by two continua.t The Schumann-Runge
continuum, below 175 nm, is six orders of magnitude strong-
er than the Herzberg continuum, mainly,4 3),+ -X 
3); 
, vi-
sible above 200 nm. Early photographic measurements3 of
the Schumann-Runge band photoabsorption spectrum indi-
cated the presence ofa weak continuum underlying the com-
plex band structure. The continuum was initially thought to
be a consequence ofa rII,-X3); transition. However, aó
tn itro calculations ofthe 3[I,-X r); transitiona'5 found that
it should be extremely weak in the region ol the Schumann-
Runge bands. Further measurements ofthe absorption cross
section, made between rotational lines, demonstrated a
strong temperature dependence6 and revealed wavelength
structure indicative of overlapping continua.T
The strength ol the adjacent Schumann-Runge contin-
uum suggested the possibility of photodissociation from
thermally excited moleculess and the limited experimental
dataô 7 were described by two exponential functions,e repre-
senting the thermal u" :0 and I (for wavelengths longer
than I 80 nm ) excitations of the molecule. A theoretical cal-
culation of the cross section associated with each ground
state vibrational excitation by Allison el a/.ro reproduced the
available experimental data. The thermal excitation concept
was extended by Blakerr to include rotation, where the rota-
tional cross sections were calculated by wavelength shifting
and scaling the vibrational cross sections ofAllison ¿l ¿/.r0
The resultant cross section has a step-like structure where
each edge represents a rotational threshold for a transition
into the Schumann-Runge continuum.
It is now clear that most of the continuum underlying
the 02 Schumann-Runge bands near 175 nm is due to ab-
sorption by thermally excited molecules to energies above
the B 3); dissociation limit. Direct absorption measure-
ments of the continuum underlying the Schumann-Runge
bands are difficult because the wings ofpredissociated lines
overlap to form a pseudocontinuum and, in addition, the
limited resolution of VUV dispersion instruments blends the
line structure, particularly at short wavelengths where the
bands converge to the dissociation limit. Gies et a/.t2 applied
wing corrections to their photoabsorption measurements,
but the data were not ofsufficient quantity and accuracy to
provide evidence ofany step structure. Their theoretical cal-
culation, which included the effects ofthe rotational centri-
fugal barrier in the.B 3X,- potential, demonstrated that the
cross section at threshold is reduced as rotational excitation
of the molecule increases. High resolution (0.0013 nm
FWHM) measurements made by Smith er al.t3 at lhree
wavelengths determined cross sections less than the corre-
sponding values of Gies e/ d/.,'2 illustrating the difficulties in
estimating the resolution-dependent Schumann-Runge
band contributions to the total photoabsorption cross sec-
tion.
The most extensive measurements and comprehensive
theoretical calculation of the continuum underlying the
Schumann-Runge bands have been made by Lewis el al.ta
Regions of their photoabsorption spectra show evidence of
absorption edges similar to those observed in H, by Herz-
berg. rs ró However, in O, the absorption edges are more sub-
stantially masked by the discrete band spectrum and a cor-
rection for the discrete structure is required. A cross section
lor the wing pseudocontinuum was calculatedra from a syn-
thetic absorption model based on extensive measurements of
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line oscillator strengths and predissociation line widths for
the Schumann-Runge band system.rT'r8 The resulting con-
tinuum cross section exhibited clear evidence of the step
structure associated with rotational thresholds for absorp-
tion into the Schumann-Runge continuum. A limiting curve
of dissociationre formed from the measured threshold ener-
gies gave a rotationless limit for dissociation via the.B r);
stateof5T 136.0 + 0.5 cm r.ThisvalueisS.5 cm - t higher
than the 57 121 .5 * 5 cm I determined for O, by Brix and
Herzberg,20 who used the more indirect technique of extra-
polation of band origins measured from the discrete struc-
ture of the Schumann-Runge system. A cyclic determina-
tion of the dissociation limit from independent
measurements, by Albritton et al.,2t has given a value closer
to the Brix and Herzberg limit, 57 130 + l0 cm - r, but the
Lewis el al.ta and Albritton et al.2t limits agree to within
experimental error.
In Or, the masking ofthe continuum edges by discrete
line structure is a major limitation to the determination of an
accurate dissociation limit. An alternative technique enables
the direct observation of dissociation edges without the
masking effect of predissociating transitions. Dissociation of
O, via the Schumann-Runge continuum results in the atom-
ic products O('D) + O(3Pr), whereas Schumann-Runge
band predissociation results in two ground state
atoms,o(3P2) + o(3 Pr). Thedetection of o('Dr) provides
a method to follow one dissociation channel of molecular
oxygen, direct dissociation via the.B 3),- continuum, com-
pletely separated from the strong absorption into the Schu-
mann-Runge bands which predissociate into ground state
atomic products.
O('Dr) is metastable, with a lifetime of 147 s,22 and is
observed to fluoresce at 630 nm in the atmosphere. In the
laboratory, the long lifetime of the 'D2 state allows the oxy-
gen atom to be quenched by collision with other species.
Quenching by a ground stâte oxygen molecule results in the
á r)r* state,22 itself metastable with a lifetime of I I s.22 This
species fluoresces, producing radiation a¡ 762 nm
[ (0-o)å' )r* -X')" f .22 Lee et a|,,23 in laboratory investi-
gations, used the 762 nm radiation as a measure ofthe quan-
tum yield of O('rr) from l1Gl77 nm. Their investigation
was concerned predominantly with wavelengths below 175
nm, however, the two points in their measurements that de-
fine the Schumann-Runge band region indicate that the pro-
duction olO(rrr) falls offrapidly towards the long wave-
length end of the spectrum
In this work we measure the fluorescence associated
with the production of O ( 'D, ) to determine the Schumann-
Runge continuum cross section from rotationally excited
molecules in the energy region of the Schumann-Runge
bands. The rotational thresholds lead to an independent
measurement of the B rI; dissociation limit. In addition,
the measurements provide a critical test of the accuracy of
theoretical calculations which suggest the presence ofshape
resonance features associated with rotational barriers to dis-
sociation.2a 2s The continuum cross section is also of atmo-
spheric interest as a source of O('Dr) from O, absorption of
solar wavelengths in the Schumann-Runge band region.
There has also been some recent interest in Or( b ')*t ) t. u
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lasing state,z6 the production of this state from dissociation
of O, may be of some interest.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A schematic diagram of the apparatus is given in Fig. 1.
VUV light was generated using the anti-Stokes Raman-shilt-
ed excimer/dye laser source employed by Lewis et a|.27 for
high resolution [ -0.15 cm - 
| full width at half maximum
(FWHM) I photoabsorption measurements. The 356-373
nm output from a DMQ dye laser, when frequency shifted in
molecular hydrogen to the 7th anti-Stokes component,
matches the wavelength region of interest, 174.9-178.9 nm.
The dye laser was operated without an intracavity etalon,
producing a bandwidth of -0.3 cm - 
r, but this was degrad-
ed to -0.55 cm I by the Raman process at the 10 mJ dye
laser energy output levels used.27
The 330 nm stainless steel absorption chamber is sìmilar
in design to that used by Lee et a1.23 Two solar blind photo-
multipliers (type EMI 9413, CsI photocathodes) were used
to detect the incident and transmitted UV radiation, which
was attenuated at each photomultiplier by a factor of ap-
proximately 1500 using neutral density filters. The photo-
multiplier pulses were gated with a box car integrator
(EG&G PARC 44m/4421) set in alternate-trigger base-
line-subtract mode. The fluorescence radiation was detected
using a cooled photomultiplier (EMI 9658R), located at
right angles to the beam axis, in combination with a filter
(Kodak Wratten 898) to isolate the 762 nm radiation. The
output signal was pulse counted (Canberra 207ly'.) during
operation of the laser.
It was found, as has been previously reported,2r'28 that
lhe 762 nm fluorescence intensity was weak and that the
signal decayed with time. The initial intensity and rate of
decay were dependent on the vacuum history ofthe absorp-
tion cell,28 with long pumping periods between gas fills im-
proving the initial fluorescence intensity and reducing the
rate ofdecay. Decay occurred even during periods ofno O,
photolysis and was, therefore, not simply associated with
ozone formation. The decay rate was found also to be tem-
perature dependent, with a more rapid loss of fluorescence if
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the absorption cell were heated. It is interesting to note that
the quenching efficiency should also decrease as the tem-
perature is increased, although this effect is small.2e Conta-
mination from the stainless steel walls was the most probable
cause for the decay, with hydrogen, having a high quenching
rate,ro the most likely candidate. The decay rate was sub-
stantially reduced by using a helium buffer gas and by coat-
ing the absorption cell walls with colloidal graphite. High
purity oxygen in helium (O2:He : 0.498:0.502) was passed
through a220K cold trap, to remove water vapor, prior to
admittance to the absorption cell by a servocontrolled elec-
tromagnetic leak valve. The experiment was controlled by an
IBM AT clone PC which synchronized gas filling, wave-
length stepping, and data acquisition.
For scans ofless than about 20 min, measurement ofthe
fluorescence intensity as a function of time indicated that,
after a short period, the decay curve was approximately a
linear function which could be corrected by remeasuring the
starting wavelength fluorescence intensity, as shown in Fig.
2. A typical scan employed 0.0125nm(-l cm-t) wave-
length steps, with each data point the result of 200 laser
pulses at l0 Hz. Smaller step-size scans were performed in




ergy calibration was obtained by the simultaneous measure-
ment of the O, Schumann-Runge band absorption lines
which were referenced to the assignments of Yoshino e, ¿/..31
The relative calibrations betwe€n scans agree to better than
0.2 cm - r.
The relative O('Dr) cross section was calculated from
. (F - {r)û,n,.,a.",,,,". IO( rDr) ] - -ì-In¡rt'/L-¡t'tt1' 
(l)
where -P is the number of fluorescence quanta, Fo the dark
signal, o,o,u, the total photoabsorption cross section, 1o the
number of incident VUV quanta, and the bracketed term
corrects for the viewing region of the fluorescence detector,
with ¡ the transmittance for absorption path ¿ ( : 330 mm),
and /, (:20 mm), lz(:70 mm) defrning the effective
viewing region. The quantum efficiency of the VUV detector
was constant over the narrow spectral region studied in this
work. Ifthe correction term is not included in Eq. ( I ), then,
for strong absorption, structure associated with the absorp-
tion lines ofthe Schumann-Runge bands became apparent
in the fluorescence spectrum. This was due purely to the
attenuation of the VUV radiation producing the dissocia-
tion. The correction was verified over some strong absorp-
tion lines ofthe Schumann-Runge bands and is appropriate
for a transmittance above 0.07. In general, the Or pressure
was adjusted to ensure â transmittance greater than 0,07,
however, at long wavelengths where the fluorescence signal
was weak, higher pressures were required and in regions ol
strong Schumann-Runge band line absorption some fluores-
cence data were ignored. It is seen in Fig. 2 that the observa-
tion of fluorescence completely eliminates the strong, dis-
crete absorption of the Schumann-Runge bands and, as a
consequence, the absorption edge is clearly determined.
III. THEORETICAL
A, Cross section
Absorption by the Schumann-Runge bands is well de-
scribed by a vibrational wave function overlap model' 
r7'r 8 In
accordance with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
the total molecular wave function is separated into elec-
tronic and nuclear parts and the transition strength is inter-
preted in terms of an overlap integral between vibrational
wave functions of the initial and final states. The absorption
cross section for a transition between the bound level u"N "
and continuum level EN'is given bY
o¡,N.,..N" :fra(x,,.(R)lD.(R)1r,"¡,"(A))l', Q)
where v is the transition energy in cm I and g is a degener-
acy factor. The electronic part of the totâl wave function is
included in the transition moment D"(^R), where -R is the
internuclear separation, and the vibrational wave functions
¡ are solutions of the nuclear Schrödinger equation
| - t- .-L" * v(R) -¿ lxtnl : o, (3)I 2p dRr l"
where ¡l is the reduced mass of the O, molecule. The model
parameters are thus the potential energy curves Z(rR ) lor the
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FIG. 2 Scan over the wavelength region of the y'V " : 9 absorplion edge
near the ( l9-O) band head Each point corresponds to an average of 20O
lasershots.TheVUV radiation hasaneffectivebandwidthof -0.55 cm 
r.
(a) Measured total photoabsorption cross section The wavelength incre-
ment ( - I cm ' ) is too coarse to map the proñle of individual absorption
lines, some ofwhich have been indicated by the vertical lines (b) Fluores-
cence intensity expressed in terms of an effective O(¡Dr) excitation cross
section Decay in the fl uorescence signal is evident from acomparison of the
initial effective cross section, at I ?51 Å, with the value measured al the same
wavelength alter the scan The dccay is adequately corrected by a linear
funct¡on Note theabsenceofany slruclure associated with theSchumann-
Runge band absorption and also the clearly deñned ìy'" :9 absorption
edge
1753.0 1753.6 1764,O 1714.6
lTavelength (Å)
1 755.0
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initial and final states and the electronic transition moment
D.(R).
The total absorption cross section at a temperatÌrre
?"(K) is obtained by summing over all possible initial states
and weighting each cross section with the appropriate Boltz-
mânn factor to give
) ) 2o"*,un.eN" +l)e-ErN'/kr
o(v,T) : '' ¡v"t"¿¿r ¡'n (4)
u' /V-(dd)
where -8,.". is the energy of the initial state and k is Boltz-
mann's constant. Equation (4) contains explicitly a summa-
tion over the P and .R branches of the continuum, but triplet
fine structure has been ignored. Experimentally, fine struc-
ture becomes resolvable for the high-rotational absorption
edges, however, a full treatment ofthe fine-structure prob-
lem would require a coupled-equations calculation involving
the .F, and ^F, levels,32 which is beyond the scope of the pres-
ent work.
B. Potential energy curves
Accurate rotationtess Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR)
potential energy curves were constructed following the de-
scription of Jarmain.33 Spectroscopic constants for the
X 3); state were obtained from Creek and Nicholls3a and
for the -B 3),- state from Lewis ef ¿/. I 7 Although the spectro-
scopic constants of Creek and Nichollssa have come under
question3s they are still appropriate for low u" levels and
have the advantage of forming a complete set. Turning
points were evaluated using Gauss-Mehler quadrature as
described by Tellinghuisen.36 Inversion using cubic splines
produced a potential curve at 0.005 Å intervals and Morse
functions33 were used to extend the potential curves down to
0 Å and up to 50 Å. This outer limit was necessary to ensure
a correct energy normalization îor the unbound wave func-
tion of the upper state. The inner limb of the ,B 3),- state
potential matches the adiabatic curve used by Gibson e/ a/.r7
in order to reproduce the correct temperature dependence of
the absorption cross section in the Schumann-Runge con-
tinuum.
Rotational potentials were calculated by adding a cen-
trifugal energy term to the rotationless potential I{,(rR),
¿2 N(N + t)vN(R) : vu(R) + *t -'u-. 
(s)
Calculations near the dissociation limit are sensitive to
the long-range form of the -B r); potential which needs to
be described more accurately than by a Morse function ex-
tension. The form ofthe potential energy curve applicable to
the long-range interaction of atoms has been discussed by
LeRoy.rs Perturbation theory yields the power series,
a
v"(R):D-, a, (ó)" Í,, R-
where D is the dissociation limit, the m are positive integer
powers, n is the asymptotic power and the C,, are constants
that may be obtained lrom the formal expressions ofpertur-
bation theory.re For a given range ofinternuclear separation
of the atoms, if all signiñcant contributions to the sum are
attractive, the potential may be approximated by a single
term,ao
a
vo(R): p -':-, (7)R'
where i represents a weighted average of the powers asso-
ciated with locally important terms. Adding the centrifugal
energy term, as in Eq. (5), to Eq. (7), and taking thederiva-
tive with respect to the internuclear separation R, gives an
expression for the position of the barrier maximum,
Í ñuc= 1t/(ù- ztR,(N) :lñ#i¡¿l (s)




g : !!:2[ 4'^ ,fi/th 
' 2' . ( ro)" 2 LQtùo(C)'J
Equation (9) was frrst derived by Bernstein,ao and is termed
the locus of barrier maxima (LBM) by LeRoy.38 It relates
rotational threshold energies for dissociation to the dissocia-
tion limit and the long range form of the potential.
C. Wave functions
Wave functions were calculated numerically by solving
the Schrödinger equation (3 ) using the renormalization Nu-
merov method ofJohnson.ar The closed channel wave func-
tions ofthe ground state were normalized to unity. The open
channel solutions of the upper state were energy normalized
to the asymptotic form
l2u \t/a //2uE'\t/2_ N'¡ \x,. -l#;l ',"11#) R-T+r.),
(ll)
where.E' is the energy above the dissociation threshold and
4, is an elastic scattering phase shift.
Calculated rotationless eigenvalues differ from the spec-
troscopic G, values by less than 0 9 cm - | for all vibrational
levelsofthe.B rI;- stateand forthefirst l0vibrational levels
ofthe X 3); state. The deviations arise because the spectro-
scopic constants are not totally deperturbed. Rotational en-
ergies in general agree to within 1 cm I with the experimen-
tal .¡î2 transition energies listed in Brix and Herzberg,t"
except in regions of perturbations. Within a band, the devia-
tions become larger for the higher-rotational excitations,
comparison with the listings of Yoshino et al.tt revealing
that transition energy differences for u': l5-17 may be as
large as 3 cm - | lor N' -2O.
Since this work is concerned primarily with the near
dissociation energy region and as the wave function overlap
between the lower and upper states extends only over a small
range of,iR (a consequence of the large separation in rR
between the ground X r) 
" 
and B t); states ¡ , the extended
form of the transition momentD"(rR) is not important. The
diabatic transition moment of Wang el ol.a2 was used and
scaled by a factor 1.0325 to correct lor the avoided crossing
J Chem Phys , Voi 94, No 2, 15 January 1991
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with the ErI; Rydberg state that has not been included
explicitly in our calculation.
IV. RESULTS
A. Absorption edges
Short scans ( -20 min) were performed over selected
wavelength regions ofthe O, Schumann-Runge band spec-
trum, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Each scan was corrected for
fluorescence decay, using a linear function, and then com-
bined with adjacent scans. Figure 3 shows tltc ¡rreasured t ela-
tive O(rD2) cross section lrom 56 685-57 150 cm-r, which
has been placed on an absolute scale by normalization to the
total photoabsorption cross section at 57 143 cm ',
2.56X l0-'e cmr.'4 At this energy, dissociation of Or is ex-
pected to occur almost exclusively via the O ( 'D, ) channel.23
In view of the uncertainty in correcting for the decay, the
absolute magnitude of the measured cross section becomes
increasingly uncertain at the lower transition energies, away
from the initial scaling point. However, all measurements
are in agreement, to within experimental error, with the
cross section values determined by Lewis el ø/.ra
From Fig. 3, it is evident that the experimental tech-
nique has completely eliminated the strong absorption struc-
ture ofthe Schumann-Runge bands, which predissociate to
ground state oxygen atoms, enabling absorption edges in the
O(t D) continuum to be seen clearly. Each edge represents a
rotational threshold for absorption into the Schumann-
Runge continuum and defines a corresponding centrifugal
barrier in the B i),- state. The measured edges are not
sharp, having a slope associated with the bandwidth ofthe
56?00 56800 56900 57000 57100
lTavenumber (cm-l)
FIG I Exci(ation spectrum for the production olO(rD') + O(¡P') from
dissociation oIO, in the spectral region of the high Schumann-Runge bands
( lH) to the dissociation lim¡t Each edge corresponds lo a rotational
threshold energy for absorption i n to the Schumann-Runge continuum. The
experinrental points are a composi le of individual scans, spanning each ab-
sorption edge, which have been corrected for fluorescence decay and then
scaled to match w¡th an adjacent higher energy scân over the region ofover-
lap Thc cross section has been normalized to 2.56X10 r''cmr at
57 1.11 cm I Experimental points are separated by - I cm 
I and data
corresponding to a transm¡ttance <0 07 have been cxcluded. The theoreti-
cal calculation, including P- and /l-branch transit¡ons, but not the triplet
fìne structure, assumes a -8 '),, potential energy curve with the long range
lornr C.,/R' The l¡ne near the.V" - l7 edge is a quasibound shape reso-
nance Similarstructure isobserved in the region of the 1y'" : l9 edge as
shown in Fig 6
VUV light used to dissociate the molecule ( -0.55 cm -'),
the spectral structure (in particular, the P and rR branch
transitions with associated fine-structure components) and
the character of the near dissociation behavior of the , 3>;
state. The complex nature ofthe absorption edges requires â
much more detailed experimental and theoretical study
which is currently in progress. For the purpose ofthis work,
the midpoint of each edge was determined from the experi-
mental data, effectively representing an average over the
branch and fine-structure components. Each edge was as-
signed a corresponding ground state rotational quantum
number iy' ". For the higher rotational excitations, separate
absorption edges associated with the P and .R branches be-
come apparent. In these cases, the two edges were identified
and an average position was used as an effective edge. Note
that the P(N" + 2) and R(N") transitions define the same
upper level and that the corresponding absorption edges, il
resolved, should be separated by the ground state rotational
spacing .F i' (l/ " + 2) - F ï (N' ).43 The measured energies
ofthe midpoints ofeach absorption edge are listed in Table I.
The solid line in Fig. 3 is the model calculation described
previously. In order to reproduce the experimental thresh-
old energies it was necessary to modify the shape of the mod-
el .B r); potential energy curve near the dissociation limit.
For increasing rotational excitation of the molecule, the
maximum of the centrifugal barrier moves to a smaller inter-
nuclear separation. Hence the measured threshold energies,
when corrected for the centrifugal energy, are related to the
.B 
3); potential energy curve from near the dlssociation
limit down into the high vibrational levels. The region of the
potential energy curve between the highest vibrational level
and the dissociation limit is not defined by typical spectro-
scopic measurements.
A limiting curve of dissociation,re relerenced to
u" : O, N " : 0, was derived from the experimental thresh-
olds by addition of the ground state energy,o' as shown in
Fig.4. It was assumed that each absorption edge contains all
the fine-structure components so that an average triplet fine-
TABLE l. Expe rimentally dete rmined rotational thresholds ( m¡dpoints )
for absorption into the Schumann-Runge continuum ofO, and correspond-
ing barrier maxima (BM) referenced to the ground state Iy'" :0, u' :0
energy level.
Thresholds(cm I )'
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FIG. 4. Limitingcurveofdissæiation for the.8 r>;' stateofO. The experi-
mentally detemined absorption edges for y'{'> 9 give a locus of barrier
maxima (LBM) cons¡stent with i : 5, raulting in an extrapolated energy
limit of 57 134.4 t 0.9 cm - '. The initial linear behavior suggests a d¡sso-
ciation energy of57 l3ó.4 t 0.9 cm - | and a possible intrinsic barrier with
a maximum located beyond 14 Ä,. Rovibrational energy levels above the
57 l3ó.4 cm rdissæiation limit arequasibound and may rotationÂlly pre-
dissociate by tunnel¡ng through the centrifugal barrier. The eigenvalue al
u' :2O, N': l8 produces a resonance in the vicinity o[the ¡{" : l7 and
ir'' : 19 edges
structure energy was used âs the ground state energy (Table
I). The experimental points should asymptote to the zero-
rotation dissociation limit if the potential energy curve has
no intrinsic maximum. Conversely, â maximum in the rota-
tionless potential should result in an initial linear behavior
with a nonzero slope at the zero rotation intercept.re The
experimental points define a LBM curve with a slope discon-
tinuity at N" :9 indicative of two barrier maxima. The
data for N" > 9 follow ân ordinary LBM of a centrifugal
barrier. The data for N " <9 are almost constant which sug-
gests a small intrinsic barrier in the -B 3),- potential energy
curve, A linear least-squares fit to the -fy' " : 3-9 threshold
energies gives an intercept, or dissociation energy, of
5':. 136.4 -{- 0.9 cm - | and a slope 0.004 * 0.02 cm - '. The
slope is not accurately determined due to the experimental
uncertainty of the edges and would imply only that any in-
trinsic barrier in the potential energy curve is located about
.R:144.
For rotational excitations N" >9, the experimental
thresholds follow a smooth curve. Applying the locus ofbar-
rier maxima expression, Eq. (9), lor various trial values of ã
yields the dissociation limit D and So from a least-squares fit
to the experimental thresholds. A value ofñ : 5, equal to the
expected asymptotic porver,re was lound to give a good fit to
the experimental measurements. This value for n is probably
more coincidental rather than ol any physical significance
since it would be expected that high-order terms would con-
tribute at the smaller internuclear separations, correspond-
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ing to the high rotational excitation, so that ñ would be ex-
pected to increase with lf '. The LBM curve yields a
dissociation limit of D:57 134.4 Ì 0.9 cm - | and
s',s : ( 1.04 + 0.09) X l0 I cm I. 'I'he value of s, implies
cs : (3.59 + 0.39) x 105 cm - | Å5 and the position of the
centrifugal barrier maximum is given by
R¡¿(¡[) : 3.49/lN(N + I ) ] r/r Åwhich isbeyond4.T Åfor
N <20.
The LBM analysis indicates that the outer limb of the
.8 3),- potential curve is adequately represented by a power
law, Eq. (7) withn :5, for¡R >4.7 
^.Thepotentialenergycurve for smaller internuclear separations is defined by the
RKR curve, as derived from spectroscopic analysis, with the
largest outer turning point of 5.4 Å correspond ingto u' : 22.
It was found th attheCr/R 5 curve intersects the RKR curve
at R:4.6Å ffig. 5) but there is a slope discontinuity
between the two potential forms. An analysis of the experi-
mental vibrational energy levels near the dissociation limit,
in accordance with the mathematical techniques described
by LeRoy,38 implies that ñ27. Although the predominant
power is expected to increase as R decreases, it is clear that
there is a definite change in slope from the outer limb of the
RKR potential energy curve to the long range form of the
potential. This behavior is consistent with a potential that
has an avoided crossing with another state, a concept which
is supported by the ab initio calculations ofSaxon and Liuaa
which imply that the.B 3),- state suffers an avoided crossing
with the 2 3),- valence state near R : 3.8 .Ä..
A cautionary note must be added here. In the case of an
avoided crossing, the parametrization embodied in Eqs.
(6)-( 10) remains a convenient description ofthe potential
energy curve but, as noted by LeRoy,38 the coefficients Ç
34567
Internuclear Separation (Å)
FIG. 5. Outer limb of the I rI,, potential curve, illustrat¡ng the matching
of the long range form of the potential, t : 5, lo lhe RKR polential, The
slope discontinuity is consistent with an avoided crossing with the 2 '!,,
state, as ilfustrated by ob init¡o calculations ( Re[. 44)
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no longer have the simple physical significance implied by
perturbation theory. For this reason, the Cr of this work
should be treated as a parameter only.
The model B 3); potential energy curve consists ofan
RKR curve joined smoothly, using a cubic spline function,
tothe Cr/ R 5 curve at 4.6 Å. In order to emulate the behavior
of the limiting curve of dissociation, a fixed barrier is re-
quired at large R. The barrier, the shape of which is un-
known, may represent some form of avoided crossing
between electronic states converging to the
O('Pr) + O('Dr) dissociation limit. A Gaussian function
located at 30 ,Ä. with a FWHM of 20 Å and a maximum at
57 136.4 cm I was found adequately to reproduce the ini-
tial linear behavior ofthe limiting curve ofdissociation. The
fixed barrier needed to be as broad as possible in order to
reduce the corresponding quantal effect. A consequence of
the barrier on the calculated absorption cross section is to
introduce resonant structure near the absorption edge, how-
ever, this structure is blended when convolved with the in-
strument bandpass and, therefore, does not appear in the
calculated apparent cross section.
The model -83),; potential energy curve reproduces
the correct barrier height with rotation, as shown by the
solid line in Fig.4. The calculated absorption edges also yield
center positions, evaluated from the maximum derivative, in
agreement with the experimental threshold energies, indi-
cating that the quantal effect of the centrifugal barrier is
small and within the experimental error of the measured
threshold energies. It is seen in Fig. 3 that the model calcula-
tion gives a good fit to the experimental measurements and it
also defines a theoretical value for the ly' " : I edge of
57 135.4 cm -r.
The dissociation limit determined from the linear extra-
polation, 51 136.4 * 0.9 cm -r, is in agreement with the in-
dependent determination of Lewis et al.,t4
57 136.0 * 0.5 cm - r, but is 9 cm - I above the dissociation
limit determined by B¡ix and Herzberg,2o
57 127.5 * 5 cm r. As Lewis et al.ta have explained, the
lower value obtained by Brix and Herzberg2o is consistent
with the difficulties in nonlinear extrapolation of band ori-
gins to the dissociation limit. The cyclic determination of the
dissociation limitbyAlbrittoneral.,'' 57 130 + l0 cm ', it
in agreement within the quoted error.
B. Rotat¡onal predissociat¡on
At lower transition energies, in the region ofhigh-rota-
tional steps (N">17), structure in addition to the absorp-
tion edges appears in the fluorescence spectra. This is most
clearly identified in the region ofthe lÍ' : 19 step (Fig. 6),
where the absence ofband absorption structure enables the
fluorescence signal to be enhanced by using a higher O, pres-
sure. The strongest feature in the O(rD2) cross section, at
56 603.86 cm I, is a quasibound shape resonance,as an ex-
ample of rotational predissociation where dissociation oc-
curs by tunneling through the centrifugal barrier of the
B r); state. This feature is probably narrower than it ap-
pears since the observed width is approximately equal to the
experimental bandwidth. A weak feature is also observed in









FIG, 6. A quasibound shape rconanæ, an example of rotational predisso-
ciat¡on, læated in the region of the r'r'' : l9 absorption edge. The experi-
mental points are separated by 0.1ó cm I (a) Apparent total photoab-
sorption cross section. The ( 174)¡1.( l5) line provides an absolule energy
calibration ( Ref. 3 I ). ( b ) Experimental O( I D2 ) cross section revaling an
absorption edge and discrete structure. The strongest feature is identifled as
a (20-{)P( l9) transition The weaker features are unclassifred (c) Model
calculation in qualitative agreement with the observed ræonance and edge
features. Edge sharpness is intimately related to the.8 r!, centrifugal bar-
rier Sharper edges occur for 1V' 4 19, as illustrated for P( l7), due to the
-R 5 long range form of the potential. The if " : l9 edge is shallow as its
centrifugal barrier includes part ofthe RKR potential which does not have
the correct overall shape.
gy. The ratio of apparent line strengths between partial and
total cross sections is -0.5 10.2, indicating an approxi-
mately equal probability ofrotational and electronic predis-
sociation resultingin theatomic products O( I D) + OC P2)
and O(3P2) + O(3¿), respectively.
A somewhat similar resonance feature is observed near
the ìy'": 17 edge where the strongest feature is at
56 709.9 cm r, separated by 106. I cm - ' from the N " : l9
feature. This separation is very close to the ground state
4(106.134cm-r) or 4(106.14cm-')¡f":17 to
Iy' " : 19 spacing,as suggesting that the resonances are Pand
.R branch transitions to the same upper level, ì/' : 18. The
assignment is supported by the theoretical rovibrational
eigenvalues, (plus symbols) in Fig. 4. A quasibound level
occurs for u' :20, f/' : 18, just below the ly'' : l8 disso-
ciation threshold.
The resonance adds extra constraints to the model
-B 
r),- potential energy curve since its absolute position,
width and separation from the absorption edge, are strongly
dependent on the shape ofthe centrifugal barrier. The calcu-
lated rotational transition energies lor our model .B r); po-
tential are systematically above the experimental values. In
contrast the calculated transition energy for the
u' :20, ff' : 18, quasibound resonance is 56 602.76 cm - r,
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below the experimental energy of 56 603.86 cm '. This
might suggest that the transition is an.F. triplet component.
However, energy differences F. -.Fr, evaluated from the
line positions of Brix and Herzberg,r' are linear with
N'(¡f '+ l) and extrapolation suggests that the Fr- F,
splitting for u' :20, N' : l8 should be at least 3 cm ',
which is greater than the calculated F, deviation from the
experimental position. Interestingly, the u' :20 band ap-
p€ars to suffer some form of perturbation in that the slope,
(\ - F)/N' (ìy'" + I), ismuch lessthanonewould antici-
patejudging from the slope trend for u' : l4-19. It is possi-
ble that the transition is perturbed and therefore shifted. For
the purpose of this work, the transition was assumed to be an
.F, component. A calculation ofthe partial cross section for
N" :19,lV' : 18 produces a structure similar to the ex-
perimental measurements, consisting of a (20-O)P( l9) res-
onance and a P(19) edge. The calculated FWHM of the
resonance is 0.04 cm - r.
Electronic predissociation of the Schumann-Runge
bands ofO, by the states sfl,,2 3>,*,3fI,, and rfI, result in
additional broadening and an energy shift ofthe resonance.
The contribution of each predissociating state may also be
evaluated from a coupled Schrödinger equation calcula-
tiona6 where the predissociating states are mixed with the
.B 3),- state. It is found that the 5II, state contributes a
width of 0.048 cm - r, with a shift of 0.37 cm -r, the 3),+
state a width of 0.01 cm - | and a shift of 0.10 cm - '. The
other two states give a negligible contribution to the total
electronic predissociation. As a consequence of electronic
predissociation the (20-O)P(19) resonance is shifted by
0.46 cm - t, to 56 603.22 cm - r, from the unperturbed posi-
tion and is broadened by 0.0ó cm - | to give a total width of
0. I cm - t. The ratio of rotational predissociation width to
the total predissociation width is thus calculated to be 0.4, in
agreement with the measured probability of dissociation via
the o(rD2) + o('Pr) channel, 0.5 f 0.2, within experi-
mental error.
As a comparison with the experimental measurements,
the cross section excluding rotational excitations below
N " -- 19, and therefore the discrete structure, has been cal-
culated in the energy region of the N " : l9 edge. The reso-
nance has been scaled, in addition to the Boltzmann factor,
by a Hönl-London factor and by 0.5 representing the pro-
portion of molecules that rotationally predissociate. It is
seen in Fig. 6(c) that the calculated spectrum is in qualita-
tive agreement with the experimental data. However, the
theoretical edge is somewhat shallower than the experimen-
tal data would imply and the resonance to edge separation is
larger. The sharpness of the calculated edge is intimately
related to the shape ofthe centrifugal barrier in the potential,
as is illustrated by a sharper P( l7) edge. It happens that the
centrifugal barrier for ¡f': l8 includes part of the RKR
curve, forming a barrier of less width than the pure ñ : 5
barrier occurring for smaller ly''. Extending the ñ : 5 curve
to smaller A would sharpen the calculated edge and would
require an adjustment of the inner RKR limb to smaller
internuclear separation in order to preserve the bound ener-
gy levels. Such an adjustment is consistent with the well-
known2u anomalous outward turn of the inner RKR limb for
u' > 17 and would also shilt the avoided crossing region to
smaller .R in closer agreement with the ob inilio calcula-
tion.aa At the moment there is insufficient experimental in-
formation to determine the exact shape of the B r); poten-
tial energy curve.
Detailed measurements of each rotational edge are re-
quired to improve the model calculation. A study of the
higher rotational edges would probe deeper into the.B 3);
well, to a region where the outer limb is fully defined by the
RKR potential curve, enabling a consistent description to be
developed. Further, an examination offine structure would
provide information about the variation of spin--orbit cou-
pling with internuclear separation. A full calculation of the
O('Dr) cross section in the Schumann-Runge band region
requires an S-matrix treatment ofthe coupled equations re-
sulting in partial cross sections into the open channels.a6
This is beyond the scope of this work.
The model does not account for other observed struc-
ture, a resonance at 56 ó05.45 cm I and a broad feature at
56 608.55 cm - r. The former resonance could be a perturba-
tion that splits the main resonance into two and the latter a
shape dependence ofthe potential or perhaps an interference
effect between the 2 r),- and Br2; valence states in the
energy region ofthe avoided crossing.
v. coNcLUstoNs
The near-dissociation behavior of the 3 r),- state of O,
has been studied from measurements of the excitation spec-
trum of O(tDr). The experimental technique removes the
discrete structure of the Schumann-Runge bands that
would otherwise mask the detail of the continuum absorp-
tion, resulting in the clear observation of rotational thresh-
old absorption edges. Observation of absorption edges in a
continuum as a method to determine a dissociation limit has
been applied to only one other molecule H, by Herz-
berg.r5'ró In that study, the edges were observed in a mea-
surement ofthe total absorption cross section and, unlike the
present work, the major limitation to the observation of the
rotational continuum thresholds was the presence ofa large
number of overlapping lines.
Our absorption edges define a locus of barrier maxima
that is a composite of two curves. Fol iy' " <9, there is little
change in the threshold energies which can be extrapolated
to a zero-rotational dissociation limit of
57 136.4 * 0.9 cm -', 9 cm I above the generally accepted
value of 57 127.5 + 5 cm I determined by Brix and Herz-
berg.2o For N" >9, the data follow an ordinary centrifugal
barrier curve which is consistent with the.B r); state poten-
tial having the long-range form Cr/R s. The threshold ener-
gies for ly' " > 9 limit at an energy 2 cm - ' below the dissocia-
tion energy, suggesting the possibility of a small intrinsic
barrier in the B r); potential energy curve at large internu-
clear separation
A theoretical calculation ofthe absorption cross section,
using a model B '),; potential having an R t long range
lorm and a fixed 2 cm I barrier, accurately reproduces the
experimental cross section and absorption edge positions. A
slope change evident between the long rauge lorm ol'the
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.B rX; state and the inner (,RK/R ) part of the potential well
is consistent with an avoided crossing with another r),-
state near .R : 4.6 Å. Qualitative support for this observa-
tion is providedby ob iri¡¡o calculations.aa
For the first time in Or, we have observed rotational
predissociation for some transitions near high-rotational ab-
sorption edges, corresponding to the tunneling of oxygen
atoms through the centrifugal barrier. For the (20-O)P( 19)
transition, the ratio of rotational predissociation to total Pre-
dissociation is measured to be 0.5 * 0.2, indicating an ap-
proximate equal probability of predissociation via the elec-
tronic and rotational channels.
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Fine-structure-specific predissociation linewidths have been calculated for the u =0- 18, N:0-40
levels ofthe B 1l; state ofr602 using a predissociation model which takes into account spin-orbit
interactions between the B 3), state and the I rfl,, I 'f1,, I 'fI,, and 2l)j states, and
spin-electronic and L-uncoupling interactions between the a 3l; and I 3fI, states. The model
parameters were optimized by comparing the calculated widths with existing measurements of
fine-structure linewidth for u:0, 14-18, and new determinations for u:1,2,5,7,9-13 which
have been obtained from existing cross sections for the (u,0) and (u, I ) Schumann-Runge bands
using a fitting procedure which assumes unequal linewidths for the triplet ñne-structure components.
The L-uncoupling interaction is found to be important for all vibrational levels in determining the
width ratios for the fine-structure components, even at quite low rotational levels. The calculated
linewidths vary from 0.03 (for u:16, N:30, F¡) to 4.8 cm I (for u:4, N:40, F3), and good
agreement is found between the measurements and the model calculations for most vibrational
levels. The calculations are expected to be useful in the construction of state-of-the-af models
describing the photochemistry of the middle atmosphere. Greatly improved predissociation model
parameters, in good agreement with aå initio calculations, have been obtained for the 3fI, and
lfI, states, while the 3Xj parameters remain the most uncertain. The model parameters resulting in
the best fit to the widths also give good agreement with observed perturbations in the Schumann-
Runge band origins. It is found that the actual separations between triplet fine-structure levels
consistently exceed values predicted from generally accepted spectroscopic constants for the B 3L,
state, suggesting that a reevaluation of those constants may be in order.
I.INTRODUCTION
Molecular oxygen plays an importånt role in the photo-
chemistry of the terrestrial atmosphere. The photodissocia-
tion of 02 by solar ultraviolet radiation between 1750 and
2420 
^ 
is the source of ozone in the stratosPhere and meso-
sphere and 02 photoabsorption controls the depth ofpenelra-
tion of that radiation into the atmosphere, and the cone-
sponding height profiles for the photodissociation of various
trace species. A major source of odd oxygen in the strato-
sphere and the dominant one in the mesosphere is photodis-
sociation in the Schumann-Runge (SR) band system of 02,
ø 32; * y 32- , 1750-2050 Å. Predissociation of the
bound B 3),; ðtut" by a number of repulsive states correlat-
ing with two ground-state oxygen atoms results in a virtual
equivalence between the photoabsorption and O(3P) photo-
dissociation cross sections.
As noted by Nicolet and Mange,l and reemphasized by
Nicolet,2 realistic photochemical modeling of the strato-
sphere and mesosphere is dependent on a precise knowledge
of the positions, oscillator strengths, and predissociation line-
widths of rovibrational lines from the SR system. Despite
uncertainties in early measurements of these quantities,
many models were developed2-22 which have resulted in an
increased understanding of the implications for atmospheric
photochemistry of ultraviolet absoçtion in the SR bands.
More recently, improved deternrinations of spectroscopic
constants,2'1 
24 oscillator strengths,2l'25-27 and predissociation
linewidths2s2e have resulted in considerable refinement of
the atmospheric models.l0-36 For example, Murtagh3l and
Minschwaner et a1.36 now incorporate the rotation depen-
dence of oscillator strength23 and predissociation linewidth2s
into their calculations.
The predissociation linewidth is crucial in defining the
depth of penetration of solar ultraviolet radiation deep into
the atmosphere in the regions of low absorption between the
rovibrational lines of the SR system. Since Flory3? first at-
tributed the observed diffuseness of some rovibrational lines
on photographic plates to predissociation of the B 3I; state
by a repulsive 3fI, state, there have been many experimental
studiess'38-50 of the predissociation, the situation to 1986
having been summarized by Lewis et a1.28 Aa present, there
are two comprehensive sets of predissociation linewidth
measurements available in the literature. Lewis ¿f a!.28 em-
ployed measurements of equivalent width at low and high
pressures, together with a complex modeling procedure, to
obtain oscillator strengths and linewidths simultaneously for
u: I - 19. Despite an instrumental resolution of 0.045 Å full
width half-maximum (FWHM), the equivalent width method
resulted in the elimination of instrumental effects, except to
the extent that the apparent cross sections failed to reach
background between each group of lines studied. Accord-
ingly, it was possible for them to determine predissociation
linewidths significantly narrower than their instrumental
bandwidth with reasonable accuracy. Lewis ¿l a/.28 were the
fìrst to demonstrate unambiguously the systematic variation
ol predissociation linewidth with rotation for several vibra-
tional bands. Yoshino er ttl.75'21 and Cheung et a1.16 have
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measured absolute photoabsorption cross sections in the SR
system from 1795-2050 Å using a 6.ó5 m scanning spec-
tronr€tcr with an instrurncntal rest-¡lution of 0.013 Å fWHpt.
Cheung eî al.2e have obtained predissociation linewidths for
u: | - | 2 from these measurements using a nonlinear least-
squares fitting procedure and assumptions regarding the
spacings, relative strengths, and relative widths of the triplet
fine-structure components. They found linewidths exhibiting
qualitative vibration and rotation dependences similar to
those of Lewis et aL28 withmaxima at u : 4,7, I l, but found
unacceptably large systematic differences in linewidth for
v:1,2, 4,9, lO, 12, their values being larger than those of
Lewts et a1.28
There have been few measurements of ñne-structure-
specific predissociation linewidths in the SR band system.
The P- and R-branch triplets are largely incompletely re-
solved because the splittings of the ground and upper state
triplet components F¡ , F2, F, are similar and the predisso-
ciation linewidths are comparable in magnitude with the
fine-structure splittings for many vibrational levels. A few
fine-structure-specifrc linewidths were given by Lewis
et al.28 for u>12, but no inferences were drawn by those
authors regarding the possible fine-structure dependence of
linewidth because the number of such measurements was
small and because of increased uncertainty in the narrow
linewidths involved. Recentl¡ however, Lewis ¿l ¿/.51 have
directly measured fine-structure-speciñc linewidths for the
resolved F¡ levels, u=17, N:2-26, from high-resolution
(0.15 cm-r:0.005 Å FWHM) photoabsorption spectra ob-
tained using a coherent vacuum ultraviolet source based on
high-order anti-Stokes stimulated Raman scattering (ASRS)
in H2 of pulsed dye laser radiation.
The inspiration for this work was provided by the recent
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) measurements of Wodtke
et al.,s2 Yang et al.,s3 and, especially, Cosby el ¿/.5a Whereas
the photoabsorption analyses of Lewis et al.28 and Cheung
¿, ¿1.2e assumed equal widths for the individual components
of the unresolved triplets, resulting in the determination of
mean rovibrational linewidths, the LIF measurements dem-
onstrate more clearly the unequal nature of the component
linewidths for some vibrational levels, both through excita-
tion from vibrationally excited ground-state levels witb tà-
vorable triplet splitting constants, and through modiñcation
of the absorption proñles by an intensity factor dependent on
the predissociation rates for the individual fine-structure
components.s4 The LIF flame-based spectra of Wodtke
et al.s2 show clearly unequal ñne-structure linewidths for
some rotational levels of the (l 1,2), (14,3), (15,3), and (16,3)
bands, but no quantitative linewidths have been derived. The
authors52 have, however, attributed a rfl, predissociative
mechanism to the u: I I levels and a 3I j mechanism to the
v:14- l6 levels. Yang et a/.53 specifically modeled flame-
based LIF spectra of high rotational lines from the (10,2) and
(11,2) bands to obtain fine-structure-speciñc Iinewidths and
deduced that an L-uncoupling interaction with a 3fl, state
was necessary to explain their results. Cosby el al.5a have
obtained detailed rotation- and fine-structure-specific predis-
sociation linewidths for u:0,2 from LIF measurements of
the (0,9), (0,10), (0,21), (2,10), and (2,22) SR bands where
FIC. l. Potential energy curyes for electron¡c states relevant to the problem
of predissociation in the Schumann-Runge buds of 02. Energies re given
relative to the minimum of the ground-state X lI, potential energy curue.
the vibrationally excited 02 was provided by 03 photodisso-
ciation in the Hafley band. They found considerable fine-
structure dependence of the linewidths, with the F, levels
being narrowest for each vibrational level studied. It was
necessary for Cosby et a1.54 to âssume an L-uncoupling in-
teraction with a 3fI, state in order to fully explain their re-
sults, just as was done by Yang et al.s3
Theories explaining the observed predissociation in the
B 3I; state of 02 had developed considerably over several
y"urs,55-tr but it was not until the detailed work of Julienne
and Krauss6l and Julienneó2 that theoretical calculations
started to resemble the measured linewidths. They6l'62 found
that the predissociation resulted from spin-orbit interactions
between the I 3:; state and repulsive I 5fI,, I 3fI,,
I lfI,, and 2 3I,j states, the B 3I,--l 5fI, interaction
dominating, while an L-uncoupling interaction between the
B 3L; and 1 3fI, states was expected to be important for
N>10. Potential energy curves for the relevant electronic
states of 02 are given in Fig. I where the B 3X, curve is an
RKR potential determined by Lewis et a1.28 and the repulsive
curves are ab initio calculations by Partidge et a1.63
(3fI,,sfl,) and Partridges ('fI,,3>i).
The Julienne and Krauss6l-Julienne62 (JK) predissocia-
tion model, without L-uncoupling, has been applied by
Lewis ¿, a1.28'6s'66 to explain their rovibration-specific pre-
dissociation linewidth measurements on 1602, l60180, and
l80, and to obtain fitted values for the JK model parameters
describing the repulsive potential energy curves and their
spin-orbit interactions with the B rI; state. Chiu er a1.61
have performed a similar model analysis on the isotopic line-
width measurenrents of Cheung et al.2e (t6Dr) and Chiu
et a1.68 1t6ot8o and 
lsor) and have obtained a similar set of
parameters. The parameters describing the interaction be-
tween the B rI, and I 5fl, states are very well determined
by such procedures and there is excellent agreement between
the two determinations and also with ¿b rnilia calculations.
However, the interactions between the B r>; state and rhe
tfl,, 'fI,, anA JIj states are not at all well determined.
The JK predissociation model predicts that ¡he difference
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sensitive to the magnitude of the L-uncoupling interaction
between the I r>; and 3f1,, states, esPecially at high rota-
tional excitation. Yang et al.s1 applied the JK model, with
L-uncoupling, to their LIF measurements and determined
rough estimates of the L-uncoupling interaction for u:10,
ll. The ratio of the L-uncoupling interaction to the spin-
orbit interaction for the lfl, state was found to be -0.03 by
Cosby et a/.54 from an application of the JK model to their
LIF measurements fur u - 0, 2. While both of the LIF analy-
ses suffer from the need to make various assumptions, since
there are only two vibrational levels to analyze, it is clea¡
that a comprehensive analysis of fine-structure-specific line-
widths would enable a much more accurate determination of
the B 3>;-3fI, interaction than is possible from a fit to
average linewidths.
The JK predissociation model has proved remarkably ef-
fective in explaining linewidth measurements taken well af-
ter its inception with only minor adjustments to the predis-
sociation parameters. The model parameters determined by
Lewis ef ¿/.28 from a fit to their N: l0 average linewidths of
a JK model with only spin-orbit interaction serve to explain
the full rovibrational behavior of the predissociation ob-
served by those authors. After inclusion of the L-uncoupling
interaction, it is possible to explain the relative fine-
structure-specific linewidths measured by Yang et al.s3 and
Cosby et al.sa
Very recently, Cheung et a1.69 have calculated the rota-
tional dependence of predissociation linewidth in the SR
bands using a JK model together with a pure precessionT0
estimate of the L-uncoupling interaction, but they have not
addressed the problem of fine-structure-specific linewidths.
In this work, we perform band model fits to the room
temperature SR band photoabsorption cross sections of
Yoshino et a/.,71 assuming unequal linewidths for the indi-
vidual ñne-structure components, and obtain new estimates
of the fine-structure-specific linewidths for u: I ,2, 5,'1 ,
9-13. The new linewidths and a selection of the previous
determinations a¡e fitted with a JK predissociation model
including L-uncoupling. The new predissociation parameters
determined by the ñtting procedure are then used in a JK
model to calculate the full manifold of fine-structure- and
rovibration-specific predissociation linewidths for the SR
bands of 02.
Lewis, Gibson, and Dooley: Schumann-Runge bands of molecular oxygen
where R is the internuclear separation, V- is the energy of
the O(lP)+O(rP) asymptote, R¿, is the crossing point, and
V*, is the energy at which the repulsive potential V¡ crosses
the B r:; state poteniial V s, and M r,)0 is the magnitude
of the (negative) slope of the repulsive potential V¡ at the
crossing point.
The interaction of a rovibrational level u, ./ of a bound
state I with a continuum state k at an energy E is determined
by thc off-diagonal matrix element of the total Hamiltonian
H:70
Hlls: (* s" jH.lú t B)
= (<Þs(r,R)¡,7(R)lHlO¡(r,R)x¿",(R)), (2)
where r represents the electronic coordinates, the wave func-
tions V have been expressed as Born-Oppenheimer (BO)
products of electronic @ and vibrational ¡ wave functions,
and the rotational wave functions have been suppressed. The
bound and energy-normalizedT0 continuum vibrational wave
functions are solutions of the uncoupled radial Schrödinger
equatrons,
( lr2d2 h2 ì
l-*¡P +vBß)+rlp t/(/+ r)l-Ej
h2 d2 ¡z




The predissociation model used here is based on that of
Julienne and Krauss6l and Julienne62 who found that cou-
plings between the B r2, state and four repulsive states,
I 5f1,, I 3n,,, I lflu, and 2 llu*, correlating with ground-
state dissociation products, O(3P) +O(rP), were primarly
responsible for the B rI; ttate predissociation, leading to
broadening of rovibrational lines from the SR bands and per-
turbations in the B rI; stat" spectroscopic constants.ól
Our B rl, state potential energy curve Vu(R) was
taken from Lewis ¿l a/.,28 and, following Julienne and
Krauss.ól the model repulsive potentials were taken as
yr(R):V¡. exp[ -(Mk,lVk,)(R Rk.)]+v-, (l)
xr;(R): o'
(4)
where ¡r is the molecular reduced mass, and the
J-independent centrifugal terms have been included in the
electronic potentials V(R).
In the case of an isolated level of the bound state, and
when transitions from the ground state into the predissociat-
ing continuum do not carry an oscillator strength, the
Fano?2'?3 configuration-interaction theory predicts that the
discrete level will be broadened into a Lorentzian profile of
FWHM width:
I ¡(u,J):27r1¡1str1z, (5)
similar to the well-known Fermi-Wentzel Golden Rule,
where the interaction matrix element is evaluated at an en-
ergy equal to the rovibrational energy of the bound state. In
the case of predissociation of the B 3I; state of Or, transi-
tions from the ground state X 1tr, into all predissociating
states are electric-dipole forbidden, except in the case of the
lflu state. Absorption into this state, however, has been
shown to be very weak in the region of the SR bandsTa-76
and is not expected to produce significantly non-Lorentzian
line shapes. Similarly, except in the case of some F' and F,
levels of very low rotational excitation, discussed in detail by
Julienne,62 the isolated resonance approximation is expected
to hold for the rovibrational lines of the SR bands which
may, therefore, be represented as independent Lorentzian
profiles, or Voigt profiles if the Doppler contribution to the
line shape is included.
For pre<Ìissociation of the bound state B by multiple con-
tinua k, the individual contributions to the broadening of the
resonance are additive,ól
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f(u,J): ) r*(r,"¡) : z n2 la?,Í,|'. (6)
provided that the continua have no mutual interactions. From
Fig. I, it is evident that the repulsive states contributing to
the predissociation of the B 3I,; state are well separated,
implying negligible mutual vibrational Franck-Condon
overlap factors. Therefore, it is not necessary to consider
explicitly electronic interactions between the repulsive states
and Eq. (6) may be applied to the study of predissociation in
the SR bands of 02.
læfebvre-Brion and FieldT0 discuss comprehensively the
Hamiltonian terms neglected in the nonrelativistic BO ap-
proximation and summarize, in their Table 2.2, the corre-
sponding off-diagonal matrix elements of the total Hamil-
tonian between BO product wave functions, together with
appropriate selection rules for the various angular momenta
and their projections. Terms important to this work which
have been neglected in the BO approximation are the rela-
tivistic part of the Hamiltonian
¡¡REl:¡¡so4¡¡ssa¡¡sR, Q)
where Hso, Hss, and HsR contain the spin-orbit, spin-spin,
and spin-rotation interactions, respectivel% and the cross
terms from the rotational part of the Hamiltonian
n*"' : rþ lQ' - Í¡ + {t'2- r,l) + {s2 - s?)l + n"
+ Iy'¿+ Hrs,
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TABLE I Off-diagonal matrix elements of the spin-orbit and rotational
operators between Hund's case (a) pari(y-basis wave functions for electronic
states relevant to the predissæiation of the B l!, state of Or.































úF (L+S- + L-S+),
H":-# (J+L-+J-L+)'
' fi(u,J, E) : lu,J lA*(R)l E,/),
,4 * (R) :(r>ilHsolr>,1),
,4 r (n) =(3:ilHsol'I]r),
Ar(R):e>ilHsolsIIr),
Á5(R) =(3>i lHsolsII¡,I =2),
q@,r,8) = þ,rl(r-lBL-13II)lE,r),
the * e - selection rule resulting from a consideration of the
transformation properties of the relevant matrix elements un-
der the ø, symmetry operation.
The nonzero interaction matrix elements of Hso+HRor
needed for a calculation of the B tI,- .tut" predissociation
are given in Table I with wave functions expressed in the
Hund's case (a) (i) parity basis,?o where tne 3Io wave func-
tion consists of the single component of e parity,
l12o ,l ,u,e), and all others are given by
I
ltt*'Ân,t,u Í):-r IlÂ,sI,Jo,u)+ ( - ) -s+r
l2
xl-^,s->,/-o,r)1, 02)
where Â is the quantum number of the projection of the
electronic orbital angular momentum onto the internuclea¡
axis, .l and I are the quantum numbers of the electron spin
and its projection, "/ and O=A+I are the quantum numbers
of the total angular momentum and its projection, and s: I
for >- states but r:0 otherwise. The phase conventions
used in ohtaining the results in Table I are consistent with
those used by Lefebvre-Brion and Field?0 and our matrix
elements are equivalent to those of Johns and Lepard,77 ex-
cept that we have not used the macroscopic form AL.S of
the spin-orbit operator Hso. As emphasized by Lefebvre-
Brion and Field,7o the macroscopic form of Hso has led to
many errors in the literature, including the prediction of zero
interaction between lI* and rL states. In fact, the 3If
and rI , components can be shown to interact62'70 by using
the microscopic form of the spin-orbit operator, I,á,1,'s,.
The interaction matrix elements between the 3I state and
each other state fr considered in Table I are given in terms of
the phenomenological spin-orbit parameters 6t(u,J,E). The
relative interaclions with specific f) substates of a given elec-
tronic state have been determined using the Wigner-Eckart
theorem.T0 In the case of the 3I--lfl interaction, the addi-
tional parameter rÌ(u ,J ,E) contains the AA: + I interactions




(ll)H": -# (J+s- +J-s+)
contain the spin-electronic, L-uncoupling, and S-uncoupling
interactions, respectively. The operators J, L, and S represent
the total angular momentum exclusive of nuclear spin, the
total electronic orbital angular momentum, and the total elec-
tron spin, respectively, J., L., and S¿ their projections onto
the internuclea¡ axis, and Jt,Lt, and St the corresponding
molecule-ñxed raising and lowering operators. Vy'e adopt the
approximation of Julienne and Krauss,6l HREL:HSo, where
the smaller terms Hss and HsR have been neglected. In this
apply s for
tronic been
n of t used
the I tlu'
states, and a combination of spin-orbit, spin-electronic, and
L-uncoupling interactions with the I lfl, state. The possi-
bility of an S-uncoupling interaction between the Af):+ |
components of the B 3I, and 2 3li states is ruled out by
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TABLE II Partial triplet tìne-structure predissociation widths for the I r:,;
state of O, arising from interactions with each cont¡nuum electronic state
contributing to the predissociation








zrl( I + a2\ Ê1+ G o' + 2t - I o b,ll¡ r7'
+2Jr( + a2 -2sø,1,)'t€,1
2n({!+2x 42 +2'¡2rç.¡
2 r[(t + b2) t1+ @ b2 + 2x + 8a b yÇ¡ 42




Julienne and Krauss6l have given fine-structure partial
width expressions for the predissociation of l>- states with
case (a) and case (b) coupling which include spin-electronic
interaction and L-uncoupling between the rI and 3fl
states. Julienne62 has extended these expressions to the case
of ll- states with coupling intermediate between cases (a)
and (b), but has considered only spin-orbit interactions. The
general expressions given in Table II reduce to those ob-
tained by Julienneó2 for the case of spin-orbit interaction
only, (7=0), and to those obtained by Julienne and Krauss6l
for case (a), (a: l, å:0). For a case (b) 3I- state,
a(u,l):,t¡tfz¡ + O, b(u,J): + t)/(2J + t),
( l8)
and our expressions reduce to the case (b) expressions of
Julienne and Krauss,6l provided that we make the substitu-
tions J:N* I, J: N, and.I:N- I for the F 1, F2, and F3
levels, respectively. However, our expressions for the F, and
F3 predissociation widths resulting from the 3fI, interaction
differ from those obtained by Yang et a1.,51 rcpeated by
Cosby er ¿/.,54 which appear to underestimate both the F,
and F3 widths relative to the F2 width when 7$>0. As we
will show later, in the case of a l),, predissociation
ql$-0.02 and the discrepancy between our expression for
the f'f width, e.g., and that of Yang et al.s3 is in the range
6Vo-8Vo for 0 <J< 30. The expressions of Yang et al. fail to
reduce to those of Julienne and Kraussól for the limiting
coupling cases (a) and (b).
Nevertheless, the general conclusions of Yang et al.s3
regarding the 3I,-3fI, interaction are valid. Although the
main contribution to the rotationless width comes from the
spin-orbit term proportional to fr2, a significant part of the
width at high rotational excitation comes from the
J-dependent cross terms proportional to 7$ which result
from constructive and destructive quantum interference be-
tween the spin-orbit and L-uncoupling interaction ampli-
tudes. If q$>0, rhe F3 width increases with rotation, while
the Ft width decreases. In the case of the f't levels, we have
the counterintuitive result that the inclusion of an extra dis-
sociation mechanism (L-uncoupling) results in an increased
lifetime.
As is well known,62'?0 if the electronic part of the matrix
element in Eq. (2) is independent of R, or varies linearly with
R, then we may express the interaction matrix element as
nljr: nBk(u,tlz,t), (le)
where we have represented the vibrational wave functions ¡
by their quantum numbers and HBk is the value of the elec-
tronic interaction matrix element at the R-centroid of the
interaction, corresponding approximately to the crossing
point of the predissociated and predissociating potential en-
ergy curves. If we adopt this approximation, the spin-orbit
matrix elements defined in Table I may then be written
tt@.J,E):A*.(u,JlE,J), (20)
where the electronic spin-orbit matrix elements A¡(R) have
been replaced by their values A¡. at the crossing points r1*..



















L-uncoupling interactions. The full L-uncoupling matrix el-
ements are "/-dependent and are expected to produce signifi-
cant effects at high rotation.
The most general wave functions for the B rtr; rtate are
those intermediate between Hund's cases (a) and (b),
ltIi,r,,J,u) : a(u,J)132 o,t,u,e)
+b(u,/)l3li,l,u,e). (13)
132;,rr,t,u¡:132¡,t,u,¡¡, (r4)
132; ,rt,t,u¡: b(u,J)132o ,J,u ,e)
-a(u,J)132,,l,u,e). (ls)
The mixing p¿rameters are given by
a(u,J): Fzþ - Fr(u 7þ ,l) - F 1@ ,l)
6)
b(u ,J): F 3þ,1) - F 2@,J)ltlE {u,J) - F r (u,"I)1,
(17)
where Fr(u,"/) are the measured fine-structure term values of
the B 3I, state, provided that centrifugal distortion can be
neglected.Ts Using Eqs. (2) and (5), with H=Hso+HRor,
summing over the O substates with the interaction matrix
elements given in Table I, and using the mixed case (a)-(b)
B 3l; wave functions of Eqs. (13)-(15), we have calculated
expressions for the fine-structure partial widths for predisso-
ciation of the B l>; state by each repulsive state and the
results are presented in Table II. As implied by Eq. (6), the
total predissociation width for each fine-structure component
F, may be obtained by summing the contributions from the
interactions with each electronic state. Following Julienne
and Krauss,6l we have assumed Hund's case (a) coupling for
the 5f1,, and rfl, states. The results in Table II are indepen-
dent of the 5fI,, and rfl,, Hund's coupling cases, however,
provided that the rovibrational overlap factors
(X,/R)\Xu(R)) can be taken to be indepenrlent of the O
substate.
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q(u,1, E) -- (u,rlB(R) lE,r)(3> lL- ltn)
:8,(r>lL- l3nXu,JlE,J), (21)
where B, is an effective rotational constant applying near the
crossing point of the B l>; and 3fI, potential energy
curves. The rario ql(3 then becomes
p:vt(r= B,(3>lL-13[)/Á3, . Q2)
h2 d2 h2
- 2t" dñ +vBß)+ll*7 U(J+ l)l-E
=HDk(R)xLtß),
h2 d2 h2
For perturbations between any pair of electronic states, the
R-centroid is nearly constant,Te essentially independent of u
and J, and it follows thåt p cm also be taken as a constant.
The results of Field et al.le have demonstrated this fact for a
perturbation of the ¿ 3fI state of CO by the a' 3l+ state.
Cheung et al.,6e by explicit calculation of 7 for the
I 'I,--'fI, interaction in 02 using the hypothesis of pure
precession, have also shown that the ratio p: ql h is nearly
independent of vibration.
Thus, within the approximations of the model described
above, the I 3I,- predissociation is determined by a set of
13 parameters. The four exponential repulsive model Poten-
tials V¿ tEq. (1)] are each described by a crossing point R¡'
and a slope M ¡r, and their spin-orbit interactions with the
8 3I,- state are described by A¡"*A¡(R,) (Table I), while
the single parameter p=nl hlF.4,.Q2)l describes the s^pin-
electronic and L-uncoupling interactions between the B 
3>;
and 3fI, states.
For a given set of predissociation parameters and for
each rotation J, each pair of bound state and continuum vi-
brational wave functions is obtained from a numerical solu-
tion of Eqs. (3) and (a) using the Numerov method, as de-
scribed by Johnson.so The corresponding partial widths [Eq.
(5)] are calculated using the expressions given in Table II
with the matrix elements defined in Table I. The F2 partial
widths a¡e calculated directly and the implicit assumption
that the vibrational overlap factors (u,,/lE,J) are indepen-
dent of the fine-structure level is made in the calculation of
the F¡ and F3 widths. The total predissociation widths
f (u,J,Fi) are obtained by summing the individual contribu-
tions according to Eq. (6), and the results are rearranged as
f(u,l/,F¡), since the SR lines actually occur as N-triplets, in
order to facilitate comparisons with experiment' Provided
that sufficient experimental linewidths are available, opti-
mum values of the 13 parameters of the predissociation
model can be obtained by least-squares fitting the model to
the measured widths.
Predissociation of the B 'I; .t"t", in addition to broad-
ening the rovibrational levels, results in measurable pertur-
batioìs in the SR band origins.6l It is of interest to see
whether model parameters determined from a ñt to observed
predissociation linewidths serve to explain the measured
band origin perturbations. Rather than use the perturbative
technique whereby the shift of a resonance is given by a
principal part integral,ól we ute the coupled-equations
i""hniqu"tô as appliãd previously by Cheung ¿¡ a/.8r Rather
than solve the uncoupled Eqs. (3) and (4)' we use the Nu-
merov renormalization method of Johnson,s2 to solve the
coupled equations
- zt" dtr +vkß)+ll¿ U(/+ I
: Hlk(R)x',"rß), (24)
where the vibrational functions ¡' are unknown exact solu-
tions and Htn(R) is the electronic part of the interaction
matrix element between the bound state B and the repulsive
state k. We treat interactions between the B 3I,- state and
each repulsive state separately, the resonance energy being
determined from the scattering phase shift of the continuum
state wave function Xï.fre partial energy shift Sr(u) is
then the difference between the resonance energy and the
eigenvalue for the uncoupled closed channel, Eq. (3). Pro-
vided that mutual interactions between the repulsive states




Since the band origin refers to the F2 levels with./:0, we
need only solve and (24), with the
electronic coupl (R) given bY the
A¡':A¿(R') of the 5fI, state, we
have used Il'5( the effects of thetn, (lll:o and lll=2¡ interactions have been condensed
into a single interaction. This, of course, is equivalent to
assuming that a single potential energy curve describes both
5fI¡ substates.
III. FITTING PROCEDURE
In order to obtain predissociation model parameters ca-
pable of reproducing the detailed rovibrational and fine-
structure dependence of predissociation linewidth in the SR
bands of02, it is necessary to have an extensive set of mea-
sured fine-structure linewidths with which comparisons can
be made. Prior to this work, the only fine-structure line-
widths available were lt¡r a few levels, mainly F¡ , for u > l3
from Lewis et a1.,28 the F¡ levels for u: 17 from Lewis
et al.,st a small number of high rotational levels for u : I 0,
ll from Yang et ¿/.,53 and the recent extensive LIF measure-
ments for Fr, Fz, and F3 levels with u=0,2 from Cosby
et al.sa who realized that insufficient data were available for
the creation of a realistic fine-structure predissociation
model.
Recently, Yoshino et al.lt have published high-resolution
photoabsorption cross sections for 02 in the region of the
( I,0)-( 12,0) SR bands, combining their previous
measurementsz5'2ó with new measurements at high column
densities in the regions between the main branch absorption
lines. The greatly improved statistical accuracy of these new
results enables the study of many highly rotationally excited
levels which provide valuable information on both the rovi-
brational and fine-structure dependence of the predissocia-
)l-¿' xLtß)
t
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tion linewidth. In this work, we extract predissociation line-
widths, including a significant proportion of fine-structure-
specific widths, from the nreasurements of Yoshino ¿l ¿/.?l
using an iterative nonlinear least-squares procedure which
compares the observed cross sections with a simple model
cross section appropriate to the experimental conditions. Our
approach, while similar to that of Cheung ¿l a/.ze who fitted
a Lorentzian profile model to their earlier measurements25'26
and obtained fine-structure-averaged predissociation line-
widths, differs in several important details.
As we shall see, the individual predissociation line-
widths which we obtain range from -0.2-4 cm-' FWHM,
while the Doppler linewidth, due to thermal molecula¡ mo-
tion, is -0.12 cm-l FWHM near 50 000 cm 
I at room tem-
perature. Since, in the case of the nanowest lines, the predis-
sociation linewidth approaches the Doppler width, we
represent each rotational line in our model with a Voigt pro-
file which combines the effects of Doppler and predissocia-
tion broadening. We use the second approximation of
Whitings3 in calculations of the Voigt profile.
The nominal instrumental bandwidth for the 6.65 m
scanning photoelectric sPectrometer used by Yoshino ¿t ¿/.?l
is 0.013 Å ¡WgU, which is narrow enough to give absolute
cross section measurements fo¡ most of the blended features
of the (1,0)-(12,0) SR bands. It is possible, however, to also
obtain information on some of the higher rotational lines
from the less predissociated (13,0) band for which a knowl-
edge of the instrumental function becomes important. By flt-
ting instrumentally degraded Voigt Profiles to several highly
rotationally excited isolated fine-structure lines from the
(14,0) band, which have very narrot'¡r' predissociation lin-
ewidths and are thus totally instrument limited, we obtained
an effective bandwidth of 0.0145 Ä f'WUVt for the instru-
ment function, which was assumed to be Gaussian. For the
analysis of all other data, we degraded our model cross sec-
tions (in transmission) with this instrumental function before
comparison with the measured cross sections of Yoshino
et al.ll
In the case of the (1,0)-(12,0) SR bands, since the pre-
dissociation linewidths are comparable with, or greater than,
the triplet nne-structure splittings, no fully resolved ñne-
structure components occur. However, shoulders and asym-
metries are observable in the combined cross sections of
many of the N-triplets, allowing the determination of indi-
vidual fine-structure predissociation linewidths from the in-
completely resolved features in those cases. As far as is pos-
sible, we do not constrain the positions of the line centers of
the triplet components in the fitting procedure. However, at
low rotational excitation, and for u:6, where the P(N") and
R(N" +2) features coincide, this approach becomes imprac-
tical and we calculate and constrain the splittings of the three
(or six) components using the ground X rI* state spectro-
scopic constants ofVeseth and LofthusEa and the B tI; state
spectroscopic constants of Lewis et al.zl
Except for some completely resolved triplets in the
(13,0) band, in general we constrain lhe relalive intensities of
the three (or six) components of a spectral feature. The cal-
culated line strength ratios are determined from the product
of Boltzmann factors calculated from the grotlnd-state en-














FIG 2 The results of a Voigt profile nt to the partially resolved ¡t(21)
triplet from the (9,0) Schumann-Runge band of O, assuming unequal pre-
dissociation l¡newidths for the individual triplet nne-structure components.
The separate fine-structu¡e contributions !o the total cross section ue also
shown
ergy levelssa and Hönl-London factors taken from Tatum
and Watsonss for 3l--31- transitions with coupling inter-
mediate between Hund's cases (a) and (b). The const¡aint on
the relative line strengths is not restrictive since they are
known accurately. The variation of band oscillator strength
with rotational excitation, reported by Lewis et a\.,23 is not
important here since we are dealing only with relative line
strengths and each line group studied consists of frne-
structure lines of similar rotational excitation.
ln the most favorable cases, each group of lines studied
is represented as a sum of instrumentally degraded Voigt
profiles with constrained relative strengths, but uncon-
strained line centers and unequal ñne-stÍucture predissocia-
tion linewidth components. The background pseudocon-
tinuum due to the wings of neighboring lines not explicitly
included in the fitting procedure is taken to be a quadratic
function of energy. Weak features a¡e allowed for by either
explicit fitting, or a calculated correction if the interfering
feature is not visible under the stronger lines being studied.
In cases where the triplet features are completely unresolved
and it becomes inappropriate to attempt to determine sepa-
rate fine-structure linewidths, we constrain the multiplet
splittings and assume equal widths for the fine-structure
components, as did Cheung et a/.2e
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the application of our model
fitting procedure to the partially resolved (9,0) R(21) and
(l 1,0) R( I 7) triplet cross sections of Yoshino et al.1t lt can
be seen that the quality of the fìts is excellent and that the
triplet component predissociation linewidths are noticeably
unequal in each case. fn contrast, Figs. 4 and 5 of Cheung
et ¿/ 2e illustrate the rather poor quality of their fits, based on
constrained triplet splittings and equal fìne-structure line-
widths, to the same groups of lines. Our fitted values for the
triplet splittings signifìcantly exceed the calculated splittings.
Fol example, the fitted (9,0) Rr(2I)-Rr(2I) splitting is
1.38:10.07 cm-r, compare<J with splittings of l.l9 and l.t4
cm I calculated from the spectroscopic cc)nstants of Lewis
et ullt an<l Cheung ar rrl,14 respectively fn the case of the
g2& o
mossürd Yoshino ol¿l '''uo, 3ooK
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FIG.3. The resuls ofa Voigt profrle fit to lhe parially resolved R(17)
triple¡ from the (l1,0) Schummn-Runge bmd of 02 assuming unequal pre-
dissociation linewidths for the individual triPlet fine-structure comPonents
The sepilate fine-stfucture contributions to the total cross section tre also
shown.
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tivity of the fìt to the particular width of interest. Errors drre
to uncertainties in the experimental wavelength scale and
cross sections, and the constraint of triplet relative line
strengths to the theoretical valt¡es, are expecletl fo he small
compared with the tabulated error estimates. ln the case of
the fine-structure-averaged widths, however, it is not clear
how to assess quantitatively possible additional errors result-
ing from the necessary, but incorrect, assumption of equal
fine-structure linewidths and the constraint, when applied, of
the ñne-structure splittings to the theoretical values.
The linewidths in Table III for u: l, 2 have been cor-
rected for the effects of pressure broadening using a broad-
ening coefficient of 0.20 cm-l atm-1.8? For u: I and u:2,
N<24, we have assumed that the experimental cross sec-
tions were measured at a pressure of 300 Ton,2e while for the
very weak lines with u:2, N>-24, we have assumed a pres-
sure of 760 Ton, the upper limit of the range given by
Yoshino ¿t ¿/.71
Before discussing the experimental fine-structure line-
widths, it is of interest to compare the present fine-structure-
averaged linewidths with some previous results. Mean lin-
ewidths obtained from the present results and the room-
temp€rature results of Cheung et a!.29 by averaging several
rotational widths near N:10, are compared with the corre-
sponding results of Lewis et aL28 in Table IV. The widths of
Cheung et a1.29 fot u: | , 2 have been corrected downwards
by 0.08 cm-l to allow for the effects of pressure broadening,
enabling a fair comparison with the present results. The re-
sults of Lcwis el a1.28 already include corrections for pres-
sure broadening.
Although each set of linewidths exhibits the usual de-
pendence on vibration, with predissociation maxima al u : 4,
7, ll, there are systematic differences in detail between the
present results and both previous sets of linewidths.2s 2e The
present mean predissociation linewidths for N: l0 exceed
those of Lewis ¿¡ at.28 by O%o-l8%o (mean 87¿), but are nÍu-
rower than those of Cheun g et al.2e by 2Vo-277o (mean llVo)
despite the fact that the latter results a¡e derived from essen-
tially the same cross sections used in this work. The line-
widths of Lewis ¿l a1.28 were determined from a complex
curve of growth analysis of equivalent width measurements
of unresolved triplet features taken at high and low pressurt's,
resulting in the simultaneous determination of mean line-
widths and oscillator strengths. Thus, it is not surprising that
differences may occur between the linewidths of Lewis
et a1.28 and the present results which are obtained by the
entirely different technique of line profile modeling, espe-
cially when it is considered that both data analysis tech-
niques necessarily include the incorrect assumption that the
fine-structure linewidths are equal, resulting in some uncer-
tainty as to what is meant by the "mean" fine-structure line-
width in each case. In any event, the observed diff'erences in
linewidth exceed the combined experimental enors only for
u:4,9 and the overall agreement is quite good. More sur-
prising is the slightly worse agreement between the present
linewidths and those of Cheung et a!.2e which were obtained
by similar techniques, especially for u:3-9 where both fit-
ting procedures fix the relative fine-structure splittings Evi-
dently, even quite small fitting model differences, e.g ' dif-










(l 1,0) R3( I 7 ) - R' ( I 7 ) splitting, the corresponding values
are 1.6810.06, 1.31, and 1.25 cm-r. These observations can
be understood if we note that the B 3X; state spin-splitting
constants in the literature, relevant to high rotational lines in
the (9,0) and (11,0) bands, result from spectrographic
measurementsSó of features where the fine-structure wave
numbers have been estimated from the positions of blended
lines or shoulders. It is well known that such procedures
underestimate the actual separations of the individual line
centers. For example, Yoshino et a1.86 give a measured (9,0)
&(21) - R í21 ) separation of 0.88 cm- 
r, considerably less
than both the calculated and our fitted separation. More evi-
dence fo¡ the inaccuracy of existing spin-splitting constants
for the B 31,- .tute of 02 will be presented in Sec. IV.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Llnewidths
1. Measurements
Predissociation linewidths which we have obtained from
the measured cross sections of Yoshino et al.1 
| for u = I - I 3
are given in Table IIL Where possible, the tabulated widths
¿re averages of separate determinations for P- and R-branch
lines terminating on the same B 3l; ttate level. Fine-
structure-specific widths were obtained for some or aìl of the
rovibrational lines studied for u--1,2,5,7-l3 With the
exceptions of the LIF measurements of Cosby et al.sa for
u:2, N<24 and Yang et a1.51 for u:10, N: l6-20 and
u-_ ll, N:28-30, ours are the first fine-structure-specifìc
linewidths reported for u: I -l2.ln cases where it was not
possible to obtain meaningtul fine-structure-specific line-
widths, we determined fine-structure-averaged widths ac-
cording to the procedures described in Sec. III. For most
such lines with u:3-9, this necessitated the constraint of
the fine-structure splittings to the calculated values
The error estimates given in Table III are statistical un-
certainties determined by the least-squares fitting algorithm
and are related to the overall quality of the fìt and the sensi-
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TABLE lll Fine-structure predissæiation widths f(Fi) and fine-structure-averaged widths f"" for rovibra-
tional levels of the I l>; stare of 02, in cm-r FwHM, deduced from the photoabsorption cross section
measurements of Yoshino et al (Rel. ? l) using a Voigt profile fitting technique
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0.87 + 0 t0





t.33 * 0 14
t.48 + 0.t5
I 36 + 0.t5
I 59 + 0.15
¡.39 + 0.21
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0.6ó a 0.07
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TABLE lll. (Continued)

















































































ferent spin-splitting constants, can signiñcantly affect
deduced mean linewidtlrs. It is interesting that the worst
agreement between the present results and those of Cheung
et a1.29 occurs for the narrowest lines, u:2, 12. For u:2,
we allow the fine-structure splittings to vary while Cheung
et al.2e do not, while for u:12 we have successfully ob-
tained individual fine-structure linewidths near N: l0 and
have used f"":[f(F,)+f(F2)+f(F3)]/3. In each case,
we expect our linewidth to be the more accurate. In the case
of the narrowest lines for which the predissociation line-
widths become comparable with, or smaller than, the fine-
structure splittings, then the assumption of equal fine-
structure linewidths and the constraint of the triplet splittings
to calculated values which are possibly inaccurate are likely
to lead to errors in deduced fine-structure-averaged line-
widths.
The results listed in Table III enable conclusions to be
drawn regarding the dependence of the predissociation line-
width on rotation. We observe definite increases in the mean
TABLE IV. Fine-sr¡ucture-averaged widths I.-(N= l0), in cm-i F\ryHM,
deduced from the photoabsorption cross section measurements of Yoshino
et al. (Ref. 7l) compred with some previous measurcments.
o;tz + 0.06
0.73 + 0.ll
or F, linewidths with rotation for u:3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, a
possible slight increase fot u:2, deñnite decreases for u:7,
10, a possible slight decrease for u:5, and no clear t¡end for
u : I , I l. These observations agree well with those of l-ewis
et a1.28 excepl for u:2,4 where the quality of their mea-
surements did not allow the observation of a trend, and for
u: I I where they observed a decrease in mean linewidth for
N>24. Since our results for u:ll, F2 extend only to
N:24, there is no real inconsistency. On the other hand,
agreement with the rotational dependences observed by Che-
ung et al.2e is quite poor. They found no clea¡ trend for
u:3-5, 7, a decrease for u: 1, and a definite increase for
u = I l. The significant disagreement for u: I I supports the
reservations expressed by those authors2e regarding the ad-
equacy of their model assumptions, especially for the bands
of higher vibrational excitation where their fitting procedure
did not successfully reproduce their experimental cross sec-
tions for higher rotations. Evidently, the rotational depen-
dence of the predissociation linewidth is very sensitive to the
details of the profile fitting model assumptions. Since our
model makes fewer assumptions, we expect that our ob-
served trends for the dependence of the predissociation line-
width on rotation will be more accurate than those of Cheung
et a1.29 More puzzling; however, is the good agreement be-
tween our rotational trends and those of Lewis et a1.28 whose
fitting model assumptions were essentially simila¡ to those of
Cheung er a!.2e lt appears that a curve of growth analysis
may be less sensitive than a profile ñtting analysis to the
model assumptions of equal ñne-structure linewidths and
fixed relative fine-structure line centers.
The primary interest in the predissociation linewidths
presented in Table III lies in the availability of a large num-
ber of fine-structure-specific widths for the first time. As
noted by Wodtke et al,,s2 sttchdata enables conclusions to be
drawn regarding the symmetries of the electronic states re-
sponsible for the B tI; rtut. predissociation.
Two general observations can be drawn from the fine-
structure widths given in Table III for u>2. First,
f(Fr)>f(F2)>f(Fr), and second, the difference
f (F¡)- f (F¡) increases significantly as the rotational exci-

























































uDeduced from the crcss sections of Yoshino e¡ ql (Ref, 1 ll
br"": 
I l( Fr ) + f( Fr) + f( F1)l/j
'Conected for pressure broudening
dReference 28
'Reference 29
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T9: 1^Y-:il1 i-d-tî:"]11 ñ""-structur€ prcdissociation widths for FIG. 6. Meæu¡ed ild calcutared predissæiaiion widths for rhe u = 2 levetsthcu=0 lcvelsof theE'tr. stateofo2. 
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Table II for ñne-structure linewidths in 3I,- predissociation,
noting that q€Prf ,leads to the conclusion that such obser-
vations can only be explained if a 3fI, state with ?4>0
plays a significant role in the I 3Iu- state predissociation.
For the exceptional level u:1, we observe from Table III
that all fine-structure widths differ significantl¡ with
f(F2)>f(F3)>f(Fr), and that I(F3)-I(Fr) does not
increase significantly with rotation. From Table II, this im-
plies that the 3II, state does not play as significant a role in
the B 3I,- state predissociation for u: l, but that a lfl, or
3lf, state dominates the predissociative mechanism for this
level.
The present predissociation linewidths for u: I - I 3 are
combined with a selection of other measurements for u = 0 -
l8 and presented in Figs. 4-22. From Fig. 6, it can be seen
that the qualitative agreement between the present fine-
strucn¡re linewidths fot u:2 and the LIF measurements of
Cosby el ¿/.54 is reasonable. The F¡ and F3 linewidths from
each data set exhibit similar dependences on rotation, but our
widths are 0.1-0.2 cm-l narrower than those of Cosby




FIG. 5. Measured ild calculated predissæiation widlhs for the u: I levels
of the t l>; srare of 02.
FIG. 7. Meroured ud calculated predissæiation widths for the u = 3 levels
of the d 3I,- stare of 02
m
N
FIG. 8 Measured and calculated predissæiation widths for the u = 4 levels




























































FIG. 9. Measured and calculated predissæiation widths for the u :5 levels
of the , r>; state of 02.


















FIG. 10. Measured ud calculated predissociation widths for the u = 6 levels
of the a 3I, state of 02.
20
N
FIG l2 Meæured and calculated predissæiation widths for the u = 8 levels
of the I lI,- state of 02.
m
N
FIG. 13. Measured md calculated pædissæiation widths for the u:9 levels






































FlG. I L Measured and calculated predissæiation widths for the u = 7 levels
of the I l:,,- state of Or
oo
FIG l4 Me asured and calculaled predissæiation widths for the u = l0
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FIG. 15. Meæured and calculated predissæiation widths for lhe u=l I
levels of the I l:; ståte of 02.
l5
s
FIG. ló. Measured md calculâted Predissæietion widths for lhe u= t2
levels of the I 3I,- state of 02.
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FIG. 18. Memured and ca-lculated prediswiation widths for the u=14
levels of the I rI; state of 02.
FlG. 19. Memured and calculated Predissciation widths for the u:15





FIC 20 Measured and calculatcd Predisstrialion widths for the u= ló


















































FlG. 17 Measured and calculated predissæiation widths for the u = I 3
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FIG 21. Meæured and calculated predissæiation widths for the u= l7
levels of the I 3I. state of O,
agreement, our widths being considerably narrower. Yang
et al,s3 have derived fine-structure linewidths from their LIF
measurements for u:10, N:16-20 and u= I I, N:28,
30, which can be directly compared with our photoabsorp-
tion linewidths for u:10, ¡Í:16, l8 and u=ll, N--28,
F¡. The widths of Yang et al.sl a¡econsiderably in excess of
ours, ranging from lTVo-63Vo (mean 40Vo) broade¡ and we
have not shown their widths in Figs. 14 and 15. The quali-
tative behaviour of their relative frne-structure widths, how-
ever, is similar to ours and their conclusions regarding the
importance of L-uncoupling in the 3fI, predissociative
mechanism are well taken. From Figs. 2 and 3 of Yang
et a1.,53 it can be seen that the data to which they fit their
model line profiles do not extend significantly into the wings
of the lines. Linewidths, especially for the broader lines, re-
trieved from profile fitting ¿ue very sensitive to the cross
section in the line wings and the treatment of backgrounds
due to more distant lines or other effects. It is, perhaps, pos-
sible that a relatively small error in the background cross
sections might explain theit'3 anomalously large linewidths.
2. Predlssoclatlon model litting
Our determination of the fi ne-stnrcture-specific predisso-
ciation linewidths listed in Table III enables us to attempt a
comprehensive fit of the l3-parameter JK predissociation
model, described in Sec. II, to the measured linewidths for
the ñrst time. Although Lewis ¿f al28'6s'6 and Chiu et a1.61
have performed comprehensive fits of a l2-parameter model
to fine-structure-averaged linewidth measurements for sev-
eral isotopes of 02, the only estimates53'54 of the I 3th param-
etel p:7/(3, which contains the spin-electronic and
L-uncoupling interactions between the B 31,- and 3II,
states, are each derived from fine-structure-specific lin-
ewidths for only two vibrational levels.
In this work, we perform a weighted nonlinear least-
squares fit of the l3-parameter predissociation model to a set
of 80 representative linewidth measurements for u:0-18.
For u:0, we use the fine-structure-specific LIF linewidths
of Cosby eî al.;s4 for u: I - 12, the present ñne-structure-
specific and fine-st¡ucture-averaged linewidths; for u: 13,
Ð æ
N
FIG. 22 Memured and calculated predissæiation wìdths for fhe u = I 8
levels of ¡he .8 3L; state of Or.
the present fine-structure-specific linewidths and the fine-
structure-averaged linewidths of Lewis et al.;28 lor u:14-
18, the fine-structure-specific and ñne-structure-averaged
linewidths of Lewis et aI.;28 and, in addition, the F, lin-
ewidths of Lewis et al.st for u= 17. In general, we include
linewidths corresponding to two to four different rotations
for each band and we average over several adjacent rotations
to minimize the statistical uncertainties in the data to be
firred.
The results of our predissociation model fit are presented
in Table V together with other empirical determinations2s'67
and ab initio calculations63'ú'88 of the ¡elevant molecular pa-
rameters. The errors listed fo¡ our parameters are 3ø statis-
tical uncertainties determined by the leasrsquares fining al-
gorithm.
As is well known,6l the 5fI, state plays the major role in
B 3l; state predissociation, as evidenced by its relatively
large spin-orbit interaction mat¡ix element of 70 cm-1. In
particular, the outer limb crossing of the 5II, and B 3X,-
states results in a characteristic, rapidly varying pattern of
predissociation with vibration, dominated by the -4 cm-r
FWHM linewidth maximum at u:4. As a result, the sII,
predissociation parameters are extremely well determined by
the frtting procedure. Our matrix element, crossing point, and
slope for the 5fI, state are in good agreement with the other
empirical determinations2s'67 with the exception of the slope
determined by Chiu er aL61 which disagrees by almost twice
the combined error estimates. Since the fine-structure line-
widths for a 5fI, predissociative mechanism are approxi-
mately equal (Table II), and since the sfl,-dominated line-
widths are generally broad, the inclusion of a signiñcant
number of ñne-structure-specific linewidths in the fitting pro-
cedure has not resulted in the determination of 5fI, param-
eters significantly different from previous results2s'ó7 which
were based entirely on fits to fine-structure-averaged line-
width measurements. The uncertainties in our 5fI, param-
eters are, however, a little less.
The lfl, predissociative mechanism, also resulting flrom
an outer limb crossing, dominates the u:0, I levels and is
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TABLE V Molecultr püamcrers dctermined from a weighted least-squues ñt of the predissæiation mode I to
a selection of nne-structure-specific and -averaged linewidth measurements Previous empilicÀl aîd ob inilio
deteminations of the moleculr pilameters ue also given
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"From Cheung ¿l ¿L (Ref. 69).
Þrom Julienne (Ref. 88), MCSCF+CI.
cFrom Parrridge ¿¡ ¿l (Rel ó3), MRCI+Q.
dFrom Partridge (Rei 64), MRCI+Q.
'From Julienne (Ref. 88), lÁr,1, md Julienne (Ref. ó2), ('>;ll.-l'II,).
heference 28.
¡Reference ó7.
Figs. 4 and 5, it can be seen that the measured F, width
exceeds the F3 width, marginally for u:0, significantly for
u: l. As stated previously, this characteristic is consistent
with a lflu predissociative mechanism. The availability, for
the first time, of a good set of ñne-structure-specific lin-
ewidths for u:O-2 ensures that the fitted lflu molecular
p¿uameters given in Table V are of v9ry high accuracy. The
previous empirical determinations2s'ó7 were bampered by a
lack of experimental linewidths for u:0, a lack of 6ne-
structure-specific linewidths, and, in the case of Chiu er a1.,61
inadequate modeling of the lower vibrational levels by
Cheung et al.,2e including a lack ofconection for the effects
of pressure broadening. The present lfl,-B 3l;--crossing
point disagrees with both previous determinations,2s'67 lying
between them. This is consistent with the qualitative obser-
vation of Cosby et ¿/.5a that an avetage of the Lewis ¿r ¿1.28
and Chiu et a1.61 tllu potentials provides a better description
of the lfI,-B 3lu interaction than either one separately.
Since the'IIr'.tut. crosses the inner limb of the B lI;
state, the lfI, contribution to predissociation linewidth va¡-
ies only slowly with vibration. At low rotational excitations,
the relatively small 3fI,-B 3I, spin-orbit interaction ma-
trix element, coupled with the lack of a characteristic vibra-
tional signature, make it difficult to extract accurate 3fl, mo-
lecular parameters from fine-structure-averaged linewidths.
Accordingly, both previous empirical sets of 'fI,
parameters2s'ó7 vary widely and have large uncefainties. In
the present work, however, the inclusion of fine-structure-
specific linewidths in the fit, especially at high rotation, en-
ables the determination of lfI, parameters of much higher
accuracy than possible heretofore. As we have mentioned
previously, the general observation in Figs. 4-22 of diverg-
ing F3 and F, linewidths for increasing rotation is the sig-
nature of a 3fI, predissociative mechanism involving an
L-uncoupling interaction with the B 3),, state. Thus, ours is
the first experimental determination of the parameter
p= qlh, containing the spin-electronic and L-uncoupling
interactions, which is based on an extensive set of measure-
ments. Our value, p = 0.0 I 89 + 0.00 I 1, supersedes the pre-
vious estimates of -0.03, by Cosby et al.s4 from the appli-
cation of a limited predissociation model to their u:0, 2
levels, and by Cheung ¿f ¿/.óe assuming the hypothesis of
pure precesslon.
Although the 2 3If state crosses the outer limb of the
B 3I; state, resulting in a characteristic vibrational signa-
ture with a maximum atv:7, in practice the 2 3X j predis-
sociative mechanism does not dominate for any vibrational
level. Consequently, any relative experimental errors a¡e
likely to be magnified in the determination of the 2 ll,l
parameters. Our matrix element, slope, and crossing point for
the 2 3lj state are not very well determined, with uncertain-
ties significantly greater than those of the other predissociat-
ing states. Agreement is poor with both other empirical
determinations.2s'67 Considering the great difficulty in cha¡-
acterizing the 2 3:,; state, the extremely low uncertainties
listed for the 2 3!,+ parameters determined by Chiu et a1.61
seem cunous.
Our predissociation model parameters a¡e also compared
wirh ab initio calculations in Table V. Recently, very high
quality potential curves for the lfl, and 5fI, states have been
calculated by Pafridge et al.63 using a multireference
configuration-interaction (MRCI) treatment with a Davidson
correction (+Q) in an extended basis set. Partridgee has also
calculated potential curves for the lfl, and 2 3Ii states.
Crossing points and slopes determined from the MRCI+Q
potentials by spline fìtting are given in Table V and are in
J Chem. Phys., Vol. 100, No. 10, 15 May 1994
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excellent agreement with our empirical values for the fI,
states, the maximum discrepancies being 0.003 Å in the
crossing points and 57o in the slopes. Although our crossing
point for the 2 3lj state agrees with the ab initio values
within our uncertainty estimate, our slope is in very poor
agreement. In fact, the ab inirio slope for the 2 llf state is
in much better agreement with the data of Lewis et a1.28 lt is
likely that agreement has been worsened by the inclusion of
different sets of linewidth data in the fit performed in this
work. As we have seen, the present widths are a little broader
than those ofLewis et a1.28 and any inconsistencies are likely
to be reflected in the determination of the 2 3I j parameters.
The ñt performed by Lewis et a1.,28 however, used a single
self-consistent set of data. At this stage, we expect that the då
dnirio slope and crossing pointr for the 2 3>; potential en-
ergy curve will reflect the actual behavior of that state better
than the parameters obtained from the fitting of a predisso-
ciation model to measured linewidths.
Semiempirical spin-orbit interaction matrix elements
relevant to the predissociation of the B 3I,- state were origi-
nally calculated by Julienne62 who has recently obtained new
ab initio valuesss based on a multiconfiguration self-
consistent field (MCSCF) plus lrst-order configuration-
interaction (CI) treatment. The ab initio matrix elementsss
applying at the relevant crossing points are given in Table V.
Our matrix elements for the fI, states are in good agreement
with Julienne's calculations,ss but consistently -lOVo
greater. Once again, howeveç agreement is very poor in the
case of the 2 3I j state.
Lefebvre-Brion and FieldT0 have pointed out the diffi-
culty in obtaining semiempirical estimates of the matrix ele-
ments of the operator L-, especially for the valence states of
nonhydride molecules. It is also well knownsó'61'8e that the
valence states of 02 are not generally well represented by a
single configuration. In the case of the lI, and 3fI, states of
02, Rydberg-valence interactionsm also play a significant
role at smaller internuclear separations. The leading óonfigu-
rations for rhe a 3>; and 3II, states, (3o*)2(l rru¡t1lnr)3
and (3cs)2(3t,)t(lru¡4(lrr)t, respeõtively, do not
couple via the L- operatoç and so the L-uncoupling matrix
element involving these states is dependent both on the con-
figuration coefficients of secondary configurations which do
couple, and on the extent to which the relevant o and ¡
molecular orbitals are formed from the 2p orbital of atomic
oxygen. Thus, it is clear that the pure precession value of the
L-uncoupling matrix element , v2, will not apply in this case.
In fact, in an early ab initio calculation, Julienne62 found that
l(t>,-lL-ltr,)l:0.50 at R: l.2l ,4. using Eq. (22), with
B,:hl(8r2p¡R3)=o.gg't cm-r at R3.,:1.454 Ä, and
Julienne's88 ab ínitio lar,l:ZS cm-r, *e find that
lpl:lrìt hl:0.018' in excellent agreement with our em-
pirical determination of the same ratio. The quality of the
agreement may be coincidental, however, since, as has been
pointed out by Lefebvre-Brion and Field,7o the matrix ele-
ments of L- may vary significantly with ,R and no ab initio
calculation of (31;lt -13n,) is currently available at the
3[,-B ]X; crossing point, R3,: 1.454 Å. The observed
behavior of the fine-structure-specific linewidths, with
f(Fr)>f(Fr) and the difference f(F¡)-l(F') increasing
with rotational excitation, unambiguously defines 7f3 as
positive (Table II). It follows that p= qltt>O and one
would expect that this could be verified by further ab initio
calculations.
The linewidths of Figs. 4-22, together with the results
of the predissociation model fitting procedure, confirm that
the L-uncoupling interaction between the 3fI, and B 3I,
states is important in describing the B rX, predissociation
fully, even at quite low rotational excitation. Although Juli-
enne and K¡aussól included an L-uncoupling formalism in
their original predissociation model, it was not until the work
of Yang et al.s3 and Cosby er al.sa that the full effect of
L-uncoupling on the Fl and F3 linewidths was understood.
Previously, Lewis ¿t ¿1.28 concluded from a comprehensive
study of fine-structure-averaged predissociation linewidths in
the SR bands that spin-orbit interaction and centrifugal dis-
tortion were the only mechanisms necessary to explain the
observed dependence on vibration and rotation. The
previous2s and the current conclusions, however, are not in-
compatible, as can be seen from an examination of the 3fI,
width expressions given in Table II. If we form the average
width fu"(J): [f (Fr ,J) +f (F2,J)+T(F1,J)]13, the
"/-dependent interference terms in q{1 ftom the 
3fI, Ft and
lî3 levels cancel, leaving only the much smaller terms in f.
In other words, the importance of 7 in determining the rota-
tion dependence of predissociation widths is greatly reduced
if we consider fine-structure-averaged widths only. In prac-
tice, we are interested in N-triplets. If we assume the Hund's
case (b) limit for the B rlu- state levels, applicable for me-
dium to high "/, it can be shown from Table II that
f""(N)=[l(F¡,N)+f(F2,N)+l(F3,N)]/3 is given by
4P -irz *2rtl *25* +!ü + z N {tt + r),r'
4J'
+-T-Ëtr¡. (26)
The terms involving 7 are small, resulting in corrections of
only 97o and 25Vo of the small 3fI, partial width for N: I 0
and N:20, respectively. Thus, a model, such as that of
Lewis ¿t ¿/.,28 which neglects L-uncoupling (p=0) will re-
produce essentially the conect rotational dependence of the
fne - st ruct ure -ave ra ged predissociation linewidth even if the
F1 and F3 linewidths show dramatically the effects of
L-uncoupling, as in the present case.
One of the most significant aspects of the current work is
the greatly improved knowledge of the parameters goveming
the 3fI, predissociative mechanism. The inclusion of
L-uncoupling in the predissociation model, together with
fine-structure-specific linewidths, especially at high rotation,
in the model fitting procedure, has led to the determination of
the best lfI, parameters currently available. It is instructive
to consider the reasons for this in more detail.
From Table II, if we assume the case (b) limit for the
B '>; state, and form the difference linewidth
f (F1 ,N) - f (Fr ,N), it follows that




+2 JreN + t) nh. Q7)
As N increases, the difference width becomes dominated by
the interference term in 7S, and we may write
f(Fr,N)-r(F t,N)-aJî¡QN+r)rh. (28)
By forming the difference width at high rotation, it is thus
possible to isolate the effects of the 3fI, state from the ef-
fects of the other repulsive states which dominate the aver-
age and low rotational widths. For example, in the case of
B 3I; state predissociation with the parameters given in
Table V, for N:20 the eÍor in using the approximate form
Eq. (2S) is <27o for u:2-l8,ZVo fo¡ u:0, and 5Vo for
u:1.
We illustrate these observations in Fig. 23 by forming
the difference widths l(F3,20) - f (Fr ,20) from thè
present fi ne-structure-specific linewidth measurements, aver-
aging and interpolating where necessary. Remarkably, the
measured difference widths have a smooth dependence on
vibration with a maximum of -l cm-l near u:5, a signa-
ture consistent with that expected for a 3fl, state crossing the
inner limb of the I lI; .tate.6'.The well-known signatures
of the other predissociating states which cross the outer limb,
resulting in rapid width variation with vibration (see, e g.,
Fig. 21 of Lewis ¿l a1.28) are totally absent. In addition, the
3nu widths have been enhanced by considering the high ro-
tation, N:20. The lfl, contribution to the rotationless F,
width, e.g., reaches a maximum of only -0.5 cm-l near
u = 5. The shape of the vibrational dependence of the differ-
ence width will, of course, be slightly different from the
rotationless shape because of centrifugal distortion in the pa-
rarneters q(u,J,E) and 6¡(u,J,E)
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We have fitted a modified predissociation model, includ-
ing only a 3fI,, mechanism, to the difference widths given in
Fig. 23 and the results of the fir are also shown in that figurc.
The measured difference widths are well described by a
rfl,, predissociative mechanism with the fìtted parameters
R*:1.457+0.002 Å, M..,:5240o+ 1400 cm r,Ä"r,
and pA!,:16.3 +0.9 
"m-2. 
From Eq. (28), it can be seen
that the difference widths are determined by the product 7f3
and it is thus not possible to determine either parameter sepa-
rately by this technique. The 3fI, parameters determined a¡e
in good agreement with those obtained from the full ñtting
procedrrre anrl given in Table V where pA2t,:l't.9t2.1
cm'.
3. Calculatlons
Model fi ne-structure-specific and -averaged predissocia-
tion linewidths have been calculated using the parameters
given in Table V for u=0-18 and l/:0-40. The results
are presented in Table VI together with partial F, widths
contributed by each predissociating state. Although the F2
levels with N:0 are virtual, partial widths for this case are
included so that the full rotational dependences of the repul-
sive state contributions can be seen. For u Þ I 5, some of the
rotational levels with N<40 become unbound, so the maxi-
mum rotation considered for those bands is reduced accord-
ingly (to N :24 for u : I 8, for example).
The model linewidths a¡e also shown in Figs. 4-22 to'
gether with a selection of the measured linewidths discussed
previously. In general, the model is in very good agreement
with the fitted data sets, but some of the discrepancies are of
interest. While there is excellent agreement between thc
model and the LIF linewidths of Cosby et al.sa fot u:0,
except for N>30 where the measurements become more
uncertain, agreement is quite poor for u:2, N> 10 where
the LIF measurements exceed the calculations by 0.1-0'4
cm-1, the greatest discrepancies occurring for the f'2 levels
of high rotation. While it is true that we have frtted the model
to the present u:2 linewidths, rather than those of Cosby
et a\.,54 even if we ignore the present u:2 measurements it
is not possible to explain lhe u--2 measurements of Cosby
¿l a/.54 within the constraints of the current model. This ob-
servation has been suppoled by Cheung e¡ a/.6e who modi-
fied their lfl,, parameters to produce better agreement with
the average widths ofCosby er al.sa for u:0 and u-2,but
could not reproduce the measured N dependences and cre-
ated greater discrepancies for some of the other vibrational
levels.
Agreement is excellent between the model ancl the
present linewidths for u: l-8, ll, 13, except for the f 
'levels with u =7 , N>32, but there are systematic discrepan-
cies of the order of 0.1 cm I in some of the fine-slructure-
specific widths for u:9, 10, 12. For u-9,12 the model
does not fully reproduce the meastlred ratios of the fine-
structure-specific linewidths, the calculated F, :F. and
Fr:F, linewidth ratios being larger in each _case. Both ol
thãse vibrations conespond to peaks in the 2 rI,f linewidth
contribution and it may be possible to remove the tliscrepan-
cies with a better 2 rl,f model.


















FlG. 23 Measured difference Predissæiation linewidths l(Fr,N
=20)-f(Ft,N:20) for the I r:; state of 02, together with a fitted
model bæed on predissæialion by a single 3II, ,tate with År,= I 457 Å,
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TABLE VI. Fine-structure-speciñc f(F¡) and fine structure-averaged f"" rovibrational predissæiation widths
for the B rI, stare of 02, ¡n cm I FWHM, calculated using the predissæiation model parameßers given in
Table V Pafial linewidths f(F2,k) contributed by each predissæiating stâte k tre also given.
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TABLE VI (Contìnued I
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For the very narrow u:13, 14 levels, the measured
fine-structure-averaged linewidths of Lewis et a1.28 are 
"y"-
tematically narrower than the model linewidths. For u : l5 -
18, with only a few exceptions, the agreement is good, even
for the few F¡ linewidths measured by Lewis et a1.28 For
u:17, there is excellent agreement between the model F¡
linewidths and the very high-resolution V(JV laser photoab-
sorption linewidths of Lewis e¡ ¿/.51
It is also of interest to consider the work of rùy'odtke
et a1.52 who measured LIF spectra of some (11,2), (14,3),
(15,3), and (16,3) SR triplets in an atmospheric pressure
flame. Although no linewidths were extracted from their
spectra, it is possible to obtain information regarding the
relative fine-structure linewidths for some of their almost re-
solved triplets. For example, perhaps the best resolved ex-
ample in their spectra is the R(17) line of the (15,3) band.
Since their instrumental bandwidth was -l cm-1, signifi-
cantly broader than the actual linewidths for this band, the
relative intensities of their fine-structure features should be
inversely proportional to the conesponding reÌative fine-
structure predissociation linewidths. From their Fig. 3, we
obrain l(Fr):f (F2):f (F3): l:1.3:1.8, in excellent agree-
ment with our calculated ratio of 1:l 34:1.82 for u:15,
N:18. However, despite the authors' claim to the
contrary,52 it is likely that a small, but significant amoun( of
collision broadening will occur under the experimental con-
ditions of P: I atm, T:1750 K, perhaps compromising
this exceÌlent agreement. Nevertheless, the LIF experiments
certainly have the potential to provide valuable information
on relative fine-structure linewidths tbr the narrower leveÌs
with u> I 3. ìùy'e cannot, however, support the conclusions of
Wodtke et a1.52 t6aÍ a 3I,l predissociative mechanism is
dominant for u:14-16, and a 3fI, mechanism for u: I L
For example, in the case of the u:15, N: l8 level, from
Table VI it can be seen that 3fI, and sfl, mechanisms pre-
dominate. In the case of the u: I I, N:28 level studied by
Wodtke et a\.,52 The 5fI, mechanism is twice as important as
the lfl, mechanism. Freeman et a1.91 have also questioned
the conclusions of Wodtke et al.s2 regarding the u : I I level.
The calculated fine-structure-specific rovibrational pre-
dissociation linewidths presented here in Figs. 4-22 and.
Table VI should provide a basis for the construction of so-
phisticated photochemical models of the terrestrial atmo-
sphere. In particular, the ability of the predissociation model
effectively to interpolate and extrapolate into experimentally
difticult regions is valuable.
Despite the generally excellent agreement between the
model and the measurements, several areas require further
investigation. A reconciliation between the LIF linewidths5a
and the present linewidths tor u:2 would be desir¿ble, as
would a resolution of the difïerences between the present
linewidths for u: I t3, base<i on the measured cross sec-
tions of Yoshino et ul.,1t and the linewidths of Lewis e¡ a/.,28
derived from a curve of growth analysis. A great arnount of
work also remains to be done on bands with u> l3 where it
should be possible to obtain linewidths for completely re-
solved triplet components using photoabsorption techniques
with narrow bandwidth VUV sources. A resolution of these
matters ¡s likely to result in better paranreters describing the
2 ì:,; -B 3Iu interaction and an irnproved predissociation
nrode l.
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FIG 24. Fine-structure photoabsorption cross sections for the ,q(2 I ) triPlet
of the (14,0) Schumann-Runge band measu¡ed at ræm temPeraturc with a
laser-based vUV source providing a bandwidth of 0.13 cm-l FWHM. The
results of a Voigt profile model fit re also shown.
To this end, we have begun a comprehensive photoab-
sorption study of the SR bands with u>9 using a narrow
bandwidth VUV laser source.e2 It is of interest to compate
some preliminary experimental results from this study, ob-
tained after the calculations described previously were per-
formed, with our predicted fine-structure-speciñc linewidths.
We have scanned the region of the R(21) triplet from the
(14,0) band with an instn¡mental bandwidth of -0.13 cm-l
FIWHM and the measured photoabsorption cross sections are
shown in Fig. 24. The VUV radiation was generated by the
technique of two-photon-resonant difference-frequency four-
wave mixing in xenon using two dye lasers pumped by an
excimer laser. From Fig. 24, it is clea¡ that the apparent
widths of the fine-structure components imply that
f (F3)>f (F2)>f (Fr), and, using the Voigt line shape fir
ting procedure described in Sec. III with an instrumental
bandwidth of 0.13 cm-l and a Doppler width of 0.12 cm-r,
we find experimental predissociation linewidths
f (F,)=6.64-r0.02 cm-r, f (F2):0.119+0.019 cm-r,
and f(F3):0.234+0.O2O cm-r for the u:14, N:22
components. Our model predictions for these levels are
0.074,0.144, and 0.253 cm-r, respectively. The model line-
widths are in quite good agreement with the new observa-
tions, the observed discrepancies being of the order of the
uncertainties which are due primarily to an incomplete
knowledge of the instrumental bandwidth. Overall conclu-
sions, of course, must await the completion of the new mea-
surements.
B. Shifts
As was first demonstrated dramatically by Julienne and
Krauss,6l who used the experimental energy levels of Acker-
man and Biaume,a it is possible to observe the shifts in SR
band origins caused by the predissociating repulsive states,
principally the 5fI,, and to deperturb the measurements with
the aid of a predissociation model. In order to magnify the
effects of the perturbations, we form the second vibrational
differences,
















FIG. 25. A deperturbation of úre measured second vibrational differences
for the I 3Iu state of 02 using a predissæiation modet with the pilmeters
given in Table V.
Ã2GeD--GQt-r)+c(u+t)-2c(u), (29)
from the band origins given by Lewis ¿l ¿1.23 Level shifts
.l(u) are calculated according to the procedure described in
Sec. II using the predissociation model parameters given in
Table V and their second differences,
a2s1u¡:51r- l)+s(u+ l)-2s(u), (30)
are formed also. The deperturbed second differences are
given by
A2co1u1:62ç(u) - A2s(u)' (31)
The perturbed and deperturbed second differences are shown
in Fig. 25. It is clear that the predissociation model param-
eters which best describe the observed linewidths also result
in a smooth deperturbation of the observed second vibra-
tional differences. The quality of the deperturbation is supe-
rior to that obtained by Chiu et a1.61 using different predis-
sociation model parameters, and is similar to those obtained
by Julienne and K¡aussól and Cheung el al.8l who specifi-
cally ñtted the observed perturbations with a predissociation
model based solely on a 5fI, mechanism.
C. Spectroscopic constants
Although it is not our intention to dwell on matters in-
volving the spectroscopic constants of the B 3tr; state, *"
must emphasize that the spin-splitting constants are in doubt,
and that this may have a significant effect on linewidths ex-
tracted from unresolved features where it is necessary to con-
strain the line centers during the lìtting procedure. In Sec. III,
we determined that the fitted fine-structure line spacings for
the (9.0) R(2 l) and (11,0) R([7) features shown in Figs.2
and 3 significantly exceeded the calculated spacings. This
tendency is quite general. ln Fig. 26, we present frne-
structure energy splittings Fr(N:20)-F,(N:20), ex-
tracted from the measured cross sections of Yoshino el ¿1.71
using the fitting procedure described in Sec. III and the
known ground-state splittings. Our results are compared with
splittings calculated from the Hamiltonian and spectroscopic
constants of Cheung et al.za l¡. can be seen that the measured
5
tuo,
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FIC.26. Fine-structure energy splittings Fr(/V=20)-Fr(N:20) for the
.8 lI; state of 02. Values exlracled from the measured Schumann-Runge
band photoabsorplion cross sections of Yoshino et al. (Rel 7l) using a
Voigt profile fitting præedure æc shown, together with splitlings calculated
from the Hamiltonian and spectroscopic constants of Cheung et ol,
(Ref. 24).
splittings exceed the calculations except for u: I 0, and that
the minimum in the calculated splittings near u:6-7 is not
reproduced in the measurements which âsymptote towards a
constant value as u decreases.
This observation suggests that it may be necessary to
reevaluate the spin-splitting constants for the B'I; ttut"
before it is possible to obtain completely accurate fine-
structure-averaged linewidths for the broader levels for
which it is necessary to constrain the line centers during the
fitting procedure.
v. coNcLusloNs
Vy'e have determined a comprehensive set of fine-
structure-specifi c and fi ne-structure-averaged predissociation
linewidths for the u = I - 13 levels of the B 
3>; state of
l602 from the room temperature photoabsorption cross sec-
tions ofthe (u,0) and (u,l) SR bands measured by Yoshino
et al.1t 'llte use of a Voigt profile fitting procedure which
assumes unequal linewidths for the triplet fine-structure com-
ponents and unconstrained triplet splittings has resulted in
the first extensive determination of fine-structure-specific
predissociation linewidths for u:1 , 5,'7, 9-13. Improve-
ments to the fitting procedure employed by Cheung et al.2e
have considerably reduced the previously observed2e tlis-
agreement with the fine-structure-averaged linewidths of
Lewis ¿l 41.,28 obtained from lower resolutìon measurements
using a curve of growth analysis. We have found that the
actual separations between triplet fine-structure levels consis-
tently exceed values predicted from generally accepted spec-
troscopic constants24 for the I rI; ttat", suggesting that a
reevaluation of those constants may be necessary.
ìùy'e have calculated realistic fine-structure-specific pre-
dissociation linewidths for the u =0- 18, N:0-40 levels of
the B r>; state of IóO2 for the first time, using a predisso-
ciation model which takes into account spin-orbit interac-
tions between the B rl; state and the I rfl,, I tfIu,
I 5II,, and 2 lI,,l states, together with spin-electronic and
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L-uncoupling interactions between the B rt; and I rll,,
states. The calculated widths vary from 0 0l (for u: 16,
N--i0, /L r) to 4.E cnr I (for u-4. N:40, Ir). Following
the conection of an error in previous moclel expressions5l'5a
for the F, and F1 partial widrhs resulting frorn the rII,, rn-
teraction, we have optimized the predissociation model pa-
rameters by comparing the calculated linewidths with the
present determinations and previous2s'51'54 measurements.
Our calculations are expected to be important in the con-
struction of state-of-the-art models describing the photo-
chemistry of the middle aimosphere.
The inclusion of fine-structurc-spccific prcdissociation
linewidths for several rotational excitations in the predisso-
ciation model fitting procedure conñrms previous
determinations2s'2e of the molecular parameters for the domi-
nant 5fI, predissociative state, but results in greatly im-
proved parameters for the lfl, and 3fI, states. Parameters
for the 3I,j state remain ill-determined since the 3I',|
mechanism does not dominate for any vibrational level. Pa-
rameters for the fI, states are in good agreement with ab
initio calctlations.62-64'88 The optimum parameters from the
fitting procedure for the widths also results in a smooth de-
perturbation of the observed second vibrational differences'
The particular predissociative mechanisms proposed by
'Wodtke et al.sz ao explain their LIF measurements on levels
with u: I I , 14- 16 are not supported by our model.
The L-uncoupling interaction between the B 3:; and
I 3fI, states is found to be important for most vibrational
levels in determining width ratios for the fine-structure com-
ponents, even at quite low rotational excitation. In particular,
the observed increase in f (F3,N) - f (F , ,N) with increas-
ing rotation for most levels, characteristic of the
L-uncoupling interaction, can be used to determine tfl, pu-
rameters free from the influence of any of the other predis-
sociative mechanisms.
The present measured and model linewidths are gener-
ally narrower than those determined recently from LIF
spectra.54'51 It would be of interest to examine a particular set
of levels, e.g. the totally resolved nne-structure levels with
u: I 4, in associated studies using narrow bandwidth photo-
absorption antl LIF spectroscopies, in order to resolvc any
discrepancies between the techniques.
While some itnprovements may be possible in the deter-
mination of fine-structure-averaged linewidths lor the unre-
solved triplet features of the broader levels, by using better
spin-splitting constants, e.g., linewidths lor these ìevels will
always be dependent upon the profìle fitting model and it
may be impossible to obtain experimental fìne-structure-
speciñc values. On the other hand, it is quite possible to
increase considerably the available set of fìne-structure-
speciñc widths by performing narrow bandwidth photoab-
sorption studies on the resolved triplet l'eatures with u> 13,
afier the manner of Lewis ¿t ¿¡i.51 who examinetl the F, lev-
els for u:17. Currently, we have such a study underway,e2
the prelirninary results of which are in good agreemenl with
our model predictions. The results of this further study, to-
gether with a reconciliation between various dcterminations
of fìne-structure-averaged linewiclths. may enable the con-
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struction of an improved predissociation model with more
realistic 2 3Ij parameters.
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4.I8 Asymmetric lineshapes in the indirect predissociation of
the /lXf Rydberg state of 02
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Rotationally-resolved Beutler-Fano line shapes observed in the photoabsorption spectrum of the
(2,0) band of the 3pr;f 'Xj-X 
3I; nydberg system of Oz ù.e interpreted using a
coupled-channel Schrödinger equations model. It is found that the /rlj state is indirectly
predissociated by the B 3I, continuum, and that the /eX transition borrows oscillator strength
primarily from dipole-allowed transitions into the mixed Rydberg-valence states of 3>; symmetry.
Both the predissociation linewidth and oscillator strength of the (2,0) resonance are controlled by
the spin-orbit interaction between ttretlj and 3I, components of the 3p-complex. There is some
evidence for a destructive quantum interference between the transition amplitude borrowed from the
3pr,832,*X 31, transition and that.borrowed w-eakly from the / tlj *b t2; transition
through spin-orbit mixing between the å tlj ana X 3!, states. @ 1995 American Institute of
Physics.
I.INTRODUCTION
As shown by Fano,l the interaction of a quasi-discrete
state with an active continuum will normally result in an
asymmetric line shape. Although such interactions are com-
mon among molecular excited states, there have been only a
few reported cases of asymmetric line shapes.in molecular
predissociation below the first ionization limit. Beutler-Fano
profiles have been observed in the photoabsorption2-s and
fluorescence-excitationó spectra of H2, HD, and D2
achieved for only a few lines in the spectra of Hz and its
isotopomers. The most asymmetric rotationally-reSolved pre-
dissociation line shape yet reported was that of the R(2) line
frorn the (5,0) D rfI,*X llj uano of D2 for which Roth-
schild ¿¡ a/.5 obtained a fitteã Fano asymmetry parameter
s= - 4!1.
The oxygen molecule not only plays an important role in
the photochemistry and aeronomy of the tenestrial atmo-
sphere by controlling atmospheric opacity to sola¡ vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV) radiation from 1000 Ä to 2000 Â, but also
exhibits a rich spectrum containing several examples of
asymmetric predissociating resonances,T-e particularly in the
window region, 1100-1300 Å. This spectral region com-
prises a number of strong resonances of varying diffuseness,
due to transitions into mixed Rydberg-valence 3X, and
3n, states,ll'12 separated by regions of very weak absorption.
Two weaker vibrational progressions, first observed by
Tanaka,l3 have been assignedl4 as transitions into Rydberg
states converging to the X'lIr state of Oi,
3pnJ t2[ *X 32, and 3ptr,D 321 *X ]1, (where we
have used the nomeïclature f ,D of Huber and Herzberg,r5
rather than the a,p of Alberti et at.t6) Since, in the Fano
formalism,l the degree of line shape asymmetrylT of a pre-
dissociating resonance is inversely proportional to the tran-
sition moment into the quasi-bound state, it might be ex-
pected that such forbidden transitions will provide optimum
conditions for the observation of highly asymmetric reso-
nances. Indeed, Lewis ¿l al.e have reported that it is impos-
sible to model the measured photoabsorption cross section of
the (3,0) D 32[ *X 3I; UarrA of 02 witliout representing
each rotational line by an asymmetric profile. They found a
fi ne-structure-averaged asymmetry parameter C = - 3.7 t 0.2
by fitting a Fano profile-based band model to their
rotationally-unresolved measurements.
Several vibrational bands in the /tlj*x 3I, and
I t2I*arlf, systems have been-observed photographi-
cally and rotaõionally analyze¿,ll't6'tt'le but absolute photo-
absorption cross sections have not been reported previously.
The singlet nature of the upper state and the open character
of the blue-degraded sR branch of the
3prr;f t2j*X 3I, transition suggest that it should be
possible to observe rotationally-resolved predissociation pro-
files. In this work, we demonstrate the occurrence of asym-
metric rotational lines in the f *X system and interpret our
measurements using a coupled-channel Schrödinger equa-
tions (CSE) model of the / l>j sÞte predissociation.
II. MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. I we present photoabsorption cross sections for
160, in the region of the (2,0) / rlj*x 3I, band, mea-
sured at a temperature of 79 K, with pressures in the range
l l-1.5 Ton, and with a wavelength resolution of -0.03
Å fuU-wl¿ûr-nalf-maximum (FWHM). An Ar continuum
light source, a 2.2 m scanning VUV monochromator, a l0
cm absorption cell, and a photoelectric detection system
were employed in taking the measurements. Full details of
the apparatus and experimental method have been given
elsewhere,T but the original monochromator grating has since
been replaced with a 2400 grooves/mm version, resulting in
an improved resolution. The wavelength scale of the mono-
chromator was calibrated against known emission lines of














FIG. l. The absolute photoabsorption cross section oftóO, in the rcgion of
the (2,0) bmd of the I tåI *x 3I; .yrt"m. The mcæurements"werc taken
at a temperatw of 79 K with a wavelength resolution of -0.03 A FWHM.
The results of a temperature-specific calculation of the cross section using a























FIG. 2. The absolute photæbsrption cross section of lóO2 in the sR brmch
of the (2,0) J t2!*X 3Ir- bmd. The measuremnls were taken at tem-
pemtures of 79 K md 29i K with a wavelcngth rcsolution of -0.03 ,{
FWHM. The results of lemperatw-specific calculations using a coupled-
chmnel Schrtidlnger equations model (CSEtr) re a.lso shown.
N I, O I, and C I, and absorption lines of the
A rfl*X rl+ system of CO,20 and is expected to be accu-
rate to within + 0.01 Å. The statistical variation in the mea-
sured cross sections is -l% and there is an absolute uncer-
tainty of -37o due to uncertainties in cell length, pressure,
temperature, and window transmittance degradation with
time at 79 K. The measured cross section is only marginally
degraded by instrumental effects since the predissociation
linewidths signifi cantly exceed the instrumental resolution.
As in the case of the-(3,0) D 32[ *X 3!f cross section
reported by Lewis et al.,e it can be seen from Fig. I that it is
not possible to draw a smooth curve which is consistent with
the continuum backgrounds on each side of the discrete tran-
sition. This is an indication of the rotationally-averaged band
shape asymmetry resulting from the discrete state-continuum
interaction. In Fig. 2 \ile present cross sections measured at
297 K a¡d ?9 K in that region of the siR branch which is not
overlapped by o¡ a 0p-6.*ch lines. It can be seen that lines
in the rotationally-resolved sR branch are clearly asymmet-
ric, the extent of their red wings being approximately twice
that of the blue.
Spectroscopic and line sbape parameters were obtained
from the measured 79 K cross section by fitting an empirical
band model simila¡ to those described previously.T-e Tbe
known spectroscopic constantszl for the X 3X, state were
used to generate the manifold of rovibrational term values
for the ground state and the corresponding weighted Boltz-
mann factors for T='19 K. Rotational line strengths for the
five branches of a ¡I+* 3I- transition were taken from
Watson,22 for the case of a 3I- state intermediate between
Hund's cases (a) and (b), where the ground-state coupling
factors22 were determined from the calculated term values,
and the ratio of the perpendicular and parallel transition
moments22 z was a parameter of the fit. The band origin ze
and the rotational constant B for f t2[@:2) were also
parameters of the fit. Rotational line centres /¡ w€r€ g€rlêr-
ated using the term values obtained from the upper- and
lower-state spectroscopic constants, and relative line
shengths r¡ , where E ¡r¡ : I , were proportional to the product
of an appropriate Boltzmann factor and rotational line
sEength. Each rotational line was described by a profile of
the form
l.77xlo-t2f.nril , . p2(q+r)'lo¡(v): -pz.'*q\,îf [, -o'* 1æ-l
x(1+øf.r+åf2x2¡cm2, (l)
based on the line shape of Fano and Cooper,23 where
t=2(v- v¡)/f, and the FWHM predissociation linewidth
I cm-I, the Fano line shape parameter q, the Fano overlap
p¿¡rameter p, the effective band oscillator strength f ,'o *d
the polynomial coefficients a and b which describe the en-
ergy dependence of the underlying continuum, werc param-
eters of the fitting procedure. The total cross section was
given by o(v)=2¡o¡(v). After modiñcation of ø(v) to al-
low for the Doppler contribution to the line shapes, and con-
volution (in transmission) with a Gaussian instrument func-
tion, the model cross section appropriate to the experimental
conditions was least-squares fitted to the measured cross sec-
tion, enabling the determination of the spectroscopic and line
shape parameters associated with the (2,0) f t2[*X 32,
transition. Due to the reduced rotational structure al 79 K,
the assumption, implicit in Eq. (l), that the frtted parameters
were rotation-independent was found to be valid except for
the predissociation linewidth which was allowed to vary with
upper-state rotation according to l:fo*f¡,/("/+ l).
The results of the ñtting procedure are given in Table L
It was found that the transition moment ratio (not given in
the Table) z:0 within the experimental uncertainty. This is
consistent with the absence of 0Q branches in spectrographic
studies of the f t2[*X ]I; bands,ra'ró'r8 and shows that
f 12,+, *X 32 , is a paratl¿l iransition. ìvVithin the combined
experimental uncertainties, our measured spectroscopic con-
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TABLE I Measured and calculated spectroscop¡c and line shape Pilameters
for thc (2,0) band of the/'>i*X t>, system of 02.
Puameter Measu¡ed" csE tb csE tlf
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ciation. The lowest rX j valence state is high-lying, dissoci-
aring ro O(rD) + O(rS) at 11.37 eY and is thus
energetically incapable of direbtly predissociating
f t2|,u:2) a¡ 10.02 eV. Guberman and Giusti-Suzols
have calculated an ab initio potential energy curve for the
bound llj valence state which has T":10.08 eV and
R":1.63 Å,, well separated from the 3pn,t2j potential
which has T":9.44 eV and R":1.11 Å.. ttrey have also
determined an ab initio clectronic width which is related to
the electrostatic coupling between the valence l)i state and
the Rydberg series npø, rlj. their results imply that the
coupling between the 3pt^f tI j and valence rIj states is
ln"l:zzoo cm-r. Although this coupling is substantial, the
outer limb of the Rydberg potential crosses the inner limb of
the valence potential at an energy well above that of
f tåI(ru:2) and a small Franck-Condon overlap ensures
that the llj valence state does not play a role in the predis-
sociation of this level even as an intermediary in second-
order couplings to dissociative valence states.
Most of the absorption oscillator strength in the 02 spec-
trum from ll70 Å to 2050 Å results from transitions into
t>; states, especially
B 32; *x 3>; , - trso-
also dipole-connected to
calculations2e show that the
the B 3!, *X 3); system exceeds that for the low€st va-
lence 3fI,*¡ 3I*-" system by more than an order of magni-
tude. Explicit ca'iculations by Allison et al.lo predict a
tn,-X 3X, continuum cross section of -6x 10-21 cm2
near 1250 4,, <OSE, of our measured cross section. The
measurements of I,ee et a/.,31 who obtain a quantum yield of
>0.9 for the production of O(lD) + O(3P) in the photodis-
sociation of 02 near 1250 Å, also support the lack of impor-
tance of absorption into the repulsive 3n, state which disso-
ciates to O(3P) + O(3P). Therefore, the contributions of
other than 32; *X 3!n- transitions to the continuum under-
lying the (2,0) Í t>i.;.^X^rX, tanO can be ignored.
It is well-knownll'12'32 úàt the lowest pure Rydberg and
valence states of 31, symmetry, which differ in two of the
occupied orbilals, exhibit a strong electrostatic interaction
(lø"1:¿ooO cm-r) resulting in the formation of the adia-
batic B 3tr, and E 31, states which are mixtures of the
rlr] and rrf,nr3pnu conñgurations at short intemuclear
distances. Transitions into the lowest vibrational level of
E'>; give rise to the longest band,r3 (0,0)
E 32; *X'I; , u very strong and diffuse resonance near
1244 4,. The 3X,- valence-Rydberg interaction causes the
strong predissociation of 832;(u=0), together with no-
ticeable asymmetry and anomaìous isotopic effects.T'33 We
propose that the bound state / rXj is indirectly predissoci-
ated by the B 3), continuum through a second-orde¡ inter-
action involving the electronic couplings ,tt|, and
H"Êâ:(Ê 3:;lH"'lÉ 3I;), *hete H"r is the electrostatic
part of the molecular Hamiltonian. In the case of
f t2i(iu:2), the relative proximity of E 3>;(u:0) is re-
.poniibl. for the strong observed predissociation-34 Since
only the O=0 component of the r>; triplet is involved in
the spin-orbit interaction, f '2ltr=2) will interact with





























uResults of Fano band model ñL lo T=79 K cross sætion.
bResults of Fano profile frt to three-state model calculation.
'Results of Fano profrle frt to three-state model calculation with additional
trans¡tion moment,
dEffective value detemined from energies for "/:0 and "/ = I I calculated
assuming VRorlRl =,/(J + I )VR'?.
'A more accurate value 5.611 7 was obtained from a fit to a rmm-
temp€¡ature cross section.
rEstimated from the calculated value p2= 1.0 for the O=0 comPonents of the
c¡oss section and a sepilate calculation of the O= I comPonents.
who obtained v0=8000O.6 cm-I, B:1.653 cm-r, and
D:2.58x lO-s cm-r, provided it is noted (l) that we were
unable to determine a significant value for D from our low-
temperature cross sectlon and (2) that our band origin refers
to lhe centre, rather than the peakla of the asymmetric line,
where z¡(peak): vo(centre)+f l(2q). The magnitude of
our fitted asymmetry parameter, ls I = 3.0, is the smallest yet
reported for a predissociating resonance. The fitted oscillator
strength, much greater than that normally expected for a
dipole-forbidden transition, and the relatively large predisso-
ciation linewidth suggest that a minimal-perturber model
may be appropriate in the interpretation of the origins of the
f t2[ *X 3I, transition moment and the / lXi state pre-
dissociation. Another important clue to the predissociation
mechanism is provided by the fitted value of p2 which im-
plies that the discrete state exhibits a quantum interference
with only one third of the underlying continuum.
The /rtrj state is a member
complex, built on the ground X 2fI
comprises eight electronic states, ..
and ...rr3pcr,(lJII,). As shown
diabatic25 tI;t and 3>; 0-substates from this complex ex-
hibit a spin-orbit inreracrion HtÅ:(î t>o*,lntolÉ '>;)
:aorl2, where arr is a one-electron integral over the ø,
valence orbital. Lefäbvre-Brion and Field26 have shown that
the spin-orbit constant of a 3fI state arising from the zø
molecular orbital configuration is given by
A(3II):(3IIrlHs of the 3p-
complex of 02, 3po"Ê 1il,¡
:96 cm-t.21 A lj*X il,
transition borrows oscillator strength from the dipole-
allowed parallel sub-transitlon E 3l;*X 3lo, via this
spin-orbit interaction is consistent with the observed parallel
nature of the / rI j*X 3I, transition (¿:0).
Since Rydberg-valence interactions are expected to play
an important role in the spectrum of 02 in the window
region,ll'12 it is necessary to consider the significance of va-
lence states of rlj symmetry to the / r2j state predisso-
J. Chem Phys, Vol 102, No. 17, 1 May 1995
only one third of the B 3>; continuum. Since the 3flu con-
tinuum does not contribute appreciably to the cross section
near 1250 Å, this picture is consistent with our observed
value of P2:0.32.
III. CALCULATIONS
A. Coupled-channel Schröd¡nger equatlons formal¡sm
Although the Beutler-Fano profilel provides a conve-
nient method of characterizing our experimental line shapes,
the Fano discrete state-continuum configuration-interaction
picftrre is inappropriate26 for a quantitative study of the indi-
rect predissociation described here, especially considering
the strong 3I; nydb".g-ualence coupling. The techniques of
scattering theory3s':o have been ¿dapted recently to the cal-
culation of molecular photodissociation cross sections. The
coupled-channel Schrödinger equations approach, detailed
by van Dishoeck et a1.37 and Torop et a1.,38 cn be applied to
the strong avoided crossing between ne I 31, and f 3X,
states of 02. Briefly, the partial photodissociation cross sec-
tion from a given rovibrational level of an initial uncôupled
electronic state O¡ into the n coupled states Q¡, which in-
clude no open channels, at an energy E and with rotation J is
given by
a g¡*¡p,¡u¡u
: 1.225 x I 0- 23s zl ( ¡¡7(R) I Ml x,,,¡"o,(R ) ) l t .-',
(2)
where y is the transition energy in cm-¡, the degeneracy
factor g=(2-fr,¡*¡,)l(2-ù,¡,), and the transition matrix
elements are in atomic units. ¡¿¡(R) is the coupled-channel
radial wave function matrix, of dimension nxno,
y,uu¡,¡,(R) is the vibrational wave function of the initial
state, and the elements of the z X I rotrohic üansition mo-
ment vector M are the products of appropriately normalized
electronic transition moments and rotational matrix elements,
M¡=D¡¡A¡, where the elements of the electronic transition
moment vector D are
D¡¡:(Õ¡l¡rl<Þ¡), (3)
and the rotational matrix elements
A*=(JQklüzlJ"O"), (4)
wherc ¡t and a7 ate the electric dipole and direction-cosine
operators, respectively. The coupled-channel radial wave
function matrix ¡6¡(R) is the solution of the diabatic-basis
coupled Schrödinger equations, expressed in matrix form,
(d22ul
t 
r¡¡, * -filn-vøl-v*o'(n)lJxrr(R):0, (5)
where ¡r, is the molecular reduced mass, R is the internuclear
separation, I is the identity matrix, V(rR), of dimension
nXn, is the symmetric diabatic potential matrix, the diago-
nal elements of which are the diabatic electronic potential
energy curves yr(R):(OrlH"rl(Þ*), and v*ot(R) is a diag-
onal marrix wirh elements vloorln¡:l(ÞolHRorlO*), where
¡¡Ror ¡, the rotational part of the molecular Hamiltonian. The
couplings between the interacting electronic states are given
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FIG. 3. Diabatic elætronic potential energy curues (solid lines) for the
thræ-stâte model (CSE I) of the / ¡If søte predissæiation, together with
the conesponding calculated rotationless photoabsorption cross section.
Adiabatic potentia.l energy curues (dæhed lines) for the B 3I,- md
E 3I,- states, which show a strong avojded crossing, ue also shown. The
I3I,- potential, md the obserued energy levels of the/'X] æd E rL,-
states cm be assæiated with features in the calculated cross stion.
by the off-diagonal elements of V(R),
V¡¡(R) : (<Þ¡l Hd-¡ ¡¡Ror4 ¡sol <Þr), containing the effects
of electrostatic, rotational and spin-orbit interactions.
If the electronic wave functions are expressed in the
Hund's case (ù etf panry basis,2ó then the only non-zero
elements of D arise from dipole-allowed parallel and perpen-
dicular transitions between case (a) basis states, and forbid-
den transitions borrow strength via the explicitly calculated
upper-state mixing processes. For a finite temperature, the
total photodissociation cross section can be expressed as a
sum of upper-state e- and /-level cross sections, each of
which is calculated separately as a Boltzmann sum of Eq. (2)
over the initial distribution of u", J", arld, in the case of a
multiplet, l)".
B. Basic model (CSE l)
The essentials relevant to the predissociation of















where the diabatic electronic potential energy curves V¡(R)
are shown in Fig. 3, the electrostatic Rydberg-valence cou-
pling H''r;: -4038 cm-1, and the diabatic electronic transi-
tion moments, in a. u., are given by
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and
D ¡y$) = $'2;,lp,lx':or) : -0.052-0.16IR, (8)
where R is in Ä,. These parameters have been determined by
a least-squares procedure in which the results of CSE calcu-
lations were compared with the observed energies and rota-
tional constants for ¡r¡j1u:O-+¡te and
t, 32; {tïoz, , : 0), r8 the measured photoabsorption cross
sections into E 3I, (16C,2, u:O- 1),7'8 and measured
Schumann-Runge continuum O(rD)+O(3P) photodisso-
ciation cross sections3l'3e which approximate the
B 32; *X 3X; photoabsorption cross section. The spin-
orbit interaction ø)!, n*ea at 96 cm-r as described previ-
ously, and the electrostatic Rydberg-valence interaction
He6; were taken to be R-independent at small internuclea¡
distances, as appropriate for the diabatic representation, but
were decreased to zero at long range with a Gaussian form so
that the diabatic and adiabatic potential energy curves be-
came indistinguishable for large R. Tchang-Brillet et al.q
have discussed the effects of different R-dependences for the
coupling terms. Our calculated cross sections are sensitive
only to the value of the constant coupling in the Franck-
Condon region. It was found necessary to allow the elec-
tronic transition moments to vary with R in order to obtain a
reasonable frt to the measured t>; *X 3I; cross sections
between 1200 Å and 1750 Ä, which conesiond to effective
R-centroids in the range - 1.1- 1.3 Å. The calculated cross
sect¡ons are insensitive to the transition moments given in
Eqs. (7) and (8) for R values significantly outside of this
Franck-Condon region.
Although it is not our intention to discuss Ure 3X,
Rydberg-valence interaction in detail here, we note that our
model diabatic 3I, potentials,'Iu--X 3X, transition mo-
ments, and electrostatic Rydberg-valence coupling are in rea-
sonable agreement with those of Wang et al.,ar obtained
principally by ûtting the temperature-dependence of the 02
cross section in the region 1300-1600 ,À using a two-state
CSE model. The magnitudes and rR-dependences of the ex-
trapolated zero-th¡eshold ab initio diabatic electronic transi-
tion moments of Li et a1.32 arc in good agreement with our
model values, except for the Rydberg transition
Ê 3>; *X 3X; *here their result is -307o smaller, but
with a similar R-dependence. We found that it was not pos-
sible to obtain good agreement with the observed
t>; *X t>; cross section for energies higher than
r 32;1u- i) unless Rydberg stÀtes npÍu 3>; wittr n>3
were included in the model. More detailed CSE studies of
the 31,- states will be reported elsewhere.a2
C. Rotatlonless cross sectlons
A rotationless three-state CSE I cross section r¿o*xool
was calculated using Eqs. (2)-(5) with the degeneracy factor
g and the direction-cosine matrix elements A¡ set to unity,
and ignoring the rotational potential term in Eq. (5). The
diabatic coupled-channel radial wave functions ¡ro(R), nor-
matized according to the method of Mies,ls were calculated
by solving F4. (5) using the Numerov renormalization
method of Johnson.al In the case .of the ground state, the
FIG. 4 Detail of the calculaled thræ-slate model (CSE l) rotat¡onless cross
section for the (2,0) / r>l -X 
31, transition, together w¡th conesponding
coupled-channel diabatic mdial wave functions calculated at four energies
across the fesonmce.
vibrational wave function Xxrnr(R) was calculated using an
RKR potential energy curve for the X 3I; state constructed
from the spectroscopic constants of CreeÈ and Nicholls.4
The calculated rotationless cross section is shown in Fig.
3. In the uncoupled adiabatic picture, the essential features of
the spectrum can be related to the avoided crossing between
the adiabatic B 3!,- and E 3Iu states. The Schumann-
Runge continuum which peaks near 8.7 eY the rapid fall-off
at higher energies, and the subsidiary maxima in the cross
section a¡e associated with the B 3I, potential, while the
longest and second bands arise from transitions into the low-
est two vibrational levels of E t>; . The CSE treatment,
however, demonstrates the large predissociation widths of
these two resonances. The spin-orbit coupling between the
,f tll -d É 3Iu- stater results in the appearance of
/ llj resonances in the calculated cross section. In particu-
lar, the (2,0) f t2I *X 3X, transition appears as a rela-
tively sharp feature on the low-energy wing of the longest
band, (0,0) E 32; *X 3X; . lre other /eX resonances,
even narro\r,er, are not visible in Fig. 3 because of the energy
step size chosen for the calculation.
The calculated rotationless cross section in the region of
the (2,0) I t2I *X 3I, transition is shown in more detail
in Fig. 4, together with conesponding coupled-channel radial
wave functions calculated at four energies across the highly
asymmetric resonance. Since there is only one open channel
(B ':;) in the three-state model, the wave function matrix
¡¿s(R) reduces to a th¡ee-element column vector. In the
Fano picture,r the quasi-bound level / lXjlu:2) undergoes
a quantum interference with the underlying 3I, continuum,
constnrctively at energies lower than the centre of the reso-
nance, destructively at higher energies. In the CSE picture,
this interference is implicit in the calculated coupled-channel
wave function matrix, in particular ¡6(R), and, to a lesser
exrenr XÊ(R), - since lD;¡l>lD6"l and lD;xl :0. Van
Dishoeck er a1.17 have shown numerically for the case of
photodissociation of OH that resonances calculated using the
CSE formalism generally exhibit Fano line shapes. Torop
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in the case of the isolated-resonance approximation. Since
the Fano line shape parameters provide a convenient means
of comparison between experimental and theoretical line
shapes, we have ñtted a simplified form of Eq. (l) to the
calculated cross section of Fig. 4, obtaining the results given
in Table I. We found that the calculated resonance was well
described by a Fano profile, with a root-mean-square devia-
tion of the fit <3 x 19-23 .r2. The simple three-state model
(CSEI) is found to predict well all characteristics of the ob-
served resonance, including oscillator strength, predissocia-
tion linewidth, and the degree and sense of the line shape
asymmetry. It is noteworthy that such good agreement is
Lewis, Eianerjeê, ancj Gibson: Asymmeiric iine shapes in ih€ indirsci pr€dissociaiion
found with a model / tL j potential obtained from only the
energies and rotational constants of/rlj(u:0-4), and
using a spin-olbit coupling a|! n*eu on configuratioual
grounds.
D. TemperaturÈspec¡llc modd (CSE ll)
Having verifred the essentials of our predissociation
model, we now need to calculate realistic cross sections for










where the rows and columns of the diabatic potential matrix
are labelled by the case (a) electronic substates, all of
e-panry, Êt>, , Êt>,, É t>t, É'>;, ana¡tlf,, re-
spectively, and the S-uncoupling between the 3X,- O:0 and
fl=l substates.has been included explicitly, with ¡:.I(J
* l) and B(R\=h2lQpR2;. This treatment allows correct
realization of the rotational structure for both the 3:,- and
lIj states. The corresponding two-state/-level model has
energy curve and the method described previously, we cal-
culated the F2 energy levels and vibrational wave functions
yyu,¡u(R). The corresponding F¡- and F3Jevels were
treated approximately by calculating the F1(N) -F2(l/) and
tlol F3(¡ü)-F2(N) energy -splittings using the known X 
3I,
\¡w) spectroscopic constants,2l and assuming that the vibrationãl
wave functions did not vary significantly within the N-triplet
fine-structure.
(1 1)
E, Temperaturespeclflc cross sectlons
Using this model, we calculated temperature-specific
cross sections for transitions into the e- and /levels of the
coupled upper states, the lower-state sums over Fi reducing
to equivalent Boltzmann sums of Eq. (2) over the case (a)
basis st¿tes, or O". The cross sections were then degraded
marginally by convolution (in transmission) with a Gaussian
instrumental function of appropriate FWHM before compari-
son with the measurements. As an example of the validity of
our model of the 3>; Rydberg-valence interaction, it can be
seen in Fig.5 that our calculated lolal (e+f) cross section
for T:297 K in the region of the longest band, (0,0)
E 32; *x 3X; , is in excellent_agreement with the mea-
sured cross seciion of tæwis et al.1 The calculated total cross
section for T:79 K in the region of the (2,O)
f t2! *X 32, transition, shown in Fig. l, is in good agree-
ment with our measurements. It is interesting that, following
the CSE treatment of the final stâte, the correct branch stuc-
ture is obtained for the AS: I forbidden transition from a
model in which the only non-zero rotational matrix elements
are the AS:0 allowed parallel terms (JÙlúrlJ"O) and
(JllúzlJ'l). It can also be seen in Fig. 2 that the calculated
T:79 K and T:297 K total cross sections describe well the
observed strengths, widths and asymmetries of the

































where only tfre a 3X, ano É 31, substates of /-parity con-
tribute to the cross section.
Energy levels of the X 3X, ground state of 02, interme-
diate between Hund's cases (a) and (b), occur as closely
spaced N-triplets F¡(N), i: l-3. The wave function for the
F2-level with N:,/ is expressible as a single /-parity case
(a) basis function,
lx 32; ,u" ,J" ,rr) : I 'x i ,¡)lt" tll2l*,,t, tg)) , (t2)
while those for the e-panty F1- and F3-levels with
"/:N+ l, respectively, may be expressed as linear combina-
tions of 3Io and 3tr, basis functions which interact through
S-uncoupling.z2 In this work, we do not treat the ground-
state mixing explicitly. Using the X 3tr; state RKR potential
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FIG. 5 The calculaæd (CSE II) ræm+emPerature PhotoabsorPtion cross
sætion in the region of the longest band, (0,0) E t2; *X 3I, , compæd
with (he meæurements of kwis ¿f ¿1.7
extensive theoretical treatment of the 3X, states, it may be
possible to reduce further the very small disrepancies be-
tween the measured and calculated continuum backgrounds.
F. Further rêflnements
Before concluding, it is of interest to consider possible
model re of our model
of the =2) is that a
single the band oscil-
lator s dth. When that
parameter is held fixed at a value determined from configu-
rational considerations, both the calculated oscillator strength
(+ líVo) and predissociation linewidth (- 5%) are in fairly
good agreement with our measurements, but it is impossible
to remove the remaining 20Vo relative discrepancy within the
constraints of our model. However, by introducing another






figuration, it is possible to resolve the discrepancy. A sche-
matic picture of the improved model is given in Fig. 6, where
the possibility of quantum interference between the transition
amplitudes involving upper- and lower-state mixing can be
seen. Although we do not treat the ground-state mixing ex-
plicitly, an estimate of the effective electronic transition mo-








FIG. 6. A schematic view of the diabatic elæbonic interactions (double
lines) and trmsition amplitudes (single lines) relevmt to the predissæiation
of the /rlj siate of 02. In our CSEIII model, the trmsiaion pathway
involving the melâstable søte á lIf is condenwd into m equivalent tril-
sition mplitude, Dix-0.003 a v 11 Djx is st equal to æro, our simPl€st
model CSEI is obtained.
--l32OO cm-I, and, as shown in the Appendix, in the
single-configuration approximation the Rydberg electronic
transition moment Diî:DÊx. Using our model value for
DÊx lEa.(8)] and neglecting rR-dependence in the Franck-
Condon region, it follows from F4 (13) that
D ix: (177 x - 0.25) I ( - 13200) - + 0.003 a. u'
Using an improved three-state model (CSE III) which







Klotz and Peyerimhod6 have calculated ab inítio a value of
nli=w cm I at R=2.3 a.u. The unperturbed energy
separation 801.x 1>;s)- E0(, '>ü): -T"@ 
t>;)
we calculated a rotationless c¡oss section for the (2,0)
f t2I *X 3I, transition, obtaining the improved spectro-
scopic and line shape parameters given in Table I, where it
can be seen that there has been destructive quantum interfer-
ence between the transition amplitudes such that the calcu-
lated oscillator strength has been reduced from 3.9X l0-5 to
3.3x lO-s, in better agreement with the measurements. The
only other affected parameter is the q-value which has
changed from -3.4 to -3.1, also in betær agreement with
the measurements.
Although the absolute sign of an off-diagonal matrix el-
ement between electronic wave functions has no physical
meaning, it is often possible to determine the sign of the
product of several such matrix elements from_ experimental
ãbservations of quantum-interference effects.26 We have de-
termined unambiguously that the product D¡1yH'6¡D¡y is
negative by fitting the 3I,- part of the CSE model to the
measured t2; *X 3X; cross section over a significant en-
ergy range. It was found that the measurements could only
be explained if the transition amplitudes into the Rydberg
and vale d destructively. rù{e suggest
that the also negative, since a con-
structive the transition amplitudes
would make it impossible to explain simultaneously the ob-
J Chem. Phys., Vol 102, No.17, 1 May 1995
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served predissociation linewidth and oscillator strength for
rhe (2,0) f t2I -X 
31, bana. Because of the relatively
small interference effect for the (2,0) band, however, an ab-
solute confirmation of the latter conclusion must await a
more detailed study of all vibrational bands in the
f 12[ *X 3I; .y.t"rn, since it is likely that the interference
effect will be greater for the weaker bands. We show in the
Appendix that the observed negative signs for the above two
matrix-element products a¡e confirmed theoretically in the
single-confi guration picture.
The only remaining unsatisfactory aspect of the results
presented in Table I is that the CSE calculations underesti-
mate the observed .I-dependence of the predissociation line-
width. It is likely that this occurs because we have neglected
L-uncoupling interactions between the / tXj starc and rfI,
states in our model. At present, knowledge of the lfI, states
of 02, including a strong exp€cted Rydberg-valence
interaction,rr is slight.
rv. coNcLusroNs
Rotationally-resolved Beutler-Fano line shapes ob-
served in the photoabsorption spectrum of the (2,0) band of
theSpt;f tXj*X 3X; RyOberg system of 02 are found to
be the most asymmetric yet reported for molecular dissocia-
tion, with fitted Fano asymmetry parameters
c 
: - 3.01 0. L It has been established that the / rI j state is
indirectly predissociated by the B 3X,- continuum, the
f t2I *X 31, transition borrowing oscillator strength Pri-
marily from the dipole-allowed mixed Rydberg-valence tran-
sitions B,E 3I; *X 3I; . In this picture, a single spin-orbit
interaction between ttre i ILj and É 3I,- diabatic compo-
nents of the Rydberg 3p-complex con[ols both the predis-
sociation linewidth and the oscillator strength of the (2,0)
Í t2I *X 3X; resonance. A coupled-channel Schrödinger
equations treatment of the predissociation succeeds in ex-
plaining quantitatively the observed spectroscopic and line
shape parameters. There is some evidence that a small por-
tion of the /eX oscillator strength is bonowed from the
dipole-allowed t¡ansition f t2I*b lXj through spin-orbit
mixing between the å tl/ and X 3I, "states, and that this
transition amplitude interferes destructively with the contri-
bution from the E 3X, -X 
3X, transition.
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APPENDIX THE SIGNS OF MATRIX-ELEMENT
PRODUCTS (Ref.47)
Using relatively simple arguments based on a single-
configuration view of the relevant elecûonic matrix ele-
ments, it is possible to obtain theoretical support for the de-
structive nature of the interference effects observed in the
present work. In order to achieve this, it is important to note
that, while the absolute sign of an off-diagonal matrix ele-
ment has no physical meaning, it is necessary to define con-
sistently the phases of the determinantal wave functions used
in calculating the signs of matrix-element products which
can be determined experimentally.2ó
1. The sfgn ol DÊx,#Dix
The ground X 3I,; ana second metastaUte 6 tlj va-
lence states of 02 arise from the primary molecular orbital
conñguration ...(17r,)4(lfs)2, while the pure Rydberg
states j '>: and E t2; are derived from the
...(ln,)4(l1rs)'(3pn) configuration. Suppressing the
closed shells, we choose the following representâtions of the
molecular electronic wave functions:
I
lx '>ro)= 6ln!tr(aß+ þa)l' 
(Al)
lii '>;,)= ft|";,;t"o- þo)1, .lr2)
lÉ,>;)= il@!zpn, - r,3pfi)(aB+ pa)), (43)
and
li '>å): llþr!3pr, + r;3pr:)(d7- Prr)), (44)
where the conventional notation of Lefebvre-Brion and
Field26 has been used to describe the spin-orbitals.
The mono-electronic form of the spin-orbit operator may
be written26
¡¡so:) á,t¡.s¡, (45)
where á¡ is an operator acting only on the radial part of the
wave functions and
l¡.s¡:l¡.s¡.* +(l,lsr +l¡si). (46)
When the spin-orbit operator F4. (45) is applied to the wave
functions of Eqs. (Al) and (42), the l¡.s¡. term leads to the
result
,t6Ï:6t>r*oluto¡x '2rol:o,,, (47)
where aor:(lrrlâlrrl>0 is a molecular spin-orbit param-
eter which is expected to be of the order of the atomic spin-
orbit palameu/6 {ç(2p): l5l cm- r. Ab initio
calculationsaó'48 of rf! have yielded values : 180 cm-r at
R--2.3 a. u. The result in Eq. (47) is consistent with that
obtained by Lefebvre-Brion and Field26 for rllt and 3Xo
states derived from the n2 configuration.
Similarly, applying Eg. (,A5) to the wave functions of
Eqs. (43) and (44), we obtain
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HtÅ:(i rxlolusolÉ t>,ì): tr(on,*orrn), (A,8)
where a30,,:(3pr,lâl3pr")>0. This is consistent with
the result of Loo ¿l al.ae for tlot and 3X; states arising from
the ¡¡r' configuration, but is of the opp-osite sign to the ear-
lier results of Lefebvre-Brion and Field26's0 due to the adop-
tion of different phase conventions for the wave functions'
Since the operator á varies as llrl, where r represents the
electron coordinates, the contribution from the Rydberg or-
bital is negligible compared wirh a,"12. For the calculations
in this work we have adopted the välue nli--oø cm-r, as
justified in Sec. II.
Applying the electric-dipole transition operator
þ:"2¡i¡ to the wave functions of Fqs. (Al)-(44), we ob-
tain the following single-configuration estimates of the elec-
fonic transition moments into the Rydberg states:
D ¡*= (Ê'2;ol p,lx t>ro) :,t1\t p n,l ¡t,l r r), (49)
and
D j6= (i'Ziol p)Ê t>;o) :,fz(t p r,l ¡r,l n,). (Al0)
Finally, from Eq. (13) of Sec. IIIF we note that
o¡*= o ¡;ns6l,líEo6) - Eo(ù1. Using this result together
with Eqs. (^A7)-(Al0), and ignoring the contribution of the
Rydberg orbital to Eq. (48), it follows that
n * n"f¡ o i * - (3 p r,l p,l r r)z a',,t ¡ E o1 x¡ - E o( i ) I < 0'
(A1l)
The negative sign of this matrix-element product supports
our teniative observation of destructive interference between
the two transition amplitudes.
2. The slgn ol Dþytf6¿Diy
The molecular electronic wave function tor ttre É 3!,
valence state of 02, which arises principally from the
...(lz")1(lÍ)3 molecular orbital configuration, may be
written as
lÉ 
,>,ì)= illj ar[ 96 an; glni fi(aB+ pu))
- r, a4 Ptr! oQ 9lú rr(aP+ Pa)l).
(Al2)
Using Eq. (Al2) together with Eq. (Al), but noting that it is
no* n""issaty to consider the closed ( I ø,)a shell sup-
pressed in Eg. (Al) since the op€rator sums span six, rather
than two electrons, it follows that the BeX electronic tran-
sition moment may be written as
n ¡*--6'2;olp,lx'>ro): Jz(nrlp,ln,). (Al3)
Although the valence and Rydberg states of 31, symmet.y
differ in two of the occupied orbitals, they are coupled by the
electronic Hamiltonian H"l which contains a two-electron op-
erator 2¡.¡e2lri;.26 Applying this operator to Eqs. (43) and
(,42), but óonsidering the closed ( I ø,)a shetl suppressed in
Bq. (43), we obtain
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H"6 ;: (Ê'>;lH'lÉ'2;,) : z(nÏ n, lt n nI rr, I'
(Al4)
where we have used the notation of Lefebvre-Brion and
Field26 to describe the two-electron orbital integral' It then
follows from Eqs. (49), (Al3) and (Al4) that the required
matrix-element product can be expressed as




in the single-configuration approximation. Since each mo-
lecular orbital appears exactly twice in Eq. (45), the sign of
tbe expression is independent of the choice of a molecular
phase convention.
Unlike the situation in Sec. A l, the sign of the mat¡ix-
element product in Eq. (Al5) can only be determined from a
specific consideration of the atomic-orbital composition of
the relevant molecular orbitals. Using a 3pø, Rydberg or-
bital obtained from ab ¡ni¡io calculations in the manner de-
scribed in Ref. 51, and the basis set reported in Ref' 52, we
obtain, at R:2.582 a.u.,
(nrfu,lr,)= - 1.306 a. u., (416)
(lpn,lp,lnr): -0.0393 a. u', (Al7)
and
lfirrl3nfin"):-0.01849 a.u. (Al8)
These expressions lead to single-configuration estimates of
D Ê,x , H"i,i: and D ¿* of the same sign as, but with magnitudes
differing somewhat from the semi-empirical values adopted
in this work.
The terms contributing to the matrix elements given in
Eqs. (416)-(A18) may be decomposed as_ follows' First, the








l'Ís): $ (l2pr1,) -lzprs)),
(A20)
where the overlap between the orbitals centred on the A and
B atoms has bçen neglected in the normalization factor' In
this case, it can be shown that (orlrrln,)--Rl2<0, in
good agreement with the ab initio value given in Eq. (A16)
when R=2.582 a.u. Second, if the Rydberg orbital is ap-
proximated by
l3pr,):l3pno)-slt,), (A2l)
where G is the centre of mass and S is the overlap between
the 3prrç Slater orbital and the nu orbital, then
(3 p r,l ¡r,l t r) : (3 p t 6l p,l r r) - s (r,l p',1 r rl
: - O.2224- 0.14x ( - 1.306)
: -0.0396 a. u., (A22)
in agreement with Eq. (Al7). Similarly,
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(fi n, 13 p ni rr, :, 
_ ;, :rljï:; ::,
: 0.0132- 0. 14 x (0.2277)
: - 0.01865 a. u., (^23)
in agreement with Eq. (Al8).
From Eqs. (Al5)-(A l8), it is clear that
D¡1yH'6¡D¡y<0, in agreement with our observation of de-
stnrctive interference between the Rydberg and valence tran-
sition amplitudes.
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New high-resolution measurements of the 02 photoabsorption cross section in the ll47-1155 Å
region are presented. The observation of three previou
ll48 Å has enabled unambiguous assignment of the ba
strength through a spin-orbit interaction with the upper
at I 153 ,{. Other lines in the 1 148 ^Å, band are broadened
intefaction with a nearly energetically coincident lA, level. The states, labelled htflu, F3fl, and
;14,, are predominantly of 4p)t Rydberg molecular orbital configurations although there are
indications that the fI, states interact strongly with valence states of the same symmetry. @ 1995
American Instílute of Physics.
I.INTRODUCTION
Oxygen molecules in the atrnosphere are the dominant
absorbers of solar radiation in the 1000-2000.Å, region. The
importance of 02 in the photochemistry and aeronomy of the
terrestrial atmosphere has motivated a large number of ex-
perimental studies of the photoabsorption spectrum; how-
ever, the complexity of the spectrum in the window region
(1100-1300 Å) ana irregularities due to large Rydberg-
valence state interactions have meant that there have been
few definitive assignments of the fean¡res. A comprehensive
review of the spectrum of molecular oxygen was published
by Krupeniel and the importance of molecular oxygen in the
absorption processes in the upper atmosphere has been dis-
cussed by Watanabe.2 This paper, in which we discuss two
bands nea¡ ll48 Ä and 1153 Ä, is part of a detailed study of
photoabsorption in the 02 window regioir involving high
resolution measurements as well as theoretical modelling us-
ing coupled-channel Schrödinger equation (CSE) calcula-
tions.
Figure I shows the potential energy curves of the lowest
states of 02 as well as the diabatic potential energy curves of
excited states relevant to the Present work. The ground
X3I, state and the metastable alA, and ällr+ states are
associated with the molecular orbital configuration
(t o )2 (l s,)2 (2 o )2 (2-o,)2 (3 a ù2 (l Í ")4 
(l n s)2. The
bound valence states Br>; and tAu arise from the conñgu-
ration (l o s)2 (l o,)2 (2 o )2 (2 o,)2 (3 o r)2 {l r,)3 {l rr r)3,
while the unbound til, and 'n, valence
states arise from the configuration
(l a )2(t o,)2(2a )2(2c ")2(3 
o r)2{3 o,)t {l r,¡a1l n r)t .
The lowest energy ungerade Rydberg states are the frrst
members of the npÀ complexes (¿:3,4,5,...) built on the
X2lln state of Olr . These complexes consist of the molecula¡
stateõ tfI, and 'fl, from the configurations
( I ør)2( I o,¡212ttr¡2{2o,)2(3o)2(l.o)a(ltr)t npou and
'>,t", 'tr,t, 
t¡, and tA, from the configurations
(l û)20 c,¡2ç2cr¡212o,)2(3 ûB)2(l n¡a 1l rr)t nprr,,.
The crossing of these states by valence states of the same
symmetry which differ in one or two of the occupied mo-
lecular orbitals can result in strong electrostatic
interactions,3'a and it is these interactions which are respon-
sible for many of the irregularities in the absorption spec-
trum. In addition, in most cases the Rydberg states are at
energies above the dissociation limits of the valence states
and, therefore, Rydberg-valence coupling can give rise to
predissociation of the Rydberg states.
The sEongest transitions from the ground state seen in
the photoabsorption spectrum of 02 are dipole-allowed
3X;-x3L; and 3fIr*X3I, transitions. Transitions from
the X3I" state to the Br!,- state give rise to the well-known
Schumañn-Runge system. Transitions to the E3!,- state,5 a
potential well formed by the interaction of the 3pzr, Ryd-
berg and the valence 3I,- states,6 give rise to Tanaka's Long-
est, Second and Thi¡d Bands.T The lowest energy
3Il"*X32. transition having discrete stn¡ctue is at 1163
Ä. A rotatioïal analysise of this band indicated that the upper
state, labelled F3II, by Huber and Herzberg,s is a Rydberg-
valence mixed state, analogous to the E3I, state.
T¡ansitions from the ground state tô states of other mul-
tiplicities are electric-dipole forbidden, but they may be seen
in the absorption spectrum if they gain strength through in-
teractions of their upper states with 3I', or 3II, states. For
example, weak bands of the system 3pq ft2[*X\n
(1196-1280 Å¡, wtrictr have been studied in some detail,
gain strength through t > Í -'>,- spin-orbit interactions.12
The ground-state absorption spectrum in the 1085-1165
^4, region has by Ogawa and
.o*orke.s.e'"'t by Changl3 and
Ogawa et al.ts xample, Changl3
made the assig ll53 Â to lII,,
':;, '>; and 'Ij upper states (the 
lII, subsequently la-
belled the grfl, state by Huber and Herzberg8). These as-
signments can be questioned on the basis of the strength of
the absorption features and the absence of transitions to the
same upper states in absorption from the metastable 4lAg
and årXf, states,l0'16-i8 some of which would be allowed
transitions. The I l5l ,4 features were subsequently labelled



























FIG. 2. Schematic diagrm of the appilatus used for the photoabsoqption
meæufements.
FIG. l. Some 02 potential energy cunes relevilt to lhe present work. The
diabatic representations of the states involved in Rydberg-valence interac-
tions æ shown. Energies re Biven relative to the minimum in the X3>;
state potential energy cufre.
by Ogawa et alts as a (0-0) 3[I,-X3X, uand although no
justification was given. The assignment of the band to an
allowed transition seems more in line with experimental ob-
seryations than the assignments of Chang.l3
Changl3 also assigned a weak band near ll48 Å to a
3Xjex3l; t¡ansition and noted that the diffuseness and
complex structure of the band made rotational analysis diffi-
cult. The isotopic shift of this band led to a vib¡ational level




4pnu it ù,(u =0) leve
ence of an extra head
postulate the existence of a 4pau lII,(u:0¡ level at about
the same energy. Transitions to these levels are forbidden
from the ground state but spin-orbit coupling of rfl, with
3tIu states may mean that the (0-0) 4po, tflu*X3I; tt--
sition can be observed.
In this paper we present new high
ments of the ground-state 1602 photoabs
in the I 147- I I 55 Ä region. The band at
novel features in linewidth variation which enable us to as-
sign unambiguously both the upper state, 
lfI, , and its major
sources of predissociation broadening. No comment on this
linewidth variation appears in previous repols describing
this band or the conesponding band in the alA, metastable
absorption spectrum. In addition, we will confirm the assign-
ment of the 1153 Å band as a 3fl,*X3¡, transition and
discuss the spin-orbit interaction of this rfI, level with the
lflu level.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. ?.
Tunable vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation was generatedle
by focussing radiation from an excimer-pumped dye lase¡
using p{erphenyl in dioxane, in a cell containing Kr at a
pressure of -8 Ton A 0.2 m monochromator was used to
remove the fundamental from the third harmonic radiation
before passage through an I I cm absorption cell containing
02 (99.9Vo with 99.8 atomEo t6O) at a pressure chosen to
give transmittances in the range loVo-607o. The transmitted
and incident radiation was detected using solar-blind photo-
multipliers operated at low gain to avoid dynode-saturation
effects. Wavelengths were calibrated in the VUV using CO
absorption lines.2o The VUV bandwidth, estimated from
measurements of the Xe absorption line at 1129.3 .Â,, was
-0.5 cm-l full width at half maximum (FWHM) and -0.1
cm-l FWHM when the intracavity etalon in the dye laser
was employed. The etalon was used when the measured ab-
sorption linewidths became comparable with the 0.5 cm- I
bandwidth. Therefore, the present technique yields the abso-
lute photoabsorption cross section, not limited by instrumen-
tal bandwidth, except where linewidths a¡e =0.1 cm-l
FWHM.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measured photoabsorption cross section from
1146.8 A (87200 cm-r) to 1155.0 Å (aosso cm-r) is shown
in Fig. 3. The strong features analysed by Changl3 can be
seen neaÍ 86700 cm-r (1153 Å') while at higher energies
nea¡ 87100 cm-r 11148 Å) ües the much weaker band pre-
viously assignedr3 to a 3Ii*x31, transition. Strikingly,
three very narrow lines, unreported in previous studies, ap-
pear near the centre of the weaker band (predissociation
widths of s0.l cm-rFWHM) while all other lines in the
band are considerably broader. The measured transition en-
ergies of tbe narrow lines, labelled A, B and C in Fig. 3, are
87095.3, 87109.5 and 87lll.6 cm-r, respectively, with an
estimated uncertainty of +0.2 cm-1. A comparison of their
energy sepafations with the energies of the ground-state ro-
tational levels2r (u":0) shows that the three lines arise from
transitions from "/":0 and 2 levels of the N": I triplet and
the J":2 level of the N":3 triplet to a single upper level
with J':l (see Fig.4). The rest of the lines in the band
(those with J'>l) are broadened by predissociation of the
upper state through an interaction with a state that does not
have "/: I levels, i.¿. a state with O:2. The only transition
which is consistent with the observed relative intensities22 of













FIG 3. The meõured photoabsorption cross section of 02 at 79 K showing
the 86580-8?2m cm-¡ region. The insert shows m expmded view, 87090
- 87120 cm-1, of sharp lines, labetled Á, I md C, in m otheruise diffuse
spectrum near 87100 cm-1. The rosignments shown for the strong features
neu 86700 cm-l re discussed in lhe text. Rotationless tem values (Ref.
23) for the three strong bmds ue indicated on the energy uis.
of transitionsinvolvingJ':0 and of aJ':le"/":l tran-
sition, is a lfI,-¡3)- transition which borrows strength
from a 3fIu*X3!* transition. In the lfl, state, N:J and
the branch lines of the transition to this state can be labelled
using the notation aflA./(N"), so that lines labelled A, B and
C in Fig.4 become of{Z¡,oprt, and oR(t), respectively.
Upper State





The closest bands to the lfl,*¡3!* band identified
above are the súong t¡ansitions near 86700 cm-' (see Fig.
3), which consist of three nearly equally-spaced bands with
rotationless term values23 of 86652.0, 86729.5 and 86842.0
cm-1. In general appearance, the rotational structure is char-
acteristic of a 3fI,*)¡3¡, transition23 with the upp€r state
near case (a), and the average multiplet splitting of 95
cm-l (half of the 3fI2-3fI0 separation) is close to the value
of 9l.4 cnr-| nreasured by Chang and Ogawae for the (0-0)
F3fl,*X32; band at 86000 cm- I (t t63-Ä). Therefore, we
conclude thai the 86700 cm-r band is a 3I,*x3I; tran-
sition.
One obvious feature of the 8670O cm-l 3[,*X3I;
band is the perturbation of its triplet structure. The 3fI, com-
ponent shows a shift to lower energy from the expected un-
perturbed position23 near the centre of the multiplet. This
observation is what one would expect if the 3[], and IfIt!
states in the 8670o cm-l and 87100 cm-l transitions were
spin-orbit coupled. Since such coupling is also likely to lead
to the donation of strength to the forbidden lfIu-X3I;
transition, we can test this supposition by using the observed
energy shift and separation to calculate the relative intensi-
ties of the lI,-X3l¡ and 3fI,,-X3I, transitions and
comparing the result with the observed relative transition
intensities.
Assuming that the strength of the l[I,*X3I, 
-transition
gained from interactions with levels apart from the rIIu level
is negligible and that there a¡e no signifrcant perturbations
caused by other levels, the relative intensity relation
r(tfi"*x) lsl*= rt"nã:i5lrÃ". (r)
from two-level perturbation theory24'25 can be used. Here
5:-20.6 cm-l is the shift of the 3II¡ component and
Ano=336.0 cm-r is the unperturbed separation of the IfI,
and 3fI1, levels determined from the rotationless term values
and the shift.26 Using these values, we obtain R=0.058, in
good agreement with the experimental value of
0.050-f0.007, obtained by integrating the measured cross
section with a smooth background continuum cross section
{3I;*x3I;) subtracted. The correct prediction of the ratio
of band intensities from observed energy levels lends strong
support for our assignments of the excited states involved.
In addition, perturbation theory2a allows us to calculate
the value of the interaction matrix element, ilf¡2, from the
values of S and AEs given above. This yields Hn=86
cm- r, which is -X)7o of the value of the spin-orbit splitting
of the 3fI, state. This strong spin-orbit coupling and the
energy region of the states make it probable that the lII, and
3fI, states are associated with the ...(lrr,)4(l trr)t4po,
configuration.2T
We noted above that therfl, (/>l) levels are predis-
sociated by a state with O = 2. The only such state that has a
first-order interaction with alfl,, state is alAr, state, the
interaction being rotational mixing (AO: * l, sometimes
referred to as L-uncouplingl). The appearance of the 87100
cm-r band (Fig. 5) allows several qualitative deductions to
be made. First, the large predissociation width of lines with
























J" =2 ,lV": l
Jt':O
FlG.4 Schematic diagrm showing the trmsi(ions to a,l'= I level from the
ground Xl!, state which give rise to the lines labelled A, I and C on Fig.
3.The als and +/- symmetries of ¡he levels ue indicated. For lóO,, with
identical nuclei having zero spins, only the symmetric levels of t}te ground
state ile populated and, therefore, mtisymmetric levels of the excited state
cannot be seen The only other transilion allowed by the ô./ selection rules
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FIG. 5. An expmded view of the measurcd cross seclion showing the (0-0)
(rrlII", ilA,) *X3t; bând with some rotational line trsignments. The
tfuee namw lines result from trmsitions ro the ålII, (v=$, J: l) level.
Note that fo¡ J'>1, the sEong mixing of ùe r¡lfl, ild ir^, upPer slates
makes it mffiingless to æsign lines specifrcally lo one or other of the states
lA, widths,28 implies that the inherent lA, width, due pre-
sumably to predissociation through valence channels, is very
much larger than the lfI, width of =0.1 cm- 
I FlilHM mea-
sured for./'=1. Second, the rapid onset of broadening at
J'=2 implies that the mixing is complete even at low J'
values. The provisional rotational assignments in Fig. 5 are
based on fits to the present sPectrum and the measured line
positions of Yamawaki,l6 who observed the lA, level in ab-
sorption from the clA, state, using a two-level perturbation
model with a coupling matrix element of
Hn=-l.4JrAOTl)1) cm-r and nearly coincident
lfl, and lA, unperturbed band origins. The assignments of
rotational lines by Yamawaki were revised in light of this
work. The ¡otational coupling suggested by the model is
-80Vo of the value expected for süates of the same Rydberg
p-complex, assuming pure precession'3 Therefore, the lA,
level is likely to consist dominantly of the
...( I Í,)4 (l'Í s)t 4 p r, Ry dberg confi guration. This was also
the conclusioä of Yamawaki.ló
The above transitions, as well as others in the ll00-
l30O Å region, are currently undergoing extensive re-
analysis using CSE calculations to model Rydberg-valence
interactions. Preliminary results reinforce the observations
and assignments presented above and indicate that the
3IJ,*X32; transition is actually the (l-0) band of the
r3ft,*x3i; system,2? and that the-lfI,*¡ and rA,*¡
t un.ition, .Ë (o-o) bands of the ftrflue¡ and irA,*X
systems. We have the
glII, state listed lted
from an incorrec 700
cm-l features in the ground state sPectrum. The preliminary
CSE results are being refined and extended to other states
and will be the subject of subsequent publications.
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state. Whence, the unperturbed energy sepüation cil be calculated:
Ã E o= 91 19r.t - tt 29.5 1' 25 : 336.4 cm- | .
2tWe have begun analysis of the features in the window r€gion of the spec-
lfum using CSE calculâtions. Our results show that, æ predicted by Buen-
ker and Peyerimhotr (Rei 4), lhe ¡:3 md 4 Rydberg md the unbound
valencelllu and 3II, states have luge electrostatic interactions which
mult in adiabatic polen¡ial energy cunes having double minima. The
England, Lewls, and Ginter: Rydberg state ol 02 1731
levels in the wells can be considered to be of mixed Rydberg-valencc
chüacter and this m¡xing accounts for the momalous ,8 values and isotope
shifts of the obseryed bmds. The lrge spin-orbit interacfion b€tween
F3II, (u:l) and /rlfl, (p:0) can be attributed to rhe considerable
u:0, n:4 Rydberg chüacter of each of these levels.
tsBy th" tem inherent width we mem the width which would be obseryed
if the lfIu-ilA, interaction were absent.
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Experimental observation of the lowest llf, valence state of 02
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Transitions into the lowest rlf, valence søte of 02, which we shall name/' lã j , are observed. A total of
nine weak absorption bands is found from the system/r tlj*X 11"- fot the isotopes 160, and t8or. The
observed band origins and rotational constants a¡e found to be significantly perturbed due to an elect¡ostatic
interaction between the valence state /' rXi and the Rydberg states 3pn, / rËj and 4p¡t, i t2I . In
addition, rotational perturbations observed in certain vibrational levels of the Rydberg states/'If -d
j lll a¡e found to be caused by the /' tIf, state through the same valence-Rydberg interaction. The
¡,-X Uands arc found to be predissociating resonances that exhibit Beuller-Fano line shapes of widely
varying asymmetry. In particular, t¡e (t¡,0) band of l8O2 is an example of a window resonance in molecuiar
dissociation.
PACS number(s): 33.20.Ni, 33.70.-w
I. INTRODUCTION
+Permanent address: DePartmeñt of Physics, United States Mili-
tary Academy, \üy'est Point, NY 10996-1790.
forbidden transition lS*lD, is a well-known feature of the
night-sky emission spectrum. Following a suggestion of
KÀplan [10] that dissociative recombination (DR) of Or+
with an electron might provide a significant channel for the
production of ionospheric O(tS), Nicolet [11] showed that
greenJine emission could result from the DR of Or+. Gu-
berman U2,13] showed theoretically that the 
rIf, vdence
ståte is the only significant channel enabling the generation
of O(tS) from the lowest ten vibrational levels of
o2+(X 2flr). Thus-the relevant DR process is or++e-
*orlrXj)- o(lS) + o(tp). In addition, he showed that
ttre ltj potential-energy curve crosses that of the ion be-
tween u +: I and 2, resulting in DR rates that increase sig-
nificantly as u + increases from 0 lo 2114-16), in agreement
with satellite-based results U7-l9l.In a recent work, Guber-
mán and Giusti-Suzor [9] treated both direct DR and indirect
DR which involves the temporary capture of the electron
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Although there have been no previous experimental
observations of the lli valence states of 02, such
states are well k¡own theoretically. The lowest
molecular-orbital configuration for o2,
(l c )z ( L ú,)2 (2 c )2 (2 o,¡2 11 o r)z ( | y,¡a 1l n r)2 i _ gives
rise io three bound states X 'l*=, a 
I L* and å tXj , ais-
sociating to O(3P)+O(3P¡, all of which have been ob-
served. The firsÈexcited molecular-orbital configuration
( I ø")2 ( I a,¡2 12 o n¡2 ç2 o,¡2 ç3 o *)2 ( I ir )3 (1 zrr) 
3 gives risè
to ri* rruæ. ,'>î, A'3Lu, Ãtåi, B'>;, rÂ,, and
tlj , rtre first four of which have been found to be bound.
The c, A', and A states dissociate to o(3P) + o(3P) at
5.21 eV, rhe B srare to o(3P) + o(tD) at 7.18 eV, the
rA, srare to o(rD)+o(lD) at 9.15 eY and the tlj staùe to
O( tD) +O(' S) 
^t 
I 1.37 eV I l]. Although neither of the latter
two states has been observed experimentally' they were both
predicted to be bound in the early semiempirical study of
èiÌ-o." [2]. Later ab initio calculations [3-7] of ttre tXf,
state predicted well depths D, from 0.74 eV to 1.65 eV and
equilibrium internuclea¡ distances R" from l.6l Ä to 1.66
Ä, similar to the values found for the other isoconfigurational
02 potential-energy curves for valence and Rydberg states of
int€rest to this work, including the most recent ab initio cal'
culation [9] , which indicates that
rhe diabatic rX] potential-enqrgy
curves cross e near 1.34 A.












FIG. l. Selected potential-energy curves for 02, including the
most recent ¿å ¡n¡fio calculation [9] of the 
llf, valence state, which
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II. EXPERJI\{ENTAL IVIETHOD
TWo distinct experimental systems were used to take the
measurements presented here. Because of superior signal sta-
bility, a conventional light source and scanning monochro-
mator system was used for the bulk of the measurements,
which necessa¡ily involved very weak bands of the
f' t>[ *X 3X; ryrt"m compering ùith relatively strong
background continua. On the other hand, because of superior
wavelength stability and narrower bandwidth, a laser-based
system was employed in the precise measurements of rota-
tional perturbations in the less diffuse bands of the
f t2I *x 3I; nyab"rg sysrem.
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full width at half maximum (FWHM) resolution of approxi-
ately 0.025 Ä. Radiation was derected photoelectricaily, us-
ing EMR LiF-windowed solar-blind photomultipliers opcr-
ated in the pulse-counting mode, before entering and after
leaving the lO-cm, temperature-conrrolled, LiF-windowed
absorption cell. The scanning system and data collection
were controlled by an IBM AT microcomputer.
The absorption cell rvas filled with molecular oxygen
(BOC 99.9%, containing 99.8 at. ,h t6O, or ICON, contain-
ing 99.5 at.Vo 18O, O.2 aL.Vo I7O, and 0.3 at.Vo t6O),
ttfough an electromagnetically controlled leak valve, to
pressures in the range l-100 Ton monitored by a Datamet-
rics Barocel variable capacitance manometer. In order to
concentrate the rotational structure of the weak bands studied
here, most scans were performed with the absorption-cell
surround filled with liquid nitrogen, providing an effective
cell temperature of 79 K. S
over wavelength regions of
increments of 0.01 A, in the
ments of 0.005 Å were used
length scale of the monocfuomator was calibrated against
known emission lines of N l, O r, and C r and absorption
lines of the A lfI*X rl* system of CO [28]. This enabled
pre-correction of the periodic wavelength enor [27] caused
by machining erro¡s in the monochromator drive screw Tem-
poral wavelength drifts were corrected by monitoring the ap-
parent wavelength of the impurity line of N r at 1134.980
A before and after each scan. Sm,all strayJight and da¡k-
count corrections were applied to the photomultiplier signals.
Empty-cell background ratios (detector to monitor) were
taken at the initial wavelength before the scan and the ñnal
wavele_ngth after the scan and a linea¡ interpolation was ap-
plied to obtain the ratio fo¡ intermediate wavelengths. This
procedure was found to be satisfactory since, although the
t¡a¡rsmittance of the cell windows decreased noticeably with
time at 79 li the decrease over the relatively short period of
a scan, approximately 2 h, was observed to be linear to
within 0.5%. Absolute cell transmittances ì¡r'ere determined
by dividilg the full-cell ratios (detector to monitor) by the
empty-cell ratios at each wavelength.
Using the ell length, and
absoluæ cell hotoabsorption
cross sections r-Lambert law.
Since the bands of interest are rather weak, with peak cross
sections approximately l-7O 7o of the underlying continuum
cross section, particular attention was paid to the statistical
accuracy of the measurements. We aimed to obtain a statis-
tical scatter of less than 207o of the peak of the band cross
sections, equivalent to an absolute statistical accuracy of ap-
proximately 0.2-2.0 To in rhe toûal cross section. It is easy to
show, using counting statistics and neglecting the monitor
photomultiplie¡ that optimum relative statistical accuracy in
the measu¡ed cross section is obtained ât a transmittance near
0. I, the optimum being better by a factor 2 r.han rhar obtained
at a trânsmittance of 0.5. Considering the complicating fac-
tors of stray light and photomultiplier da¡k counts, both of
which increase the uncertainty in the measured cross section
at low transmitta¡ces, we aimed to operate at a reasonable
compromise transmittance of approximately 0.25, as fa¡ as
was possible. Typically, by photon counting for 50 s at eÈch
wavelength, we obtained a root-mean-square (rms) statisticâl
uncertainty of approximately 1%t from a single scan, in some
B. R. LÈrilIS cr ¿¡l.
into a neutral, vibrationally excited Rydberg state which then
autoionizes or predissociates, by the methods of multichan-
nel quantum-defect theory. In the cou¡se of that work, they
calculated an ab initio diabatic potential-€nergy curve for thell j valence state, shown in Fig. l, which is expected to be
mo¡e accurate than previous calculations, obtaining
Z.:10.08 eY, D.-- 1.31 eV R,:L.626 Ã, .,:752 "^-r,and o,x,=7.98 cm-I. They also calculated at ab initío
elect¡onic width f(R), which is related to the electrostatic
coupling Ile(R) between rhe valence rXj state and the
Rydberg series npn, t2[ by the relation f(R)
:zrpln'(R)lz, where p is a density of states. Their results
imply [20] that the coupling between the 3pru,flãj ana
the valence tI) states is H':2242 cm-r at R:2.2g19ao,
decreasing at larger intemuclear distances. In comparison,
the corresponding valence-Rydberg coupling for the 3X,
states, isoconfigurational with the lXf, stut"r, is approxi-
mately 4000 cm-t lZt-z3f. I e considerably weaker cou-
pling between the tX,l shtes, together with the bound nature
of me rXj valence state below 11.37 eY, results in the ob-
served/ lIj levels being relatively sharp and regular when
compared with the extremely difFuse and irregular .E 3I,
levels.
In this work, we obserye levels of the tXj valence state,
henceforth called the Í' '2I state. We characterize rota-
tional perturbations in the tIf, Rydberg states and show that
they are caused by the¡' llr+ valence state through electro-
static Rydberg-valence coupling, contrary to the heteroge-
neous perturbation mechanism suggested by K^tayãma et al,
[8] for the u:4 level of the / rXj state of 160r. The
f' 12I*X 3l* bands a¡e found ro be predissociating reso-
nances that exhibit Beutler-Fano line shapes.
A. Monochromator system
The apparatus was similar to that used in our previous
studies [24,25] of resonances in the window region of the
02 spectrum. Backgror:nd radiation was provided by an
argon-dimer continuum discharge lamp powered by a pulser
based on a design developed at the Argonne National Labo-
ratory 12.61. The lamp was operated in the windowless mode
at a pressure of 400 Torr of argon, a pulse repetition fre-
quency of approximarely 80 kllz, and a cunenr of 200 mA.
The radiation was dispersed by a modified 2.2-m scanning
vâcuum ultraviolet (vuv) monochrornator 127] operating i;




























FIG, 2. Schematic diagram of the laser-based apparatus.
câses necessitating averaging over several scans in order to
obtain the desired accuracy. In addition to the statistical un-
certainty in the measured cross sections, an absolute uncer-
tainty of less than 5Vo arose because of uncertainties in cell
Iength, pressure, temperature, and window transmittance
degradation al79 K.
B. Laser system
The technique of four-wave frequency mixing in gases as
a means of generating coherent radiation in the vuv has been
used extensively in recent years and the resultant nâlrow-
bandwidth radiation has been employed in a number of high-
resolution spectroscopic studies [29]. In this work, we used
two-photon-resonant difference-frequency four-wave mixing
[30]ìn Xe to generate tunable vuv iadiation near l196 Â in
order to study rotational perturbations in the (4,0) bands of
the Rydberg systems f t2! *x 3I* of t69, *¿ t69ttg
with a resolution of approximately 0.25 cm-r FWHM.
Ttre apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 2. Radiation
from a Lambda Physik EMG2OI XeCl excimer laser (3080
Ä, ¿SO mJ per pulse) was used 1o pump ttansversely two
Lambda Pbysik FL3002 dye lasers, one of which was oper-
ated wiù rhe dye Styryl 14 in dimethyl sulfoxide (9040-
9920 .Ä, 15 mJ per pulse). the other with Stilbene 3 in metha-
nol (4120- 4430 Ä, 2l mJ per pulse). The latter dye laser
was operated with an intracavity étalon and its output was
frequency doubled in a temperature-stabilized B-BaB2Oa
(BBO II) crystal. The frequency-doubled output was tuned to
be two-photon resonant with a chosen vuv transition of Xe
by observing the (2+ l)-photon ionization signal frorn a Xe
cell and was combined, after removal of the fundamental
radiation, with the tunable infrared (ir) laser output. The laser
beams were then focused into a second Xe cell by a 25-cm
focal length quartz lens. The approximately 25-cmlong cell
was equipped with a quartz ent¡ance window, a MgF2 exit
window, and an MKS Baratron gauge that monitored the
pressure of Xe (ICON 99.999Vo). The generated vuv radia-
tion was passed through an ARC VM502 0.2-m vuv scanning
monochromator (1200 grooves/rrim osmium-coated grating,
reciprocal dispersion 40 fumm, 30-l0O ¡.r slit widths) acting
as a comparatively broad bandpass filter, tuned synchro-
nously \yith the ir dye laser, which discriminated against the
2719
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fundamental and doubled dye-laser radiation. The vuv radia-
tion leaving the monoch¡omator was divided by a MgF2
beam splitter into two beams. The reflected beam was moni-
tored directly, while the üansmitted beam passed through a
33-cm-long MgF2-windowed aþsorption cell before being
detected. Molecular oxygen (BOC 99.97o, containing 99.8
at.Vo 16C, or ICON, containing 5O.4 at.Vo r8O,49.0 at.Vo
160, and 0.6 aL Vo l7O) was admitted to the cell through an
electromagnetically controlled leak valve and cell pressure
was monitored by a Datametrics Barocel variable capaci-
tance manometer. Output pulses from the solar-blind monitor
and detector photomultipliers (EMI type 9413, CsI photo-
cathode) were processed by an EGGÆARC 4400 se¡ies box-
car averaging system operating in alternate baseJine subtract
mode. The apparatus was automated using an IBM AT mi-
crocomputer to control the triggering of the excimer laser,
the scanning of the ir dye laser, the synchronous scanning of
the monochromator, the pressure of 02 ìn the absorption cell,
and the acquisition of the shot-averaged detector and monitor
signals from the boxcar system.
The level scheme for the two-photon-resonant difference-
frequency four-wave mixing process used in the current ex-
periment is shown in Fig. 3. The visible dye laser was tuned
to a vacuum waveìength of 4242.428 .4, so that the
frequency-doubled radiation was two-photon resonant with
the Xe transition,5p512P\,r¡gplllo.5p6 rs0. The produc-
tion ofvuv radiation between ll92 A and f200 A using this
scheme was verified Þy tuning the. jr laser between 9130
Å and 9620 A. Th" two-photon resonances used in earìy
difference-frequency four-wave mixing expe¡iments [30]
were conflned to relatively low-lying levels of Xe due to the
limits for the production of the fundamental laser radiation in
the ultraviolet. However, the development of the BBO II
crysøl has allowed two-photon access Lo highlying states of
Xe.- _An attempt by Miyazaki et al. l3l) to use..-the
5ps(zP3ù9pL+fo levei for two-phoron-resonanr third-
harmonic generation led only to the production of very small
signals. As far as we are aware, we are the first to demon-
strate the effective generation of tunable vuv radiation using
this level of Xe in a two-photon-resonant difference-
frequency four-wave mixing experiment.
In order to obtain the measurements presented here, scans
were performed over 0.5- 1.0 Å ranges in the vuv from I 195
to 1199 .Â, with wavelength increments of 0.0015 Å. .Itre
phase matching was optimized by adjusting the pressure of
Xe in,the range l-10 Torr to maxi¡nize the vuv signal for the
appropriate scan range. Despite the use of the baffled mono-
chromator and solar-blind photomultipliers as detectors, a
r^esidual signal due to scattered doubled radiation aL 2121.2
A was present. Accordingly, before and after each scan the ir
laser beam was blocked and the scattered radiation mea-
sured, The monitor and detector signals were averaged over
200 laser shots for each data point during scans with the
absorption cell empty and then filled with presssures of 02 in
the range 1.5-2,5 Torr. Division of the detector signal by the
monitor signal, after correction for the scatte¡ed radiation,
provided a measure of protection against the shot-to-shot
fluctuations in the generated vuv signal, bu! the statistica-l
performance of the laser-based system was still markedly
inferior to that of the 2.2-m monoch¡omator system and the
very short lifetimes of the laser dyes used made it difficult to











improve the data by multiple scanning. We also observed a
strong, reproducible component of the generated vuy signal
that appeared to vary sinusoidally with wavelength, but that
was not ¡emovable by dividing the detector and monitor sig-
nals, possibly being associated with polarization-dependent
effects related to the MgF2 beam-splitter. Thus it wâs neces-
sary to perform complete empty-cell scans so that the effects
of the periodic signal could be removed from the absolute
cell t¡ansmittances that we¡e obtained by dividing the full-
cell ratios (detector to monitor) by the empty-cell ratios for
each wavelength. Photoabsorption cross sections were calcu-
lated from the absolute transmittances using the Beer-
Lambert law.
For high-resolution spectroscopic studies, it is eSsential to
establish an accurate wavelength scale. In a previous study
[32], which used Four-wave mixing in K¡ to generat€ vuv
radiation near 7244 Å, the ir dye laser used hére was fully
calibrated against a Burleigh pulsed wavemeter. Not only
was t}te nominal dye-laser wavelength observed to deviate
from the correct vaJue qua
periodic error component o
Ä was found. The effects
chining or mounting imperfections in the dye-laser grating
drive screw, were verified in the vuv domain by comparing
the known positions of absorption lines of the CO
A tfl*Xll* system [28] with those measured using the
four-wave mixing apparatus. In this work, the nominal vuv
wavelength was calcu'lated f,rom
l/)r"u": ll>\zp- 7ll\ ¡n, (l)
where \*u is the vuv wavelength, Àro (:1060.607 Â) is
half of the two-photon-resonant frequency-doubled vacuum-
coffected wavelength, and À¡" is the calib¡ated, vacuum-
corrected ir dye laser wavelength. Final absolute calibration
was achieved by comparing the measured t6O, absorption
line positions with va-lues deduced from spectrographic mea-
xdSps 2P;2
xø spu (e]) splltzlo
surements [8] of r]re/ tl,**å 'Ij Uana system. The nomi-
nal vuv wavelength was generally within 0.003 .Ä, of the
final calibrated value and day-to-day wavelength drifts were
less than 0.002 .Ä because of precise laboratory temperature
control. The bandwidth of the generated vuv radiation was
determined to be approiimately 0.25 cm- I FWHM by fitting
a¡ instrumentally-degraded Voigt profile to the very narrow
(approximately 0.1 cm-r FWHM) 1602 absorption lines
near the (4,O) f€X bandhead.
III. EMPIRICAL BÀND MODEL
Spectroscopic and line-shape pârameters were obtained
f¡om the measured cross sections of the bands of the
f' t2j *X 3X, system by fitting an empirical band model
similar to those used in previous interpretations of the
E 3>; -x 
32; resonances 124,251 and the D t>:
*X rX" bands [33] of 02. As in those cases, it was found
necessary to describe each rotational line by an asymmetic
profile.
.^ Spectroscopic constants for the X 
3X; stat"s of 160, and
r8O2 were taken from Veseth and t ofthuä [34] and Steinbach
and Gordy [35], respectively. These were used to generate
the manifold ofrovibrational term values for the ground state
and the corresÞonding weighæd Boltzmann factors for
T:79 K. The band origins z9 and the rotational constants
Bt andD' for levels of the/' l2j state were parameters of
the fit. Rotational line strengths for the five b¡anches of at¡+* 3!- kansition, sR, OR, OQ, Op, and oP, were
taken from Watson [36], for the case of a 3X - state interme-
diate between Hund's cases (a) and (b). The ground-state
coupling factors cj and sl [36] were determined from the
calculated term values and the ratio of the parallel and per-
pendicular transition moments z [36] was a parameter of the
fir.





FIG. 3. Xe energyJevel scheme for the two-photon-resonant difference-frequency four-wave mixing process.
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values obtained from the upper- and lower-state spectro-
scopic constants and relative line strengths r¡, where
)¡r¡: I, were proportional to the product of an appropriate
Boltzmann factor and rotational line strength' The parameter
z affected only the relative stleugths of different branches.
Each rotational line was described by a Fano profile [37] of
the form
L.17xl0-t2f.¡ r,f , ,, , *(ø+*)2fa¡(v) : -e(WÃ-L t - e' * -'T;z-)
x(llalx*b12x2), (2)
where x:2(v-v¡)ll and the FWHM predissociation line-
width I ".-1, tlte reciprocal of the 
Fano line-shape param-
eter q, the Fano overlap paiameter 4 [38], the effective band
oscillator strength/"6, and the polynomial coefficients ¿ and
D, which describe the energy dependence of the underlying
continuum, all of which were assumed to be independent of
the particular rotâtional line under consideration, were Pa-
rameters of tJle fitting procedure. The totâl cross section was
given by o(v) :2 ¡o¡(v). In view of the restricted rotational
structure at 79 K, the constant-parameter assumption was
generally adequate. However, in some cases it was not pos-
sible to obtain a good fit to the measured cross sections [39]
unless the Fano parameters P were allowed to vary with
rotation according to the relation
p:ps*p¡J'(J'+1) (3)
After modification of ø( z), to allow for the Doppler con-
tribution to the line shapes, and convolution (in transmission)
with a Gaussian instrument function, the model c¡oss section
appropriate to the experimental conditions was least-squares
ntþd to the measured cross section, enabling the determina-
tion of the spectroscopic and line-shape parameters associ-
ated with the /'*¡ transition.
The effective band oscillator skength Jl€ñ, related to the
amplitude-width product of the rapidly varying band struc-
ture, should be distinguished from the formal discrete oscil-
lator strength defined by Fano and Cooper 13'11,
f :Í.ú21(l +q2), which goes to zero in the case of a win-
dow resonance (s : 0). The effective band oscillator strength
used in this work bears a more direct relationship to the
âpparent strength of the band structure observed experimen-
ølly.
rV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIQN
A, Rotational Perturbations [40]
1. The (4,0) band of the 3prnf tå[*X 321 system of 1602
A perturbation near J' :9 in the rotationa-l structure of the
(4,0) band of the [orbidden Rydberg system
3pn, ft2f,*X3lf of 1602 was first reported .by ogawa
and Yamawaki [41], who not€d that the rotational constant òf
the perturbing vibrational level must be smaller than that of
f tZI|o:+). Katayamâ et al' l8), following observations
of the (4,0) band of the allowed Rydberg system
f t2I +-b tXj in the photoabsorption spectrum of 02 ex-
cited by a transformer discha.rge, reported the same upper-
stâte perturbation for lÓOr, but no perturbation was ob-
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FlG. -4. Measured photoabsorption cross sections for se-lected
regions in the (4,0) band of the/rX,f eX llr- sy.t"- of 160r,
which show the ext¡a lines with J':9 associated with rotational
perturbations in the sR and QR + 0P branches, Measurements
were taken at room temperature with the laser-based system (reso-
lution approxim^tely 0.25 cm-) FWHM) and at liquid-nitrogen
æmþerature with the monoóhromator-based system (resolution ap-
prctximately 1.7 cm-l Fw]I]\4). A least-squares ñt to the room-
temperature results, based on Voigt line shapes, is also shown.
served for r8or. They [8] suggested that the perturbation
was heterogeneous, but no extra lines from the perturbing
state were observed and it was thus impossible to determine
its rotational constant. The main impetus for the work pre-
sented here came from our observation of extra lines associ-
ated with the rotational perturbation discussed above. This
enabled an accurate determination af the rotational constant
of the perturbing level and consequent identification of the
perturbing electronic state. Further measurements based on
predictions suggested by these key observations enabled an
extensive cha¡acterization of the perturbing state.
In Figs. 4 and 5 we present measured photoabsorption
cross section$ for small regions of the (4,0)
f tZI *X 31"- band of 160,. The cross sections show extra
lines that are not part of the normal /eX band structure.
Using the method of combination d.ifferences, these weak
extra lines 142) can be assigned as sR,(7), oR,(9) +
op,(s), oR,ltt¡ + aP,(il), and oP,(13). Their positions
and strengths relative to the corresponding main;Ê-X lines,
the most perturbed in the (4,0) band, imply that the extra
lines a¡e associated with the J:9 and 11 rotational levels of
the perturbing state [43].
We determined wave numbers, widths, and relative
strengths for the observed extra lines by least-squares fitting
to the measured cross sections a model, based on Voigt line
shapes. In this case, asymmetric profiles were not necessary
to obtain satisfactory ñts. The ¡esults of the fitting procedure
are presented in Table I. The parameters determined for
oP,(13) are more uncertain than those for the other lines
because the height of the line is only a facLor 2 greater than
the measurement noise and no wavelength calibration lines
are nearby. The extra lines have Lorentzian widtb compo-
nents of approximately 2 cm-t FWHM, considerably
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FIG. 5. Measured photoabsorption cross section fo¡ a selected
region in the (4,0) band of the f t2j*X 3!f system of róOr,
which shows the extra lines with "/':11 associated with rotâtional
perturbations in the oP a¡d, aR+aP branches, Measurements were
taken at room temperature with the monochromator-based system
(resolution approximately 1.7 cm-l FV/HM). The upper cross sec-
tions (open points) were obtained by subtracting the underlying
continuum from the measured cross section, followed by al expan-
sion of the vertical scale by the factors indicated and tìen a vertical
displacement of the results, for clarity. Voigt-profile fits to the extra
lines a¡e shown.
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sçparaüe , determinations from the tR"(j) ândoR,79¡+o P,19) observations, while for "/: I I we used the
term value determined from the o R,1ll¡ + o P,( I l ) observa-
tion alone since the absolute wavelength calibration for the
oP,1l3¡ line was inferior. Using an iterative least-squares
technique, we deperturbed the above levels and obtained the
results presented in Table IL The quality of the fit was ex-
cellent, with a rms deviation of approximately 0.1 cm-I.
The maximum perturbations for / tljlu:4) are -2.5
cm-r for J:9 and * I.0 cm-l for "I: ll, with a culmina-
tion [45] at J:9.5.
If we assume that the perturbed transition /*X carries an
osçillator strength, but that the t¡ansition into the undeter-
mined perturbing state r does not, it can be shown 144,45]
that the ratio of the strengths of the extra and main lines of a
particular branch are givcn by
I.(J) ,











have Lorentzian widths of approximately I cm-l FWHM.
Evidently, the perturbing electronic scate is significantly pre-
dissociated by one or more repulsive states correlating with
any of the lowest four dissociation limits of 02.
The observation of two rotational levels of the perturbing
state enables a rotational deperturbation to be performed on
the / tXj¡u:4) levels using a simple two-level perturba-
tion model 144,451. V/e used term values TI! - lg) deduced
from the R-branch measurements of the (4,0)/-å transition
by Katayama et al. l8l and the leyet TI(2t):84341.4
cm-¡ determined from our fit to the high-resolution room-
temperâture cross section shown in Fig. 4, which contains
the unresolved lines aR(21)+ ef pg. The perturber term
value for -/:9 was taken to be the weighted average of the
IrU) t +f LEoU)/z){lLEoe)t212 + H},1
s(J)
(4)s(J)+aEo(J)'
where ÁEs(-/) is the unperturbed energy sepilation between
the perturbed and perturbing levels, 11¡* is the interaction
matrix element, and S(J)>O is the shift in energy of each
level due to the perturbation. Using Eq. (4) with the param-
eters obtained from the deperturbation of the observed en-
ergy levels, in the case of the most strongly perturbed lines
we obtain I*(9)/I¡(9):O.2O and r_(r1)/Iltt):0.034, in
good agreement with our observed values of 0.220-+0.015
and 0.047+0.012, respectively. This agreement indepen-
dently supports the validity of ttre simple perturbation model
employed since line intensities were not included in the fit-
ting procedure.
The Rydberg transition/ tX,I*X 3), is nominally for-
bidden and borrows strength from the allowed transition be-
tween the ground slate and the mixed Rydberg-valence state
¿ tX; Uy me-ans of a spin-orbit coupling fI¡¿ between the
¡llj ana ø 3!, states [a6]. In rhis picture, rhe extra lines
2
TABLE I. Wave numbers, widths, relative strengths, and upper-stâte term values for the extra lines ob-
served in association with rotational perturbations in the (4,0) ba¡d of the f 121 *X 3I! system of160r, determined by leasrsquares ntting a model based on Voigt iine shapes to the measu¡ed cross sections.



















83756.29+ 0- t lb




f':l'lc 2,28+0.61 o.M1+O-Ot2 837&3.88+0.15
intensities of the ext¡a lines a¡e expressed relative to the main line intensities, e.g,, R(7).
htre quoted uncertainties in line positions and te¡m values a¡e lø statistical values determined by the ñtting
procedure' There is an additional absolute calibration uncertainty of approximately o.2 cm-l
cBest estimates obtained from the measurements as described in the text.
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TABLE IL Summary of the experimentally determined (deperturbed) spect¡oscopic constants, isotopic
shifts, and interaction mat¡ix elements relevant to rotat¡onal perturbations it the npn,12[ Rydberg states
(R) caused by an electrostatic interaction with the valence state¡' råj.
Rydberg nporut2f, Vdence/' l),f

















D: (5.6+ 1.6) x 10-5
vo:89263.8+A.4
B:1.712+ O.O03



















oBand-origin uncertainties include statistical ( I ø) and calibration uncertainties.
bRotational consùant ñxed at the isotopic value 1618år-pzrurrBr=0,699.
"Uncertainties in the isotopic shifts a¡e unaffected by the caübration uncertainty.
dRotational constant ûxed at the isotopic value lsBr*pfrBs:0.658.
'Rotationalconstantsperturbedby alower-lying lfI, level. H:(5.6!1,0)Xf0.-9-
that we have observed borrow their strengths from the al-
lowed E 3Er-*X 31" transition by a second-order process
involving tt.re H¡n anã H¡. interactions and the,f lIl inter-
mediate state.
The deperturbed rotational constant for the perturbing
intemuclear distance of ap-
ic of a valence state. This is
1.1 Ä, intemuclear distance
for the / and other Rydberg states in this energy region that
converge to the ground state of the ion. In order to produce
the observed rotational perturbations in the / tlj Rydberg
state, the perturbing state must be bound at approximately
10.5 eV and the selection rules for perturbation [45] require
that the perturbing state be of ungerade symmetry. Of the
bound ungerade valence states predictedby ab initío calcl-
lations [5,6], only the rl] state, arising from the first-
excited molecular-orbital configuration and correlating with
tÌre O(tD) + O(lS) dissociation limit at 11.37 eY, is ener-
getically capable of rotationally perturbing the / state. In
addition, the calculated equilibrium intemuclear distance for
Ue tIJ valence state [9] is in good agreement with the
approximately 1.7 Å intemuclear distance deduced from
our measured rotational constant for the perturbing state
[47]. Thus the present measurements have allowed the iden-
tification of the perturbing state as the valence state
¡, lt +
Further support for our perturber assignment can be ob-
tained by considering the interaction matrix elements. Ac-
cording to Lefebvre-Brion and Field [a5], the valence and
Rydberg tXj states may interact electrostatically because
their primary molecula¡-orbital configurations difler by two
orbitals. Guberman and Giusti-Suzor [9,20] have calcul4ted
an electrostatic interaction strength H" :20OQ cm- I between
the valence and 3pru Rydberg lãf, states. Suôh a strong
interaction is necessary to explain our observation of a vi-
bronic interaction H r¡,: (u ¡lH"lu r,)*5 cm- I between the
Í 12X(o¡:Ð ana tnâ¡' t2[tu¡,:u,¡ levels, since the vi-
brational overlap (u¡1"t,) will be very small because of the
large difference in R, between the perturbed and perturbing
staies. In view of this, it is unlikely that the weaker spin-orbit
or L-uncoupling inleractions could explain the observed per-
turbation. We should also note that our deperturbation analy-
sis assumed implicitly that the perturbation interaction I/¡¡,
was "/ independent. In view of our assignment for the per-
turbing state, this has proven to be a valid assumption.
In summary, our observation of extra levels associated
with rotational perturbations in the u:4 level of the/llf
Rydberg state of lóO, has allowed a full rotational depertur-
bation, resulting in an accurate rotational constant for the
perturbing state and an accurate determination of the strength
of the perturbation. Together with information from ab initio
calculations, this has allowed us to identify the perturbing
state as the lowest lEj vdence state, which we denote as
f' t>I. The perturbâtion occurs through an electrosteLtic
n24
Rydberg-valence interaction, which may be quite strong. The
extra lines that we have observed are experimental observa-
tions of tire¡' ttrj valence state.
2. The (4,0) band of the 3pzr, f IåleX 321 system oJ IEO,
In order to establish the vibrational numbering of the per-
turbing state.,¡f' tX j , it is helpful to obtain isotopic shifrs for
the perturbing levels. Ogawa 148] measured wavè numbers
for the (4,0) band of the / t2j *X 38" sysæm of
r8O2, while Katayama et al.lSfmeasured thoie for the (4,0)
band ol the / t2[ *ø rX j sysæm of r8or, but neither au-
thor has reported any rotational perturbations for the heavier
isotope.
We calculated rotational term values for the
t"2I@:4) level of l8o, from the R-branch measur€-
ments of Katayama et al. [8] and have found evidence for a
weak ¡otational perturbation at J:21. We have not at-
tempted to find extra lines associated with the perturbation
by taking ne\ry measurements since the main lines for high
rotational excitation are weak and exhibit predissociation
linewidths that increase rapidly with rolation. Nevertheless,
we rotationally deperturbed the/ tl j levels for t8O2 in the
manner described previousl¡ but with the additional assump-
tions that the same vibrationa-l level is involved in the per-
turbation of each isotope and that the rotalional constant for
the perturbing state is 8=0.658, obtained from our 1602
value using the normal isotopic relation L44) with
p¡¿:O.94268. The results âre presented in Table II. The de-
rived band origin for the perturber and the interaction
suength are, necessa¡ily, approximate since no Êxt-ra lines
have been observed. The resultant deperturbation indicates a
weak rotational pern:rbation of approximately 0.7 cm-l for
.I:21. While the quality of the deperturbation is similar to
that obtained for 1602, with a rms deviation of approxi-
mately 0.1 cm*ì, the weakness of the perturbation and the
greater measurement uncertainty for the higher rotat¡onal
levels suggest that further isotopic information would be de-
sirable.
3. The (4,0) band of the 3pn¿f I\I+X321 system of 160180
We have measured room-temperature photoabsorption
cross sections for an isotopic mixture of 02 containing 50.4
?t T-"O in thc region of the (a,0) / t2j *X 3E" bands oft6gl8g un¿ 1602, using narrow-bandwidth vuv radiation
produced with the Iaser system described in Sec. II B. Our
measured cross section is shown in Fig. 6 for the region
83420-83 575 cm-|, which shows the sR branch of the
(a,O) f*X band of 160180. An abnormally large spacing is
evident between the sR(13) and sR(14) lines and also be-
rween rhe cnlts¡+or115) and on(to)+aP(t6¡ lines,
which are partially obscured by the stronger srR14¡ and
sR(5) lines respectively. These observations suggest that the
"I: 15 and J: 16 levels of f 
t2j 
çv : +) are rotationally per-
turbed for t69186. However, no extra lines associated with
the perturbing state have bcen observed.
Our measured wave numbers for the aR+aP and sR
branches are given in Table III, together with /rXj term
values derived from our measufements and the ground-state





FIG, 6. Photoabsorption cross section for an isotopic mixture of
02 in the region of the (4,0)/tX,,l*x 3Xf bands of 160180 and
1602, measured al room temperature with narrow-bandwidth (ap-
proximately 0.25 cm-l FWHM) vuv radiation generated using the
laser-based system. Anomalous separations between the sR(13) and
sR1t4¡ lines and ùe cR(15)+ae1 ts¡ ano oRlte¡+ar1to¡ lines
indicate that the Ievels with J':15 and 16 are rotationally per-
turbed-
Gordy [491. For J< 18, our Td("/) are accurâte to better than
-r 0.1 cm-l in a relative sense. The absolute wave-number
scale has been established by calibration against 1602 term
values deduced from the measurements of Kalayama et al.
[8], making use of the overlap between the tóOl8O,
s,R-branch lines of higher rotation and the "Or,oP-bra¡ch lines in our cxperimental scan. The additional
calibration uncertainty is expected to be approximately O.2
cm '-
We have performed a rotational deperturbation of the
160180 levels r|(p-19), given in Table III, using our
simple two-level perturbation model with the rotational con-
stant of the perturbing f' level fixed at 0.699, determined
using the normal isotopic relation with p16¡s:0.97 | 77. T\e
results obtained are presented in Table II. The quality of thc
deperturbation, illust¡ated graphically in Fig. 7, is excellent,
consistent with the very low uncertainties in the experimen-
tal measurements. The maximum perturbations are 11.2
cm-l fo. "/: 16 and - 1.0 cm-l for "I:15, with a culmina-
tion at ,I: 15.6.
Using our deperturbed band origins for the unknown per-
turbing level u, of the f' '2: valence state for 
160, and
lóOl8O and noting that thc isotopic shift tor the u:0 level
of the X 3!,- state is 22.2 cm-r, it follows that the isotopic
shift for ¡''t2[@,) is r6rBAG,,:97.o+ l-6 cm-r. From
the usual polynomial representation of the vibrational levels
Gu of a potential well [44]
G,:a,(v*l)-.¡.(u++)2+'", (5)
it can be shorvn [44] that the isotopic shift is
iLGo:6u-'ou
:(t -p¡)G,- p¡(L- p¡)o,x"(u + i)2+. -., (6)
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TABLE III. Measured wave numbers for the sR and aR+oP branches of the (4,0) band of the
I tZl *X tl, system of 160180, together with the corresponding upper-state term values.



































































































aWeighted averages determined from the separate branch wave numbers.
bPartial blend-
"Relative uncertainties less than 0.1 cm-l for.I'<18 and less thân 0.2 cm-t for "/':18,19. There is an
additional calibration uncertainty of apþroximately 0.2 cm-1.
dUnresolved aP and aR branches.
where i refers to the heavier isotope and p¡: ^[¡tÇ,. Il *"
neglect terms in (u+lll)z and higher powers' it follows
from our -f isotopic shift measurement that
Gr,- rót'A Gr / (L - pß1ù:3440 cm- t ' since the dissocia-
tion limit for the /' state is,11.37 eY and, from Table II'
FIG. 7. Rotational deperturbation of the u:4 ener5¡ levels of
the / tlj Rydberg state of 160180. The plotted differences be-
tween the measured term values and unperturbed (solid points) or
perturbed (open points) term values calculated with the parameters
given in Tabte II emphasize the rotational perturbations that aulmi-
nâte at J= i5.6.
vu,s:83 687.1 cm-1, it also follows that the minimum en-
ergy of the /' potential well I":10.05 eV and that the well
de-pth D":1.32 eY. These values, estimated solely from ex-
perimental measurements, agree remarkably well with the
latesl ab inili¡¡ values of Guberman and Giusti.Suzor [9],
?":10.08 eV and Dr: 1.31 eV. For the moment, there is not
enough experimental rnformation available to define D¡
uniquely. However, if we assume lhe ab initio values [9]
o":'752 cm-l and uex¿:7.98 cm-t, we may use Eqs. (5)
and (6) with our experimental isotope shift to obtain an es-
timate for the vibrational excitation of the perturber, obtain-
ing u,:4.6-í Since the isotopic shift for 160180 is ap-
proximately half of that for lEOr, the above results suggest
that a single level /' tlj(u:S) is responsible for the rota-
tional perturbations observed in the .f tlj(u:+) level of
isotopic 02, as foreshadowed in Table II. In addition,
slightly modiñed experimental values for the /' llj
valence-slate-potential pârameters G s:3670 cm- I ,
T r: lO.Q2 eV and D ,: L.35 eV can be determined'
4. The.(5,0) band of the 3pr¿f 12f,+X321 system o! 16O2
If our picture of the interaction between the Rydberg and
valence l)j states is correct, then stronger rotational pertur-
bations might be expected at energies higher than
f t2I @:Ð. Ogawa et al. lsof have assigned features ob-
served spectrographically in the 1602 photoabsorption spec-
trum neai 85 315 cm-l and 85 382 "m-l to the 
(5,0) /FX
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FIG. 8. Measured photoabsorption cross section in the region of
the (5,0) band of the/ t)j*X 3år- system, taken at room tem-
perature with the monocfuomator-based system (resolution approxi-
mately 1.7 cm-l FWHM). The expanded-scale uppcr rrace, ob-
tained by subtracting the smoothly varying component from the
measured cross section, illustrates the asymmetric nature of the
(5,0) /eX resona¡ce, rotational perturbations in the /+X branch
structure, â¡d extra lines resulting fmm t¡ansitions into the perturb-
ing level u=8 of the valence state f' llj. Only the numbered
lines (not necessarily resolved) have been assigned in Tabìe IV.
toabsorption cross sections for l60, in this region, obtained
using l¡e monochromator system. The dominant feature in
the spectrum is a broad peak near 85230 cm-1, the third
band of Tanaka [51], actually the (2,0) band of the
n 32; *l¡ 3X" system discussed prevíously by Lewis et aI.
[25]. The (5,0) /eX band appears as a diffuse feature with a
head nea¡ 85 320 cm-r , on the high-energy wing of the third
band. Of pa¡ticulil inærest is the fact that the (5,0) /*X
band is a Beutler-Fano resonance of quite high asymmetry.
This can be seen clearly in the upper trace of Fig. 8, a dif-
ference cross section obtained by subtracting a smooth curve
drawn tfuough the measured cross section, ignoring the more
rapid fluctuations, from the measured cross section, and ex-
panding the vertical scale by a factor 10.
Apart from the feature nea¡ 85 380 cm-I, also observed
by Ogawa et al.1501, we have found a number of other ir-
regularities in the spectrum, notably a group of rotational
lines between 85 390 cm-l and 85 490 cm-1. \V'e propose
that these additional features arise because of a strong rota-
tional perturbation caused by the interaction of the Rydberg
level / l!f,1u:5) with another undetermined vibrational
level of the valence state /' lÉj . Assignments of features
were made by the method of combination differences and by
using characteristics such as linewidth and asymmetry. Extra
lines have been assigned that a¡e signiñcantly narrower at
low rotation than the (5,0) /eX lines. As rotation increases,
the extra lines become broader and asymmetric, appearing as
díps for J>17. An iterative æchnique was used to aid the
assignment of the weaker features. The initially assigned
lines were used in a two-level deperturbation model, which
was used to predict the positions of unassigned fearures.
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Observed wave numbers for rotational features from the
(5,0) /eX and the perturbing f'-X bands are given in
Table lV, together with corresponding term values for the /
and/' states. In each case, the tabulated wave numbers refer
to the estimated line centers, which differ from the line peaks
in the case of asymmetric features, for example, the broad,
dispersion-profile-like features of the (5,0) /+X bandhead.
Relative uncertainties in the tabulated term values range
from approximately 0.5 cm- I for the nar¡ower low-
rotational levels of the valence state to approximately 2
cm- I for the broader levels of each state and there is an
additional calibration uncertainty of aþproximately 0.7
cm-r. The assignments given in Fig. 8 and Table IV for the
extra lines "R,(5), 
tR,(7), tR,(9), aR*17'¡+oe,ç7¡,
oR"q9¡+oP,ç9), and oR,(11)+oP*(ll) can be verifled
explicitly from the observed combination differences. Most
of the other assignments a¡e lentative due to the problems in
interpreting strongly perturbed spectra and difficulties due to
weak, diffuse, asymmetric, and blended features.
The results of the final deperturbation of the term values
given in Table IV are given in Table II. The deperturbation is
illustrated in Fig. 9, where the culmination is seen to occur at
J:12.3. The interaction matrix element H¡¡, (:41.3
cm- t¡ is nearly an order of magnitude larger than that found
for the ur:4 perturbation. This is in accord with our quali-
øtive pióture of valence and Rydberg lXj states exhibiting
â strong electrostatic interaction, with a rapidly increasing
vibrational overlap as the vibrational excitation increases and
the crossing point of the Rydberg and valence potential-
energy curves is approached from below.
The vibrational quantum number of the pefurbingf' state
may be estimated as follows. Experimentally, we have deter-
mined that Gs * ¿, - Gs = I 5 467 .0- 83 687.1 = 1779.9 + 1.3
cm-I, where Au is the unknown difference in vibrational
excitation between the levels of the valence state that perturb
the u:4 and u:5 levels of the Rydberg state. Using the aå
initío vaJues for o. and a,x" l9f in Eq. (5), we obtain
A,u:2,8-3, suggesting that the u:8 level of the /' state
perturbs the u=5 level of the / state, as foreshadowed in
Figs. 8 and 9 and Table II.
Before proceeding, we should note that the spectrum in
the region of the (5,0) /eX band is complex, involving
three inte¡acting electronic states, one of which (E 3!,-; is a
mixed Rydberg-valence state which is heavily predissoci-
ated. The correct theoretical treatment of such a situation
requires the use of a coupled-Schrödinger-equations (CSE)
technique [45], which i3 beyond the scope of this work.
Therefore, it may be necessary to increase the uncertainties
in the deperturbed parameters given in Table II to allow for
the approximate nature of the two-level model.
5. The (1,0) band ol the 4ptj IZ!+b 12! system of 16O2
Since the strong electrostatic inæraction between the va-
lence state /' tX j and the Rydberg slate 3prJ tI j is r"-
sponsible for the rotational perturbations observed in the /
levels, it is likely that a similar interaction between the
l' '2ì and the higher-lying 4pnj t2j Rydberg state will
produce perturbations in the j levels. Since the electrostatic
interaction between the valence state and the Rydberg series
is expected to decrease with increasing effective principal
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TABLE IV, Measured wave numbers for the main (M) and extra (X) lines obse¡r¿ed in association with
strong rotational perturbations in the (5,0) band of the / lXj*X 3Ef system of 160r,. together with
conesponding upper-state term values for the pertuúed Rydberg and periurbing valence llj states.
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quantum number as (n+)-3l2 [45], for a given vibrational
overlap the perturbations will be weaker for the higher Ryd-
berg member.
The only sharp levels of the j state are the lowest two.
Katayama et aI. l8) have ebseryed spectrographically lhe
(0,0) and (1,0) bands of the allowed.system jeb and have
listed the conesponding wave numbers. An examination of
their results shows no irregularity in the structure of the (0,0)
band, but there are indications of a weak rotational perturba-













the (1,0) j-b spectrogram of Katayama et al. l8) shows that
the R(12) line is anomalously weak when compared with a
smooth curve drawn through ¡he transmittance minima of the
other R-branch lines. We used the measured wave numbers
of Katayama et al. l8l, assu.r4ed !o hayp r_eJative uncertainties
of approximately 0.1 cm-l, to obtain the rotational'-term
values of i t2|(u: l). The term values and spectrogram
suggest a very weak rotational perturbation of -0.3+0.05
cm- I at J: 13, transitions into this level losing (5 t l)Vo of
their strength. Using Eq. (4) with Ir,(13)lI j(13):0.05/0.95
and S( 13):a.3 cm-r, we obtain H,¡r:1.3+Q.4 cm-1 and
AEo(13):5.4+0.1 cm-1. These reÄults, together with the
measured [8] upper-state teûn value ?it( 13):89 572.3
cm-I, imply that the corresponding perturbing level is at
89 578.3 + 1. I cm- I . It is not possible to estimate the vibra-
tional excitation of this perhrrbing level of the/¡ state using
the techniques employed previously since this energy is ap-
proaching the dissociation limit where the polynomial ex-
pression Eq. (5) breaks down. We shall see in Sec. V that the
perturbing level is likely to be u:17. The results of this
section and the previous sections have been collected to-
gether and are presented in Table tr, which provides a sum-
mary of the experimental results pertinent to the rotational
perturbations caused in lhe np nu tã j RydUerg states by the
f' t>I valence sùate.
B. The/' t2! *X 3I"- system
At energies higher than than those applying to the rota-




bEstimated relative uncelainties are given for all term values. There is an additional calibration uncertainty









FIG. 9. Observed term values for the / llj(u:s) and
/'rlj(u:8) levels of róO2, illustrating a strong mutual pertur-
bation. Deperturbed term values for the / and /' states, calculated
with the parameters given in Table lI, indicate a culmination of the
















84140.0 88t60.0 80-0 aæoo-o a8220-o
Wave number (cm-1)
FIG- 10. Observed a¡d fitted photoabsorption cross sections for
the (14,0)/' 'I,l*x 3¿; band of r8Or.
crossing point of their potential-energy crrves, the / and/'
levels might be expected to interact strongly. This suggests
the possibility of observing a few comp'lete absorption bands
from the/eX valence system, as distinct from the fragmen-
tary extra lines observed in association with the rotational
perturbations discussed in Sec. IV A. Vy'e have searched the
photoabsorption spectrum of 02 for signs of weak bands
having branch structure consistent with a ll*-31- transi-
tion and have found one partial (u':15) and two complete
such bands (p':14,19) in the spectrum of 160, and six
complete bands (u' :7,1O,13,L4,18,19) in the spectrum
of 'tOr. All measurements were taken with the
monochromator-based sysûem at a resolution of approxi-
mately 1,7 cm-l FVy'HM and it was necessary to âverage
over 3-40 separate scans in order to attain the desired accu-
racy. With the exception of the partial band observed for
160r, all measurements were taken at an cffective tempera-
tufe ol 79 K in order to concentrate the rotational structure.
Indeed, the (7,0) band of r8or, for example, could not be
detected in room-temperan¡re scans.
All observed bands exhibit a single head and relatively
open rotational structure that is degraded to the red, consis-
86100.0 Sô160,0 862000
Wave numbsr
FIG. 11. Obsewed and fitted photoabsorptíon difference cross
sections for ttre (10,0)/' tEj-X 3>; band of r8or.
5?
89350.0 89370.0 89410.0 89430.0 89450.0
Wave number (cm-r)
FIG. 12. Obserued and fitted photoabsorption difference cross
sectioos for the (18,0)-¡r' tlj*X 3X; Uana of r8or.
tent with an upper state having a rotational constant much
smaller than that ol the ground state. This characteristic ap-
pearancc is in marked contrast with all other bands observed
in this region of the 02 spectrum, including those of the
feX Rydberg sysæm that exhibit two heads due to the Q
and retuming oP branches and a¡e degraded to the blue. The
bands reported here vary widely in strength, with peak cross
sections (excluding the continuum component) from ap-
proximately 1 x 10-21 cm2 for (19,0) band of 160, to ap-
proxlmately 6x 10-20 cm2 for the (13,0) band of r8Or. The
apparent rotational linewidths vary from a little greater than
the instrumental bandwidth of 1.7 cm-l to much broader,
indicating a significant degree ofpredissociation in the upper
state of these bands.
Perhaps the most dramatic aspect of the measured cross
sections is the marked degree of line-shape asymmetry ex-
hibited ìn some of the bands. While rotational lines from the
(14,0) and (19,0) bands of 160, and l8O2 seem relatively
symmetric, those fmm the (7,0), (10,0), (13,0), and (18,0)
bands of l8O2 display unusual line shapes. The measured
photoabsorption cross section for the band containing the
&so 87590' fr810.o 87ffi.0
Wave nu¡ber (cm-')
FIG. 13. Observed and fitted photoabsorption diffe¡ence cross
sections for rhe (13,0)/' t2,l*X 3>; Uana of r8Or. This band is
an exanrple of a window rcsooance in molecula¡ photodissociation.
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TABLE V. Summary of experirnentally determined upper-statd (perrurbed) spectroscopic constants, oscillator strengths, and line-shape
puameters for vibrational bands from the/' llf *X 3Xf valenòe systems of 160, and l8or.










































1.58 + 0. l0c
5.84+0.46
0.800+ 0.045



























'Perturbed value derived from rotational deperturbation analysis.
Extrapolated value.
"Derived primarily from data with J-9.
dDerived primarily from data with J- 13.
"f F (- 1.30 + 0.15) x I 0- e.rfr= 1- 6.7*3.1)X lo-3 cm-r.
tf r:é.4+2.3)X lO- ro.
hTttq¡ r= 17.7 * 2.2) x 10-5.
most symmetric Iine shapes, the (14,0) band of l8or, is pre-
sented in Fig, 10, where the strength of the underlying con-
tinuum is evident. More interesting line shapes can be seen
in Figs. l1-13, where, in order to emphasize the observed
rotational structure, which is weak compared with the under-
lying continuum, we have shown the difference cross section
that has been obtained by subtracting the slowly varying con-
tinuum contribution from the measured photoabsorption
cross section. In particular, in Fig. ll it is clear that the
low-energy wings of the rotational liues are rnore prominent
than the high-energy wings. The rotationally averaged effect
of this asymmetry can be seen near the bandhead of the
(10,0) band where the difference cross section is negative aL
energies higher than the bandhead. Precisely the opposite
behavior is observed for the (l 8,0) band in Fig' 12, where the
underlying difference cross section is negative at energies
Iower than the bandhead. Most spectâcula¡ of all is the (13,0)
band of 1802, shown in Fig. 13, which appears to be a series
of rotational window resonances. The entire difference cross
section for this band is negative.
While asymmetric line shapes are commonplace in auto-
ionization spectra, few examples have been observed in mo-
lecular photodissociation spectra. Until recently, the only re-
ported examples occurred in the spectnrm of H2 [52,53], but
other examples have since been observed in the
E 32; *y t2; , D 3I]-X 3I"-, and f tZI *X t2,
bands of 02 124,25,33,461and the photofragment-yield spec-
trum of Cs2 [54]. The present observation of the (13,0) band
of the/' tX,j*X3E; system of t8o2 is arare example of
a window resonance in molecula¡ photodissociation.
In order to put the foregoing discussion onto a quant¡ta-
tive basis, we have fitted the empirical ll+-31- band
model described in Sec. III, based on asymmetric F¿no pre-
dissociation line shapes, to the measured cross sections' Fit:
ted cross sections are shown in Figs. 10-13, together with
the measurements. Within the statistical uncertainties of the
measured cross sections, the agreement is seen to be very
good. Preliminary fits using a band model based on Lorent-
zian predissociation line shapes were incapable ol reproduc-
ing the experimental measurements.
The ratio of the perpendicular and parallel transition mo-
ments is an important parameter controlling the rotational
line strengths in a lX+*31- transition [36]. In particular,
the perpendicula¡ transition moment is solely responsible for
the appearance of the oQ branches. As far as we can tell, no
oQ lines occu¡ in our measured spectra and preliminary fits
to our measurements that allowed the transition moment ra-
tio to vary consistently gave ratios near zero. Accordingly,
we frxed the peçendicula¡ transition moment to zero in per-
forming the final frts. This result is consistent with an
l' r2I *X 3)" transition ttrai borrows strength from the
f t2[*X3I"-- transition through Rydberg-valence cou-
pling. The speètrograms of Ogawa and Yamawaki [41] and
Ogawa [48] show no evidence of QQ-branch lines in the
vibrational bands of the f t2f, *X 3t, system, imptying a
zero perpendicular transition moment for that system, which
is known [46] to borrow its strength from the parallel tran-
sition È 3I;*-x 31, tiuougn spin-orbit coupling.
The upper-state spectroscopic constants, oscillator
süengths, and line-shape parameters resulting from the em-
pirical band-model fits to the measured cross sections a¡e
listed in Table V. The tabulated uncertainties include compo-
nents due to uncertainty in the absolute wave-number cali-
bration and a fitting uncertainty related to the statistical scat-
ter in the data and the appropriateness of the empirical band
model. Since its bandhead is overlapped by a stronger band
at higher energy, parameters for the (15,0) band of t6O, were
determined from an average ofnine room:ternperature cross-
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section measurements encompassing more highly rotation-
ally excited lines with J':ll-19. Consequently, the tabu-
lated spectroscopic constants for the u: 15 level of t6O,
involve a certain degree of extrapolation and the oscillator
strength and predissociation linewidth listed apply at
,I*13. The parameters listed in Table V for the u:5 and 8
levels of 1602 are perturbed values determined from the ¡o-
tational deperlurbation analyses given in Sec. IV A.
The spectroscopic constants listed in Table V for the re-
maining vibrational levels are referred to the line centers
rather than the peaks and have been used to determine the
rotational-line assignments given in Figs. 10-13. The B val-
ues and, less obviously, the band origins exhibit iregular
pemrrbations. The vibrational assignments of Table V were
estimated by a trial-and-error procedure starting lrom the as-
signments of the u:5 and S levels of lóO2 deduced in Sec.
IV A from the rotational-perturbation data. Because of the
remaining large perturbations in B and vs, the relative as-
signments cannot be regarded as completely definite. For
some levels, the D values are significant, surprisingly in
view of the rest¡icted range of rotational levels observed in
the 79 K cross sections. Indeed, for the u: 14 level of
ttC'r, D has a substantial negative value. Such behavior is
consistent with a vibrational series subjecf. to perturbation.
The observed effective oscillator strengths also vary in an
irregular fashion over two orders of magnitude. For the (7,0)
and (1a,0) bands of l8Or, it was necessary to include a
.I-dependent strength term f¡ in tlìe ñtting procedure. Such a
necessity can occur if the band under consideration gains
strength primarily from a single, nearby vibrational band of
the perturbing transition. The (7,0) band of r8O2 is a pafticu-
larly interesting case since we have observed significant ro-
tational structure clespite the fact that the level
¡' 12llu:l) for I8O, Iies between the u:5 and 8levels
for lóOr, for which only fragmentary exffa lines have been
observed in association with rotational perturbations. This
can be understood by noting that, for t8Or, the level
/ t)j(u:5) lies only approximately 125 cm-t higher than
f' tåj(u:7). Therefore, the bandhead of the (7,0) /'-x
band gains strength primnrily from the (5,0) /*X band
through the Rydberg-valence couplinS HJf, . However, since
the rotational constant for /tlj(u:5) is approximately
twice the value observed for /' tXi(u:Z), the Rydberg
and valence levels separate rapidly with increasing rotation,
allowing less strength to be bo¡rowed. This explains the
negative value of /¡ determined lor the (7,0),f'*X band of
l8O2 and helps to explain the nonobservation of that band in
room-temperature scans that favor higher rotational quantum
numbers.
The observed predissociation linewidths vary from 1.4 to
5.1 cm-1 FWHM, the maximum occurring forthe window-
resonance (13,0) /' -X band of 
r8or. For the (10,0) ba¡d of
l8Or, it was necessary to include a.I-dependent width f7 in
the fitting procedure. In this case, the predissociation lin-
ewidths were observed to decrease with increasing rotation.
The fitted line shapes display a wide range of behaviors.
At one extreme, the line shape lor the (14,0) band of l8O, is
indistinguishable from Lorentzian (llq*g1t at the other ex-
treme, the tine shape for the (13,0) band of 1802, as we have








FIG, 14. Approximate diabatic potential-energy curves for the
valence and Rydberg 'åj states of 02 . Known vibrational levels of
the Rydberg states 3pz4l'lj ana 4pr, j t2[ are shown, ro-
gether with the levels of the valence state /' 1:) reported in this
work.
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(C--0.04). The other bands display varying degrees of
asymmetry of either sign. The maximum asymmetry is
reached for the (7,0), (10,0), and (18,0) bands of r8O2,
where lql is of the order of unity. For the (14,0) band ofl8Or, it w¿ìs necessary to include a J-dependent line-shape
parameter (1/q) t in the frtting procedure, implying that strict
Lorentzian line shapes occur only near the bandhead for this
band.
The square of the Fano overlap parameter f2 gives essen-
tially the proportion of the underlying continuum with which
the bound level interacts fsee Eq. (2)], The fitted values of
Ë2 uary from approximately 0 fo; the more Lorentzian lines
to 0.26 for the window-resonance (13,0) band of t8or. The
underlying continuum in the 02 photoabsorption spectrum
comprises contributions from allowed parallel transitions
3>; *X 32; and allowed perpendicular ransitions3Íu*x 3X"=. In our proposed picture of the origin of the
.f'-X bands, described previously, the/' and/ states inter-
act through the electrostatic term H¡¡,, while the/ 1å,1 anO
ø 3l; nyOUerg states exhibit a spin-orbit interaction. Ac-
cording to the AO:0 selection rule for spin-orbit perturba-
tions [45], only the 32;,*X 3lol component of the parallel
fansition can donate strength to the discrete transition
f' '2lu*x 3X[r. Therefore, the maximrrn proportion of
the continuum available to interact, corresponding to the ab-
sence of a contribution from the 3fI,*X 3X" transition, is
t2=713. This value is approached by the {2Jg.26 observed
for the (13,0)/' t2[ *X 31, band of l8O, rhat occurs near
the peak ola broad ¡esonance which appears to be part ofthe
vibrational Rydbcrg series E tI,-*X tI, .
V. DISCUSSION
In Fig. 14 we present approximate diabatic potential-
energy curves for the lXj valence and Rydberg s[ates of
02 relevant to this study. Known vibrational levels of the
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[8,55], as are levels of the valence statè/' 
tli measured in
this work. The composite /' potential-energy curve com-
prises an anharmonic potential constructed to be consistent
with the rotational perturbation data of Sec. IV A, together
with a Mot'se extension above u*11, which providcs rough
agreement witb the perturbed band origins and rotational
constants of Sec. fV B. Howeve¡ because of the strong
valence-Rydberg interaction and the need to apply a full CSE
theoretical treatment in order to determine accurate poten-
tials and interaction matrix elements for such strongly
coupled states, the eigenvalues of our approximate potential-
energy curves do not coincide exactly with the actual per-
turbed energies. Nevertheless, Fig. 14 provides a'convenient
summary of our results and aids in understanding the physi-
cal processes behind our observations. Our /' potential-
energy curve is in good agreement with that recently calcu-
latecl ab initio by Guberman and Giusti-Suzor [9] and shown
in Fig. l.
The large difference between the R' values of approxi-
mately I .l Ä lor the Rydberg and approximatety I '6 Ä for
the valence potentials reflects the disparity in the correspond-
ing observed rotational constants. The B values for the Ryd-
berg levels are greater than the ground-state B value, while
the-B values for lhe valence levels reported he¡e a¡e consid-^
of the /' state, respectively. The greater rotational constants
for the Rydberg levels ensure that the diabatic Rydberg and
valence rotational term series wiII cross, resulting in rola-
tional perturbations due to the Rydberg-valence interaction
H¡¡, and the presence of extra lines from transitions into the
vãience levels. The outer-Rydberg and inner-valence turning
points lie closer together for /(u : 5) and f' (u : 8) than for
f@:g andf'(u:5), resulting in a much larger vibrational
overlap and interaction matrix elemenf H¡¡, . Ov measured
values for H¡¡r and vibrational
potential-energy curves of Fig
Rydberg-valence interaction
R: 1.340 Â , ue crossing po
potentials, but this is an indicative range of values only. The
ab inilit¡ calculations of Guberman and Giusti-Suzor [9] im-
ply an interaction of H':2QO0 cm-l at the crossing point.
The uncertainty in the absolute vibrational numborìng for
the lower levels of the ¡f' state, estimated solely from the
isotopic energy-level data of Sec. lV A, is approximately one
unit. However, a consideration of the interaction matrjx ele-
ments allows this uncertainty to be eliminated since the ratio
of the H¡¡, values for tbe /(u:5)-f'(u:8) and
f(u :4) - f' (r, :5 ) interactions is very sensitive to the local
slope of the /' potential-energy curve. The ratio of the vibra-
tional overlaps for these levels, calculated using the poæn-
tials of Fig. 14, reproduces ¡he measured H¡¡, ratio. A vibra-
tional renumbering by one unit, and the corresponding
reconstruction of the /' lEf staæ potential-energy curve,
fails to reproduce the measured ratio. Thus the vibrational
assignments estimated in Sec. [V A a¡e confirmed. As we
havc already mentioned in Sec. IV B, however, the vibra:
n3t
tional assignments for. the significantly perturbed, more
closely spaced levels with u > 13 are not as deflnite. Because
of the strong mixing of the Rydberg and valence levels near
the crossing point of the corresponding potential-energl/
curyes, even the electronic assignments ol the levels become
uncertain in this energy region, particularly for the
f' (v:14) level of l8or, which is likely to be heavily mixed
with /(u:7). Nevertheless, all of the observed bands areIlj*3X; tiáhsitions where the uppei state has a consider-
able/' tlj valence cba¡acter, as evidenced by the low mea-
sured rotational constants.
We have suggested previously in Sec. IV A 5 that the
u= I level of the 4pn,i llj state for 1602 is rotationally
perturbed by a highJying level of the /' t>; valence state.
From Fig. 14 it can be deduced that the u: 17 level of
160, (not shown) is likely to be the perturbing level. We
have observed previously that the Rydberg-valence interac-
tion is much smaller for the 4pr,j t2l@:l)
-Í' '2I{u: 17) pertu¡bation, where H¡¡,:1.3 cm-r, than
for rhe zpr,¡l r2[@=.4)-f' tãf(u:5) perturbation,
where H ¡¡, 
* 5.3 cm- l. The difference can be explained par-
tially by a smaller vibrational overlap in the former case and
also by noting that, according to quantum-defect theory [45],
the electronic part H" of the Rydberg-valence interaction is
eipected to fall off as (n*)-3t7. For the 3prru and 4pru
Rydberg states of llj symmetry it follows from the ob-
served energy levels [8] ¡}:rat n* :2.28 and 3.31, respectively,
implying that the n=4 electronic interaction matrix element
should be only 57Vo of the n:3 value, provided that we
ignore the 11 dependence of f/".
The other low-lying levels of the /' valence state that we
have obsen¡ed (the u:7 and lO levels of lsor¡ lie slightly
below ¡hè/ Rydberg state levels u:5 and 6 of 1802, ex-
plaining why no rotational perturbations are evident in the
latter levels. Tlre proximity of the Rydberg to the valence
level, however, is sufficient to enable the (7,0) and (10,0)
bands of the /'eX system to gain enough strength to bè
observed. All other observed valence levels lie near or above
the crossing point of the /' and / potential-energy curves and
do not require the presence of a nearby level of the / state for
the corresponding band to be obseryed
In Fig. 15 we have combined the isotopic f'+X band
origin data from Table V iirto an effective AG, curve plotted
as a function of the mass-reduced vib¡ational quantum num-
ber p(u + ll2) 156,57f. The irregular perturbations in .tbe
measured vibrational term differences can be seen clearly in
comparison with the smooth behavior of the unperturbed
lerm differences calculaæd using the /' potential-energy
curve of Fig. 14. The maximum vibrational perturbation oc-
curs near the crossing point of the /' and / potentials where
P(u + UZ)- 12.8.
In Fig. l6 we present isotopically ¡educed rotational con-
srznts Bulpz [56] for the/' state as a function of the mass.
reduced vibration. Once again, the rotational constants show
significañt inegular perturbation when compared with a
smooth curve calculated using the /' potential-energy curve
of Fig. 14. The measured rotational constants are all larger







FIG. 15. Measuted isotopically combined vib¡ational differ-
ences fo¡ the f' t2[ state of 02, compared with estimated deper-
turbed values-
by the Rydberg states result in the valence-state waye func-
tions bonowing some of the cheracteristics of the perturbing
states.
The predissociation linewidths, effective oscillator
strengdrs, and line-shape p¿uameters for the ;f'e] þ¿¡1d5
also exhibit irregular perturbations that show maximum ef-
fects nea¡ the crossing point of the /' and / potentials. In
particular, the Fano line-shape parameter q changes sign near
the crossing point. Kim and Yoshihara [54] have also re-
cently observed q reversal in the photofragrnent-yield spec-
trum of Cs2.
In this section we have collecæd together all of our ob-
servations of the/' lIj vdence state and have attempted to
explain them coherently in general terms. It is clear from the
discussion Lhat signiflcant interactions occur between the
f' '>I vdence srate and the npru l>j nyaUeig states. In
addition, it is necessary to consider several other elecüonic
states in order to explain the streogth, predissociation, and
asymmetry of the observed bands. An accurate t¡eatment of
the problem requires more than the normal techniques of
perturbation theory. Therefore, in an associated wori< ¡SS1,
we providc a CSE interpret¿tion of the/' lE j*X 31" sys-
tem that puts our previous descriptive framework onto a
more qüantitative basis. Also, the semiempirical information
resulting from the CSE treatment is compared with an aå
initio r:eatment of the /' II j state.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The lowest va-lence state of 02 with rlj symmetry,
f ' '2j, has been observed experimentally. Using a high-
resolution monochromator-based system with excellent
signal-to-noise performance, we have found a total of nine
bands lrom the system/' tX,l*X 3å; in the photoabsorp-
tion spectra of the isotopic molecules-16O, and l8Or. The
bands a.re found to be predissociating resonances that exhibit
Beutler-Fano line shapes, rarely obsewed in molecular pho-
todissociation. The observed line-shape asymmetries vary
widely an example of a window resonance in dissociation
occurring for the (13,0) band of 18O2. Irregular perturbations











FIG. 16. Measu¡ed isotopically combined rotational constants
for the /' llj st"t" of 02, compared with estimated deperturbed
values.
are attributed to stfong electroståtic interactions with the
npr, t2f, Rydberg states.
Using a combination of monoch¡omator-based and very
narrow-ba¡dwidth laser-based measurements of the
f t2[ *X 3I; nydU.rg transitìons of isotopic 02, we have
found rotationãl perturbations in the u:4 level o¡ l6gtag
and the u:5 level of 160, and have observed extia lines
associated with the rotational perturbations in the u:4 and 5
levels of 160r. These observations have enablcd us to show
that the valence state/' lI j reported here is responsible for
the rotational pefturbatíon of the Rydberg ståtes
3pn"f t2I and 4pruj tlj ttuougtr the same electrostatic
valence-Rydberg interactions responsible for the vibrational
perturbations observed in the /' state.
The weakness of the bands of tlre fteX system of 02
precludes any significant influence on the transmission of
solar vuv radiation through the terrestrial atmosphere. How-
eveç the agreement between our results and the recent ab
initio calculaTions by Cuberman and Giusti-Suzor [9] of the
f' t>I valence potential-energy curve and Rydberg-valence
coupling supports their view of the importance of tlle
f' '>l valence slate as a channel for the production of iono-
spheric O(r,S) during the dissociative recombination of Or+
with electrons in the atmosphere.
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A comprehensive vibronic assignment of the 3fI, states in the energy region approaching the first
ionization threshold of 02 is presented for the first time. Measurements of seventeen 3flr*X 3I;
bands in the 85 800-93 000 cm-l region of the ground-state photoabsorption spectra of rÓO, and
tïOrat79 K are reported, including six bands in the spectrum ofl80, for the first time. Irregularities
in vibrational spacings and in the extent of broadening by predissociation are shown to result from
Rydberg-valence interactions. The observed transitions have been assigned, using semiempirical
modeling of the 3fl, Rydberg-valence interactions based on the coupled-channel Schrödinger
equations technique, to two vibrational progressions with upper states which we call F 3fI, and
F' 3f1,. The F and F' states are formed from the avoided crossings of :he npo u (n :3-5) Rydberg
potential-energy curves by the lowest repulsive 3fI, valence potential-energy curve. @ 1996
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I. ¡NTRODUCTION
The 02 ground-state photoabsorption sp€ctrum in the
vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) region at energies below the first
ionization threshold (12.07 eV)t has been the subject of
much investigation,2 largely because of its importance in at-
mospheric photochemistry.3 In spite of these efforts, very
few vibrational progressions have been convincingly as-
signed in the region 9.5-12.0 eV. In particular, only a small
fraction of the expected Rydberg-state progressions converg-
berg orbital to this ground-state ion core gives rise to gerade
states which cannot be observed in single-photon absorption
from the X, a, or å states. However, these gerade Rydberg
states have been studied using two-photon absorption
spectroscopy,4'5 electron energy-loss spectroscopy6 and
translational spectroscopy,T and are now reasonably well
understood. In contrast, the ungerade Rydberg states: 'n,
and 'fI, from the configurations 1l o"¡2{l o)2
(2 c )2 (2 c )2 (3 o r)2 I I r,)4 ( I r r)t n p c u; and 
li,-, 3tr,t,
'A' and '4, from the configurations 1l or)z
(l t,)2 (2 o )2 (2 c,¡2 13 o r)2 (l t,¡4 71 r r)t n p rr u @ :3,4,
5,...), are poorly understood. The only regular ungerade Ry-
dberg progressions which have been definitively identified in
ground- and metastable-state absorption spectra involve the
lower vibrational levels of the 3pnu Í '2I , qpn, j '21
and 3pru D llj sntes.s'e
Dipole-allowed transitions to 3I, and rfl, states from
the ground state are expected to give the strongest features in
the absorption spectrum of 02. Although ample experimental
data on such states exists, many of the observed spectral
features have not been definitively identified, probably be-
cause of the complications introduced by large interactions
between Rydberg and valence states of the same symmetry.
Currently, there is agreement among many theoreticall0-14
and experimentall5'16 workers that the three strong bands
known as Tanaka's longest, second and third bandslT (12,14,
1206 and ll73 Å) result from transitions to the first three
vibrational levels of the mixed Rydberg-valence E 3>;
state. The E state can be associated with the upper potential-
energy well formed by the avoided crossing of the lowest
valence and 3pru Rydberg potential-energy curves, while
the lower potential-energy curve, labeled B 3I,, is the up-
per state of the Schumann-Runge system. Higher-energy
states of this symmetry have not yet been definitely identi-
fied.
læss is known about the 3fI, states in this energy region.
Ab initio calculations by Buenker and Peyerimhoffl8 gaue an
interaction matrix element of 1.06 eV at an internuclear dis-
tance R:2.38as, between the 3poutfl, Rydberg and va-
lence (l û )2 (l û,)2 (2 o r)2 {2 o,)2 (3 a ¿2 { l n,)a {l r r)l
(3û)t l.3flu states, which is about twice that calculated for
the corresponding states of 3I; symmetry.ls The diabatic
potential-energy curve of the valence state crosses the Ryd-
berg curve at an intemuclear distance slightly larger than the
equilibrium value for the Rydberg diabatic curue.ls The
lower adiabatic 3fI, potential curve formed by this avoided
crossing has a plateau or weak minimumls for
2.Oos<R<2.2a0 and transitions to this region of the poten-
tial give a significant contribution to the 02 absorption cross
section in the region of the Schumann-Runge continuum
near 1356 Å le-21 At higher energies, the upper adiabatic
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potential produced by the avoided crossing gives rise to a
bound state. Buenker et al,tt have made tentative assign-
ments of peaks observed in electron energy loss spectra22
based on their ab inilio calculations of the potential-energy
curve of this bound state.ls Howeve¡ their assignments are
inconsistent with those based on optical measurements.
Chang23 and Chang and Ogawa2a have identiñed
'[,*x 3tr; bands at tt63 Â (s0000 cm-'¡, tt37 Å
(88 000 cm--r), I t22 A, ßg 200 cm-r), and 1089 Å (st soo
cm-l¡ by rotational analysis, and more recent work by Ito
et al.2s has led to the identiñcation of two additional bands at
1065 Å (93 900 cm-r) and 1049 Å (ss ¿00 cm-r). In addi-
tion, there has been some confusion about the identification
of a band at I153 ,Â (86 700 cm-l),23'26 presumably because
its triplet structure is perturbed, but recent work27 has led to
a defnitive assignment of this band as another 3fI,*X 3X;
transition. The anomalously small upper-state rotational con-
stant of the 1163 Å band led Chang and Ogawûa to suggest
that the upper state of the band is a mixed Rydberg-valence
state, later called F 3fI, by Huber and Herzberg,2s but there
have been no convincing electronic and vibrational assign-
mefrts for the upper states of the other observed bands.
The aim of tbis study is a comprehensive vibronic analy-
sis and assignment of all 3nu*X 3X; bands observed be-
low the first ionization threshold. To this end, we present
new absorption measurements of seventeen 3fIu*X 3>;
bands in the region 1075-1165 Å leSeOO-ef 000 cm-r),
eight for 160, and nine for l8or. Vibronic assignments for all
of these bands, and the two bands observed by lto et al.,zs
are made by means of semiempirical calculations, based on
the coupled-channel Schrädinger equations technique, which
take account of the coupling between the I 3II, valence state
and the npo,sflu b:3-7) Rydberg states. The use of a
diabatic basis set for the calculations leads to the determina-
tion of deperturbed Rydberg potential-energy curves, associ-

















Two different methods of generating tunable VUV radia-
tion have been used in this study. The first, described in
detail elsewhere,2'ur", an argon dimer continuum discharge
lamp with a 2.2 m scanning monochromator to give radiation
with a bandwidth of -0.030 Å (z.s cm-r) full width at half
maximum (FWHM). The monochromator wavelength was
calibrated using known emission lines3o of K¡ l, N ¡ and ¡t,
Or and C¡, and absorption lines from the A lfI*XlI+,
B t2**xlr+ and c t2**xlX+ bands of co,3l and
the B r!j-¡'lf Lyrnun bands of H2,32.and is expected
ro be accurare to within -0.01 Å (0.8 cm-r).
In the second method, also described in detail
elsewhere,2? tunable VUV radiation in the range lllS-1167
Å was produced by third harmonic generation33 using radia-
tion from an excimer-pumped dye laser focussed into a cell
containing K¡ or Xe at pressures in the range 5-100 Ton A
0.2 m monochromator was used to remove the fundamental
radiation. The VUV bandwidth, estimated from measure-
FIG. l. The mæured photoabsorption cross sæt¡on (f:79 K) in (he re-
gions of thirtæn rII,*X 3!i bands of 02. All meæurements were taken
using the monæhromator appâratus except the four lowest-energy bands for
luO2. The outer sub-bilds of the160, band ner 90500 cm-l ile over-
lapped by stronger features due to another transition.
ments of Xe and H2 (0,0) Lyman-band absorption lines near
ll30 Ä, was found to be -0.006 A (o.s cm-r) FWHM. The
wavelengths of the 02 absorption measurements were cali-
brated to within -0.003 Â (O.ZS cm-r) using measurements
of CO absorption lines3r and lines of the (1,0) band of the 02
j'2I *X 3l; ,y.t"-Y near ll20 Å.
The 02 absorption cell for each apparatus had LiF win-
dows and gave an absorption path length of 10.9 cm. The
cells were cooled by ñlling sleeves with liquid Nr, resulting
in an effective gas temperature of 79+0.5 K. The use of low
temperatures enabled clearer identification of the measured
bands because of a reduction in the associated rotational
structure. Samples of oxygen (BOC 99.9Vo, containing 99.8
atom%o 160, or ICON, containing 99.5 atom%o l8O, 0.2
aÍom%o t7O and 0.3 atom%o 160¡ were used at pressures be-
tween 0.1 and 10 Ton. The incident and transmitted radiation
was detected photoelectrically using solar-blind photomulti-
pliers equipped with LiF windows. Absolute cell transmit-
tances were obtained by normalizing the measurements using
the empty-cell values.
For both experimental systems, photoabsorption cross
sections were determined from the measured cell transmit-
tances using the Beer-Lambert law. However, the rotational
linewidths of a number of the bands are less than the band-
width of the monochromator-based apparatus and the cross
section in these cases is pressure dependent and may be sub-
ject to some errors. This is not the case for measurements
taken with the laser-based apparatus which yield absolute
cross sections. Despite the limited resolution, the monochro-
mator results are still useful in band identification.
B. Results
Figure I shows the measured photoabsorption cross sec-
tion for thirteen of the 3fI,*¡ 3I" bands identified in this
work. Four weaker 3fI,*X lI; Uänas are shown in Fig.2.
The bands in the l8O, rpect-.n at energies >88 500 cm-r
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FIG. 2. The measured photoabsorption cross section (T:19 K) in the ¡e-
gions of four weak ril"*X-l:; bands of 02. The upper-state O values re
shown for each rflo,*X r:; sub-band origin. All meöurements were
taken using the monæhromatoi appüatus. The bands at 9l 200 cm-rcoin-
cide with brcad features due to another transit¡on The bands neu 92 ó00
cm-l ue complicaled on the left by sharp lines due to transitions to another
state and on the right tbr l8o, by the lowest-energy sub-band of the band
neu 92'700 cm-1, shown in Fig. I
previously. In addition, Chang's assignments23-of the bands
near 86800, 90500 and 91200 cm-r in the 160, spectrum
appear incorrect in the light of the present work (see Sec.
IIIc).
It is plausible that all of the bands shown in Fig. I are
1r8Or¡. Atl except two of the bands in Figs. I and 2 show
triplet structure characteristic of a 3fl,*¡ 31, transition
with the upper state close to Hund's case (a). The total split-
ting of - 190 cm-r is close to the spin-splitting of the ground
staie of o;t.28 The sub-bands from transitions to the 3flr!
components are not always centrally located because of
spin-orbit coupling with nearby levels of the lflr, state of
the same configuration, as previously demonstrated for the
160, band near 86800 cm-1.27 The 90 500 cm-r band of 160,
does not resemble the other bands because it coincides with
stronger features from other transitions (possibly the 4/
complex23), but its central 'nr,*X lL, sub-band is iso-
lated and of comparable intensity to the conesponding band
oflsor. The l8O, band near 86700 cm I has very narrow
rotational lines and the measured cross section is pressure
dependent, giving different apparent intensities for each of
the different sub-bands.
Some of the bands in Fig. I show signifìcant broadening
by predissociation, the linewidths varying in an inegular
fashion up to a maximum of -10 cm-l FWHM. Measured
predissociation linewidths, extrapolated to zero rotation, are
given in Table I for the four 160r bands examined using the
laser-based apparatus. It has not been possible to obtain pre-
cise values for the other bands because of either insufficient
instrumental resolution or excessive overlap of other transi-
tions. However, the results in Table I and qualitative results
for the other bands in Fig. I show that the narrowest-
linewidth bands (=2 cm-t FWHM) occur near 86 700 cm-r
forlóO, and nea¡ 86700 and 91 500 cm-r forlsOr, while
the broadest linewidth bands (=5 cm-r FWHM) are those
near 87 900 and 91 800 cm-r for 160r. The predissociation
linewidths for the weaker bands in Fig.2 æe estimated to be
s2 cm-t FWHM.
The vibronic analysis of the 3fI,*X 3!* bands re-
quires values for the vibrational energies. Therefore, we have
derived effective rotationless term values for the 3fI6, and
3flr, sub-levels from the present measurements by rotational
analysis, and these values are given in Table IL Values for
the 3fIl, sub-levels have not been included because, in gen-
eral, they are strongly perturbed by spin-orbit coupling withlfllr states. The 3fI,,-lfI,, interactions will be discussed
in detail elsewhere.35 The assignments given in Table II are
based on calculations discussed in Sec. III.
The rotationless terrn values have been determined using
the ground-state energies given by Amiot and Verges36 which
are referenced to the non-existent F2 ground-state level with
N"=J":O.In terms of the effective Hamiltonian given by
Brown and Merer,37 the rotationless term values are














TABLE I. Measured and calculated (CSE) rotational constants 8', predissæiation linewidths f and oscillator
strengths / for the (0,0)-(3,0) FrII,*X ll; bands of l60, Measured parameters were obtained from fitt¡ng
a band model, based on the Voigt line shap€, to cross sections measured using the laser-based appratus, and
assignments ue based on the discussion given in Sec. III C.
8'(cm r)" f (cm I FwHM)"b ,f(lo of





























oExperimental parameter inherently includes effects of int€ractions with other electronic states whereas the
calculated parameter includes only effects of l[-1, Rydberg-valence interactions
bExtrapolated to zero rotation
'Experimental cross sections corected lor contributions from other transitions
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TABLE II. Measured and calculated (CSE and firsGorder adiabatic) rotat¡onless upper-state tem values (to nearest cm r) for the (u',0) rlJ,-X tI; b"nd..
Rotationless term values for the rlle, and 1f12, components given ue defined by Eqs, (l) and (2) in the text and are refened (o the virtual leve¡ X 1>,; (u =0,
J=0, Fz). Unless otherui* stated, exlErimental uncertainties re 51.5 cm l.
'uo,
t'o,
Measured CSE Adia. Measured CSE Adia.













































































































T,(3flr,¡=7,¡ A-2(B + AD+21\Dt3) +2't\13, (2)
where fu is the band origin, A is the spin-orbit constant, B
is the rotational constant, À is the spin-spin constant (includ-
ing second-order spin-orbit effects), 7 is the spin-rotation
constant, and AD, )r,r, and D a¡e second-order centrifugal
distortion constants. A preliminary report of band profile and
rotational analyses for the four lowest-energy bands of 1602
has been presented elsewhere,3s and the resulting rotational
constants, oscillator strengths and predissociation linewidths
for these bands are given in Table I. The results of Ito ¿f a/.2s
for bands at 93 900 and 95 400 cm-r were used with Eqs. (l)
and (2) to obtain rotationless term values which a¡e included
in Table II.
The bands at 86 000, 88 000, 89 200, and 91 800 cm-r
in the tuD, spectrum were correctly identified as3fI,-X 3>; transitions by Chang23 and Chang and
Ogawa2a using spectrographic measurements. Their mea-
sured rotationless term values differ from the present ones by
<1.5 cm-l for the bands at 89200 and 86000 cm-r which
have narrow rotational lines, while their values for the more
diffuse bands differ by =3 cm-r.
III. SEMIEMPIRICAL MODELING
A. Method of calculatlon
The coupled-channel Schrödinger equations3e'40 (CSE)
method was used to calculate the cross section for photoab-
sorption into the Rydberg-valence manifold of 3fI0! states
From calculations performed for different values of the rota-
tion J, it was possible to determine resonance energies, os-
cillator strengths, linewidths, and rotational constants4l for
comparison with the available experimental data.
dDue to overlapping features, uncertainty -3 cm-l
'Results derived from Ref. 25.
The input data required for the calculations were diabatic
potential-energy curves representing the O:0 components of
the npo"3Í1" Rydberg stâtes for n=3-7 and the repulsive
valence I 3fI, state, electrostatic couplings between the Ry-
dberg and valence states, and electric-dipole moments for
transitions to each of these states from the X 31, state. Fig-
ure 3 shows the final diabatic potential-energy curves for the
states included in our calculations. We chose to use the di-
abatic electronic-state basis because the corresponding
potential-energy curves, electronic transition moments and












FlC. 3. Potential-energy curues for the lfl6, states used to model the ob-
seryed bands. Energies are given relative to the minimum of the ground-
state X 11, potential-energy curve. Shown æe the diabatic curves (dashed
lines) for the repulsive valence stale and the bound npø, Rydberg states
(n=3-7), and the coresponding adiabatic curves (solid lines) calculated
using the Rydberg-valence couplings given in Table Ill The observed vibra-
tional levels of lóO, ue also shown, assæiated with the second and third
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TABLE III. Diabatic model parameters used in calculation of rlI,*¡ tI; t"sonun.. energies Valucs for the
electronic tem I., effective quantum number ¿*=z - ó, quantum detect ¿ Rydb€rg-valence coupling H", and
the coupling scaled by (n*)r/2 are given for each npou Rydberg state. Also given are electric dipolc moments
M' for transitions from the 02 ground state to each diabat¡c state
2769



































"Uncertainties (3ø) are those obtained in the ñtting præess.
bPuum"t"r fixed in fitting præess.
with iR. For these calculations we assumed that the couplings
and transition moments were independent of R. An addi-
tional advantage of the use of a diabatic basis is that the
parameters associated with the deperturbed Rydberg states
can be compared with the analogous values obtained for un-
perturbed Rydberg states of other molecules.
Selected model parameters, described in Sec. III B, were
varied to fit the experimenþl fu(3flox) values shown in
Table II, as well as the oscillator strengths, predissociation
linewidths and rotational constanß41 listed in Table I. In ad-
dition, measured cross sections for the 1327 and 1356 Â
continuum features19'21 were used to constrain the problem in
the energy region of the lowest potential-curve crossing.
B. Model parameters
The potential-energy curves chosen for the initial calcu-
lations were an ab initio diabatic curve for the valence statea2
and Rydberg curves with the same shape as that-of the X 2fI,
state of the ion to which the series converges.2 The general
formula for the energy of Rydberg states is
.n
E^= E-- ;lz, (3)
where E- is the ionization limit (in this caser 97 348 cm-l),
.fr=.4J0+n"lM), .t?,.:199737.315 cm-r is the Rydberg
constant, m" and M are lhe electron and molecule masses,
respectively, n*:n': á'is the effective quantum number and
â is the quantum defect. Initiall¡ the Rydberg potentials
were fixed to give á:0.7, a value consistent with the value
calculated ab inítio by Betts and McKoya3 and values for
npø orbitals in a number of other molecules.4-47 The â
values for n=3-5 were then allowed to vary and, in subse-
quent iterations, the potentials for the n:6-7 Rydberg states
were fixed assuming a smooth variation of áwith n. In ad-
dition, the slope and crossing points of the valence potential-
energy curue were allowed to vary along with the shapes of
the 3pou and 4pou Rydberg curves and the equilibrium in-
temuclear distance of the 5pou Rydberg curve. The lìnal
values for á, given in Table III, decrease slightly with in-
creasing n, a behavior consistent with that calculated for the
npûk states of 02 by Betts and McKoy,ar and that
measuredø'4ó'47 for the npo states of NO and CO. The quan-
tum defects do not appear to be completely deperturbed, pos-
sibly due to the neglect of interactions with the 23flu va-
lence statea2 which crosses rhe 3pou Rydberg potential-
energy curve neaf 1.4 Å.
The Rydberg-valence electrostatic coupling matrix ele-
menß fr' are expected to scale with (n+)-312.48 In our calcu-
lations, only the couplings for n=3-6 were varied while that
for n:7 was fixed to give a smooth variation of 7n*¡3nH'
with n. Our value for the n=3 Rydberg-valence coupling,
-7100 cm-1, is in rough agreement with the aå injlio results
of Buenker and Peyerimhoffls who obtained 8550 cm-l at
R=2.38a0. The couplings, shown in Table III, decrease as ¿
increases more rapidly than expected, possibly indicating a
dependence of Il" on R.
The electric dipole moments M" fot transitions to the
valence state and to the n:3 a¡dn=4 Rydberg states, given
in Table III, were chosen to give agreement with the ob-
served intensities of the 1327 and 1356 A cont¡nuum
features2l and with the oscillator strengths of thetfr,*x 3!; bands measured with the laser apparatus (see
Table I) which are not subject to eÍors due to inadequate
instrumental resolution. The transition moments for the
higher Rydberg ståtes were set to values which decrease
from the n:3 and ¿:4 values according to the usual
(n*¡-tn dependence.as The small value for the valence tran-
sition moment is consistent with the absence of atl,*x 3X; continuum underlying the Schumann-Runge
bands.ae's0 While the signs of the individual electronic matrix
elements M" znd ll", listed in Table III, have no absolute
significance, the observed intensities of the fittedtnu*X 3l; featu.". can only be explained if the product
M" (valence) II"M" (Rydberg)<0.
C. Results and dlscussion
The final calculated rotationless cross section for each
isotopomer in the range 85 500-95 500 cm-r is shown in
Fig.4. The lu(3flo,) values determined from the cross sec-
tions agree with the experimental values to within -5 cm-1,
as can be seen in Table II. In addition. the calculations re-
produce the qualitative predissociation linewidths of the
bands without requiring any other dissociative states in the
model. Reasonable agreement is also obtained between the
J. Chem Phys, Vol 104, No. 8, 22 February 1996
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FlG. 4 The calculated rotationless photoabsorpt¡on cross section fot
lIIn,, X t:,- transirions ofróO2 (solid line) and l8O2 (dashed line). Assign-
ments to (u';0) F rflo,*X 3I, and (u',0) F' ttlon*X 3I, transitions
ue indicated. Three resonances due to trmsitions to higherJying stales ile
also presenl.
calculated and measured parameters listed in Table I for the
lowest-energy bands of 160r. Thus, although the measured
term values and linewidths are quite inegular, the relatively
simple model presented above has been able to simulate
them quite accurately. This remarkable achievement implies
that previous difficulties with assignments of the bands have
been primarily due to the coupling of the Rydberg and va-
lence 3fI, states.
Adiabatic potential-energy curves have been calculated
from the diabatic curves and their couplings and are shown
in Fig. 3. The electronic state formed by the crossings of the
n:3 and n:4 Rydberg curves by the valence curve has been
labeled F 'fI,, to be consistent with the label used by Huber
and Herzberg,2s and the label F' 3fI, has been used for the
state formed by the crossing of the n:4 and ¿:5 Rydberg
curves by the valence curve. First-order adiabatic eigenener-
gies have been calculated for the F and F' states and are
given as rotationless term values in Table IL
The adiabaticity parametelr t:H"lL,Guó, where AGud
is the separation of the first vibrational levels of the higher
member of a pair of adiabatic states resulting from an
avoided crossing, has been suggested as a measure of the
applicability of the adiabatic or diabatic representations.
Near-adiabatic behavior occurs for (Þ1, near-diabatic be-
havior occurs for (<1, while for cases where (-l the
amount of mixing of states in either representation is large'
For example, (:13 ror the E 3I; state,sr considered to be
intermediãte between adiabatic and diabatic.52 For the F 3fIu
state, we calculate t-2.9,s3 suggesting that the behavior of
this state is close to that of the adiabatic representation' This
behavior is confirmed by the comparatively small rotational
linewidths,sa and by a comparison of the calculated first-
order adiabatic rotationless term values for the F state with
the results from the full coupled-channel calculations (Table
II). The root-mean-square differences between the adiabatic
and CSE energies of -100 and -70 "m 
I for róO, and I8Or,
respectively, are much smaller than either the Rydberg-











valence coupling of -7100 cm-l or the mean vibrational
spacing of -1200 cm-1, supporting the adiabatic picture 
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The diabatic energies, which can be deduced approximately
from the diabatic electronic term values in Table III by as-
suming an ionic shape for the Rydberg potential-energy
curves, bear no resemblance to the CSE energies.
Assignments of thd observed bands were made by omit-
ting various of the Rydberg states from the CSE models and
studying the resulting calculated cross sections. The adia-
batic potential curves, when considered with the calculated
cross section shown in Fig.4, are valuable for visualizing the
assignments of the bands and for understanding the origin of
the irregular characteristics.ss All of the bands shown in Fig.
I were unambiguously assigned to the state formed by the
coupling of the diabatic 3pou and 4po, Rydberg and va-
lence states and the upper levels can be represented by levels
in the F 3fI, adiabatic potential-energy well with u':0-6.
The CSE calculations also predict F*X bands with higher
u' in the energy region shown in Fig. 4 and term values for
these levels have been included in Table II. The double mini
mum of the F 3fI, potential well (see Fig. 3) explains the
irregular level structure, including the anomalously small
separation between the lowest two levels. The first level F(0)
is in the right-hand part of the minimum which accounts for
its anomalously small rotational constant (Table I). Higher
levels show a more regular behavior with a mean vibrational
spacing which is smaller than that of the ion28 because the
potential well of the F 3fI, state is much wider than that of
the ion.
By including the 5po, Rydberg state in our model, we
can account for all of the other observed bands. We assign
the two bands observed near 91 200 and 92 600 cm-l shown
inFig.2 and the bands observed by Ito et a/.2s to transitions
to the first four vibrational levels of the F' 3fI, state. The
F'tfl, adiabatic potential well, like the F 3fI, well, has a
strangely shaped minimum, but, in contrast to F(0), F'(0) is
in the left-hand part of the well. As for the F state, much of
the anomalous and irregular vibrational spacing for the F'
state can be explained by the unusual shape of the corre-
sponding potential-energy curve.
All of the observed bands have been assigned by consid-
ering only npou3fl, Rydberg states with n--3-5. However,
the ¿:6 and 7 Rydberg states were included in the final
calculations because they produce three resonances in the
region of the measurements (i.e., <95 400 cm-l) which have
not been observed and produce shifts in the positions of reso-
nances associated with the lower Rydberg states through cou-
pling via the valence intermediary. In fact, one of these ad-
ditional levels lies just below F'(3) (see Fig. 4) which,
therefore, may have some admixture of n:6 Rydberg char-
acter. This unobserved level may be responsible for the per-
turbations of the F'*X (3,0) sub-band rotational structure
observed by Ilo et al.2s and may partly explain their sugges-
tion that two different electronic states are responsible for the
F' *X (2,0) and (3,0) bands that they analyzed. The calcu-
lations shown in Fig.4 are consistent with the observation of
Ito et a1.25 that the two bands they selected for analysis were
among the strongest in this energy region. The unobserved
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bands are predicted to be weaker and have nanower lines
than the other bands in this region. Inclusion of Rydberg
states beyond n:7 has no significant effect on the calculated
energies other than relatively small overall shifts.
Further improvements in our understanding of the 3fl,
states will require both experimental and theoretical ad-
vances. First, high-resolution measurements of the absorp-
tion cross section for all bands a¡e needed to give more ac-
curate values for rotational constants, predissociation
linewidths and intensities. Second, more accurate CSE mod-
eling of rotational effects will require a consideration of
many additional interactions, such as the 3fI,,-3fl0,r, rota-
tional interactions, 3fI,r- lfI,, spin-orbit interactions, and
'n,-tlrt and lI,-3Au rotational interactions, most of
which a¡e poorly characterized experimentally at present.
Third, further restraint of the parameters for the n:5-7 Ry-
dberg states, will require measurements of bands which
should exist in the high-energy region but which have not yet
been observed. However, none of these refinements are ex-
pected to change the assignments of the 3n, features dis-
cussed above or the basic features of the Rydberg-valence
interactions present in our model.
IV. SUMMARY
The first comprehensive vibronic assignment of the 3fI,
states of 02 in the energy region below 95400 cm-l has
been carried out using semiempirical modeling of the 3fI,
Rydberg-valence interactions. To facilitate the assignments,
measurements of seventeen tnr*X 3l; bands in the re-
gion 85 800-93 000 cm-r of the ground-siate spectra of 1602
and l8O, have been presented. The six bands of t8O, at en-
ergies >88 500 cm-l and the lóOr band neat 92 700 cm-r
have been reported for the first time. Previous assignments23
for three of the 160, bands have been corrected. The inegular
behavior of the observed bands, which has caused previous
difficulties with their interpretation, has been found to be
caused principally by strong Rydberg-valence interactions.
Our final CSE calculations reproduce the measured band ori-
gins to within -5 cm-l and reproduce the irregular behavior
of the line broadening due to predissociation. We have as-
signed the observed transitions to two vibrational progres-
sions with upper levels in the ir 3fI, and F' 3fI, adiabatic
potential-energy curves, formed from the avoided crossing of
the diabatic (3pcu, 4po,) and ( pou, 5pø,) Rydberg
potential-energy curves by the diabatic valence potential-
energy curve, respectively.
The use of CSE calculations performed with a diabatic
electronic-state basis has enabled us to obtain deperturbed
Rydberg-state parameters. The derived quantum defects of
-0.7 are consistent with expectations for npo orbitals and
decrease slightly with increasing n, in agreement with ¿å
initio calculationsal and measurements for other
molecules.4'46'a? The derived 3po,, Rydberg-valence cou-
pling 11":7100 cm I is in reasonable agreement with ab
inllio calculation.,ls but the couplings between the valence
and the higher Rydberg states fall off faster than the expected
England ef a¿: The 3tl,*X 3>; bands of 02
(n*¡-trz dependence,a8 possibly indicating a variation of f/"
with R.
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Spin-orbit interactions between Rydberg states of 02 have been studied by observing the photoabsorption spec-
trum in the 1100 - L200 Å region. The dominant interactions are between siates having the same primary -o1..-
and these give rise to perturbations in rotational-level structures and the appearance of
rption bands. Three examples are given showing the effects of 3II, - 1[I, andsÐÍ -tÐr-
-state absorption spectrum,
I.. INTRODUCTION
The rvindow region (1100 - 1300 Å) of the 02
photoabsorption spectrum has been the subject of a
number of previous studies. However, there have
been few definitive assignments of features in this re-
gion because ofthe large number ofaccessible excited
electronic states and inegularities caused by strong
Rydberg-valence interactions. An improved under-
standing of the spectrum is desirable because of its im-
portance in determining the depth of penetration of so-
lar vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation in the terres-
triai atmosphere.
Some diabatic potential-energy curves for 02 are
shown in Fig. 1. The important ungerade Rydberg
states in this energy region a¡e the fi¡st members of the
np) complexes (n = 3,4,5, . . ,) built on the X2IT,
state of O/. These complexes give rise to lflr, 3IIr,
tÐ#, tt*, 14, and 34, molecular states, However,
the only regular Rydberg progressions observed in 02
single-photon absorption spectra a¡e the lower vibra-
tional levels of the Spru DtÐt, Spru f 1Ðf and
4p¡ru j 1Xf states [1,2]. Thecrossingof theRydberg
potential-energy curves for many states by curves for
valence states of the same symmetry gives rise to large
perturbations from electrostatic interactions [3] which
can be modelled using coupled-channel Schrödinger
equations (CSE) calculations [4].
In addition, strong spin-orbit coupling between
states from the same npÀ complex results in inegular-
ities in the rotational st¡ucture ofvibrational bands and
the appearance ofspin-forbiddenbands in the absorp-
tion spectrum. A number of vibrational bands have, as
0368-ZM&l96/$15,00 O 1996 Elsevier Science B'V. All rights reserved
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Figure 1. Diabatic potential-energy curves for Oz
relevant to a study of the 3II, - 1fI, and 3X; -3tf,
spin-orbit interactions.
a consequence, been inconectly assigned in the work
of Chang [5]. A study of the lDf - tXu- spin-orbit
interactions was recently presented by Lewis et al.
[6]. In this pape¡ we present rneasurements of th¡ee
bands in the ground-state photoabso¡ption cross sec-
tion which illustrate the effects of 3II, - 1II, andt¡; - 3Ðf spin-orbitinteractions, Large vibrational
overlap factors between states with Au = 41 y¡ri.¡
a¡e inferred from the measurements can only be ex-
plained by considering the Rydberg-valence mixing of















High-resolution measurements of the 02 photoab-
sorption cross section have been taken using tunable
vacuum-ultraviolet (VLIV) radiation produced from
third harmonic generation using excimer-pumped
dyeJaser radiation focussed in a cell containing Kr at
pressures in the 5 - 100 Ton range. The VLIV band-
width, estimated from measurements of Xe and H2
(0,0) Lyman-band absorption lines near 88500 cm-1,
was found to be - 0.5 cm-1 full-width at half-
maximum (FV/HM), or - 0.1 cm-l FWIIli,{ with
an intracavity étalon in the dye laser. Details of the
apparatus and the wavelength calibration have been
presented elsewhere [4,7].
The laser-based apparatus was limited to neasure-
ments for energies I 89500 cm-1. To access shorter
wavelengths, a second apparatus based on an argon-
dimer continuum discharge lamp with a 2.2 m scan-
ning VIIV monoch¡omator rvas employed, This ap-
paratus has been described in detail elsewhere [8].
Abso¡ption measurements indicated that the radiation
had a bandwidth of - 2.5 cm-I FWHM.
Absorytion cells with LiF windows and path
lengths of 10,9 cm were cooled by filling sleeves
with liquid N2, resulting in an effective gas tempera-
tureof 79t0.5 K.Samplesof oxygen (BOC99,9V0,
containing 99.8 atomVo 160 were used at pressures
between 0.1 Ton and i0 Torr, The incident and trans-
mitted radiation was detected photoelectrically using
solar-blind photomultipliers and absolute cell trans-
mittances were obtained by normalizing the measure-
ments using the empty-cell values. Photoabsorption
cross sections were determined from the measured
cell transmittances using the Beer-Lambert law.
3. TIIEORY
Strong spin-orbit interactions between states of the
np Rydberg complexes of 02 occur only between iso-
configurational states which interact through the l¿,
siz terms of the spin-orbitoperator [9]. Since interact-
ing states must have the same value of O and the same
ef f paity,for3II,-1II, andsÐf -3X[ interactions,
the only non-zero matrix elements are those between
the sub-states tII,., - lIItu and tf ; - tfl'
The 02 npcu sIIu and 1II,, Rydberg states have
primary molecular-orbital configurations of the type
, , , T e npou. Matrix elements of the spin-orbit oper-
ator for these configurations are [9]
(tIIru, rlHso llIIru, t') = f,aooþlu'),
where a,.o is a molecular spin-orbit parameter. Sim-
ilæly, the npru 3Ðf, and 3Ð; Rydberg states have
primary configurations . , .rg npru andthe spin-orbit
matrix elements are [10]
(.1;,,rlHsolull,, r,) = Iþ.,t onpn,) (rlr,).
The Rydberg-orbital cnpru pararneter can be ne-
glected in comparison with the valence-orbital an o pd-
rameter [9].
In both of these cases, the matrix elements, apart
from the (ujøl) factors, are essentially equaì to the
spin-orbit splitting .4 æ 96 cm-1 of the 3II,, Ryd-
berg state [9], Normally, (ulu') = 6urt for isocon-
figurational states. Horvever, the mixing of Rydberg
and valence states can result in differences between
the potential-energy curves and, therefore, non-zero
interactions between states with Âu I 0 [9J.
4. RESUI,ÍTS
4.L. 3II1, - tIIr, fnteractions
Figure 2 shows measurements of the 02 pho-
toabsorption cross section in the range 86600 -
87300 cm-1 taken with the laser-based apparatus.
The strong band is the (1,0) band of the FsIIu <-
1 0-17














Figure 2. The 02 photoabsorption cross section
(T = i9 K) measured using the laser-based appa-
ratus, A 1og scale has been used on the vertical axis




X "Ð; system which was recently assigned by Eng-
Tand et aI. l4l. This band shows rotational structure
characteristic of a 3II., ,- X 3D; transition with the
upper state close to Hund's case (a). The total split-
ting of the tflo,_- XtD; and 3II2u <- X 3D; sub-
bands (196 cm-1 æ 2á) iõclose to the spin-orbiisplir
ting of the ground state of Oz+ [11]. The band shows
a shift (- -20 cm-r) of the central sub-band to lower
energy which is consistent with a 3II1u - 1II1.,, spin-
orbitinteraction, the 1 IIlu level being higher in energy
than the 3II1., level.
A weak band which can be seen in Fig.2 aT" higher
energies than the (1,0) .F'IIu *- XtD; band has
been definitively identified as a lII1u * X"Dn
transition [7] on the basis of the observation of th¡ee
narrow lines near its origin. Comparisons of the
tlifferences between their transition energies and the
ground-staterotational term values [12] shows that the
lines result from transitions to a Jt = I level. Levels
with "I/ ) 1 are broadened by predissociation medi-
ated by a coincident 1 Á,2u level [7].
Using two-level perturbation theory and measure-
ments of the shift of the 3II1, sublevel and the sep-
aration of the 3II1u and 1II1, levels, the strength of
the weak band has been shown to resultprimarily from
the 3II1, - tII,., spin-orbitinteraction [7]. The cal-
culated mat¡ix element is 86 cm-1 which is approxi-
mately 907o of the spin-orbitsplittingof the 3II., state.
Such a large value implies that the states have a large
vib¡ational overlap. However, while the sIIu level
has o = 1, observations of the å lÐf, metastable ab-
sorptionspectrum [13] suggest that the 
1II1u level has
u : 0. An explanation of the large vibrational over-
lap requires a treatment of the Rydberg-valence inter-
actions and such work is in progress. Our studies have
shown that the F 3II, and lIIu states observed in this
work a¡e formed from the interaction of the 3pa" and
4pø" Rydberg and lowestrepulsive vaÌence states, the
potentiai-energy curves for each state having two min-
ima.
4,2, sElu - 3D1+, fnteractions
The Oz photoabsorption cross section measured in
the region of a strong band near 88900 cm-1 is shown
in Fig. 3. This band was assigned by Chang [5] as two
separate transitionsto III, and 3Ef levels. However,
such transitions are electric-dipole forbidden from the
X "Ð; state and would be expected to be weak. The
rotational structure is clearly not that cha¡acteristic of





Figure 3. The 02 photoabsorption cross section
(T = 79 K) measured using the laser-based appa-
ratus.
(uII, *- X 3D;), as seen, for example, in Fig. 2.
Ourpreliminary rotational analysis, giving the line as-
signments shown in Fig. 3, indicates that the band is
a 3t; *- XsDl transition with highly perturbed
structure. Other 3X- states of Oz exhibit structure
close to Hund's case (b) with second-order splitting
of F1, F2 and -F3 components, In this case, however,
the structure is closer to case (a) and the F3 (- s¡;¡
and F1, Fz ? 3Ðlu) components are separated by
-1 '- 50 cm-' indicating a large spin-orbit perturbation,
Band modelling using the rotational-energy and line-
strength formulae for an intermediate case (a) - (b)tE,- - X tZ; transition tending ro case (c) t14l hæ
shown that the tt; *- X tÐl, sub-bands a¡e weaker
than the 'D; *- X tÐ; sub-band suggesting that the
Q/ = 1 components æe the ones that are perturbed, It
is likely, therefore, thatthe 3D; components are spin-
orbit coupled to a nearby O = 1 state at higher en-
ergy. Unfortunately, a strong F 3fI, *- X 3X; band
falls in the region where we expect to see features from
transitions to the perturbing state.
Prelinúnary results of CSE calculations for states
of 3ff symmetry indicate that the level observed in
this work is the u = 0 level in a potential-energy
well formed from the avoided crossings of. the 4pru
andSprr sÐ; Rydberg and B 3X; valence states, It
is perturbed by a nearby u = 1 level of the 4pru3lf nyaUerg state which is only weakly perrurbed by




























The second band (u/ = 1) of the 3l; <-
X uD; system has been observed at an energy near
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Figure 4. 02 photoabsorption cross section
measurements (T = 79 K) taken with the
monochromator-based apparatus, The measure-
ments are preliminæy and are affected by limited
instrumental resolution.
structure of this band is very similar to that of the (0,0)
band. In this case, however, a weaker, diffuse band
has been observed at higher energy and assigned to
the (2,0) 4pru 3Ðf *- X 3Ð o transition ' Band mod-
elling using an effective Hamiltonian for the interact-
ing 3l; and 3lf states has shown that the strength of
the 3Df perturbation of the
tXr- * be explained using
an intera 70 cm- 1 . The size
of the this coupling implies a large vibrational overlap
of wavefunctions with Au = 1, as was found for thetflr, - 1II1, interaction.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have provided tkee examples of Rydberg-state
spin-orbit interactions observed in the Oz photoab-
sorption spectrum. The interactions produce strong
perturbations that have caused confusion in previous
attempts to assign some of the allowed transitions,
Detailed modelling of the spectrum is being carried
out using coupled-channel Schrödinger equations cal-
culations. Preliminæy results have led to the vibra-
tional assignments of the bands given in this work and
have shown that it is necessary onÌy to include the
Rydberg-valence interactions and the spin-orbit inter-
actions between isoconfigurational Rydberg states to
enable all major observed effects to be explained.
In the cases where transitions to both spin-orbitin-
teracting states have been observed, the spin-orbitma-
trix elements calculated from simple models ue70lo
andg\Vo of the value expected for Rydberg states of
the same configuration, Contrary to expectations, the
interacting levels have Au = 1. The large overlap
of the vibrational rvavefunctions can be explained as
being due to the unusual shapes of the 3II,,, 1II, and
3Ð; potential-energy curves caused by the Rydberg-
valence couplings,
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4.23 Understanding diatomic photodissociation with a
coupled-channel Schrödinger equation model
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A coupled-channel Schrödinger equation model has been used to interpret the results of an experimental decom-
position of the photoabsorption specfum of 02 , covering the wavelength range from I 150 .4. to ilSO Å, The model
demonstrates that the main features of the spectrum, including many inegularities, arise from Rydberg-valence in-
teractions,
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1. INTRODUCTION 2.1. Photoabsorption cross section
Equation (1) is solved using the numerical renor-
malization method of Johnson ll ll and the wavefunc-
tions are energy-normalized at the asymptotic limit
[ 1 0], The photoabsorption cros s section for each open
channel 7 is given by
¡-2 -.
o^, = "# l(FrlMIF,)lr, e)
where u is the photon energy in wavenumbers, fl is
the initial-state radial wavefunction, F is a vector of
final-state radial wavefunctions and M is a vector of
transition moments between the initial state and each
channel, including rotational matrix elements [9].
An important consequence of this theory is that the
wavefunctions in F have a mixed character and con-
tain information about all of the coupled electonic
states.
2. COUPLED.CHANNEL MODEL
2.2. Intensity borrowing, resonance asymmetry
and interference
Rewriting Eq.. (2) in expanded form,
ø^, x l(f'rolÀ,I¡lFù + (F^,rlMrl¡ui+...1', (3)
reveals the origin of several spectral phenomena. If
transitions into only one channel are optically allowed
(M¡ = 0,i + 0), then that one term determines the
cross section. However, since the wavefunction Fro
has a mixed character, stucture associated with the
othe¡ optically-forbidden, states may appearin the ab-
sorption cross section. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
where only the continuum state (open channel) has a
non-zero transition moment. The resonance appean
in the calculated spectrum due to the mixed charac-
ter of the wavefunclion and bonows intensity from the
The Schrödinger equation for the radial wavefunc-
tions is given, in matrix form, by
F'(Ã) +zfi lnt - \¡/(n)l F(.R) = oo, (l)
where ¡; is the reduced mass of the molecule, E is
the energy and'W is the interaction matrix, the diag-
onal elements of which are chosen to be the diabatic
potential-energy curves, with the non-adiabalic cou-
plings [1] as the off-diagonal elements [9]. This is the
distorted-wave approximation [ 1 0].
0368-2048/961$15.00 @ 1996 Elsevier Science B.V. All righrs reseryed
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The photoabsorption specfa of diatomic molecules
may appear quite complex due to perturbations which
change the appearance of regular features [1]. Sev-
eral theoretical calculation s 1241, which incorporate
the coupling between elect¡onic states, have demon-
strated that discrete sfuctures may interact with con-
tinua, resulting in complex spectral features, For 02
[5], uncoupledmodels [6,7] have been shown to be in-
adequate to describe even the continuum.
In this work, a coupled-channel Schrödinger equa-
tion (CSE) model that treats the interactions between
the radial wavefunclions of coupled elecfronic states,
has been applied to the analysis of an experimentally-
decomposed photoabsorption spectrum of Oz [8].
This is the first CSE calculation to be compared with
an experimentally-decomposed specfum and the first
to examine the complete 02 spectrum over the wave-
lengthrange I 150Ä- 1750 Â. The modelprovides re-
markable insight into the apparent complexities of the
02 photoabsorption specûum.
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Figure 1. Coupledwavefunctions for a closed (bound)
channel interacting with an open (continuum) chan-
nel, calculated at the energy of a resonance and shown
with their respective potential energy curves, Note
that the mixed character of each wavefunction causes
the appearance ofthe resonance in the calculated cross
section even if there is no transilion moment between
the closed channel and the initial state, The resonance
is asymmetric.
continuum. Conversely, the continuum loses inten-
sity. The resulting resonance profile is asymmenic.
If more than one term in Eq. (3) contributes to the
cross section, then the individual terms may add or
subtract, resulting in interference effects,
2.3. CSE model parameters
The CSE model was combined with a least-squares
fitting program to match the calculated cross section,
instrumentally degraded, to an experimental cross sec-
tion and/or to the resonance positions and widths.
Transition moments and the potenlial-energy curves
of the interaction mat¡ix were adjusted either by lin-
ear scaling, or through cubic-spline interpolation' In
order to reduce the number of free parameters, it was
assumed that the coupling function between each pair
of states was independent of the internuclea¡ distance
-R and transition moments were assumed to be lin-
ea¡ functions of .R. Initial shapes for potential energy
curves were taken from Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR)
curves or from ab initio calculations.
3. EXPERIMENTALDATA
Gibson et al,l8l have experimentally decomposed
the photoabsorption spectrum of Oz into partial cross
sections by measuring the fluorescence associated
with the appearance of O(1Ð) following photodis-
sociation of Oz. Their total and partial cross sec-
tions, measured with Z Å futt-wi¿ttr at half-maximum
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Figure 2. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of Oz de-
composed by measurement of the [luorescence asso-
ciated with the appearance of O(lD). The qualitative
features of each spectrum are readily associated with
the st¡ucture of the conesponding adiabatic potential
energy curves.
of O(ID) is predominantly associatcd with dissocia-
tion via 3!; states, while the difference cross sec-
tion ftotat - O(ID)] is associated rvith dïssociation
via 3flu states [ 3]. These measuements indicate that
the peak cross section of the Schumann'Runge con-
tinuum (B3I; - X3l;) occurs at a lower energy
than would be indicated by the total cross section'
The spectral features of ttre 3flu - X3!.q- t¡ansition
are similar in character to the 3E; - X5Ðn- nansi-
tion, rvith a short-wavelength sequence of bands of
various widths and asymmmetries, and an oscillating





















lengths. However, the magnitude of the 
3fi, - X3 Ð;
long-wavelength continuum is significantly less than
its 3l; - X'Ð; counterpart,
Each spectrum may be interpreted qualitatively in
terms of the adiabatic potential-energy curves shown
in Fig, 2. However, for energies above 9 eV the spec-
fta are complex due to the interactions between va-
lence and Rydberg states and can only be explained
accurately using the CSE picture.
For the tE; - XtE; fransition, in addition to the
partial cross section measurements [8], the calcula-
tions were fitted to the temperature dependence of the
c¡oss section between 1480 A. and l7 40 LI 1 2] in order
to correctly define the inner limb of the 3 D; valence-
state potential-energY curve.
4. RESULTS
4.1. 3E; - X'Ð; CSE calculation
An optimised CSE rotationless ("r : 0) calcula-
tion of the cross section yielding O(Ð) is shown in
Fig. 3. together with the measurements [8]' The cor-
respondin g potential-energy curves and transition mo-
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Figure 3. Measured [8] and calculated (CSE) par-
tial photoabsorption cross sections yielding O(Ð).
The smooth continuum and resonance structure be-





Figure 4. CSE model diabatic potential-energy curves
and tansition moments for the 'l; - X3Ð; tansi-
tions.
It was found that a single valence electronic state,
elect¡ostatically coupled to a single Rydberg elec-
tronic state, is sufficient to reproduce the main fea-
tu¡es of the spectum. These features include the
Schumann-Runge continuum, associated with the va-
lence state, which maximizes near 1440 Å, the rapid
fall off to a minimum at 1355 ,Å,, the first subsidiary
ma,ximum at 1338 Å and the second maximum at
12% 
^. 
The resonances associated with the Rydberg
state exhibit a large variety of widths and asymme-
tries which are well reproduced. The longest band at
1244 
^interferes 
with the underlying continuum and
has opposite asymmetry to that of the second band at
1205 Å, For the third band at 7173 Ä., the minimal
model begins to fail due to the neglect of higher Ryd-
berg states. This is also evidencedby changes in cur-
vature of the deduced potential-energy curves which
compensate for the neglected Rydberg states of higher
principal quantum number,
The ransition moment to the valence state is ap-
proximately 3 times the magnitude of the Rydberg-
state moment. Thus, the bands associated with the Ry-
dberg state gain intensity from the stronger valence
t¡ansition.
4.2. slIu - XtD; CSE calculation
Rotationless CSE calculations fitted to the room-



























Fig. 5. In this case, a minimum of two Rydberg srates
was required by the CSE model, otherwise anomalous
structure was introduced into the deduced Rydberg
potential-energy curve. The calculation matches the
measured cross-section well, given the larger exper-
imental uncertainties associated with the difference
cross section data, The CSE model reproduces the
main broad resonance at 1356 Ä, the adjacent mini-
mum at ß43 Ã, the first subsidiary maximum at1326
.4. and the second at L278 Å. ttre two nanow short-
wavelength resonances a¡. 1152 Å and 1 162 .Â. a¡e as-
sociated principally with the upper- and lower-energy
Rydberg states, respectively.
In contrast to the 3t; case, the transilion mo-
ment to the lowest energy Rydberg state is approxi-
mately 3 tirnes the magnitude of the valence-state mo-
ment. Here, the valence continuum gains some in-
tensity from the stronger Rydberg transition, but the
small value for the valence transition moment results
in a suppressed long-wavelength continuum relative
to rhar of the,Ð; - XtÐ; úansirion.
5. CONCLUSIONS
A coupled-channel Schrödinger equation model,
which heats the coupling of vibrational wavefunclions
that belong to different electronic states, has been fit-
ted to an experimentally-decomposed photoabsorp-
tion spectrum of Oe [8]. The CSE model demon-
states that interactions between elect¡onic states of
the molecule result in intensity borowing, interfer-
ence and resonance asymmetry.
The general features of the 02 partial cross seclions
have been reproduced by simple Rydberg-valence
CSE rotationless calculaLions that incorporate few
electronic states. This minimal model has been used
to demonstrate that much of the observed structure is
simply a consequence of coupling betrveen Rydberg
and a valence states of the same symmetry. A more
comprehensive calculation would match particular ro-
tational features and fine-st¡ucture states and include a
larger number of electronic states [14].
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Figure 5. Measured [8] and calculated (CSE)
partial photoabso¡ption cross sections yielding
o(?l+o(3p), together with the associated model
parameters,
4.24 Indirect predissociation of the 3pruftÐf state of 02
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Indirect predissociation of the Bpnu f ,EI state of 02
S. S. Banerjee, B. R. Lewis, S. T. Gibson, J, P. England and K. G. H, Baldwin
Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering, The Australian National University, Canberra, ACT
0200, Australia
Absolute photoabsorption cross sections for bands of the 3pr, ,f t¡f *- X tÐ; transition of 1602 have been
measured. The measurements were taken using nanow-bandwidth vacuum ultravioíet radiation generated by third-
order frequency mixing in Xe and Kr of excimer-pumped dye laser radiation. The oscillator strengths and prldisso-
ciation linewidths of the observed bands are found to vary irregulæly with vibration, and some bands exhibit predis-
sociation linewidths which increase rapidly with rotation. Theoretical modelling of the specrra using the cùpted-
channei Schrödinger equations technique shows that the principal channel for predissociation of the / state is the3Ð; valence-state continuum, through an intermediate interaction between the / stats and the neighbouring Bpzr,,3D; Rydbergstate. Wealsoshowthatthereisasignificantinterferencecontributiontothestrengthsof thesebands
from the f 'ÐI * ó 1Xf transition.
1. INTRODUCTION
Molecular oxygen plays an important role in the
photochemistry of upper atmospheric reactions since
it is a critical absorber in the vacuum ultraviolet
(VW) region of the specrrum (below 2000 Å). In
the window region (1100 to i300 Å), the absorp-
tion spectrum of 02 shows complex structure, due to
strong interactions between the closely-spaced high-
lying molecular states.
In this study, we wish to investigate in detail the in-
teractions of the 3pzr, /lDf, state of Oz. The dia-
batic potentials of the molecular states relevant to this
study are shown in Fig. 1. Several vib¡ational bands
inthe/ttf *- XUDî and/lÐf *- òlDf, sys-
tems have been observed photographically and rota-
tionally analysed previously [lJ]. This srudy rep-
resents the fust measurement of the absolute photab-
sorption cross sections for the (1,0), (3,0) and (4,0)
bands of the I * X system. The use of a laser system
has enabled clea¡ resolution of the rotational struc-
ture of these bands, and revealed significant anoma-
lous behaviour, We interpret our measurements us-
ing a coupled-channel Schrödinger equations (CSE)
model of the / 1Ðf state predissociation,
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A laser based system was used to generate n¿urow-
bandwidth VIIV radiation from 1100 to 1300,4. in or-
der to study bands of the / r-- X system, To pro-
0368-2048/96/$15,00 O 1996 Elsevier Science B.V, All rights resêrved









Figure 1. Diabatic potential-energy curves relevant
to the predissociation of the / lEf state of 02.
duce the required VUV radiation, we used techniques
of frequency tripling and two-photon resonant four-
wave difference-frequency mixing in Xe and Kr, em-
ploying a XeCl excimer laser to pump synchronously
two dye lasers. The details of this system have been
published previously [6].
For each band, the wavelength was calibrated by
measuring the positions of well known rotational lines
of bands of the ,41II *- XlX* sysrem of CO [7].
It was found that there was a significant periodic er-
ror in the wavelength calibration of the dye lasers,
and it is believed that this enor is due to imperfec-














The bandwidthof the generatedVIJV radiation, deter-
mined from measurements of Doppler-limited CO ab-
sorption lines, was in the range 0.25 - 0.5 cm-l full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM), a significant im-
provement over the monochromator system used for
previous measurements [5].
The absorption cell was fitted with LiF windows
and a cooling jacket which allowed measurements to
be taken with the cell cooled by liquid nitrogen (effec-
tive sample gas temperature 79 + 0.5 K) to simplify
the rotational structure observed,
The incident and transmitted radiation was detected
by solæ-blind photomultipliers, and background nor-
malisation was achieved using the results of an empty-
cell scan taken between each pair of full-cell scans'
Absolute photoabsorption cross sections were calcu-
lated using the Beer-Lambert law'
3. TIMORY
It has previously been proposed [5] that the bound
/ lDf state is indirectly predissociated by the 3E;
valence-state continuum. In this basic model, the
/ 1 Df state undergoes a spin-orbit interaction with the
Tpru3Ð; Rydberg state, which in turn has a strong
electrostatic coupling with the 3D; valence state con-
tinuum. It was suggested by Lewis et aI' l5l that this
basic model may be improved by introducing another
source of oscillator strength whereby the forbidden
/tXt - XtD, transitionbonows some strength
from the dipole-illowed f 'DI Ê-- ålÐf, transi-
tion through strong spin-orbit coupling between the
metastable b and ground X states, both arising from
the,, . r2n configuration.
To oblain a model applicable over a wider energy
range, it is necessary, to include the effects of the
l'rÐl valence state and the 4pru 3D; and 4pru
1Ðf nyaberg states, Potential-energy curves for the
states of this extended six-potential model are shown
in Fig. 1.
In a similar manner to the basic model [5], we do
not include the 3II,, states in our extended model,
since they do not predissociate the / state and thetII, ,- X3Ð; transitions give only a small con-
tribution to the continuum cross section in this en-
ergy range. Howeveç although it is clear on energetic
grounds that the // state does not contribute to the pre-
dissociation ofthe / state [5], the // state is responsi-
ble for a perturbation in the (4,0) band of the / - ¡
transition [6], and thus should be included in the ex-
tended model. The couplings and the tÐ; *- X tÐt
transition moments in the extended model were based
on the previous study [5], with the values for the 4p-
complex states scaled according to n+-ólz [8], except
for the spin-orbitcouplings which rvere taken to be in-
dependent of n*.
4, RESUITS
4.1. Absolute photoabsorption cross section mea'
surements
Figure 2 shows the measured photoabsorption cross




Figure 2. Photoabsorption cross section measure-
ments (T = 79K).
striking feature of this and other bands of the f .- X
system is the observation of strongly asymmetric line-
shapes for the rotationally resolved lines, In the exam-
ple shown in Fig. 3, the Fano quantum-interference ef-
fect [9] is constructive at energies lorver than the cen-
tre of the resonance, and destructive at higher ener-
gies.
4.2. Band-model fitting
Spectroscopic and lineshape parameters were ob-
tained from the measured cross sections by fitting an
empirical band model similar to that described previ-
ously [5]. For each rotational iine, we used an asym-
metric line profile based on the lineshape of Fano





























Figure 3. An example of asymmetric lineshapes
in resolved rotational structure (T = 79K). A linea¡
background has been subtracted,
Doppler contribution to the lineshapes, and convo-
lution (in transmission) with a Gaussian instrument
function, the model cross section appropriate to the
experimental conditions was least-squares fitted to the
measured cross section, enabling the determination of
the spectroscopic and lineshape parameters associated
with the bands of the f * X system.
The preliminary results of the band-model fitting
are given in Table 1, where we have included the
(2,0) band parameters of Lewis et aL l5l. For these
fits, we assumed that the parameters were rotation-
independent, except for the predissociation linewidth
(discussed in Sec. 4.4). From Table 1, it is clear that
the predissociation linewidths, oscillator strengths and
lineshape asymmetries (1,/q) vary inegularly with'u/,
It should be noted that the (4,0) band shows excep-
tional behaviour, with extremely narroryv and symmet-
ric lines for low ,//.
4.3. CSE calculations
The coupled-channel Schrödin ger equations (CSE)
approach used to develop the models presented in this
paper has been described in detail elsewhere [5].
Initial calculations using the basic model for the
predissociation of the / state [5] were unable to sat-
isfactorily describe all of the bands of the / +- X
system, highlighting the need to use the extended six-
potential model described in Sec. 3. Preliminary cal-
culations using the extended model have confirmed,
in support of the contention of Lewis e/ a/. [5], that
the / e å transition provides a significant source of
strength to the / e- X transition. The (1,0) band
19
of the / <- X system was particulæly sensitive to
this effect, with its calculated oscillator strength being
halved when the effects of the / = ö transition were
included in the model.
Best agreement between the calculations and the
measurements was found for spin-orbit couplings of
100 cm-1 between the ltf and 3X; Rydberg stares,
and an effective transition moment borrowed from the
/ *- å transition of 0,0045 a.u. The results of the CSE
calculations are shown in Table 1, and are seen to be
in good agreement with the measurements.
4.4. Rotational predissociation linewidths
It should be noted that the indirect predissociation
of the /1Xf state by the 3X; valence-state continuum
involves a sequence ofhomogeneous perturbations [8]
and, thus, the interaction matrix elements have no ex-
plicit dependence on ./'. Howeveç it was found that
some bands in the / *- X system exhibit predisso-
ciation linewidths which increase rapidly with rota-








































Figure 4. Rotationally resolved lines showing
rapidly increasing predissociation linewidth with J/
(T =297 K).
suggests that there is an orbit-rotation interaction be-
tween the /1Ðf state and the neighbouring Rydberg1fI, state, which in turn has a strong electrostatic in-
teraction with the dissociative valence 1IIu state. This
represents an alternative predissociation pathway for
the flÐf state. Although this parhway does not con-
tribute any strength to the / {- X transition, it












Comparison of the measured and calculated rotationless predissociation linewidths, oscillatol strengths and
































linewidths, since it can be shown [8] that the predis-
sociation linewidth is expected to vary as I = lo *
I J J (J f 1) for an orbit-rotation interaction. We have
found that the variation of predissociation linervidth
with ,// for the (4,0) band can be fitted very well us-
ing this quadratic functional form.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Absolute photoabsorption cross sections have been
measured for bands of the SprrllÐf + Xttn
system, The use of a narrolv-bandwidth laser system
has enabled resolution of the rotational structure of
these bands, revealing asymmetric lineshapes rvhich
can be described by Fano profiles, The / +- X bands
have oscillator strengths, lineshape asymmetries and
predissociation linewidths which vary inegularly with
vibration, In some of the bands, the predissociarion
Iinewidths wete observed to increase rapidly with ro-
tation,
The variation of osciilator strengths, lineshape
asymmetries and predissociation linewidths with vi-
bration can be explained by extending the previously
published model [5] for indirect predissociation of the
/ state via the 3Du- states to include the //lDf va-
lence state andthe4pru 1Xf and 3D; Rydberg states,
Modelling of the measurements for the weaker bands
confirms the suggestion [5] that lower-state spin-orbit
mixing, whereby some of the / {- X oscillator
strength is borrowed from the fLÐl ,- å1Df, transi-
tion leading to an interference effect, must be included
for a complete description.
It is suggested that the strong dependence of the pre-
dissociation linewidth on ,.I' can be explained by in-
cluding a second indirect predissociation channel in
the model, namely an interaction of the / state with
the strongly mixed Rydberg and valence 1fI, stales.
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4.25 Narrow-bandwidth VUV laser measurements of
fine-structure predissociation linewidths in the
Schumann-Runge bands of 02
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Narrow-bandwidth vuv laser measurements of fine-structure
predissociation linewidths in the Schumann-Runge bands of oz
P. M. Dooley, B. R. Lewis, S. T. Gibson, and K. G. H. Baldwin
Resea¡ch School of Physical Sciences and Engineering, The Australian National University, Canbena, ACT
0200, Australia
_ Fine-structure predissociation linewidths have been measured for the Schumann-Runge bands of Cl2 ( B 3D; *-
X3Ð;).Usingtwoexcimer-pumpeddyelasers,radiationwasgeneraredinthelS00ÁiEglãibyfour-wàveriîing
in Xe, achieving a bandwidth of -
The predissociation linewidths are jffSritiirii::
sociation model which includes spi IrIIu,2tf f unaI 5II, states, and spin-orbitand L-
tion of the measurements. es a good descrip-
1. INTRODUCTION The SR bands have been the subject ofmuch study;
the many spectroscopic investigations have been re-
viewed by Yoshino et al. lll, while Lewis et at. 12)
have recently reviewed work on the B 3I; -state pre-
dissociation. Figure 1 shows potential-energy curves
for the.B state and the other states which perturb the B
state leading to its predissociation. The B-state curve
is a Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR) potential determined
by Lewis et aL. l3l, while the repulsive curves are the
ab initio calcuiations of Partridge et al. [4] (13II,,
15III,) and Pætridge [5] ( l lIIü, 2tDt ).
The four repulsive stares shown in Fig. I perturb the
.B state through spin-orbit inte¡acrions and the 1 3II,
state also perturbs the.B state via spin-electronic and
L-uncouplingmechanisms [6,7]. These interactions
cause predissociation of every vibrational level and
are expected to produce irregular perturbations in the
spectroscopic and triplet-spiitting constants of the B
state.
Although the SR predissociation rates are expected
to vary significantly with the triplet fine-structure
level [2], very few measurements of fine-structure-
resolved predissociation linewidths have been re-
ported [2,8]. The iinewidths for the broader B-state
levels with o = 3 - 8 are comparable with, or ex-
ceed, the fine-structure splittings, making it difficult
to determine fine-structure widths, due to line overlap.
However, most of the na¡rower levels, with u > 12,
can be resolved with an experiment of sufficient re-
solving power. In this paper, following a suggestion
by Lewis et al. [2], we present preliminary results of a
The Schumann-Runge (SR) system of Oz,
E tX; X =Ð; ,plays an importantrole in the pho-
tochemisûy of the tenestrial atmosphere. It controls
the depth of penetration of sola¡ vacuum ultraviolet
(V[rV) radiation, and predissociation of the discrete
levels of the B 3t; state is an important source of
energetic oxygen atoms in the atmosphere. Accurate
knowledge of the predissociation linewidths of the SR
bands (1750 -2050 Ä) is essential for phorochemical








Figure L Potential-energy curves of 02 relevant to
the B 3Ð; -state predissociation. Energies are given
relative to the minimum in the X uD, ground state
potential-energy curve.
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comprehensive study in which fine-structure-specific
linewidths were uleâsul'ed for tlie B-state levels lvith








Figure 2. Xe energy level diagram, showing the
four-wave mixing scheme.
2. EXPERIMENTAL IVIETHOD
Radiation was generated using two-photon-
resonant lour-wave difference-frequency mixing
(FWDFM) in Xe [9]. The corresponding enelgy-
level diagram is shown in Fig. 2 and the experimental
set up is shorvn in Fig. 3, The two lasers used were
Lambda Physik FL3002 pulsed dye lasers pumped
by an EMG2OI Lambda Physik excimer laser. The
outpul of one dye laser was frequency doubled in
-ã BBO I crystal to reach the 6pl5l2]2 trvo-photon
resonancc in Xe, while the other laser rvas scanned
between 3900 Å and 4800 Å, producing tunable VLIV
racliation between 1750 Å and 1950 Å. The two beams
r¡,ere focussed into the Xe cell using an off-axis lens of
nominal focal length 25 cm. FWDFM can be phase-
matched for either positive or negative dispersive
media, and so a Xe pressure could always be cho-
sen (usually in the range '70 - 90 Tor) to optimise
phase-matching for any VUV wavelength. After the
Xe cell the light passed through a 0.2 m monochroma-
tor which discriminated against non-VUV light' The
VUV radiation was then divided by a beamsplitter.
The reflected radiation was directed into a solar-blind
photomultiplier tube (PMT) to monitor the incident
intensity, while the transmitted beam passed through




by a second PMT. The output pulses fionr the PMTs
were processcd by a boxcar gatcd intcgl'ator and the
signals were averagcd ovcr fìfty laser pulscs, Each
wavelength scan was done three times, rvith the ab-
sorption cell evacuated during the second scan to
enable background corrcction. The detector signaì
was divided by the rnonitor signal to account for shot
to shot variations, and slow dt'ilts were compensated
for by averaging the lìrsl and third (fuli) scans, The
full-cell ratios rvele divided by the entpty-cell tatios to
give absolute cell transmittances and photoabsorption







Figure 3. Experimental apparatus
Usc ol intracavity étalons recluced the nonrinal dye-
laser bandr,vidth to 0.04 cm-1, but it rvas lbund that
the bandrvidth oi the t'csultant four-wavc mixing sig-
nal (incorporating lìve fundanlental dye-laser: plto-
tons) was - 0,10 cm-r lull-rvidth a¡ half-rnaximum
(FWHM), This value varied signifìcantly (*307o)
from day to day, so it was necessary to monitor
the bandwidth regularly using narlorv relercnce lines,
The instrumental bandwidth was dcduced daily from
a neasurement ol one ol the t'efeLencc lines, using
a Voigt line-profile lìtting progranl with the Doppler
and predissociation linewidth contponents lìxed at the
knorvn values, Trvo relcrence lincs rvere used during
this study, Their pledissociation Iinewidths rvere de-
ter¡nined using curve-of-gLowth analysis [0], rvhich
is independent of tlìc instrumental bnndwidth, and
were found to be 0.051+0.007 cm-I FWHM for the































the (16,0) hQ3)line. Absolute wavenumbercalibra-
tion was achieved by comparison lvith the measured
wavenumbers of Yoshino et al. lll for selected sharp,
unblended iines of the SR system.
3. PRBDISSOCIATION MODEL
The predissociation model used in this work is
based on that developed by Julienne and Kiauss [6]
and Julienne [7] and optimised by Lewis et al. l2).
Briefly, the model employs a RKR potential for the B
state and represents the four repulsive states in Fig. I
as exponential potentials. Predissociation linewidths
are calculated using the Golden rule. This results in
a thirteen parameter model: four matrix elements for
the spin-orbit interaction of the B 3X; stare rvith each
of therepulsive 1. 1II,, 2tDI ,1 3II., and 1 5II, states;
one for the L-uncoupling interaction with the 13II,
state, and eight parameters for the crossing points and
slopes of the four repulsive states. The matrix element
for the L-uncoupling interaction is .I-dependent and




Figure 4. A representative experimental scan show-
ing the measured photoabsorption cross section for
the (13, 0),8(17) fine-structure tliplet.
4. RESULTS
Figure 4 shows a representative experimental scan
of the (13,0)Ã(17) fine-structure triplet. The fine-
structure is well resolved, and the difference in width
3l
between the fine-structure components is ciearly vis-
ible. Lorentzian linewidths were deduced from such
scans by fi tting instrumentally-degracled Voigrprofi les
to each line, enabling specific account to be taken of
the Dopplercomponent (- 0.012 cm-1 FWHÀ4).
It was found that the Lorentzian component of the
experimental linewidth had a pressure depcndence
due to collisionai broadening. This was quanrified by
measuring absorption lines from the u = 1 vibra-
tional level of the X 3D; ground state of 02 (,,hot
bands") which were then compared with the corre-
sponding lines from the u - 0 level of the ground
state. As the population of the u = I level of the
ground state is much lower than that of the u = 0
level, measurements of a given upper-state level could
be made in very different pressure regimes at similar
absorbances, This work gave a value tbr the collision-
broadening coeffrcient of - 0.2 cm-1/atm, conf,rm-
ing the resuit of Lewis et al. [11], which wæ deter-
mined at much higher pressures. It was necessary to
correct the Lorentzian linewidths determined at high























Figure 5, Measured and calculated fine-structure-
specific predissociation linewidths as a function of
rotation for the u = 15 level of the B 3Ð; state of
02.
Figure 5 shows preliminary results for the fine-
structure-specific linewidths of the (15,0) band as a
function ofrotation. These are the first comprehensive
fine-structure-resolved measurements for this band
and they exhibit strong dependence on ly' and fine-

















between the Fr and F3 linewidths increases with rota-
tion. This effect is specifically dependent on the inter-
ference term iÑo-lving the vibronic L-uncoupling(4)
-and 
spin-orbit () interactions with the 1 sllu state [2].
The results in Fig. 5 indicate that 4{ > 0'
Figure 5 also shows good agreement between our
experimental results and the predictions of the semi-
empilical predissociation model. The model has been
optimised to our preliminary results for u = I - 18
anilthe resul-ts of Lewîs lt al' ?llfor-u = 0-- 8, rvhich
were based on the measurements of Cosby et aL, t8]
and Yoshino et al. ll2l, The model parameters were
varied oniy slightlyfromprevious values [2] to obtain
this agreement, the most significant dilference being
an improved value for therario rtl( of 0'025 compared






Preliminary results are presented fiom tlte filst de-
tailcd study of fine-structure-specific SR predissocia-
tion linewidths with'u/ > 2, measutcd using a narrow-
bandwidth VUV laser source. We also present calcu-
lations based on the predissociation model of Lervis er
a/, [2] with slightly modificd paramcters, rvhich are in
good agreement with the experimental nleasurements
presented, Oul nerv value lbr 4/( is 0.025, signifi-
cantly higher than the previous value of 0.0 I 9 [2] '
The measulements presented ltere, and tutther
measurements in progress) al'e being undertaken
as part of a collaborative project involving groups
from SRI International, California, the Harvald-
Smithsonian Centre fol Astrophysics, Masslchusetts
and The Photon Factory, Tsukuba, in rvhich pledisso-
ciation linewidths obtained by three distinct nalrow-
banriwìdth techniques (laser-bascd photoabsorp-
tion spectroscopy, laser-induccd fluolesccnce spec-
troscopy, and VLIV Fouricr-tt'anslbrrn spectloscopy)
rvil1 be critically compared,
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Figure 6. Vibrational dependence of the l/ = 20 Fz
and Fs - F1 predissociation linewidths.
Figure 6 shows the vibration dependence of the Fz
predissociation linervidths and the Fs - Fr difference-
iinewidths for 1y'=20, For this rotation, the B 3t;-
state coupling is close to Hund's case (b) and the
Fe - h widths are dominated by the smoothly vary-
ing 4{ cross term associated with the inner-crossing
13II, state, Conversely, the F2 rvidths are dominated
by spin-orbit contributions, including those from the
outer-limb crossings of the B state which result in
rapid oscillation of linewidth with u' Figure 6 also
shows the predictions of the present model which are









4.26 Electronic transition moments for the Herzberg I bands
of 02
[46] J. P. England, B. R.Lewis, and S. T. Gibson,




Electronic transition moments for the
Herzberg I bands of 02
J.P. England, B.R. Lewis, and S.T. Gibson
Abstract: Recently published extensive high-resolution measurements of absolute integrated photoabsorption cross sections
for rotational lines of the (at : 4 - ll, tt" = 0) bands of the 02 Herzberg I system have been fitted using general
rotational line-strength formulae for 3{ - 
rt¡ transitions. Good fits were obtained using only three independent electronic
transition-moment parameters that accounted for transition strength bonowed from electric-dipole-allowed transitions
through spin-orbit and orbit-rotation interactions involving both upper and lower states of the transition. Absolute values
of transition-moment parameters have been obtained, corresponding to R-centroids from 1.29 to 1.32 Å (l Ä : l0-¡o
m). Band oscillator strengths derived from the calculated integrated Iine strengths are in good agreement with most
experimental measurements. Principal electronic matrix elements have been estimated by assuming that strength is
borrowed from only two electric-dipole-allowed transitions.
Résumé : Une formule générale, basée sur I'intensité des lignes de rotation dans les transitions 3ål - 3x¡, est ajustée
pour reproduire les sections efficaces intégrées de photoabsorption pour les lignes rotationnelles des bandes (at :4- ll,
a" : 0) de 02 (système de type Herzberg I) obtenues de mesures de haute résolution récemment publiées. On obtient
un excellent accord en n'utilisant que trois paramètres indépendants, rattachés aux moments de t¡ansition électronique
et qui rendent compte des forces de Fansition pour les lransitions permises dipolaires électriques, en tenant compte des
interactions spin-orbite rotation pour les états initial et final de la ¡ransition. Nous avons obtenu les valeurs absolues des
paramètres de moment de transition. Ils correspondent à des centroïdes R de 1,29 à 1,32 Å,(l Å= 16-tot¡. Les forces
d'oscillateur déduites des intensités de ligne intégrées sont en bon accord avec les mesures. Les prinicipaux éléments de
matrice électronique sont évalués en supposant que I'intensité découle simplement de deux transitions dipolaires permises.
[Traduit par la rédaction]
f . lntroduction
system, A3tJ * x3z;, c
spectrum of Oz as a seri
7do Á, (l Å ='¡6-ro -,
continuum between 2000
bands are a dominant feature of the ultraviolet night air-glow
spectrum [], while dissociation in the continuum provides
an important source of atomic oxygen for the production of
ozone in the stratosphere [2]. To model the photochemistry of
the atmosphere, a knowledge of the A3rfr * X32l transition
strength is required.
Transitions 3¿+ - 3¡- are electric-dipole forbidden by the
+ þ - symmetry selection rule, but they bonow strength
from allowed transitions through the spin-orbit interactions
3t+ - 3t+ un¿ 3¡ - 3¡+ with 
^Q 
: 0, and through the orbit-
rotation (t-uncoupling) interactions 3¡-3¡+ with 
^O 
= *1,
involving both upper and lower states of the transition. Vi-
brational bands from these transitions consist of l3 branches,
the relative intensities of the branches varying by orders of
magnitude and depending on the relative strengths of the
electronic interactions.
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The first attempt to calculate rotational line strengths for
the 13 branches of a 3t* - 3!- transition was carried out by
Present [3] who considered pure Hund's case (b) 3!* states
with transition strengths arising from either spin-orbit or ro-
tational mixing with 3n states. More recently, line strengths
were derived by Lewis and Gibson [4] for intermediate case
(a) - (b) 3I* states in the presence o¡ 3¡+-3¡+ un¿ 3¡-3¡+
spin-orbit interactions, but neglecting orbit-rotation interac-
tions. General formulae including effects of spin-orbit and
orbit-rotation interactions have been derived by Bellary and
Balasubramanian [5]. We used these formulae for the calcula-
tions of the present work. A computer program has been de-
veloped independently by Huestis et al. [6] to calculated ro-
tational line intensities and energies for a number of electric-
dipole-forbidden transitions, including 3¡+ - 3¡- ransitions.
Laboratory measurements of the A3:,f * X3I; absorp-
tion bands are difficult because of their small cross section
and small rotational line widths. For many years, the only
measurements of rotational line strength were relative values
estimated from photographic plates (a) by Herzberg [7] for
N't -- 3 and 13 lines of ll branches of the (10,0) band,2
and (å) by Hasson and Nicholls [9] for N'l : 13 lines of
7 branches of the same band. These two sets of data are in
reasonable agreement. The data of Herzberg [7] have been
used by Lewis and Gibson [4] (Ntt:3 and 13) and Huestis
et al. [6] (N// : 13) to obtain estimates of relative electronic
2 The assignment of this band by Herzberg [7] as the (9, 0)
band was conected by Broida and Caydon [8].
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transition-nronrent pârarneters for thr: Arli * Xr:¡ transi-
Iron
Recently, Yoshino et al. ll0l measured integrated âb-
sorption cross scctions for individual rotational lines of l0
branches of the (4,0)-(11.0) bands using high-resolution
Fourier transfbnÙ spectroscopy. ln addition, integrated ab-
sorption cross sections for selected lines of the (8.0) and
(9.0) bands have been measured by Bao et al. Ill using
a laser-based apparatus. The results of Bao et al Illl are
in reasonable agreement with those of Yoshino et al. [0].
These are the only rotationally resolved absolute line-strength
measurements for the Artj * X3zts bands of 02.
ln thls paper, we present absolute electronic transitlon-
moment parameters obtained by fitting the measurements
of Yoshino et al. [0] using the general line-strength for-
mulae of Bellary and Balasubramanian [5]. Comparisons are
made with the ab initio transition moments of Klotz and
Peyerinrhoff [2] and the relative moments of Huestis et al.
[6]. Room-telnperature band oscillator strengths, determined
fróm the calculated line strengths, are compared with the
results from other studies, and values are presented for var-
ious electronic interaction matrix elements derived from the
electronic transition-moment parameters by assuming that the
transition strength is gained through interactions with only
two other electronic states.
2. Rotational line-strength formulae
The 3t* - lt- line-strength formulae given by Bellary and
Balasubramanian (Tables I and 3 of ref. 5) are very general,
having l3 independent electronic transition-nroment paranl-
eters. In the case of the parallel
momentZmodelss e3lland
3r; 
-X3:; transiti ¿:¡;' 
:¡
spin-orbit iiteractio es second-





clude second-order contributions from 3nu *3 If transitions
through ArrÍ - 3n" and r:[ - X'z; spin-orbit interactionsl
and from 3I; * rtl, tranðitions through At:J - 
jI; 
and
t|l* XìI; spin-orbit interactions. Strength borrowed from
tn, * J:l- an.l lrul * lfle transitions through orbit-rotation
effects is-modelled using the parameters Mt, Mz, M"t, Mk,
N", and N7, while strength borrowed from lflu * ]fle transi-
tions through second-order interactions involving both orbit-
rotation and spin-orbit coupling is represented by the mo-
lnents n0, rl¡, (¡, and (¡.
Bellary and Balasubranranian [5] formulated their theory
using Huncl's case (a) basis functions. Since the Ar:i and
XII* states are intermediate between Hund's cases (a) and
(b), we require values lor the mixing coelfìcients I I 3] c; and
sJ of the case (a) functious. These were determined fronl the
spectroscopic constants recotnmended by Yoshino et al [14]
for the ArtJ state, and from the rotational energies of Amiot
and Verges [5] for the ground X3I; state.
Prior to our detailed calculations, we compared line
strengths calculated using the formulae of Bellary and Bal-
asubram¿rnian l5l with the results of Huestis et aÌ. l6l who
assumed a model for the transition that used only three in-
depenrjent transition-rnotnent pariìllìeters. In terms of the pa-
ranrctcrs of Bellary and Balasubrit¡nanian l-51, their nlodel
corresponds to setting X : Y, Mt: Mz: M,:t : M.¡¿, and
all other pararneters apart frotr Z equal to zeto.ì T¿rble 2 of
Huestis et al. l6l contains calcultted relative values fbr sepa-
rate contributions to the line intensities fronr lt+ - rn spin-
orbit, rt+ - rfl orbit-rotation and -1t+ - ]t+ spin-orbit inter-
actions for the N// - l3 lines of all l3 branches of the (10,0)
band. Satisfactory agreement with the separate contributions
of Huestis et al. [6] was obtained using the formulae of Bel-
lary and Balasubranlanian [5]; however, the comparison re-
vealed differences in the signs of the rotational contributions
to the 0R23 and sR1¡ branches. Since these contributions are
very small, the discrepancies do not affect significantly the
final relative transition moments or oscillator strengths for
the Herzberg I bands.
We have corrected the rotational line-strength formulae
obtained by Bellary and Balasubramanian [5] for the special
cases involving Jt = 0 or Jtt : 0. The P¡1(l) lines (i :- I or 3)
should have stiengths 2(X +(s)2 instead of 2(M2+çù2, whtle
R2¡(0) lines U: I or 3) should have strengths 2(Y +t1ù2
initead of 2(Mt+lù2. Only one such line, QRzt(l\, exists in
each band of the A * X system since symmetric rotational
levels are absent for the homonuclear isotopomer l602-
To relate the rotational line strengths S¡r¡r of Bellary and
Balasubramanian [5] to the integrated line cross sections, we
used expressions for the !ine oscillator strength:
,n.c2 f
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\ Jt Jtt 
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,t Jt tlt Jil S Jt Jtt
2Jtt + I )
(l)
where Nrz is the relative popu level,
gtt:(zstt+l)(2-ô0.¡,): istical
weight, nr" and ¿ are the mass n, c is
the speed of light, o(v) is the v and
vJtJil are energies in wave numbers, å is Planck's constant,
and qo,1,r,u1, is the Franck-Condon factor. Here, S¡,1u in-
cludes rotational and electronic parts of the dipole-moment
matrix elements. Inserting values for the fundamental con-
stants in (l) gives
/ .rrur dv - 2 ó88 x l0E 
^I 
. (v1'1tq't1''r'1"5¡t1rr\
Jr;n" v,, \ "-ií/ä- ) 
t2l
where the cross section is in crn2, v and v¡,¡,, are in ctn l,
an<J S,¡,7, is in atomic units (l au : I (eas)2 : 7.188 x l0 5e
c2m2).
Equation (2) has been used in the present work with two
approximations. First, v7r7ø varies by (1.57o across each vi-
brational banrl, so it has been replaced by an effective average
value lor each band.a Second, the variation of qr,1,ur¡r wilh
1 The p¿r¿rmctcrs ¡rl/r|,r,, used by Huestis et al. [6] in their nrodel
ol thc Herzberg l-lniensities tre related to those of Bellary and
Balasubramanian [5] as lollows: f.,i1]/rri'i' : Pttttl.rtt\' - J-2Xlzi
and ¡r!t,)/p(,!) = rrß/p,Jl, = r,!l ,/rr1'ì' - ,fZU,¡2. Absolute
values were not g¡ven by Huestis et al [6].
r The oR¡(9) line positions were used [or all bands except the
(11,0) band for which the o/l2r(5) linc position was chosen
Band
England et al
Table l. Calculated values for the rotalionless
Franck-Condon taclor q¡rrr and the relative
rotational factor P¿,/?,, for the .4rti * Xtt¡ (2,',0)
bands.
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(rotationless) transition mornents, as defined by Whiting and
Nicholls {171, in atonric units, and v0 is the band origin in
wave nurnbers (tabulated as Ir¡ by Yoshino et al. |41). The
paranreter/j!),, is independent of temperature, is not affected
by rotational perturbations, and, when correctly normalized,
should be continuous across the dissociation limit with the
difl-erential oscillator strength lor the continuum I I 81.
Finally, it should be noted that the transition-moment pa-
rameters defìned by Bellary and Balasubramanian [5] do not
follow the convention ol Whiting and Nicholls [7] when
used with the eguations given in this section. The difference
is a factor of ,/2 in the definition of the spin-orbit part of the
parallel transition moment: Zlt/2 is equal to the transition
moment of Whiting and Nicholls [7].
3. Results
The integrated rotational-line absorption cross sections of
Yoshino et al. [0] for each band were fitted with the for-
mulae of Bellary and Balasubramanian [5] by iteratively ad-
justing the l3 transition-moment parameters to minimize the
sum of the squared deviations. Each deviation was weighted
hy dividing by the corresponding experimental uncertainty.6
Strengths of blended lines were excluded from the fits except
those for which Yoshino et al. [0] estimated the strengths
using observed branching ratios. Lines showing rotational
perturbations, reported by Yoshino et al. [4] in the (4,0),
(7, 0), (9, 0), and ( I I , 0) bands, were also omirred.T The per-
turbation of the (11,0) band has a large effect on the mea-
sured Iine strengths: a satisfactory fit to the strengths of this
band could only be obtained by omitting those lines having
upper levels Ft, and Ft, with Nt > 7, the perturbed lines
having strengths lower than those predicted by the calcula-
tions.
We found that only three independent transition-moment
parameters, Z, X : Y, and Mt : Mz: M"î : Mk (we have
denoted this parameter as M), were necessary for an accurate
description of the rotational line-strength measurements. All
other parameters could be set to zero with no loss in accu-
racy. Our final calculations were done with only these three
parameters varied. This result implies that
(i) spin-multiplet intervals of the 3fl states participating
in the perturbations are small compared with the relevant
electronic term separations [5ì, and
(ií) second-order cross tenns can be neglected.
Huestis et al. [6] also limited their calculations to vary only
these parameters in modelling the N" : 13 lines of the A * X
(10,0) band and suggested that the A3til *X3r; transition
6 Yoshino et al. [0] give uncertainties of 2Vo for S = 4 x
10-24 cm2 cm-|, and 87o for S : 2.5 x l0 26 cm2 cm-l
(actual value given was.S : 2.5 x l0 27 cm2 cm-l but
this is much less than any measured values, and, therefore,
was assumed to contain a typographical error), We assumed
that relative experimental uncertainties varied with the line
strength S according to 
^S/S 
: l/(øS) + b, where a :
6.625 x 102ó cm-2/cm I and å:0.0196.
7 Ir should also be nored that the 0O¡(l) lines assigned by
Yoshino et al. [4] for all bands apart from (4,0) and (ll,0)
have been incorrectly assigned since they are forbidden by the
J - O þ,/ =0 selection rule

























Note: Values for q¡ru and þ¿¿ were determined
from calculated Franck-Condon Íaclors qvtJvttil using
the relation Q¿r¡roty = 4oroufl +þ¡¿Jtt(J" + l)l-
Jt and Jtt due to changes in the vibrational wave functions
caused by the centrifugal terms in the Schrödinger equation
is approximately linear, and, therefore, we have assumed
Qprlrrrr¡rr : Qrrrufl +þu,rrJtt(Jtt + l)f (3)
where q¡ru and þr,rr depend only on the vibrational
quantum numbers. This expression is similar to that used
by Lewis et al. [6] to analyze the Schumann-Runge bands
of 02. Franck-Condon factors were calculated from RKR
potential-energy curves of the A state derived from the spec-
troscopic constants suggested by Yoshino et al. [4], and the
X state derived from the data of Cosby.s Yalues of qrrot and
Þr,or, given in Table l, were determined from calculations
for Jt : Jtt : 0 and Jt : Jtt : 2O for all bands except
the (11,0) band for which J/ -- Jtt :0 and "// -- Jtt : IO
were used. It was found that the rotational variation of the
Franck-Condon factors increases from 67o at at :4 1o lg%o
al ztt : lO,
The 3t+-3fI orbit-rotation coupling introduces strength to
the bands in a way that causes the normal line-strength sum
rules to be invalid. In addition, the Franck{ondon factors
vary with "/ as described above. As a consequence, some def-
initions give band oscillator strengths [0] that are dependent
on the gas temperature:
- m^c2 ff,,¡, -- ffi funo o(u) du (4)
where Nor is the relative populatlon of fhe ott vibrational
level. A more fundamental quantity, the rotationless band
oscillator strength/j9)/, can be determined using the relation
8¡2m.c 2R2
I:i',, : :ffi uoø,,,, -rìf
: 1.0125 x 10-6 vsqr,urqz2 + 4X2¡ (5)
where IR! : 22+4X2 is the sum of the squares of electronic










































































Fig. l. Cornparison ol' fìtted integrated line strengths (lines)
with thc cxperinrental datr of Yoshino et ¿l ll0l (points) ior
ten branches ol'the ArIi *Xrts (5. 0) bùnd
N
/v
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F-ig. 2. Conrparison ol fìtted intcgratcd line strcngths (lines)
w¡th the cxperinrcnritl data o[ Yoshino et al. ll0ì (points) ior
tcn bra¡rchcs ol- the,lrtL *Xrr; (10.0) band
N
The transition-moment parameters obtained for each of the
bands are given in Table 2 with corresponding R-centroids
calculated from the RKR potentials described above. The
moments Z and X show a slight increase as // is increased
or as the R-centroid is decreased, as can be seen in Fig, 3,
in agreement with the variation predicted ab initio by Klotz
and Þeyerimholf [2]. The values of Klotz and Peyerimhoff
ll2l are -4OTa higher for Z and -407o lowet for X than the
present values.s Values of the relative moments of Huestis et
al. [6] for the (10.0) band, X lZ: 0.369 and M lZ:0.00953
written in our notation, are in good agreement with our values
of 0.407 + 0.018 and 0.0098 + 0.0009, respectively. This
8 There is sonte confusion about the defìnitions of the transition-
moment paranìeters. We have assumed the relations between
the parametcrs of Klotz and Peyerinrhoff [12ì and those
of Bellary and Balasubramanian [5] are Z : J2lJg an¡J
X : LJ¿: U¡2, where Ue, U¡, and U¡2 represent the moments
for Arrü(() = +t) * xrrt(Q = +l), ArtJ(o = +l) *
Xrrs(o: 0), ûnd,4r)ì(o - 0) * Xlt¡(o: .tl)' resPcctively'
sateì lZOl seems to have interpreted the parameters of Klotz




strength is borrowed from the electric-dipole-allowed transi-
tions B3I; *X3tl and Äl:i * lltlr, prìncipally,through
the upper and lo',ùer state interactions AiIi - BrI; and
X'z; - l3flr, respectively, as implied by the ab initio calcu-
lations ol Klotz and Peyerimhoff [121.
In general, differences between the ntted and experimental
values are larger than the experimental uncertainties and the
X2 values are -50 times the number of degrees of freedom.
However, examination of the experimental data shows that
the scatter in the measured line strengths is much larger than
the estimated uncertainties of Yoshino et al. [10]. Figures I
and 2 show integrated strengths for rotational lines of the
(5,0) and (10,0) bands as examples of the results obtained
frorn the fitting process, which included a total of 684 ex-
for the (10,0) band) so that the lines should be observable
experirnentally. Lines of this branch were not reported by























Table 2. Electronic transition-moment pâranìeters and R-centroids
for the Arlj *Xrts (/',0) bands.
R-centroid
Fig. 3. Electronic transition-moment parametcrs (solid cir-
cles), derived from fìts to the ¡ntegrated line strengths ol
Yoshino et al l0l for the Artü * XtLl (u' - 4 I 1.0)
bands: (¿) Z: (b) X: and (c) M. The ab initio results of Klotz
and Peyerimhoff ll2l for Z and X (continuous lines) have
been normalized for comparison with the present values.
(Footnote 8 gives the relation between the values of Klotz and




































0.407 + 0.0 t4
0.405 + 0.026
0.389 + 0.006
0.93 + 0. t5
0.97 + 0. r0
0 92 +0.12
0.94 + 0 t0
099+010
0.95 + 0.08













Note: Values for the electronic transition-moment panmeters were
obtained from fits to the integrated cross sections of rotational lines
measured by Yoshino et al. [0] Only the relative signs of the moments
can be detemined. Uncertainties (A3o) ue statistical uncenainties
derived from the ñtting process.
'R-centroids have been calculated from the RKR potential-energy
curves described in the text.
bAverages were weighled using the uncertainties given in the Table.
Table 3, Comparison of experimental and model integrated





















































































RMS dev.' 6;t 35 28 II
oValues have been nomalized by setting the sum of model strengths
equal to the sum of experimental stren8ths for the branches where both
columns have entries
åBlended line, not included in the present fits
' RooFmean-squüe deviations weighted by experimental unccrtainties.
Ievel of agreement is surprising considering the limited data
upon which they [6] based their model,
Our ñtted integrated line strengths for the N//: l3 lines
of the (10,0) band are given in Table 3 with the results
from other line-strength models and the measured values
of Yoshino et al. [0]. Relative intensities o¡ ¡¡. 0p lines



















'Iable 4, Roonì-tcnìperature band oscill¿tor strcrgths 1,,,.,, and rotûtionlcss band oscilìittor strcngths
f))',,,, fo, thc Arrfi . Xrr* (¿'.0) bands
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l 549 + 0.082
1.750 + 0.068
r 687 + 0.071
0.94 + 0 09
0.30 + 0.06
0 538 + 0.08
0.798+0.r2



































oUncertûint¡es (l3o) are statistical
'åUncenainties estimated 
at 27o
,These are the experimental results of Ref 6, not their recommended values See the text footnote l0
/Uncerrainties (+3o) do not include uncertainties involved in the determinât¡on of f¡¡ using a spectral
simulation program.
"Uncelainties ue t}te same as those given for the presenl values of forot.
/Values have been calculated from the spontaneous transi(ion probabilities tabulated by Bates [20ì See the
text footnote 8
branches were known to be the most affected by the ne-
glect of orbit-rotation interactions. The results of Cann and
Nicholls l2l) are based on an empirical adjustment of the
formulae of Lewis and Gibson [4], made with no theoretical
justification. Understandably, since ours are the only calcu-
lations explicitly fitted to the measurements of Yoshino et
al. [0], the best agreement with the experimental values is
obtained in the present work.
The band oscillator sftengthf¡¡, which depends on tem-
perature through the J//-dependent quantities, as described
above, has been determined by summing the calculated inte-
grated strengths of all rotational lines from the l3 branchese
and using (4) with Nur : O.9995 aa T = 295 K. Table 4
contains our oscillator strengths and those reported in other
studies. Apart from the value for the (l 1,0) band, our oscil-
lator strengths are close to, or slightly higher than, those of
Yoshino et al. [10], presumably because of the inherent in-
clusion of weak lines not observed in the experimental work.
Our oscillator strength for the (l 1,0) band, 187o higher than
the value given by Yoshino et al. [10], irrcludes strength lost
through the perturbation of rotational lines with Ntt > 7. The
results of Hasson et al. [22] were obtained from the relative
emission band strengths of Degen and Nicholls [23], normal-
ized to their rneasured (7,0) absorption band strength. Apart
from the (11,0) band, the differences between the present
oscillator strengths and tbose of Hasson et al. [22] are 16Vo.
The differences between our values and those of Hasson and
Nicholls [9], based purely on absorption measurements, are
larger, but still generally less than the combined errors. The
experimental oscillator strengths of Huestis et al. [6] are sig-
e The sum lor the (ll,0) band included calculated integrated
line strengths of rotational lines with upper levels N' < l'1
for Fl and Fj ìevels, and N' < 15 for F! levels. According
to Yoshino et al [0], these are the only ìevels below the
dissociation limit.
nificantly lower than the results from all other studies.l0 The
results of Bao et al. [ 1] a¡e based on measurements of only
six peaks in the cross section for the (8,0) band and l7 peaks
for ihe (9,0) band. Despite this, the agreement between their
band oscillator strengths and the present values is satisfac-
tory.
Band oscillator strengths were calculated at a number of
different temperatures using the transition moments deter-
mined in this study. Differences from 295 K values are
-1.67o ar 77 K and +3,47o at 500 K for the (4,0) band'
and +O.9Vo al'77 K and -197o at 500 K for the (10,0)
band. These results show that the effects of the increase in
the orbit-rotation contribution and the decrease in the rela-
tive Franck-Condon factor with increasing J// partly cancel
to produce only small variations of fr,o, with temperature.
Values for the rotationless band oscillator strength /i9)/,
included in Table 4, are, apart from the (11,0) value, less
than the corresponding forrt values, with an average differ-
ence of -4Va. This is largely because flllr, does not include
strength gained through orbit-rotation interactions. For the
(l 1,0) ba;d, however, the value of f:y,, is larger thanf,r,r,
which includes the effects of the reduction in the number of
rotational lines due to the onset of dissociation near N/ : l5'
The rotationless oscillator strengths derived from sponta-
neous transition probabilities which Bates [20] calculated
from the transition moments of Klotz and Peyerimhoff [12]
are about 4OVo higher than the present results, reflecting the
difference between the ab initio and present values for 2.8
4. lnteraction matrix elements
The results of Klotz and Peyerimhoff [12] show that the
l0 These are not the recommended values of Huestis et al. [6]'
More recent results obtained using the same experimental
system with narrower laser bandwidths give larger oscillator
strengths (private communication, T.G. Slanger, 1995).
England et al
tween these states. The present results show that Z' X, and M
have the same sign; however. it must be noted that the signs
of individual matrix elements cannot be determined because
they depend on an arbitrary choice of phase in the molecular
wave functions t251. The moments and interaction elements
are related through the equations [5]
- .6 (Brtr"l¡JsolÁ3tT")L - v - E(B3t;) - Eler:¡ j(Brt" lP¿lxrtc 
)
x _ ( l 
rlrslHso]{l_r,,) 
{ rrn*¡¡rr¡er:¡¡^ - E( l3rrs) - E(X3rt)''
and
u : -fjftfffi( r3rslp*lA3'í)
energy curve and the lrfl* X spin-orbit matrix element, then
we can obtain values for the orbit-rotation matrix elements
and the unknown transition moment. Our best estimate of the
separation of the X and lrn* states is the di[ference between
the separation of the RKR p^otentials of the B and X states
(5.797 x lOa cm I at 1.30 Ä; and the separation of the B
and lln* states as determined from the potent¡als.of Klotz
and PeyËrimhoff tl2l (-3.5 x 101 cm I at 1.30 Ä¡. Using
with this the ab initio value Il2l of 81.6 cm I for the spin-
orbit interaction matrix element and XIM = 40.5, we gei
l(lrn2slB¿*lxrrrÊ)l : 2.0 cm-r and l(l3nslP*lA3ti)l = 0'26
au. Our estìmated-value for the orbit-rotation matrix element
and the ab initio value lor the spin-orbit matrix element are in
surprisingly good agreement with values estimated using the
single-confìguration and pure-precession [27] approximations
in the Appendix.
Finally, it should be re-emphasized that these e-stimates
are bãsed on the assumption that the ß3r; * Xlr¡ and
A3:,; * llfl, transitions are the only major contributors to






strength lormulae [5] to obtain values of the parallel and
perpendicular electronic transition-moment parameters. This
is the first quantitative analysis of rotational line strengths to
obtain absolute values for the transition moments and the first
analysis to include data from more than one vibrational band.
The measured line strengths were fitted accurately using only
three independent transition-moment parameters to model the
effects of spin-orbit (Z for rhe parallel component and X for
the perpendicular component) and orbirrotation (M) inter-
actions. The values of Z and X show small va¡lations with
upper state vibration and R-centroid that are consistent with
thé variations present in ab initio calculations [12]. M does
not vary significantly with R-centroid. The values of Z and X
obtained in this work differ by -407o and +407o from the ab
initlo results [2ì but the ratios XIZ and MIZ are in good
agreement with the results of Huestis et al. [6], based on the
experimental work of Herzberg [7].
Our room-temperature band oscillator strengths are in sat-
isfactory agreement with results based on other experimental
work [9-l l, 22] except those of Huestis et al. [6]. When
compared with most previous studies, the present analysis
has the advantage that oscillator strengths inherently include
contributions from weak lines that have not been observed
while excluding weak lines from other transitions that fall in
the region of the Herzberg I bands.
ninãlly, the assumption that the allowed B3I; * X3I;
and A3lfr * l3n* trans ributt¡rs to
the strength of the Herz values for
critical iñteraction matri B3I; and




The authors wish to acknowledge helpful discussions with
(6)
where ÃIso is the spin-orbit operator, BZ* is the rotation-
independent part of the orbit-rotation operator' E is the en-
ergy of the indicated electronic state, and ¡1- and !r+ : ¡rr+i¡r.v
are molecule-fixed components of the electric-dipole oper-
ator. The following observations can be made'
l The mean value of lZl determined in this work (0.974
x l0-3 au) is appropriate to an R-centroid of 1.30 Ä.
po ations of Klotz and Peyerimhoff [12]'
bu ly from the value calculated ab initio
by 4 cm-r at 1.588 Å.12- 
data exist for the l3fl* state. However,
using (7) and (8) with the average values of X and M from
Table 2 appropriate to R: 1.30 A, we obtain





This gives the ratio of spin-orbit and orbit-rotation matrix
elements based solely on the experimental results and shows
that the matrix elements have opposite signs.
3. If we use theoretical values [12ì for the l3tI* potential-
lr The contribution flrom the lrlìu *X]I; transition through the
lrnu -Aìä, interaction is negligible: oì t.¡oo Å the spin-orbit
matrix elernent (lrn"llrsolArä) is only 09 cm I [12¡' the
lrnu * XrI¡ dipole transition moment is only 005 au [241
and the poteñtial-energy separation is -40 000 cm I [12],
giving a contribution to X of only l.l x l0 6 au.
¡2 The value obtained by extrapolation of ¡he daLa ol Klotz and
Pcycrinrholl [2] to Lhis intemuclear separation is -18I cm I
192
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Relatively simple arguments can be used to obtain values for the l3rle -X'2'. spin-orbit and orbit-rotation interaction
matrix elements using the single-configuration and pure-precession [27] approximations. Because the same states are
involved in the two matrix elements, it is possible to determine the relative signs of the matrix elements.
The X state arises from the configuration...(3or)2(lnu)4(lns)2.In the determinant notation ofLefebvre-Brion
and Field [26], it is sufficient to represent the wave function as
lx3 Lo) : lorao, Pnf cn; al
The l3n, state is affected by strong avoided crossings îear 1.2 and 1.6 Å ttZl. fne region oJinterest in this work
is betweèn these avoided crossings where the dominant connguration is...(3os)l(1ru;+1lng)3.The wave functions
necessary for our calculations are, therefore,
| 13rt2s) : lorcnicrnlpn, ol
and
II3rr') : ;l[l"rO"ü""üOr, crl + lorar[ani0n;Þl]
The part of the spin-orbit operator giving nonzero matrix elements between fI and I states is )z,a¡!.sf t2ó1.
Therefore, using the wave functions given in (10) and (12), it follows that
( I 3r r s lHso lx3 z ß) : #.\";lâl. lo*)
Similarly, using the microscopic form Z* :L/i Í26) and wave functions given in (10) and (ll), we obtain
(3 il2elB L* lx3>r8) È -B(Rxrü lr. loe )
where B(R) : hl$¡lpcR2), p is the reduced mass of the molecule, and the minus sign arises because an odd number
of permutations has been carried out to match the order of appearance of the spin-orbitals in each wave function.
In general, the value of / for a molecular orbital is not well defined. However, there are two methods that will
yield estimates of the matrix elements.
England et al.
l. If we assume that the molecular orbitals can be expanded in terms of atomic orbitals [26] on each atom, A and
B, such that
WÐ: ktpnÀ) - frtn"ht and lQ = hlpo¡) - jtnool
then, using t'l.,ax) = Jilpnr) (where ( = A or B) and (13), we get an estimate of
(rrnlslflsolx3t tsl ñ;þþlp) = 76 cm-l
where rhe aromic spin-orbir paramerer is (plâlp): 15l cm-r [26]. This value for the matrix element is in good
agreement with the value of Klotz and Peyerimhoff [12ì (81.6 cm-r)'
2. We can obtain estimates of the matrix elements using the pure-precession approximation [27], not necessarily
expected to be valid for valence states of 02 [261. in which we associate a value of I with each orbital. lf we assume
thË orbitals are atomic p-like (/: l), then t*lor) : rtftÐ. Therefore,
lrrn¡r¡íso¡xr:l): )u^r¡v 95 cm-l
where we spin-orbit parameter an. -- (n"làlnr) nv 190 cm-I, estimated from
the spin-or [28ì. This value for the ìnteraction matrix element is in satisfactory
agreement [12] and the value given above in (15).
Using th (14) gives
(lrn2sl8¿*lxrr trl : -Jisß) nv -1.8 cm-r at R = 1.30 Å
The absolute value of this matrix element is in surprisingly good agreement with the value of 2.0 cm-l obtained
in Sect. 4. In addition, it should be noted that the relative signs of the spin-orbit and orbit-rotation matrix elements






4.27 Observation of the second 311,, valence state of 02
[4718, R. Lewis, P. M. Dooley, J. P. England, K. Waring, S. T. Gibson,
K. G. H. Baldwin, and H. Partridge,




Molecular oxygen plays an important role in the photo-
chemistry of the terrestrial atmosphere through its absorption
of solar vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation and subsequent
(pre)dissociation. In particular, a precise knowledge of the
spectroscopic parameters, oscillator strengths, and predisso-
ciation linewidths of the Schumann-Runge (SR) system,
B 32; *X 3l; ;r necessary for realistic photochemical
modeling of the stratosphere and mesosphere [1,2].
The SR bands ofO2 have been the subject of much study.
The many spectroscopic investigations have been reviewed
by Yoshino et al. l3), while Lewis et al. 14] have recently
reviewed work on the B 31" -state predissociation. The B
state is subject to a number of perturbations. Relevant
potential-energy curves are shown in Fig. I, where the
B 31, curve is a Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR) potential de-
termined by Lewis et al. l5l and the repulsive curves are the
ab initio calculations of Partridge et al. f6) (l 3fI,,, I 5fI,,)
and Partridge [7] (l lil,, , 2'211. As has been shown by
Julienne and Krauss [8] and Julienne [9], the four repulsive
states in Fig. I are responsible for the predissociation of
every vibrational level of the B state and are also expected to
produce irregular perturbations in the spectroscopic and
triplet-splitting constants of the B state. In particular, the
I rfl,, state is expected to perturb Gu, Br, Àr, and 7,
through a combination of spin-orbit, spin-electronic, and
L-uncoupling interactions. Irregular perturbations have in-
deed been observed in the second vibrational differences
L2G, of the B state for u: I - 10 and can be explained
using the same model as that necessary to explain the ob-
served predissociation [4,8, l0].
In addition to the perturbations of the B-state vibrational
structure caused by the repulsive states in Fig. I, perturba-
tions in the rotational structure of the B state have been
observed for u>-16 in every O2 isotopomer studied [3,10-
l2]. A few extra levels associated with the bound perturbing
state(s) have been reported [3,] l], but the level assignments
NOVEMBER I996
are tentative, the perturbations remain unanalyzed, and no
progress has been made in the identification of the perturbing
state. Finally, for all O2 isotopomers studied, the triplet-
splitting constants À, and y, for B 31, (u=ll) exhibit rap-
idly increasing smooth perturbations as the dissociation limit
is approached [10]. Bergeman and Wofsy [13], using the
unique-perturber approximation of Zare et al. 114], have in-
voked a spin-orbit interaction between the A lI," state and a
rfl,, srare conelaring with rhe o(rD) + o(rP) dissociation
limit to explain this observed perturbation in À, . A similar
approach has been followed by Cheung et aI. ll0), without
assignment of the perturber.
In this work, we measure high-resolution photoabsorption
cross sections for selected rotational lines from the (16,0)-
(18,0) SR bands of 160, and observe consistent sets of extra
lines associated with the lowest-energy rotational perturba-
tions of the F2 levels of a 3X, (u: 16- l8). In addition, we





FIG. I Potential-energy curves for electronic states of O2 rel-
evânt to perturbation of the B l!; state. Energies are given relative
to the minimum of the ground-state X rl, potential-energy curve.
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Rotational perturbations in the B 3>; state o[ molecular oxygen are studied by measuring high-resoìution
vacuu¡n ultraviolet laser photoabsorption cross sections of the (16,0)-(18,0) B 3>,;-X 3tr; Schu.onn-
Runge bands of 1602. The observation o[ numerous extra lines in the spectrum, together wi¡h ah initio
calculations of relevant potential-energy curves, enables the perturbing state to be assigned as the second
valence state of lfl,, symmetry. This weakly bound state, which we name C'rfI,,, is also likely to be
principally responsible for the welì-known rapid increase in the magnitudes of the B-state triplet-splitting
constants Àr, and yu as the dissociation limit is approached [S I 050-2947(96)079 I l-5]
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FIG 2. Scherratìc diagram of the experimental apparâtus.
full characterization of the perturbations, together with the
ab initio calculations, leads to ân âssignment of the perturb-
ing state as thc second valence state of 3fI,, syrnmetry,
which we name C' 3il,,. The calculated potential-energy
curve for this state is shown in Fig. l, where it can be seen
that the C' tfl,, state is bound for energies near
B 3>; (u> 16). ln addition, we show thar rhe C' srare is also
likely to be principally responsible for the rapidly incrersing
smooth perturbations observed in the B-state triplefsplittìng
constants À, and 7r.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experimental apparatus, shown schernatically in Fig.
2, is similar to that used in an earlier study of the/ r),f and
f' '>: states of Or and described in detail elsewhere [15].
Briefly, we used two-photon-resonânt difference-frequency
four-wave mixing (2PR-4WDM) in Xe [16,17] ro generare
narrow-bandwidth, tunable vacuum ultraviolet râdiâtion in
the range 1755-1780 Å in order to study rotational pertur-
bations in B r>;(u: ló- 18) by rneans of high-resolurion
photoabsorption spectroscopy.
One of the excimer-pumped dye lasers (Coumarin 307 in
methanol) was tuned to a vacuum wavelength of 5120.2
,Â so that its frequency-doubled output was two-photon reso-
nant with the Xe transition 5ps(2P\¡)6p[ì]2-5p6 r.t0.
The doubled radiation was combined, after removal of the
fundamental radiation, with the tunable radiation from the
other dye laser (Coumarin 47 in methanol) and both beams
were focussed into a cell containing Xe (US Services Inc.,
99.999o/o) by a 25-cm focal-length quartz lens. VUV radia-
tion generated by thc 2PR-4WDM process was passed
tlrrough t 0.2-m VUV monochromator which acted as a
broad bandpass fìlter, tuned synchronously with the second
dye laser and discriminating against the fundamental and
doubled dye-laser radiation. The VUV radiation leaving the
exit slit of the monochromator was divided into two beams
by a slotted Al beam splitter. The reflected beam was moni-
tored directly, while the transmitted beam passed through a
33-cm long, MgF2-windowed absorption cell containing O,
(BOC,99.9E ) before being detected. Output pulses fìom the
solar-blind moni(or and detector photomultipliers (EMI type
941 3, CsI photocathode) were processed by a boxcar averag-
ing systern. A microcomputer was used to control the laser
and monochromator scanning, the pressure of O2 in the ab-
sorption cell, and the acquisition of the shot-averaged detec-
tor and monitor signals from the boxcar system.
In order to obtain the measurements presented here, scans
were performed at room temperature (293 K) over -0.3
Å ranges in the VUV from - 1755-1780 Å with wave-
length increments of 0.001 Á,. The phase matching for each
scan was optimized by adjusting the pressure of Xe in the
range 70-90 Torr to maximize the VUV signaì. The monitor
and dctector signals wcle averaged over 50 laser shots for
each datum point, during groups of thrce scans with the ab-
sorption cell alternately filled with â pressure of O2 in the
range 0.8-15 Torr, then evacuated, then refilled. This
scheme allowed compensation for any slow drifts in detector
sensitivity and correction for wavelength dependences in the
generated signaì which were not related to O' absorption
[15]. Division of the detector signal by the monitor signal,
after correction for scattered radiation, provided a measure of
compensation for the shot-to-shot fluctuations inherent in the
generated VUV signal Absolute cell transmittances were ob-
tained by dividing the full-cell ratios [(detector)/(rnonitor)]
by the empty-ceìl ratios for each wavelength. Photoabsorp-
tion cross sections were calculated from the absolute trans-
mittances using the Beer-Lambert law. Statistical uncertain-
ties in the measured (peak) cross sections were -3Vo and
there was an additional systematic uncertainty of -3ok a:.is-
ing fiom uncertainties in O7 pressure, ternperature, and cell
length.
Each dye laser was operated with an intracavity etalon,
resulting in a nominal bandwidth o10.04 cm I full-wi<ìth at
halt'-maximum (FWHM) for each fundamental beam. The
average VUV bandwidth was estimated to be 0.08+0.02
cm I FWHM by fitting an instrumentally degraded Voigt
profile to the SR lines of narrowest predissociation linewidth
(u':16, F ¡ , high N') [18]. This value is consistcnt with
the bandwidth of 0.06+0.01 cm I FWHM reported by Ya-
manouchi and Tsuchiya [17] for 2PR-4V/DM in Sr vapor.





where v¡ was the wave number of the Xe two-photon reso-
nance and /u¡, wâS the vacuum-corrected wave nulnber of
the tunablc dye ìaser. Absolute wave number calibration was
achieved by comparison with the measured wave numbers of
Yoshino et al. l3l fbr selected shaç, unblended lines of the
SR system. The linearity and calibration of the dye-laser éta-
lon scanning system were confirmed over the relatively small
(=10 cm l; ranges involved, by comparison of the mea-
sured combination diffelences between SR lines having a
common upper level with accurately known O2 ground-stâte
energy levels [19]. The estimated absolute uncerta.inty in the
wave number of a sharp, unblended line is -0. I cm l,
while the relative uncertainty is ^-0.01- 0.04 cm -r, the
smaìler value applying in the case of two sharp lines within
the one etalon scan.
III. LINE.PROFILE ANAI,YSIS
SR absorption-line wave numbers, oscillator strengths,






















squares fìtting procedure. ln this procedure, the measured
photoabsorption cross sections were compared with model
calculations, appropriate to the experimental conditions, in
which the line parameters were allowed to vary indepen-
dentìy. For unperturbed lines, or for well separated pairs of
perturbed lines, the predissociation componcnt of thc linc
shape was taken as Lorentzian. The corresponding cross sec-
tion for the ith line was given by
o ¡(v) -
0.563 X l0 r2s¡
cm2,I lr-u,\21
t'l '.lr¿] ]
where s¡ is a strength factor related to the line oscillator
strength, f ¡ (cm r; is the FWHM predissociation linewidth,
and z¡ (cm l; is the wave number of the line center. As has
been explained in detail elsewhere [20], Eq. (2) is inappro-
priate to describe the predissociation line shapes of perturbed
pairs of lines whose separation does not greatly exceed their
predissociation linewidths. ln those cases, most noticeably
for u'-- 16, destructive interference was observed for wave
numbers between the centers of the perturbed and perturbing
lines, and, therefore, the ith pair of perturbed main (lø) and







Wave Number (cm 
t) 56685.0
FIG 3. Photoabsorption cross section for l60, in the region ol
the P2(5) and P3(5) lines from the (16,0) band of the
B '2; * x 3I; .y.t.., measurecl at T:293 K with an inslrumen-
t¡l resolution of --0.06 cm-r FVy'HM. The fittecl model cross sec-
tion, and its components, which include the Doppler contribution,
but not the instrumental degradation, are also shown. The P¡(5)
line is perturbed, a strong destructive ìnterlerence being observed
between the corresponding main and extra Iines.
¿/ functions and that the outer r/ primitive is uncontracted.
This basis set provides an accurate description of the valence
regions but does not contain the diffuse functions needed to
describe Rydberg character. The potential-energy curves
have not been corrected for basis-set superposition error
(BSSE).
V. RESULTS,A,ND DISCUSSION
A. Perturbations in B r>;(u=f6-f8)
A combination of high-resolution photoabsorption cross
section meâsurements and the line-profile analysis technique
described in Sec. III enabled the discovery and detailed char-
acterization of many extra lines associated with rotational
perturbations in A 3I"(u:16-lS). It is usually not pos-
sible to obtain comparable information from spectrographic
data alone, especially for blended spectral features, because
of the difficulty in extracting reliable intensity information.
In particular, we were able to measure the effects of the
perturbations, not only on the term vaìues, but also on the
predissociation linewidths and oscillator strengths. Using this
information, we were able to determine the J dependence of
the perturbation matrix elements and thereby establish the
symmetry of the perturbing state. While there are three fine-
structure components associated with the B 3Xu state,
namely, the F2 levels (/ parity, "/:N, O:1) and the mixed
F¡ and F3 levels (e parity, "/:N+ I, l):0 and l), the F'
levels for u:16- 18 are well separted from the F2 and F3
levels and do not participate in the particular perturbations
discussed here.
As an example of an observed perturbation, in Fig. 3 we
show the measured photoabsorption cross section in the re-
gion of the Pz(5) and P3(5) lines from the (16,0) SR band.
It was not possible to obtain a convincing fit to the measured
cross section when the predissociation line shapes of the





















r,l,*l t"'/2 +l"l'l'l \ u- v,,, u- url )
where f ¡-f ,,,* f' and s¡ is the total strength for the pair of
interfering lines. The Doppler component of the line shapes
and the effects of the finite instrumentâl resolution were in-
cluded in the model through appropriate convolution proce-
dures and the underlying continuum was expressed as a low-
order polynomial in v.
IV. AB INITIO CALCULATIONS
-|he ab initio calculations followed the procedure re-
ported in Ref. [6]. The orbitals \ùere optimized using the
state-averaged complete-active-space self-consistent-field
(CASSCF) approach with the 2p orbitals active. The calcu-
lations were performed in D2¡ symmetry with symmetry and
equivalence restrictions imposed on the orbitals. All states of
the specified spin and spatial symmetry which dissociate to
rhe o(rP) + o(rP) and o(rD) + O(3P) asymptotes were
included in the averaging; five states were included for the
3fI,, (and 3@,,) optimization and six were included for the
3l,l and 34,, states. External correlation was included using
a multireference configuration-interaction (MRCI) procedure
using the CASSCF reference and correlating both the 2s and
2p eìectrons. The effect of higher excitations was estimated
using a multireference analog of the Davidson correction,
denoted +Q. The basis set employed is the atomic
natural orbitals (ANO) l2l) basis set designated
15s 4p (3+l)d 2f lgl+(sp) [6]. The "rsp" indicates
that the basis is augmented with diffuse s and p orbitals and
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TABLE I Wave numbers for main- (upper entries) a¡ld extra- (lower entries) branch lines fronr the
B rl;{u':16, N', F2and F,).-X r:;(u"=0. N"l band of róOr, together wrrh upper-srare rerm val-
ues, all in cm I. Absolute uncertainties -0. I cm I, relative uncertainlies --0.01-003 cnt l.
































































































three component lines were represented by Eq. (2). However,
when the two higher-energy lines were described by Eq. (3),
the excellent fit shown in Fig. 3 resulted. Evidently, the
P:(5) tine is spìit into two mutually-interfèring components
due to a perturbation. Althougli the shifi in energy due to tlre
perturbâtion is small, almost total intensity sharing occurs
between the main and extra lines. This conclusion is con-
firmed following an anâlysis of our rneasured cross sections
near the R3(3) and rR¡,( I ) lines which, rogerher wirh
P3(5), share the common upper level N':4, J' -3. Our
assignments 122], Pí5)-56 684.23 cffi r, P¡(5)
:56684.49 cm-r and P3.(5):56 684.71 cm-r, differ
from those ofBrix and Herzberg Il l] and Yoshino er al.l3l,
neither of whom report a perturbation for this level. Our
measured cross section f'or the region neâr the P2(11) per-
turbation in the (16,0) band, which also exhibits a particu-
larly obvious interlèrence effect, has been reported elsewhere
[20].
Wave numbers for the lines observed in this work, to-
gether with the corresponding upper-state term values, are
summarized in Tables l-lll. Where possible, the term values
are averages of tlre values determined fiom the P- and
R-branch wave nurnbcrs lbr unblended lincs. Thirty-four ex-
"The ìincs Q)t(I):5612082 crn 82r( -5 ) : 56686 26 crn -
'Rtr¡l¡-5672460 cm 
ll, ancl rR.,,1l¡:56'/2483 cn l'were also observecl
bweighted averages c.letenninecl froln the separate brûnch wave numbers.
cBlended with a weaker line.
dShou lcler
"Weak.
lExtra line also reported by Brix ancl Herzberg Il l ]
sExtra line also reported by Yoshìno et ol l3l
hBlendecl with a stronger line.
p(I)-56'71'7 19 crr | |
tra lines have been observed, onìy four of which, to our
knowÌedge, have been reported previously in spectrographic
studìes [3,11]. As mentioned in Sec. II, wave numbers for
the main-branch lines in Tabtes I-lll are calibrated against
those of Yoshino et al. l3l and are essentially indistinguish-
able for unblended, sharp lines. Howevcr, the wrve numbers
in Tables I-lll for the many blended features at lower rota-
tion should be rnore reliable than those of Yoshino et al. 13)
because of superior instrumental resolution and a realistic
li ne-profi le analysis procedure.
The term values in Tables I*lll are presented in Fig.4 in
such a way as to emphasize the perturbed main and extra
levels in the Fr and F3 fine-structure components. lt can be
seen cle¿ìrly in Fig. 4 that the F" leveìs for u: l6- l8 are
perturbed by levels with smaller rotationâl constants. How-
ever, these perturbations lall into two classes. First, through
the observation of the single extra level associated with the
F3 perturbation foru-16, J:3,it is apparent that the cor-
responding perturbing level lras closely spaced ¿- and
/-pnrity components, implying a perlurbing state with
À> I and a very small A doubling. Second, in contrast, the
F3 levels fo¡ u:lJ and 18 are unperturbed in t.he range of
rotation under consideration, implying that the FrJevel per-
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TABLE II. Wave numbers for main- (upper enrries) and extra- (lower entries) branch lines from the
B 3l;1u': l'l, N', F2 and F3)-X 'I;tr":9, N") band of 160r, rogerher wirh upper-srare rerm values,
all in cm-1. Absolute uncertainties -0.i crn-1, relative uncertainties -0.04 cm-1.












































































































üWeighted averages determined from the separate branch wave numbers.
bBlendecl with a weaker line.
cShoulder.
dBlencled with a stronger line.
"Assignment differs from that of Yoshino et ul l3l.
turber is either a ) state, or a state with 
^> 
I and a very
large r\ doubling.
The measured cross sections for perturbed pairs of lines
from the (16,0) band were fitted using Eq. (3), allowing the
determination of separate predissociation linewidths for the
main and extra lines and the corresponding line-strength
sums. These data are presented in Table IV as l,/f,,,,
f_,+f,,, and fu',,1 fu,'(:fu,¡).The line strengths have
been converted into equivalent band oscillator strengths us-
ing the relation
fu,¡:s¡/(a','S¡), (4)
where ai and S¡ are appropriately normalized Boltzmann
and Hijnl-London factors, respectively. For the (17,0) and
(18,0) bands, where Eq. (2) was used to fit the measured
cross sections, linewidth and oscillator-strength ratios were
determined independently and the weighted average of these
ratios is given in the f-/f,, column of Table IV. Where
possible, the data listed in Table IV were determined as
weighted averâges of separate P- and R-branch measure-
ments. Predissociation linewidths and oscillator strengths are
also shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, for the F2 main
lines from the (16,0)-(18,0) bands, together with the corre-
sponding main-extra sums. The effects of the perturbations
on the main-line parameters are clearly evident. It is also
apparent from Figs. 5 and 6 that the predissociation-
linewidth and oscillator-strength sums in the perturbed re-
gions join smoothly onto the values for the unperturbed lev-
els. These observations confirm the validity of the two
assumptions implicit in the use of Eq. (3): in the absence of
perturbations, levels of the perturbing state are not predisso-
ciated and transitions into them from the ground state hâve
insignificant strength [20]. With these assumptions, the mea-
sured term-value separations LT:17,,,-T,l and
predissociation-linewidth ratios r:f,if n,(:f u,.,lf ,,,,) for
the main- and extralevel pairs in Table IV can be used to
calculate perturbation matrix elements and level shifts.
Within the framework of standard twolevel perturbation
theory [23], it is easy to show that the perturbation matrix
element is given by
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TABLE Ill Wave nunrbers for main- (uppel entries) and extra- (lower entries) branch lines from the
B 3>;(u':18, N', F2 and F¡)+X tI;tr":0. N") band oÊ róO,, rogerher wirh upper-srare relrn vâìues,
aÌl in cm-1. Absolute uncertainties -0.1 cm I, relaLive uncert&inties -0.04 cln l.
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'The lines Rg.t1l¡:50952.52 cm I and rR,,13¡:569-50 3-5 cm I were also observecl
hweighted avcrages determined fiom the separatc branch wave nrrrbers.
'Blended with a stronger line.
dWeak.
"Blended with a weakcr line-
lu,,,,l: rÇL.rl1l + r¡,
and the magnìtude of ¡he level shift by
lsl: rÀrl( l +,').
(s)
Values calculated using Eqs. (5) and (6) are included in
Table IV and the perturbation matrix eÌcments are also
shown in Fig.7. lt is clear from Fig.7 thât the Fr matrix
elements tbr u: l6- l8 exhibit an essentially linear depen-
dence on rotation and th¿ìt the single F. perturbation mrtrix
element fbr u: 16, J:3 lies marginally below the line rep-
resenting the u:16, Ft <lata. These are key observations
which help to dctermine the symmetry of the perturbing
stâte.
The heterogeneous nâture of the Fr-level perturbations
shown in Fig.7 (AO:+l) confirrns that the perturbing
state is of ungerarle symmetry with O:0 or 2. If each per-
turbation resuìts principâlly from interaction with a single
state, then thc first-order selection ruÌes for perturbations
[23] suggest that the perturber is a lfl,, stâte, interacting
with B t>; through the l-uncoupling operator
(ÁÂ-AO:+l). Only thef):0 andO-2 componentsof
a 3f1,, state with coupling approaching Hund's case (a) can
produce a purely -/-dependent interaction with
B 32;JF2,Ð 14,24f and it is well known [24] rhar these
components have completely diff'erent Â-doubling character-
istics, providing a possible explanation for the two classes of
perturbation shown in Fig. 4. Using the more detailed argu-
ments set out in the Appendix, we find that only the f):2
component of the 3fI,, perturber (small Â doubling) can ex-
plain simultaneously the observed perturbation matrix ele-
ments tbr the F2 and Fj fìnc-structurc components of
B(u:16), while only the O-0 component (large Â dou-
bling) can explain the observed perturbations in the F2 com-
ponents of ß(u - I 7 and I 8) and the lack of perturbation of
the nearby F3 components.
It is advisable to consider whether a fìrst-order picture of
the perturbations is appropriate fbr the levels studicd here.
Near a dissociation limit, the separation ìn energy between
electronic states can become small comparerJ with the spin-
orbit splittings, leading to a mixing of states with diffèrent
À, ), and S values, and resulting in far-nuclei case (c) be-
havior [25] where only -/ and O are good quantum numbers
ln the present case, the B(ló- 18) levels lie -420- 180
cm I belo* the dissociation limit, respectively, while the
off-diagonal spin-orbit interactions are expected to be less
than the atornic spin-orbit parameter to(2p):150 cm r.
Thus, a case (a) dcscription of the pcrturbcr levels in this
energy region is reasonable, but a description intermediate
between cases (a) and (c) may be more appropriate for the
perturbers of B(u = I 8).
B. Potcntial-energy curves
No Rydberg states of 02 lie low enough in energy to
produce bound-bound perturbations in B 3>;(u:16 l8).
However, the extensive ab initio calculations of Saxon and
Liu [26] show several weakly bound ungerarle valence
states, correlating with the O(lD) + O(3P) dissociation
limit, sorne of which may be energetically capable of per-
turbing n rl;{u: tO l8). Since the fir'st-order
configuration-interaction (FOCI) calculations employed by










FlG. 4. Reduced term values for the rnain (circles) and extra
(squares) levels associated with the lowest-energy rotational pertur-
bations in rhe F2(J) (closed symbols) and F3(ø) (open symbols)
components oi B l>;(u:16-18). Deperturbed energies of the
respective F2 levels (Table VII) have been subtracted from the
absolute term values [o enhÂnce the visibility of the pelturbations.
The fitted perturbed (dashed lines) and deperturbed (solid lines)
reduced term values were obtained using the two-level perturbation
model descfibed in the text and the respective model pârameters
given in Table VII. While the lowest-energy perturber level has
closely spaced e- and l-parity components, resulting in a perturba-
tion of B t);(r:16,F3), the F3 levels fo¡ u:17 ancl 18 are un-
perturbed.
reliable binding energies for these states [6], we hâve per-
formed MRCI * Q calculations according to the method de-
scribed in Sec. IV, in order to assess more accurately the
possible candidates lbr the perturbing state. Results for the
three most strongly bound of these states are given in Table
V. The corresponding potential-energy curves, formed by
spline ntting the data ofTable V and shifting in energy to be
consistent with the experimental O(rD) + O(3P) dissocia-
tion limit 127), are shown in Fig. 8. Spectroscopic constants,
determined by fitting the G, and B, values obtained by nu-
merical integration of the Schrödinger equation for these
MRCI + Q potentials, are given in Table VI. The FOCI well
depths calculated by Saxon and Liu [26] for these states ex-
ceed the MRCI + Q well depths by an average of 257o,
somewhat less than, but in the same sense as, the discrepancy
observed for other weakly bound states of 02 correlating
with the o(rP) + o(3P) limir [6].
The MRCI * Q calculations, together with the evidence
presented in Sec. V A, indicate that the second valence state
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of 3fI,, symmetry, which we name C' 3fI,,, i. responsible
for the perturbations that we have observed in
B 3>;(u: l6- l8). As can be seen in Fig. 8, vibrational
levels of the C' potential-energy curve occur near the
u : 16- I 8 levels of the B state and the C'- and B-stâte outer
limbs are nearly coincident t'or u > 18, implying strong vibra-
tional overlap. In addition, the large equilibrium internuclear
distance for the C' potential (R":2.386 Ä) explains the lack
of predissociation of this state: no repulsive states correlating
with the only lower limir, O(3P) + O(3P), rise rapidly
enough to cross the bound portion of the C' state. Despite
the fact that the C' 3il,-X rl, transition is electric-dipole
allowed, very poor Franck-Condon overlap between the X
state (R":1.208 Å) and the C' state explains the negligible
strength of the unperturbed C'-X lines.
Aìthough ruled out as the principal perturber in a two-
state interaction picture, it is possible that the 3 31,] and
2 34,, states may produce other perturbations in the rota-
tional structure of the B state. Energetically, the 3 3!,] state
could perturb B(u > 18) through the first-order spin-orbit in-
teraction tI,l, -t1,, , but such perturbations are likely to be
weak, since, as can be seen in Fig. 8, the outer limbs of the
potential-energy curves for the two states are well separated,
implying small vibrational-overlap factors. Energetically, the
2 rA,, state could perturb B(u> 16) through second-order in-
teractions, principally of the type '1, -tfI,,-t4,,, involv-
ing spin-orbit and/or 4-uncoupling interactions. These per-
turbations are also expected to be weak, not only because of
their second-order nature, but also due to reasonably small
vibrational-overlap factors. In addition, an examination of
the calculated rotational constants in Table VI and those for
the B-state levels in Table VII, indicates that such 2lÀ,,
perturbing levels would be likely to approach the perturbed
levels from below, rather than above as is the case for the
present observations. However, it is possible that some acci-
dental perturbations involving coincidences between rovibra-
tional levels of the B, C', and 2 34,, states will be observ-
able. In fact, we have found some multiple perturbations, as
yet unanalyzed, in rorarional levels of B 'I;{, > l6) higher
than those discussed in this work. FOCI calculations [26]
indicate that well depths for other weakly bound states cor-
relating with the O(rD) + O(3P) limir are ( 100 cm r, im-
plying that states other than the three discussed here are un-
likely to play a role in the perturbation of B 3l;{u=ZO).
C. Deperturbation
Vy'e used a nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure and a
simple two-level perturbation model [23] in which the unper-
turbed B- and C'-state term values were described by the
usual polynomials in "/(J+ l), with the additional assump-
tion that the interaction matrix element was given by
lH"r,l:lrtBC,l,[4J+t)-A." (Fig. 7). For each level
B(u:16-18,F), we performed simultaneous fits to the
measured main and extra term values listed in Tables I-lll,
respectively, and the width ratios r:lrlln listed in Table
IV. The root-mean-square (RMS) term-value fitting devia-
tions were only -0.01 cm-|, -0.03 cm-r, and -0.02
cm-r, respectively, for u:16, 17, and 18, supporting the
high relative accuracy claimed for the measurements. The
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TABLE IV. Measured upper-state predissociarion linewidths and equivalent band oscillator strengths for B r>;(u' :16-18, N', Fz
and F3)-X 'I;{r":Ol. Measured width ratios and energy separations for the main (nr) and extra (-r) levels observed in association wilh
perturbations in B r2, (u: l6- l8) are also shown, together with interaction mrtrix elements and level shifts estimated using Eqs. (5) and
(6)
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TABLE IV. (Con¡inuetl).
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o 2t I+ o.o27
o 2t'7 + o.ot7
0.221 + 0.009
0 209+ 0.010




2.03 + 0 07
I 9t + 0.05
fitted width ratios agreed with the measured values within
the experimental uncertainties, except for u: l7, J:24,
where the deviation slightly exceeded the uncertainty. The
deperturbed spectroscopic constants [28] obtained for the
B'>;- and C' 3fl,,-state levels are given in Table VII, to-
gether with the fitted interaction matrix-element slopes
l4rr,l. fne fitting procedure indicates that the perturbations
for B(16- l8) culminate [23] at J:8.1, J-- 19.5, and
J:10.9, respectively. The deperturbed term values, predis-
sociation linewidths, and oscillator strengths consistent with
the model parameters of Table VII, together with the fitted
perturbed values, are shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6, respectively.
In Fig. 7, the model interaction matrix elements are com-
pared with the values determined individually from the mea-
surements using Eq. (5). It is seen in all cases that the simple
perturbation model which we have used gives an excellent
description of the observations.
The best agreement between the calculated and deper-
turbed perturber levels is obtained by assuming that C'(0)
perturbs B(16), C'(2) perturbs B( l7), and C'(3) perturbs
B(18). While these vibrational assignments are likely, they
cannot be regarded as definitive until further experimental
information on perturber isotope shifts becomes available.






FlG. 5 Measured predissociation linewidths (closed circles) for
the F2 levels of B rl;1u: 16- l8) in the region of their lowest-
energy rotational perturbations ln the case of the perturbed levels,
the sum of the linewidths for the main and extra lines (open circles)
is also shown The deperturbed Iinewidths (solid lines) were ob-
tained from a quadratic fit to the main-extra linewidth sums, while
the corresponding perturbed linewidths (dashed lines) were calcu-
lated using the two-level perturbation model described in the text
and the respective model pararneters given in Table VII





FIG. 6 Measured equivalent band oscillator strengths (closed
circles) for rheB 3>;(u': t6- 18, Fù*X r>;@":0) bands in
the region of their lowest-energy rotational perturbations. ln the
case of the perturbed levels, the oscillator-strength sum for the main
and ex¡ra lines (open circles) is also shown. The deperturbed oscil-
lator strengths (solid lines) were obtained from a linear fit to the
main-extra oscillator-strength sums, while the conesponding per-
turbed oscillator strengths (dashed lines) were calculated using the
two-level perturbation model described in the text and the respec-










































y=l8, t) = 0
Y=17. O = 0
v=16, ç¿ = 2





FIG 7- Pcrturbation mxtrix elements for the ìnteracting main
and extra F2 (closed circles) and F¡ (open circle) levels of
B r:;(u: l6- t8), obtained from the rneasurernen[s givcn in
Table IV using Eq (5) Fitted rìratrix elerrents (solid lines) irnplied
by the respective two-level pertulbation-rnodel parameters given in
Table VII are also shown ln anticipation ol later conclusions in this
work, and lor consistency with expressions given in the Appendix,
the abscissa of the figure includes the f) value for thc perturbìng
level, which differs lor the 8( 16) and B( t7 irnd l 8) perturbations,
[espectiveìy.
Clreung et al. ll0,l2] have rcported rotational perturbrtiùns
in the ß(16) level o¡ trgtrg and the B(18) and B(19) lev-
els of l80r, but their failure to observe extra lines rnakcs it
dilficult to determine the perturber origìns t'or these lsoto-
pomers. For comparative purposes, calculated MRCI + Q
constants fbr the C' lfl,, perturber levels are included in
Table VII. TIre agreement between the deperturbed and cal-
culated band origins and rotational constânts is good, espe-
cially when it is realizerl that the ealeulâte(ì vâìues (ìo not
take into account. the spin-splitting of the C' tfl,, state, and
cffectively refer to the O- I component, whereas the actual
levels which perturb B(16) and B(17 and 18) have O-2
and O:0, respectively. The calculated value of the centrifu-
gal distortion constant D f'or the C'(2) level agrees with the
deperturberl value within the experimental uncertainty. How-
ever, since the C'(3) level sulTèrs a further perturbrtion
liom below f'or "/ values higher than those examined ìrere,
not removed by our two-leveì deperturbation procedure, the
D value for thrs level is not fully deperturbed and cannot be
compared with the câlculated value.
The small discrepancies between the deperturbed and cal-
culated perturber spectroscopic constants in Table VII can be
reduced further by considering the spin-splitting of the
C' 'fl, state. It follows, approximately, from the triplet term
formulas discussed by Kovács l24l thzt the origins of the
outer components of a regular rfl term with coupling inter-
mediate between Hund's cases (a) and (b) are given by
uon A, and the effective rotational constants by
B(1 +2BlA), where z¡ and B are the origin and rotational
constant for the central component, A>0 is the spin-orbit
constant, and the upper and lower signs refer to the O-2
and 0 - 0 components, respectively. Qualitatively, the appli-
câtion of these relations to the calculated f):l values
in Table VII simultaneously increases the z1¡ and B
values for C'tn,,2(u-0), while decreasing those for
TABLE V Energies (in cnl ¡), calculatecl at the MRCI + Q
level, for three weakly bound states of 02 correlating rvith the
O(rD) + O(rP) lirnir Energies u'e referred to tlìe O(3P) +
o(rP) limir
30
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C' lfI,,0(u:2,3), providing better agreement with all of the
deperturbed parameters. Quantitatively, invoking a regular
C' t[I, state having a spin-orbit constant A- *30 cm I
minimizes the discrepancies between the deperturbcd and
calculâted origins and rotational constants. The verifìcation
of this tentative conclusion, however, must âwait the obser-
vation of more C) levels of the C' state than those reported
here.
We have estimated numericaÌly the J-independent part of
the 4-uncoupling interaction matrix elements between the
RKR B-state potential and the calculated C/-state potential
using Eq. (43) \.vith the electronic part replâced by the pure-
precession [23] value, i.".,lnrr,l: t6l\u tlølu r,ll. The vi-
brational qu¿ìntum number of the C' state was treated as a
continrìous variable and the values of lTt.,l for levels de-
generate with the B-state ìevels were estimâted by graphical
interpolatron. Agreement between the relative caìculated and
deperturbed values, which is only fair, can be improved by
considerìng the spin-structure of the C' state, as demon-
















FIG. 8. Potential-energy curves for electronic states energeti-
cally capable of playing a role in rhe perturbation of
B 1>;(u: 16- l8) The B-state curve is a RKR potential, while
the others were obtained from spline fits to the MRCI + Q calcu-
latrons of Table V, following shifting in energy to be consistent
wirh rhe experimental O(rD) + O(lP) dissociation limit f27l: the
C' )fIu, 2l^,,, and 3 l!r* curves were lowered by 106.5 cm -1,
12l 5 cm l, and l2l 5 cm-1, respectively. Energies are given rela-
tive to the minimum of the ground-state X l)o potential-energy
cu rve
rfl state, the effective potential-energy curves for the
f):2 and f)-0 components will lie a little above and below
that for the f): I component, respectively, resulting in over-
lap factors l(unl7luc,)l smaller for dL:2, and larger for
f):0, than those for f)-1. These variations are in such a
sense as to improve agreement between the calculated and
deperturbed relative values of lqsç'l given in Table VII. We
do not pursue these considerations more quantitatively be-
cause of the great sensitivity of the overlap factors to the
details of the calculated potential-energy curves, but merely
note thât the calculated MRCI + Q potential-energy curve
for the C' state is broadly consistent with all of the deper-
turbed parameters of Table VII. In contrast, if, for example,
we were to postulate that the level B(18) were perturbed by
either the 3 31,| or the 2 34,, states, then the corresponding
overlap factors result in numerical estimates of | 7l some 70
times and l5 times greater, respectively, than the tabulated
value of lns¿,1, clearly ruling out these states as the per-
turber.
Finally, from Tables I and lV, an estimate of the deper-
turbed term value for C' 3fI,,r1u:0,J:3,e) of
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56725.72+0.04 cm I can be determined. From our deper-
turbed spectroscopic constants for the C' state in Table VII,
an estimated deperturbed term value for
C'3f1,,2(u:0,J:3,fl of 56725.75+0.06 cm-r is ob-
tained [29]. The deperturbed À doubling for J:3 is thus
T¡ T":9.93* 0.08-0 cm-l within the experin-rental un-
certainty. As discussed in the Appendix, such a small value
is consistent with expectation for a 3fI2 level approaching
Hund's coupling case (a).
D. Perturbations in Àu and 7, for B 3I,
As noted in Sec. I, the spin-splitting constants for the
B 3I, state of 02, À, and 7, exhibit smooth perturbations
which increase rapidly for high u as the B-state dissociation
limit is approached. Bergeman and Wofsy [13] frrst sug-
gested that the perturbation in \, could be explained by a
spin-orbit interaction between the B state and a 3fI,, state
correlating with the same limit. Later, Julienne and Krauss
[8] noted that the rotational constants B, would also be af-
fected by rotational interactions with such a 3fI,, stat", pro-
viding a possible explanation for the pathological turning in
of the inner limbs of B-state RKR potential-energy curves
derived from the experimental data. In this section, we in-
vestigate the consequences for \, and yu of the interactions
between the B 3>; state and the C' lfI,, state, which, as we
have seen in the previous sections, is responsible for rota-
tional perturbations in the B-state levels with u>16.
Brown ¿, al. l3l) have developed an effective Hamil-
tonian for diatomic molecules and give a convenient set of
expressions for the R-dependent electronic Hamiltonian pa-
rameters which includes both direct contributions and the
effects of interaction with other electronic states through ap-
propriate perturbation-theory terms. For example, the effec-
tive spin-spin parameter À,(R) comprises two contributions:
À(i?)-À(r)(Æ)+À(2)(ß), (7)
where À(l)1R¡ results from the direct spin-spin interaction
?lss and À(2)(R) arises from second-order interactions in-
volving the spin-orbit operator ?lso. Thus, the effective spin-
spin constant for the level u is given by
r,:(ul\(L)(R)lu)+(ull(r)1n)lu):¡!r)a¡tzr. (8)
Field and Lefebvre-Brion [32] have estimâted the direct
component of Àu for the B state of 02 using the single-
configuration approximation, obtaining \lt): l.:A cm I. In











TABLE VI Summary of spectroscopic constants for the three weakly bound stâtes of Fig. 8 (in cm I, unless inclicated otherwise),
determined from fits to G, and B, values obtained by numerically integrating the Schrödinger equation for the MRCI + Q potentiâl-energy
curves of Fig. 8 Constants reprocluce the G, and B, values to within t I cm I and + 0 002 cm -1, respectively





























nNot to be confused with the effective spin-rotation constant 7u
bConstants determined from levels with u:0-6
'Constants determined from levels with u:0-5.
dconstants determined from levels with u:0-3.
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TABLE Vll Deperturbed spectroscopic constÍìnÌs and interaction rr¿ìtrix eìenrents (rn cn r) for levels ol the B rL; and C' 311,, states,
obtained from the measured tenn values of Tables I, ll, and lll and the width ratios of Table IV, together with cornparable calculrted
constants for the C' 3fI,, levels
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0 2460+ 0 0024
02519
4.1+ 1 0
- 1.9+ I ll
197
o 2t37 + 0.0026
0 14"
"The unpetturbed B- and C'-state term vaÌues were rcprcscnted by the polynorniîl vs+BJ(Ji l) DIJ(J+l)l
procedure
rn the deperturbation
ÞI'he interaction rnatrix ele¡nents are given by lH nr,l:llnr,l JQ + r) Ac,
'Likely vibrational nurrbering frosn uh initio calculations Absolute numbering is not dehnitive
dConstants cletermined by numerìcal integration ol the Schrödinger equation for the calcul¡tecl C' porential-energy curve of Fig 8
"Pure-precession estimare yãl(u¿l6lu6,)l for clegenerrtc ìevels
lÁnonralous sign for D reflects íì further perturbrtion at higher "/, not ìnclucled in thc prescnt analysis
the unique-perturber approximation, where we assume that
the B state is perturbed only by the C' state, the expression





and V¿(R) and 76,(R) represent the potential-energy curves
of the B and C' states, respectìvely.
Similarly, the effective spin-rotation parameter y(R) is
given by
7(R):7(r)(ß)+z(t,(R), (ll)
where the first-order term y(l)1R¡ results from the direct
spin-rotation interaction ÎlsR and is much srnaller than the
second-order term y(2)1R¡ which arises from interactions
with other states involving the product of the 4-uncoupling
and spin-orbit operators. The effective spin-rotâtion constânt
f-or the level u is given by
t":þl 7(l)(n)lu)+(uly(')(n)lr): ytt) + yt2) . (2)
'With a unique-perturber view of the second-order contribu-
tion to the effective spin-rotation parameter of the B state,
the expression given by Brown ¿1 al. l3ll reduces to
y(z)(R): _2 6(it) z(R)vBG)-Vc,ß (13)
In principle, the sign of the interference cross-term
6(R)rZ(R) in Eq (13), which is independent of the phase
conventions for the molecular wave functions, can be deter-
mined experimentally by observing the sense of the pertur-
bation in 7r.
The expressions given by Julicnne and Krauss [8] describ-
ing the perturbations in \, and 7, for a r! state uniquely
perturbed by a lfI state are equivalent to our treatment, but
are computationally unattractive, involving perturbation
sums over the discrete and continuurn levels of the perturber.
On the othel hand, the expectation values of Eqs. (9) and
(13) are easy to calculate and the resultant values ofl'!,2)an<t
7!2) shoutd be accurate for leveìs in regions where the
potentiâl-energy curves of the B and C' states do not ap-
proach each other too closely. In this section, we consider
only the B-state levels with u<15. From Fig.8, it can be
seen that the separation in energy of the B- and C'-state
potenti¿rl-energy curves is -200 cm I near the outer turning
point for B(u: l5). As we shall see, this is significantly
grcater than the l?-C' interaction matrix elements and im-
plies that Eqs. (9) and (13) are applicable.
Eftèctive values of À, and 7, for B-state ÌeveÌs with
u:0 15, determined from the measurelnents of Yoshino
et al.l3lby Lewis et al. l33l, are shown in Fig.9, wlrere the
rapidly increasing perturbations for u=11 can be seen
readily. Using Eqs. (8), (9), (12), and (13), we have calcu-
lated values for \f2) and yl2\ in the unique-perturber ap-
proxirnation. The RKR and calculated MRCI + Q potential-
energy curves were used for Va(R) and Vc,G),
respectivcly. ln addition, it was assumed that 6(R) was
R-independent [34] and that Eq. (14) coutd be rewritten as
/(n): s(R)L- (R), (t5)
where
B(R): h/(812 ¡L.cR2), (16)
where






FlG. 9. Measured values (closed circles) of the spin-splitting
pâ.rameters À, and 7, for the B 3l; .tot", emphasizing the rapidly
increasing perturbations for u>il Also shown are values of
I 8+Àt2) ancl -0015+7[,2) (lines) calculated in the unique-
perturber approximation whereby it is assumed that only the
C' 3fI,, state perturbs the -8 state, and thât the corresponding spin-
orbit anri l-uncoupling interactions are 4(R):35 cm I and
¿-(R) : - 2.0, respectively
and
L-(R):<B 3>;l¿ lC' 3II") (17)
was also taken to be R-independent [34]. The results ob-
tained with 6(R):35 cm-), L (R): -2.0and constantef-
fective values ÀÍ,'): l.S cm I and ZÍr): -0.OlS cm I are
compared with the measuremen(s in Fig. 9 where the agree-
ment is seen to be very satisfactory. No allowance has been
made for the small perturbations caused by the repulsive
states, shown in Fig. l, which are responsible for the
B-state predissociation [8], but this will not affect our con-
clusions significantly. The character of the observed pertur-
bations in À,, and 7, can be understood by refening to Fig. 8,
where it can be seen that the energy denominator in Eqs. (9)
and (13), Vc'ß)- Vg(rR), decreases for R)R"(C'):2.39
Ä, but increases very rapidly for R(R". Since the outer
turning point for B(u: l2) is approximately equal to
R,(C'), this explains why the perturbations in the spin-
splitting parameters have a rapid onset near u:12.
Our value for f(R) is in satisfactory agreetnent with val-
ues of 40 cm -l and 32 cm-t determined by Bergeman and
Wofsy [13] and Cheung et al. ll0), respectively, by fitting
the perturbation in À,, using a simple unique-perturber for-
mula which did not involve the potential-energy curves of
the relevant electronic states. A spin-orbit matrix element of
this size seems reasonable: a value of 3l cm-l has been
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reported for the interaction between the B state and the first
valence state of 3fI,, symmetry [4]. There have been no pre-
vious estimates of L-(R).
As has been pointed out by Julienne and Krauss [8],
whereas many electronic states can contribute to the pertur-
bation of À, for the B state, only 3fI,, states can contribute to
the perturbation of 7, (and ^8,). The Wigner-Witmer corre-
lation rules [35] imply that, in addition to the C' state, there
are two other states of lfl,, symmetry associated with the
O(rD) + O(lP) limit. However, for the same elecrronic in-
teraction strengths, our calculations show that these essen-
tially repulsive states are expected to be 3-4 times less
efficient than the C' state at perturbing the B state, due to
greater separation in energy from the B-state potential. Of
the other bound states shown in Fig. 8, only the 3 3l,f state
has a first-order-allowed spin-orbit interaction with the B
state. (3),,|, lllsol'I;,). resulting in a perturbation which de-
creases }'r. This is in the opposite sense to the perturbation
produced by the C'state and observed experimentally,
where both the O:0 and f): I components participate in
spin-orbit interactions in which the B r>; levels are de-
pressed by twice as much as the B 3l;, levels. Julienne [9]
has estimated a semiempirical spin-orbit matrix element of
16 cm I at R:2.117 Å. forthe 3 3lj,-B'1", inreracrion.
If we adopt this value, together with our MRCI + Q
potential-energy curve for the 3 31,| .tot", then our estimate
of the corresponding perturbation in À, is - 15Vo of the ob-
served value. Thus, the inclusion of this effect will change
our conclusions only marginally. Despite all of the approxi-
mations in our analysis, it is likely that the interaction pa-
rameters obtained using the unique-perturber approximation
will be qualitatively sound. Nevertheless, a complete ab ini-
tio study of the spin-orbit and .C-uncoupling matrix elements
between all relevant electronic states correlating with the
O(rD) + O(3P) limit would be invaluable in refining our
picture of the B-state perturbation.
Summarizing the results of this section, we concur with
the suggestion of Bergeman and Wofsy [13] that the pertur-
bation in tr, for the B state is caused principally by a single
3fI,, state. Moreover, our unique-perturber calculations indi-
cate that the perturbing state is likely to be the same
C' 'fl, state that we have shown to be responsible for the
rotational B-state perturbations reported in Sec. V A. The
C' state is also principally responsible for the observed per-
turbations in 7r. The negative sign determined for the elec-
tronic matrix-element product ¿-(R)E(R) is significant. In
contrast, following a consideration of interference effects
governing fi ne-structure-specific predissociation linewidths
in the SR bands, Lewis et al. 14] found that the equivalent
matrix-element product was positive for interactions between
the B and I 3fI,, states. Although there are significant uncer-
tainties, adopting the calculated MRCI + Q potential-energy
curve for the C/ state, and considering both the analysis of
observed rotational perturbations presented in Sec. V C and
the results of this section, it appears that the magnitude of the
J-independent part of the electronic ¿-uncoupling matrix el-
ement between the B and C' states is on the order of the
pure-precession value lL (R)l:.,4. This is not necessarily







to be expected for these mixed-configuration valence states
[23] and suggests that an cå initio evaluation of this matrix
element is desirable.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Several rotationaì perturbations in the B 3I; srat. uf rno-
lecular oxygen have been stuclied by measuring high-
resolution VUV laser photoabsorption cross sections of the
(16,0)-(18,0) Schumann-Runge bands of rr'Or. The obser-
vation of many extra lines in the spectrum, a line-profìle
analysis procedure which allows tbr non-Lorentzian line
shapes due to interference between the main and extra lines,
and state-of-tbe-art ab initio caiculations have enabled the
perturbing state to be identified as the second valence state of
lII,, symmetry, C' tfl,,.
In particular, we have located three vibrational levels of
the C' state which perturb B(u--16- 18, F2) through an
4-uncoupling interaction. We have also shown that the C'
state is likely to be responsible for much of the well-known
rapid increase in the magnitudes of the B-state triplet-
splìtting constânts À, and 7, as the dissociation limit is ap-
proached.
Further work is in progress to exarnine and analyze othcr
rotational perturbations in B 3>;(u> t6) which occur ât
higher energies, at higher rotational excitation, and in other
fine-structure components. Eventually, with the aid of isoto-
pic studìes, we hope to make rigorous vibrational assign-
ments and determine a realistrc semiempirical potential-
energy curve and spin-orbit constânt for C' lfl,,. In
addition, it may be possible to clarity the roles of tlre
2 34,, and 3 rI,l states in the perturbation of the ß 31,
state. Ab initio calculations of the spin-orbit and
4-uncoupling interactions between the B r:; state and
other states in this energy region would be extremeÌy valu-
able in progressing towards a complete understanding of the
B 3I, perturbations.
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APPENDIX: THE r>;-rn,, COUPLING
Kovács [24,36,37] and are central to an understanding of Â
cloubling in 3fI states 124,381. Here, we are concerned pri-
marily with determining which lflg, substates are respon-
sible for the perturbations observed in the F2(u:16- l8)
and F3(u: l6) levels of the B rl'; state.
If we express the molecular wave functions in the Hund's
case (a) elf-parity basis [23], rhen rhc nonzero 3l-3fI in-
tcraction matrix clcmcnts arc given by [a,8,39]
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C> | ,u,J,ï11113n,,,u' ,t,i): + q,[.tQ + D,
1'>, .u,t.',l11lrl I r.u'.J.;)- t r,,11 n.
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r¡(u.u'.Jt-\u.Jl(> IBL lìn)lu',"t). {43)
and'11,'llso, a,ncl BL represent the full rnolecular Harnil-
tonian, the spin-orbit operâtor, and the J-independent part of
the l-uncoupling operator, respectively.
Over the fuÌl range of rotation. appropriate wave func-
tions for rhe B r:; state are intermediate between Hund's
coupling cases (a) and (b) and can be expressed as [40,41]
ltl;,r,,u,"1) : al3I,l,u,L,el + bl32,,u,l,e),
l3>;,n r,u,t¡-lt2¡,u,t,¡¡,




The mixing parameters o and b are given by
a(u.J): T2þ,J) T1@,J) rlu,J) r1@,J)
(A5a)
b(u ,J): T 3(u,J ) - T r(u,J )lllT {u,J) - T tþ,J )1,
(A5b)
where I¡(u,-/) are the fine-structure term values, provided
that centrifugal distortion is neglected [40].
First, we wish to consider the interactions of the F, levels
of the B state. From Eqs. (Alc), (Ale) and (A4b), it can be
seen that only the 3fI,, and 3fl2 substates can interact with a
3l¡ stat" in a way consistent with the "/-depen<ìent pertur-
bation matrix element measured in this work. From Eqs.
(Al) anct (44), the interactions of these 3I1,,s¡ substates with
B 32,(Fz and F¡) are given by
(tl, , ¡', ,u,Jl'H13il,,r,u' ,J,f): ,t "¡(J+ l), (A6a)
('I, ,r, ,u,Jl't1ltfr,,¡,u' ,J,"¡- ,11øG+ Jin)
+o'1JJU + D,
(A6b)
"r(J+ I ) 2,
and
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\32; ,rr.u,LlHl3rl,2.u',J,f>: - n,[¡A+ t¡-2.
(A7a)
(tI,,r.,u,Jl't113il,,r,u',J,e): a r,l¡1t * r, u.
(A7b)
In the case ot A 3I" (u:16,J:3), substituting into Eq.
(45) the deperturbed term values T3(16,3) deduced from
Tables I and IV, T2(16,3) deduced from Table VII, and the
unperturbed 7r(16,3) of Yoshino etal. l3), we find that
a(16,3):0.92 and b(16,3):0.38. If the perturbing substate
is 3fl,,u, from Eq. (,{6) the râtio of the f'3 and F2 perturba-
tion matrix elements is
H3þ,1) $øtt+ Jlnlffi:'.-ffi (48)
Thus, H3( 16.3)/ H { 16,3\:O.92+ 0.155{ q, assuming that
a<{. With this assumption, the second term (of either sign)
will dominate and the ratio will be much greater thân unity.
inconsistent with our observations. For example, in the case
of the interaction between the B state and the I 3fI,, valence
state, it has been reported by Lewis et al. l4f that
rll t-0.019.In this case, H3(16,3)/H2(16,3)-9. However,
if the perturbing substate is 3fI,,2, from Eq. (47) it follows
that H3@,J)lH2@,J): -a and H3(16,3)/H2(16,3)
- -0.92. Clearly, this is consistent with our observation,
illusrrated in Fig. 7, rhat lHr( 16,3)/H206,3) l: I and dem-
onstrates that the perturber of B(16) is a 3f1,,2 state.
The above arguments, based on a case (a) picture of the
3fI,, perturber, are essentially unchanged when we consider
a rfl,, state with coupling intermediate between cases (a) and
(b), but tending to case (a). This situation is expected to
apply for rotational quantum numbers J4Y:Al8, where
A a¡d B are the diagonal spin-orbit and rotational constants
of the 3fI,, state, respectively. Applying this approximation
to the triplet transformation matrix of Kovács [24], we can
express the intermediate-coupled 3II,, waue functions in
terms of the case (a) basis functions as follows:
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state has intermediate coupling with "/<I, but the parameter
? must be replaced by an effective value given by
4ct¡- T* QËtty n¡. In other words, the conclusion rhar
only 3fI,,, or 3I,,¡ states can produce purely "/-dependent
perturbations in the F2 levels of the B state remains valid for
coupling intelnlediate between cascs (a) arrtl (b), but tentling
to case (a). Thus, the observation that the experimental per-
turbation matrix elements shown in Fig. 7 do not deviate
significantly from a linear "/ dependence tbr "/=25 implies
that the value of )/ for the perturber is signifrcantly greater
than 25. Similarly, although Eqs. (A6b) and (A7b) are
slightly modified in the case of intermediate coupling, both
by the appearance of terms weakly dependent on "/2 and by
the introduction of effective values for T in the
"/-dependent terms, the conclusion, based on a consideration
ot the ratio H3(16,3)lH2(16,3), that the perturber of B(16)
is a 3f1,,2 state remains valid.
Support for these conclusions can be obtained from a con-
sideration of À doubling in rfl states. For a 3fl state con-
forming to Hund's case (u) coupling (Y-x¡, the
u\-doubling expressions given by Brown and Merer [38] re-
duce to
LTI"(311t)-2(o,-tpu-rc¡), (Al0a)
Arl"(rII r ) : (t,J (J + l), (A lob)
LTJ"ctlù:0, (Al0c)
where o, , pu, and q, are the normal Â-doubling parameters
[31,38]. The parameter o, includes the effect of the direct
spin-spin interaction and the effects of spin-orbit interactions
with other electronic states. The second-order parameters
qu and pu represent the effects of interactions with other
states through the f-uncoupling operator, and through the
product of the 4-uncoupling and spin-orbit operators, respec-
tively. Broadly speaking, the À-doubling parameters for a
3fI state embody the same interactions as those responsible
for the perturbations in \u, Tu , and B, for a 3l state and
mathematical inter-relationships can be demonstrated in the
case of the unique-perturber approximation and further sim-
plifying assumptions [38].
An examination of Eq. (Al0) indicates that the
À-doubling characteristics for the 3fI¡ and 3fI2 components
differ considerably. The lack of doubling expected for a
3fl, level supports the classification of the B( l6) perturber
as a 3fI,,2 level, since an inspection of Fig. 4 shows minimal
splitting between the ¿ and / levels of this perturber. The
nonzero doubling expected for a 3flu level is consistent with
the classification of the B(17 and 18) perturbers as 3f1,,¡
levels, since we have observed no ¿-level perturbers for
these B-state levels, implying that the À doubling in these
cases is large, i.e., beyond the scale of Fig. 4. This can be
understood by anticipating the results ofSec. V D in which it
is proposed that the B state and the perturbing 3fI,, state are
in a unique-perturber relationship, resulting in large pertur-
OBSERVATION OF THE SECOND 3il,, V¡,LgNCg STATE OF 02
l' 





+ l3l:1,,2 ,u ,J) . (Agc)
Using Eqs. (A9a) and (A9c), it is easy to show that the form
of Eqs. (A6a) and (A7a) remains unchanged when the 3fI,,
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bationsin À, for the B-state ìevels with u> I7. Under these
conditions, it is expected that the magnitude of o,, will be
dominated by this unique spin-orbit interaction, and that the
¿ levels of the lfl,,,, perturber will be pushed to energies
signìficantly higher than the corresponding/ levels, since the
B state has no ,0:0 levels of / parity. This expectation is
consistent with the lack of perturbation of the F3(e) levels of
B(u-17 and I8) shown in Fig.4.
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New 1602 photoabsorption cross-section measurements are presented for two bands near 88930
cm-r and 90780 cm-r. We have assigned these bands as the (0,0) and (1,0) bands of the
E'3>; *X32; system, where the E' state is a mixed state resulting from the couplingof 4pnu and
5pn,32, nyaUerg states with the lowest 3I,- valence state. In contrast to the ¿3>;eX3>;
bands seen at lower energies, these bands show resolved rotational structure. Spectroscopic
parameters for the upper levels have been derived using an effective Hamiltonian and cross-section
band models. The observed levels are pelurbed by spin-orbit interactions with nearby levels
(u=l and 2) of the 4pn, D'32[ Rydberg state. In addition, transitions to the u:2 level of the
perturber state have been observed nea¡ 90920 cm-I. @ /996 American Institute of Physics.
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I.INTROOUCTION
The 02 ground-state photoabsorption spectrum in the
vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) region at energies below the ûrst
ionization tfueshold (12.07 ev)t is important in atmospheric
photochemistry.2 Despite extensive studies of the spectrum,3
many features in the region 95-120 eV (1030-1300 A)
remain unassigned. In general, difñculties in assigning fea-
tures in this region are caused by the diffuseness of some
bands and structural and intensity inegularities introduced by
strong couplings between Rydberg and valence states.
Selected potential-energy curves for 02 are shown in
np complexes formed by the addition of an electron in an
nptu oÍ npn, orbilal consist of ungerade states of symme-
tries lII,, tfl,, 'X,t, '>i, ta, and 34,. In the photoab-
sorption spectra of the ground and metastable states, the only
regular ungerade Rydberg vibrational progressions which
have been definitively identified involve the lower vibra-
tional levels of the 3prr,ft2[, 4pn"jt2[ and
3pn,D32j states.4'5
Transitlons to 3Xr- and 3fI, states from the ground state
are electric-dipole-allowed and are, therefore, expected to
give the strongest features in the 02 ground-state absorption
spectrum. Recent work by England et al.6 has led to deñni-
tive assignments of vibrational bands of 3fl,*X3I; transi-
tions in the region 1040-1200 Ä, with l0 bands identified
for160, and 9 bands forl8O2. The upper levels of these
transitions have irregularities which were shown to result
from the strong coupling of the repulsive I 3fI! valence state
shown in Fig. I with Rydberg states having principal quan-
tum numbers n:3,4,.. . ,7. Quantitative modetling6 using
coupled-channel Schrfüinger equations (CSE) calculations
gave values for the interaction matrix elements between
npou3Í1, Rydberg states (n:3,4,5, and 6) and tlre l3flu
valence state which decrease with n slightly more than the
expected (n*¡-n dependence? (n*=n- 6 is the effective
quantum number and â is the quantum defect), with a matrix
element of H|--7ll}+ 50 cm-l for the interaction between
the 3pø,-Rydberg and valence states.
Similar, but less extensive, CSE modelling has been car-
ried outs-Io for the interaction between the3pnu 31,- Ryd-
berg state and the I 3!,- valence state. Figure I shows adia-
batic potential-energy curves for the B3I,- and E3l, states
resulting from this interaction. Transitions to the lower
B3l, state give rise to the Schumann-Runge bands and
continuum (1300-2050 Ä), an¿ transitions to the first thre€
vibrational levels of ttre Z'3I, state give rise to the bands
known as Tanaka's longest, second and third bands,ll nea¡
1244, 1206 and I173 ,Â, respectively, which are all diffuse in
the spectrum of 160r.12 The interaction matrix element ¿¡Í
between the 3pru Rydberg and valence states was
estimatede to be 3780 cm-l by ñtting model calculations to
the cross sections for the longest bandse of160r, 160180 and
1802, and to the temperature dependence of the Schumann-
Runge continuum.s A similar value of Hí=4OZS cm-l was
obtained by tæwis er al.to from fitting measurements of the
longest and second bandsl3'la and the Schumann-Runge
O( tD) +O(3P) photodissociation continuum.15'16 From the
definition of the adiabaticity parameter,lT the B and E states
are intermediate between diabatic and adiabaticlT in the re-
gion near the crossing of their diabatic counterparts, and
their quantitative description requires CSE calculations.
Higher energy 3l;*XrL; bands are expected to exist
due to transitions to higher levels of the E state and to levels
of higher-energy mixed npnu (n>4) Rydberg-valence
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with observable rotational stnicture found in the lóO2 spec-
trum at energies higher than the Schumann-Runge bands.12
The observed bands exhibit strong perturbations in their ro-
tational structure. We discuss the origin of these perturba-
tions, describe the nature of the observed electronic states,
and make vibrational assignments.
II. EXPERIMENTS
This study has used two different methods for generating
tunable VUV radiation. In the ñrst method, described in de-
tail by England et al.,te twable VUV radiation in the range
ll20-ll3O A was produced using third harmonic
generation20 by focussing radiation from an excimer-pumped
dye laser into a cell containing Kr at a pressure of -90 Ton.
A 0.2 m monocfuomator was used to prevent the fundamen-
tal laser radiation, propagating collinearly with the VUV ra-
diation, from entering the absorption cell. Measurements of
Xe and H2 (0,0) Lyman-band absorption lines near ll30 Ä
enabled us to estimate the VUV bandwidth to be - 0.006 Å
(0.5 cm- l) full width at half maximum (FWHM). The wave-
lengths of the 02 absorption measurements were calibrated
to within -0.003 Å (O.ZS cm-l) using measurements of the
(1,0) band of the CO BIX+*XlX,+ system.2l This appara-
tus was limited to wavelengths > I I l8 A.
To access shorter wavelengths, an argon-dimer con-
tinuum discharge lamp was used with a 2.2 m scanning
monochromator to give radiation with a bandwidth of
-0.030 Ä, 1Z.S cm-t¡ FWHM. This second apparah¡s has
been described in more detail by Lewis ¿r ¿/.22 The mono-
chromator wavelengths in the region 1095-lll0 Å were










FIG. l. Selected potential-energy cuwes for 02. Cunes for the states of
np Rydberg complexes ue drawn schematically. The adiabatic curues of
Lawis e¡ al. (Ref. l0) for the 8l>; ild E3>; states ile shown as dashed
lines.
05
stat€s. However, no such bands have been identified with
certainty. Changls postulated that two bands at 86680
cm- I and 90750 cm- I were 3L,- *¡31, transitions. How-
ever, the band at 86ó80 cm-t has since been reclassified as
an F3fIu*X3X, transition,ó while the band at 90750
cm-r was described as diffuse and rotational lines were not
definitively identified.rs
In this paper, we present measurements of two bands at
88930 cm-l and 90780 cm-l in the lóOr spectrum that \¡/e
have assigned to 3X;*X3>; transitions on the basis of















FIG 2 The phoroabsorption cross section (T=19 K) of the 3I,-*XrI; band ofróO2 measured ner 88930 cm I using the laser-based appuatus (solid
circles). Also shown (solid line) is the resuI of the band-model fit to the cioss section in the region 88813.8-89015.5 cm-r The ¡nsitions of rotational lines
indicated are those calculated from Ìhe spectroscopic paameters in Table V. Nole that the RQ., branch is not shown because the lines of this branch re
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from the BrXj-XlXj Lyman bands 9f Hz,'n and are ex-
pected to be accurate tö within -0.01 .Â (0.8 cm-r).
LiF windows were used on the 02 absorption cells for
each apparatus. The cells could be cooled to give an effective
gas temperature of 79+0.5 K, in order to simplify the ab-
sorption cross section by reducing the rotational structure
and the overlap with adjacent transitions. Samples of oxygen
(BOC 99.97o, containing 99.8 at. Vo 160) were used at pres-
sures of 0.15-10 Torr, and the absorption path length was
10.9 cm. The incident and transmitted radiation was detected
photoelectrically using solar-blind photomultipliers equipped
with LiF windows. Absolute cell transmittances were ob-
tained by dividing the ratio of the transmitted and incident
intensities measured with the cell full by the same ratio mea-
sured with the cell empty.
The Beer-Lambert law was used to convert measured
cell transmittances into photoabsorption cross sections. The
England, Lewis, and Ginter: Transitions of 160,
90800 - 90900
Energy (cm-')
laser radiation has a bandwidth much less than the rotational
linewidths of the measured bands and, therefore, the laser-
based measurements yield absolute cross sections. However,
the monochromator-based measurements give effective cross
sections because rotational linewidths are less than the in-
strumental bandwidth.
il|. RESULTS
Low-temperature 160, photoabsorption cross sections
for the two bands studied in this work are shown in Figs. 2
and 3. Both bands are strong compared with other bands in
this region of the spectnrm and show similar rotational struc-
tures with each having th¡ee band heads. Assignments of
rotational lines were made with the aid of combination dif-
ferences and the known ground-state rotational energies,25















FIG. 3. The photoabsorption cross section ( 1= 79 K) of ttre lI; *¡l¡ - band of IóO2 measured ner 90780 cm- | using the monæfuomator-based appilatus
(solid circles). Note that the measured cross section is affected by the instrumental bandwidth. Also shown (solid line) ¡s the result of the band model flt to
the cross section in the region 90726.9-9t991 0 cm-l assuming coupled rIl, and 31, upper states. The positions of rotat¡onal lines indicated re those
calculated from the spectroscopic parameters in Table VI. Note that the RO12 branch of the 3I, -x3>; band and the Q Q, , 
o P ,r, and o g 
' 
branches of the
'>j-X'!, band ùe not shown because the lines of ihese branches re predicted by our bmd model to be very weak. Some lines on the low-energy side
of the spectrum ile assæiated with a different transition.
90700
TABLE I Measured transition energies (cm-l) for the t>;*X'>; band neil 88930 cm-1. Uncetaint¡es are 50.3 cm r, except where lines are blended.
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TABLE II Measured transition energies (cm l) lbr the rs ; - Xr:; hrncl ncrr 90780 c¡r 


































3l;*X3l; transition.26 Of the l4 possible rotational
branches foi such a transition, we have identified lines from
9, including quite strong lines of the rR3¡ and 
NP 
¡, branches
[branches Àave been labelled using the totation 
ÀNA"/iN'¡
with subscripts referring to the upper- and lower-state fine-
structure levels, F1 , Fz 9r F3, respectively],27 which are
forbidden if the upper and lower states are pure Hund's case
(b). One striking feature of both bands is the separation in
energy of subbands for transitions to F3 upper-state levels
from those to F¡ and F2 levels, indicating strong perturba-
tions by other electronic states and resulting in a level struc-
ture reminiscent of Hund's case (a).
Measured wave numbers and rotational assignments are
given in Tables I and II. The corresponding upper-state ro-
tational term values, determined using the ground-state rota-
tional energies of Amiot and Verges,zs are given in Tables
III and IV. The high N" rotational lines given in Table I were
identifred from cross-section measurements obtained at a
temperature of 297 K. Fewer lines were.assigned for the
907ã0 cm-l band than for the 88930 cm-r band because of
lower resolution and the presence of overlapping features
from another band which prevents identification of the
weaker rotational lines from the ilP13 branch'
The only previous assignments of features in these bands
are those of CÀang,r8 who attributed the 88930 cm-r band to
32j *x32" and rfl,-¡3¡;* transitions with band origins
of 88944.4 cm-r and 88889.0 cm r, respectively, and the
TABLE III. Tem values (cm I; for the upper state of the 3>;*X12;
transition neu 88930 cm-l calculated from th€ measured tlans¡tion energies
of Table I and ground-state rotational energ¡es of Amiot and Verges (Rei
25). Uncertainties ue =0.3 cm 
I, except where Iines are blended'










90780 cm l band to J!, -Xt!* and 
3I,; 
-XlIs transi-
tions with band origins of gOZ¿S'.,tt-r and 90805.2 cm-r,
respectively.ls only one branch of the lfI,-x3I, band
had a significant number of identified lines, while two of the
four branches for the 31, *X3I; uand were not resolved
and upper-state spin components were not identified. We
have shown that it is not necessary to invoke multiple tran-
sitions to explain the observed bands and, in addition, the
bands are too strong to be electric-dipole-forbidden transi-
tions. Therefore, the previous assignments must be dis-
carded.
IV. BAND MODELS
3X states are normally found to be close to Hund's cou-
pling case (b) because first-order spin-orbit coupling in a
3l state is zero. However, the effects of spin-orbit coupling
with other electronic states (second-order effects26) and spin-
spin interactions are similar to, although normally much
smaller than, the effects of first-order spin-orbit coupling.
This led Tatum and Watson26 to describe 3trr states as in-
termediate between cases (a) and (b). In terms of symme-
trized case (a) basis functions, the effective Hamiltonian for
















TABLE IV. Tem values (cm r¡ for the upper state of the l:;*Xr:';
transition n€¿r 90780 cm I calculated from the measured transition energies
of Table lI and ground-state rotational energies o[ Amiot and Verges (Ref





















































¡Est¡mated from blended lines





TABLE v Spectroscopic püameters for the obseryed ll. *XrI'; banas.
Values of 1, 8, )\ and 7 are those obtained by fitting the uPper-state t€rm
values given in Tables tII and IV. Other puameters were oblained by ñtting
the band model to the measured cross section assuming a 
l:; upper state
which is tending to Hund's coupling case (c) (see Sec IV)




























H t =T * Bt- D(x2 + 4x) + f1x+ Lr-r¡ - y- 3 yú,
Hzz=T + B(x * 2) - D(xz + 8x + 4)
- fi l + xrlx+ 2)f- 2 7- 4 y p(.r + I ),
H n= T * Bx- Dr2+ f1l + xrø) - f - y Dx,
and
r
n,,= -zl,ln -2D(x+ r)- T-) - ! u. ^,],
with x:J(./+l). Here, the parameter T is related--to the
band origin us of Brix and Herzbergrr by
vo=T*2ltl3- 7, B is the rotational constant, )r accounts
both for the effects of spin-spin and second-order spin-orbit
interactions, y accounts for spin-rotation effects, and D,
Àp and 7¿ are centrifugal-distortion parameters. These pa-
rameters a¡e effective parameters which include the effects
of the coupling of other electronic states with the 31, state
being considered.
Spectroscopic constants given in Table V for each upper
state were determined by fitting calculated eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian matrix in Eq. (l) to the experimental term val-
ues using a least-squares algorithm. The upPer-state term
values for the 88930 cm-l and 90780 cm-l bands were
fitted to within 0.4 cm-r and 0.9 cm-I, respectively. The
inclusion of the centrifugal distortion parameters did not im-
prove the fits signiñcantly, and, therefore, they were set to
zero to obtain the final results. The constants obtained for
each band are simila¡, reflecting the similarity of the struc-
tures of the bands.
The values of B are significantly lower than those ex-
pected for low vibrational levels of an unperturbed Rydberg
state.4 In addition, both upper levels have a large and nega-
tive value of À (:-25 cm-r) since the F¡ (-3!0,,r)
component occurs at a higher energy than the F¡
(-'2,,,r) and F, (-31",/) components, indicating that
large spin-orbit interactions with other electronic states are
present.
Values for predissociation linewidths and band oscillator
strengths were derived by ñtting an empirical band _model
directly to the measured absorption cross sections.l2 The
England, Lew¡s, and Gint€r: Transilions of 160,
band model employed was simila¡ to models described
previously,l0'13't4 exc"pt that Lorentzian functions were used
in this work to represent the predissociation line shapes since
the observed rotational lines exhibit no significant asymme-
tries Rotational line centers were calculated using the
ground-state rotational term values of Amiot and Verges2s
and eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian given in Eq.
(l).
Rotational line strengths used in the band model were
those of Tatum and Vy'atson.2ó If the spin-orbit coupling is
small, then only one elect¡onic transition moment is neces-
sary in the line-strength formulae. However, more general
expressions for intensities tending to Hund's coupling case
(c),26 valid for larger spin-orbit mixing, contain four inde-






and the perpendicula¡ transition moments
t-
pot= ì (21,1 p,,- i p. rlx3 2 r r)l¿
l-
= - +(t>;,1p,+ iþylx3z-- ts),l¿
and
l-
¡¿ ro= = 
( 3X r,l p,,+ i p.rlX32 or)
l¿
I
= - +(3> _ r,l p,- i pylx32 osl,lz
where p,¡ (¡:x,y,z) are molecule-fixed components of the
electric-dipole operator, and the wave functions used here
are unsymmetrized. Intermediate case (a)-(b) line strengths
can be obtained from the Tatum and Watson formulae by
sefting p00:/.¿| arld por=lt¡¿:O. In the present band
model, only the relative t¡ansition moments, ttttlpn,
ttot I ltoo, ttrcl ttm, are used, and an extra parameter is used
to represent the band oscillator strength fr',,,,=1.130
x l0r2J5-¿ø( z)dv, wherc the absorption cross section d is
in units of cm2 and the transition energy v is in wave num-
bers (cm- r) .
Other parameters included in the model were indepen-
dent predissociation linewidths for the three case (a) basis
srares, r(3>;,"), I(3xi,,e) and f(r>;,,f) [actual pre-
dissociation linewidths were determined by summing the
case (a) widths with coefficients being the squares of the
basis-function mixing coefficients, cJ and s7, obtained from
eigenvectors of Eq. (l)], and three parameters to model an
underlying continuum cross section varying quadratically
with wavelength. To determine the model cross section to be
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compared with experiment, the simulated spectrum is con-
volved with the Doppler function and then convolved, in
transmission, with a Gaussian instrumental function.
A. Thê 88930 cm-1 band
The cross-section model fit to rhe 3I;*X3I,; band
near 88930 cm-1, shown in Fig. 2, was restricted to e"nergies
88813.8-89015.5 cm-r to avoid contributions from the
nearby F3II,êX3>; (3,0) band6 at higher energy. An ex-
cellent fit was obtained, with the root-mean-squ¿¡re (rms) de-
viation being -6x10-20 cm2. The spectroscopic param-
eters, I, B, À and 7, derived from the ût agree with those
obtained independently by fitting the term values in Table III
only. Other non-zero parameters obtained from the band-
model fit are given in Table V. Background parameters and
ltotl ltm and ¡.r,¡¡/p66 parameters were not required to obtain
the high level of agreement with experiment indicated above.
The derived parameters show that ttre 3I. component has a
significantly smaller predissociation width than the other
components, and the3X',-XJI, subbands of the transition
are weaker than the'>;*X'X"= subband (pn<ttæ).
These effects, and the large splitting of the upper-state
t21,, , component from the t2r,, 
" and 
3lr, / compo-
nents, are all due to homogeneous perturbations (interacting
electronic states with AO:0).7 Of the possible homoge-
neous interactions, 3il, - 3X ; spin-orbit interactions would
give non-zero values for ¡r91 and ¡r,¡9 while p1y and p.¡¡
would remain equal. Also, '>;-t:; interactions would
neither produce a large value of lÀl nor change the relative
sizes of poo md p¡¡. Thus, we can eliminate the only per-
turbations leading to an enhancement in the strength of any
part of- the transition, since only 3I;*X3I; and
3fI,-x3I, transitions are electric-dipole allowed. -There-
fore, the interaction must be one that leads to a decrease in
the strength of the 3I,,*X3L, subbands relative to the
'>;*X'>; subband. The only homogeneous interactions
with the 3i; .o-pon"nts which do not also perturb the
3I- component are spin-orbit interactions with lfl,, and
lXl, states. Finally, since the 3), components a¡e shifted
down in energy, the preponderance of the perturbation must
be produced by a level or levels at higher energy than the
3I, level under consideration. The relative linewidths of tbe
r>;*X'I; and 3I;*X3), subbands imply that the
perturber state has a relatively short lifetime compared with
the'¿, state.
Due to experimentaì uncertainties, it is not possible to
use the values of the parameters À and p¡lpoo to predict
reliably the position of the nearest perturber level. In addi-
tion, we have not been able to observe the transitions to the
perturber level because the region 89030-89320 cm I is
obscured by the presence of the relatively strong
F1f7,*x32; (3,0) band.
B. The 90780 cm-t band
The fit to the cross section for this band (not shown in
Fig. 3) was not as good as that for the lower-energy band.
There are two main reasons for this. First, the measurements
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were taken at lower resolution and, therefore, they contain
less information Second, it is likely that there are features
from other transitions [the f'rII,,*Xr>; (4,0) band6 and the
4/-complexls] in the cross section on the low-energy side of
the band. Our best fits to the cross section in the energy
range 90722.7-90867.8 cm-r gave a rms deviation of
- l.4x l0-le cm2. The values of spectroscopic parameters
(T:90767.1 cm-r, B:1.591 cm-r, À:-23.3 cm-r and
7:0.9 cm-r) obtained in this ñt are slightly different from
the values listed in Table V, presumably because of the extra
information contained in the cross section data and because
errors are introduced by a failure of the model to adequately
account for features from other transitions in the cross sec-
tion.
Overall, the spectroscopic parameters are similar to
those obtained from the fit to the 88930 cm-r band. In par-
ticula¡, the 3l;*X3>; subbands
less intense than the 'i;,*X'I,;
with the 88930 cm-r band discussêd
that the perturbing state is a short-lived lflt, or 3!lu state
which interacts with the 3X; state through spin-orbit cou-
pling. In this case, however, there is no obscuring transition
in the region where we expect to see transitions to the per-
turber state, and a weak, diffuse band can be seen near 9O92O
cm-r (shown in Fig. 3).
A cross-section model for the casq of a transition to a
mixed 3I,--3XÍ upp". state was developed to ñt simulta-
neously the two bands near 90780 cm-l and 90920 cm-I.
With case (a) basis functions, the effective Hamiltonian for
the upper states contains the elements given in Eq. (1) for the
3tr; state, with similar elements for the 3X j state (e and /
labels interchanged), and a vibronic parameter ÃIinr: ('> i,,e, u I ttsol 3X ;, e,u' ) = (321 ",¡, u I nsol 
3X ;,¡, u' )
representing the effects of ttre 3X, - 3ll, spin-orbit inter-
action. Two parameters, used to represent the predissociation
linewidths for transitions to the 31, anA 3Ij shtes, were
coupled in the calculations according to the spin-orbit mix-
ing to obtain actual linewidths. We have obtained a satisfac-
tory fit to the 90780 cm-r band and the weak band at 90920
cm-1, shown in Fig.3, with a rms deviation of
- 9 x 10-20 cm2. The fit shows that the spin-orbit interaction
of the upper states can explain simultaneously the relative
strengths of the two bands and the perturbation of the 3I",
components.
Values obtained for the parameters varied in the two-
band fitting process are given in Table VI, apart from the
wavelength-independent background cross section. These
parameters are partially deperturbed and, therefore, cannot
be compared directly with those in Table V. The T values for
tne 3X, ana 3Ij levels differ by ÃEo:67 cm-r, which is
of the same order as f/'n,. It is, therefore, not surprising that
intensity expressions26 for states tending to Hund's case (c)
were required to fit the 90780 cm-l band using the single-
stare 3I;*¡rI. band model described above. Using two-
level perturbarioñ theory,7 the shift á of the 3l; co*po-
nents, resulting from the interaction with the lI,f,
components, rs
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TABLE VI. Dep€rturbed spectroscopic Parameters for ttre r);*Xr:';
band neü90780cm I and ther>j*xt!" band near90920cm-l derived











tification as a transition with upper state lXi. However,
attempts to fit the cross section with a model of coupled
rl, and rflr, states, the other likely possibility for the in-
teracting states, were unsuccessful.
v. DrscussroN
The characteristics of the 32; *X32; bands observed
at 88930 cm-r and 90780 cm-r are quite different from
those of the longest and second bands,l3'la the upper levels of
which are the u:0 and u: I levels of the E3X,- state, and
from the n12; *xt2; Schumann-Runge bands.33 Com-
pared with correspondiäg parameters for the E3X,-*X3L,
bands,l3'ta the measured oscillator streogths are much
smaller, the rotational linewidths are much less, and upper-
level B values are greater. Since no similar 32; *X1>;
bands have been observed at energies lower than 88930
cm-r, it is likely that the observed bands are (0,0) and (1,0)
bands. We have attempted to obtain information on isotopic
shifts in order to confirm these assignments; however, the
spectra that we have measured for the corresponding bands
of l8O2 are diffuse and overlain by stronger transitions.
The assignments suggested above are supported by a
qualitative consideration of the potential-energy cuwes,
shown in Fig. 4. These curves are based on the model devel-
oped by Lewis ¿¡¿1.10 to treat the coupling of the 3pnu
3L; Rydberg and 31, valence states, which we have ex-
tended to include higher Rydberg states. In general, the en-
ergy of the u:0 level of a Rydberg state is given by
En: E--.9gln*2, where E- is the ionization limit, -Ø is the
Rydberg constant, n* = n- á is the effective quantum num-






"Value fixed in frtting præess.
blhe bmd oscillator strength has been assumed to va¡y with J'
¡,,,"= lf),. + Íî,. r' (r' + t).
6= LEo z-f(L4o l2)2 + (H i,)211t2 : - 41" - t,
which is close to the expected value of 2[: -48.0 cm-r
derived from the uncoupled-model fit to the 90780 cm-l
band (Table V). The deperturbed 31, predissociation line-
width agrees well with the width obtained for the 3I¡ com-
ponent (given in Table V) which is expected to be unaffected
by the spin-orbit perturbation, while the much larger value
for the deperturbed 3lj linewidth is consistent with the ob-
served diffuseness of the 90920 cm- I band and the large
3>; widths obtained from the fit using the single-state band
model (Table V).
It is difficult to assign independently the rotational lines
of the diffuse 90920 cm- I band in order to confirm its iden-
90000
70000
1.0 ',l 1 1.2 t.3
lnternuclear Distance (A)
FIG.4 Diabatic (dashed line) and adiabatic (solid line) potential-energy curues for Jl, states of02, determined as desc¡ibed in the text. Energies are refened
totheu=0 level of theXrl, groundstate.Diabaticpotentiat-energycuryesare shownfornpø,RydberglI;ttat"sforz=3-5 Thes€couplewiththe
valence 1I,- state to give the I, E and E' states. which ue used here as labels for the conesponding ad¡abatic potential-energy curyes. The energies of the
obserued r!, levels uc indicated by the dot-dashed lines Note that, in this case where Rydberg-valence coupling is of intermediate strength, neither adiâbatic
nor diabatic representations quantitatively describe the actual levels The approximate energ¡es of (he first three vibrational levels of the D'r:,* state, which
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a
ber, and ó is the quantum tlefect. For 'oO, '
.,4,:109'733.583 cm I and, for states converging to the Oj
x2f| v4 fine-structure component, E-:97348 c*- | .l (Th.
zero of the energy scale is taken as the u:0 level of the
XrI, state.) The 3pr, Rydberg state of Lewis ¿t ¿/.r0 has
Ef"TqgOg cm I which corresponds to a quantum defect of
0.?89. Since it is expected that the quantum defects will vary
only slowly with n,34 we have estimated the other Rydberg
potential-energy curves shown in Fig. 4 by assuming a con-
stant quantum defect and shifting the 3pr, Rydberg poten-
tial up in energy to give u:0 energies E¿=867O8 cm-l and
Es:9l16l cm-r.
The interaction mat¡ix elements f/i between the valence
state and npz, Rydberg states are expected to scale with
(n*¡-tn.t Therefore, from the value H\:4038 cm-r ob-
tained by Lewis eral.,lo we estimate matrix elements of
Hi:2310 cm-t and Hi:1540 cm-r' The adiabatic
potential-energy curves in Fig. 4 were derived from the di-
abatic curves and the above values for the interaction matrix
elements using a matrix diagonalization routine. The elec-
t¡onic state formed by the coupling of the 4pru and 5pn,
Rydberg states with the valence stâte has been denoted as the
E' state. Although neither adiabatic nor diabatic representa-
tions adequately describe the actual levels in this case where
coupling is of intermediate strength, previous work has
shown that a qualitative description of the states, adequate
for vibrational assignments, can be gained from the adiabatic
representation.3s Comparison of the calculated adiabatic en-
ergies of 88460 cm-l and 90660 cm-r for the u':0
and u': I bands of the E'3I, *X3I, system with the
experimental I values of 88908.3 cm- I änd 90768.2 cm-r
suiports our assignments of the bands as the (0'0)and (1,0)
bands of the mixed Rydberg-valence E'3I,--X3I, sys-
tem.
In the previous section, we concluded that the state
which pertuibs the E' state is likely to be a 3Xl, state, but a
I fI I ! state could not be deñnitively ruled out. On the basis of
single-configuration estimates, summarized in the Appendix,
it can be concluded that the matrix elements for the interac-
tions of the E'32; state with the nearby 3li states ate
likely to be in the range 65-95 cm-I, whereas the spin-
orbii matrix elements between the E'3>; state and lfl/
states in this energy region are much smaller. Therefore, the
vibronic matrix element of 73 cm-l obtained from our
modelling36 of the perturber and perturbed bands n-ear 90800
..-' .an only be associated with an E'32, - 3li spin-
orbit interaction, i.e. the perturber state is almost certainly a
rIj state.
At lower energies, transitions to the 3pÍu-D3li Ryd-
berg state have beãn observed by Ogawa et a1.37 in absorp-
tion from the ground state. Rotational structure of two of
these bands hai been analyzed by Ogawa and Yamawaki 
a
The low vibrational levels of ttre Drl,] sþte are relatively
regular with separations and B values which are close to
, state of the ion, showing that the D state
mately as expected for an unperturbed
tate. Ogawa and Yamawakia estimated an
cm I for the D3Li*X3I, (o,o) uano
England, Lew¡s, and Gintel: Transilions ol 16(J, 176'l
which corresponds to á:0.771, assuming that the rIf,
Rydberg series converges to the X2fll/2* fine-structure com-
ponent (Á'-=97545 cm-r;. Since the ArLi valence-state
potential-energy curue,ls which crosses the D-state potential-
energy curve near its minimum (see Fig. l), does not pro-
duce significant perturbations in the DsIi-state levels,
higher nptr, rlj nyaU"rg states are likely to be even less
perturbed by the valence state. If the quantum defect of the
4pn,12j Rydberg state, denoted D', is the same as that of
the D state, then predicted energies for the (1,0) and (2'0)
bands of the D ' rX j * XsIf system are - 88900 cm- | and
-90700 cm-r, respectively, as indicated in Fig 4. These
energies, although slightly lower than the experimental T
values for the perturbed levels, lead us to assign the perturb€r
of the E' state as the Rydberg D'3Ii state, with the u= I
a¡d u=2 levels of the D' state the dominant perturbers of
the upper levels of the (0,0) and (1,0) E'3I,-*X3X; UanOs,
respectively, observed in this work. The latter assignment is
supported by the deperturbed B value of l.ól I 0.05 obtained
for tne 3Ij perturber (Table VI), a value consistent with the
value of n @:z,x2[Is, ot) = 1.64 cm-r.3
These assignments imply that there is a large spin-orbit
interaction between levels with Au=1, and, therefore, a
large vibrational overlap between the corresponding wave
functions. Such a large overlap can be explained by a shift of
the E'3Iu- (u:0 and l) radial wave functions to larger
intemuclear distances as a result of the Rydberg-valence in-
teraction so that the lobes of the wave functions are at inter-
nuclea¡ distances simila¡ to those of the D'3Ii (u= I and
2) wave functions.3e A similar effect was found by England
el al.re for the spin-orbit interaction between lfl,, 1u=0¡
and 3fI ,, (¡r: l) states of 02.
V]. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented measurements of two intense
3I;*x3l; bands near 88930 cm-r and 90?80 cm-r in
the 160, phötoabsorption spectrum. In contrast to the bands
of the E3X,;*X3I, system seen at lo\iler energies, these
bands show resolvedrotational structure. The rotational lines
have been assigned and term values of the upper levels have
been ñttèd to obtain spectroscopic constants. The B values
obtained are less than those expected for an unperturbed
npruRydberg state. In addition, the l): I components ex-
hibit shifts to lower energy caused by spin-orbit interactions
with nearby levels of a higher-lying 3Il, state' A weaker
band from transitions to the perturber state has been ob-
served near 90920 cm-r. A model which solves the coupled
'>;-t:; Hamiltonian has reproduced approximately both
the strength of the weaker band and the perturbation of the
stronger band.
The model of l),; Rydberg-valence state interactions
given by Lewis ¿tal.10 has been extended qualitatively to
include 4pr, and 5pnu 3I; Rydbe.g states. Consideration
of adiabatic potential-energy curves has enabled us to assign
the observed intense bands as the (0,0) and (l'0) bands of
transitions to a mixed srate, E'3I, , resulting from the cou-
pling of the 4pø, and 5pr,3I; Rydberg states with the
J Chem Phys., Vol 105, No.5, 1 Augusl 1996
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lowest 3I, valence state. In addition, spin-orbit perturba-
tions observed in the u:0 and u: I levels of the E'll,
state have been shown to result from interactions with the
u:l and u=2 levels of rhe 4pru D'3lj Rydberg state,
with the weak band near 9092O cm-l conesponding to (2,0)
D'*X.
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England, Lewis, and Ginter: Transitions of 160,
The valence rI; rtate possesses the dominant MO configu-
ration r)rl which differs in two of the occupied orbitals
from the rlj Rydberg-state MO configuration. Thus, there
are no non-zero matrix elements between this state and the
Rydberg 3Ij stat".7 The R-centroids for the interacting
E''2; (r:0 and t) and D'3lj (u:1 and 2) levels, cal-
culated for the adiabatic states shown in Fig.4, are -1.2 Ã,.
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that this is to the right of the
3X; nyaberg-ualence crossing and, in this region, the mixed
E' state is dominantly 4pr,-Rydberg in character. There-
fore, the spin-orbit matrix element between the D'3Ij
Rydberg state and the Rydberg-valence mixed E'31,- state
is likely to be more than l/J2 of the Rydberg matrix element
of 95 cm-1.
The 1fI, states in this energy regionle are expected to be
mixtures of the Rydberg states,
1
l'II ',): 6lr! 
nno,(aþ- ß")1,
and the repulsive valence scate,
I
ltII,,): ¡;lln! o,(aB- þ")1.lz
The part of the spin-orbit operator giving non-zero matrix
elements between states differing by AÂ = -r I and
AI: + I is (l/2))¡á¡li'si .7 Therefore, it follows that the
Rydberg-Rydberg matrix element is
(' l1,,] H'ol') r ) : ]6<ro r,lâlnp r "),
where we have used l+lnpr,)-- $lnpol and
s- I ") 
: 
I É). As in Eq. (A2), (n p'¡r,lâln p r n) is expected to
be very small compared with (rrlálør) because of the
l/r3 dependence of â. The interaction between the nrou
valence rfl, state andthe nrnptu Rydberg 3!, state is also
expected to be small compared with (ørlálzr).n' Other
terms in the mixed Rydberg-valence matrix element are zero
since the valence and Rydberg lfl, states differ from the
nlrl valence 3X; state by more than a single occupied
orbital.
These single-configuration estimates show that the
D'1>I -E'32; spin-orbit matrix element is likely to be in
the range 65-95 cm- r while the tn,-'>; spin-orbit matrix
element is likely to be much smaller.
APPENDIX: ESTIMATES OF SPIN-ORBIT MATRIX
ELEMENTS
We can estimate the values of spin-orbit matrix elements
between relevant states using single-configuration calcula-
tions. In the determinant notation of Lefebvre-Brion and
Field,T we represent the electronic wave functions of the
3Xf Rydberg states arising from the iÍsnpÍtu molecular or-
bital (MO) conñguration as
l'>i)= ftlø!^nr;-trnpn!)aal. 
(Al)
The part of the spin-orbit operator giving non-zero matrix
elements between states having the same values of À and
I is )¡áy'¡.'s¡..7 Therefore, it follows from Eq. (Al) thatao
(' > i, I H'ol' > ; ) : i(( n rl âl n r) - (n p r,lâln p n,)) .
(A2)
The Rydberg-orbital contribution to this matrix element is
expected to be small because the Rydberg orbital is diffuse
compared with the valence orbital and â n llr3, where r is
the electron-nucleus distance.T We can estimate the value of
(r,lâlr") by considering the spin-orbit splitting of the
3fll states of 02. The F3fl, state consists of mixed Rydberg
and valence states of Ísnpûu and Tsûu conñgurations,
respectively.ó The spin-orbit matrix elements have the same
value for these 3fI, configurations:7
(3II,IHsol3II,) : i(n rlâlr r).
Therefore, for 3Ir1 Rydberg states from The zrrnpnu MO
configuration,
('l i,l n'ol'> ;) -A(Frn,)
and this has an experimental value of -95 cm 1.6
The 3Xj states in this region are expected to be domi-
nantly of Rydberg character (see Sec. V), whereas the 3t,
states are of strongly mixed Rydberg and valence character.
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Rotationally resolved measurements are presented of interacting predissociating resonances in the
Schumann-Runge bands of O2 that exhibit destruclive quântum interference for energies between the line
centers. The interacting resonances are described using a coupled line shape derived by treating simultaneously
the perturbation and predissociation processes using the method of Fano IPhys. Rev 124, 1866 (1961)].
[s l oso-2947 (97)02206-31
PACS number(s): 33 20.Ni, 33.70.Jg, 33.80 Gj
The concept of resonance is ubiquitous in physics. In par-
ticular, reactions involving particles with internal structure
may lead to the formation of short-lived intermediate states
(resonances) that profoundly affect the energy dependence of
the reaction cross section. Resonant effects occur in nuclear
reactions, electron scattering from atoms and molecules
(negative-ion resonances) [1], atomic and molecular photo-
ionization, and molecular photodissociation. When the
widths of resonances are comparable with the spacing be-
tween resonances, interference effects may occur. Interacting
resonances have received particular attention in the fields of
nuclear reactions [2,3] and atomic and molecular autoioniz-
ation [4,5], but there have been only two observations re-
ported for molecular predissociation below the first ioniza-
tion limit, using photoemission [6] and photofragmentation
[7] spectroscopies.
In this work we present high-resolution photoabsorption
measurements that show â particularly instructive example of
closely interacting resonances in molecular predissociation.
In the language of spectroscopy, a rotational level of a state
that is predissociated is perturbed by a nearby rotational level
of a different electronic state. This situation, apârt from the
narrow width of the perturber, is somewhat analogous to the
"complex resonance" [8] of atomic and molecular autoion-
ization, with the perturbing Ievel playing the role of the "in-
terloper" [8], and is amenable to theoretical treatment using
either the configuration-interaction method of Fano [9] or the
multichannel quantum-defect analysis (MCQDA) of Mies
[10]. For the example reported here, the line-shape formula
for the interacting resonances is particularly simple, contain-
ing only five adjustable parameters: the energies and widths
of each resonance and an overall intensity factor.
The Schumann-Runge (SR) band system of O2,
n 32; *x 3I; (tzso-2050 Å), plays an important role in
the photochemistry of the terrestrial atmosphere by control-
ling the depth of penetrâtion of the solar vacuum ultraviolet
(vuv) radiation necessary for the dissociation of many atmo-
spheric species. The normal line-by-line techniques used by
atmospheric modellers to describe SR band absorption as-
sume that the predissociation component of the line shape is
Lorentzian and that the actual line shape may be represented
by a Voigt profile (the convolution of the predissociation and
Doppler line shapes). These techniques have proven success-
ful in reproducing the observed line shapes for energies not
too far from the line centers. Here we show that, under cer-
tain conditions, interferences result in departures from the
Lorentzian (Voigt) proûle.
The mechanisms for the predissociation of O2(B 3>;)
were described fully by Julienne and Krauss Il l] and Juli-
enne [12]. They showed that a consideration of the coupling
between the bound B state and four repulsive states whose
potential-energy curves crossed the B-state potential allowed
the experimental predissociation linewidths to be explained.
The relevant potential-energy curves are shown in Fig. l.
The principal predissociative mechanism is spin-orbit cou-
pling with the I 5fI,, state, but spin-orbit coupling with the
I lfl,, and 2 3I,l states and spin-orbit and orbit-rotation cou-
pling with the I 3f1,, state play significant roles. All vibra-
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FIG l. Potential-energy curves for electronic states of O2 rel-
evant to the predissociation and perturbation of the B 3)u state.
The Franck-Condon region for absorption from X l!, (u:0) is





























FIG 2 Photoabsorption cross section for l60, in the region o[
the P2(ìl) line frorn rhe (16,0) bancl of rhe 832;-X tl;.yr-
tem, measured aL T:293 K with an itlstrumental resolution of
-0 06 cm I FWHM (poinrs) Also shown are fitted cross sections
based on the Voigt line shape (dashed line) and the coupled line
shape Eq (20) ior the interacting resonances P2( I l) and P1.( t t)
(solid line).
linewidths in the range 0.03-4 cm I full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) [13].
Bound-bound perturbations occur for B-state leveìs with
u>16. ln an âssociated work [14], we show that the per-
turber is the second valence state of 3fI,, symmetry,
C' 'flu. An ab inirio potential-energy curve tbr the C' state
[14] is shown in Fig. 1.ln Fig.2 we present a high-resolution
measurement of the room-temperature photoabsorption cross
scction for l60, in the region of the perturbed rotational line
Pr(ll) from the (16,0) SR band. The measurements were
taken using tunâble, narrow-bandwidth vuv radiation gener-
ated by the two-photon-resonant difference-frequency four-
wave mixing of excimer-pumped dye-laser radiation in Xe
[15,16]. A full description of the experimental apparatus is
given elsewhere [14]. The resolution achieved (-0.06
cm I FWHM) is the highest reported in this spectral region.
The perturbed extra line P".(ll), shown in Fig.2, can be
assigned on the basis of observed perturbations in the rota-
tional term values of ß(u:16, Fr) and known combination
differences. The measured cross section in Fig. 2 is notable
for the unusually deep minimum between the main and extra
lines P2( I l) and Pr.( I l). An attempt to reproduce the mea-
sured cross section using a model in which each rotational
line was described by a Voigt profile (Fig. 2, dashed line)
failed completely for the minimurn near 56 572 cm r . Ap-
parently, destructive interference is occuning for energies
between the centers of the main and extra lines that have
interacting upper states sharing the common rotation
J':10. Since the symmetric Lorentzian predissociâtion line
shape is unable to describe the measured cross section, we
must develop a more appropriate theoretical treatment of the
interacting predissociating resonanoes shown in Fig. 2.
To obtain an expression for the energy dependence of the
cross section for photoabsorption into these coupled states,
we employ the method of Fano [9] for treatment of the decay
of bound states to continua, as lbrmulated and extended by
Mies [17]. It is convenient to start with a diabatic picture of
FIC 3 Schematic diabatic picture of the transitions and inrer
actions involving the B r:; state of O2
the relevant electronic states and interactions, summarized
schematically in Fig. 3. In this picture, there is an electric-
clipole-allowed transition between the X 3I, ground state
(Õ1¡) and the B state (<Þ¡), which is both perturbed by the
C' state (@,,) and predissociated by four noninteracting dis-
sociative continuum states (R¡). In principle, transitions
lrom the X state into the states oi Jll,, symme(ry rre electric-
dipole allowed. However, due to the location of the bound
part of the C' tfI, potential at large internuclear distances
R (Fig. l), the corresponding Franck-Condon overlap with
the X stâte is negligible. In addition, there are no repulsive
states coffelating with the lowest dissociation limit of O2
that cross the C' potential. This allows two simplifying as-
surnptions: there are no direct transitions into the C' state
and there is no direct predissociation of the C' state. These
assumptions have been verified experimentally [14]. Transi-
tions from thc X state into the predissociating continua are
electric-dipole forbidden, except fbr those into the I 3fI,,
state. However, the small Franck-Condon factors for the
l3fl,,*X 31, transition result in a negligible transition
probability for energies in the region of the SR bands [18].
Thus it may be assumed that there are no transitions from the
X state into the predissociating continua. This assumption
leads to the conclusion that unperturbe¿l lines of the SR sys-
tem may be described accurately by Lorentzian predissocia-
tion line shapes [13]. Finally, the repulsive states that predis-
sociate the B state are well separated in R and have only
weak electronic interactions. Thus it may be assulned that
the predissociating continua are noninteracting [19].
In the diabatic basis, the bound-state energies are
8,,:H,,,,:l(Þ,,llllO,,), n:i,p, (1)
where 7l is the total Hamiltonian and the @, are real, nor-
malized wave functions. Since there is a perturbation be-
tween the bound states in this basis. the interaction matrix
element
H 
i r,: <@ illllÞ t,> + o. (2)
However, the bound basis states used in the development of
the Fano-Mies theory [9,17], which we label l and 2, do not
interact, i.e., H p:0. Such states may be related to the di-
abatic states using standard bound-state perturbation formu-
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where E¡ ://¡¡ and Ez: H zz.
The diabatic continua obey the relation
(R'ílTllRj): E' 6kj6(8" - E'), (6)
where Rj represents the real, energy-normalized wave func-
tion of energy ð' for the continuum j. The amplitude for
dissociation of state n to the energy E' continuum j is given
by
v:j:<'t¿jl'HlÞ,t, n:1,2, ('t)
and the total dissociation amplitude V: by (V:)2
:> j(V:)2. Since the perlurber is not predissociated,
V',,t:0 and it follows from Eq. (3) that
Vi,: Vi,cosa añ V'rt: - Vitsina. (8)
The Vi,, are of the form V,t-f 't 7j, where V't:Vlcoso,
v'z: -Visino, and the branching ratios.,¡Êrl :V;jlV;, where
>¡Uþ2-- L These expressions emphasize that states I and 2
dissociate in the same way. Consequently, each state inter-
acts only with thât part of the energy E' continuum having
the wave function
R':> rjR;. (e)
The dissociation amplitude 
j, 
.,u," n to R', is rhe roral dis-
sociation amplitude for that state
v;:<R',l11l@,). (10)
Having found suitable basis states for the application of
the Fano-Mies [9,17] theory, we note that there will be an
energy E wave function V that is a linear combination of
Õ,, @, and the 7è' of various energies E'. Although there
are no direct interactions between basis states I and 2, they
interact indirectly through 7?-'. Following Fano [9], we treat
the predissociation by introducing modified orthonormal
bound states ô¡ and ó2, related to the diabatic and per-
turbed basis states by
ó r : tÞ r cosÉ+ Õ2sinp: @¡cos7* @,,sin7,
óz: -ÕrsinÉ*Õ2cosB: -Õ¡sin7*Õncos7, (ll)
where 7: a+ þ, tan2B:2F¡21(F11-F2) and
F,o,:E,õn,,+ Y I ae' ¡lrr',r:,,. (12)
where P indicates a principal-part integral. The F matrix for
the modified bound states is diagonal, i.e.,
:En6r,n, (13)
where é, is the resonance energy of state ô, and
î'; j: (Rjl11l6,l. Ê rr, the amplitude for direct and indirect
interactions between ô¡ and ó2, is zero. The total dissocia-
tion amplitude Û, for state ó,, is given by Ûl:>¡í'1,.
Applying the method of Fano [9] to the modified'ortho-
normal basis and energy normalizing the large-i? form of the
continuum wave function according to the usual scattering-
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where ê,-(Á'- ê)lÍî/1 aîd
1n-ó,+ Y I az'¡lro:,o' (ls)
As there is no photoabsorption into the continua, the photo-





where /, is the photoabsorption amplitude to state 6n andT
is the transition operator. From Eq. (11), since there is no
absorption into the perturbing state p,
t 1: t ¡cosf , t 2: - t ¡srîy,
and since state p does not dissociate,
i 1: V ¡cosY and îrr: - V ¡sinY





The total photoabsorption cross section is the sum of the
resonant cross section into V and the nonresonant absorption
into that part of the continuum space orthogonal to R. As all
photoabsorption into the continuua is negligible, the cross
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where z is the transition energy. The dimensionless energy
factors ê,, may be expressed as
2,:z1n- ê,n¡/f ,,, (21)
where f ,,:2 øVi is tne resonance width of state ó,, .
The line shape o[ Eq. (20) rnay be regarded as a special
case of the two-bound-stâte, single-continuum expressions
given elsewhere 14.9,17) and also follows from MCQDA
[10]. Over the small range of energy applicable to the study
of interacting predissociating resonânces, the energy depen-
rìences of v, t¡, V¡, and f,, can be neglected. ln the case of
a single bound state, Eq. (20) reduces to a Lorentzian line
shape, appropriate for the case of an isolated predissocieting
resonance where there is no absorption into the continuum.
For interacting resonances, u,e have an "interfering Lorent-
zian" profile. From Eq. (21), for energies between the reso-
nance centers, l/ê¡ and ll2, have opposite signs and the
numerator of Eq. (20) must reach zero at some energy in this
range. This prediction of destructive intert'erence between the
resonance centers is in agreement with our observatìons, but
the measured cross section does not reach zero due to instru-
mcntal ct'fccts and contributions from other line wings We
have fitted the measured cross section of Fig. 2 using the
coupled predissociation Ìine shape of Eq. (20) to describe the
interacting resonances Pu ( 1 1) and P2.( I l), allowing for the
eftècts of the Doppler component of the line shape and the
4167
instrumental resolution. An excellent fit was obtained (Fig. 2,
solid line) with resonance widths f ,:O.Ze6 cm -l
[Pr(ll)] and f,:0.046 cm I [P,.111)] and a resonance
separation ê r- êt: 1.155 cm
Simple relationships between the physical observables as-
sociated with the resonances ó,, and the analogous (unob-
servable) quantities in the diabatic basis enable Eq. (20) to be
used successfully to cleperturb predissociated rnolecular
spectra [14]. For example, tionr E<¡s. (17) and (18) it lollows
that frlf ,:(,/î)t:tan2y, f ¡+f ,:2¡Y?:¡ , and
îl+îl:ti. In other words, the interloper "borrows" width
and strength from the original predissociating resonance in
an identical fashion such that the total width and strength is
conserved. ln addition, it can be shown that the efiects of
perturbation and dissociation act separately in a simple way
on the resonance energies: the dissociation shifts the disso-
ciating state as if it were isolated and the perturbation acts on
the shifted energy as if it were a bound-state energy. This
allows standard bound-state perturbation formulas [20] to be
used in the deperturbation of rotational series of predissoci-
ating resonances and the determination of the interaction ma-
trix elements Hit, 114].
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FINE-STRUCTURE-RESOLVED COLLISIONAL
BROADENING IN THE SCHUMANN_RUNGE BANDS OF O"
P. M. DOOLEY, B. R. LE\ryIS,Î K. WARING, S, T. GIBSON,
ANd K. G. H. BALDWIN
Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering, The Australian National University,
Canberra, ACT 0200, Australia
(Receiued 20 September 1996)
Abst¡act-Collisional self-broadening and shift coefficients are presented for selected
fine-structure-resolved rotational lines from the .83X"- eX3X; (u',1) bands of Oz. The
co€mcients were derived from high-resolution photoabsorption cross-sections measured using
the tuneable, narrow-bandwidth, vacuum-ultraviolet radiation generated by the two-photon-
resonant difference-frequency four-wave mixing of excimer-pumped dye-laser radiation in Xe.
The results, obtained at room temperature and at pressures ofless than 800 torr, are consistent
with previous results de¡ived from medium-resolution measurements ol the (u',0) bands at
much higher pressures. O 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd
I. INTRODUCTION
The photoabsorption cross-sections of 02 in the vacuum-ultraviolet (v.u.v.) are of importance in
many applications, including atmospheric, combustion, explosion and shock-wave phenomena,
Absorption in this spectral region is dominated by the Schumann-Runge (SR) transition,
BrX; ÊX3X;, comprising a strong continuum peaked near 1420 Ä and a weaker band system from
1750 A to 2050 A. Potential-energy curves for the states participating in the SR transition are
shown in Fig. l, together with those for the four repulsive states which cross the B state and are
responsible for its predissociation, principally through spin--orbit coupling.''2 A knowledge of the
collision-broadening coemcients for lines in the SR bands is essential for the construction of
accurate models of O, absorption, especially at elevated pressures.3'a In addition, the determination
of accurate oscillator strengths and predissociation linewidths for the .B.-X bands from
experimental cross-section measufements requires correction for collisional effects, even at
pressures significantly less than I atm.r7 In particular, estimations of the strength of the continuum
underlying the SR bands are very sensitive to the assumed value ol the collision-broadening
coemcient.s
There have been few measurements of collisional broadening in the SR bands. Cann et all
deconvolved the argon-broadened spectra of Bethkee to estimate a full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) broadening coefficient of 0.32 cm - I atm - '. They also extrapolated shocktube
measurementsro-r2 of 02 self-broadening coefficients at temperatures near 3000 K to room
temperature, assuming a T-0'7 dependence, and obtained a FWHM broadening coemcient of
0.28 cm-ratm-r. The first comprehensive study of O, self-broadening in the SR bands was
performed by Lewis et al,rr who measured cross-sections lor fine-structure-unresolved lines from
the (2,0F(15,0) bands at pressures in the range lG-60 atm with an instrumental resolution of
- l.3cm-rFWHM. They'r observed significant collision-induced broadening, red shifting and
asymmetry and analysed their results by means of a band model based on the Lindholmra lineshape,
modified to allow a variable shift:width ratio. Finding little dependence of the collisional
parameters on the rotational or upper-state vibrational quantum numbers, Lewis et alrr concluded
that a linearised FIWHM collision-broadening parameter of 0.20cm-ratm-r and a shift:width
ratio of - 0.20 provided a good description of collisional effects in the SR bands. However, these
results were inconsistent with those of Zhang and Ziegler,r5 who found no collisional broadening
tTo whom all correspondence should be addressed.
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in measurements of O- and,S-trraneh u" : $ resonant R-aman excitation profiles for excitation in
the (5,0) SR band of Ou.
The only theoretical calculations of collision broadening in the SR bands are due to Breene,r6
who considered the resonance and van der Waals' broadening of O, by equilibrium air for
temperatures > 1000 K, treated in the impact approximation. Breene found that van der Waals'
broadening was dominant, and, using hisró calculated van der Waals' constants for the B and X
states, Lewis et alr3 deduced collisional self-broadening and shift coefficients which were within
- 30% of theirr3 measured values. In addition, Breene's calculations indicated that the collisional
broadening was expected to be insensilive to rotation and relatively insensitive to the upper-state
vibration. These predictions are consistent with the experimental findings of Lewis et alrr and
Treanor and Wurster.ro
In this work, we present collisional self-broadening and shift coefficients for selected narrow
frne-structure-resolved rotational lines from the B+X(u',1) SR bands. These hot-band lines occur
conveniently in gaps between the (u',0) bands and are sufficiently weak to provide unsaturated
absorption in normal cells at pressures high enough (100-800 torr) to enable the measurement of
collisional effects. When combined with predissociation linewidth components determined from
high-resolution measurements of the equivalent (u',0) transitions at low pressures, the hot-band
measurements yield accurate broadening and shift coefficients which extend the measurements of
Lewis et alr3 to significantly lower pressures.
2. EXPERIMENT
The experimental apparatus, shown schematically in Fig. 2, has been described in detail
elsewhere.rT Briefly, two-photon-resonant difference-frequency four-wave mixing'E (2PR-4WDM) in
Xe was used to generate tuneable narrow-bandwidth v.u.v. radiation from 1825 Ä to tgSO Ä, in
order to measure high-resolution photoabsorption cross-sections for selected rotational lines from
the B+-X(u',1) system.
The output of one of the excimer-pumped dye lasers was frequency doubled in a BBO I crystal
and the doubled output was tuned to be two-photon-¡esonant with the íplspt level of Xe at
78,120 cm-r. This beam was combined with the output of the tuneable dye laser and both beams
were focused into a cell containing Xe by an off-axis lens. Tuneable v.u.v. radiation generated by
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Fig. l, Potential-energy curves of Or relevant to the Schumanrr--Runge system, BiE,- e.{¡!;,
those responsible for predissociation ofthe .R state. Also shown is a transition representing the




















Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.
against unwanted wavelengths. For measurements on the (u',1) SR bands, we used the dye
Stilbene 3 and operated the tuneable dye laser in the range 415C--/,290 Ä, resulting in the production
of v.u.v. radiation in the range 1825-1850,Â.. For supporting measurements on the corresponding
(u',0) bands, the dye was replaced by Coumarin-47, the laser was operated in the range
M6C-Ji625,4, and radiation in the range 1770_1195 Ä was generated. The v.u.v. radiation leaving
the monochromator was divided into two beams by a slotted Al beamsplitter. The reflected beam
was monitored directly, while the transmitted beam passed through an absorption cell of length
33 cm, equipped with MgF2 windows, before being detected. Output pulses from the solar-blind
monitor and detector photomultipliers were processed by a boxcar averaging syst€m.
The measurements presented here were all performed at room temperature (293 K). The phase
matching for the 2PR-4!WDM process was optimised by careful beam alignment and by adjusting
the pressure of Xe, normally in the range 70-90 torr, to maximise the v.u.v. signal for the particular
scan range. The monitor and detector signals were averaged over 50 laser shots for each datum
point. Scans were performed in groups of three, with the absorption cell alternately filled with a
pressure of O, in the range l-800 torr, then evacuated, then refilled. This scheme compensated for
drifts in photomultiplier sensitivity and the effects of wavelength structure in the photomultiplier
signals which was not related to 02 absorption.re Division of the detector signal by the monitor
signal, after correction for scattered radiation, compensated for the shot-to-shot fluctuations
inherent in the generated v.u.v. signal. Absolute cell transmittances were obtained by dividing the
full-cell ratios (detector/monitor) by the empty-cell ratios at each wavelength. Photoabsorption
cross-sections were calculated from the absolute transmittances by using the Beer-Lambert law.
Each dye laser was operated with an intra-cavity étalon, resulting in a nominal bandwidth of
0.04 cm- ' FWHM for each fundamental beam. The resultant v.u.v. bandwidth was determined to
be - 0.09 cm - | FWHM by examining the SR (u',0) lines of narrowest predissociation linewidth.2o
Absolute wavenumber calibration was achieved by comparison with the measured wavenumbers
of Yoshino et al2r for (u',0) lines in the vicinity of the hot-band lines being studied. It has been
reported elsewherert that the étalon scanning system of the dye laser is linear over the small scan
ranges employed, and that uncertainties in lhe reløtiue wavenumbers of sharp lines within the one
étalon scan are 50.01 cm-r. The temporal stability of the laser system is also of critical
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successive scans over a given line at a number of different 02 pressures. A laboratory
air-conditioning system which used proportional control resulted in a temperature stability of
- * 0.2"C and a corresponding wavenumber repeatability of 5 0.01 cm -I. This excellent system
performance enabled the reliable measurement of the very small collisional shifts occurring for
pressures < I atm.
3. ANALYSIS
The results of Lewis et al,rr who measured collision-induced broadening, shift and asymmetry
in the SR bands for pressures in the range 10-60 atm, imply a linear dependence of the observable
collisional parameters on density for pressures 5 15 atm (width), and S 5 atm (shift and
asymmetry). Therefore, at the pressures employed in this work ( J I atm), we expect to be in the
binary-collision regime. We were unable to measure any statistically significant lineshape
asymmetry for the rotational lines studied here, so we have adopted the Lorentzian approximation
for the collisional part of the lineshape, Since all levels of the ,B state undergo predissociation, there
is an additional broadening process which, to a high order of approximation, also results in a
Lorentzian lineshape (predissociation linewidths 0.03-4 cm -r FWHMT). In addition, it is necessary
to consider the Doppler component of the lineshape which has a Gaussian profile (Doppler
linewidth - 0.12 cm-r FWHM). We assume no correlations between the broadening processes
and adopt a Voigt profile to describe each rotational line in the analysis procedure: the Gaussian
linewidth component is given by the well-defined Doppler width, while the Lorentzian linewidth
component is the sum of the predissociation linewidth and the pressure-dependent collisional
linewidth.
A non-linear least-squares procedure, in which a synthetic cross-section, based on this Voigt
lineshape, is fitted to the measured cross-section, is used to determine the position, strength and
Lorentzian linewidth component of each rotational line in a particular scan. The pseudo-continuum
underlying the SR bands, comprising the wings of more distant lines, is represented by a quadratic
polynomial in wavenumber, the coefficients of which are also determined in the ñtting procedure.
The instrumental bandpass function is represented by a Gaussian and is explicitly included in the
synthetic cross-section through a convolution procedure, in transmittance space, which allows for
the small degradation in cross-section due to finite instrumental resolution.
The very narrow bandwidth of the generated v.u.v. laser radiation ( - 0.09 cm -r FWHM)
enabled the full resolution of the individual rotational and fine-structure lines measured in this
work, thus allowing the simple Voigt-lineshape fitting procedure, which included few assumptions,
to b€ employed. In contrast, the limited experimental resolution of Lewis et alrl
( - 1.3 cm-r FWHM), together with greater collisional broadening at the higher pressures
employed, necessitated the use of a band-model fitting procedure which included many assumptions
regarding the relative positions, strengths and widths of the unresolved rotational and fine-structure
components.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The present study arose out of a comprehensive high-resolution study of fine-structure-specific
predissociation linewidths in the (u',0) SR bands with u'= 9-18, and is limited to absorbing
pressures 5 I atm in a cell of 33 cm length. For a number of reasons, it is not possible to perform
a comprehensive study of collisional self-broadening under these conditions. First, the (u',0) bands
become over-absorbed at pressures below those for which the collisional broadening is measurable;
second, only for the narrower levels with u' > 13 will the collisional width become comparable with
the predissociation width; and, third, since the weaker (u', l)-band lines are visible only in certain
narrow regions between the (u',0) bands, the number of accessible rotational and fine-structure
levels is limited. Nevertheless, the measurements of SR collisional self-broadening presented here
are the first for pressures < l0 atm, and the first for fine-structure-resolved lines, providing a
significant extension of the medium-resolution, high-pressure measurements of Lewis et al.rr
Measured room-temperature cross-sections and Voigt lineshape-model fits for the (13,1)Rr(15)
line are shown in Fig.3 for two pressures of Oz,99 torr and 717 torr, corresponding to weak and
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Fig. 3. Measured cross-sections and Voigt lineshape-model fits for t\ilo extreme pressures of 02,
illustrating the collision-induced broadening and red shift of the (13,1)R¡(15) line. For clarity, the
cross-sections have been displaced upwards by the amounts indicated. For reference purposes, the




due to the increased pressure. For reference purposes, the measured cross-section and Voigt
lineshape-model fit for the (13,0)À'(15) line are also shown in Fig. 3, shifted in wavenumber by
the appropriate ground-state rovibrational energy difference2'zof 1552.57 cm-r, and scaled down
in intensity by a factor of 0.0063 to enable convenient comparison with the hot-band cross-sections.
The fitted Lorentzian linewidth components for several fine-structure-resolved rotational lines,
(13,1)R'(15), (14,1)P,(21), (15,1)Pz(15) and (15,1)P3(15), are shown as a function of pressure
(10f800 torr) in Fig. 4. In addition, the Lorentzian linewidths obtained from low-pressure
measurements of the corresponding (u',O)-band lines, i.e., the predissociation linewidth
components, are also shown. It is clear from Fig. 4 that the Lorentzian linewidths exhibit a linear
dependence on pressure and that the slopes defined by the hot-band measurements are consistent
with the predissociation linewidths determined separately from the (u',O)-band measurements. In
addition, while the predissociation linewidths vary widely with vibration, rotation and
fine-structure component, the collisional-linewidth slopes show little dependence on these
quantities, The calculations of Breene,ró who considers the effects of resonance and van der Waals'
interactions, indicate that, at elevated temperatures, little dependence of the SR collisional-broad-
ening coefficients on upper- or lower-state vibration or rotation is expected. This conclusion is
supported by the measurements of Lewis et alr3 and is consistent with the present findings.
Collisional line shifts obtained by fltting the Voigt lineshape model to the cross-section
measurements for the (13,1)Rr(15),(14,1)P(21) and (15,1)P3(17) lines are shown as a function of
pressure in Fig. 5. The measurements have been placed on a common scale by separately fitting
a linear pressure dependence to the wavenumbers for each line and defining each fitted
zero-pressure intercept to be a shift of zero. Although, due to the very small shifts involved for
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Fig. 4. Measured Lorentzian linewidth componenls (symbols) for several fine-structure-resolved
ransitions from the BeX(u',1) system. The lowest-pressure ¡esults for each line were obtained from
measurements of the corresponding (u',0) bands and represent the predissociat¡on components of the
Lorentzian linewidths. The weighted least-squares fits (lines) illustrate the similar magnitudes of the
pressure dependence of the collisional linewidth for each transition.
pertaining to the widths, it can be seen in Fig. 5 that the collisional shifts exhibit an approximately
linear dependence on pressure, with a similar slope for each line, within the experimental
uncertainties. The global weighted linear least-squares fit to all of the shifts shown in Fig. 5 has
a slope of - 0,056 cm - | atm - r.
A summary of the collision-broadening and shift coefficients obtained from weighted linear
Ieast-squares fits to the results sholvn in Figs. 4 and 5 is given in Table l. The collisional
linewidths and shifts are properties of both the upper and lower states of the BeX transition,
However, as we have noted, little variation in these parameters is expected with rotation, or
for a change of one unit in the ground-state vibrational quantum number.rr'ró Therefore, in
Table l, we compare our measured collisional coefficients for the (u',1) bands with the
high-pressure measurements of Lewis et alr3 for the (u',0) bands. Neither work finds a significant
variation with u'. The mean shift coefficients for the u': l3-15 bands agree within the combined
experimental uncertainties, while the present broadening coefficient exceeds that of Lewis et alrr
by - l2o/o, a little outside the combined uncertainties. It should be noted, however, that the
quoted uncertainties for both sets of measurements are statistical only, and do not include any
systematic effects due to model or lineshape limitations. Overall the agreement is quite
satisfactory, especially when one considers that the linearised coefficients of Lewis et alrs were
obtained from measurements taken at high pressures where the observable lineshape parameters
mostly exhibited a non-linear dependence on pressure. Our confirmation of a room-temperature
FWHM collisional self-broadening coefficient of - 0.2 cm -r atm -r in the SR bands of O: is
at variance with the results of Zhang and Ziegler,rs who, for pressures between 0.5 and 2 atm,
found no collisional broadening in measured O- and, S-branch u" :6 resonant Raman excitation
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Fig.5. Measured collisional line shifts lor several fine-structure-resolved transitions from the B+X(u',1)
system. The results have been placed on a common scale by separately frtting each set of results and
defining each zero-pressure intercept to be a shift of zero. The resultant weighted least-squares global fit
to the measurements provides a reasonable description ofthe pressure dependence ofthe collisional shift
for each transition.
linewidth of - 0.3 cm-twould have been expected over this pressure range, an -lÍVo increase
in the u':5 predissociation linewidth of -2 cm-t Frrry'HM, which should have been easily
observable. Our experimental collisional shift:width ratio of - 0.27 + 0.04 agrees with that
determined from the measurements of Lewis et alt3 for the same range of ¿r', and is in fair agreement
with the theoretical ratio - 0.363 calculated by Lindholmra for purely van der Waals' interactions.
It is of some interest to compare the present results for the B +- X system of O, with those obtained
recently for the A*X(0,0) band of NO.23'24 While the self-broadening coefficient for NO
(0.55 cm-ratm-')2r is considerably larger than is the case for Oz, the shift:width ratio ( - 0.31)'?1
is in reasonable agreement. Similar broadening coefficients and shift:width ratios were found for
Ar and N2 colliders,2s'24 and, significantly, no dependence of the collisional parameters on rotation
was found.'r These observations are consistent with the calculations of Breene,ró who found that
similar interactions, principally van der Waals',ró were likely to be responsible for collisional effects
in the Br-X system of O, and the A+-X system of NO.
Table l. Measured collision.broadening and shift cocfrcients.
Broadening cocfficient (cm-r atm-r) Shift coeñcient (cm-r atm-r)




















- 0,068 + 0.0t I
- 0.045 + 0.0t2
- 0.051 10.018
- 0.05ó + 0.008
- 0.01 + 0.004
- 0.050 f 0.004
- 0.M7 t 0.005







fWeighted average over the Pr(17), Pr(15) and Pr(15) lines.
t00 P. M, Dooley et al
5. CONCLUSIONS
Collisional self-broadening and shift coefficients, derived from high-resolution photoabsorption
cross-sections measured using tuneable, narrow-bandwidth, v.u.v. laser radiation, have been
presented for selected fine-structure-resolved rotational lines from the .BrE, <- X]I; (u' ,l) bands of
Or. These measurements of collisional effects in the SR bands are the first taken at pressures
< l0 atm and are the first for resolved rotational and fine-structure features. The results, a mean
FWHM self-broadening coefficient of 0.208cm-ratm-r and a mean shift coefficient of
- 0.056 cm-r atm-r, with little dependence on rotation, upper-state vibration or fine-structure
level (within the limited ranges of these parametefs studied), are consistent with those of Lewis et
al,rr obtained from medium-resolution measurements of the 832; -X3E; (u',0) bands at pressures
in the range l0-{0 atm. However, we differ markedly from Zhang and Ziegler,r5 who found no
collisional broadening in resonant Raman excitation profiles for excitation in the (5,0) band.
V/hile collisional coefficients of the magnitudes reported here are likely to be of only marginal
significance in photochemical studies of the terrestrial atmosphere, it is necessary to take account
of collisional effects in laboratory studies of the SR bands. In particular, Lorentzian linewidths for
the weaker bands (0,0f(2,0), which are normally measured at pressures of several hundred torr,25
must be corrected for collisional broadening in order to obtain accurate estimates of the
corresponding predissociation linewidths.T
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4.3L Angular distributions for photodissociation of Oz in the
Herzberg continuum
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Photodissociation in the Herzberg continuum of molecular oxygen has been studied at236,226 and
204 nm. Using ion-imaging and monitoring of O(3Pj), j:0, l, and 2 product-atom angular
distributions, the amount of parallel character of the transition was measured. In order to interpret
these data, analyses of the photoabsorption oscillator strengths and the parallel-perpendicular nature
of the Herzberg I, II and III bands, and extrapolation of these properties into the
Herzberg-continuum region have been performed. Our measured fine-structure-averaged angular
distributions are found to be consistent with this photoabsoçtion model. In addition, the dynamics
of the dissociation process is discussed, based on the O-atom fine-structure distributions. A 1998
American Institute of Physics. [50021-9606(98)01317-8]
I.INTRODUCTION
Photodissociative reactions of diatomic molecules yield
atoms that may either be in the ground state or in an excited
state. Not only the quantum state of each atom, but also the
photofragment angular distribution is an important observ-
able. In particular, the angular distribution can elucidate the
amount of parallel (A^-AO:0) and perpendicular (4,ô.
:AO: + l) character in an electronic transition to a con-
tinuum state, information that is unattainable using conven-
tional spectroscopic techniques. In contrast to the case of
dipole-allowed transitions, where one matrix element domi-
nates the transition probability, the situation is different for
the weaker forbidden transitions. Here, intensity is borrowed
from allowed transitions through one or several second-order
pathways with either parallel or perpendicular character. If
the nature of the optical excitation is a mixture of parallel
and perpendicular, then this will be reflected in the photo-
fragment anguìar distribution. In this way, angular distribu-
tions form a diagnostic tool which is of particular interest in
the study of forbidden bound-free transitions. In this paper,
we use this tool for investigation of the photodissociation of
molecular oxygen in the Herzberg continuum.
The structure of molecular oxygen is complicated. This,
for example, is reflected in the fact that oxygen has six
bound states below the first dissociation limit, all conelating
our earth's atmosphere, the large abundance of oxygen com-
pensates for the forbidden character of these transitions, and
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their importance to aeronomy4 and atmospheric
photochemistrys has made the Herzberg transitions the sub-
ject of considerable study. However, progress in characteriz-
ing the spectroscopy of these states has been slow, due to the
weakness of the Herzberg ì (A rl,l*X r:;), Herzberg II
lcrl;*X3l;), ana Herzberg lll (4"^,,-Xtl;)
transitions, and also because of the strong pressure depen-
dence of the Herzberg III transition intensity.6'7 Understand-
ing the spectroscopy requires detailed knowledge of the tran-
sition dipoles, to be discussed in detail in Sec. IV C. Briefly,
the oscillator strength of the Herzberg transitions, including
the corresponding dissociation continuum, is borrowed from
dipole-allowed transitions through spin-orbit and orbit-
rotation interactions, leading to an overall transition ofmixed
parallel and perpendicular character.
It is principally the Herzberg continuum that is respon-
sible for photodissociation of 02 in the 200-240 nm region.
'We have employed the technique of photofragment imaging
to measure the angular distribution of the photofragments at
236,226 a¡d 204 nm. Hence, we have been able to deter-
mine the parallel-perpendicular nature of the transition to the
Herzberg continuum at these wavelengths, assuming axial
recoil for the (instantaneous) dissociation process. An expec-
tation of the photofragment angular distributions can be ob-
tained from an understanding of the discrete spectroscopy of
the Herzberg systems. We have reviewed the current experi-
mental and theoretical state of knowledge on the Herzberg
transitions in 02, employing the best available molecular pa-
rameters in the construction of a model of the corresponding
02 photoabsorption, both for the bound and the continuous
parts of the spectrum. Calculated cross sections based on this
model are then used to independently assess our angular dis-
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tributions, testing the quality of our knowledge of the
Herzberg transitions.
In addition, we have investigated the adiabaticitv of the
dissociation process. The dynamics of diatomic molecular
dissociation affects the reìative population of the fine-
structure stâtes of the atornic photofrâgments. In particular, if
a molecular Born-Oppenheimer state has fine structure, as is
the case for the A and A' states, then the dissociation dy-
namics detennines how the population of tlre rnolecular fine-
structure states redistributes itseìf over the fine-structure
states of the atoms.s Photodissociation in the Herzberg con-
tinuum produces only ground-state 3P, atoms, with j either
0, I or 2. Our experirnental setup enabìes fine-structure-
resolved measurements, not only of the rate at which 013P;)
atoms are formed, but also of the corresponding angular dis-
tributions. Whether a molecule adiabatically follows a par-
ticular potential-energy curve to dissociation, or undergoes
transitions to neighboring potentials conelating with differ-
ent atomic fine-structure limits, is related to the velocity with
which the dissociating rnolecule probes these potentials. Ìn
this way, the dissociation dynamics affects the branching ra-
tio over the atomic multìplet. In addition, as our results will
show, the angular distribution mây also differ for each fine-
structure component if the fine-structure levels of an excited
molecular stâte do flrl contribute equally to a particular fine-
structure state of the atomic fragments.9
The moìecular photodissociation dynamics can be char-
acterized by an adiabaticity parameter,l0'l I f:ARAEso/äu
which compares the recoil time AR/u, where AR is a char-
acteristic recoil distance and u is the recoil velocity, with the
characteristic time for spin-orbit coupling /i/AE5o, where
ÂE5e is the asymptotic spin-orbit coupling. Two limiting
cases, the sudden-recoil limit (f-0;, and the adiabatic limit
(6--), correspond to high and low recoil velocity, respec-
tively,
ln the sudden-recoil limit, the atomic multiplet distribu-
tion is often close to a statistical one, i.e. proportional to
2j + l, fhe degeneracy of each j state. However, for an exact
calculation of the fine-structure distribution in this limit, a
frame transformation in which molecular eigenstates are ex-
panded in atornic eigenfunctions is required.s
The other extreme is fully adiabatic behavior. In this
casc, the projection f,) on the internuclear axis, of the total
angular momentum of the initial Born-Oppenhermer state, is
conserved during dissociation. At small internuclear separa-
tion R, the electrostatic forces between the nuclei are high
and L and S are coupled to the internuclear axis fHund's
case (a)]. At greater R, the spin-orbit coupling becomes
dominant over the electronic term in the Hamiltonian, and L
and S couple to each other, but f,) remains a good quantum
number fHund's case (c)]. An adiabatic correlation
diagramll can be used to find the specific atomic fine-
structure state that connects with the fine-structure level of
the molecule, this procedure amounting to ignoring any cou-
plings between the noncrossing case (c) potential-energy
curves.
Reality is often intermediate between the limiting cases.
In this situation, the couplings between different electronic
states rrust be known accurately. At short R, spin-orbit cou-
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plings may induce diabatic transitions betwcen case (a) po-
tentiâls, while at large R, where the spin-orbit term is diago-
nalized in the case (c) description. nonintersecting case (c)
potentiâls may be coupled nonadiabatically by terms such as
the radial kinetic-energy operator or the L-uncoupling
op"rntor.l0 Accurate knowledge of the potential-energy
curves and the strengths of the couplings must be available
for calculation of the fine-structure branching in this general
case.l I
Several authors have studied fine-structure branching in
the dissociation of 02. Matsumi and Kawasaki,l2 and Huang
and Gordon,ll using resonance-enhanced multi-photon ion-
ization (REMPI), and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) de-
tection of the photofragments, respectively, performed frag-
mentation experiments at 157 nm in the Schumann-Runge
(SR) continuum where they measured principally O(3P;)
fragments wi,}' j-2. Photodissociation of 02 slightly above
threshold in the SR continuum has been shown to be fully
adiabatic.l3 Matsumi and Kawasaki'2 hou" also rneasurecl
fine-structure branching rat¡os and Doppler profiles in the SR
bands at 193 nm, obtaining results intermediate between the
suclden-recoil and adiabatic limits. Leahy ef c1.,14'15 using
fàst-beam photofiagment translational spectroscopy, have
measured correlqted O(rPjr)+O(3Pj,) predissociation
blanching ratios for the SR bands, also obtaining results in-
consistent with both the diabatic and adiabatic limits. Fi-
nally, Tonokura et al.t6 reached similar conclusions follow-
ing the measurement of fìne-structure branchin g ratios at 226
nm in the Herzberg continuum. Their results will be dis-
cussed in more detail ìn Sec. V A.
II. EXPERIMENT
Ion-imaging techniques have proven to be very valuable
in the study of photodissociative processes. The full three-
dirnensional (3D) velocity distribution of recoiling fragments
can be projected in one single irnage, revealing the kinetic-
energy release in the dissociation process and the angular
distribution of the photofragments. A detailed description of
conventional ion imaging has been given in Ref. 17. A brief
description of this technique and the experimental velocity-
mapping setup that we usedls will be presented here.
As depicted schernatically in Fig. l, the vacuurn system
consists of dìfferentìally-pumped source and ioniz¡rtion
chambers. A cold, pulsed molecular beam is obtained by a
strpersonic expansion of l0Vo-20Vo Or in He as carrier gas at
a stagnâtion pressure of 2 ba¡. We estimate the temperature
of the beam to be between 5 and l0 K, implying an 02
ground-state population predominantly in the lowest rota-
tional level. Subsequently, the beam enters the ionizrtion
chamber through a I mm skimmer, passes a I mm hole in a
repcller electrode, and is crossed at right angles by two
pulsed, counter-propagating focused laser beams, one beam
for pumping the Herzberg continuurn, the other for probing
the nascent oxygen atoms by means of REMPI. The atomic
ions are formed in the presence of an electric field between
the re peller and extractor plales (V EIV R- 0.7; Vn-4666 y¡,
and accelerated along the axis of a time-of-flight (TOF) tube
tov/ards the detector. These ions travel on expanding, nested





FIc I Velocity-map imaging experimental setup: PV:pulsed valve;
SK: I mm skimmer; axially symmetric ¡on optics with Rm:repeller at
voltage V¡, E=extractor at voltage Vr- and G:ground electrode; a l5 mm
spacing between the 0 2 mm thick plate electrodes is set using aÌuminum
oxide tubes: E and G contain 20 mm rpertures such thct equipotentitl sur-
frces are bent as indicated; I denotes the laser focus, 108 mm downstream
from the nozzlei TOF tube, 36 cm from l¡ser focus to detector: dual MCP
detector with PS:phosphor screen; CCD camerx connected to the PC.
spherical surfaces, where the expansion speed of each sur-
face is determined by the kinetic-energy release in the cor-
responding dissociation channel.
The extractor plate is part of the ion-lens optics, consist-
ing of an axially symmetric three-plate assembly, with 20
mm apertures in the extractor and ground electrodes, thus
forming an asymmetric immersion lens.ls This lens guides
all particles with the same initial velocity vector to the same
point on the detector, irrespective of their initial distance
from the ion-lens axis, a technique called velocity-map
imaging.ts'te The result is a better spatial resolution than in
conventional ion imaging where an extracting wire-grid elec-
trode is used. A good resolution is crucial in the two-laser
experiments described here, in order to discriminate between
the different images on the detector.
In the TOF tube, a separation takes place between ions
of different masses. Simultaneously, the spherical distribu-
tion of fragment ions is flattened by the acceleration along
the TOF axis in such a way that the spread in time-of-flight
Atlt is very small (<l7o). This enables mass-selective ion
detection with an imaging detector fdual 40 mm micro-
channel-plates (MCP) with a P-20 phosphor screen] by the
application of a timed voltage pulse to the front MCP. The
two-dimensional images appearing on the phosphor screen
are recorded by a CCD camera equipped with a 25 mm
focal-length objective lens. Images are integrated on the
CCD chip over a preset number of laser pulses, and subse-
quent images are summed in a PC where further data analy-
sis is performed. By choosing the polarization vector of the
dissociation laser parallel to the image plane, the so-called
inverse Abel-transform method20 can be used to reconstruct
the original 3D velocity distribution.
The Herzberg states, A , A' , and c, all correlate with the
O(3P,.) + O(rP,-) dissociation limit. Adiabatically, these' Jt' Jl'
states connect to one fine-structure dissociation limit \rith
i t:iz:2. State-selective detection of the individual
O(2p 1P j) atoms is achieved by (2+ I ) REMPI through the
Oßp r P j,\ states, using wavelengths of 226.233, 226.059
md 225.656 nm for j:0, l, and 2, respectively. For this
purpose, a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser (Spectra-Physics
DCR-24 and PDL-2), operated with Couma¡in-460 dye and
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frequency doubled in a BBO crystal, is used. In principle,
about 0.5 mJ/5 ns UV power with vertical polarization (i.e.,
parallel to the detector face) can be focused onto the molecu-
lar beam with a lens of 20 cm focalJength. In order to avoid
space-charge problems, the UV power is attenuated to about
0.1 mJ/5 ns. In spite of the considerable laser fluence, the
one-photon transition is far from saturated. At the peak of the
Herzberg continuum, where the absorption cross section is
7.35x10-24 cm2, we dissociate about I in 105 molecules.
Furthermore, the detection laser is scanned back and forth
over the REMPI transition during image-data acquisition,
thus probing all velocity groups at equal sensitivity and
avoiding Doppler selection. Due to this scanning process, the
fine-structure of the intermediate O(3p 3P¡ state is not re-
solved. The integrated two-photon line strengths are reported
to yield equal sensitivity for the initial fine-structure
states,2l-24 which simplifies the study of branching between
these states. Since the O(3Pl) REMPI wavelengths are also
suitable for excitation of 02 into the Herzberg continuum, we
performed, in the first instance, single-laser experiments. Im-
ages obtained with the molecular beam triggered after the
laser pulse have been used to subtract the contribution of
thermalized ambient background gas.
In the two-laser experiments, a second Nd:YAG-pumped
dye laser (Spectra-Physics GCR-11 and PDL-2) is used to
generate excitation wavelengths in rhe 203-240 nm range.
The -204 nm light is produced by frequency doubling and
mixing in KDP and BBO crystals the output of the dye laser
operated with Sulforhodamine 640 dye. Longer wavelengths
are produced by direct frequency doubling in a BBO crystal,
using the third harmonic of the YAG laser to pump, e.9.,
Coumarin-480 dye. In order to obtain vertical polarization, a
Berek's compensator is used. Images from each laser sepa-
rately are subtracted from the images with both lasers
present, yielding the double-resonant signal free from back-
ground. The UV power was balanced and the focal points of
the two laser beams were overlapped carefully in order to
maximize the double-resonant signal while maintaining a ho-
mogeneous detection efñciency.
III. RESULTS
In Fig. 2(a), a raw O+ ion image from O(3Pr; REMPI at
225.66 nm is shown. Three rings appear: the inner ring cor-
responding to one-photon excitation into the Herzberg con-
tinuum, leading to O(rP2) + O(3Pj); the middle ring and the
outer ring due to two-photon excitation, leading to O(lPz)
+O(rD2) (second dissociarion limit) and O(3P2)+O(3Pj),
respectively. The reconstructed image, Fig. 2(b), represents a
vertical section through the 3D distribution, and is obtained
by an inverse Abel transform of the raw image. From this
image, the 3D speed distribution in Fig. 3(a) is obtained by
integrating over all angles, the results of which represent the
branching between the three dissociation channels. The
middle ring is strongest at this wavelength. In contrast, for
the j:6 and;:1 images, the two-photon transition is much
weaker. The reason for this rapid intensity variation with
wavelength is the presence of quasi-bound Rydberg states at
the two-photon 
"ne.gy.le 
At225.66 nm, the 3dá 3flo.,1u:2)
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FfC 2 (a) Raw O(JPr) ion imagc obtr¡ned using a single Irscr at a wrve-
lcngth ncnr 22567 nn During 10000 laser shots of drtr acquisit¡on, the
wcvelength wîs scrnncd brck ¡nd tbrth (by -0 0l nm) across the REMPI
trîns¡tion Lîser polrrization rvrs vert¡cfll in the inìage. tnd the lflser propr-
gat¡on direction was fronì teft to right Thc ccnter dot conesponds ro rhe Oi
signll ût zcro kinetic energy which is strong cnough to be seen outside of
the nìcss-selective gate for O+ (b) Conesponding ¡econstfttcte(l image ob-
tained by merns of an inverse Abel rrînsfornr The 3D velocity distribution
is recovered by revolulion of the inìage rround the verticrl symnìetry nxis
state subsequently predissociates to the O(rP2)+O(lDz)
dissociation limit. This channel shows a distinct quadrupoÌar
angular distlibution, indrcative of l-)-fI
or l+ll-lI two-photon transitions, for whrch the rngu-
ìar distribution is described by I(0)-rl + Bp,lrot U,
f 7Pa(cos d), where P, and Pa represent sccond- and fburth-
ordcr Legendre polynomials, respectively, p and 7 are an-
isotropy parameters, and P is the angìe between the recoil
and Ìaser-polarization directions. The outer ring is much
weaker: apparently predissociation to the lower dissociation
limit is weak.26
The inner ring corresponds to one-photon excitation into
the Herzberg continuum, leading to O(rP2) + O(3Pl) at 0.38
eV kinetic-energy release. The angular distribution of these
fragments is described by the simpler I(0)xl+ Bprlrot,
distribution. This ring is quite weak due to the elecrric-
dipole-forbidden nature of the Herzberg transitions. The
châracter of the Herzberg transition will be discussed in de-
tail in Sec. IV. Here, thc statement that the transition borrows
osciìlator strength by mixing with other electronic states both
in the ground and in the excited st¿ìte will suffice. The tran-
sition strength cornprises two types of contribution, parallel
ancl perpendicular, for which þ-2 a¡d - l, respectively.
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FIG 3 Speed nnd aogular distr¡but¡ons obtîined fronì Fig 2(b) (a) The
speed distribut¡on slìows three ch¡nnels, the outer two tìst chrnncls cone-
sponding to two-photon exc¡tations, and the slow chrnnel to onc-photon
excitrtion into the Herzberg coDt¡nuunì Dissoc¡at¡on limits rnd k¡net¡c en-
ergy relcascs fbr c¡ch channel are indicated (b) The angular distribution of
the inner ring for tltis experinrental run (solid curve) is ñtted rvith B:056
(dashed curvc), ìndicrtive of the donrinrnce of parallel chrr¡cter in the
excitation process For comparison, curves s,¡Ìh p:046 and 066 are
showrr rlso
Since the dissociation process takes placc on a timc scrìc
rnuch shorter than molecular rotation, the fragment angular
anisotropy reflccts directly the relative importance of the par-
allel and perpendicular contributions to the transition. In Fig.
3(b), the angular distribution rneasured for the rnner ring is
displaycd, together with a fitted crìrve (dashed line) yietding
an anisotropy paiameter P-0.56 for this ex¡rerinlental Íun,
and indicative curves (dotted lines) fbr P-0.46 and 0.66.
In this study, we concentrate solely on the Herzberg con-
tinuurn, i.e. the one-photon signal. In Table I, tlre experirnen-
tally determined B parrmeters fbr the ìnner ring are listed.
The tabulated values, classifìed according to three rnain ex-
crtation wavclcngths (204, 226 ¿tn<l 236 nm), represent aver-
age f.ìttcd B paramcters determined over a series of irnages.
The uncertainty listed is, therefore, thc stând¿ìrd dcviation
from the rnean value, which is tbund to dominnte the uncer-
tainty resulting from the fìtting procedure for a single image.
The two main sourccs of error are believed to be associated
with the method for background subtraction, and long- and
short-term vrrintions in detector sensìtivity.
TABLE I Mersured anisotropy pxrîmeters B, chrrxcterjzing the rnguJar
distribution of photofrrgments fornred in the excitûtìon of the Or Herzberg
continuurn n 204, 226. rnd 236 nnr Atoms rre fbrmed in three fìne-
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For the one-laser experiment, the dissociation branching
ratio over the different fine-structure states could only be
determined ar. 226 nm. The measured j:0:l:2 branching
rario, normalized to the j:0 intensity, is 1.00+0.26:3.33
+ 0.43:9.00+ 0.70. These results have been conected for the
effects of the slight variation in laser intensity at the three
detection wavelengths for j : g, l, and 2. Reliable branching
ratios could not be obtained for the two-laser experiments
(dissociation at 204 nm and 236 nm, detection at 226 nm)
because the signal in these cases relies on the precise overlap
of the focal points of the two lasers: the three detection
wavelengths lie relatively far apart, and when scanning the
detection-laser wavelength, dispersive elements in the optics
chain cause a significant displacement in the detection-laser
focal position. Relative measurements, such as the angular
distribution for different j states aT 204 nm and 236 nm, are
not affected by this overlap problem. For 236 nm measure-
ments, however, the strong signal created by the 22ó nm
detection laser, especially for j:2, overwhelms the weak
dissociation-laser signal. Only the j: I signal from 236 nm
dissociation could be extracted reliably from the detection-
laser background.
IV. THE HERZBERG TRANSITIONS
A, Previous work
As explained in Sec. I, the angular distribution of the
photofragments is closely related to the nature of the
Herzberg continuum. Understanding the Herzberg con-
tinuum requires a thorough knowledge of the Herzberg
bands. The discrete spectroscopy of the Herzberg states has
been reviewed comprehensively by Slanger and Cosby,27
with the review based principally on the high-resolution,
multiple-reflection cell spectrographic measurements per-
formed at the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics,
Ottawa.28-31 Since the time of the Slanger and Cosby review,
significant new high-resolution measurements have been per-
formed by Yoshino er al.tz a¡d Slanger et aL,33 using ultra-
violet Fourier-transform spectroscopy (UVFIS) and cavity
ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS), respectively. At present,
the spectroscopic constants of the A state are known, from
absorption spectra, fbr u:0-12, those of the c state for
u - I - 18, and those of the A' state for u:2-13.34 Knowl-
edge of the absolute and relative intensities of the Herzberg
transitions is far from complete however, most of the early
estimates being based on spectrographic data. Recently,
Huestis et ø1.35 published experimental oscillator strengths
for the (8,0)-(11,0) bands of the A-X system, the (13,0),
(14,0) and (16,0) bands of the c*X system, and the (9,0)
and (1 1,0) bands of rhe A'*X system, based on CRDS in
absorption, while Yoshino et a1.36 have measured oscillator
strengths for the (4,0)-(l 1,0) bands of the A -X system us-
ing UVFTS. At present, it appears that the most reliable
Herzberg I oscillator strengths are those of Yoshino ¿¡ a/-36
However, the c+X and A' *X oscillator strengths of Hues-
ris et al.3s must be regarded as the only reasonable data
available on the strengths of the Herzberg II and III transi-
tions, despite the acknowledged shortcomings of CRDS in
providing quantitative intensity information.33'35 From their
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measured discrete oscillator strengths, Huestis ¿¡ al.3s con-
cluded that the Herzberg I transition provides -86Vo of. the
total strength of the Herzberg transitions.3T To obtain an im-
proved estimate of this quantity, it would be useful to have
measurements of the Herzberg II and III oscillator strengths
of the same resolution and quality as the Herzberg I UVF-IS
measurements of Yoshino e, a/.r6
Measurement of the small Herzberg continuum cross
section is a difficult problem, complicated not only by the
necessity to extrapolate to zero pressure in order to remove
the effects of collisional enhancement of the Herzberg III
cross-section component, but also by corrections for the ef-
fects of Rayleigh scattering and the predissociation line
wings of the nearby SR bands, B 321 *X rl; . Direct,
long-path measurements of stratospheric transmittances dem-
onstrated that most of the early measurements had overesti-
mated the cross section by as much as 40Vo.38-40 This in-
spired new laboratory measurements4l a3 that confirmed a
lower cross section. However, there remained differences be-
tween the results obtained in different laboratories from mea-
sutements taken with different path lengths and pressures,
and it was not until the work of Yoshino et al.aa flnt these
differences were reconciled, resulting in a single recommen-
dation for the Herzberg continuum cross section and its pres-
sure dependence. In this work, we will adopt this recommen-
dation for the absolute value of the Herzberg continuum
cross section, but we note that more recent measurements45'46
have resulted in even lower values. Thus, the question of the
magnitude of the Herzberg continuum cross section cannot
be regarded as settled completely.
There have been several ab initio studies of the
potential-energy curves of the A, c, ¿,nd A' states, with the
recent multireference configuration-interaction with David-
son correction (MRCI+Q) calculations of Partridge et al.al
expected to be the most accurate. These calculations show
differences in equilibrium internuclear distance R" from ex-
periment of only -0.005 Å, compared, for example, with
first-order configuration-interaction calculations4s which dif-
fer by -0.04 ,Â. As far as we are aware, there has been only
one ab initio study, by Klotz and Peyerimhoff,ae on the ori-
gin of the electronic transition moments for the Herzberg
transitions, a challenging theoretical problem. Their study,
restricted to a consideration of transition-strength gain from
dipole-allowed transitions through spin-orbit interactions,
predicted that the A-X transition is of mixed parallel-
perpendicular nature (principally parallel), while the c-X
and A'*X transitions are entirely perpendicular. Further
studies of rotational line strengths in the Herzberg I (Refs.
35,50) and III (Refs.31,35) bands have shown that orbit-
rotation couplings produce detectable J-dependent contribu-
tions to the corresponding effective electronic transition mo-
ments. Herzberg continuum cross sectionssl and transition
probabilities52 calculated using the electronic transition mo-
ments of Klotz and Peyerimhoff,ae are in only fair agreement
with the best experimental results.50
In summary, it is clear that, despite a considerable body
of work on the Herzberg transitions, many uncenainties re-
main. In particular, it has not been possible, using traditional

















FfG 4 Potential-energ), curves ol' O, relevant to a discussion of the
Herzberg trrns¡tions
the branching ratios rnto the Herzberg l, ll and III transitions
which constitute the Herzberg continuum.
B. Potential-energy curves
Our adopted potential-energy curves fbr the A, A' , and
c stâtes are shown in Fig. 4.5r In principle, calculations of
cross sections tbr the Herzberg continua, which peak near 6
eV, require significant extrapolations of the inner lìmbs of
the potential-energy curves, away from the more accurately
known bound-state potentials which have a common disso-
ciation limit a,t -5.2 eV. However, it is possible both to
extrapolate reliably usìng information from ab initio calcult-
tions, and, in some cases, to reduce the reliance on extrapo-
lation by incorporating knowledge gained from experirnentaì
infonnation on the Rydberg-valence interactions involving
the Herzberg states.
Our adopted potential-energy curve for the A state was
obtained using (he following three-stage procedure. First, a
Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR) (Ref. 54) potential-energy curve
was constructed usrng the spectroscopic constânts of Borrell
et a\.,23 for u:0-3, and Yoshino et a|.,12 for u:4- ll.ss
Second, the RKR potential curve was extended smoothly be-
yond the experimentally known region. The outer-limb ex-
tension was of the forms6
V(R¡-Y--',,,O", (l)
where the exponent n and the coefficient C,, were deter-
mined using the last two RKR turning points and the known
dissociation limi¡ V-:5.2141 eV(:¿";.s7 Due to irregu-
larities in the upper part of the inner limb of the RKR poten-
tial, it was necessâry to begin the innerlimb extension at
-5.05 eV (u:9). An initial extension was achieved by us-
ing the MRCI+Q potential of Partridge ¿¡ a/.,47 shifted and
scaled to agree as closely as possible with the RKR potential
beìow u:9. The quality of this MRCI+Q potential can be
judged by noting that it was necessary only to increase the
well rlepth by 2.7Vo, shift to smaller R by 3.2 mÅ, and ex-
pand about R" by l.2o/o in order to obtain agreement with the
RKR potential. Third, the inner limb of the A -state potential-
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energy curve in the 9-10 eV region was delìned by using the
results of a recent study of predissociation in the
3¡tn,, D 3l,l nyau"rg state,ss repr"."nted qualitatively by
the 3p-complex potential-energy curve in Fig. 4. Briefly, the
D state is predissociated indirectty by the B 3I; .tot", th"
upper state of the SR system, and directly by the A state.
Banerjeess lras perforrned a coupled-channel Schrödinger-
equation analysis of the observed predissociation pattern
which allows the repulsive limb of the A stâte, in the cross-
ing region with the D state, to be defined quite accurately
and the Rydberg-valence coupling between the A and D
states of 3) j syrnmetry to be estimated. His results imply
that the A-state potential-energy curve crosses that of the D
state atR: L091 Å, with aslope of -36 eV/A, and that the
Rydberg-valence coupling is 0.052 eV 1:4gg cm r), much
weaker than in the well-known case of the isoconfigurational
3I; states.5e Finally, the MRCI+Q A-state inner limb, ad-
justed as described above, was extrapolated smoothly above
-7 eV in order to be consistent with these new results. It
was found that a short spline extrapolation âbove 8.9 eV of
the modified ab initio inner limb was almost identical in the
9-10 eV region with the potential determined independently
from the D-state predissociation studies,5s leading to confi-
dence in our inner-limb extension procedures.
Our adopted potential-energy curves for the A' and c
states were determined by a sirnììar procedure. However, for
these states there is insufficient experimental infor¡nation
available on the predissociation of Rydberg states of like
symmetry to enable their inner limbs to be defìned more
accurately in the 9-10 eV regìon than is possible using the
ab initio modification techniques described above.60 ln tlre
case of the A/ state, an RKR potential-energy curve was
constructed using the spectroscopic constants of Coquart and
Ramsay30 tor u:2- I1.55 The innerlimb extension above
-5.05 eV (u- l0) was obtained by modifying the
MRCt+Q A'-state potential of Partriclge et rtl.47 to optimize
agreement with the RKR potential. This required an increase
in well clepth of 2.5o/o,a shilt to smallerR by 4.1 mÅ., and an
expansion about R" by 0.8ok.In the case of the c state, an
RKR potential-energy curve was constructed using the spec-
troscopic constants of Ramsayze fbr u: I - l6.s-5 The inner-
limb extension above -5.05 eV (u- l5) was obtained by
modifying the MRCI+Q c-state potential of Partridge
et rtl.47 lo optimize agreement with the RKR potential. This
required an increase in well depth of 1.lVo, a shift to smaller
Â by 7.8 rnÂ, and a contraction about R" by 1.2Vo.
C. Transition moments
The electric-dipole-forbidden Herzberg transitions bor-
row intensity from electric-dipole-allowed transitions of the
oxygen molecule through, in principle, spin-orbit and orbit-
rotation interactions with both the upper and lower states of
each transition. In the general case, the effective electronic
transition moment is of mixed parallel-perpendicular charac-
ter, with a number of independent moments necessary to
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l. The A "2I*X 32; transition
In a general treatment o¡ 3¡t*3¡;= transitions,6l thir-
teen independent moments have been found to govern the
rotational line strengths. In the particular case of the
Herzberg I transition, A 321 *X 3l; , ho*euer, England
et a1.50 found that only three independent moments were nec-
essary to explain the measured line strengths.36 In their first-
order picture, the dominant sources of A *X transition
strength are the allo-wed transitions n 32; *X 3I* (lu.at-
lel) and A tI,l - I 
rfl* (perpendicular), through thè interac-
rions B rlu -A tlu* [spin-orbit (So)] and 13fls-X 3>;
fspin-orbit and orbit-rotation (OR)], respectively. This con-
clusion is essentiâlly in agreement with the ab initio study of
Klotz and Peyerimhoff,ae which, however, considered only
spin-orbit interactions, and also with the study of Huestis
et al.3s The independent moments Z, Y and M arise through
the following interactions:62
ll so
X tlr,-,-B 3l*.,*A 3I,l. r:21:2, (2)
sol
X 3I*u**l 3flr,r¡*-A 'l,lr,,r,:Y, (3)
x tr*..,Ï1 trr..,1o 'r,i,, '.Yo:Y, (4)
OR -L
x 3>;o**t 3flr.tr-A 321,r,-:Mo:M, (5)
x '1r,. ,T t 
tn*, 
- rl A '\ï,-,: M y: M , (6)
OR -L
x 3l*,.r*l 3fI*,0-A 32i,-r M r:M. (7)
The sum rule for the A+X rotational line strengths, arising
from all fine-structure levels of the lower state with â given
J, implies that the square of the effective electronic transi-
tion moment is given by63
uf,,,:¡22 + 412 - 4M2 + 6M2J(J + t)fl B" , (8)
where g":3 is the lower-state degeneracy, and the perpen-
dicular:parallel ratio by
M1tMl:14y2-4M2+6M2J(J+ t)ftz2. (e)
The transition moments in Eqs. (2)-(9) depend parametri-
cally on R, and some depend on -/ through the orbit-rotation
coupling. For simplicity, these dependences have been sup-
pressed in the transition-moment notation.
The effective electronic transition moment may be re-
lated to a ("/-dependent) band oscillator strength by the rela-
tlon
Í u, u, : 3.038x I 0 6 ul (¡,, (R) lM "il{R)l X,,'(R)) l', 
(10)
where ¡,"(R) and ¡r,(R) are the normalized discrete radial
wavefunctions of the initial and final states, respectively, z is
the transition energy, in cm l, and M"¡(R) is in a.u. In the
A-centroid approximation,6a eq. 1lO¡ becomes
f u,,,:3.038x10-6vq,,u,M2"r,(R,,,,,), (l l)
where
q,',,:l(x,'(R)1x,"(R))l' 02)
is the Franck-Condon factor, and




FIG 5 Effective room-temperature elect¡onic trtns¡t¡on moments for the
Herzberg transitions of 01 Solid c¡rcles: vrlues detemined from measure-
ments of the discrete oscillator strengthsi AeX (4,0)-(10,0) (Ref- 50);
A'*X (9,0), (l 1,0) and c-X (13,0), (14,0) and (16,0) (Ret'. 35) Solid
lines: adopted eflective transition moments
R u,u,,: (x,,(R) In l¡,,(n))/(¡,,(R) lx,,(R)) (13)
is the A-centroid. Equation (11) can be used to determine an
effective electronic transition moment, including an effective
R dependence through association of R with the R-centroid,
using experimental band oscillator strengths. As has been
noted recently by Huestis,65 there are complexiries associated
with degeneracy factors involved in the definition of transi-
tion moments for forbidden transitions. The effective elec-
tronic transition moments M",, , defined by Eq. (l l) and used
self-consistently throughout this work, implicitly contain de-
generacy factors which may make their definition inconsis-
tent with some other studies.
We have used the values of Z (-1.0x l0-3 a.u.), Y
(-0.4X l0-3 a.u.) and M (-0.01X l0-3 a.u.) determined
by England eî al.so from the measured absorption line oscil-
lator strengths of Yoshino et a1.36 for the (4,0)-(10,0) A
*X bands, with small adjustments to allow for the slightly
different Franck-Condon factors arising from our A-state
potential-energy curve, in Eq. (8) to determine values for the
AeX effèctive electronic transition moment M.¡. The de-
pendence of M",t on the rotational quantum number leads to
a temperature dependence of the conesponding absorption
oscillator strength. We have evaluated M .¡-for J : I l, appro-
priate for calculation ofroom-temperature cross sections, and
for "/:0, appropriate for interpretation of the measurements
of this work taken at rotationâl temperatures in the range
5-10 K. Our results for J:l are shown in Fig. 5 (solid
circles), plotted as a function of the A*X R-centroid.66
When going from room temperâture to the 5-10 K region,
Mf,,.r, and thus the absorption cross section, decreases by
approximately 57o clue to the J-dependent orbit-rotation cou-
pling.
Calculations of the A-X photoabsorption continuum
require a significant extrapolation of the effective transition
moment towards smaller internuclear distances. Unfortu-
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performed, in the absence of other information, is limited.
Therefore, as described further in Sec. lV D, we have chosen
to use experimental information on the Herzberg continuum
to further refine the transition-moment extrapolation. Our
adopted effective A -X electronic transition moments are
given by
M")lR):(2.154-1.112 R)x l0-r a.u., (14)
for 7:300 K, and
M"ÁR):(2.104 t.087 R)x l0 r a.u., (15)
for I-5 -10 K, where rR is in A. Our room-temperature
transition moment, slrown in Fig. 5 (solid line), is seen to
pass through the enor bars of the points determined from the
discrete spectrtìm and increases as R decreases, as predicted
by 1he ab ini¡io calculations.ae The rate of increase, however,
is significantly greater than that calculated by Klotz and
Peyerimhofde and also exceeds that implied from a linear
lerst-squares fit to the discrete points.
2. The A' " L r* X 32; transition
ln a general treatment of 3^*3> transitions, Kerr and
Watsonll showed that the rotational ìine strengths are gov-
erned by six independent transìtion moments: one parallel
(Zt) and two perpendicular ()/¡ and Y2) moments arising
fiom spin-orbit perturbation, and three further perpendicular
moments (Mt, Mz and M) arising from low-order orbit-
rotation couplings. In the specific case of the A'34,,
-X 
3>; transition of Or, it was found necessary to retain
all six moments in order to explain satisfàctorily the ob-
served rotational line strengths,6T implying somc clcparturc
from the first-order relations 21-0, Y¡:Yz:Y, Mt:Mz
: M z: M . Thus, the intensity-borrowing mechanism for the
A'*X transition may involve perturbations by electronic
states of many dif'ferent symmetries and multiplicities. First-
order transition moments for the A'-X system arise through
interactions involving only 3fl intermedia¡ies and, in this
approximation, values for )/ have been calculated ab initio
by Klotz and Peyerimhoff.a')
It fbllows liorn the sum rule fbr the A'-X rotational
line strengths3l th¿ìt the square of the effective electronic
transition moment is given by
M2.r--Z't + v1+ vi+ 2J (J + l)lMi + M:l
+2(J t)(r+2)Mi. (16)
Relative values for the individual transition moments de-
duced from limited experimental measurements on the (4,0),
(7,0) and (9,0) A'*X bandssr'35 imply that the first term in
Eq. (16) is negligible and that fhe A' *X transition is -99o/o
perpendicular. Hereafter, we will ignore the small parallel
component of this transition.
We determined effective electronic transition moments
for the (9,0) and (11,0) A'-X bands, shown in Fig.5 plot-
ted as a function of R-centroid, using the CRDS oscillator
strengths of Huestis et a1.35 in Eq. (l l), together with appro-
priate Franck-Condon factors calculated using our A'-state
potential-energy curve, and transition energies given by Co-
quart and Rarnsay.30 Neither the precision nor the quantity of
Buijsse et a/.
experimental data enables any conclusion to be made regard-
ing the R-dependence of the transition moment. Therefore,
we assume the relative slope implied by the cå initio calcu-
lations of Klotz and Peyerimhoffle and adopt a linear repre-
sentation of the A'-X effective electronic transition mo-
ment, appropriate for room-temperature calculations,
M"¡{R):(3.461 - 1.285 R)x l0 4 a.u., (l'7)
shown in Fig. 5. Our atloptetl momeut for low-ternperature
calculations was obtained by using the individual (7,O)-ban<l
transition moments determined by Kerr and Watson3l in Eq.
(16), in order to obtain the ratio befween effective moments
for -/:0 and J: I l, and then applying that ratio to the room-
temperature moment of Eq. (17). Our adopted effective elec-
tronic transition moment for ?":5- l0 K is given by
xt"u\R):(2.793- 1.037 R)x l0 a a.u. (18)
3. The c 12;*x 32 s transition
Watson6ß has given general treatments of l>aê-ì>r
and lIt-3It transitions, showing thât only a single per-
pendicular transition mornent is necessary for a description
of rotational line strengths in ll *31 transitions. Thus,
the Herzberg II system, c t2; *X 3l;, ;s free of the com-
plexities involved in the triplet-triplet Herzberg I and III sys-
tems. To the first order, only spin-orbit interactions contrib-
ute to the c*X transition mornent which is derived frorn
rnechanisms of the type:ae
rso
X tl",-r-lfl,,o-*c ll.o-, (19)
and
SOL
* tlr,-r*lll.c,.r-c llro (20)
We have determined eft-ective electronic transition mo-
ments for the (13,0), (14,0) and (16,0) c-X bands, shown in
Fig. 5 plotted as a function of R-centroid, using the CRDS
oscillator strengths of Huestis et ul.3s in Eq. (11), together
with appropriate Franck-Condon factors caìculated using our
c-state potential-energy curve, ancl transition energies given
by Ramsay.2e Our adopted effective eìectronic transition mo-
ment fbr thc c-X system, shown in Fig. 5, is consistent
with these discrete points, but has a relative slope defined by
the cb initio calculations of Klotz ancl Peyerimhoff:le
M 
"r\R)-(2.958- 
1.620 R) x l0 a a.u. (21)
Under the approximation whereby any second-order contri-
butions arising from,/-dependent orbit-rotation interactions
have been neglected, Eq. (21) is assumed to apply at any
temperature.
D. Cross sections
The cross section for photoabsorption from an initial dis-
crete state into a continuum state is given by
o(v'J):1.225
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FIG ó Room-tempefature photoûbsorpt¡on cross sections ¡n fhe Herzberg-
continuum region Solid lines: calcullted cross sect¡ons for the Herzberg I,
II, III and total Herzberg continua Open circles: recommended experimental
Herzberg continuum cross section (Rei 44) Closed symbols: effective cross
sections determined for discrete spectrî from exper¡mental oscillator-
strength densities; AeX (4,0)-(10,0) (circles), oscillator strengths from
Rei 50t A'*X (9,0), (l1,0) (squares) and c*X (13,0), (14,0) and (16,0)
(diamonds), oscillator strengths from Rei 35; BeX (u',0) (inverted tri-
angles, dashed line) rnd (u', l) (trirngles, long-dashed line), oscillator
strcngths from Refs 73 and 74.
where z is the transition energy in crn-r, ¡ir{R) is the nor-
malized discrete radial wavefunction of the initial state,
X;r(R) is rhe energy-normalized radial wavefunction of the
final continuum state, and M"tíR) is the effective eleclronic
transition moment, with the transition matrix element evalu-
âted in a.u. Temperature-dependent cross sections may be
constructed by calculating cross sections for absorption from
all relevant vibrational and rotational levels of the initial
state using F,q. (22), weighting with appropriate normalized
Boltzmann factors, and adding. Since it is not possible to
resolve the structure of the final continuum state, it is unnec-
essary to consider the true branch structure of the transition
and the single Q-branch model implied by F;q. (22) provides
an accurate description of the cross section.
Room-temperature photoabsorption cross sections for
the Herzberg I, lI, III and total continua calculated using this
method are shown in Fig. 6 (solid lines). The wavefunctions
X'i,/R) we¡e determined by numerical integration of the ra-
dial Schrödinger equation for an RKR X-state potential,
while the A-, A' and c-state potentials described in Sec.
lV B were employed to determine the upper-state wave func-
tions ¡ii(R). As has been described in Sec. IVC, where
necessary, effective electronic transition moments M4lR)
evaluated for J: I I were used in calculations of the room-
temperature cross sectrons.
The calculated Herzberg I (A+X) cross section reaches
a maximum of 6.89x lO-24 cm2 at 50 380 cm-r (198 nm),
while the Herzberg lll (A'+X) cross section reaches 0.38
x l0 24 cm2 at 49 080cm I (20+ nm) and the Herzberg II
(c+X) cross section 0.10x l0-24 cm2 at 47 680 cm-r (210
nm). The calculated total Herzberg continuum cross section
reaches a maximum of 7.35x lO-24 cm2 at 50280cm I
(199 nm) and is in good agreement with the recommended
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room-temperature Herzberg continuum cross section of
Yoshino et aI.4 (open circles), reflecting our chosen method
of optimizing fhe A+X transition-moment slope. The calcu-
lated total Herzberg continuum cross section is dominated by
the Herzberg I contribution which rises from 86Vo at
41 300 cm-r (242 nm) fo 947o at the cross-secrion maxi-
mum. These Herzberg I cross-section branching ratios ex-
ceed those implied by the calculations of Saxon and
Slanger,5r which were based principally on the ab initio ar^n-
sition moments of Klotz and Peyerimhof¡ae but, of course,
are consistent with the discrete-spectrum branching ratio
measured by Huestis et al.,3s on which our adopted transition
moments were panially based.
Also shown in Fig. 6 (solid circles, squares and dia-
monds) are effective cross sections related to the experimen-
tal oscillator-strength densities for the discrete Herzberg
transitions, determined using the approximate expression
<¡(r,,0): l.77xl0 t2¡,,rrl7r,,tr.u- uo,- t.o), Q3)
where room-temperature band oscillator strengths f u,u werc
taken from England etal.5o (A*X) and Huestis eral.35
(A'*X and c*X), and the effective band wavenumbers
vDtt) wele taken as the OQ2(ll) wavenumbers of Yoshino
et a1.32 1A*X) , the o Q2(11) wavenumbers of Coquart and
Ramsay30 (A' +X), and the average of the R(l 1) and P( I l)
wavenumbers of Ramsay2e (c+X). The calculated indi-
vidual Herzberg continuum cross sections are seen to be con-
sistent with the corresponding discrete oscillator-strength
densities, reflecting our choice of effective transition mo-
ments in Sec. IV C, and as required by the principle of con-
tinuity of oscillator-strength density across a dissociation
limit.6e It is worth noting that the experimental (total)
Herzberg continuum cross section of Yoshino et al.4 in the
dissociation-limit region exceeds a rough extrapolation of the
Herzberg I a(v,,¡), within experimental uncertainty, by an
amount consistent with the measured Herzberg I cross-
section branching ratio ol 86Vo, demonstrating the the mutual
compatibility of our chosen experimental data sets for the
discrete and continuous spectra. On the other hand, the
Herzberg-continuum cross section measured recently by
Amoruso et al.a6 is - l37o lotver than the extrapolated
Herzberg I a(vu,g, demonstrating the incompatibility be-
t',rr'een these data4ó and the best available measurements of
the discrete spectrum.36 This incompatibility has also been
commented upon by Yoshino ¿l a/.70
Because of the relatively small contributions of the
Herzberg II and III transitions to the total Herzberg con-
tinuum, it is the rÎ-dependence of the effective Herzberg I
transition moment that has the most important influence on
the intensity and shape of the continuum. If, for example, the
effective A*X transition moment is chosen to have a slope
smaller than that of our adopted moment, consistent with a
linear least-squares fit to the discrete points in Fig. 5, then
the calculated Herzberg I cross section is found to have a
maximum of only 5.69X 10-24 cm2, some lTVa smaller than
our ca'lculated maximum A* X cross section, at
50 000 cm-l (200 nm), some 2 nm longward of our calcu-
lated peak. This difference in cross section is larger than the
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section. Therefore, we have determined the final rnodel A
-X transition-moment slope by requiring that the calculated
cross section reproduce approximately the measured cross
section in Fig. 6, as foreshadowed in Sec. IV C. Small re-
maining differences in shape between the calculated and
measured Herzberg cross sections suggest that the true ,4
-X transition mornent may be increasing as R decreases
fasîer rhan linearly. The relative slope of our adopted
A *X transition monìent exceeds that calculated ab initio by
Klotz and Peyerimhofde for the principal parallel component
by a factor of -3. The explanation for this discrepancy re-
mains unclear.Tl
The room-temperature Herzberg continuum is over-
lapped by the discrete SR (B-X) transitions for v>41 720
cm-1, inhibiting direct observation of the maximum in the
continuum cross section. Therefore, we have considered only
the long-wavelength continuum measurements14 in con-
structing our absorption model.72 Effective cross sections re-
lated to the room-temperature oscillator-strength densities
due to the (u',0) and (u',1) SR bands, shown in Fig.6
(solid triangles), emphasize the rapid onset of the stronger
SR absorption. These cross sections were determined using
E;q. (23) with the meast¡red SR oscillator strengths of Lewis
et til.73 anrJ Cheung et al.,1a and the band wavenumbers of
Yoshino er ril.]s and Cheung et a\.,71 wifh extrapolation
where necessary. Coquart et u1..16 have measured 02 photo-
absorption cross sections for T-219 K in the range 196.4-
205 nrn, correcting fbr the effects ofSR-band predissociation
line wings in obtaining estimates for the Herzberg continuum
intensity. Their results imply a cross-section maximum of
8.1-8.2X l0-2'r cm2 in the range 198-199 nm. While this
cross section is significantly larger than our calculated value,
the position of the maximum is in good agreement. Other
Herzberg photoabsorption models44'76'77 predict cross-section
maxima to occur in the range 196-205 nm.
E. Transition character
Having constructed a Herzberg photoabsorption model
consistent with the best available experimental information,
we are now in a position to consider the predictìons of that
model regarding the nature of the Herzberg continuum. As
we have shown in Sec. IV C, the only significant source of
parallel character is the Herzberg I transition. Under this cir-
cumstance, the relative perpendicular character of the total
Herzberg photoabsorption is given by
rl,:rj*ro"+(I-r'rx), Q4)
where rj, : M'rt titl', + tøl,l is the perpendicular branching
ratio of the Herzberg I transition and r¡¡:o¡¡lo,,,, is the
Herzberg I cross-section branching ratio.
ln Fig. 7, we show, plotted as a function of the A-X
R-centroid, values of rj" (open circles) obtained using Eq.
(9) with "/:0 and the A+X transition moments of England
et cLI.,stt obtained from the (4,0)-(10,0) band osciìlator-
strength measurements of Yoshino et a!.16 It can be seen in
Fig. 7 that there is a tendency for r1r" to increase as R de-






FIG 7 Low-temperature branching râtios for the Herzberg s),stems Open
c¡rctes: discrete perpendiculrr branching ratios rj¡ for the A-X (4,0)-
(10,0) bands, deternined fronì the trrns¡tion moments ofRef 50 Solid line:
îdopted perpendiculrr brrnching ratio for the A +X systenr Open squares:
discrete A*X cross-sect¡on branching ratios r¡¡ detemrin¿d front experi-
mentfll (roonì-tempertrture) Herzberg I, II înd lll oscillator slrengths (Refs
35 and 50) Dashed line: calculated A-X cross-section bronching rrlio for
lhe continuum Long-dashed line: calcuìated peçendicular branch¡ng rfltios
r{,, for the total Herzberg continuum Solid circles: experimental perpen-
dicular branching r¡tios for the total Herzberg continuum, determ¡ned fronì
the cunent photodissociation angu¡xr-distr¡bution nìeasurerÌents Solid
squares: A*X cross-section brflnching rrtios for the continuum, infèred
fÌom the current experinental perpendicular branching ratios and our
adopted pcrpendicular branching ratio l'or the A *X systenì
continuum has been obtained by extrapolation towards
shorter R. A weighted least-squares fit to the discrete points
yields the result:
,-lx(R):1.159-0.593 A, (2s)
shown as a solid line in Fig. 7.
Also shown in Fig. 7 are values of the Herzberg I cross-
section branching ratio rAX, plotted as a function of the A
*X R-centroid. The discrete points (open squares) were de-
termined using the experimental oscillator-strength densities,
dcscribed in Sec. IV D, for two regions where there were
near coincidences of Herzberg l, Il and III transitions. The
results, 0.84:10.06 near 40140 cm r, and 0.83+0.06 near
40 070 cm' l, are consistent with the estimate due to Huestis
eî a1.15 of 0.86. Our rnodel value for the Herzberg I cross-
scction branching ratio (dashed line) was determined follow-
ing calculation of the Herzberg I, ll and III continuum cross
sections, using Eq. (22) with "/:0 and rotationless forms of
the effèctive transition moments described in Sec. IV C. The
model r¡¡, as required, is consistent with values in the dis-
crete spectrum?8 and rises slowly as R decreases. Finally,
values of rl, for the Herzberg continuum have been deter-
mined using our adopted values of rj, and r¡x inF;q. (24),
and are shown as a long-dashed line in Fig. 7.
V. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
A. Fine-structure-averaged angular distributions
The photofragment angular distributions measured in
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and parallel châracter of the total Herzberg continuum to be
established independently. It is, therefore, of great interest to
compare values of rfl, obtained from these angular distribu-
tions with the low-temperature model predictions.
Using the fine-structure-specific angular-distribution pa-
rameters measured at 226 nm (Table I), and weighting ac-
cording to the corresponding dissociation branching ratios, a
fine-structure-averaged P : 0.612!0.065 is obtained, imply-
ing that the dissociation has 54Vo parallel character (B:2)
and, 46Vo perpendicular character (P: - l), i.e. rfl,:9.463
+0.022. The corresponding model value is 0.457, in excel-
lent agreement. Since we were unable to determine the dis-
sociation branching ratios at 204 nm, we have estimated the
fine-structure-averaged B at this wavelength by assuming
that the fine-structure branching is statistical, justifying this
assumption by noting that the recoil kinetic energy is 34X
the spin-orbit spìitting. This is not necessarily a good crite-
rion for the suddenness of the dissociation. Huang eral.ll
mention a case where the recoil energy is 28 times the spin-
orbit splitting, while the dissociation takes place nearly fully
adiabatically. What mâtters is the characteristic recoil time,
which must be short compared with the electronic precession
time. In general, this is the case when the recoil energy is
large compared with the spin-orbit splitting. From the esti-
mated 6ne-structure-averaged P:0 699+ 0.077, it follows
that rf,:0.434+0.026 a¡ 204 nm, in reasonable agreement
with our model value of 0.463. At 236 nm, we were only
able to measure the O(lPl) angular distribution, from whìch
no conclusion can be drawn. Our experimental rfl, (solid
circles) are shown in Fig. 7, compared with the model val-
ues, plotted at their respective A+X R-centroid values of
1.259 
^ 
(226 nm) and |.223 Å (zo+ nm). Tonokwa et aL.t6
have measured the anisotropy parameter for photodissocia-
tion of 02 at 226 nm, together with corresponding fine-
structure dissociation branching ratios. Their branching ra-
tios (lP0:rPl:3Pr:1.6'r.t'n.6) are in good agreement with
ours, but their anisotropy parameter, Æ: 1.6+0.4, differs
considerably. Such a high value would imply that the
Herzberg continuum has only - l3Vo perpendicular charac-
ter, well below the known perpendicular branching ratio for
the Herzberg I transition alone (Fig. 7). At present, we see no
reason to doubt the transition character determined from de-
tailed high-resolution optical rotational line-strength mea-
srrrements in the discrete A*X spectrum. Furthermore, we
note that the anisotropy parameter obtained by Tonokura
et eil.t6 was a result of a fitting process to Doppler profiles of
photofragments. However, these profiles did not take into
account any two-photon contributions, which should yield a
broadband background. Our measurements clearly show this
strong contribution, and for a reliable determination of the
anisotropy parameter this contribution should not be ne-
glected.
It is clear from Fig. 7 that the experimental rf, are in
reasonable agreement with our adopted rj*, implying that
the Herzberg continuum is dominated by the Herzberg I tran-
sition. Herzberg I cross-section branching ratios r4¡ of
0.91+0.07 (226 nm) and 1.00+0.10 (204 nm), inferred us-
ing Eq. (24) with the experimental rfi, and the model rf*,
are shown in Fig. 7 (solid squares). \¡/ithin the estimated
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uncertainty, which takes into account both the experimental
uncertainty and the uncertainty involved in the model rj"
extrapolation, the "experimental" r¡y are seen to be in good
agreement with the model predictions.
B. Fine-structure-resolved angular distrlbutlons
Thus far, we have looked at fine-structure-averaged B
parameters at- 226 ¡m and 204 nm to obtain information on
the nature of the optical transition, ignoring the fact that each
of the O(3Pe, 3Pr, and 3P2) photofragments has a different
angular distribution, a surpr.ising observation in itself. In this
section, we focus on the indívidual angular distributions of
the three fine-structure states. It is difficult to perform accu-
rate calculations on these fine-structure-specific angular dis-
tributions without an intimate knowledge of the angular-
momentum couplings of the electronic states participating in
the transition, and the small- and large-R interactions with
other states. Therefore, we restrict our considerations to the
approximate cases defined by a case (a) description of the
molecular states and adiabatic and sudden-recoil limits for
the molecular dissociation dynamics. The approximations
used make us very cautious in the drawing of conclusions.
However, some qualitative features, such as the fine-
structure dependence of the B-parameter in the case of a
statistical dissociation, are of interest.
1. Adiabatic limit
From the adiabatic correlation diagram for O(3P)
+O(3P),ll it can be seen that all three Herzberg states cor-
relate with O(lP2)+O(3P2). However, in our experiment
we observe the formation of 3P1 and rPs fragments at 226
and 204 nm, and 3P, fragments at 236 nm. The presence of
these fragments is inconsistent with adiabatic dissociation
behavior.
It is easy to predict the angular distribution of the 3P,
fragments measured aa 226 
^nd 
204 nm in the case of adia-
batic dissociation. Because only one type of fragment is
formed in the adiabatic limit, the angular distribution reflects
directly the mixed parallel-perpendicular character of the to-
tal Herzberg photoabsorption. Using the model of Sec. IV E
to describe the relative perpendicular character of the
Herzberg system, we find for the adiabatic anisotropy param-
eter:
þ¡:z:r1,,þr+(l-r["r¡Btt:2-3,'1,, Q6)
where Br: - I and þ :2. Frcm Sec. V A, the model rfl,
:0.457 ar 226 nm and 0.463 at 204 nm. Thus, Eq. (26) gives
ß¡:z:0.629 and 0.611, respectively, at these two wave-
lengths. From Table I, the measured B¡:2 at 226 nm is
0.ó4+ 0.08, in good agreement with the calculated adiabatic
value. This agreement for O(3Pr) reflects the fact that this is
the dominant fragmentation product, which contains the av-
erage information on the character of the dissociation. In this
sense, the pparameter for a dominant dissociation product
provides a less sensitive indicator of the dissociation adiaba-
ticity than do the dissociation branching ratios. Our experi-
mental results show that the minority channels may have
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TABLE lt Fine-structure branching rrtios of O('P;), l:0,1,2, cnlculated
in the suddcn-recoil approximation, tbllowing excitrtion of O) jnto the






















very diflerent anisotropy parâmeters. The fact that the mea-
sured p-parameter for O(rPr) ar 204 nm (0.87rt0.10) dif-
fers significantly from the adiabatic value suggests that the
distribution over the fine-structure levels at this wavelength
may not be as dominated by the j:2 fragments.
2. Sudden-recoil limit
The other extreme is the prompt dissociation process,
described in the sudden-recoil limit. It is commonplace for a
prompt dissociation to result in a statistical, or nearly statis-
tical distribution over fine-structure states. The distribution
can deviate from statistical when the optical excitations to
the diff'erent molecular fine-structure states are of different
strengths. Another exception occurs when it is not possible
[o conserve O in the clissociation process.s This is, for ex-
ample, the case for the l1 ' 34,,(l):3 ) state that cannot con-
nect to lP0 in any combination of O(rP,,)+O(rP¡). As has
been shown by Singer et a1.,8 the sudden-recoiì cise can be
treated by writing the molecular wave function as a linear
combination of atomic eigenstates, the suddenness of the dis-
sociation "lreezing" the angular part of the wavefunction.
The squared coefficients in this expansion determine the
branching over tlìe different atomic fine-structure states. In
Table II, derived from Table IV of Ref. I 2, we collect these
branching ratios for the A state. The coelficients 7r and q in
Table II refer to so-called eigenvector coefficients (X"L,,l;\),
factors that are used in the expansion of the orbital part of the
molecular eigenstate l^):10) into the orbital part of the
aromic eigensrares l/,¡ - I .À..,) and lt,,: t ,Lr): 2 : (0010) and
,t - (! l+ I l0). Calculation of these factors is not a straight-
forward process ând we will use thern as adjustable param-
eters, under the one restriction that the sum of eacìr row in
Table ll is unity. Thrs reflects that for f):0, l, and - l, the
dissociation probability is unity (l2p+24q=l¡.
From an orientational point of view, two classes of mol-
ecules are fbrmed following excitation of 02 in the Herzberg
continuum. On the one hand, molecules excited by perpen-
dicular transitions into the electronic states c l>;, A' 3L,,,
an<l ,4 31,1,,,- dissociate with an anisotropy parameter P
: PL. On the other hand, molecules are excited into the
/ tl,l., states through transitions of mixed paraÌìel and
perpendicular character: we will label the correspondìng an-
isotropy pararneter B;) . fne dissociation process influences
the reÌative contributions of these two classes of molecules to
specific atomic fine-structure states. Thus, in general, the
O(3P0, 3Pr, and lPr) photofragments may have different
angular distributions. These fine-structure-specific angular
distributions. as well as the fìne-structurc dissocirìtion
(1-rAX)
FtG 8 Schcmatic diagrams used for the crlculct¡on oi fine-structure-
resolved angular distributions of O(rPl) atoms rcsulting tÌom photodisso-
ciîtion of O, in the Herzberg continuun Indicated xre the three Herzberg
states,4, A', and c Transitions fron the O' ground state to the A(l)
=0 ), A', flìdc strtes areperpendicular(p= l), while the trrnsition to
the A(f):1 I ) stîte is of mixcd paralleì-perpendicuìrr charrcter In prnels
(a), (b), rnd (c), tlle sudden-rccoil linrit is depicted where rPr [pnnel (a¡],
rP, 
fprnel (b)], and 
rP,, 
[panel (c)] atonìs îre foilned For clrrity, (a), (b),
rnd (c) have not been ¡ncorporrted ¡nto one schenre The synrbols rre clari-
ficd in thc tcxt
branching ralios, can be used, rn principle, to obtain infor-
mation on the correlation between molecular and atomic
fìne-structure levels, helping to elucidate the (a)diabaticity of
the dissociation process.
ln Figs. 8(a)-8(c), we depict schematically the branch-
ing for the sudclen-recoil dissociation forming rP2, 3P¡ , and
3Pu atornic fragments. The f)-states of the molecule are
shown only fbr the A state, because for this state different
O-states ¿ìre associated with different B parameters. The
cross-section branching ratios for the A(O:0 ) and
A(O-+l) states have been labelled r!* ancl ro-rf, t..p..-
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and c-state dissociations result in a statistical fine-structure distribution. Using the notation adopted in Figs. 8(a)-8(c), we find:
, o*rf;rç4q¡ B' + r o*rjlQp + zq) þi)+ [(t - r ¡Ð þ'
þ¡:n:
, o rrf;r1+q¡ +, o*r'o)çzp + z q) +, (t -, ox)
, o*rl*1ø p + efl Br + r ¡yr¡)Qp + 9 q) B¡) + t (t -, oÐ þ'




In order to calculate these sudden-recoil anisotropy parameters, it is convenient to express r!* and ,ilBi) in terms of
,!r, for which a model has been constructed in Sec. lV E. Using Table I of Ref. 61, it is possible to deduce sum rules for
transitions into the A(O:0 ) and A(O: + l) states. Under the approximation that rotational terms contributing to the
transition moment may be neglected at the low beam temperature appropriate to this work, and neglecting M compared with
ZandY, itfollows rharrt)r:ZV2t(22+4Y2¡:l-rì). Fromthisrelation,Eq.(9)andthedefinitionof ri"inSec. IVE,it
follows tt'rot r!*- iri*: | - rjl . U.ing alternative expressions for the average p parameter for the A -X transition, we can
wt;te roorB'+rflB'^):r)*ß'+(t-rfr¡ptt:z-3,'ì*. Thus, rflBfl: Q-lrìÐ. Accordingty, Eqs. (2i)-(zg) become:




lro*rf,r|+q¡+ r¡x(t - irj*¡çzp + zq¡+ |(t -ro")
I r o*rj 116 p + 6 q) + r ¡y(2 - | rj*¡ 1t p + o q) - å ( 1 -'¡x)
and
!rorrjrç6p+ 6q)+ r¡x(t - irj)(zp +sù+ I(t -, ox)'
" _- 
lr¡xrix(6p r l4q)+r¡x(2-'rrl;xl]p + l3q)- i(l -ro")
'i-' +ror,')rttp+t4q)+ror(t- !rf,r¡1lp+ l3q)+;( I -rox)
Model values for both r'4¡ and rj* cun be obtained from
Fig. 7 for the different wavelengths of interest. We have used
a least-squares procedure, varying the parameters p 
^nd 
q, to
optimize our calculated p-parameters with respect to the
measured values. Best agreement was obtained with p
:0.009 and q:0.037. We have listed the calculated p-
parameters in Table III. Comparing these values with the
measured values in Table I, we can draw the following con-
clusions. At 236 nm, the dissociation is not of the sudden-
recoil type, since the calculated ß¡:t:0.70 is well outside
the error bar of the measured value of 0.31+0.15. In addi-
Iion, ar 204 nm the dissociation is still not sudden: although
the calculated É;:o value falls within the error bar of the
measured value, the measured and calculated ß¡:¡ and ß¡:z
values are in disagreement. One would expect more parallel
character in the observed 3P¡ angular distribution and more
perpendicular character for 3Pt, in the case of a sudden-
recoil dissociation. Hence it is likely that, also in the inter-
mediate regime at 226 nm, the dissociation will not be in the
sudden-recoil limit. Therefore, the relatively good agreement
between the calculated and measured anisotropy parameters
(3 1)
at this wavelength must be considered as fortuitous. This
conclusion also follows, of course, from the nonstatistical
fine-structure distribution observed at this wavelength.
We have also calculated the dissociation branching ra-
tios over the fine-structure states, using the denominators of
Eqs. (30)-(32). Normalizing the distribution on the j:0 in-
tensity, we find the values collected in Table lV, which are
not completely statistical. As remarked previously, sudden-
recoil distributions can deviate from a perfect statistical dis-
tribution. However, these small calculated deviations cannot
TABLE ItL An¡sotropy ptr¡meters, calculrted in the sudden-reco¡l approxi-
mation, châracferiz¡ng the angulâr distribut¡on of O(rPl), j:0,1,2, photo-
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TABLE Mranching rfltios, ca¡culated in the sudden-recoil approxinro-





The value of rl, is crucial, because this quantity can be
related to our photofragment ânglìlar-distribution measure-
ments, providing an independent check on the quality of the
Herzberg photoabsorption model. Comparing the model rf,
with two values obtâined from our angular-distribution mea-
surements, we found excellent agreement at 226 nm, and
reasonable agreernent at 204 nrn. The slight discrepancy at
204 nm does not bring the photoabsorption model into dis-
pute since we were unable to rìleasure the brancbing over tlìe
fìne-structure states of the atomic fragments at that wave-
length and assumed the branching to be statistical, to get a
better model. Thus, these two measurements add to the cred-
ibility of the model developed to explain the oscillator
strength of the Herzberg continuum, but it is clear that more
accurate angular-distribution measurements would allow the
development of a significantly improved rnodel.
Finally, we have attempted to understand the implica-
tions of our fine-stnrcture-resolved angular distributions. Us-
ing our knowledge of the character the Herzberg transitions,
and making various approximations and assumptions on the
(a)diabaticity of the dissociation process, we have found that
neitlrer a fully adiabatic, nor a sudden-dissociation process
could explain our observations at 204 and 226 nrn. Appar-
ently, the diabatic couplings at short Â and the nonadiabatic
coupling between the adiabatic potential-energy curves at
large R play essential roles in the dissociation process, inhib-
iting both fully adiabatic and fully diabatic behavior. The
measured anisotropy parameters will serve as a stringent test
for any theoretical calculations that rnight be performed on
the 02 potential-energy curves and couplings in this region.
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explain tlre large deviation from a statìstical dlstnbution
measured at226 nm.
The approximate limiting calculations performed above
suggest that the dissociation process is neither sudden nor
fully adiabatic at the three wavelengths under considerrtion.
Not being in one of the limiting cases, we need accurate
knowledge of the couplings between different electronic
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involved in the t'ormation of j<2 atoms. The ungerade elec-
tronic states producing O(rP,,) are the 5fI,, and 2 3l,f states,
while O(3P,) can be formed by interaction with l'r'5f1,,,
5I,, and 2 31,| states. Theoretical câlculâtions of the cou-
pling strengths between the Herzberg states and these states
are outside the scope of this paper.
vt. coNcLUstoNs
Velocity-map imaging has been used to measure
O(3Pj), j:0, I, and 2 atorn anguìâr distributions arising
from the photodissociation of molecular oxygen at several
wavelengths across the Herzberg continuurn. The high irnrge
quâlity afforded by the method has allowed the determina-
tion of anisotropy parameters, even for such extremely weak
transitions as those involved in the Herzberg systems. Previ-
ous attempts to obtarn this information using Doppler-prolìle
measurementsl6 were possibly obstructed by strong signals
arising from two-photon absorption, which have been ob-
served clearly in this study.
We have described how photofragment angular distribu-
tions are related to the composition of the electronic transi-
tion moment between the ground state and the Herzberg con-
tinuum of molecular oxygen. The different components
contributing to the oscillator strength of the Herzberg con-
tinuum can be established by extrapolation of parameters
measured for the three Herzberg band systems. To this aim, a
review of the current state of knowledge of these transitions
has been given. This procedure has allowed for an indepen-
dent determination of the relative Herzberg I cross section
contribution (roy) to the total Herzberg continuum. The
Herzberg I contribution is clearly dominant, rising from 867o
at 242 nm to 94Vo at 198 nm. These numbers exceed the
values impìied by ab initio calculations.ae Using the same
parameters as in the cross-section calculations, the mixed
parallel-perpendicular nature of the Herzberg I continuum
(rj*) and the total Herzberg continuum (rl,; have been cle-
termined.
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Abstract. The photoabsorption cross section of Oz in the
Schumann-Runge bands is investigated theoretically using
the coupled-channel Schrödinger-eqnatious method. It is
forud that quantum interference between vibrational bands
leads to significant asynmetry in the far line wings, a re-
sult supported by experimental evidence. Thns, Schumann-
Runge cross sectiols calculated with the usual band models
based on Voigt line shapes may be in error in regions of weak
absorption between vibrational band heads, suggesting the
need to reevaluate aspects of atmospheric photochemistry
sensitive to those regions.
Introduction
The Schurnann-Runge (SR) bands of C2, B3>); <-
X3D; (1750-2050 Ä.), play important direct and indirect
roles in the photochemistry of the terrestrial atmosphere
Photodissociation in the SR bands provides a major source
of odd oxygen in the stratosphere and the dominant source
in the mesosphere In addition, photoabsorption by Oz in
the SR bands controls the depth of penetration of solar vac-
unm ultraviolet (VUV) radiation into the atmosphere and,
consequently, regulates the photodissociation rates of other
specres.
CompÌex stmctì-rre in the SR-band spectrum ¡esults in
the absorption of solar VIIV radiation over a wide range
of altitudes. However, absolute experimental cross sections
are available for only a small range of wavelengbhs and tem-
peratures[Yosh,ino el aL., 1983, 1987; Cheung et al., 1996].
Therefore, in atmospheric applications, it is necessary to
model the required temperatnre and wavelength-dependent
SR photoabsorption cross sections. This requires knowl-
edge of the positions, strengths, widths and shapes of the
many rovibrational lines in the SR bands. Extensive exper-
imental measurements have yielded accepted values for the
SR-band line positions[Yoshino et al., 1984] and oscillator
strengths[Yosàino et a1.,7983; Lewis eú ol., 1986a]. Resid-
ual disagreemerrts[Lewis et a1.,1994] in predissociation line
widths[.Leøïs et aI., 7986b; Cheung et al., f990] are cur-
rently under investigation (P. NI. Dooley et al., manuscript
in preparation, 1998).
The nsual basis for treating atmospheric problems involv-
ing the SR bands is the lineby-line model, whereby a syn
Copyright 1998 by the Americau Geophysiæl Union.
Paper nunber 98GL51783
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thetic spectrum is built up by summing contributions from
individual rovibrational lines which are represented by Voigt
profiles (convolutions of Lorentzian predissociation and Gaus-
sian Doppler components). Underlying continna, dne to
the Herzberg transitions at long wavelengths and the SR
transition at short wavelengths, must also be taken into
account. For computational economy, before application
to atmospheric problems, the high-resolution, temperature-
dependent line-by-line cross sections are gelerally reduced
to effective cross sections and transmittances for a few, rel-
atively wide spectral intervals. Many snch treatments, each
based on the best experimental data available, have helped
to develop an nnderstanding of the photochemical implica-
tions of VIIV absorption in the SR bands[Fang et aL., 1974
B I a k e, 797 9 ; A ll e n an d, Fr ed. erick, 19 82 ; M ur t a g h, 1 9 88 ; l{ico-
Let and, Kennes,1989).
In order to study photochemical processes which occur
primarily over restricted wavelength ranges, however, it is
necessary to retain the use of high-resolution cross sections.
Recently, a polynomial representation of an improved SR
lin+by-line model has been developed which is well suited
for atmospheric transmission calculations at high spectral
resolution[Minschwaner et al., 1992] and has bæn nsed in
the calculation of NO photodissociation in the middle and
npp er atmosph erclM t ns c hu an er and S is kin d, 19931.
In this letter, we question one of the implicit âssump-
tions of the line-by-line models, namely that the Voigt
(Lorentzian) line shape provides a vaÌid estimate of the
cross section in the far line'wing. Using a conpled-channel
Schrödinger equations (CSE) technique to calculate SR-
band cross sections, we show that quantum interferences
between vibrational bands result in significant far-wing line-
shape asynrmetries and discnss the consequences fo¡ atmo-
spheric models.
Theoretical method
Photolysis in the SR bands occurs through predissoci-
ation of the B 3t; state, mediated by spin-orbit interac-
tions between the B state and four repulsive states, 11II.,
13fI., 1sII,, and 23E[, and an additional ¡otational in-
teraction with the 13fI, state[Jzlienne and Krauss, ).975;
Jultenne,1976l. ln the usual theoretical treatment, p¡e-
dissociation line widths are calculated as the sums of par-
tial widths for each interaction, oì¡tained using the Fermi-
Wentzeì Golden Rule, and line shifts caused by the discrete-
continuum perturbations are given by the sums of principal-
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Figure 1. Nlodel potential-energy cu¡vcs for states in-
volved in the B 3D;-state preclissociation The energy scale
is referred to the minirnum ûr the grorurd-state X tD; po-
tential
perturbative approach is the assurnption of a Lorentzian pre-
dissociation line-shape component While this assnntption is
valid near the line centres, the isolated-resonance Lorentzian
ìine sbape cannot be expected to describe the SR cross sec-
liotr accrtrately in the far wings
'We overcome tliis fundamental flaw of the line-by-lile
tnodels by employing the CSE netliod, il which tl:re tech-
niques of scattering theory[,/v/ies, 1980] are adapted to the
calculation of rnolecular photodissociation cross sections
for coupled states{?orop et al , 19871 In this method,
Schrödinger equatiols for the motion of the mrclei il the
variorts poteutial cttrves are coupled by ternrs represelting
tr¿rnsitions between tìre potentials 'Ihe potential cnrves,
coupling stretrgths and photoaìtsorption amplitudes nsed are
oìrtaitied by analysis of accnrate, high-resolntion Ììeasrlre-
melts Use of the quantnrn-mechanical CSE method en-
aìrles the SR ctoss section to be calcnìated accurately at
all wavelengths without any assumptions regarding individ-
rtal line shapes Effectively, the rovibrational lineby-line
urethod is replaced by a rotation-by-rotation method, since
the fulclamental nnit, or' "linc shape", ìn the CSE calcu-
lations is a rotational-branch cross section which irnplic-
iúlg coltails all vil;ratiolal informatiorr In adclition, since
the CSE model is derived from a physical picture of the
molecular transitiou, rather thal a n¿therratical pararne-
terization, all of tlie detailed effects, such as the rotation,
vibration, and file.stmcture dependence of the predissoci-
ation linewidths, the rotation depeldence of the effective
band oscillator strengths, ancl the undeL'lying SR contin-
uum due to aìrsorption from rovibrationally-excited X-state
levelsIGióson eú al., 1991], are ilcluded irnplicitly. Self-
consistent isotopic cross sections may be obtainecl sirnply
by changing the molecular rednced rnass in the calcuÌations
'We 
r¡se a djabatic CSE formLrlation which has been ap-
plied prevìously to a description of rovibrolic photodissoci-
ation itr O2[Lewis et al., 1995], together with a set of molec-
ular pararreters for the SR transition. Briefly, we use the
X- and B-state Rydberg-Klein-Rees potential-energy curves
and B <- X eìectronic transitìon nrornelìt of Lewzs et al.
[1986a], and adopt the SR predissociation model of Lewis
et al [1986b] which assunres exponential potentials tol tLe
repulsive states and couplings which ignore the rotational in-
teraction with the 1 3fI. state Our model potential-elergy
curves for the fìve coupled upper states are shown in Fig 1.
Rotatiolial interactions between the B3D;-state snìr-levels
are taken into account explicitly, giving an accurate descrip-
tion of the tralsition fine structure, bnt finest¡ucture inter-
actions within the repulsive states are ignored. TÌle full SR
cross section for a given temperature is built up from sep-
arate CSE calculatiols for indjvidual rotational branches,
followed by a properly weighied sumnation, taking into ac-
count the rotational line-strength and Boltzmann factors
Results and discussion
Iri Fig. 2, our calculated rolationless CSE cross section
for the SR band systern is conpared with an equivalent
Loretttzi¿rn line-by-lile calculatìon. For clarity, rotatiol¿rl
and fine structure have l¡eel suppressed and tlie oscilla-
tor stlength for each vibrational transition has been col-
lapsed into a single line at the band origin The line-by-line
cross section has been constmcted to yield lines of iden-
tìcal strength ancl wirlth to the CSE caìculatjons There
ale signilìcant diflerences in cross section between the two
calculations in many of the absor¡;tiorr winclows betweerr vi-
ìrrational bands. Tìrese differences arise because, unlike the
lineby-line method, the CSE nrethod includes the effects of
quantLrnl interference ì¡etween viìrrational resolances Two
regions are of particuìar irterest First, the lineìry-ììne
nethod grossly overestimates the SR cross section iu the
region À > 1925 Å, due to the unp\sical predominance
of the Lorentzian wing of the strongly ¡rredissociated (4,0)
band. Seconcl, the quanturr interference in the CSE SR-
window regions changes clranratically fronr destnrctive for
u' - 7O-I2, to constructive for u' : 72 14 Between the
(13,0) ancl (14,0) bands, which have ihe lowesL predissoci-
ation u,idtlls iu the SR system. the CSE SR-u.indou. cross
section reaclres its marimum value, exceeding the line-ìry-
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Figure 2. Conrparison between rotationless SR-band closs
sectiols calculated using the CSE ald Lorentzian line-by-
lile methods, emphasizing signiÊcant differences occnrring
for some closs-section lninima Peaks are labelled with the
vibrational quantum nurnber of the B 3D;-state
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CSE peaks are moderately well described by Lorentzians,
but are described more accnrately by Fano profiles[Fano,
1961]. For example, in the case of the (4,0) band, oneof the
most asymmetric resonances with a width of 3 5 cm-1, the
CSE-Lorentzian difference reaches 1% at t4 cm-r from the
line centre, while the difference from a Fano profile with a
q-parameter of 452 reaches 77o at *32 cm-l
In Fig 3, we compare the measured 79 K (12,0) SR-band
cross section of Yoshino et al. ll987l with a full CSE cal-
cnlation aud a rudimentary Lorentzian lineby-line model
which includes the effects of all wings from (11,0) (13,0)
lines. While both calculations provide a good description of
the (12,0) line peaks, the CSE cross section is in much better
agreement with the measurements in the regions of weak ab-
sorption (55560-55640 cm-1, and >55800 cm-r, but note
that the experimental c¡oss section includes isotopic lines
in the former region which are not included in the calcu-
lations) Both the experimental and CSE (12,0) cross sec-
tions exhibit a pronounced asymmetry compared with the
Lorentzian nodel, with a stronger blue band wing and a
weaker red wing. Despite the noisy data and the clear næd
for further measu¡ements concentrating on the SR windows,
this result confirms the interference effects predicted by the
CSE model.
Further evidence for the validity of the CSE-model pre-
dictions may be found by considering the characteristics of
the contimrum underlying the SR bands Differences be.
tween experimentai and SR band-model cross sections, have,
in the past, been used to determine the underlying contin-
num. The hazards of using a Lorentzian line-by-line SR
model in this procedure are illust¡ated with two examples.
First, the 80 K underlying continuum of Lewis eú al. [1985],
deduced using a Lorentzian model, exhibits oscillatory struc-
tnre, with very srnall, or negative, values of the continuun
cross section in four SR windows (1800, fS12, 1858, 1892 Å.).
An inspection ofFig. 2 reveals that these wavelengths corre-
spond to the fonr windows (A-D) where the CSE cross sec-





Figure 4. Experimental cross sections for the Herzberg
continnum. Below 2030 Ä, the measurements of Yoshino et
al. [1992] have been SR Lorentzian-wing corrected (open
circles). The CSE-wing correction yields more reaìistic est!
mates of the Herzberg continuum underlying the SR bands
(filled circles)
this observation provides support for the CSE predictions
and suggests that the oscillations in the underlying contin-
uum âre artifacts. Second, In Fig. 4, we show the experi-
mental Herzberg continuum of Yoshino ef al. [1992] While
the cross section for À > 2030 Ä, is not subject to signifi-
cant contamination by the SR bands, the results for shorter
wavelengbhs, obtained by correction for SR line wings us-
ing a Lorentzian model, indicate anomalous behaviour, the
imputed Herzberg cross section turning down and reaching
zero near 192O 4.. Yoshino et at. 11992) interpret this result
as indicating interference on the inner limb of the potential
curve for the A 3 XT state, but more recent evidence does not
srlpport this conclusionlBui.jsse et aL., 1998) On the other
hand, if a CSE SR-wing correction is applied to the measure-
ments, the deduced Herzberg contimrr¡m is rnore consistent
with the expected bell shape, the rapid turn-down disap-
pearlnS.
The CSE resnlts will be of most significance to those
atmospheric problems sensitive to the deeper penetratiolÌ
of solar VUV radiation in the SR-window regions, partic-
ularly where the windows coincide with regions of higher
solar intensity, e.g. for longer SR-band wavelengths or for
particular soÌar emission lines. In addition, the differences
from the line-by-line results will be greatest at low tempera-
tures where the window cross sections are more sensitive to
the far wings of the strong band heads, including interfer-
ence effects, rather than the near wings of local rotational
lines. There may be some impact, for example, on calcu-
lations of the NO photodissociation profiìe. Many of the
strongest lines of the NO ð(1, 0) band lie in the window be-
tween the (9,0) and (10,0) SR bands where the basal c¡oss
section is determined largely by the blue wing of the (9,0)
band head[Minschuaner and, Siskind, 1993] The rotation-
less CSE cross section (Fig 2) is significantly higher than
the Lorentzian cross section in this region, suggesting that a
reevaluation of the NO photodissociation profile due to the
á(1,0) band may be war¡anted.
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Figure 3. Compa.rison between a measured 79 K cross
section for the (12,0) SR band and calculations using the
CSE and Lo¡entzian line-by-line methods. The CSE calcu-
lations, with â, stronger blue wing and a weaker red wing,
are in better agreement with the measurements.
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o Yoshino et ul ,1992 (Lorentzian wing-correcled)













In conclusiolr, we have demonstrated the rcality of quan-
tum-interference effects il the SR bands. The full signif-
icance of our ¡esults to rnodels of the atmospheric photo-
chemistry requires further investigation.
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Results are presented of a comparative study in which three distinct high-resolution experimental
techniques (vacuum-ultraviolet laser spectroscopy, laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy and
v¿cuum-ultraviolet Fourier-transform spectroscopy) were used to study predissociation in the
Schumann-Runge bands of C'2B tI;ir'¡*X 3:;{u") with u':13 and 14. our measuremenrs
are the first to be performed at high resolution for these levels and represent a significant advance
on previous knowledge, characterizing completely the fine-structure and rotation dependencies of
the A 3>;(u: l3 and 14)-state predissociation for the first time. The measured fine-structure-
specific linewidths will result in significant improvements in the parameterization of models
describing predissociation of the B-state and will have an impact on the development of realistic
photochemical models of the terrestrial atmosphere. Good agreement was found between linewidths
measured using vacuum-ultraviolet laser spectroscopy and laser-induced fluo¡escence spectroscopy,
but unexpected difficulties arose in determining quantitative linewidths using vacuum-ultraviolet
Fourìer-transform spectroscopy. For each experimental technique, the instrumental resolution had to
be carefully controlled and monitored in order to ensure reliable interpretation of the measured
spectra. a 1998 American Institute of Physics. [s0021-9606(98)00734-X]
I.INTRODUCTION
Photodissociation in the Schumann-Runge (SR) band
sysrem of molecular oxygen, n 32; *X 32; {tlS-ZOS
nm), is a major source of odd oxygen in the stratosphere and
the dominant one in the mesosphere. In addition, photoab-
sorption in the SR bands controls the depth of penetration of
solar vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) radiation into the atmo-
sphere. Thus, due to their important role in terrestriaì atmo-
spheric photochemistry, the SR bands have been the subject
of considerable study. The B state is predissociated by a
number of repulsive states correlating with two ground-state
oxygen atomsl'2 and an accurate knowledge of the vibration,
rotation and fine-structure dependence of the corresponding
predissociation linewidths is essential,3 both for the construc-
tion of realistic photochemical models,a and for the accurate
pârameterizâtion of the predissociation mechanisms.l'2
Although there have been many attempts to measure pre-
dissociation linewidths in the (u',0) SR bands, there remain
significant disagreements between linewidths obtained in dif-
ferent laboratories.5 This contrasts with the situation for the
')Present address: Pacific Northwest National Laborîtory, Richlrnd,
wA 99352
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measured SR-band oscillator strengths6'7 for which good
agreement has been found. The most extensive measure-
ments on the vibration and rotation dependence of the pre-
dissociation linewidths are those of Lewis et aL.8 and Cheung
et aL.e The results of Lewis ef al.8 1u':1- 19) were ob-
tained from equivalent-width measurements taken using a
2.2 m VUV monochromator with an instrumental resolution
of 4.5 pm (- 1.4 cm-r) full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM), while those of Cheung et al.e (u': I - 12) were
obtained from the near-absolute photoabsorption cross-
section measurements of Yoshino et al.,7Jo'tt taken using a
6.65 m scanning spectrometer with an instrumental resolu-
tion of 1.3 pm (*0.4 cm r) FWHM. The -20o/o discrep-
ancy between these two sets of fine-structure-averaged line-
widths for u':l- 12 has been reduced recently to -\Vo by
a reanalysiss of the measurements of Yoshino et aI., using
cross sections of improved accuracyl2 and a less constrained
method of data analysis.
In order to characterize accurately the B-state predisso-
ciation, it is preferable to measure fine-structure-specific
linewidths. However, for many bands in the SR system, prin-
cipally the broader bands with u'--l-12, the P- and
,lR-branch triplets are incompletely resolved because the split-
tings of the ground- and upper-state triplet components F¡,
002 r -9606/98/1 09(1 0y3856/1 2/$1 5 00 3856 O 1998 American lnstitute of Phys¡cs
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F2, F3 are similar and the linewidths are comparable with
the fine-structure splittings. In addition, near ut:6 the P
and R branches in the (u',0) spectra overlap, further inhib-
iting the confident determination of fine-structure-specific
linewidths. A substantial improvement in the separation of
fine-structure components was achieved by Cosby et al.,t3
using absorption from higher vibrational levels of the ground
state X 3I, to access the B-state. In addition, their use of
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) to detect the absorptions
served to amplifyla l6 even small diffèrences among the pre-
dissociation rates of the B-state fine-structure levels, allow-
ing the measuremenf of fine-structure-specifìc predissocia-
tion rates for an extended range of rotational levels with
u':0,2 at high resolution (-0.06 cm-r-0.4-0.8 pm
FWHM).
For (u',0) transitions, the fine-structure separation is
sufficient for the nanower u'2 13 levels to allow the resolu-
tion of individual components with an instrument of suffi-
cient resolving power, but such measurements are rare.
Lewis ¿¡¿1.17 have deduced predissociation linewidths for
resolved F1 levels with u'-1'1 , N'-2-26 from high-
resolution (-0.15 cm r:0.5 pm FWHM) photoabsorption
spectra obtained using a coherent VUV source based on
high-order anti-Stokes stimulated Raman scattering in H2 of
pulsed dye-laser radiation. In the absence of explicit spectral
resolution, a determination of fine-structure-specific line-
wi<lths requires some form of synthetic spectral modeling.
Indeed, the analysis by Lewis et ril.s ol the cross sections
measured by Yoshino et al.t2 have enabled the determination
of somc finc-structure-spccific widths for u' :1,2, 5,1-13,
through such deconvolution procedures.
We have undertaken a collaborative study to address the
lack of high-resolution measurements ol fine-structure-
specific predissociation linewidths in the SR bands, ìn order
to characterize precisely the mechanisms for predissocietion
of the B state, and to provide accurate data for use in pho-
tochemical models of the tenestrial atmosphere. Three en-
tirely different state-of-the-art high-resolution experimental
techniques are used in diffèrent laboratories: vacuum-
ultraviolet laser spectroscopy (VUVLS) at the Australian Na-
tional University (ANU); laser-induced fluorescence spec-
troscopy (LIFS) at SRI International; and synchrotron-based
vacuum-ultraviolet Fourier-transform spectroscopy (VU-
VFTS) at the Photon Factory. ln this work, we compare criti-
cally these three experimental techniques and illustrate the
comparison with rotation- and fine-structure-specific studies
of the B tl;(r:13 and l4) levels using each technique.
These levels are among the narrowest in the SR system, pro-
viding an ideal testing ground for the high-resolution spec-
troscopies employed.
A preliminary report on the VUVLS measurementsls
and the results of a VUVLS study of perturbations in the
high-u' SR bandsle have appeared elsewhere. Details of an
improved predissociation model for the B state, resulting
from a combination of all of the new fine-structure-specific
data, will appear in a further paper.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A. Vacuum-ultraviolet laser spectroscopy
The experimental apparatus for VUVLS has been de-
scribed in detail elsewhere.le Briefly, t'r,/o-photon-resonant
clifference-frequency four-wave mixing2t)2r (2PR-DF4V/M)
of excimer-pumped dye-laser radiation in Xe was used to
generate tunable nanow-bandwidth VUV radiation from
1'77.5 nm to 180.6 nm, in order to measure high-resolution
photoabsorption cross sections for all accessible rotational
lines from the (13,0) and (14,0) SR bands.
Two dye lasers (Lamb<Ja Physik FL3002E) were
pumped by a common XeCl excimer laser (Lambda Physik
EMG20l). The output of the first dye laser, operated with the
dye Coumarin 307, was frequency doubled in a BBO I crys-
tal and the doubled output was tuned to be two-photon-
resonant with the 6p[]]2 level of Xe at 78 120 cm-r. This
beam was combined with the tunable output of the second
dye laser and both beams wcre focused into a cell containing
Xe by an off-axis lens. Tunable VUV radiation generated by
the 2PR-DF4WM process was passed through a low-
resolution monochromator which discriminated against un-
wanted wavelengths. The dyes Coumarin 4J ancJ 120 were
used in the second dye laser, allowing tunability in the range
440-459 nm, and resulting in the production of VUV radia-
tion in the range 177.5-180.6 nm. The VUV radiation leav-
ing the monochromator was divided into two beams by a
beam spìitter. The reflected beam was monitored directly,
while the transmitted beam passed through an absoçtion cell
of length 33 cm, equipped with MgF2 windows, before being
detected. Output pulses from solar-blind monitor and detec-
tor photomultipliers were processed by a boxcar averaging
system. The dynode-chain voltage of each photomultiplier
was reduced, in order to limit the peak signal current to a
value such that detector nonlinearity due to space-charge ef-
fects was < 1%. Most aspects of the experimental procedure
were computer controlled, including triggering of the exci-
mer laser, synchronous scanning of the dye laser and VUV
monochromator, gas handling, pressure measurement and
data acquisition.
All measurements were perfbrmed ât room temperature
(293 K). The phase matching for the 2PR-DF4WM process
wâs optilnized by careful bearn alignment and by adjusting
the pressure of Xe, normally in the range 70-90 Torr, to
maximize the VUV signal for the particular scan range. The
lasers were operated at a l0 Hz repetition rate and the moni-
tor and detector signals were averaged over 50 lascr shots for
each datum point. The experimental scans varied from
I cm I to l0 cm I in extent, with wave-number increments
in the range 0.015-0.03 cm-1. Scans were performed in
groups of three, with the absorption cell alternately filled
with a pressure of 02 (99.97' purity) in the range 0.5-100
Torr, then evacuated, then refilled. This scheme compensated
for drifts in photomultiplier sensitivity and the effects of
wavelength structure in the photomultiplier signals which
was nol relatecl [o 02 absorption.22 Diuirion of the detector
signal by the monitor signal, after conection for scattered
radiation, compensated for the shot-to-shot fluctuations in-
herent in the generated VUV signal. Absolute cell transmit-
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tances were obtained by dividing the full-cell ratios
(detector/monitor) by the empty-cell ratios at each wave-
length. Photoabsorption cross sections were calculated from
the absolute transmittances using the Beer-Lambert law.
Each dye laser was operated with an intracavity étalon to
minimize the VUV bandwidth. The nominal VUV wave
number was given by
V vw: V2lr- Uyis, ( | )
where v2,, was the wave number of the Xe two-photon reso-
nance and /u¡, wâS the vacuum-corrected wave number of
the tunable dye laser. The measured wave numbers of
Yoshino eî al.2r for selected sharp, unblended lines of the SR
system (accuracy -0.1 cm l¡ were used for absolute wave-
number calibration in the VUV. Linewidth uncertainties due
to uncertainties in the relative wave-number calibration of an
étalon scan are expected to be negligible.le
The spectral characteristics of the generated VUV radia-
tion are of central importance in evaluating the reliability of
linewidth measurements made with the VUVLS system,
meriting discussion in some detail. The factors determining
these spectral characteristics include: the bandwidth of the
fundamental radiation produced by the two dye-laser oscilla-
tors; the modification to the oscillator spectral output by the
two-stage pulse amplification and (in the case of the two-
photon-resonant laser) by second-harmonic generation; the
effect of the nonlinear four-wave mixing process; and, fr-
nally, modification of the nonlinear output due to the pres-
ence (under some circumstances) of intense laser fields.
The dye lasers used contain an oscillator and two ampli-
fier stages. The oscillator cavity comprises a grating in Lit-
trow configuration at one end and a dielectric mirror at the
other. A series of prisms beam-expands the radiation from
the pump region onto the grating to maximize the number of
grating rulings illuminated. A specular reflection from one of
the prisms forms the output-coupled beam, which is in turn
reflected from a different portion of the grating to disperse
any unwanted amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). The
primary frequency-selective element is a Fabry-Perot étalon
inserted into the cavity between the grating and the prisms.
The étalon has a free spectral range of I cm I and modest
finesse, yielding a bandwidth of <0.04 cm I FWHM. The
cavity length is -30 cm which gives a longitudinal cavity-
mode spacing of 0.016 cm l, thereby enabling up to three
cavity modes to be present within the étalon bandwidth. The
oscillator is normally adjusted to favor a single cavity mode
at the center of the étalon bandpass, with two much weaker
longitudinal side modes being present. In practice, a combi-
nation of mode competition and thermal and mechanical in-
stabilities results in shot-to-shot variations in the mode posi-
tions. Thus, the average spectral profile of the oscillator
output resembles a series of mode peaks whose envelope is
determined by the bandwidth of the étalon. Some gain nar-
rowing may also occur, reducing the spectral intensity in the
line wings. Such a narrow, multimode-envelope laser output
has been observed in our laboratory using a pulsed spectrum
analyzer (Burleigh PLSA3500).
The output from the oscillator is amplified twice in
single-pass amplifiers, the latter of which is usually satu-
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rated. For the measurement of photoabsorption cross sec-
tions, however, the amplifier pump beams are attenuated to
reduce the effects of ac Stark broadening in the Xe nonlinear
medium. Nevertheless, some gain narrowing and chirping of
the laser pulse is to be expected which will further modify
the laser spectral output, although the relative frequency
shifts involved are only of the order of l0 7.24 Spectral
chirping may also occur in the frequency-doubling process
as a result of the fact that the fundamental laser pulse is itself
temporally asymmetric and chirped. The distortion of the
temporal pulse shape due to the nonlinear response (propor-
tional to the square of the instantaneous spectral intensity)
thereby modifies the frequency distribution of the second
harmonic.25
A similar frequency modification can occur in the four-
wave mixing process. In particular, the two-photon-resonant
process will exhibit the same type of sensitivity to the instan-
taneous phase of the fundamental radiation as occurs in
second-harmonic generation. In addition, further modifica-
tion of the VUV bandwidth may arise from ac Stark effects
on the Xe energy levels, including broadening, shifting and
asymmetry.
Thus, due to the complications described above, the
VUV bandwidth is unlikely to be related simply to rhe fun-
damental laser bandwidths. Hepburn26 has reported a VUV
bandwidth of three times that of the input lasers (0.16 cm-l
FWHM) for four-wave mixing in Hg and Mg vapor, once the
tuning of the two-photon-resonan( laser had been optimized.
On the other hand, Yamanouchi and Tsuchiya2l reported a
VUV bandwidrh of 0.06 cm-r FVy'HM for 2PR-DF4Vr'M in
Sr vapor, not much greater thân the input bandwidths. Our
observed VUV bandwidths were intermediate between these
values, varying significantly in the range 0.06-0.12 cm-l
FWHM according to the details of the particular experimen-
tal set-up adjustments.
In addition, it was found that ASE provided an unex-
pected means of instrumental distortion of the photoabsorp-
tion line shape. ASE from either dye laser, in combination
with the other tuned beam, produced an untuned ASE ped-
estal in the generated VUV signal. Since the bandwidth of
the VUV monochromator greâtly exceeded that of the tuned
component of the VUV signal, the broadband ASE VUV
signal was favored disproportionately in the detection pro-
cess, acting effectively as a scatteredlight component. Thus,
if the center of a narrow line were totally absorbed, the ob-
served transmittance flattened off at a nonzero value, result-
ing in an underestimate of the peak photoabsorption cross
section and a corresponding modification of the line shape.
In order to monitor the unpredictable instrumental band-
width and eliminate the ASE problem, the following proce-
dure was adopted. A narrow SR line, the Rt(21) line from
the (14,0) band, was chosen as a reference line. The oscilla-
tor strength for this line is well known from conventional
spectroscopic measurements,6 but independent knowledge of
its predissociation linewidth was required for its full charac-
terization. This was obtained by measuring the integrated
absorptivity of the reference line for a range of 02 pressures,
yielding ân experimental curve of growth.2? A Voigt curve-
of-growth analysis, using the known oscillator strength and a
c
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Gaussian width f6 delìned by the Doppler component,
after correction for the effects of collision-induced
broadening,28'2e yielded a Voigt mixing parameter zr
: ulnZl ,tlo:0.35, implying a Lorentzian width fr, due
to predissociation, of 0.051+0.007 cm I FWHM. Since
equivalent width is independent of instrumental resolution,2T
this deterrnination of the reference predissociation linewidth
required no assumptions regarding the instrumental VUV
banrlwidth.
Once the refèrence line was characterized fully, it was
scanned daily in order to optimize the experimental adjust-
ments and determine the rnstrumental bandwidth. This was a
difficult procedure. First, it was necessary to minimize the
effects of ac Stark broadening by progressively reducing the
dye-laser intensities until the apparent width of the reference
line showed no intensity dependence. Second, it was essen-
tial to minimize ASE in the VUV signal. This was achieved
by maximizing the apparent peak absorption of the reference
line while iteratively adjusting the experimental system.
These adjustments included: rotating the pump-beam line
foci so as to be noncollrnear with the laser beam; aligning the
two laser beams into the Xe cell to maximize the efficiency
of the 2PR-DF4WM process, thereby enabling operation xt
reduced laser intensities; and further attenuation of the
pumping of the three dye-laser stages, as necessary. Follow-
ing this system optimization, line-shape distortions due to
ASE had been eliminated and it was possible to deduce a
daily value for the VUV bandwidth using the least-squares
fitting procedure described in Sec. Ill, together with the
known strength and width parameters for the reference line.
It was established that this bandwidth remained unaltered
during the subsequent period of data taking. However, it was
necessary to reoptimize the system daily, with a consequen-
tial change in bandwidth, unpredictable within the
0.06-0.12 cm-r FWHM raug".
As is apparent from the discussion above, it is difficult to
defìne accurately the instrumental line shape a priori. Analy-
ses of the reference line using a Gaussian profile to describe
the shot-âveraged instrumentâl line shape provided good fìts
to the experirnental cross sections. Therefore, a Gaussi¡n
profile was assumed for the analysis of all measured cross
secttons.
B. Laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy
The experimental protocol for LIFS has recently been
described in detail,13 so only the salient features and some
important modifications will be discussed here. The 02
B-state level is exciterl by singÌe-photon absorption 1ìom an
excited vibrational level of the 02 X 3ì, ground state and is
monitored by detecting the weak B+X fluorescence that
competes with predissociation. Two laser beams, pump and
probe, are required for the experirnent. The pump-laser beam
creates vibrationally excited 02 by photolysis of 03,30 while
the narrow-band probe-laser beam, temporaìly delayed with
respect to the pump beam, is tuned in wavelength to excite
the B*X absorption. All measurements 'were made at room
temperature in a dilute mixture of 03 in He at a total pressure
in the range 20-30 Torr.
The probe-laser beam was generated by a dye laser
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(Lamb<la Physik LPD3000E) pumped by a XeCl excimer
laser (Lambda Physik EMGI02). When low powers were
required, this dye laser was generally operated using only its
oscillator and (attenuated) amplifier stages. A 3 X beam-
expanding telescope served to produce a collimated output
bearn which was further restricted by a 3 mm diarneter ap-
erture before entering the experimental cell. Two beam split-
ters between the laser and the cell directed portions of the
excitation-laser beanr to a monitor étalon, for verification of
the laser-mode pulity, and to an 12 (LIF, À>500 nm) orTe,
(absorption, \ < 500 nm) cell for wavelength calibration. For
meâsurements of the SR (13,15), (13,16), and (14,16) bands,
the frequency of the laser was doubled in a KDP crystal
positioned between the beam splitters and the cell. Exalite
428 or Coumarin 120 dye solutions were used to generate the
blue wavelengths for direct purnping of the SR (13,26),
(13,27), anrl (14,26) bands, while Rhodamine 590 dye solu-
tion was used to generate the fundamental wavelengths for
those bands requiring use of the doubling crystal. An intrac-
avity étalon was used in the osciÌlator of the probe dye laser,
which produced an (approximately Caussian) instrumental
bandwidth at the blue wavelengths in the range
0.04-0.05 cm-l FWHM, as indicated both by the observed
widths of the unblended peaks in thc Tc2 absorption spec-
trum and by analysis of the SR absorption line shapes. The
linewidth of the doubled laser was typically a factor of Ø
larger than this, as verified by the observed (Doppler-
corrected) widths of LIF peaks due to impuriry OH absorp-
tions in the Oj/He sample and by analysis of the SR absorp-
tion line shapes. Laser powers entering the cell were
typically in the range l-10 pJ, as required to minimize satu-
ration broadening of the absorption lines. For the work re-
ported here, the delay in the probe-laser pulse relative to the
pump-laser pulse was in the range l-10 ¡^rs, with the shortest
delays favoring excitation from the higher (u"-26 ancl 27)
vibrational levels of the O, X state.
The pump laser was the KDP-doubled output of a YAG-
pumped dye laser (Quantel TDL-50), which provided a pho-
tolysis wavelength of 281 nm with pulse energies in the
range 2-5 mJ. Although photolysis of 01 is less efficient at
this wavelength than at the excimer-laser-produced 248 nn
used in plevious work,L3 the pulse energy stability of the
YAG-pumped systcm vr'as found to be far superior in main-
taining a uniform population of vibrationally excited 02. The
photolysis beam was apertured to 3 mm diameter, weakly
focused through the cell, and precisely adjusted to counter-
propagâte collinearly with the probe beam, so as to maxi-
mize the LIF signal.
Fluorescence from the B(u'-13 anrl 14) levels in the
(13,3-6) and (14,3-6) emission bands was detected by a
solar-blind photomultiplier through a MgF2 window and an
interference filter centered at 20ó nm with a bandpass of 26
nm FWHM. A second photomuìtiplier with a blue-sensrtive
photocathode (R212), positioned at right angles to the first,
simultaneously viewed the interaction region through a Su-
prasil window and a Wratten l8A filter (centered at 350 nm)
with a bandpass of approximately 50 nm FWHM. Both the
doubled pump beam and the probe beam were linearly po-
larized with the direction of polarization of the doubled ex-
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citation beam and the photolysis beam orthogonal to the di-
rection viewed by the solar-blind photomultiplier. In
contrast, the polarization of the undoubled probe beam was
in the direction viewed by this photomultiplier. However, no
spatial inhomogeneity was observed in the detected fluores-
cence, such as might have been produced by alignment of the
emitting 02 with respect to the probe-laser polarization di-
rectlon.
The amplified outputs of the photomultipliers were de-
tected by boxcar integrators, whose digitized outputs were
transferred to a laboratory computer after each laser shot,
together with the signals from the monitor étalon, the wave-
length calibration cell, and the probe-laser power meter. The
computer also controlled the wavelength of the probe laser.
Both lasers were operated at a repeÌition rate of 10 Hz and
the probe laser was stepped in wavelength by
0.005-0.010cm I after the accumulation of 10, 20, or 30
laser shots. Scans typically ranged from 6 cm I to 30 cm I
in extent. All scans were wave-number calibrated using the
12 (Ref. 3l) or Te2 (Ref. 32) reference lines, yielding accu-
racies of 0.013 cm-r and 0.008 cm-l for the doubled and
undoubled probe beams, respectively.
The variation in 206 nm fluorescence intensity as a func-
tion of probe-laser wavelength constitutes the BeX absorp-
tion spectrum observed by LIFS. Prior to analysis, the raw
fluorescence intensity at each wavelength was linearly cor-
rected for small ( < ll%o) relative changes in the probe-laser
power that may have occurred during the course of a scan
and any wavelength-independent intensity contribution was
subtracted. As discussed previously,ls the absorption line
shapes are subject to saturation broadening and (at much
higher probe powers than used here) to a depletion in the
population of the absorbing level of the X state of 02. There-
fore, the line shapes of selected rotational features in each of
the SR bands were monitored as a function of probe-laser
energy. These empirical changes in line shape were fully
consistent with those expected from the measured (spatlally
averaged) laser energy densities and the stimulated emission
coefficients of the various bands.ls All measurements re-
ported here were obtained with probe-laser energies that
were sufficiently low that the required corrections for re-
sidual saturation broadening were < ll%o of the Lorentzian
component in the Voigt line shape.
C. Vacuum-ultraviolet Fourier-transform spectroscopy
The spectral region of application of Fourier transform
spectroscopy (FTS) has been extended into the VUV at Im-
perial College by means of an interferometer designed spe-
cifically to work ât these shorter wavelengths.33 The cut-off
of the prototype interferometer was set at about 180 nm by
the fused-silica beam splitter employed, but the substitution
of a MgF2 beam splitter has increased the range to about 140
n*.t4 Th" limiting resolution of this instrument is
0.025 cm I FWHM, more than sufficient to resolve the Dop-
pler widths of the lines of the SR bands.
The attainment of a good signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) in
high-resolution absorption spectroscopy is much more de-
manding than in emission spectroscopy because of the noise
characteristics of the technique. Every spectral element seen
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by the detector contributes to the noise in the interferogram,
and if the noise is "white" (independent of frequency) it is
distributed evenly through the spectrum by the Fourier trans-
form. In the UV, the dominant noise is photon noise, propor-
tional to the square root of the signal. The S/N in the spec-
trum for a quasi-continuum is proportional to (óttW)tt2,
where þ is the detected photon flux in photons s-lnm l, f
(s) is the total integration time and t4z (nm) is the bandwidth.
There are, therefore, two requirements for high SiN: a back-
ground continuum source of high photon flux, and some
means of limiting the spectral bandwidth to the region of
interest to avoid all unnecessary contributions to the photon
noise. Ordinary laboratory continuum sources (the high pres-
sure Xe arc, the deuterium lamp and the argon mini-arc) fall
off rapidly in radiance below 200 nm. The only alternative is
synchrotron radiation. As this is intrinsically very broadband,
the bandwidth must be limited either by optical filters or by
a monochromator. Interference filters are inflexible and inef-
ficient in the VUV, so the preferred option is a monochro-
mator. Ideally, this should be a double monochromator with
zero net dispersion, because the spread of angles passing
through the interferometer from a single monochromator
leads to small waveìength shifts and phase problems across
the pass band.
Recent measurements of absoçtion cross sections of the
{0,0) and B(7,0) bands of NO by FTS at IC (Ref. 35) dem-
onstrated these problems. With the continuum source used (a
500 mA positive-column discharge in hydrogen, similar to,
but brighter than, a commercial deuteriurn lamp) the S/N
obtainable for the {1,0) band at 183 nm was inadequate.
The 0.3 m Czerny-Turner monochromator used as predis-
perser generated, as anticipated, uncomfortably large phase
variations across the pass band. It was therefore decided to
attempt to use synckotron radiation as the background con-
tinuum for the absorption measurements on the SR bands.
The particular choice of the Photon Factory was dictated by
the availability on one of the beam lines of a zero-dispersion
monochromator, normally used as the predisperser for the
6.65 m off-pìane Eagle spectrograph of Dr. K. Ito,36 who
collaborated with us on the project.
Following shipment of the IC VUV Ff spectrometer to
Japan, the instrument was set up downstream of the mono-
chromator. The rectangular beam normally falling on the en-
trance slit of the 6.65 m spectrograph was intercepted by a
cylindrical mirror that focused it as an approximately circu-
lar patch of diameter 2 mm on the circular entrance aperture
of the interferometer, after passing through an absorption cell
78 mm long. The pressure of 02 was set at a value between
0.6 Torr and 10 Torr, depending on the spectral region ob-
served. The bandwidth of the predisperser wâs normally set
^I 
2.5 nm. Alignment of the interferometer axis with the
synchrotron beam reflected by the cylindrical mirror proved
to be a difficult task; good fine adjustments to position and
rotation were not available during the limited period at Pho-
ton Factory, and the problems were accentuated by the fact
that the VUV beam emerging from the double-grating mono-
chromator was not coincident with the visible light beam
when the gratings were turned to zero order. The possibility
of small misalignments, or drifts in alignment, wâs a source
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of sorne anxiety and is discussed further in Sec. III C. Most
spectra were taken at a resolution of 0.06 cm-l FWHM, but
for some spectra the resolution was set at 0.12 cm-l FWHM
in order to maximize the S/N. This latter value matches the
Doppler width for 02 at room temperature. It should be noted
that the S/N is proportional to the resolution if all other fac-
tors are held constant; if the maximum allowable entrance
aperture is used and filled, the S/N in the photon-noise limit
actually scales with the 3/2 powel of the resolution. Thus, a
factor of 2 in resolution requires a factor of 8 in integration
time to recover the same S/N.
The synclrrotron flux was attenuated by two mirror and
two grating reflections plus transmission through four un-
coated MgF2 windows before entering the interferometer,
where it underwent six tirther mirror reflections, one further
window transmission, and a reflection/transrnission at the
beam splitter. The photon flux was estimated to be about
1010 photons nm I s I at the entrance to the interfèrometer,
and about l0olo of this on the detector (an R|220 photomul-
tiplier with a solar-blind photocathode and a MgF2 window).
The S/N is proportional to the modulation efficiency of the
interferogram as well as to the square root of the photon flux,
and both modulation and mirror reflectivities fall off rather
steeply with decreasing wavelength in the VUV. It was nec-
essary to integrate for many hours to obtain a good S/N. The
integration was performed by coadding interferograms (each
of which involved a scan time of 6-8 min) in piles of 30 or
so. The individual piles were coadded into larger piìes when-
ever inspection showed no sign of a drift in phase between
piles; otherwise each pile was transformed and phase-
corrected separately, and the spectra were subsequently
coa<lded. Typically, two or three spectra taken over two l2 h
days went into producing a spectrum 2.5 nm wide at a reso-
lution of 0.06 cm I with a S/N in the continuum of around
40.
In addition to the SR bands, we also measured absorp-
tion in NO fiom 190 nm down to 160 nm with a resolution of
0.06 cm-1, except for the bands of shortest wavelength for
which the resolution was 0.12 cm-1.
III. ANALYSIS
In the general case, spanning the range of experimental
conditions represented by the three experiments described in
Sec. II, three broadening processes may make significant
contributions to the instrument-free SR photoabsorption line
shape.lT First, for distances not too far from the line centers,
the predissociation line shape for unperturbed lines may be
taken as Lorentzian.l'2'19 Second, tbr O1 pressures that are
not too high, the collisional line shape may also be described
with sufficient accuracy by a Lorentzian.28'te Thus, the total
Lorentzian linewidth is f ¿:fr,*f , , where f' and f . are
the predissociation and collisional linewidths, respectively.
For the most part, the 02 pressures are low enough for col-
lisional broadening to be neglected, but the VUVLS mea-
surements for the weaker lines of higher rotational quantum
number were taken at pressures up to 100 Torr, resulting in
collisional linewidths up to 0.03 cm-r FWHM.28" Third, it
is necessary to consider the Doppler component of the line
shape which has a Gaussian profìle (Doppler width f¡
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-0.12 cm-r FV/HM at room temperature). Thus, the Voigt
profile, a convolulion of Lorentzian and Gaussian line
shapes, may be used to describe each rotational line in the
analysis procedure:38 the Gaussian linewidth component f c
is given by the well defined Doppler width, while the Lorent-
zian linewidth component f ¿ is the sum of predissociation
and collisional components. For most of the results presented
here, the very high experimental resolution, together with the
lelatively low predissociation linewidths, enabled full reso-
lution of individual rotational ând fine-struciure lines, allow-
ing a simple Voigt lìne shape fitting procedure to be em-
ployed, independent of any band-model assurnptions.
A. VUVLS analysis
In the analysis of the VUVLS results, a nonlinear least-
squares procedure, in which a synthetic cross section based
on the Voigt line shape was fitted to the measured photoab-
sorption cross section, was used to determine independently
the position, oscillator strength, and Lorentzian linewidth
component fbr each rotational line in a partrcular scan. In a
few cases, when the resolution of low-rotation F2 and F1
components was insufficient to enable independent fitting,
the ratio of the strengths of these two fine-structure lines was
held fixed at a readily calculable value-3e in the fitting proce-
dure. ln a few other cases, it was necessary to conect for tlìe
contributions of weak lines tiom other SR bands which were
obscured completely by the lines of interest. The pseudo-
continuum underlying the SR bands, comprising the wings of
rnore distant lines, was represented by a qua<Jratic polyno-
mial in wave number, the coefficients of which were also
determined in the fitting procedure. Normally, a constant or
linear background was sufficient to obtain a good fit to the
measured cross section. The Gaussian instrumental bandpass
function was included explicitly in the synthetic cross sec-
tion, through a convolution with the calculated transmittance
spectrum, reproducing the small degradation in cross section
due to the finite instrurnental resolution.
B. LIFS analysis
A somewhat similar procedure was also followed in the
analysis of the LIFS line shapes. However, a signifìcant dit--
ference arises in that the relative fluorescence intensities are
not only directly proportionaì to the photoabsorption cross
sections, but are also inversely proportional to the lifetimes
of the emitting levels. Thus, there is a correlation between
the fluorescence intensity and the linewidth of the Lorentzian
component of the Voigt line shape that describes each fea-
ture in the LIF excitation spectrum.l3 The linewidth f 6 of
the Gaussian component of the Voigt line shape was taken as
a combination, in quadrature, of the instrumental width (Sec.
II B) and the 300 K Doppler width of the absorption at the
probeJaser wavelength.a0 Since much longer absorption
wavelengths were used to produce the B-state levels in the
LIFS studies, this Doppler contribution was relatively small
in comparison with that applying to the two other experimen-
tal techniques, amounting to only 0.05 cm I FWHM and
0.09 cm-r FWHM at the blue and frequency-doubled probe-
laser wavelengths, respectively. The value of f6 was taken
to be constant for all features within a given scan.
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The line shapes for each of the three fine-structure com-
ponents of a given LIFS rotational line multiplet were ana-
lyzed simultaneously, with the ratios of their individual pho-
toabsorption line strengths held constant at the calculated
values.4l A nonlinear least-squares fit of the three coupled
Voigt line shapes to the observed LIF spectrum yielded val-
ues for the line center and Lorentzian linewidth ft of each of
the three fine-structure components. In addition, values for
the common background intensity of the LIF spectrum in the
region of the multiplet and for the average relative absorp-
tion cross section of the multiplet were also determined in
the fit. The relative magnitudes obtained for this latter pa-
rameter among the rotational lines in a given absorption band
were found to be consistent with those calculated for a 300 K
rotational temperature. The values of f¿ obtained from these
fits, following a small correction for saturation broadening
(Sec. II B), are reported here as the predissociation level
widths.
C. VUVFTS analysis
The peak absorption for the strong lines in the VUV FI
spectra was well over the linear limit. The transmittance
spectra were converted to absorbance spectra by taking the
logarithm and manually fìtting a smooth curve to the con-
tinuum between regions of strong absorption. It should then
have been possible to fit a Voigt profile to each line in the
manner described in Sec. III A for the VUVLS results. The
fitting procedure used was part of the GREMLIN suite of pro-
grams written by J. W. Brault specifically for the analysis of
FT spectra.42 Compared with the calculated Doppler wiclth of
0.12 cm-r FWHM, the instrumental width should be negli-
gible for the spectra taken with 0.06 cm-l resolution, and for
those taken at 0.12 cm-l the instrumental contribution can be
allowed for by convolving an appropriate sinc function with
the Voigt. Although the instrumental function should prop-
erly be applied to the transmittance spectrum rather than the
absorbance, checks showed that there was a negligible dif-
ference to the final fit over the range of absorbance recorded
here.
The fitting of the lines showed two anomalies. First, the
Doppler component of the best-fit Voigt function had a
FV/HM in the range 0.15-0.17 cm-r, signiûcantly greater
than 0.12 cm-r. Clamping the Doppler width at the expected
value gave a worse fit to the line profiles. Second, since the
narrowest lines in the high-resolution spectra had a measured
FWHM of about 0.23 cm l, all the lines should have been
fully resolved even in the lower-resolution (0.12 cm-l) runs.
The measured widths in both sets should therefore have been
similar, whereas in fact they were on average greater by
some 0.03 cm-l in the lower-resolution spectra.
In an attempt to throw some light on these anomalies, we
compared the NO absorption spectra taken at the Photon
Factory with those taken previously at Imperial College with
the FT spectrometer and a hydrogen discharge continuum
background.3s The intrinsic line shape of the the {0,0) and
É(7,0) bands of NO is almost pure Doppler. Whereas in the
previous spectra, the Doppler widths were, as expected,
about 0.12 cm-¡ FVy'HM for the room-temperature measure-
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ments, the Photon Factory NO spectra appeared to have
anomalous Gaussian widths similar to those in the 02 spec-
tra.
Comparison of the VUVFTS and VUVLS linewidths for
a dozen well isolated 02 lines showed that the FTS lines
were consistently broader, on average by 0.06 cm-l for the
higher-resolution spectra and 0.09 cm-l for the lower-
resolution spectra. Taken together with the internal evidence,
this suggests at first sight that the intrinsic resolution of the
Photon Factory FT spectra was, for some reâson, lower than
the value determined by the length of the interferometer
scan. We consider this explanation to be unlikely for two
reasons. First, a broad instrumental function has less effect
on a wide line than on a narrow one, whereas the VUVFTS-
VUVLS differences for lines ranging in width from under
0.2 to 0.3 cm I FWHM (in the VUVLS spectra) show no
dependence on linewidth. Second, to account for the ob-
served broadening we have to postulate instrumental func-
tions with widths of order 0.I 8 cm I and 0.21 cm-r FWHM
for the "high" and "low" resolution spectra, respectively.
Convolution of the VUVLS spectra with sinc functions of
these widths generates significant ringing, which is simply
not observed in the VUVFTS spectra, so it is necessary to
postulate further a smooth tapering off of the interferogram
rather than a sharp termination. In that case the interfero-
grams would be effectively truncated before the end of the
shorter scans, and the additional scan length of the high-
resolution interferograms would have no effect.
A possible explanation of the discrepancy is the "illu-
mination shift" discussed by Learner and Thorne:al changes
in the way in which the entrance aperture is illuminated af-
fect the angular distribution of rays through the interferom-
eter and result in small wave-number shifts. Given the inher-
ent spatial instabilities of the synchrotron beam, the long
optical path (two mirrors and two gratings) guiding it into
the interferometer, the difficulties of aligning the latter and
the many hours of coadding, it would indeed be surprising if
there were not small illumination shifts. Vy'e have some evi-
dence for them: if the separate piles of interferograms that
make up one final spectrum are transformed separately, there
are found to be small but significant wave-number shifts
(0.01 to 0.03 cm-l) between the piles in most cases. Unfor-
tunately, the problem cannot be solved by simply correcting
for these shifts because the lines within each pile are still
anomalously wide, presumably due to shifts occuning during
the accumulation of the pile. The maximum size of an illu-
mination shift depends on the size of the entrance aperture
and hence on the resolution, Illumination shifts of up to
0.03 cm I for the high-resolution, and somewhat more for
the lower-resolution spectra would appear to be reasonable in
the prevailing experimental conditions. However, the prob-
lem is that coadding a bunch of Voigt lines 0.2 cm I wide
with displacements of up to 0.05 cm-l or so does not
broaden them enough to account for the observed widths.
We have to conclude that we do not have a satisfactory
quantitative explanation for the anomalous widths of the
VUVFIS lines. Since this problem has never before arisen
over many years of use of the instrument on both emission
and absorption spectra, it does appear to be related in some
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way to the method of use at the Photon Factory. It has the
unfbrtunate consequence that no reliable predissociation
broadening pararneters can be derived frorn the VUVF-IS
spectra v/ithout an independent measure of the effective in-
strumental resolution, although line strengths and relative
wave numbers should not be affected.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Belore proceerling [urther, it is pertinent to summarize
some of the expected inherent advantages and clisadvantages
of each experimental technique. Both the VUVLS and VU-
VFTS techniques result in the measurement of photoabsorp-
tion cross sections, enabling absolute oscillator strengths, as
well as predissociation linewidths, to be obtained from the
measurements using the fitting technique described in Sec.
Ill. VUVF-IS has the advantage of simultaneous acquisition
of the complete spectrum, but suffers from the need for a
bright, controlled spectral-width continuum source in order
to optimize the S/N. At present, this requires a synchrotron
source. Both the VUVLS and LIFS methods require detailed,
small step-size scans over the spectral fèatures of interest and
suffer from power-dependent bandwidths which must be
controlled carefulìy. However, it is relatively easy to balance
the conflicting requirements for a good S/N and a minimal
power dependence of the bandwidth using the VUVLS
method, since only moderíìte source intensity is required
against which to measure the photoâbsorption cross sections,
whereas the LIF signal and S/N are directly related to the
laser intensity. The LIFS technique has several unique ad-
vantages. First, as has been noted in Sec. Itl B, the photon
energy is minimized by selecting a high vibrational level in
the ground state as the origin of the absorbing transition.
This, in turn, minimizes Doppler broaclening of the tr¡nsì-
tion, which scales directìy with photon energy. Second, as
mentioned in Sec. ì, the ability to choose the lower-state
level in the excitation allows a flexibility in controlling the
separâtion of the fine-structure components in the absorption
spectrum, which reflect the relative differences in the fine-
structure ìevels of the B and X states. Thircl, the fluorescence
intensity of the excited B-state level is inversely proportional
to its litètime. Thus, as we have noted in Sec. Ill B, the
observed relative fluorescence intensities of the SR multi-
plets, in addition to their absorption line shapes, serve as
another, more sensitive measure of their relative lifetimes.
Finally, each B-state level can be accessed by absorption
from two or more ground-state vibrational levels with drffer-
ent absorption cross sections, thus providing an important
check on the influence of saturation broadening, or of unre-
solved line cornponents, on the apparent line shape associ-
atcd with the leveÌ. Overall, the high resolution provided by
each experimental technique is expected to result in an im-
portant advance over all previous conventional measure-
ments of SR linewidths.
We illustrate the observed characteristics of the different
high-resolution experimental techniques in Fig. I which
shows comparable measured and fitted spectra over the
wave-number regions of the B 3I, (u :14, N- l2) fine-
structure levels. Both the VUVLS and VUVFTS rneasure-
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FIG I Experimentrl scans (points) and fitted spectra (lines) over the region
olthe B r:;(u : 14, N: 12) fine-structu¡e levels (a) VUVLS cross section
lbr (14,0) /?(l l) tr¡plct; Doppler wiclth 0 12 cnr ì; instrumentrl resolution
0l0cnr-l; flpptrent w¡dth fbr -Fr component 021 cm ì; Lorentzirn wiclth
0 ll cm | (b) vUVFfS cross sedion for (14,0) A(11) rriplct; Dopplcr
rvidth 0 l2 cnr l; instrumentrl resolution 0 l9 cn-l; apparent wirJtlt for F¡
coÌìponent 0 24 cm I; Lorerìtz¡an wìdtlì 0 I 0 cnì I (however, see the text)
(c) LIF-S scan tbr (14,16) R(ll) triplel; Doppler rvidth 007cnr-r; instru-
nental resolution 0 07 cm r: âpparent width lbr F I component 0 I 8 cm r;
Lorenrz¡an widrh 0 12cn I (d) LIFS scrn for (14,26) Â(ll) triplet; Dop-
pìer width 0 05 cnr I; ¡nstrunìentîl reso¡r¡tion 0 05 cnr - l; apparent width lbr
Fr cornponeDt 0 l5 cm-r; Lorentz¡în wìdth 0 I I cn I (All widths nre
FWHM vrlues ) Each scan covers r sinril¡r range of wave nuntbers, but the
lower trflnsit¡on erergies for the LIFS scrrrs ¡esult in smaller Doppler
rvidths, rnd conespontlingly srnaller apprrent linewidths
ments are given in the form of effective photoabsorption
cross secfions ø fbr the (14,0) R(ll) fine-structure triplet,
while the LIFS measurements are given in the form of rela-
trve fluorescence intensities /, measured following excitation
of rhe (14,16) and (14,26) R(l l) fine-structure triplets. The
differential wave-number scales of each spectrum are identi-
cal, aìlowing meaningful visual comparisons of apparent
linewidths. A comparison of the two photoabsorption spectra
indicates thât the VUVLS cross section has a greatcr S/N and
a higher resolution, as evidenced by greater peak cross sec-
tions and smaller apparent linewidths. This lower effective
resolution for the VUVFTS cross section is unexpected, as
has been discussed in Sec. III C WhiÌe the LIF spectra have
a smalìer S/N, the greater flexibility allowed by excitation of
vibrationally excited ground-state levels is evident in the ìn-
creased separation of the R2(ll) and R3(ll) components
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tion, it is clear from Fig. I that the relative intensities of the
fine-structure components vary much more widely in the LIF
spectra than in the photoabsorption spectra. As discussed
above, this is a consequence of the dependence of the LIF
signal on the predissociation lifetime and indicates, more di-
rectly than do the apparent (total) relative linewidths, that the
predissociation linewidths vary significantly with the fine-
structure component, in the order f 
'(F 
r) < f p( Fz)
<fr,(F:). Of particular interest is a comparison of the ap-
parent linewidths for the R¡(l l) transitions from the LIF and
photoabsorption spectra. The LIFS linewidths are smaller for
two reasons: smaller instrumental bandwidth and smaller
Doppler width associated with the lower transition energy.
The narrowest Rr(l l) line (apparent width 0.15 cm-r
FWHM) occurs for the (14,26) LIF spectrum which has the
lowest transition energy (-23 000 cm-1, Doppler width
0.05 cm I FWHV¡, followed by the (14,16) LIF specrrum
(apparent width 0.18 cm I FV/HM, transition energy
-34 000 cm-r, Doppler width 0.07 cm-r FWHM), and the
VUVLS and VUVFTS results for the (14,0) transition (ap-
parent widths 0.21 cm I and 0.24cm I FWHM, ."rpec-
tively, transition energy -56 000 cm l, Doppler width
0.12 cm I fWHVf;. Nevertheless, when analyzed using the
procedures outlined in Sec. III with appropriate instrumental
functions, each spectrum implies a consistent Lorentzian F1
width of -0.11 cm I FWHM. Synthetic spectra fitted to
each set of measurements, shown in Fig, I, are seen to accu-
rately reproduce the experimental results. However, we note
here that, in order to obtain the fitted VUVFIS cross section
in Fig. 1, it was necessary to vary the instrumental resolution
from its nominal value. A resolution of 0.19 cm-r FVy'HM
resulted in VUVFTS predissociation linewidths and oscilla-
tor strengths in reasonable agreement with the VUVLS val-
ues for all three fine-structure components. in agreement
with the general discussion in Sec. UI C. It may be con-
cluded from this example illustrated in Fig. I that, despite
the diverse characteristics of the different experimental
methods, each technique is capable of producing reliable pre-
dissociation linewidths, provided that the instrumental func-
tions are well controlled and monitored. In the case of the
VUVF-IS measurements, the unexpected and unprecedented
degradation of the effective resolution resulted in a lack of
monitoring, preventing the independent deduction of a reli-
able set of linewidths.
The predissociation widths determined for all rotational
and fine-structure levels of the B state with u:13 and 14,
using the VUVLS and LIFS experimental techniques, are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 and are listed in Tables I and II,
respectively. The results are given as a function of the
B-state rotational quantum number N, where N:J-1,N
:J, or N:JI I for the Ft, Fz, or F3 fine-structure levels,
respectively. Unless indicated otherwise, each tabulated level
width represents the average of values determined separately
for P(N+1) and R(l/-l) transitions terminating on the
sâme B-stâte level.aa In a few cases, particularly for lines
near the band heads terminating on levels of low rotational
quantum number, widths measured for satellite-branch lines
have been included in the averages. The listed uncertainties
in the level widths include statistical uncertainties reflecting
30
N
FIG 2. Mersu¡ed fine-structure-spec¡fìc predissoc¡flt¡on level widths for
f rl;1u: l3) rs a function of8-state rotationîl quantum numberN Erch
point represents the average obtained from separate P- rnd Â-branch mea-
surements us¡ng the VUVLS (circles) and LIFS (crosses) techn¡ques
the S/N of the measurements and the sensitivity of the leasr
squares fitting procedure, together with a contribution re-
flecting incomplete knowledge of the instrumental linewidth.
Uncertainty due to the instrumental contribution is smaller in
the case of the LIFS results, but this is counterbalanced by an
increased uncertainty due to smaller S/N. The VUVLS re-
sults cover a greater range of rotation, up to N:28 for u
: 13 and N:30 for u: 14, primarily because of the larger
S/N and the fact that measurements have been made using a
greater range of 02 pressures. The VUVLS measurements
taken at pressures from 10 Torr to 100 Ton, the maximum
employed, have been corrected for collisional broadening
(0.2cm-rlatm),'*''n o, indicated in Tables I and II. The
LIFS results require no such correction since they were taken
at lower pressures.
There is excellent agreement between each set of results:
only in the case of fhe u:14, F7, N:26 level do rhe VU-
VFTS and LIFS linewidths differ by more than the combined
experimental uncertainties. This agreement supports the ap-
plicability of these experimental techniques to the measure-
ment of narrow linewidths, indicates that the calibrations of
the instrumental resolutions have been perlormed properly,
and supports the reliability of the predissociation level
widths presented here. The complexity of the rotational and
fine-structure dependence of the ^B(u:13 and l4) level
widths is clearly evident from Figs. 2 and,3. The individual
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TABLE t Mersured frne-structure-specific predissociation Ievel widths lbr
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FIG 3 Measured ñne-structure-specifìc predissociation level wjdths for
f r);1u : l4) as a function of 8-stîte rotntional quântunì nunìber N Erch
point represents the averrge obtained from seprrate P- înd ,/R-branch met-
surernents using thc VUVLS (circles) and LIFS (crosses) technìques
-0.0-5 cm 
I FWHM fbr u:14, F,,N:20, to -06 cm-r
FWHM for u:13, \,N:26. While there is an essentiaìly
monotonic increase in level width with rotation for the F2
and .F1 levels with u: 13 and the F3 levels for u- 14, the
remaining fine-structure levels at first decrease in width for
increasing rotâtion, and then increase, passing through thc
minima near N: l0 for F¡ , u - 13; N:20 for Ft, u: 14:.
and N:22 for F1, u:14. This general behavior is in good
agreement with the predissociation-model predictions of
Lewis ¿¡ r¡l.5 In aildition, although, f'or tìle reasons rliscussed
in Sec. III C, we are unable to report quantitative VUVFTS
linewidths, VUVFTS cross sections analyzed using the
nominal instrumental resolution yield widths displaying the
same rotatiolìal and fine-structure trends as in Figs. 2 and3.
Prior to this work, there had been very few measure-
ments of flne-structure-specific predissociation level widths
for B(u: 13 and 14), none of which was performed at high
instrumental resolution. Lewis ¿/ crl.s analyzed the photoab-
sorption cross sections of Yoshino et al.,tz obtaining a few
flne-structure-specific widths for u : 13, N- I 8 - 26, while
Lewis ¿/ a/.R reportecl a few low-resolution fìne-structure
widths for u-14. It is clear from an inspection of Figs. 17
and l8 of Lewis ¿f ¿r1.s that lhei15'3 results are iusufficient to
establish the rotation and fine-structure dependence of the
predissociation widths for these narrow vibrational levels.
The present study rectifies this deficiency comprehensively,
'Determ¡ned frorn R-branch line only
hDeternrined fronr P-brfnch line only
'Corected fbr collisional broadeuing
providing a complete set of fine-structure-specific prcdisso-
ciation level widths tbr B(u:13 and l4).
V. CONCLUSIONS
In a comparative study using an array of state-of-the-art
high-resolutron spectroscopic technìques, the fine-structure
and rotation dependencies of the predissociation of the Or
B 3>;(u:13 and 14) levels have been characterized com-
pletely for the first time. The measurements presented here
are the first to have been performed at high resolution for
these levels and represent a significant advance on previous
knowledge.s In combination with similar measuremeuts for
other vibrational levels, the present fine-structure-specific re-
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TABLE Il Measured fine-structure-specific predissociation level widths for
B t>;(o:14, N), in cm I FWHM
Level VUVLS LIFS
Dooley et al
suffers, to a greater or lesser extent, from ill definition of the
instrumental resolution which must be carefully controlled
and monitored. Further research into the detailed instrumen-
tal line shapes is warranted.
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the standard modell'2'5 for predissociation ofthe B state, re-
sulting in greatly improved predictive capabilities and more
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ABSTRACT
Band oscillator strengths for six bands of the CO ArÍl(u') *r2+þ":0) system with 13 <u'<21
have been determined from high-resolution (resolving power r750,000) absorption spectra recorded with
a tunable vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) laser system. The instrumental bandwidth of the system, 10.11
cm-l FWHM, was significantly less than the widths of the Doppler-broadened CO lines (=0.20 cm-l
FWHM). Integrated cross sections of individual rotational lines were determined by a least-squares
ûtting routine, taking into account the effects of the ûnite instrumental resolution on the measured
absorption features. Our derivedfvalues for the,a(13)-X(0), A(14)-X(0), and,a(16)-X(0) bands are con-
sistent with other recent measurements, with the ab initio elect¡onic transition moment calculations of
Kirby & Cooper, and with fvalues derived from the ab initio electronic transition moment calculations
of Spielûedel & Feautrier cited by Jolly et al. Our,fvalues for the ,4(18)-X(0), A(20)-X(0), and ,a(21)
X(0) bands, the û¡st directly measured values for these bands, progressively deviate from band oscillato¡
strengths derived from the electronic t¡ansition moment function of Kirby & Cooper. In addition, a
pressure-broadening coellicient of (3.1 + 0.6) x 10 a cm-1 torr-1 was determined for room-temperature
CO-CO collisions.
Subject headings: molecular data - ISM : molecules - ultraviolet: ISM
1. INTRODUCTION
The capabilities of the Goddard High Resolution
Spectrograph o¡ the Hubble Space Telescope have led to
new studies of interstellar 12C160 and its isotopic variants
at vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) wavelengths. The rotationally
resolved fourth positive Atnþ')-X t2*1u' :0) systems of
1'2C16O and 13C160 have been observed in absorption in
the line of sight to ( Ophiuchi by Sheffer et al. (1992),
Lambert etzlr(1994), and Lyu, Smith, & Bruhweiler(1994).
The rapid decrease in band oscillator strength lor the A(u')-
X(0) bands as u'increases makes this system ideal for study-
ing isotopic ratios; saturation effects in the astrophysical
observations can be minimized by comparing 12C16O
absorption features in weak high-u' bands with 13C16O
absorption in the stronger low-u' bands. The interpretation
of the new astrophysical observations requires accurate and
reliable spectroscopic data. In this paper, we report oscil-
lator strength measu¡ements of six 12Cr6O A(I')-X(O)
bands with 13 < u' 121. Ou¡ measurements of the (13-0),
(14-0), and (16-0) bands are compared with other exper!
mental determinations and with theoretical predictions; our
fvalues for the (18-0), (20-0), and (21-0) bands are the trst
directly measured values for these bands.
The ,4 tfI-X1X+ electronic system of CO has been the
subject of nurnerous laboratory investigations. Morton &
Noreau (1994), in their compilation of fundamental spectro-
scopic data (wavelengths and oscillator strengths) for all
CO transitions between 100 and 155 nm, provide a critically
evaluated summary of the .4 III-X 1>+ database. Labor-
atory determinations of band fvalues have utilized three
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independent approaches; radiative lifetime measurements
(Field et al. 1983), optical absorption measurements
(Eidelsberg et al. L992; Smith et al.1994; Jolly et al.1997;
Federman et al. 1997), and inelastic electron scattering
(Chan, Cooper, & Brion 1993; Zhong et al. 1997\. Ab initio
calculations of the ,4-X electronic transition moment and
associated band fvalues have been reported by Kirby &
Cooper (1989), Chantranupong et al. (1992), and A. Spielfie-
del & N. Feautrier (1997,private communication, cited in
Jolly et al.1997).
The most recent laboratory determinations of ,4(u')-X(0)
band fvalues are in quite good agreement for bands with
u' < 7; discrepancies between published results are typically
no greater than about 10ol0. However, the laboratory results
are signitcantly less consistent lor A-X bands with u' > 7.
For 8 < u' < 14 the electron scatteting measurements of
Chan et al. (1993) and the optical absorption measurements
of Smith et al. (1994) and Jolly et al. (1997) agree within the
stated uncertainties and are consistent with the calculations
of Kirby & Cooper (1989) and Spielfiedel & Feautrier (1997,
private communication). The optical absorption measure-
ments of Eidelsberg et a.l. (1992) are uniformly higher (by
about 50%) than those of Chan et al. (1993), Smith et al.
(1994), and Jolly et al.(1997), and the recent optical absorp-
tion measurements of Federman et al. (1997) are unilormly
lower (by about l5Yo-20%). In their compilation of recom-
mended ,4-X oscillator strêngths for 0 < u' < 23, Morton
& Noreau (1994) adopted the measurements of Chan et al.
(1993) for bands with u' < 12 and extended them beyond
u' : 12 by using the theoretical elect¡onic transition
moment of Kirby & Cooper (1989).
The relative merits of the inelastic electron scattering and
optical absorption techniques are discussed by Chan et al.
(1993) and Jolly et al. (1997). Briefly, the electron scattering
technique has the advantage of not being susceptible to
satu¡ation effects despite its relatively low resolution ( = 0.65
nm FWHM at 130 nm). With well-separated band features,
such as those ofthe,a(u')-X(O) sequence, the low resolution
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of the technique does not introduce signiûcant uncer-
tainties; however, the extraction of absolute y'values from
electron scattering measurements does require scaling by an
independently determined calibration factor. Optical
absorption measurements provide, in principle, a more
direct determination of band y'values, although (as dis-
cussed by Hudson 1971, Stark et al. 1991, and Jolly et al.
1997) insufficient instrumental ¡esolution leads to satura-
tion effects, which, if not minimized or properly accounted
for, can ¡esult in a systematic underestimation of band y'
values (or band integrated cross sections).
The room-temperature Doppler broadening of CO A-X
¡otational lines results in line widths with a FWHM of
r0.2 cm- 1 (f mÅ¡ at 120 nm. The instrumental ¡esolutions
used in the recent optical measurements of the ,4-X bands
were :130 mÅ (Eidelsber g et al. 1992),8 mÄ (Smith et al.
1994),20 mÄ llotty et al. 1997), and 300 m,Ä. (Federman et
al. 1997). Various experiment and analysis strategies can be
used to correct for instrumental effects in an absorption
measurement. Smith et al. (1994) restricted their measure-
ments to small optical depths and used a spectral synthesis
technique to apply 8%-16% corrections to their measured
integrated cross sections; Federman et al. (1997) used an
equivalent-width analysis to extracty'values; and Jolly et al.
(1997) increased the CO line widths via pressure broadening
in Ar and least-squares ûtted their measured absorption
spectra with CO A-X band models. While each of these
analysis techniques can account for the eflects ofinadequate
instrumental ¡esolution, there are unavoidable uncertainties
associated with such measurements; these uncertainties
increase with decreasing instrumental resolving power. In
practice, to avoid any significant instrumental effects in an
absorption measurement, the instrument must be capable of
resolving the actual line shapes. This requires an instrumen-
tal resolution signiûcantly narrower than the FWHM of the
absorbing features.
The absorption measurements described in this paper
were carried out with a tunable VUV lase¡ system with a
resolution of :0.11 cm- 1 FÌWHM (at 120 nm). This is sig-
niûcantly less than the Doppler width of CO rotational
lines at room temperature (=0.20 cm 1 FWHM), resulting
in minimal systematic instrumental effects. Residual instru-
mental effects were treated by least-squares fitting Doppler-
broadened CO line proûles, convolved with a Gaussian
instrument proûle, to the measured absorption profrles. Our
measurements includey'values for the (13-0), (14-0), and
(16-0) bands, allowing us to compare our results with those
of Smith et al. (1994) and Jolly et al. (1997). We also report
the ûrst measuredy'values for the (18-0), (20-0), and (21-0)
bands. These are compared with theoreticalfvalues calcu-
lated from the ab initio electronic t¡ansition moment func-
tions of Kirby & Cooper (1989) and with the y'values
adopted by Morton & Noreau (1994) in their compilation
of CO spectroscopic data.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Photoabsorption cross section measurements were made
of individual ¡otational lines in six CO ,4-X absorption
bands between 112 and 123 nm. VUV radiation rvas pro-
duced by a nar¡ow-bandwidth, tunable laser system
(England, Lewis, & Ginter 1995; England et al. 1996). A
Lambda Physik EMG202 XeCl excimer laser (308 nm,450
mJ per pulse) was used to pump a Lambda Physik FL2002
dye laser þ-terphenyl or DMQ in dioxane) equipped with
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an intracavity etalon. The near-UV output ofthe dye laser
(339-369 nm) was focused into a cell containing Kr or Xe to
generate third-harmonic radiation (Mahon et al. 1979). The
rare gas pressures, in the range 5-100 torr, were determined
by the phase-matching requirements needed to maximize
the power of the tripled ¡adiation. Radiation from the tri-
pling cell was passed through a 0.2 m monochromator to
remove the fundamental near-UV radiation. The band-
width (FWHM) of the res-ulting VUV radiation was found
to be :0.1 cm-l (1.6 mÄ¡ via flts to the absorptionJine
shapes of individual CO rotational lines (see $ 3).
VUV radiation leaving the exit slit of the monochro-
mator was divided into two beams with a slotted aluminum
beamsplitter. The reflected beam was monitored directly,
while the transmitted beam passed through a 10.9 cm stain-
less steel absorption cell equipped with LiF windows before
being detected. The reflected and transmitted beams were
detected with solar-blind photomultiplier tubes (EMR type
541, KBr photocathode) operated at low gain to avoid
dynode-saturation effects. The reflected beam served as a
monitor of the laser intensity, while the transmitted beam
was used to ¡eco¡d CO absorption.
Samples of CO (Matheson 99.99Y", natural abundance)
were used at pressures between 0.5 and 300 torr, chosen to
produce transmittances at line centers between 30Y' and
70%. Absolute CO pressures in the absorption cell were
measured with variable-capacitance manometers; pressure
uncertainties were typically on the order of. lYo or less. Cell
pressures were monitored continuously during each absorp-
tion scan. All measurements were car¡ied out at room tem-
peratue except for selected scans oI the A(21) X(0) band.
Some low-rotational lines of this very weak band rve¡e mea-
sured at liquid nitrogen temperature to maximize their
strengths relative to the underlying pseudocontinuum due
to the pressure-broadened wings of the nearby strong (0, 0)
and (1,0) bands of the Blt+-Xr>+ system. For these
measurements, the absorption cell was cooled by ûlling the
surrounding sleeve with liquid Nr, resulting in an eflective
gas temperature of 79 K.
Output pulses from the " monitor " and " detector " pho-
tomultiplier tubes were processed by a boxcar-averaging
system. The monitor and detector signals were averaged
over 100 laser shots for each datum point. The laser system
was stepped with a wavelength increment (in the VUV) of
0.5 mÄ; a typical scan of an individual rotational line and
the adjacent continuum consisted of 40 data points and
required approximately 15 minutes of accumulation time. A
386-based microcomputer was used to control the lase¡ and
monochromator scanning, the pressure of CO in the
absorption cell, and the acquisition of the shot-averaged
detector and monitor signals from the boxcar system.
For each datum point, the averaged detector signal was
divided by the averaged monitor signal to account for the
shot-to-shot fluctuations inherent in the generated VUV
signal, Before and after each absorption scan, empty-cell
values of the monitor and detector signals were recorded;
absolute-cell transmittances were obtained by dividing the
full-cell ratios (detector/monitor) by the empty-cell ratios
for each datum point. The resulting signal-to-noise ratio in
a typical absorption scan was about 40:1.
The narrow-bandwidth VUV laser ¡adiation was some-
times accompanied by a weak " quasi-continuum " associ-
ated with amplified stimulated emission (ASE) in the dye
laser. This continuum radiation is comparable in its effect
fVALUE MEASUREMENTS FOR HIGH-u, BANDS
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on an absorption measurement to the broadband scattering
that is often present in a grating spectrometer. If not prop-
erly accounted for, it can lead to a systematic underesti-
mation of line strengths. The presence and strength of any
ASE was monitored in our measurements by regularly
observing very highly saturated absorption in rotational
lines of the strong B-X (0 0) and (1-0) bancls at 115 and
ll2 nm, respectively. In the measurement of a highly satu-
rated line, any residual transmittance at line center can be
attributed to broadband radiation. In practice, monitoring
the residual transmittance in B-X ¡otational lines provided
a convenient method of minimizing the ASE level via
adjustments to the dye laser optics. The ASE level in our
flnal set of measurements was normally less than 2o/o of the
total signal and was not corrected fo¡. The only exception
to this was the measurement of absorption in the ,4(14)-
X(0) band, where the ASE level was determined to be 4o/" ol
the total signal. This broadband contribution was sub-
tracted from the monitor and detector signals before further
processlng.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A total of 100 absorption spectra were recorded of indi-
vidual rotational lines in the six A-X vibrational bands
studied. In the reduction of the data, each measured absorp-
tion feature was first converted to a measured photoabsorp-
tion cross section through application of the Beer-Lambert
1aw,
o*{v) :1t" ['"ll-l -'ñ"Lt(')l' (r)
where N is the column density of CO molecules, ,Io(v) is the
incident intensity, and ,I(v) is the t¡ansmitted intensity. The
measured photoabsorption cross section, o-(v), includes the
effects of the laser bandwidth. A least-squares ûtting
routine, in which each rotatonal line was described by a
Voigt profile comprising a well-deûned Doppler contribu-
tion and, if necessary, a small Lorentzian contribution due
to collision broadening, taking into account the eflects
of the ûnite instrumental resolution on the measured
absorption, was used to determine values for the " true "
integrated cross section of each line and the laser band-
width, which was assumed to be described by a Gaussian.
In the cases of the A(20) X(0) and A(21)-X(O) bands, a
continuous background photoabsorption term was allowed
to vary in the ttting procedure to accommodate the effects
ofthe pressure-broadened pseudocontinuum from the B-X
bands. A representative photoabsorption cross section mea-
surement, of the R(10) and Q(8) lines in the ,a(16)-X(0)
band, along with the modeled measured cross section deter-
STARK ET AL.
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photoabsorption cross section of the A(10) and Q(8)
lines in the ,{(16)-X(0) band along with the modeled measured cross
section determined by a leaslsquares fit. The spectrum was sampled at
wavelength intenals of 0.5 mÅ (ã0.036 cm 1). The instrumental
resolution, determined by the fitting routine, was 0 106 cm-' FIVHM.
mined by the parameters of the ût, is shown in Figure 1. The
least-squares value of the laser bandwidth showed a small
variation for individual rotational lines within any one
vibrational band. An averaged value of this bandwidth was
determined for each band and was held txed in a sub-
sequent iteration of the fitting routine. The averaged laser
bandwidths vary from 0.11 crn 1 FWHM for the ,4(13)-
X(0), A(16)-X(0), and ,4(18) x(0) bands to 0.15 cm-l
FWHM for the ,4(20)-X(0) and A(21)-X(O) bands. Table 1
summarizes the relevant experimental parameters, includ-
ing the number of rotational lines and the range of "I-values
measured, for each band studied. Regions of significant
local perturbation, for example, low-rotational lines in the
, (18)-X(0) band, were avoided in the measurements.
For each A-X vlbrational band, the integrated cross sec-
tions of individual rotational lines, determined from the
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(2)
where the integrated cross section is expressed in units of
cm2 cm- 1 and ur,, is the fractional population of molecules
in the "I" rotational level as determined by an appropriately
























































Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the relation between a
rotational line oscillator strength and the corresponding
vibrational band oscillator strength for a lX-rlI transition
is (Larsson 1983)
" 2(2J' * l)f,,.r,.,,,.t" , (3)
whre Sr,.r,. is the Hönl-London factor. The band oscillator
strength deûned by equation (3) can have a small, but mea-
surable, J-dependence (e.g., Lewis 1974; Lewis, Berzins, &
Carver 1986). This is most easly seen from the relation
between f,,.," znd the vibrationally averaged transition
dipole moment (Larsson 1983),
f¡.,,, :6.075 x lo-6v,,.u,,l(Y,,lR"(R)]Y,,,>f , (4)
where v,,.,, is the wavenumber of the band origin and R" is
expressed in atomic units. Centrifugal distortion eflects
associated with the molecular rotation slightly alter the
potential energy curves of the upper and lower states and
thereby alter the upper and lower state vibrational wave
functions along with all vibrationally averaged parameters.
Rotationless band oscillator strengths U,,,,,,(J' : /" : 0)l
were derived from the rotationally dependent band oscil-
lator strengths 1J,,.,,(J' , J")l determined above (eqs. [2] and
[3]) by accounting for the rotational dependence of the
vibrationally averaged transition dipole moment,
f,,.,,,(J' : J', : o) : f,,.,,,(J" l")1r,,.,"(J,, l"\l , (5)
where
| (Y,,("/', : 0)lR,(R) | v,"(J" : 0)) ,,ru..,.(J"l'l:ffi.t6)
The appropriate ratios of the squares of vibrationally aver-
aged transition dipole moments were calculated using the
deperturbed ,4-state RKR potential curve of Field et al.
(1972), an RKR cu¡ve determined from the ground-state
molecular constants of Le Floch (1991), and the electronic
transition moment of Kirby & Cooper (1989). These ratios,
r,,,,,(J', J"), treated as correction factors in determining
rotationless band oscillator strengths from individual
rotational-line measu¡ements, are displayed in Figure 2 for
the Q-branches ofthe six bands studied.
For each of the six bands studied, a ûnal rotationless
band oscillator strength was calculated from a weighted
average of the band y'values derived, using the procedure
described above, from individual rotational-line integrated
cross sections. , (13)-X(0) rotationless band y'values
de¡ived from measurements of 17 rotational lines, and an
averaged rotationless bandy'value, are displayed in Figure
3. The uncertainty in the integrated cross section of an indi-
vidual line was typically aboú 60/o-70/o, resulting from a
combination of uncertainties in the absorption cell pressure
(=l%), the adopted value of the laser bandwidth (a 20%
uncertainty in the laser bandwidth produced a 5%o tncer-
tainty in the integrated cross section), and the least-squares
ûtting parameters. For any one band, the scatter of the
rotationless band oscillator strengths derived from individ-
ual line measurements was typically consistent with this
6%-7% uncertainty. The uncertainty in the ûnal, averaged
bandy'values lor o' :13,14, 16, and 18 is conservatively
estimated to be l0%. The uncertainty in the bandfvalues
for the A(20\-X(0) and A(2I) X(0) bands is estimated to be
Frc. 2 -{entrifugal distortion correction factors, r",, 
",,(J', 
J") (see eq
[6]), for the Q-branches of the six bands studied For each band, the
correction factor decreases approxinately linearly with J"(J" + 1)
15%; this higher value is associated with pressure-
broadening effects (see below) that complicate the analysis
of the absorption features. Our rotationless band;Ëvalues
are presented in Table 2. Note that all other measured band
y'values presented in Table 2 are strictly appropriate only
for room temperature.
The relatively small oscillator strengths of the high-u'
bands of thLe A-X system necessitated the use of high
absorption-cell pressures. The A(20) X(0) and A(21)-X(0)
bands were measu¡ed at cell pressures ranging lrom 40 to
300 torr; the ,4(18)-X(0) band at pressures from 20 to 70
torr. At these pressures, the measured line widths were
slightly pressure-broadened. The laser bandwidth for these
bands was independently determined by scanning, at very
low cell pressures, ¡otational lines in the nearby, strong CO
B(0)-X(0) and B(l)-X(0) bands. Pressure-broadening in 23
rotational lines in the three bands was then determined






Ftc. 3.-,4(13)-X(0) rotationless band y'values detemined from 17
absorption spectra of individual rotational lines. The band y'values were
determined using eqs. (3) and (5) in the text; i.e, the rotational dependence
of the band y'values has been removed. The dotted line indicates the
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TABLE 2
BANDÍVÀLUES roR,4(u')-X(0) B¡.¡¡¡s or CO (N 10-s)"



























































































' Uncertainties in parentheses in units oflast quoted decimal place.
b chan et al. 1993.
" Eidelsberg et al. 1992.
d Federmân et al 1997.
' smirh er al. 1994.rJolyetal 1997
s Bandjf-values are " rotationless " (see text); all other measuredy'values are strictly appropriate only [or room temperature.
h Calculated from ab initio electronic transition moment of Kirkby & Cooper 1989.iMorton&Noreau 1994;y'valuesfor8 < u'< 12adoptedfromChanetal. 1993;y'valuesfor 13 I u'< 2lcalculatedfromelectronictransition
moment of KC89 using R-centroid approximation.
i Spielfiedel & Feautrier 1997, tabulated in Jolly et al. 1997.
I Franck-Condon factors calculated from the deperturbed RKR I trI potential curue o[ Field et al- 1972 and an RKR X rX + potential cuwe
constructed from the molecular constants of Le Floch 1991.
Lorentzian component of each Voigt line shape to be a free
parameter; at the maximum absorption coll pressure used,
300 torr, the Lorentzian components of the line shapes
reached 0.10 cm-1 FWHM. Figure 4 displays the FWHM
of the pressure-broadened Lorentzians as a function of cell
pressure. A linear ût to the data yields a pressure-
broadening coeflicient of (3.1 + 0.6) x lO-a qn-1 torr-1.
To our knowledge, there a¡e no other reports of pressure-
broadening coefficients in the VUV for CO-CO collisions;
Jolly et al^(1997) report a pressrue-broadening coefficient of
1.8 x 10 4 cm t torr-lfor CO-fu collisions. In the ûnal
determination of the integrated cross sections for the
pressure-broadened lines, the Lorentzian components of the
o.2
line shapes were ûxed at values determined by the derived
CO CO pressure-broadening coeflicient. To access the
lowest-/ lines in the A(21)-X(0) band, the absorption cell
was cooled by liquid nitrogen to an eflective temperature of
79 K. The pressure-broadening coellicient used in the
analysis of these lines was assumed to scale with tem-
perature as T-0 7 (Cann et al. 1979), yielding a value of
7.8 x 10-a cm- I torr- 1 at79 K.
Our measured band oscillator strengths, as well as other
published measured and calculated y'values, are displayed
as a function of the .4 1fI vibrational level in Figure 5. The
A(u')-X(O) band oscillator strengths vary by over 4 orders of
magnitude in the range 8 < u' < 21. Following the lead of
Jolly et al. (1997), to facilitate a visual comparison of the
di.fferent data sets over this range, tho y'values have been
scaled by Franck-Condon factors; i.e., the "reduced band
oscillator strengths" presented in Figure 5 are the ratios
f,,.olqr.o. For this purpose A(u')-X(0) Franck-Condon
factors were calculated f¡om the deperturbed RKR ,4 ln
potential curve of Field et al. (1972) and an RKR X lt+
potential curve constructed from the molecular constants of
Le Floch (1991). In the standard R-centroid approximation
(Larsson 1983) the ra;tio f,,.,,fq,,,u is proportional to the
square of the electronic transition moment evaluated at the
R-centroid for the vib¡ational band,
.f,',,,, : 6.075 x l0- 6v u,,,, q,, ,,,,R?(R,,,,") , (7)
where v,,,,,, is the wavenumber of the band origin, R,,,, is
the R-centroid, and R" is expressed in atomic units;
however, when the electronic transition moment, R"(R),
exhibits curvature (e.g., Kirby & Cooper 1989) the R-
centroid approximation is not appropriate and band oscil-
lator strengths can only be directly related to the
vibrationally averaged transition dipole moment (eq. [4]).
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F¡c. 4.-Pressure-broadening of rotational lines in the ,4(18)-X(0),
A(2O)-X(O), and A(21)-X(0) bands at 295 K. 
^ 
linear frt results in a
pressure-broadeningcoelficientof(3.1 + 0.6) x l0 acm I torr I
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with recent experimental values for u' < 15. Ou¡ new mea-
surements for higher vibrational levels deviate signiûcantly
from the Kirby & Cooper (1989)fvalues, with that devi-
ation growing progrossively larger with larger u' . The rapid
increase in our measured reduced band oscillator strengths
for high-u' bands is consistent with the trend of y'values
calculated from the electronic transition moment function
of Spielfredel & Feautrier (1997) (see Fig. 5, and Fig. 14 in
Jolly er al. 1997).
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the adopted A(u')-X(0)
y'values of Morton & Noreau (1994) are signifrcantly in
error for u' > 15. Their adoptedfvalues in this range were
derived from the electronic t¡ansition moment function of
Kirby & Cooper (1989) under the assumption that the
R-centroid approximation is valid. The progressive devi-
ation of the Morton & Noreauy'values from the Kirby &
Cooperfvalues for high-u', presented in Table 2, is entirely
due to the breakdown of the R-centroid approximation
because of the curvature of the Kirby & Cooper (1989)
elect¡onic transition moment. Because the R-centroid
approximation is not valid for u'> 12, it is not possible,
with conventional techniques, to use our measuredy'values
to directly de¡ive the behavior of the electronic transition
moment.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured oscillator strengths of six vibrational
bands in the CO AtIl(ú')-Xt2*(r':0) system with
13 < u' < 21. The optical absorption measurements, per-
formed with a tunable VUV laser system, were carried out
with an instrumental resolution of :0.11 cm-t FWHM
(resolving power :750,000). The instrumental bandwidth
was signiûcantly narrower than the width of the Doppler-
b¡oadened CO lines (FWHM = 0.20 cm-l). Integrated
cross sections of individual rotational lines were dete¡mined
by a least-squares fitting routine taking into account the
effects of the ûnite instrumental resolution on the measured
absorption features. Rotationless band oscillator strengths
were derived from the rotational-line measurements; the
small rotational dependence of the band oscillator strength
was accounted for in the conve¡sion from line strengths to
bandy'value. Our results for the ,4(13) X(0) and A(14)-X(0)
bands are consistent with the previous measurements of
smith er al. (1994) and Jolly et at. (1997). Ou .a(16)-X(0)
bandy'values is consistent with they'value reported by Jolly
et al. (1997) within the combined uncertainties. Our mea-
sured bandy'values for u' : 18,20, and 2l can¡of be repro-
duced using the electronic transition moment lunction of
Kirby & Cooper (1989). Reduced bandfvalues calculated
from the electronic transition moment function of
Spielûedel & Feautrier (1997) for u'> 16 (see Jolly et al.
1997) are consistent with our observation of a rapid
increase in reduced bandy'values with increasing u'.
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the support and hospitality of the Ultraviolet Physics Unit,
Atomic and Molecular Physics Labo¡atories, at the
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Visiting Fellow. This project was supported in part by an
NSF Inte¡national Opportunities for Scientists and Engi-
neers Program grant, INT-9513350.
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Frc. S.-._Measured and calculated bandy'values for the A(8 < o' < 2I)-
X(0) bands. To facilitate a visual comparison they'values have been scaled
by Franck-Condon factors; the " reduced"y'values are eqval tof".,ofq,.,o
(see text) The reduced y'values of Spielfiedel & Feautrier (1997) for
8 < u' < l7 are detemined from thefvalues in Table 2 of Jolly et al.(1997)
and our calculated A(u')-X(O) Franck-Condon factors The ,4(18)-X(0)
reduædy'value is taken directly from Fig. 14 otJolly et al (1997); it should
be noted that the Franck-Condon factols used in the Jolly et al. (1997)
reduced y'value deteminations are generally slightly different from those
used in our reducedy'value determinations
imation breaks down for u' > 12, as has also been noted by
Jolly et al. (1997). Thus, the f,,.olqn.o ratios presented in
Figure 5 are not equivalent to the square of the electronic
transition moment; they are used only as an aid in rep-
resenting the data.
Our measured oscillator strengths for the ,4(13)-X(0) and
A(14)-X(O) bands a¡e in reasonable agreement with the pre-
vious optical measurements of Smith et al. (1994) and Jolly
et al. (1997); the three sets ofmeasurements are consistent
within their stated uncertainty limits. Our y'value for the
,4(16)-X(0) band is also consistent with the measurement of
Jolly et al. (1997), although just barely-the measured y'
values difler by aboú 20o/o while the stated uncertainties are
10% (this work) and l5%, Our reducedy'values (-f¡.ol1n .o)
for bands with u' > 16 increase steeply with increasing u', in
cont¡ast to the flattening off of the Jolly et al. (1997) results
Íor u' : 16 and 17 (see Fig. 5).
Kirby & Cooper (1989) calculated theoretical A(u')-X(0)
bandy'values for 0 < u' < 10 based on their ab initio elec-
tronic transition-moment function. We have extended
Kirby & Cooper's fvalue calculations to include bands
with 11 <u'<21; their ab initio electronic transition
moment was used along with vibrational wave functions
derived f¡om the deperturbed ,4 1n RKR potential of Field
et al. (1972) and an RKR X 1X + potential curve constructed
from the ground-state molecular constants of Le Floch
(1991) to determine the appropriate vibrationally averaged
transition moments in equation (4). The results are p¡esent-
ed in Table 2 and displayed in Figure 5. Theoreticalfvalues
given by Jolly et al. (1997), derived from recent ab initio
electronic transition moment calculations by Spielûedel &
Feautrier (1991), are also included in Table 2 and in Figure
5. With the exception of the optical measurements of
Eidelsberg et al. (1992), the theoreticalfvalues based on the
elect¡onic transition moments of Kirby & Cooper (1989)
and Spielfiedel & Feautrier (1997) are broadly consistent
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4.35 The O(tD) yield from 02 photodissociation near
H Lyman-a (121.6 nm)
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The solar H Lyman-a line is, through 02 photodissociation, an important source of O(lD)
production throughout the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. To ascertain the energy balance in
this altitude region, it is necessary to know the O(lD) yield across the solar H Lyman-a feature,
since H Lyman-a absorption by 02 af -80 km accounts for a substantial fraction of the solar
radiation absorbed in the mesosphere. An earlier laboratory study had provided a value of
0.44+0.05 for the O(rD) yield at the center of the solar H Lyman-a line, where the profile shows
a minimum in intensity due to strong seli-reversal of the line. Using tunable laser radiation, we have
determined the O(rD) yield from 02 photodissociation across the entire H Lyman-a profile from
121.2 to 121.9 nm, at a spectral resolution of 0.0015 nm (1 cm l). The results reveal a strongly
wavelength-dependent window in the O(lD) yield, the origins of which are explained using
calculations based on a coupled-channel Schr,ädinger-equations model of the 02 photodissociation.
The calculations, which show significant isotopic dependence near H Lyman-a, predict that the
depth of the quantum-yield window will increase significantly as the temperature is lowered.
A 1999 American Institute of Physics. [50021-9606(99)00604-2f
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I. INTRODUCTION
The coincidence in wavele ngth between the H Lyman-a
line (À:121.6 nm) and a deep window in the 02 photoab-
sorption cross section has importânt consequences for the
photochemistry of the terrestrial atmosphere. Atmospheric
photodissociation of 02 by solar Lyman-a radiationl contrib-
utes an important fraction of the total O(lD) production in
the 75-82 km altitude region, with the remainder coming
from 03 photodissociation in the 200-300 nm Hartìey band.2
Schumann-Runge (SR) band absorption leads exclusively to
O(3P)+O(3P) products, whereas it has been known since
the work of Lee et cil.3 that the quantum yield for O(lD) at
Lynan-cr is 0.44+0.05.
Whether O(rD) or O(3P) is generated in a particular
altitude region is an important question, as it affects both the
chemistry and the energy balance in that region. The chemi-
cal reactivities of O(rr) and O(3P) are quite dissimilar, and
the details of the processes by means of which the electronic
energy of O(lD) and the translational energy of O(3P) are
dissipated are also distinct. It is therefore essential to deter-
mine the yield of O(rD) at Lyman-a, and it is particularly
important in an experimental determination to use radiation
that has narrow-enough bandwidth to allow measurement of
the wavelength dependence of the yield within the peculiar
solar Lyman-a line shape.
Figure I shows the solar Lyman-a profile as param-
etrized by Chabrillat and Kockarts,a together with the 02
absorption cross section at room temperature measured by
')Present address: Tech Semiconductor, Woodlands, PO Box 0353, Sin-
gapore 917302
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Lewis ¿¡ al.s 'lhe area of this Lyman-a profile is the usual
value, Õ-:3X 10ll photons cm-2 s l, which is representa-
tive of a quiet-Sun activity level.6'7 The line has a minimum
of intensity at line center due to absorption by geocoronal
hydrogen.8 The full width ar half-maximum (FWHM) of the
line is 0.08 nm (54 cm-¡; and the flux at its center is about
one-quarter of its peak value. In the laboratory, a typical
hydrogen-discharge lamp has an unreversed, or only slightly
reversed, Lyman-a profile which is typically 0.0015 nm
wide. To the extent that the O(rD) yield may vary across the
0.08 nm solar linewidth, conclusions about atmospheric
O(lD) processes based on laboratory data obtained using
such a source could be suspect. In the work of Lee et a1.,3 a
value of 0.44+0.05 was reporred for the O(rD) yield at
Lyman-a, obtained using a laboratory hydrogen-discharge
lamp source. In the 120-130 nm spectral region, it was ob-
served that the O(lD) yield showed sharp variations. How-
ever, it remains unclear whether the measured yield is rel-
evant to 02 photodissociation by actual solar Lyman-a, since
the laboratory determination was made at exactly Lyman-a,
i.e., in the core of the Lyman-ø profrle where the solar irra-
diance has a minimum. It was thus necessary to develop a
light source with a tunability range of at Ieast 0.1 nm, so that
the entire width of the solar Lyman-a profile could be inves-
tigated. For that purpose, we used a tunable vacuum-
ultraviolet (VUV) pulsed-laser light source with a bandwidth
of -1 cm-r (0.0015 nm) FWHM and a tunability >10 nm.
This source was designed by Meyer and Farise and will be
described briefly in Sec. Il.
Selected potential-energy curves for 02 are shown sche-
matically in Fig. 2. When 02 is excited fìom its ground state
X3I; into the so-called "window region" (110-130 nm,
002 r -9606/99/1 .l 0(4y1 949/1 0/$1 5 00 1 949 @ 1999 American lnstitute of Physics
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(A)lntemuclear D¡stance
FIC 2 Potentiâl-energy curves of O2, shorvn in a diabatic (crossing) rep-
resentûtion Energies arc reterred to the nrin¡mum in the ground-state X r).
potential The rrp Rydberg conrplexes, converging on the ionic grourrd strte,
contaìn rili rrÀ,,, nnd rrn,, states
(CSE) catculation of the partial O, tl;-X rI" photodisso-
ciation cross section yielding O( lD ) + O( I P I en,l cornpanng
it with the known experimental photoabsorption cross sec-
[ron.
This ¡rrticle is divitlcd in two main scctiorìs: an experi-
mental scction (Scc. Il). which includes a description of the
data-analysis and presentation of the experrmentaì results,
and a theoretical section (Sec. lll), where the O( rD)
+ O(rP) quantum-yield cnlculation using the CSE method is
described and compared with the experimental yield.
II. EXPERIMENT
A. O(1D) + O, collisional energy transfer
We rneasurecl the relative O(lD) quantum yiel<l fìom Or
photodissociation between 121.2 and 121.9 nrn ât room tenl-
perature using 02 of normal isotopic composition. The
O(¡D) populatìon was monitored using the t-ollowing
energy-transfìr reaction:
o( rD)+o,-or(årI,*+, u:0,1)+o(rP), (l)
where about 40Vo of the Or(b r:,i) molecules are fonred in
the u: I vibrational level and the remaining fÌaction in u
-0.15'16 There is strong evidence that the efficient removal
of O.(b'IJ. r: I ) by O¿ (t:1.5x10-rr cmrs I¡17 pro-
cluces princìpally 03( b r)f , u - O¡, r7 which is deactivated
very inefficientty by O, (fr:3.9x 10 r7 cm3 s-';.rs Thrs en-
ables one to use the fluorescence of the 1, '>.i
-XrI" f O,Ol transition at 762 nm as a measure of the
ot rDt 'þopulrrion.. The radiative lifetime of the b rlu+(u
:0) state is I I s.l3 The reason tbr using reaction (l) fbr our
measurement is that direct detection of O(¡^D) Using the
O(rD)-O(3P) emission at 630 nm is much more difficult
since O(rD; has a radiative lifetirne of 147 s (Ref. l8) and is
deactivated very eflìciently by 02 (fr=4X l0-ll crnr s l).r5
B. VUV generation
We photodissociated 02 with tunable VUV laser light
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FIG I Detailed vierv of the soìar Lyrnrn-apronle (lhe solid line, left axis),
as prranretrized by Chrbrillat and Kockrrts (Ref 4) fbr a qu¡erSun îctivity
level, show¡Dg ìts position near the mininrunl of the O, plrotoabsorption
cross scction (Ref' -5, connected squares, right axis)
9.6-11.4 eV),10 an area of complex interactions between
Rydberg and valence states, it is free to predissociate to a
number of its lower dissociation limits. The energeticalìy-
and spin-allowed dissociation channels are
Or(X rIil u :0)+ h/-O(3P)+O(3P)
-o(3P) + o('D)
*o(rp)+ o( rs),
witb dissociation thresholds of 242, 175, and 133 nm, re-
spect¡vely. In principle, fluorescence is also a possible relax-
ation mechanism, bLrt Lee ¿/ ¿1.1 estimated from their experi-
ment that the O, fluoresccnce yield after photoexcitatron in
this energy region was <0.00 1. Predissociation is therefore
thc dominant relaxation rnechanism. Also, Ridley arnl. ll
have determined experimentally an upper lirrit of 0.03 +0.01
f-or the O(rP)+01 r.l) dissociation yield at Lyman-rr. Other
worksl2ll have aÌso reporte<l a yield for this channel of
<0.02, in general, between I l6 and 125 nm. The channels
o(rP)+o(3P) and o(rP)+O(rD) are, rherefore, rhe only
significant relaxation pathways available.la
The photoabsorption spectrum of Or in the window re-
gion is dominated by electric-dipole-allowed transitions from
the X r>; state into the strongly mixed Rydberg and valence
states ol'3I; ln,l rfl,, syrnmetry. The npo,,3fl,, state, pr"-
dissociate to the O(3P)+O(rP) dissociation limit via the
repulsive rr 3cr,,3fI,, valence state, and the npr,,t2,,
srares prcclissociatc principally to the O(rD)+O(3P) limit
via thc ølzrj B rlu valence state, the upper stâte of the SR
transition. For comparison with the experimental results, we
have also esrimated theoretically the O(lD) + O(3P) yield
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(2PRDFM) mixing process using an ArF excimer laser and a
Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser. Tuning of the VUV wavelength
was provided by varying the dyeJaser wavelength (zylry
:2v^ry- ru¿r"). This VUV la.ser system has been described
extensively ¡n a recent article9 and will be summarized here.
The ArF excimer-laser beam (10 Hz, -20 mJ/pulse) and
the Nd:YAG-pumped dye-ìaser beam (Coumarin 47,10H2,
-9 mJ/pulse) were focused into a phase-matched gas mix-
ture of H2 and Kr (H2:Kr:10: l) or Kr and Ar (Kr:Ar
:l:4.1). The VUV generation efficiency was enhanced by
tuning the ArF laser to a two-photon resonance of H2
(103487.08 cm l; when using the Hr:Kr mixture, or of Kr
(103363.43 cm l¡ when using the Kr:Ar mixture. For our
measurements, the Kr:Ar mixture was necessary to generate
VUV across the Lyman-a line because the use of H2 pro-
duces H atoms which absorb VUV at that .,¡r'avelength. The
focal points of the two beams were spatially and temporally
overlapped in the mixing cell whose exit window was a
MgF2 plano-convex lens (R:20 cm). The laser beams
(VUV, ArF, and dye) struck the lens off-center and were thus
dispersively separated (the lens also acted like a prism) in
addition to being collimated over a distance of about 1.4 m
in vacuo. At the end of this vacuum path, large (7 mm diam)
and small (1.5 mm diam) apertures were used to select the
VUV beam and suppress stray light from the ArF- and dye-
laser beams. A red phosphor screen was used to locate the
VUV beam and center it in the 1.5 mm aperture. The abso-
lute intensity of the beam was eye-evaluated from the inten-
sity of its spot on the phosphor screen. On the basis of a
single measurement with a pyroelectric energy probe made
immediately after the beam was observed on the phosphor
screen, we estimated our VUV energy during this experiment
to be <0.5 ¡.rJlpulse. The relative VUV intensity was moni-
tored between the 1.5 mm aperture and the 02 flow cell by a
solar-blind photomultiplier tube (PMT) (EMR model 542G-
08-18) operated at 3.5 kV and mounted at right angles to the
beam. This PMT has a CsI photocathode providing -200X
more sensitivity at Lyman-a than at the ArF wavelength (À
:193 nm). When the pulses from the dye and ArF lasers
were not temporally overlapped, therefore preventing VUV
production, the PMT did not generate any detectable signal.
The output of the PMT was preamplified and fed to a boxcar
averager, the dc output of which was voltage-to-frequency
converted. In this form, the signal could be sent into the
second channel of the photon counter used for the O(lD)
yield measurement.
The VUV wavelength was tuned by varying the dye-
laser wavelength manually via the position of its grating. We
calibrated the VUV wavelength, and thus, indirectly, the
dyeJaser grating dial, using a VUV spectrometer and known
VUV emission lines. We produced VUV emission lines
around 120 nm by generating amplified spontaneous emis-
sion (ASE) in 50 Torr of H2. When tuning the ArF laser to
tbe O(1) line of ¡he E,F 'l/*r,r>|tO,O) two-photon
transition of H2, sufficient population was transferred from
the ground state to produce ASE from the E,F state to the
Bll,l state, and also subsequent ASE in the VUV from the
B state to the ground state (the Lyman bands). First, we
observed the R(l) and P(3) ASE lines of the ^Brl,f
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-X '>i(1,2) transition (S3 438.44 and 82 909.46 cm- r,
respectively)le in order to calibrate the VUV spectrometer,
and then VUV was produced using 2PRDFM. The VUV
wavelength measured with the spectrometer defined the true
dyeJaser wavelength, since z4,p was tuned to a known two-
photon resonance of H2. This procedure yielded an accuracy
of +0.01 nm (+7 cm-l¡ for VUV wavelengths near
Lyman-a. The bandwidth of the VUV light is not known
precisely, but is estimated to be on the order of I cm-l
(0.0015 nm) FWHM on the basis of a previous experimenr
using the same lasers and VUV generation scheme.2o
C. O, flow cell
The VUV beam entered and exited the 02 flow cell
through MgF2 windows situated 28 cm apart. Two pressure
gauges (100 and 760 Torr ranges) measured the 02 pressure
in the cell. 02 was flowed at 4.6 slpm (standard liters per
minute) in order to prevent a build-up of 03 concentration
due to the production of O atoms from 02 photodissociation.
This is particularly irnportant since the photodissociation of
03 can lead to the production of O(rD¡ and Orf árIj¡ via
the spin-allowed dissociation channels Ot rD¡+Ortå rA*)
and o(rD) + O r(ø t2l),'' which have respecrive rhresholàs
of 310.3 and 266.9 nm. Moreover, the 03 to 02 absorption
cross-section ratio at Lyman-a is about 100. The use of a
static cell is thus not acceptable for this experiment.
D. Fluorescence detect¡on
Fluorescence at J62 nm from the å r>J -X 
3>; (0,0)
transition was detected in photon-counting mode by a èooled
PMT (RCA C3 1034) operated at 1.9 kV and siruared on the
top face of the flow cell. From its point of emission in the
center of the cell, the fluorescence passed successively
through a fused-silica plano-convex lens (¡:5 cm, 4 cm
diam), a glass long-pass filter (Schott RG-715), and a Kodak
Wratten 89-B filter. A spherical minor (R:3 cm, 3.5 cm
d.iam) was also placed at the bottom of the cell to enhance
the fluorescence collection efficiency. The length of the
VUV laser beam path seen by the PMT (the detect¡on re-
gion) was 1.5+0.5 cm. The distance between the beginning
of this detection region and the entrance window of the flow
cell was 8+0.5 cm. The pulses from the PMT were pream-
plified 100X and sent to a dual-channel photon counter
(Stanford SR400) whose second channel was used to mea-
sure the relative VUV intensity.
The å lIr+-x 3l;{o,ol fluorescence counts were accu-
mulated during a time gate open between 0.4 and 10.4 ms
after the VUV ìaser pulse. The position and width of the time
gate were determined by the lifetime of the btl/(u:0)
state and the amount of stray light generated by the laser
pulse. The fluorescence lifetime was measured in a simple
preliminary laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) experiment. We
excited the øt2[ *x 3>;t t,o) rransirion of 02 ar 686.9 nm
with a pulsed Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser and detected the
otrl -* 'l;to,o) fluorescence at'762 nm. with 100 Torr
of 02 (99.995Vo purity) flowing in the cell, we observed a
fluorescence lifetime of 2 ms, which is four times shorter
than the value of 8 ms expected from the quenching of
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Or(b t}i, u:0) by Or.'t We fìrst thought that this shorter'
lifetime could be caused by water vapor or another contlni-
nant coming from the 02 cylinder. The rate constant for
quenching of O2(b rll, u:0) by H2O is large enough
(k-5.4x l0 12 cml , Ï.¡ to.ou." this effect, at the specifìed
impurity level for the O, cylinder. Since a longer fluores-
cence lifetime results in a better signal, we tried to condense
the impurities by flowing 02 through a bath of dry ice and
isopropanol prior to its injection into the cell. Unfortunately,
this lengthened the lifetime from 2 to on'ly 2.2 ms. Interest-
ingly, we also observed that the fluorescence lifetime de-
pended on the flow cell used. The lifctime was 2 ms with thc
stainless-steel cell used for the experiment at Lyman-a, and
only 0.83 ms with a black-anodized coated cell. lt thus ap-
pears that most of the .impurities shortening the fluorescence
lifetime come from (he cell walls, a black-anodizerì coating
being a more efficient adsorber than stainless steel. As a
precautionary measure during the experirnent at Lyrnan-a,
we installed a bath of dry ice and isopropanol between the
mechanical purnping system and the output of the flow cell
in order to trap pump-oil particles that might have been very
efficient at quenching the årlf (u:0) state. We do not
know, howcvcr, if this actually lengthened the fluorcscence
lifètime since the signal at Lyman-a was too low to permit
an easy measurement.
In summary, with the setup described above, we detected
an average of l3 02 b tZj -X 
3>;tO,O) fluorescence
events per VUV laser shot, with an average signal-to-
background ratio of 2.1.'lhe background counts most prob-
ably originate from the typical reddish fluorescence produced
when the VUV laser beam, and to a lesser extent the ArF
stray ìight, [raverse the MgFr windows of the ceì1.
E. Data acqu¡sition
The intensity ,l(À) (counts per laser pulse) of the
bt2; -x 
t>;{o,o) fluorescence signal at wavelength À,
which is propórtional to the O(rD) quantum yield Or¿(À),
is given by
S(l') - e//^6,(À)<Þr¿(À), (2)
where e is the brtf -x'>;{O,Ol fluorescence detection
efficiency, and No6"(À) is the number of photons absorbed
per laser pulse in the detection region. lf the number of pho-
tons per laser pulse entering the cell at wavelength À is /(I),
No¡.(\) will be given by
l/.5,(À)-/(}')expf-tr(À)pl¡]{l exp[ ø(À)p/¡]], (3)
where 1¡:8+0.5 cm defines the preabsorption region, i.e.,
the length between the entrance of the cell and the beginning
of the detection region, l¡:1.5+0.5 cm is the ìength of the
detection region, ø(À.) is the absorption cross sectron
(cm2molecule-l¡ of O, at wâvelength tr, and p is the 02
number density (molecules cm-3).
One of the difficulties in measuring the O(rD) quantum
yield in the Lyman-aregion is the fact thât the 02 absorption
cross section increases very steeply when moving away from
its minimum value near 121.6 nm (Fig. 1). This fact has two
consequences. First, the wavelength dependence of the
Lacoursière et a/.
TABLE I Chflrâcteristics and experimcntal condit¡ons tbr each wavelength

















o, bt2[ -x 
3I;10,0¡ fluorescence signal will depend not
only on ìhe waveiength clependence of the o(rD; yield, but
also on the wavelength dependence of the 02 absorption
cross section, as shown by Eqs. (2) antl (3). This dependence
must be reflected in the data analysis. Second, it is clear that
the pressure dependence of the signal intensity at a given
wavelength will show a maximum. This is due to the tradeotï
between having more absorbers in the detection region, and
having more VUV power loss in the preabsorption region.
As the VUV wavelength varies, the pressure giving the op-
timum signal will change due to the variation of the Or ab-
sorption cross section. Since our br2[ -X 
rl;{o,o) nuo-
rescence signal was not very large, it was difficult to measure
the O(lD) yield across anrì beyond the solar Lyman-a pro-
file at constânt 02 pressure without losing the signal. We
therefbre measured the O(lD) yield over a given wavelength
region, and then changed the pressure to measure the yield
over another region.
The data were acquired in the following way. After hav-
ing manually set the VUV wavelength to a given vaìue, the
fluorescence counts and the VUV level were accumulated
simultaneously for 600 laser shots under each of the follow-
ing conditions: (l) with 02 flowing in the cell; (2) without
02 in the cetl; (3) without O, in the cell and with the ArF-
and dye-laser pulses desynchronized, thus preventing VUV
production; (4) with 02 in the cell and the ArF- and dye-laser
pulses desynchronized. Condition (l) measured the signal
proportional to the O(rD) procìuction, or "O(rD) signal."
Condition (2) measured the fluorescence background, which
varied linearly with the relative VUV intensity. Condition (3)
allowed meâsurement of the background in the VUV chan-
nel. The comparison of the ffuorescence counts in steps (3)
and (4) was important because it confirmed that stray light
from the ArF laser (À:193 nm) was not intense enough to
produce fluorescence from its absorption by 02, or, poten-
tially, O-¡ . The data were taken in segments of six overlap-
ping wavelength regions. Table I lists for each wavelength
region the 01 pressure, the number of points, and the non-
Ìinear medium used to generate the VUV light.
F. Data analysis
We measured fhe relative wavelength dependence of the
O(lD) quantum yicld, which is proportional to the absolute
O(rD) yield, Õr¿(},) of Eq. (2). In other words, we did not
calibrate é, rhe b r>s+-X3>;(0,0) fluorescence detection
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number directly proportional to Õrp(À) was extracted by
normalizing the experimental signal S(\) using ¡/.bs(À) [Eq.
(3)]. In Eq. (3), the number/(ì.) of photons entering the cell
per laser pulse was not measured, but was proportional to the
measured relative VUV intensity /yuy. From Eqs. (2) and
(3), with c(À):l/05,(\)f(À) as the correction factor ac-
counting for the variation of the absorption cross section of
02, we obtain
<Þr¡(\)xs(\)/[c(\)/yur]. (4)
In the determination of c(À,) we used the room-temperature
02 absorption cross section of Lewis ¿f al.,r corrected for
pressure effects, for wavelength regions entirely contained
between 121.4 and 121 .9 nm (regions I and 2 in Table I),
and the parametrized cross section of Dose et a1.22 for re-
gions extending beyond this range (regions 3-6). The uncer-
tainty of those cross sections is -5Vo. Vr'ith this correction
procedure, the relative wavelength dependence of the O(lD)
yield was determined within a single wavelength region.
Since each of the six wavelength regions scanned partially
overlapped the neighboring ones, the relative O(rD) yield
across the entire wavelength range could be obtained by scal-
ing the data so that they formed a single continuous curve.
On average, the uncertainty in the data points is -8Vo, of
which two-thirds arises from uncertainty in the correction
factor c(À). An additional uncertainty of -5Vo should be
included to take into account the fact that the wavelength
range of our experiment necessitated the use of experimental
02 photoabsorption cross sections from two sources which
differed slightly in their region of overlap.
G. Results and discussion
Our measured O(lD) quantum yields are shown in Fig.
3 and listed in Table IL The parametrized 02 absorption
cross section of Dose el a1.22 ancl the solar Lyman-a profile
of Chabrillat and Kockartsa are reproduced in the bottom part
of Fig. 3. The solid curve superimposed on the experimental
data points is a Gaussian least-squares fit to equally weighted
data points between 121.46 and 121.67 nm.lt is important to
recall that our yield measurements were not made absolutely.
In the earlier study of Lee et a1.,3 it was possible to obtain a
yield at Lyman-a relative to measurements in the
Schumann-Runge continuum at 135-175 nm, where it is
accepted that the O(rD) yield is unity. This was not possible
in the present situation, with limited tunability of the laser
system. We were therefore faced with two choices: either to
use the earlier laboratory Lyman-a value, 0.44+0.05, as a
point of normalization, or to use the results of our calcula-
tions (Sec. III) which indicate that, as the photodissociation
wavelength approaches the peak of the 120.6 nm "second
band" of 02, the yield should become unity. Fortunately,
these two choices do not lead to very different flnal results.
Because the short-wavelength yield appears to reach a limir
ing value at the same time as the absorption cross section is
rapidly increasing toward the 120.6 nm peak, it seems rea-
sonable to judge that this limiting value is, in fact, unity. By
normalizing in this manner, the laboratory Lyman-a value, at
121.57 nm, is increased from 0.44+0.05 to 0.53+0.05,
which we believe does not do injustice to the earlier work.
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FIG 3 Measured O(rD) quantum yield (squares, left axis) The param-
etrized Or rbsorption cross section of Dose ¿, ul (Ref.22, the dashed line,
right axis) and the solar Lyman-a proñle (Ref 4) are reproduced in the
bottom part ofthe ñgure The solid line superimposed on the experimental
data points is a G¡ussian least-squrres ñt b€tween l2l 46 ncl 121 67 nm
The open circle is the previously measured value of 0441005 for the
o(rD) yield (Ref. 3).
The quantity of interest for modeling the O(lD) produc-
tion rate by solar Lyman-a in the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere (MLT) is the weighted-mean quântum yield
(<Þr¡) given by
(Õ'r): J<Þ' D( [)J( \)r1\ J<Þr¿(À )F(À) o(À)dÀ
JJ( À )¿1¡.
where integration takes place over the solar Lyman-a profile.
In Eq. (5), J(À) is the photolysis rate of 02, given by the
product F(À)ø(À), where F(À) is the solar Lyman-aflux. It
will be shown in Sec. III that the O(rD) quantum yield
Õrp(\) is also a function of_temperature, as is the O, ab-
sorption cross section ø(\).5 In the MLT, the weighted-
mean O(rD) yieìd will therefore depend on altitude via rhe
temperature dependence of ø(l,) and @r¡(À). Interestingly,
the wavelength distribution of the solar Lyman-a flux F(I)
is also a function of altitude. As pointed out by Nicolet,2s the
shape of the 02 absorption cross section within the solar
Lyman-a profile (Fig. l) will generate stronger absorption of
the low-wavelength half of the profile than of the high-
wavelength half, thus deforming the profile as the light pen-
etrates the atmosphere. This deformation will cause the
weighted-mean O(lD) yield to decrease with decreasing al-
titude.
Given the purpose of this work, here we will limit our-
selves to calculating the weighted-mean O(lD) quantum
yield at room temperature using the 02 absorption cross sec-
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TABLE II Experimentrl O(rD) yield ¡s a funct¡on of rvavelength
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III. THEORY
As impìied in Sec. l, the total 02 photodissociation cross
section in the window region rnây be thought of as the sum
of cross sections for the alÌowed transitions into the
Rydberg-valence coupled 3l; and 3fI,, states, the O(lD)
+ O(3P) photofragments arising entirely from 3I, dissocia-
tions. In Sec. IIIA, we model the O(rD)+O(rP) quantum
yield in the window region near Lyman-a using the CSE
method, and in Sec. III B the results are compared with our
measured quantum yieìd.
A. Method of calculat¡on
1. The CSE method
ln the case of Rydberg and valence states of the same
symmetry with molecuìar-orbital configurations diffèring in
one or two of the occupied orbitals, such as the lfI,, and ll;
states of 02, respectively, there may be strong interactions
which invalidate the Born-Oppenheimer (BO)
approximation.2a This breakdown of the BO approximation
may be addressed by using a CSE model in which the inter-
actions between the BO basis states are inch¡ded explicitly.
ln the adiabatic basis, the adiabatic potential-energy curves
for the BO basis states exhibit an avoided crossing and these
states intcract nonadiabatically through an off-diagonal ele-
ment of the nuclear kinetic-energy operator. ln the diabatic
basis, the diabatic BO basis-state potential-energy curves
cross and interact through an off-diagonal element of the
electrostatic Hamiltonian. Provided that a complctc
electronic-state basis is employed, then thc rcsults of CSE
caÌculations are insensitive to the choice of an adiabatic or
diabatic basis set. In practice, it is sufficient to include only
enough interacting electronic states to accurately describe
spectra in the energy region of rnterest. ln this work, we
choose the diabatic BO basis, as this has the attractive prop-
erty that the wave functions, potential-energy curves, and
coupling matrix elements can be expected to change
smoothly wi(h internuclear separation R.
The techniques of scattering theory25 have been adapte<J
to the calculation of moìecular photodissociation cross sec-
tions The CSE formalism, detailed by van Dishoeck el o1.26
and Torop et ul.,21 is particularly suitable for treatment of the
strong Rydberg-valence interactions in 02 and has been ap-
plied previously to explain unusual features ¡n the spectrum
of 02.28 3l D"toilr of a CSE formulation suitable for the
description of rovibronic photodissociation of 02 have been
given by Lewis ¿/ al.2e Briefly, for a transition from a given
rovibrational level of an initial uncoupled electronic state i
into the r coupled states k, which include rxo open channels,
the partial photodissociation cross section, in cm2, to the
open channel 7 is given by
u 7E¡ * ¡ut 1, çn - 1.225 X l0- 
23 g v
xl(¡rur(R)lMlx,,,t,o,G))l'' Q)



































































































































































"Wavelength calibration uncertainty :t00l nm (see lhe text)
hscrn region containing tûbulîted datum point (see Tablc l)
'Tîbulated uncertr¡nties rre statist¡crl, representing one standrrd deviation
An additional uncerta¡nty of -5% should be included to rccount for the use
oftwo experimental O' photorbsorption cross sections which ditler slightly
in lhe¡r rcnge of overlap (see the text)
and Kockarts4 reprcscnting thc solar Lyman-a line shapc at
the top of the atmosphere, and our measured O(tD) yield.
The weighted-mean O(rD) yieltl is calculated using Eq. (5),
where the integration is performed on a grid defined by the
experimental data points using the trapezoidal method. This
calculation yields the result (Õr¿):0.58+0.06. It is verified
easily that tlrc same value is obtainetl when using the lìtted
Gaussian O(tD) yield shown in Fig. 3 This functional form
of the yield, which may prove useful in atmospheric model-
ing, is given by
O(\) : 1.08 - {0. I 68/[0.1 t (2 n)t tzl]
xexp{-0.s[(À-121.623)t0J12], (6)
where N is in the rrnge 121.46-121.67 nm. It is also inter-
esting to note that, when using only the numerator of Eq. (5),
one finds that the low-wavelength half (À< 121.57 nm) of the
solar Lyman-a profile at the top of the âtmosphere (Fig. 1)
produces two-thirds of the O(lD) generated by the full solar
Lyman-a line.
In addition to being consistent with the previous value of
tlte yield at exactly Lyman-a, our experimental wavelength-
dependent O(rD) yield agrees well with the results of a
semi-empirical CSE calculation. Section Ìll explains how the
calculations were performed and compares them with the
experimental results.
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where E is the coupled-state energy, "/ is the rotational quan-
tum number, z is the transition energy in cm-1, the degen-
eracy factor g:(2- 60,^+i")/(2- án,¡,), and the transition
matrix elements are in atomic units. In Eq. (7), Xys.¡(R) is
the nXl vector of coupled-channel radial wave functions
with outgoing flux into channel y, y¡,,,¡,ç,(R) is the vibra-
tional wave function of the initial state, and the elements of
the nX I rotronic transition-moment vector M are the prod-
ucts of appropriately normalized electronic transition mo-
ments ,Mr,(R) and rotational matrix elements of the
direction-cosine operator. The coupled-channel radial wave-
function vector ¡r¿y(R) is the solution of the diabatic-basis
coupled Schrödinger equations, expressed in matrix form,
( ¿' 2u I
i r . + -:lEI-V(R) -V'u'(R)lf xyry(R):0, (9)I ¿n' h2- )
where ¡l is the molecular reduced mass, I is the identity
matrix, V(R), of dimension nXn, is the symmetric diabatic
potential matrix, the diagonal elements of which are the di-
abatic electronic potential-energy curves yr(R), and V'ut(R)
is a diagonal matrix with elements given by matrix elements
of the rotational part of the molecular Hamiltonian. The cou-
plings between the interacting electronic states are given by
the off-diagonal elements of V(R), containing the effects of
electrostatic, rotational and spin-orbit interactions.
If the electronic wave functions are expressed in the
Hund's case (l elf paity basis,24 then the only nonzero
elements M16) arise from dipole-allowed parallel and per-
pendicular transitions between case (a) basis states and for-
bidden transitions borrow strength via the explicitly calcu-
lated upper-state mixing processes. For a finite temperature,
the effective partial (or total) photodissociation cross sec-
tions can be expressed as the sums of cross sections into the
upper-state e and f levels, each of which is calculated sepa-
rately as a Boltzmann average of Eq. (7) [or Eq. (8)] over the
initial distribution of u",J", and, in the case of a multiplet,
A" or F'i .
2. The model implementation
In principle, the photodissociation of 02 near Lyman-a
^t -121.6 
nm can be modeled by performing separate CSE
calculations of the Rydberg-valence 'il,,-XtI; and 3I,*Xt>; total photodissociation cross sections, which we
denote as the "fl" and "1" cross sections, respectively.
Since the fI,, dissociations yield only O(3P)+O(3P) prod-
ucrs, rhe total O(rD)+O(rP) quantum yield would then be
given by
<Þr¡(À): o¡,,(\)/[ø¡(\) + ø¡(À)], (10)
where o¡,,(\) is the partial tr cross section yielding
O(tD)+O(3P), denoted as "Irp." However, significant
uncertainties result in the fI cross section and the quantum
yield determined in this way. The nearest identifiab'le 3fÌ,,
*x3>; features in the 02 spectrum occur at -135.5 and
-116.2 nm, associated, respectively, with the lower and up-
per adiabatic states formed due to the strong 3fI,, Rydberg-
valence interaction.2s In the extensive energy region between
these states, which includes Lyman-a, the calculated CSE fI
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cross section becomes weak and oscillatory, and, in the ab-
sence of experimental information enabling refinement of the
3fI,, model parameters pertinent to this region, cannot be
regarded as reliable. On the other hand, the strong I cross
section which dominates this region of the spectrum can be
characterized well by a CSE treatment. Lyman-a lies be-
tween the longest and second bands of 02 ,32 aa - 124.4 and
-120.6 nm, respectively, very strong predissociating reso-
nances associated with the u:0 and u: I leveìs of the
E 3l, state, the upper adiabatic state resulting from the 3I,
Rydberg-valence interaction. Therefore, in this work we cal-
culate only the partial and total I cross sections, estimating
the total O(rD)+O(3P) quantum yield in rhe Lyman-a re-
gion using the expression
<Þrp( \): ø¡,r( l,)/o( À), (l l)
where, as in Sec. II, ø(ì,) is the 02 photoabsorption cross
section. It is important to note that it is assumed implicitly in
Eq. (ll) that the cross sections o>,JÀ) and o(À.) refer to the
same isotopic variant or mixture of 02. For mosf wave-
lengths, cross sections for 02 of normal isotopic composition
are indistinguishable from those for 160r. However, as will
be seen in Sec. III B, this does not apply to the cross-section
minimum near Lyman-a where it is essential to use a >rD
cross section properly corrected for isotopic effects before
estimating O(rD) quantum yields using Eq. (l l).
Our CSE model, optimized using experimental informa-
tion over the 110.0-140.0 nm range, provides an accurate
description of a large number of tr,, features in the window
region of the O, spectrum. A detailed description of the op-
timization of the model parameters is given elsewhere.3s
Briefly, the model includes the n:3 and n:4 Rydberg
states and the lowest valence states of 'l;, 'lu* and ll j
symmetry, and takes into account Rydberg-valence cou-
plings for each symmetry, 3trr,-31,,*, and 'l;,-'li,
Rydberg-Rydberg spin-orbit couplings (-100 cm r), and
S-uncoupling in the triplet srates (28>J"/("¡+ ill. The 3I,l
anO tl,f states have been included to allow a description of
the forbidden ba-nd systems, 3pn, f rl,f -X 
rI, and
3pt,, D '1,**t 3l; , whictr are visible in the windbw re-
gion. Within the framework of the CSE model, these forbid-
den systems occur by borrowing strength from the allowedtl;-x31, transition through spin-orbit interactions be-
tween components of the 3p Rydberg complex. As will be
seen in Sec. III B, the inclusion of the 3I) states is particu-
larly important for an accurate estimation of the O(lD)
quantum yield near Lyman-a, since the npn,,32[ Rydberg
states, which are spin-orbit-coupled to the isoconfigurational3l; stat"r, are predissociated by the nl,n3rl32l state, the
upper state of the Herzberg I system, which correlates with
the O(3P)+O(3P) limit. Thus, in cerrain nanow spectral
regions the O(rD) quantum yield pertaining to the I spec-
trum will fall below the value of unity expected for pure 31,
predissociation. Our calculated cross sections were obtained,
formally, by summing separate upper-state ¿-level and
flevel calculations. The ¿-level block included the twelve













































FtG 4 (r) Diabatic CSE-model potentìrl-energy curves yr(R) for the r:;
strtes ofOr (dashed lines) The energy scale is defined relative to the mini-
mum in the ground-stâte Xr>; poteotial-energy curve and the electronic-
state nomenclature is discussed in Ret 34 Strong Rydberg-valence coupling
results ¡n the corresponding adiabafic potential-energy curves (solid lines)
exhibiting avoided crossings The upper-stcte levels lor the Iongest rnd sec-
ond bands are ¡ndicated ¡n relation to the îdirbîtic E-stflle potential, lormed
by the ¡nleraction of the pure valence and r¡:3 and n:4 Rydberg states
The Lyrnan-a region lies between these two levels Predissociation of the E
state occurs vir the I srrte which coneÌrtes w¡th the O(lD)+01rP¡ disso-
ciation linrit (b) D¡îbît¡c CSE-nrodel electronic transition moments 7V¡(R)
for the r:,-*XrI, transitions (drshed lines), together with the cone-
sponding adiobrtic moments (solid lines)
whrle the flevel block included the nine diabatic states oftIr, tI,l, , and 3I j,, symmerry.
In this work, we concentrate mainly on a description of
the 3>; model. ln Fig. 4, the diabatic llu potential-energy
curves /¡(R) and 3>;eX3>; electronic transition mo-
ments .M¡(R) used in our CSE model are slìown (dashed
lines), together with the corresponding adiabatic potentials
and transition moments (solid Iines).34 The iliabatic elec-
tronic transition moments are taken to have â linear R depen-
dence, while tlre Rydberg-valence couplings, 4033 and 2023
cm1, lbr n:3 and n:4, respectively, scaling approxi-
mately with (n*)-3t2,14 are tâken to be R inclepenclent.ls
While the diabatic É-state valence potential-energy curve
crosses the diabatic Rydberg curves, the strong electrostatic
Rydberg-valence interaction in this basis results in adiabatic
potential-energy curves which avoid crossing and are of
heavily mixed character. In particular, the bound adiabatic
E-state potentiaì is a mixture of the pure valence rnd n:3
and n:4 Rydberg states. Conventionally, the lowest two
vibrational levels of rhis adiabatic state are associated with
the longest and second bands, the upper-state energies of
which are shown in Fig.4. However, it should be ernpha-
sized that neither the diabatic nor the adiabatic potential-
energy curves exactly represent the observed energy levels
and it is necessary to employ the CSE method to obtain
reaìistic energies and cross sections. The adiabaticity
parametets6'17 for the lowest 31, crossing is (-1.3, ¡rO,t-
ing character intermediate between adiabatic and diabatic for
the E-state levels in this region.
lnitially, we calculated the room-temperature I cross
section for l60r denned by the CSE moclel described above,
FIG 5 Crlculated and mersured O) roonì-tenìperîture cross sections Ex-
perinrental photoabsorption cross sectìons I'or the longest and second bflnds,
¿ r>"--X r:;(0,0) and (1,0), (Refs. 40 and 41, solici circles) are com-
parcd rvith oui crlculated 29? K CSE I cross section for ì6()r (the solid
line) The positions of features aris¡ng liom tbrbidden trânsitions into the
/ r)j and D rlj states are rlso indic¡ted tn add¡t¡on, w¡th the îid of în
expanded cross-section scfllc, the 288 K photoabsorption cross sect¡on ol
Lewis el a/ (Ref 5, open circles) is compared with our calculated 288 K
CSE ) cross sect¡orì for 160, (the dîshed line) The calculated I cross
section is s¡gnificxntly smflller thîn the measured totâl cross section ît the
cross-section mjnimum near I2l 6 nrn, ìndicrting thrt the O(rD)+O(rP)
r¡uantunr yicld is signilìclntly less thcn un¡ty (see the text) The calculated
288 K CSE ! cross section for the 160r8O isotopomer (the dot-drshed line)
is substantiaJly greater than the InO, cross sect¡on ct Lynran-ø and must be
consideretl whetr estimat¡ng the quantunl yield for normal O2
i.e.. consisting essentially oI the 3I,, -X 
]:,, cross section.
with minor features due to the rI,* and tlll states, in the
range I19.0-126.0 nm. First, using the diabatic upper-state
potential-energy curves and couplings described above, the
diabatic coupled-channel radill wave functions Xvrt(R),
normalized according to the method of Mies,-' were calcu-
lated by solving Eq. (9) using the renormalized Numerov
rnethod of Johnson.ss Second, ground-state vibrational wave
finctions Xxot,rt,, calculated using a Rydberg-Klein-Rees
potcntial-encrgy curvc for thc X lI; statc constructed from
the spectroscopic constants of Cosby,re together with the cli-
abatic electronic transition moments of Fig. 4 and appropri-
ate rotationaì matrix elements, were used with Eqs. (7) and
(8) to calculate the individual rotational cross sections into
the ¿- and flevel coupled-channel blocks, o67-¡1¡.7,ç, .
Third, forming appropriâte ground-state wave funct¡ons for a
Hund's coupling case intermediate between (a) and (b), and
adding the €- ând /-level cross sestions while performing a
Boltzmann average over the ground-state fine-structure lev-
els, the final roorn-temperature > cross section was formed.
B. Results and discuss¡on
In Fig.5, the160, I cross section calculated for a tem-
perature of 291 K is shown (the soìid line), compared with
experimentâl O2 room-temperature photoabsorption cross
sections ¡neasured for the longesta0 and second4l bands (solitì
circles), E*X(0,0) and (1,0), respectively. Agreement be-
tween the ciìlculâtions and measurements is excellent for
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FIG 6 The significance of second-order effects on the calculated cross
sections for temperatures of 288, 203, rnd 84 K Solid lines: lsotopic effect;
râtios of the calculated I cross seclions for normal Or and iôO, Dashed
lines: Effect of indirect predissociction ol the rI; states by the A r),j state;
rat¡os of the caÌcultrted I r¿ and I cross sections for 160, Both effects are
included in the calculûted O(rD) quflntum yields ofFig 7
these very strong bands, with the largest discrepâncy an
-5% underestimation of the cross section for the second
band at *120.6 nm. The positions of bands of the forbidden
f +X nd D*X systems are also indicated on Fig. 5. The
most significant of these is the D+X(4,0) band which coin-
cides with the second band, producing an interesting
quantum-interference effect which will be discussed in detail
elsewhere.42 It is important to note that the excellent agree-
ment between the calculated and measured structure on the
long-wavelength wing of the second band would not have
been possible without the inclusion of 3l,f states in the CSE
model.
Also shown in Fig.5, with an expanded vertical scale, is
the l60, ) cross section calculated for a temperature of 288
K in the region of Lyman-a (the dashed line), compared with
the 02 photoabsorption cross section, extrapolated to zero
pressure, measured at the same temperature by Lewis et al.s
(open circles). In this region, the measured cross section
passes through a deep minimum, with a cross section some
10000X smaller than at the peak of the longest band. The
calculated I cross section also passes through a deep min-
mum at a similar wavelength, but this calculated minimum is
significantly deeper than the measured minimum. This
merely reflects the facÌ that we have calculated the I cross
section, rather than the l+II cross section, and indicates that
the O(rD)+O(3P) quantum yield is significantly less than
unity at the cross-section minimum. Rotational structure in
the calculated I cross section at wavelengths longward of
the minimum arises from the forbidden /eX(3,0) band.
The calculated 160180 > cross section for I:288 K is
also shown in Fig. 5 (the dot-dashed line). Due to a signifi-
cant isotopic shift, the cross section for this isotopomer
greatly exceeds that for 1602 at Lyman-a. The ratio of the
calculated I cross sections for normal O, and l60, is plotted
in Fig. 6 (solid lines) as a function of wavelength near
Lyman-a for temperatures of 84, 203, and 288 K.43 The
FtG 7 Compuison between calculated înd roont-temperature experimental
O(rD)+O(rP) quantum-y¡eld spectrr foÍ the photod¡ssociflt¡on ofOr near
Lyman-a Cclculâted quantum yields were obtflined from our calcuÌated
CSE )r¡ spectro, corected for ¡sotopic effects and shifted to longer wave-
lengths by 0 005 nm, and the exper¡mental phoÌoabsorpt¡on spectra of Refs
5 and 22 (see the text fo¡ r discussion) The crlculated minimum quantum
yìeld, near 121 62 nm, decre¡ses substantidly as the temperîture is lowered
calculations show that, despite the low 0.4087o abundance of
160180, its effect on the photoabsorption of 02 cannot be
neglected, especialìy at low temperatures.
The effect of indirect predissociation of the ll, states
by theA 3l,f stat", foreshadowed in Sec. IIIA2, can also be
seen in Fig. 6 where the partial:total cross-section ratio
¿r>,JÀ')iør(À) for 1602 is plotted (dashed lines). This''D
"O(rD) I quantum yield" decreases to values significantly
below unity near Lyman-a, confirming the necessity of in-
cluding 3l,l states in the CSE model for an accurate descrip-
tion of the 02 photodissociation in this region, especially at
low temperatures.
In Fig. 7, our calculated T:288 K isotopically corrected
O(tD)+O(3P) quantum yield for rhe dissociation of 02
(solid line) is shown as a function of wavelength in the
Lyman-a region, 121.2-121.9 nm, in comparison with the
measured room-temperature yield (open circles). The calcu-
lated yield was obtained from our isotopically corrected CSE
I r¿ cross section and a photoabsorption cross section con-
structed from the cross sections of Lewis ¿¡ a/.J and Dose
et a\.,22 extrapolated to zero pressure, The calculated cross
section was shifted to longer wavelengths by 0.005 nm be-
fore applying Eq. (ll), in order to improve agreement with
the measured position for the quantum-yield minimum. Such
a small shift is within the wavelength uncertainty expected
for the CSE calculations, and is not unreasonable considering
the difficulties inherent in comparing calculated and experi-
mental cross sections, each with its own uncertainty, in re-
gions of rapidly varying cross section. The calculated quan-
tum yield varies from 1.0 near 121.2 nm, passes through a
minimum of 0.56 near 121.61 nm, and rises to 0.91 near
121 .9 nm, in good agreement with the behavior of the mea-
sured quantum yield.
'We have also studied the temperature dependence of the
O(rD)+O(3P) quantum yield in rhe range 121.4-121 .9 nm
by performing CSE calculations of the isotopically corrected
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cross section for temperatures o[ 203 and 84 K, shifting
to longer wavelengths by 0.005 nm, as above, and comparing
with the 203 and 84 K measured photoabsorption cross sec-
tions of Lewis et cil.s A.s can be seen in Fig.7, the calculated
quantum yields (the dot-dashed line and dashed line, respec-
tively) exhibit deeper minima than at room temperature, with
a minimum yield of 0.28 at 121.63 nm for 7-84 K. This
effect occurs because the I (and Ir¡) cross sections in the
deep minimum near H Lyman-a are very sensitive to the
behavior of the wings of the nearby strong spectral features,
and, as is quite usual, these wings are very temperature de-
pendent. On the other hand, the fl cross section is only
broadly structured in this region and is much less ternpera-
ture dependent. Thus, the strong temperature effect for the
quantum yield arises principally from the ì cross section.
rv. coNcLustoNS
The measured room-ternperature O(lD) *O(lP) c¡uan-
tum yield near Lyman-a deviates significantly from unrty.
gorng from 1.0 at 121.35 nm through a minimum of 0.48
¡ear 121.62 nm. This behavior is reproduced by a coupìed-
channel Schrödinger-equations calculation, based principally
on rhe 3>;eX3l* transitions. The low O(rD)+O(rP)
quantum yield near Lyman-a implies a significant contribu-
tion to the 02 photodissociation tiom tfl,,. X 3I. trensi-
tions which yield O(rP)1 O( rP).
A strong temperature dependence of the calculated quan-
turn yield has been found, with a minimum yield of 0.28 near
l2l 63 nm at a temperature of 84 K. This strong dependence
arises principally due to the ternperature dependence of the
tI;-xr),; cross section. ln addition, it has been found
thxt the croös section for l60l80 substantially exceeds the
l602 cross section near Lyman-a, implyìng that the hetero-
nuclear isotopomer plays a nonnegligible role in the photo-
dissociation of normal 02 in this wavelength region.
The results of the present work will help in modeling
rnore accurately the effects of O(lD) generated from Or
photodissociation by solar Lyman-a radiation in the mesos-
phere and lower thermosphere. It would be interesting to
vcrify experimentally the temperature dependence of tlre
O(rD) yield, given the broad temperature range (ll0-250
K) prevailing in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere.
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Measurements are reported of (3 + 1) resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization of 02 via the
F3fI,, state which show near-vanishing intensity for F-X(1,0), the strongest band in one-photon
spectra. Using a coupled-channel treatment of the 3fI,, Rydberg-valence interactions, this dramatic
result is attributed to destructive interference between the amplitudes for transitions into the Rydberg
and valence components of the heavily mixed F state, indicating a significant dependence of the
relative transition amplitudes on the mode of excitation. Thus, "missing bands" in the multiphoton
spectra of coupled states provide important information on relative multiphoton transition probabilities.
1s003 l-9007(99)09 I 9s-41
PACS numbers: 33 80.Rv, 33.20.Ni, 33.70.Fd
Intensity anomalies in diatornic molecular excitation
arise from interference effects occurring when there are
nonzero probabilities fbr transitions into interacting elec-
tronic states. Such anomalies have been well documented
[1], but there are few examples [1-3] involving the
near-disappearance of a complete vibrational band. This
dramatic phenomenon is most likely to occur in the excita-
tion of strongly interacting Rydberg and valence states of
the same symmetry [2,3], the configurations of which dif-
fer by one ("Rydbergization") or two orbitals [1]. Since
one- and n-photon Rydberg:valence transition-moment ra-
tios may well differ significantly, multiphoton excitation
has the potential to produce specific missing bands which
do not occur in one-photon spectra. However, the range
of variation from the one-photon ratio would be expected
to be smaller in the case of multiphoton excitation of a
Rydbergized state, where there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between intermediate transition pathways to the
final Rydberg and valence components. In this Letter, we
report the first example of a missing band in multipho-
ton molecular excitation, a band which occurs strongly in
one-photon spectra. This effect is observed in transitions
to a Rydbergized state.
Strong Rydberg-valence (RV) interactions occurring
in the 31, and 31I,, states of Oz [4] are responsible for
a number of irregularities and unusual tèatures [5-7]
observed in one-photon-allowed transitions from the
ground state X'I;. Aìthough these transitions are also
three-photon atlowed, only the t'2;(u : 0) state has
been studied previously in three-photon experiments [8].
Below, we describe measurements of the (3 + l)
resonance-enhanced multiphoton-ionization (REMPI)
spectrum of 02, via the RV-mixecl F3fI,, state, which
contain a particularly dramatic example of a missing
band. The three-photon and corresponding one-photon
spectra are compared, and each is explained using a
coupled-channel Schrödinger-equations (CSE) theoretical
model of the 3fI,, RV interactions.
The experimenta'l apparatus was similar to that used
in two-color pump-probe studies of collisional pro-
cesses involving 02 in the Herzberg states [9-l l] and
described in detail elsewhere [0], but only a single
laser was employed for this work. Briefly, frequency-
doubled, Nd:YAG-pumped dye-laser radiation Ipeak
pulse energy -5 mJ, bandwidth -0.3 cm-l full-width
at half-maximum (FWHM)I was focused (lens focal
length 20 cm) into a continuous-flow gas cell contain-
ing -l Torr of 02 and the total positive-ion yield was
recorded as a function of fundamental wavelength in the
range 670-702 nm. An experimental room-temperature
(3 + I)-REMPI spectrum of Oz in the region of the
F3fI, ._*._ X3>;(0,0)-(3,0) bands, corrected for
variations in laser intensity and plotted as a function of the
vacuum three-photon wavelength, is shown in Fig. l(a).
A corresponding one-photon spectrum, compiled from
the laser-based absolute photoabsorption cross sections
of Ref. [7] (resolution -0.5 cm-r FWHM), is shown in
Fig. 1(b). The triplet structure of the F state is evident
in both spectra [2], but there are vast differences in the
relative intensities of the vibrational bands. In particular,
while the (1,0) band is the strongest in the one-photon
spectrum, it almost disappears from the three-photon
spectrum which is dominated by the (0,0) band.
The F state of 02 is a mixed state involving the bound
... (3or)2(ln,¡a(lÍs) np o,,311,, Rydberg states with
n : 3 and 4, and the ...(3nr)2(1n,,¡4(lnr) (3a,,)13fI,,
repulsive valence state [7]. Diabatic potential-energy
curves for these interacting states are shown in Fig. 2
(dashed lines). Since the configurations of the Rydberg
and valence states differ by a single orbital, in the
diabatic basis there is a strong electrostatic RV interaction
leading to adiabatic potential-energy curves (Fig. 2, solid
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lines) which exhibit strongly avoided crossings. In the
adiabatic picture, the lowest RV interaction is an example
of Rydbergization, with the 3c,, valence orbital becoming
fhe 3po,, Rydberg orbital as the internuclear separation
R decreases [l1. The double-minirrum adiabatic poten-
tial in Fig. 2 may be associated with the F state. The
adiabaticity parameter [3] for the n : 3 RV crossing,
( : 2.9 [7], is signifìcantly greater than unity, suggesting
near-adiabat'ic behav'ior for the F state. However, residual
1160 117.O
FIC. l. Comparison of ex-
perimental spectra for one-
and three-photon excitation
of the F I Il,, state of 02 rt
room temperature, plotted as â
[unction of the vacuum transi-
tion wavelength. (a) (3 + 1)-
REMPI spectrur.n for the
F ++ X(0,0)-(3,0) bands,
corrccted for variations in
laser intensity. (b) Absolute
one-photon absorption cross
sections for the same bands,
from Ref [7]. Relative vibra-
tional intensities vary markedly
with the mode of cxcitation, the
(1.0) band almost disappearing
in the three-photon case.
'1 16 0 117 0
nonad'iabatic coupling between the adiabatic states afïects
the ¡'-state energy-Ìevel pattern and causes signifìcant pre-
clissociation. Therefore, proper treatment of the 3fI,, RV
interaction requires coupled-state calculations in which
the techniques of scattering theory [l4] are applied to the
calculation of molecular photodissociation cross sections
[5], allowing the determination of vibrational intensities.
Here, we employ a simplified three-state diabatic CSE
model, including the open valence channel and the closed
n - 3 and n : 4 Rydberg channels, which is adapted
fÌom the six-state modcl of England et al. [7]. Briefly,
ignoring rotation ancl the triplet structure of the 3fI,,
states, the cross section for photoabsorption from the
u't : O level of the ground state into the RV-coupled
upper states at an energy E is given by
c¡,(y) - rlMí^tQI]R) I x9(,R))
+ Mí:zQf:z(R) lx9(,R))
+ Mí:¿Qr:q(R) l.Yl(R))|'z, (1)
where z is the transition energy, xp(n) ir the ground-
state vibrational wave function, lhe M" are diabatic
electronic transition molrents, assumed to be independent
of R, and the ¡E(R) are energy-normalized diabatic
coupled-channel wave finctions. These wave functions
are elements of the vector ¡E1n¡ which is the solution of
the diabatic-basis coupled-channel Schrödinger equations,
expressed in matrix form,
r .r llr* + ¿!¡n - v(R)llxurnl - o, tz)I,IR' h'' "f'
where ¡z is the molecular reduced mass, I ìs the identity
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FlG. 2. Potential-energy curves for the 3fI,, states of 02,
with energies referred to the minimum in the X tl; pot.ntial.
Diabatic curves (dashed lines) are shown for thè repulsive
valence state and the bound npø,, Rydberg states with n:3
and 4, together with corresponding adiabatic curves (solid
lines). Observed vibrational levels of r602 are also indicated,
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V(R):
The diagonal elements of V(R) are the diabatic potential-
energy curves shown in Fig. 2, and the nonzero off-
diagonal elements, in eV, are tlrc n : 3 and n : 4 RV
couplings, assumed to be R independent, and scaling
approximately wirh (n)-z/2, where n* : n - a and a
is the quantum defect [1]. The elements of V(R) differ
slightly from those of Ref. [7] because of reoptimization
for the three-state model.
In Eq. (1), there is the possibility of interference be-
tween the amplitudes for transitions into the coupled
states. Elements of X¿(R), calculated for energies near
the I'(u : O)-F(u : 3) levels by solving Eq. (2) using
the renormalized Numerov method [16], are shown in
Fig. 3, together with numbers proportional to the cor-
responding overlap factors with the ground-state wave
function XIG) tl7l, i.e., the constituent raclial matrix
elements of Eq. (1). To simplify the discussion, we
assume that the Rydberg transition moments obey the
(n\-t|z scaling rule [1] and take M",:4/Mí:t : 0.5
t181. Thus, the character of the interference effects is
determined essentially by the ratio of the valence and
Rydberg transition moments, R: Mí^t/Mí,4. Under
certain conditions, the cross section defined by Eq. (l)
vanishes. For example, the F-X(0,0) band vanishes for
ß. - -0.73, while the (1,0) band vanishes for ?- :
-4.'7. Whether these conditions are achievable experi-
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FIG. 3. Coupled-channel radial wave-function vectors ¡6(R)
(columns) calculated at energies f conesponding to the F(u :
O)-f'(u : 3) levels. The wave functions (lines) are labeled
according to the character of the corresponding diabatic state,
i.e., valence, n:3Ry, and n-4Ry, respectively. Also
shown are numbers proportional to the corresponding overlap
factors between these wave functions and the ground-state
u/i : 0 vibrational wave function, i.e., the constituent radial
matrix elements of Eq. (l).
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Vibrational band intensities may be obtained by inte-
(3) grating Eq. (1):
1, 
"
\,? * o¡n"(v) dv
In the case of one-photon absorption, England et al. [71
found that a value of R - -0.3 was necessary to ex-
plain the observed intensities [9]. Relative experimen-
tal intensities for the F - X(0,0)-(3,0) bands, obtained
from the absorption oscillator strengths of Ref. Ul, are
shown in Table I compared with values calculated using
Eqs. (1)-(4) with î. : -0.35. Good agreement is found
between the experimental intensities and those calculated
using our CSE model. The unusually small value of
the diabatic valence transition moment necessary for this
agreement is supported by ab initio calculations [20].
(3 + l) REMPI may be regarded as a two-step process
involving three-photon absorption to the resonant in-
termediate state, followed by one-photon ionization out
of it [21]. When the resonant intermediate state is of
mixed character, the vibrational REMPI intensities may
be subject to interference effects in both the absorp-
tion and ionization steps [22]. However, it is impossible
for a missing band to originate from interference in the
ionization step when the total ionization signal, i.e., the
sum over all vibrational levels of the ion, is recorded.
Further, under normally applicable experimental condi-
tions of weak excitation and saturated ionization, it is ex-
pected thât observed REMPI intensities will reflect those
in the three-photon absorption process [22]. However,
in our case it is also necessary to allow for competi-
tion between predissociation and ionization, the alterna-
tive mechanisms leading to depopulation of the resonant
intermediate state. Assuming that predissociation domi-
nates ionization, relative three-photon absorption intensi-
ties may be deduced from the observed REMPI intensities
using the relation
r$! ' rfifr.,fi*d, (5)











TABLE l. Comparison of experimental and calculated (u/,0)
intensities for one- and three-photon excitation of the F lfl,,
state of 02, normalized to unity for u/ : 0.
n=4
One-photon



























uFrom experimental abso¡ption oscillator strengths of Ref. [7]
hFrom CSE calculations with 3, : -0 35.
'From experimentûl (3 + l)-REMPI spectrum of Fig. l(a)
dRelative three-photon absorption intensities obtained by cor-
recting the REMPI intensities for competition between predis-
sociation and ionization using the experimental predissociation
linewidths of Ref. [7] in Eq. (5).
"From CSE calculations with ?- : -3.5.
-3 4021 31 559
^
-5 24 -1 34 38026 32
689-21 49 699-10 56
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a
Relative (3 + l)-REMPI vibrational intensities ob-
tained by integrating the spectrum of Fig. l(a) are shown
in Table I, together with corresponding absorption in-
tensities for the F ._._._ X(0,0)-(3,0) bands estimated
using Eq. (5) with the known predissociation linewidths
[7]. These experimental intensities have uncertainties of
-507o. Relative intensities calculated with ?. : -3.5
and shown in Table I are in fairly good agreement with
the experimental three-photon intensities.
These indicative calculations show that a CSE model of
the 3fI,, RV interaction in which only the single parameter
?- is varied is capable of explaining both the one- and
three-photon relative intensities fbr four vibrational bands,
including the near disappearance of the (1,0) band in the
three-photon spectrum. The dramatic behavior of the (0,0)
and (1,0) intensities can be understood by substituting the
radiaì matrix elements of Fig. 3 and the model transition
moments into Eq. (l). ln the one-photon case, there is
partiaì destructive interference between the Rydberg and
valence transition amplitudes for the (0,0) band, while
the (1,0) intensity is dominated by a strong Rydberg
contribution; in the three-photon case, the (0,0) intensity is
dominated by a stronger valence contribution, while there
is near-complete destructive quantum interference between
the valence and Rydberg amplitudes for the (1,0) band.
Our principal conclusion is that the constituent Rydberg
and valence transition amplitudes in Eq. (l) interfere in
significantly difïerent ways in one- and three-photon ex-
citation. However, the explanation for the apparently in-
creased importance of the valence transition lnolrent in
three-photon excitation is not clear. A near-resonance at
the two-photon level with the lowest 3fI, valence state
may lead to significant energy dependence of the tran-
sition moments. Interactions between the virtual inter-
mediate states contributing to the three-photon transition
moments [23] are likely to result in additional complex-
ities. For example, strong RV interactions in the virtual
intermecliate states, e.g., the E 3I; state at the one-photon
level, may play a significant role. We are unaware of any
theoretical treatments of RV interactions in the virtual in-
termediate states of muttiphoton transitions, but it is pos-
sible that such interactions in 02 will lead to marked R
dependence of the three-photon moments. Theretbre, the
empirical rR-independent relative three-photon electronic
transition moments described in this Letter should be re-
garded only as effective moments which implicitly incÌude
unmodeled effects such as residual energy dependence
in the ionization step and the ,R and energy dependence
of the actual three-photon transition moments. In addi-
tion, the role of autoionization requires clarification.
Nevertheless, observations that bands are missing in
the multiphoton excitation of coupled stâtes clearly have
the potential to provide significant information on the
relative multiphoton transition probabilities. ln addition,
the present study suggests that excitation processes in
which the effective relative transition moments can be
varied continLtously, e.g., electron-impact excitation [24],
would be of particular interest in tracing the development
of missing bands in the excitation of coupled states.
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Following their recent observation of maximally aligned
O(lD) atoms produced in the photodissociation of a pre-
pared rotational level of the metastable b t2! @:0) state of
02, Eppink et al.t declucecJ that dissociatioá occurred adia-
batically via the continuum of the B 3I, state. Although
unremarked upon by the authors of Ref. l, this observation
represents the first experimental evidence for the Beó tran-
sition of 02. Their experimental method involved a two-step
process, with an initial å 'IJ*X31, excitation, followed
by rhe B 32; *brlf dissoðiation. Since both steps repre-
sent electric-dipole-forbidden transitions, it is somewhat sur-
prising that sufficient photodissociation flux was observed to
enable the successful completion of their experiment.l While
the origin of the b-X transition probability is well-known,2
there is no comparable int-ormation available for the B*b
transition. In this communication, we discuss the likely ori-
gin of the B*b electronic transition moment (ETM) and
estimate the corresponding photodissociation cross section.
If we consider only first-order spin-orbit interactions in a
spin-forbidden transition between an initial state li) and a
final state þ, then the effective ETM is given approximately
by'
=. (/lplfrx¿lH-li) \. (/lHv'lkxkll,lr)\Jlttli): klzi Er E_ * þ, t _E ,
(r)
where Hto and ¡.t are the spin-orbit and electric-dipole opera-
tors, respectively, fhe E¡,¡,¡ are electronic-state energies, and
the sums are over all states lk) that are dipole-connected to
either the initial or final states. In the case of the Beb tran-
sition of 02, lacking a full ab initio s|tdy of the relevant
matrix elements and energies, it is instructive to consider
specifically which terms in Eq. (l) are likely to be the major
contributors to the ETM.
The å rll state is dipole-connected to rl,l and rfl,,
states, the B lI; state to 3I, and 3fI, states. Potential-
energy curves (pgcs) for the states of these symmetries hav-
ing the lowest energy-denominators in Eq. (l) are shown in
Fig. l, together with PECs for the å and B states. Alt of the
configurationally-excited states in Fig. I exhibit some degree
of Rydberg-valence (RV) interaction,3-7 and there is an elec-
trostatic interactions between the lowest. two lfl, valence
states.n PEC. for the strongly RV-interacting lll,, ind I I,,
states âre shown adiabatically in Fig. l; those for the more
weakly interacting rI,f and lfI, states diabatically.
The PECs, shown in Fig. I and used here, have been
constructed using a variety of Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR),
semiempirical, and ab initio data. The X- and b-state PECs
consist of RKR curves derived from the data of Cosbyl0 and
Slanger and Cosby,ll respectively, with small- and large-R
extensions based on the ab initio calculations of Partridge.l2
The B-state PEC consists of an RKR well obtained using the
spectroscopic constants of Lewis et ril.,t1 with an ab inirio
large-R extension12 and a semiempirical small-R extension
based on a coupled-channel treatment of the 31, RV
interaction.a The I lfl,, PEC is derived from an ab initio
calculation,l2'14 with a semiempirical small-R extension
based on a coupled-channel treatment of the lfI,, RV
interaction.r Finally, the diabatic rI j ana 3lI, PECs in Fig.
I represent the results of semiempirical coupìed-channel
studies, optimized to the available experimental information
(Refs. 5 and 7, respectively).
First, in evaluating contributions to the B*b ETM aris-
ing from the states shown in Fig. l, we consider the paraìlel
term due to initial-state spin-orbit mixing,
n!i)tni:
(a 3I",,1¡rlx 3I (xrrr,,lu-lø'l**rr)
(2)Et-Ex
The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) are fairly well-
known, allowing a reasonable estimate of the magnitude of
Rti)(R). We have constructed a semiempirical adiabatic
B+X ETM, shown in Fig. 2(a), which is based on experi-
mental Schumann-Runge (SR)-band oscillator strengthsl3 in
the R:1.3-1.4 Å region and the results of coupled-channel
treatments of the SR continuum and avoided-crossing
regions4 at smaller R. When employed with the B- and
X-state PECs of Fig. I , this ETM reproduces experimental
intensities in the discrete and continuous SR regions to
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FtG I Potential-energy curves for fhe gerude (solid lines) tnd un¡¡erutla
(dashed lìnes) electrorìic states of Or of principal relevance to this study
The rllr rnd 'If, states lre shown in a diabalic (crossing) representation
within a few percent. Using this B-X ETM in Eq. (2), to-
gether with rhe ab initio X-b spin-orbit coupling of Minaev
et cil.2 and an energy denominator determined from the å-
and X-state PECs of Fig. 1, we obtain the estimate for
ln!i'tnll shown in Fig. 2(b). At R:1.3 Å, In!il)tnll
:0.01I a.u., a relatively large value arising due to the simul-
tâneously large B+X ETM (-0.81 a.u.) and X-D spin-orbit
coupling (-170 cm l), together with the relatively small
separation in energy between the å- and X-state PECs (E¿
-Ex:12200cm t).
Second, we consider the perpendicular term arising from
initial-state mixing. Although, as noted above, there are three
relatively low-lying lfl., states complicated by significant
RV and valence-valence interactions, a diabatic treatment of
these states is appropriate. In the range of internuclear dis-
tance of principal importance to this study, R:1.2-1.4 Ì¡,
the strongest 3fl.r-b spin-orbit interactionl5 and the smalìest
energy-denominator are due to the llJfI, state, the only 3fl,
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(3)
No theoretical or experimental information appears to be
available for the B* llrfl. ETM. However, from a study of
rotational line strengths in the Herzberg I bands of 02, En-
gland er ril.ti have determined l(¡ '>,ll¡rl t
Since the adiabatic I lfl* stlte is equivale
...13ør)( lÍ,,)r( l7¡r)rll 3fl.ß strterr in th,:





cipally from the ...(3ør)2t I n,,)3{1ør)r molecular-orbital
(MO) configuration, both the A .- I rfl, and 8. ll rfl¡r tran-
sitions represent allowed 3or*l ø,, excitations, within the
single-configuration approximation (SCA). It follows that
l(r rr;l¡rlrr,nr)l:l(¿,>,ilpll 3ils)l:0.26o.u.'7 u'ing
this value in Eq. (3), together with a ll-rfI.*-b spin-orbit
coupling linearly interpolated from the ab initio values of
Klotz and Peyerimhoffrs (*70 cm r), and an energy de-
nominator determined from tlre b- and llrfl*-state PECs in
Fig. I (E¡,-E.':-43000cmr), it follows that
l1f2R!f (R)l-4X lo aa.u. ar R:1.3 Å.
Third, we consider the parallel term arising from upper-
state mixing. Thc rl,|*b transitions are complicated by
significant interaction between the diabatic nydberg /rI,f
and valence /' lI,f states and a signilìcant transition prob-
ability ìnto the / state,le which mixes noticeably (l/so
-95cm r;l with the Rydberg component of the B state.
However, our indicative calculations suggest that the diaba-
tic vaìence component dominates this part of the 8-å cross
section in the principal range of interest, ì,>1800,Â, ancl we
consider only the term
^r2), ^, (B'l",lu*l,f " >,,*n)(r' 




Moss and Codclard2{) have calculated ab initio ETMs for the
B*X and /'-ó transitions, both of which represent l7r's
* I 7¡,, excitations. Here, we adopt their f '+b ETM, low-
ered by l\Va t¡c), shown in Fig. 2(a).2r As far as we are
aware, there have been no ab initio calculations of the B-/'
spin-orbit coupling. However, since both states arise prirrci-
paìly from the ...(3ø*)2( I r',,)r( | ør)3 Mo configuration,
SCA arguments pr"r"nt"d by Lefebvre-Brion and Field22
suggest that the magnitude of this matrix element should be
given approximately by the atomic spin-orbit parameter
hQÐ* l50cm l. Using these values in the numerator of
Eq. (4), together with an energy denominator determined
from the B- and/'-state PECs of Fig. l, we obtain the esti-
mate for lRrÎ)(R)l shown in Fie.2(b), which has the value
0.0028 a.u. at R-1.3 A.
Finalìy, we consider the perpendicular term due to
upper-state mlxlng
s- ^t 2\, ^. ( s 
tr,, 
I 
H*l 1 I r,, r ) ( 1 
t n,,, 
I 
pl ø I r.r*0)
V¿¡(, , ( r(,,
The ETM for transitions between















FIG 2 Electronic trrns¡t¡on moments for Or (a) Relevînt dipole-allowed
transitions. (b) The B-á trrns¡tion ûnd its parallel constituents which inter-
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However, both the bll** and alA, metastable states of O,
arise from the ...(3crs)2( l.r,,)a(lrrsl2 MO configuration,
and the magnitude ol the I tilu*b ETM is expected to be
related simply to the I tlu*o ETM, both transitions corre-
sponding to a 3o,,+ I ø. excitation.23 Vy'e adopt an
Ã:n'(R):(l'Ijl,,lplbt>i)tÞ, shown in Fig. 2(a),
adapted from2a the semiempirical adiabatic I lfl,,ea ¡11¡1
determined using a coupled-channel analysis of the availab'le
absolute experimental cross sections for excitation from the
a state.3 The B-l !fI,, spin-orbit coupling matrix element
near R:1.73 ,A has been determined to be -29 c--l from
semiempirical analysis of SR-band predissociation line
widths.25 Here, we assume an R-independent value of 30
cm I. Ar R:1.3 Å, using rhe adopted ETM (\øRr"nå(Â)
:0.17 a.u.) and spin-orbit coupling in Eq. (5), together with
an energy denominator determined from the B- and
1 lfl,,-state PECs of Fig. 1 (Es-Eril:-13900cm r), it
follows ttrat l1fzn!f 1n)l:4x l0-a a.u.
The foregoing analysis suggests that the B+ó ETM is
almost entirely parallel in character. In addition, an exami-
nation of the relative magnitudes of the two parallel terms
contributing to the ETM shows that rhe B+b transition bor-
rows its intensity principally from the dipole-allowed B*X
transition, through spin-orbit mixing between the X 31, and
brlr+ states. This X-å spin-orbit mixing also plays ai im-
portant role in determining the intensities of other forbidden
transitions of 02, including the magnetic-dipole å*X (Ref.
2) and the Rydberg/-X (Ref. a) transitions. The magnitude
of the effective B+b EIM is sensitive to the relâtive signs of
the two parallel contributions [Eqs. (2) and (a)]. Using SCA
arguments similar to those in the appendix of Ref. 4, it can
be shown that, while the numerators have the same sign,
these terms interfere destructively due to the opposite signs
of the energy denominators. Thus, the effective B*b ETM,
shown in Fig. 2(b), is given by
lnÍ'tntl:ln!['1n¡-n!f in;¡ (6)
B+å photodissociation cross sections and discrete oscil-
lator strengths calculated using this ETM and the B- and
á-state PECs of Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 3 and Table I,
respectively. The calculations were performed using the
well-known expressions26
1.23 X l0-r5r
øBD1À;: #l lviçn¡lnlbçn)lxå(,c))l' (7)
and
r:i,__3+l<xf,rnllnf,rnll x?,(Ð)1,, (8)
where the cross section o8'(\) is in cm2, the transition
wavelength À is in ,Â, the transition matrix elements are in
a.u., the degeneracy factor 6: I for the B 3l,o*å tlr*u trun-
sition, and u":J"=J':0. Radial wave functions for the
initial discrete tXå<nll and final discrete lXl,fn¡l and con-
tinuum [¡f(R)] states, the latter energy-normalized, were
determined by numerical solution of appropriate Schrödinger
equatrons.
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FIC 3 Calculated photodissociation cross sections for the fbrbidden 8*b
and allowed I tril,,*b systems of Ol
The peak B-á cross section, -9.5X 10-22cm2 near
lS70 Å, is at least two orders of magnitude larger than those
for other forbidden transitions of 02 in the same wavelength
region,27 but B*b photoabsorption is unlikely to play a sig-
nificant role in the atmospheric photochemistry due to the
low concentration of atmospheric O2(b'lf l. It is also nec-
essary to consider the allowed transitions contributing to the
å-state photoabsorption in this region. Whiìe transitions to
the high-lying rI,l states do not play a direct role, the
I tfI,,*b continuum cross section calculated2s using the
I lfl,, PEC of Fig. I and the ltfl,,*6 ETM of Fig. 2 is
shown in Fig. 3. This perpendicular component of the å-state
photoabsorption increases rapidly below -2000 Å, but is
insignificant at longer wavelengths where the cross section is
TABLE I Calculated absorpt¡on osciììûtor strengths md origins for the



















































































oBased on experimental origins for the 8-X system [Refs 13 md 291
1113? J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 1 10, No. 23, 15 June 1999
dominated by the parallel B*b component. Thus, our results
are consistent with the observation of parallel B*å photo-
dissociation by Eppink et al..t Ar 2038 and 2250 Ì¡, ¡he
wavelengths employed in the experiments of Ref. l, we cal-
culate B-å cross sections of - 6 x 10 22 and - I
xlO 22 cm2, respectively. These relatively high values may
help to explain the success of those experiments.
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The resuìts of a critical reexamination of previous experimental observations of the
(X 2fls) ,rso, ' 
3fI, Rydberg states of 02 are employed to optimize a coupled-channel
Schrödinger-equation (CSE) model describing rovibronic interactions among a number of r.lfl,
Rydberg and valence states. The results of calculations using this CSE model are compared with the
experimental energy-level and predissociation linewidth data base. As a result of the optimization
proccss, relevant potential-energy curves and Rydberg-valence, Rydberg-Rydberg, and valence-
valence interactions are characterized for l'3fI, states in the -6.5-9.5 eV region above the ground
state of 02. The precision of these characterizations and the interpretation of the experimental
observations are found to be limited by the quality of the existing data, which exhibit a number of
inconsistencies that cannot be reconciled without new, well-characterized experimental studies. In
spite of these difficulties, the present CSE model, as currently parametrized, represents a significant
improvement over previous work, enabling identification of a number of previously unassigned
spectral features associated with perturbation ofthe 3sord tfl, state by the ll lils valence state and
an anomalous "/ sensitivity in predissociation branching ratios for the r/(u: I ) level. In addition, the
electronic structure and predissociation of the nsc, states for nÞ4 are found to be strongly
influenced by nsc, (n-l)dc, Rydberg-Rydberg interactions. @ 1999 Americem Institute of
P hys ics. [S002 I -9606(99)00925-3)
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular oxygen plays a prominent role in the photo-
chemistry of the earth's atmosphere, in combustion, and in
many other energetic processes. The last comprehensive re-
view of the excited electronic states and spectra of 02, by
Krupenie in 1972,t contained very little information on the
gerade (g) stâtes lying between the dissociation limit of the
B 3I,, state and the ground electronic state (X 2flr) of Ot
(the -6.5-12 eV region above the X3I, ground state of
O2). Since that time, there have been many studies, both
experimental and theoretical, elucidating a variety of aspects
of the g states in this energy region. However, much of the
experimental data appears to be inferior to, and less analyzed
than, corresponding data on the un7erale (a) states, and
there is still significant need for improvement in our under-
standing of the structure and .interactions of the g states lying
above 6.5 eV.
Potential-energy curves for selected electronic states of
02 are shown in Fig. l, principally in a diabatic ("curve-
crossing") representation. Curves for the valence states in
Fig. I have been constructed from Rydberg-Klein-Rees
')Work done rt Depârtment of Chemistry, University of Mryland, College
P¡rk. MD 20742
I JULY 1999
(RKR) potentials2 and adaptations of recent ab initio
calculati I, state and the metastable
n '4, aie associated with the
...(3o ecular-orbital (MO) config-
uration.s with the more weakly bound
c tl.; , e' 3À,, and A 3l,f Herzberg states, are well
characterized3'6-12 and dissociate to the O(lP) + O(3p)
ground-state separated-atom limit. The remaining twelve va-
lence statess'1r dissociating to O(3P) + O(3P) are either
weakly bound or unbound, with the I lfl, and I 3fl, states of
particulaf importance to this work.
The bound valence state ^B 
3I, , the upper state of the
Schumann-Runge transition, dissociates to the lowest-
excited separated-atom limit, O(3P) + OllD). There are sev-
enteen additional sraresrr dissociating ro O(3P)+O(rD), a
few bound like B 3>; , but many unbound. Of rhese states,
rhe ll3fls srare, arising from rhe . . . (3or)(l r,,|a1lnr)3
configuration, is of particular significance to this work, as is
the bound ll !fl, valence state from the same MO configu-
ration, which correlates with the third separated-atom limit,
o(rD)+o(rD).
The lowest-energy g Rydberg stâtes are the first mem-
bers of the nsø, series (principal quantum number n
:3,4,5,... ) built on the X2l*-stare core of Oj. These
consist of Rydberg series of lII, and lfl* molecular states




















strong homogeneous Rydberg-valence interactions which
lead to perturbations, predissociatìons and, ultimately, non-
crossing potential-energy curves in an adiabatic picture. In
the case of particular interest to this work, the MO configu-
rations of the rzsø, l'3n, Rydberg and ll l'3lI* valence states
differ by two electrons. The corresponding Rydberg-valence
interactions are -700-800 cm-l for r¡:3,14 much less than
those observed for the (X2tls) 3pr,,32, and
(X1I1,) 3pc,,^fL,, states (-4000 and -7000 crn-r,
respeciively).ls'16 but sufficiently large to affect significantly
the spectroscopy and predissociation of the ,?rûs states.
Experimental observations of the nsø, and other I states
in the -6.5-12 eV range ¡bove Xj),* have resulted from
studies which employed electron enërgy-loss (EEL), r? re
resonance-enhance<ì multiphoton-ionization IREMPI¡,20 
40
REMPT-photoelectron (PE),t''to kinetic-energy-reìease
(KER),4| '1r and single-photon absorption (SPA)14
spectroscopies.as Theoretical treatments have included ab
in i tioJ'aI l'l'l''lr' 5 I and coupled-channel Schrödinger-equat¡on
(CSE) calculations.52 5l
In order to rnaximize the utility of CSE models of inter-
âcting Rydberg and valence stâtes, it is necessary to optimize
the model parameters using comparisons between the calcu-
lations and as diverse a set of experimentâl observations as
possible, covering a wide energy range. In this work, the
results of a critical reexamination of previous experimental
observations and analyses of the nsø* l'3I., Rydberg states
of O2 are used to optimize the parameters of a CSE model of
the interacting l'3fI., Rydberg and valence stâtes in the
-6.5-9.5 eV region above X3l;. Reprer"ntative CSE-
model calculations are presented, with particular emphasis
on the vibronic aspects. Identification and analysis of numer-
ous, mostly high-"/, previously unidentified rotational
perturbations-s5 in the 3so* l'lfI* states, which also support
the CSE-model optimization, are the subjects of a comprnion
paper in this issue.s6
II. EXPERIMENTAL DATA BASE
A. Energies
Because atornic oxygen has a nuclear spin of zero, onìy
totally symmetrjc levels exist in 02.57 Thur, only odd-N ro-
tational levels exist in the Xrl, state of Or, where each N
level is split into three spin sublevels: F ¡ (J: N+ l), Ft
("/-N), and F, ("/:N- l). As outlined by Slanger and
Cosby,l0 several "absolute" scales have been used to de-
scribe the energy levels of 02, and these scales diffèr fiom
one another because of different definitions of the zero-
energy rei'erence (Eo) in the X state. The energy scale em-
ployed in this work is that preferred by Slanger and Cosby,r0
which is based on a specific Hamiltonian lbr the X state. This
choice places E¡;, in X 3>; t.:: cm-l belo* the extrapo-
lated, nonexistent level taken as E¡ in many earlier works
(F2, N:J:0), or 0.25 cm I below the lowest existing
level (F3, N:1, -/:0).
Since g-g single-plroton transitions are dipole-
forbidden from X rI; , the earliest experimental observa-
tions of the rso, I'rfl* Rydberg states ârose from EEL mea-
















FfG I Approximcte diûbatic representation of potential-energy curves fbr
the lowest (X ?ll.) arrr. llflr- and lrl)., ìrr\,r-state manifolds of O, in
relation to tlre ground strte X t)" . other well-known bound stîtes, flnd four
of the lrfl, valence states relevrnt to the perturbation and prcdissociation of
the lower members of both Rydberg manifokls. The X2ll( ground-strte
potent¡cl-energy curve of O,+ rppears as a dashed line near the top of the
figure
I>2 have been observed experimentally.
Unperturbed Rydberg states fall into series of energy
levels E,, converging on an ionization limit E. (-91 348
and 97 546 cm I for u :0 oi the X 2fI r/2.q and X 2flj7r, core
ìevels, respectively)lr according to E- 8,,:R(n*)-2
=R(n- á) 2, where R:109735.5 cm I is the mass-
corrected Rydberg constânt for 02, n* is the effective quan-
tum number and á is the quantum defect. The lowest-energy
tive potential-energy curves for states associated with
nsor(n:3-5) and ndltr(n:3,4) orbitals illustrated in Fig.
I have been constructed by displacing an RKR potential-
energy curve f'or Oi(X2IIs) downward to have u:0 leveìs
near n*- 1.86, 2.80 and 3.79 for the nso* series and -3.00
and 4.02 for the nd\, series.
The crossing of Rydberg-state potentials by valence-
state potentials of the same symmefry may produce relatively
u Ref. 25 b Ref 56 " Ref.43 d Rei 42 " csE I
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TABLE I Representnt¡ve experimentally detemined level energies for the
r1lfI, state, compared w¡th the CSE model cnlculations '
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which exhibit rotational structure but for which no rotational
analyses are given.24'30'31'33'3s'40
Representative data and spectra from the references
above lead to the vibrational-level energies and rotational
parameters of the r/lfl, and c lfl* Rydberg states summa-
rized in Tables I, II, and III.58'se iables l-lll also include
results obtained from the CSE model (see Sec. IV) and the
results of new rotational analyses of existing experimental
data which appear in Ref. 56. Due to severe perturbations in
the rotational structure of the r/'IIr{r:l-3) levels, rota-
tional analyses prior to Ref. 56 were limited to the lowest
rotational levels. Since the conesponding rotational param-
eters are strongly "I dependent,la'56 it is important to use a
consistent and low-J restricted basis for the comparisons in
Table II. Experiments with sufficient energy resolution re-
veal extensive rotationally resolved structure in transitions to
the r/ Ifls state. However, in most cases the highest-
resolution observations of transitions to the C3fl, state ex-
hibit only partially resolved rotational structure because of
relatively large linewidths produced by predissociation, the
most notable exception being transitions to C rfl*{ u - 2;.
Compared with the 3sø* l'3fl* states, observations of
higher-n members of the nsø, l'lfl, series are relatively few
and limited to the n:4 and 5 members. Available data for
transitions to these states are derived from REMPI
spectra2l'23'3e which show several sets of bands, the bands
within each set separated approximately by the spin-orbit
splitting of the Olr ground state (^-200 cm-r). Representa-
tive spectroscopic information is summarized in Table IV.
The values fo¡ u:4 are the result of a partial rotational
analysis.23 Approximate values for the u: l-3 levels of
4scrs states in Table IV are based on our estimates of the
position-s of features in spectral figures for the 4so* l'3fl,
--X3>;(1,0)-(3,0) bands in Ref. 21. These u>0 as-
signments for 4so, states are tentative because of lack of










































'Origins ue, in cnr r, ie, energies for hypothetical,/:0 level in r/rfl¿
See Sec II A for the t0 reference used here.
bReñtting REMPT dâtâ from Ref 25 using energy expression (l) in footnote
58 gave ó6380,68236, and 71 954 cm-l for z¡ for u:0, l, and 3, re-
spectively
'From ¡otational analyses in Ref 56 of REMPI spectra presented in Refs 3 I
and 25
dEstimated in Rei 43 from KER spectra Uncertointies --l0O-200 cm I
See also footnote 59
'Origins from simulation in Rel 42 of KER spectra Uncerta¡nties ¡ncrerse
from -10 to - 100 cm I as u increases See clso footnote 59rorigins calculated using the present CSE nrodel
ssecond entries for u:2 refer to the extra level llrfI¡(u:8)
recent experimental observations used two-photon tech-
niques (where g+*g transitions are allowed) and KER
measurements (where charge exchange in collisions of Oj
beams with easily ionized species, such as Cs, produces 02
in a number of Rydberg states). Overall, experimental obser-
vations of the 3sø",/lfl" rnd C3[lo states fall into four
categories: EEL,l7-lq REMPl,24'25'30'Jl'13-36 KER,4l-4J and
SPA.44'45 All of these studies contain vibrationally-resolved
information and some contain rotationally-resolved data.
However, only a few partial rotational analyses are
available,25'33 36'42 although many studies present spectra
TABLE ll Representative experimentally detem¡ned rotational pflrameters for the r/rfl, state, compffed with
CSE model calculctions u
Ref 25 b Refs 33',42 d Ref, 56 " CSE i lon I
0 r 68 [le]






























"8" and D" values (D, in parentheses), in cm-l Numbers in squue brackets indicate the maximum "/, or the
range of "/, for which the experimental rotûtional prrâmeters were detem¡ned
hReñtted values (see footnote b to Table l) of8" (D,) for u:0, I and 3 are 1.69t (l r6x l0-5), I ó05 (l sl
Xl0-5), rnd I 177 (l ?óxl0 a), respectively
'From spectral sinulation of d+*a(3,O) band in Ref. 33
dFrom simulation of high-resolution KER spectrum of / rlls(u:4) in Ref. 42.
"From rotationfll analyses in Ref. 56 of spectra presented in Refs 3l and 25
rlow-rotation B, values crlculûted using present CSE model.
u8, values for oï(X?n3) from Ref. 9
hsecond entry refers to the extra level ll rlls(u:8).
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TABLE III. Representative exp€rimentally detem¡ned energies for the C lfl, state, compared with CSE model
calculations u






















































"Diffuse-peak energies, in cm I, unless stated otheruise. See Sec It A for E¡ reference used here
hour estimates from low-lemperature REMPT spectrî in Ret-. 24
"Average band head energy estimated by us from room-temperîture REMPI spectra in Ref 3l
dFrom KER spectrr Uncertainties - 100-200 cm I See also Sec ll A înd lootnole 59
"JII,, origins calculûted us¡ng the present CSE model.
rOur rough estimate from room-temperrture REMPI spectrum in Ref. 33
ËOrigin from rotat¡onal rernalysìs of spectrum in Refs 35 ûnd 24, in Ref -56; A,(ll:0): I ó. cm-1, 8r(f)
:l):165ì 
"nr 
,, ,,(rr:l):l6xl0 5 c. ', B'(l):2):ló8¡ cm-1, D2(0:2):l,xl0 
5 cm I
Ref. 35 gives /0(O:2):69 548 cm r, 4'(O:2): l 68 cm r, and Dr(l):2): l 7X l0-s cm- l
hour est¡mûte of origin from low-temperûture spectrum
iReported energy of rII,* bandhead ¡n spectrum of metîstable O,(c rÅ*)
TABLE IV Experimental level energies flnd rotfltional constants of the rrsørlfI, and rflo slates with n:4
and5 "
Ref 23 Rei 2l














































































'Energies in cm I See footnote r to Tâble I, Sec II A and footnote 58 Asterisks indicate the energies of the
strongest features in the low-temperalure speclrum, ralher than origins.
hTentût¡ve fssignment in Rel 23.
"Estimated by us from perturbâtion ofrfI, energies of Ref. 21. See Sec. IVC.
'Mean energy of strongest features, estimated by us from REMPI-PE spectra of Refs 2l and 39 Uncertîinties
a 20 cm-l
"yo:-0.6rso and 0.5-550 cm-r for the rfl¡s înd rfl,. levels, ¡espectively.fyo:-1.0s,1.2r. -0.58,and0.75cm-rfortherllos,ì3-,sandlfl,rlevels,respectively.
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TABLE V Representative linewidths f, in cm-l FWHM, for experimentally observed u levels of rhe
rsø* l'rfl* states, compâred with CSE-model calculations "
CSE h
I State Exper¡mental J: 15
Rydberg states of 02 177
3 ¿tn|
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"Where separately determ¡ned ñne-slructure l¡new¡dths are available, the tabulated values refer to the l):l
component
n'tll, FWHM linewidths calcuìated using the present CSE model For n:4 and 5, the rIIl widths a¡e in
pârentheses
"References 25 aod 36, from low-temperature REMPI spectra
dFWHM estimated by us for oarowest lines in the REMPT spectrum of Ref 31. f (u:4) refers to J>ll.
"From our simulation of the low-temperrture REMPI spectrum of Ref 2-5 Second entry refers to the extra level
llrll¡(0:8).
rReference 42, from simulation of h¡gh-lemperature KER spectrum Tabulated widtb refers to low-"/ levels.
sReference 24, from diffuse low-temperature REMPI spectrum
hR D Johnson III, personal communication to Ref. 53
'Reference 41, from simulation of h¡gh-temperature KER spectrum
rReference 40, from high-temperalure REMPI spectrum
kR A Copeland, experimentrl REMPI linewidth from personal communication to Ref. l4 Tabulated value forlfl' component f(rII,,¡:3.2 cm-1, f(r¡,): I 8 cm I
lll-component uncertrin, unless indicated otherwise
-Reference 23, FWHM for unassigned single line in low-temp€rature REMPI spectrum
nReference 39, FV/HM for unassigned single line in low-temperature rfI0., REMPI-PE spectrum.
f(rII,,rII,¡ : 3 8, 1.7 -2 1, I 6-2.5, 2.0, Ll cm r, for u :0, t, 2, 3, 4, respediveÌy
oReference 21, f(rII0.t) from simulation of low-temperature REMPT spectrum f(rll,):3 3 cm r.
PPossibly blended.
'rReference 23 gives f(rII0.2):0 5 cm-l
tween the  sor(u + 1) and 3rlÀr(u) states which occur in
the same energy region (see Sec. IV).
Difficulties were encountered in attempting to compare
energies from the various data sets in the literature, due
mainly to differences in experimental precision (often un-
specified), underreporting of calibration and data-reduction
techniques, and differing observational conditions (espe-
cially temperature). Attempts to reconcile these differences
between data sets, demonstrably apparent in Tables I, II, and
III, failed because only a few of the authors observing
rotationally-resolved data reported (even in theses or reports)
the spectral lines upon which their analyses were based and,
subsequently, the original data have disappeared. These ex-
perimental uncertainties, which limit the extent and accurâcy
of quantitative characterization of the nsøs l'3flr states and
their interactions with valence states, are described in greater
detail in a review on the spectrum and structure of 02 cur-
rently nearing completion.60
B. Linewidths
Experimentally based linewidth information, resulting
from both REMPI and KER spectra, is fragmentary and even
less documented than the energy-level data discussed in Sec.
IIA. Reported experimental values of linewidth f for tran-
sitions to the nsor l'3fl, states with n=3-5 in 160, (a few
values for other isotopic species appear in Ref. 24) are sum-
marized in Table V. Table V also includes values for some
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dlfl, levels (footnoterl) estimated in Ref.56 from the spec-
trr of Ogorzalek-Loo,rr as well as CSE-based results from
the present work to be discussed in Sec. IV. Linewidths fbr
the more strongly predissociated levels have been derived, in
general, from the simulation of partially resolved or unre-
solved band envelopes.6l Tabulated widths for the nanower
levels generally refer to the apparent widths of individual
rotational lines, possibly blended, with no allowance for the
instrumental resolution function. Significant discrepancies
occur between linewidths from different sources. For ex-
ample, the difference of a factor of three between the mea-
sured C(u:2) linewidthr24*0 hos been attributed by Tjos-
sem and Smytha0 to a cornbination of power broadening ancl
higher probe linewidths in the Sur et a1.24'36 spectra. In view
of the possibilìty of many undocumented effects, such as
power broadening and other instrumental limitations in the
REMPI spectra, it would seem prudent to consider nlost of
the experimentally based linewidths in Table V as upper lìm-
its to the true values.
C. Unassigned spectra
The (2+ 1) REMPI spectra of transitions to the C and ¿/
states show a series ol unassigned "companion" structures
at slightly shorter wavelengths from the C+-X(2,0) and
the ri ++ú(0,0), (1,0), (2,0), and (3,0) bands,rr'33 all of
which exhibit resolved rotational lìnes. For C++X(2,0),
the structures appear in several groups, the stronger regions
centered arouncl -70200 md -70270 crn l. The struc-
tures in the d-*n spectra are centered - 100 cm I to
higher energy from each of the r/**a(u',0) bands listed,
except for the (2,0) band. The structure near ¿/**¿(0,0)
is weak and poorly developed, while those structures near
d++o(2,0) are relatively intense and complex, extending
- 500 cm- I towards highel trensitiorì energy in several
groups which diminish in intensity with increasing energy.
The structure near cl**a(3,0) was previously attributed to
¡¡s 6*+X(0,1) hot band,sl an assignment disputed by
ogorzalek-Loo el a/.lo
Finally, SPA spectraar of supersonically-expanded and
cooled 02 indicate the presence of a weak band near "1545
,Å"aa (64730* 170 cm-r) which remains unassigned. Ref-
erence to the figure presented in Ref. 44 implies that this
wavelengrh should be 1555 Å (64 300 cm-r;. If this rransi-
tion originates from X rl;tu:O), the upper level of the
transition woukl be --i600 and -900 cm I below
d tflr{u:0) and C rflr(u:0), respectively, using the 1545
Å vaiue, while it would be -2100 and -1400 cm-r below
rt(u:0) and C(u:0) using the 1555 Å value.
III. THEORETICAL TREATMENT
A. Previous work
There has been a significant amount of previous theoret-
ical work treating the nso* ''3il* Rydberg states and their
interactions with valence states. A¿' i,lirlo confìguration-
interaction calculationsla a3 5l have provided theoretical
potential-energy curves and either direct or indirect indica-
tions of the magnitudes of the Rydberg-valence interactions.
Semiempirical coupled-state modeling of predissociation
TABLE VI Representative scmiempirical rnd ob initio Rydberg-vtlence
(É/R,), vrlence-vrlence (H,,), and Rydberg Rydberg (l/p*) couplìng ma-
trix elements for the l.rrr" lrll,, Rydberg and l,ll l1lI. valence stales, in
cm-I
lvlorrill et a/






































"Seniempiricrl deternì¡nation, from fit to experimenltl datc
bAb initio calculatìon Values coÍected to dirbatic Rydberg basis used here
'Prameters ofCSE model used here and in Ref 5ó
dDeternrined in Ref 42
'R-dependent calculation Value at Rydberg-valence crossing point 11bu-
lated
rDetermined in Ref 53 Reference 24 gives 520 cm I
sTied to corresponding singlet coupling in fitting procedure
I'Fixed rt value determ¡ned tbr conesponding singlet coupling This vnlue
lerds to sat¡sfrctory estimrtes of the triplet braDch¡ng ratios (see Table
vrr)
i,R-dependent calculation. Vûlue at R. for rsø* Irfl* stîtes tabulflted.
iFixed rt û semiempirical value (Ref. ó9) equrl to hrlf the a.r,r." rfl,,
-rll0* spliting of'- 190 cm-l (see, e g, Table lV)
linewidthsa2 for sclected isotopic rovibrational levels of the
r/lfI, state and dissocirtive branching ratiosal f'or r1lfI., and
C 
jfl"iu :0-2l has led to estimates for several Rydberg-
valence and valence-valence interaction matrix elements. A
subsequent full CSE treatment54 of the lII, Rydberg-
vaìence interaction compared 8,, values f'or 11(u:0-3) with
the results of the approximate treatment of Ref. 42, and also
noted that rhere should be a bound valence level -80 cm-l
above r/(u :2). Additional CSE calculations52'-51 considered
the rfl( Rydberg-valence interaction. Finally, in a compre-
hensive stucly, Li ar a/. la rpplied their ub lr1¡l¡, l'rfls poten-
tìal matrix to detailed calculations of predissociation in the
3sø*r/lfl, lncJ-CrII... stltes, including a treatment of fine
structure in the'fI,, strtes for the first tirne. Various semi-
empirical and theoretical Rydberg-valence, valence-
valence, and Rydberg-Rydberg interaction matrix elements
resulting from the above studies are summarized in Table VI,
together with the pârameters used in the present investiga-
tlon.
B. The CSE method
Breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approxima-
tion produced by Rydberg-valence interactions may be ad-
dressed by using a CSE model in which interactions between
BO basis states are included explicitìy. In the adiabatic basis,
the adiabatic potential-energy curves for the BO basis states
exhibjt an avoided crossing and these states interact nonadia-
batically through off-diagonal elements of the nuclear
kinetic-energy operator. In the diabatic basis, the diabatic
potenlial-energy curves cross and interact through ofË
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diagonal elements of the electrostatic Hamiltonian. Provided
that a complete electronic-state basis is employed, the results
of CSE calculations are insensitive to the choice of an adia-
batic or diabatic basis set. CSE formalisms have been de-
tailed by van Dishoeck et a1.62 and Torop eI a/.63 The CSE
method is particularly suitable for treatment of Rydberg-
valence interactions in 02 and has been applied previously to
explain unusual features in the spectrum of 02 excited into
the u states.l6'64'65
The particular implementation of the CSE method em-
ployed here is described in more detail in Ref. 56 which
deals principally with the specific problem of rotational per-
hy electrostatic Rydberg-valence, valence-valence, and
spin-orbit Rydberg-Rydberg interactions. Radial wave func-
tions from a solution of the coupled-channel Schrridinger
equationss6 are used to calculate partial and total excitation
cross sections and the corresponding rovibrational energies,
predissociation linewidths and dissociation branching ratios.
The specific CSE model used here diftèrs from that of Ref.
56 only in that the n:4 and 5 Rydberg states have been
added to the basis.
C. CSE-model optimization
Potential-energy curves for the diabatic basis states and
the assumed R-independent couplings between them were
optimized using a weighted least-squares fitting procedure
involving comparison between CSE-calculated and represen-
tative observed energy levels, rotational constants and pre-
dissociation linewidths from Tables I-V. Because of the di-
versity and inconsistency of the experimental data, it was
necessary to choose particular data sets for use in the opti-
mization process, without necessarily implying any superior-
ity for those data. For the ¿/ rfls state, the main spectroscopic
data employed were derived from the REMPI spectra of
Ogorzalek-Loo3t and Sur et al.2s in Ref. 56 (u:0-4), and
the KER spectra of van der Zande et aL.a2 (u: 5 - 8 ). For the
C III* state, data derived by us from the REMPI spectra of
Sur òit at.2a were employed (u:0-3), together with the
KER data of van der Zande et aL.a3 (u:4-8). In the case of
predissociation linewidths for the 11 and C states (Table V),
when several estimates were available the smallest values
were used in the optimization process.
Initial potential-energy curves for the 3sø, Rydberg
states were formed by lowering an RKR curve for
Oï(X2ils) to appropriate energies, while those for the va-
lence statès were derived lrom ab initio calculations.3'a The
f r'3fl* potentials were held fixed, while those for rhe d, C,
and lil'lfl* states were allowed to vary smoothly in the op-
timization procedure. The Rydberg-Rydberg spin-orbit cou-
pling and the triplet valence-valence coupling were held
fixed at the values given in Table VI, while the singlet and
triplet Rydberg-valence couplings and the singlet valence-
valence coupling were allowed to vary. These choices reflect
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FIG 2 Diabatic potentirl-energy curves fbr the l.rll, states used ¡n the
CSE-model câlculct¡ons The singlet and triplel ,røq potential-energy
curves for nè4 are virtually indistinguishable on the scale of the figure-
Coupled-channel vibrational eigenvalues for the bound states are also indi-
cîted rs borizontrl lines within their respective potentials
the sensitivity to the various model parameters of the CSE
calculations corresponding to available experimental data. In
addition to the experimental data base described above, the
inclusion in the fitting procedure of rovibrational energies for
r/-state levels near particular rotational perturbationss6 en-
abled detailed optimization of the ll rflo-state potential-
energy curve, while REMPI intensity proñlesll in spectral
regions most influenced by valence levels enabled optimiza-
tion of the singlet valence-valence interaction.56
In the case of the nsø, l'3I, Rydb"rg states with n:4
and 5, appropriate potentiai-en"igy .uru", were formed by
lowering the ionic curve so that the u:0 energy levels of
Table IV were reproduced, while fhe n:4 and 5 Rydberg-
valence couplings were optimized by comparing CSE-
calculated linewidths with the experimental u:0 predisso-
ciation linewidths of Yokelson et al.2t and Yokelson et a\.,23
respectively (Table V). Since the predissociation problem for
¿)3 is somewhat underdetermined due to the paucity of
reliable experimental linewidths, for this range of n the trip-
let and singlet Rydberg-valence couplings were taken as
equal in the linewidth fitting procedure.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. CSE-model parameters
The resulting diabatic potential-energy curves for the
l'3fI, states modelled in Sec. IIIC are shown in Fig.2, while
the coupling matrix elements employed are given in Table
VI. Using this parametric representation, energy levels, rota-
tional parameters, predissociation linewidths and predisso-
ciation branching ratios were determined for selected
nsørt'3f1" Rydberg states with n:3-5. These results are
discussed in Secs. IV B and IVC.
Reliability of the potential-energy curves in Fig. 2 is
limited by uncertaintìes in the experimental data. In addition,
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which are signifrcantly more diffuse. The small difference in
Rc between the optimized potential-energy curves lbr the
isoconfigurational 3sø* r/ rfI, and C lfI, states likely arises
because of the relative lack of experimental rotational con-
stants for the C state. Nevertheless, the model r/LfI, Ryd-
berg and lllfl, valence potential-energy curves are expected
to be significantly more accurate than those utilized in other
semiempirical studies. In particular, detailed analysis of the
¿i-state rotational perturbations in Ref. 56 has enabled the
successful characterization of many lllfl, vibrational levels
indirectly through the effects of their strong perturbation of
the r/-state levels, leading to the reliable potential-energy
curve for the ll lfls state presented in Fig.2.
Optimized values lbr the singlet and triplet n - 3
Rydberg-valence interaction rnatrix elements in Table VI
are in reasonable agreement with other semiempirical deter-
minations and recent ctb initio calculations.l4 Further refine-
ment of these couplings is unlikely wìthout significantly im-
proved experimental measurements. The optimized value of
rhe n-4 Rydberg-valence coupling (see Sec. IIIC) is in
poor agreement with the ab initio values. However, because
of uncertainties in the corresponding experimental line-
widths, both the n:4 and n-5 couplings should be re-
garded as approximate. The optimized Rydberg-valence
couplings decrease to -277o frorn r:3 to n:4, and to
-45Va from n:4 r.o n:5. However, this behavior contrasts
with the slower and more reguìar decreases with r observed
for the npcr,,3il,, Rydberg series of 02 (to -507o from n
-3 ro n:4,to -58o/o fiom ø:4 to n:5).16
The valence-valence interaction tnatrix elerneuts at'e
more diffìcult to determine than the Rydberg-valence inter-
action matrix elements. As described in more detail in Ref.
56, certain regions of the REMPI spectra for transìtions into
the ¿/ state are sensitive to the llfls-ll lfI, interaction ma-
trix element and have been used to obtarn the optimized
value presented in Table VI. This first semiempirical vaìue
of the singlet valence-valence interaction is significantly less
than the ob initio value of Li et al.t1
B. The 3sund1fln and C3II, states
The several theoretical sturlies of the rllI.e Rydberg-
valence interactions discussed in Sec. III A have treated
many aspects of the r/ lfl* and C lfl, spectroscopies, includ-
ing perturbation and predissociation mechanisms. The
present and companion56 works should be regarded as exten-
sions of those studies.
1. Sttucture, intensities and assignmenls
Caìculated vibrational energies and rotational parameters
for the ¿/ and C states included in the columns headed CSE in
Tables I, II, and III are in good agreement with the data base
used to determine the model parameters, and satisfactory
agreement with experiment overall, considering the large
measurement uncertainties and significant differences be-
tween data sets. The CSE calculations show, in agreement
with other studies, that the perturbation and predissociation
occuning in the d- and C-state levels arise principally
throu gh Rydberg-vrlence interections.
Stâro Endgy (cm-')
72000 71000 70000 6s000 68000 67000 66000
Moftill et al
ø
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FIG 3 Composite experirnental (2+ l) REMPI spectra of Johnson ¿l a/
(Rei 33) for excitation from the Xrl* and cìÀ" states, togethcr with
conesponding trrnsitions from CSE calculotions for J:l All data have
been plotled on a common scale for the excited-slate energy Top panel: (a)
Experimental spectrun fronì O,(d r^.), indicrt¡ng transitions to
3.rrr* r/lfI, rnd C rfl. levels and previously unassigned bands in regions
A, B, and C (b) Crlculrted REMPI spectrum, confirning the lss¡gnments jn
(a) rnd indicating the trcnsition to the llìIl{(u:8) vrìence level (v8),
responsible tbr nruch of the spectral complexity ìn region B of (a) Bottom
panel: (c) Experimentîl spectrum tiom O,(x r:;), indicating trcrìsitions to
3 rrr, r/ lII, and C rllq levels ¡nd prcviously unûss¡gned slructure in rc-Bion
B. (d) Crlculated REMPI spectrum, conñrming assignments in (c) and in-
dicating lrans¡t¡ons to the llrll{(u:8 rnd l0) valence levels (v8 and vl0,
respecti vely)
Aided by application of the CSE model. Ref. 56 has
identified many prevtously unidentified perturbations in the
rotational structure of the dlfl*-state levels, perturbations
caused by a bound-bound Rydberg-valence interaction with
the lllns valence state. The effects of these perturbations
are evident, for example, in the "anomalous" values of the
low-J-based rotational pâralneters in Table Il, values which
differ markedly tÌorn the B, vaìuese expected for a member
of an unperturbed Rydberg series converging on the ground
state of the ion (see righrhand column in Table II).
While it is usually inadvisable to base detailed argu-
ments and conclusions on intensity information in REMPI
spectra, some general inferences may be drawn from broad
intensity trends. In Fig. 3, the composite room-temperâture
(2 + I ) REMPI spectra of O1 excited from
l(c), lower panell antl metastable rr 
rÀ*
states into the.3sø*r/lIl, and C:til* s
Johnson et ul.,tt are shown plotted on a
state energy scale. It is apparent from Fig. 3 that, while spin-
forbidden two-photon transitions to the ¿1 lIl, state o""ur
quite strongly in excitation from Xil" , the opposite is the
case for excitation from a l^*, wiih only the C 3fI,*
**4 | L/2,0) transition being visible.
These intensity trends can be understood through simple
arguments involving intensity borrowing and competition
between predissociation and ionization. The spin-orbit inter-
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âcrion berween the ¿/rIIrs(u) and C3flts(u) levels implies
an effectivefy u-independent -2Vo tntensity borrowing by
the spin-forbidden transition from the allowed transition in
two-photon absorption spectra.66 However, in the REMPI
spectra this effect is strongly modified, in a way dependent
on the relative linewidths, due to competition between pre-
dissociation and ionization.56 As a result, transitions to
Crflrs(u:2) are visible in Fig. 3 in excitation from the
arA* state [(a), upper panel] because this is the only triplet
level to have a width narrow enough to be comparable with
the corresponding singlet linewidth. On the other hand, tran-
sitions are observed to all singlet levels in the ground-state
spectrum [(c), lower panel] because their widths are either
much less than (u:0, l, and 3), or comparable To (u:2),
the triplet linewidths.
Semiquantitative support for these arguments follows
from CSE calculations of the REMPI spectra.56 Vibrational
(2 + I ) REMPI specrra for excitation from X 3!, [(d), lower
panell and a rA, [(b), uppe,r panel], calculated lor J: I us-
ing the current CSE model,6? are also shown in Fig. 3. In Fig.
3, the -316-326 nm segment of panel (b) has had its inten-
sity scale expanded (X5) to illustrate better the calculated
relative intensities of close-lying valence, allowed, and spin-
forbidden transitions, while the -299-307 nm segment of
panel (d) has had its intensity scale reduced (x0.7) to keep
its peaks on scale. Except for u:2, Í.here is general agree-
ment to within a factor of 2 between the observed and cal-
culated relative intensities (i.e., the relative areas of the spec-
tral features) for transitions from X3l, to associated d(u)
and C(u) levels.68 The underestimate piovided by the calcu-
lations for the exceptional d(u -2):C(u:2) intensity ratio
in each spectrum can be explained by noting that room-
temperature REMPI spectra for transitions into the d(u:2)
level are dominated by high rotational levels since the d(u
:2) linewidth decreases markedly at high J,56 whereas the
calculated intensity ratio refers only to -/: l.
Also evident in the experimental spectra of Fig. 3 are
some of the unassigned companion features discussed in Sec.
IIC, labeled A, B, and C. It is apparent from a comparison
between the experimental and calculated spectra in Fig. 3
that these features âre too strong to be explained as transi-
tions to the ll lfI, valence state, the most obvious suggestion
for their orìgin. Detailed rotational CSE calculations in Ref.
56 show that these features represent transitions to high ro-
tational levels of d(u) and their band-like appearance is due
to strong perturbations in the rotational structure of the
r/lfl, Rydberg state caused by the bound valence state
ll'fl*. Transitions to this valence state are not seen in the
experimental spectra of Fig. 3, but a transition to the
lllns(u:8) level56 has been observed in a very-low-
temperature (T=5 K) d++X(2,0) (2 + I ) REMPI
spectrum.25 Transitions to this valence level appear in the
caìculated ,/: I REMPI spectra at slightly shorter wave-
lengths than those to d(u:2), with a relative valence:Ryd-
berg intensity of l4Vo, in fairly good agreement with an ob-
served ratio of -117o deduced by us from Fig.2 ofRef.25.
Production of a REMPI signal following two-photon ex-
citation of the d rflr{u :0) level from a rA*(u:0) requires
a two-photon ionization step. The d++a(0,0) (2+2)
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REMPI spectrum appearing in Fig. 2 of Ref. 30 displays
unusual satellite structure towards shorter wavelengths, as
mentioned in Sec. IIC. Since the d(u:0) level is relatively
unperturbed by the lllfl, state, a different explanation is
required for the existence of this particular satellite. It is
likely that this explanation involves interferences at the
three-photon level which modulate rotational intensities in
the ¿/**a(0,0) REMPI band. This interpretation is consis-
tent with the fact that full and regular rotational development
is observed in room-temperature r/e +X(0,0) (2 + I )
REMPI spectra.sl
Finally, the unassigned SPA transitions described in
Sec. IIC has been shown to lie well below transitions to the
lowest 3sø* Rydberg levels. However, the calculated
ll lfls(u:0) valence level(64732 cm-r; lies in the general
region of the observed level (-64730 cm-r or *64300
cm-1, see Sec. IIC) and would be a tempting assignment45
if it were not for the absence of a clear vibrational progres-
sion with the small characteristic valence-level spacing in the
spectrum of Ref. 44.
2, Predissociation and predissociation branching
rctios
Because of variability and uncertainty in the values of "/
pertinent to many of the experimental ìinewidths listed in
Table V, predissociation linewidths calculated using the CSE
model for both J:l and 15 are also shown in the table.
Calculated linewidths for the 3sø, C 3lI* strte exhibit the
oscillatory vibrational pattern expected for an outer crossing
between the C rrls Rydberg and ll rfl, valence stâtes
(crossìng-point R.)R,, see Fig. 2), with maxima for u: I
and 3, and minima for u-2 (and 5), in agreement with the
observations. However, quantitative agreement is hampered
by the experimental uncertainties discussed in Sec. II B. In
agreement with the ab initio study of Li et al.,ta the CSE
calculations indicate that the C-state linewidths are relatively
J-independent, except for the narrower levels with u:2
and 5.
Predissociation of the r/lfI, state is complicated by
bound-bound interactions with the llrfI, valence stâte for
energies below the O(rD)+O(rD) dissociation limit (see
Fig. 2), and, as pointed out by van der Zii¡de et al.,at line-
widths for the lowest vibrational levels are dominated by
contributions from the triplet predissociation channel via
spin-orbit interaction between the ¿1 and C states. Within the
uncertainties of the diverse experimental data, calculated
d-state predissociation linewidths in Table V reproduce the
observed vibrational pattern, with a low-"/ linewidth maxi-
mum for u:2 and another maximum for u:5, and minima
for u:0, 3 (and 7). While the general predissociation pattern
for u)3 is consistent with expectation for an outer crossing
between the dlfls Rydberg and lllfl* valence states, the
low-J linewidth maximum for d(u:2) arises from a near
degeneracy with the interacting ll rflr(u:8) level which is
heavily predissociated through I I fIs - ll I fIr vaìence-
valence interaction. The calculated "/: I widths for d(u:2) and the "extra" level ll rflr(u:8) are in reasonable
agreement with values derived by us from a simulation of the
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TABLE VlI. Measured and calculated dissociation branching rrtios for the
















































'The bmnching rrt¡os represent the frrction predissociated to tlìe ground-
sftte d¡ssoc¡¡t¡on linrit O(rP)+ O(rP)
hFron Ref. 4l Effective rotational tempercture 550 K
low-temperature spectrum in Fig. 2 of Srìr ¿/ a/.2s The con-
sequences of significant J dependence for solne of ttre 1(u)
linewidths are discussed in detail in Ref. 56.
Using CSE calculations of partial cross sections for dis-
sociation into each open channel ! ' 
til., , correlrting with
the O(3P) + O(rP) drssociarron limir; and llrfl.* . correlaring
with the limit O(rD)+O(3P) (.ee Fig. l)1, rhe bmnching
ratio representing the O(lP) + OllP) cJissociarion flux as a
proportion of the total flux was determined for the ¿ilfI, and
C rfl.((u :0-2) levels. In the case of the C-state branðhing
ratios, the f): I ratio was averaged with f):0 and 2 ratios
estimated using separate calculations in which the singlet
states were omrtted.
The branching ratios calculated for J: I and l5 are
compared in Table VII with observations based on the KER
spectra of van der Zande et ul.Jt 'lhe effective rotational tem-
perature applicâble to the measurements is 550 K,al cone-
sponding to a most probable "/:10. Except for r/rII*(u
: | ), the calculated branching ratios show little -/ depen-
dence and are in reasonably good agreernent with the rnea-
surements. Comparison between the c¿rìculations for J: I
and l5 in Table VII indicates that the d(u:l) branching
ratio has a strong "/ dependence. Additional, more detailed
calculations show that the d(u -1) branching ratio peaks
sharply at J: 12 with a value of 0.89, falling to 0.ll at J
:25. Thus, the effective branching ratio for unresolved ro-
tational levels will be critically dependent on the rotational
distribution, suggesting that the d(u:l) branching ratio in
KER experiments will be anomalously sensitive to tempera-
Iure.
Some qualitative justification for the behavior of the
branching ratios in Table VII has been given by van der
Zande et al.at ln the interesting case of the r1lfl, state,
d(u:0) is coupled almost exclusively to C(u:0), through
the Rydberg-Rydberg spin-orbit interaction, and thus disso-
ciates in the same way as C(u:0). In contrast, d(u:2) is
strongly couple<l to ìevels of the ll 'fl, state56 and dissociates
in the same way as this valence state, i.e., via the llfI,
valence srare to rhe O(3P) + O(rP) limir. The d(u: I ) levei,
however, lies in a critical region where its coupling to C(u
:l) competes with its coupling to ll rflr(u:5), the latter
being extremely sensitive to the energy difference between
the singlet Rydberg and valence rovibrational levels. It is
shown in Ref. 56 that the d(u:1) and ll rfl.(u:5) levels
coincide for J:12, thus explaining the sensitivity of the caÌ-
large n ron
FIG 4 Observed energy splittings z\E:E(asø* r'r[,r";-E1rrsø* ]I,,r¡
for the u :0 ìevels, illustrat¡ng the rîp¡d trflns¡t¡on from approximate (r\,S)
to (fl,o) coupling rs ¡¡ increases lrom ] to 5, compared with the 3/2,1/2
splitting in the X 2llq ground state of Or+
culated ri (u: I ) branching ratio to J in this region. Because
of this sensitivity, new, laser-based experiments in which tlre
detailed "/ dependence of the ri(u-l) branching ratio is
measured would be of value in refining models of the rel-




C. The nsønr'3fIn states for n=4 and 5
1. Structure
As can be seen fìom Table IV, the nsø.* l'3f1.* states
rvith ¡r)3 are not especially well characterized experirnen-
tally. Convincing rotational assignments exist only for the
u:0 levels of the r:4 and n:5 states. Spectroscopic pa-
rameters and linewiclths for the diffuse 4so* rfl*{u = 0) lev-
els were determined by means olbrnd simulation,'' but none
are available fbr 4sø*lflr(u:0). The estimated origin fbr
this level lrsted in Table IV was detennined by us frorn the
observed perturbation of the 4sø,* rfl,r(u:0; level (pre-
sumably due to a 'fI ,.r-'fl ,, interaction) using standar<ì
two-level perturbation expressions.oe Weak, diffuse lines, not
associlted with the lfIr, level, occur in the low-temperature
4sø* lllrr,ln,r**X10,0) spectrumrl 2Jro nerr the esti-
mated position otthe rflr* origin and are likely to be asso-
ciated with this level Spectroscopic parameters listed for the
5sø" r'3flu1u:0) levels in Table IV were cletermined by
rotatìonal rnrlysis2l2t and inclucle 7 terms-58 attributed to
increased S uncoupling for n:5.
As illustrated in Fig.4, the variation with n of the splir
tings between the four f)-components'fl ,r, 'flrr, tfl ,r,
and 3llu, in the u:0 levels of the known nso, sfates indi-
cates a rapid and regular transition from (À,S) to (O,to)
coupling as n increases from 3 to 5. These observations,
together with small variations in the corresponding quantum
defects (á:1.14, 1.20, md 1.21 for the nsø, r'3fl*(u-0)
levels with tt-3,4, and 5, respectively) and relatively strong
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IV A) over the same range of ¡¡, combine to imply a much
more rapid weakening of Rydberg-core electron interactions
for the low-lying rsør-based states of 02 than has been
reportedl6 for npø,,-based states with comparable n values.
In addition, strong electronic interactions are expected be-
tween the nscr, and (n-l)dor Rydberg.states for n24.
Unpublished ab initio calcula(ions for the 'fl, states of 02




indicating very strong mixing of the ''pure" 4s o r and '3 do,
states.Tl Such strong mixing and the fact that the
4sø, r'rfl*{u + I ) an! .3d<rrt'3flr(u) level series lie very
close to one another/r're are major contributing factors to the
observation of extremely complex (and unanalyzed)
spectra2l'3e associated with transitions to the 4sør l'3fIr(u
>0) levels. Analogous behavior can be expected for the
5sø* r'3fIr(u > 0) levels, but the current lack of spectral data
associated with transitions to these levels precludes further
speculation.
2. Predissociation
The observed diffuseness of the rzsø, (l)'3fI, l"u"l. d"-
creases with n, as is expected if something like the (n*) 3t'
scaling rule6e applies to the Rydberg-valence interaction
matrix element. Simulation of the 4sø*3Il*-.-¡19,9;
spectrum by Yokelson et al.zt yielded widihs of 5.3 and 3.3
cm I full width at half maximum (FViHM) for the low-J
3fI6,1, rnd lfl2, levels, respectively (see Table V). Widths
quoted2s for roiationally unassigned resolved transitions to
the l'3fl,, and 3fIu,r* levels in the 5sør(0,0) and (1,0)
bands are 0.7 and 0.5 cm-r, respectively.
As described in Sec. IIIC, the experimental u:0, íl)
: I linewidths (Table V) have been used in the optimization
of the l'3fl', Rydberg-valence interaction matrix elements
for n:4 and 5 in our CSE model. Therefore, the good agree-
ment between these particular experimental and calculated
linewidths in Table V is unsurprising. However, the predis-
sociation channels contributing to the nso* tfI*{r) lin"-
widths for n:4 and 5 are of interest. The CSE calculations
indicate that both the lflts and lfl,, valence states contrib-
ute to the predissociation of the rfl ¡* Rydberg levels through
their respective Rydberg-valence interactions and the
Rydberg-Rydberg spin-orbit interaction. For n-4, most of
the triplet predissociation for u:0 is predicted to occur via
the singlet valence states, while the reverse is true for u
: l -4. For ¿:5, the triplet predissociation for u :0 and I
is predicted to be dominated by the singlet valence channel.
While the calculated 3fl ,, and rfl ,, linewidths listed in
Table V are in satisfactory agreement with the measurements
for the 4sø, r[r(u:0¡ and 5
those for the 4sa,'fI ¡*(u: I
larger than the experimental li
quoted by Yokelson et a1.23 are for resolved, but unassigned
lines in REMPI spectra which are attributed to transitions to
4sor3flr(u:l-4) levels, with f) unspecified, except for
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u:4, where f):0. Those measured by Wang3e and listed in
Table V are for resolved, but unassigned lines in REMPI-PE
spectra, attributed to the f) : 0, I subbands of the same tran-
sitions. Since neither author gives rotational assignments for
the lines in question, such attributions remain questionable.
However, the vibrational pattern of the Wang linewidthsle is
consistent with the calculated pâttern, with a minimum width
for u: l. Such a pattern is a signature of the siÆgl¿, predis-
sociation (see calculated linewidths in Table V) which, to a
certain extent, is reflected in the triplet linewidths because of
the Rydberg-Rydberg spin-orbit interaction. The factor-of-
three discrepancy between the experimental and calculated
widths cannot be explained by uncertainty in the rotational
assignments coupled with "/ dependence of the linewidths,
since, for the most part, the calculated linewidths in Table V
show little J dependence. If the experimental linewidths have
been correctly attributed to the 4søstflr{r:1-4) levels,
then explanation of the discrepancy probably lies with the
neglect of 4sør(u + I ) - 3dÀr(u) homogeneous and hetero-
geneous interactions in the present CSE model. However, at
this time there is insufficient experimental information avail-
able to.justify theìr inclusion.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Experimental data on the energies and linewidths of the
(X 2ns) ,r"o, r'rfl*{u) Rydberg states of 02 exhibit a num-
ber of irreconcilable discrepancies. However, following
some reanalysis, these data are sufficient to advance our un-
derstanding of the spectroscopy, predissociation, and pertur-
bation of the l'3fI* Rydberg and valence states in the
-6.5-9.5 eV region.
The results of a critical reexamination of the existing
experimental data base on the nsø* l'3f1, states have been
employed to optimize the parameters of a CSE model of the
l'3[I, Rydberg and valence states and their interactions.
Within the experimental uncertainties, the resulting CSE
model has been found to give a good description of the ex-
perimental energies and linewidths (see Tables I-lll, and V).
The model optimization process also produces relevant
potential-energy curves (see Fig. 2) and values for Rydberg-
valence, Rydberg-Rydberg, and valence-valence interac-
tions (see Table VI).
In addition, a number of previously unassigned spectral
features have been associated with specific perturbations of
the 3sørd rfl, Rydberg-state levels by the llrfI, valence-
state levels, an anomalous "/ sensitivity in predissociation
branching ratios for the 1(u:1) level has been identified
(see Table VII), and the influence of nsor-(n- \)da,
Rydberg-Rydberg interactions on the electronic structure
and predissociation of the n.roJ states fo¡ nè4 discussed.
Finally, we note that the precision of these characterizations
has been limited by the quality of the existing experimental
data, suggesting the need for further, less-uncertain measure-
ments.
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Existing experimental (2 + I ) REMPI spectra for transitions into rotationally resolved levels of the
3sord tfI, and 3sø, C 3II, Rydberg states of 02 have been rotationaìly analyzed, resulting in the
firstcharacterizationof rotationalperturbationsinr/(u:1-3) andC(u:2).ln addition,theresults
ofthis analysis have been interpreted with the aid ofa coupled-channel Schrödinger-equation (CSE)
model of the interacting electronic states. The identification and characterization ofperturbations in
the r/ and C sta the 3sø, r,3fl, Rydberg states
and the lllfl* potentiai-energy curve for the
ll'fl, state to nd-order interactions with the
lllfl, valence observed in d(u: l-3) and
C(u:2), additional weak perturbations found in d(u:2 and 3) are shown to result from a
second-order interaction with the lllA, valence state. These weak perturbations, including an extra
levelobservedford(u:3, J:17),appeartobethefirstexperimentalevidenceforthell lArstate,
long predicted theoretically. Finally, detailed comparisons between experimental spectra and
dtflr**a r^s(1,0), (2,0) and (3,0) (2+ l) REMPI spectra calculated using the CSE model are
presented which support and illustrate these conclusions. A 1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Since the time of the last comprehensive review of the
electronic structure of 02 by Krupenie,l there have been
many theoretical and experimental studies on the gerade
states lying between the lowest dissociation limit (5.21 eV)2
and the ground state of OT Q":12.05 eV). In particular,
resonance-enhanced multiphoton-ionization (REMPI) spec-
troscopy has led to a number of interesting experimental
studies on the 3sø* l'3I* Rydberg states of 02 17"-3.2
eV).1 l0 As pointed out i; a companion paper," transition
energies and linewidths resulting from these experimental
studies were subject to significant uncertainties, limiting the
accuracy of models developed to describe the spectroscopy
and predissociation of the 3so, l'3fI, states.
There have been relatively few rotational analyses of
REMPI spectra involving excitation into the 3so, r/ lfI, and
3sorC3fI, states,4'7'e'10 and those analyses havè been lim-
ited to low rotational levels, either through the measurement
of low-temperature spectra or the inability of previous work-
ers to assign the spectral lines through regions of significant
perturbation. In addition, features first reported by Johnson
')Work done ît Deprrtment of Chemislry, University of Mryland, College
Pxk, MD 20142
I JULY 1999
et cù.1 in (2+ l) REMPI excitation spectra from the meta-
stable alA* state, and evident in several unpublished
spectra,6 have remained unassigned until now.
Rydberg-valence interactions play significant roles in
the spectroscopy and predissociation of the r/ and C states
and many theoretical studies have investigated these interac-
tions using ab initio,t2-t7 perturbative3'18'le and coupled-
channel Schrödinger-equation (CSE)a'20'2r techniques. The
lllfl* valence state22 is bound in the energy region of the
lower vibrational levels of the 3sø, l'3fI, states and is gen-
erally considered responsible for perturbing the ¿1-state vibra-
tional and rotational structure.l' However, only a single
lllfl, valence level has been reponed previouslya and there
have been no determinations of the interaction between the
llfI, and lllfI, valence states, other than estimates avail-
able from ab initio potential-energy curve calculations.
The unpublished thesis of Ogorzalek-Loo6 contains
a wealth of unanalyzed, well-resolved, room-temperature
REMPI spectra which exhibit rich rotational structure.
Analyses of these spectra in this work have enabled consid-
erable progress to be made in remedying the deficien-
cies mentioned above. Presented below are the results
of extensive rotational analyses-of dtflr-*atLB, drfls
* *Xrls , and Crflr--xrI; tzi l) REMpI spectra
recorded by Ogorzalek-Looo and by Sur et a/.4'' These analy-
002 r -9606/99/1 1 1 (1 y186/1 2/$1 5 00 186 @ 1999 American lnslitute of Physics
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ses have led to the identification and characterization of
rotational perturbations in the d- and C-state levels.23 In
addition, CSE calculations of the r/-state term values and
d**a (2+ l) REMPI cross sections have been used to
provide insight into the character of the Rydberg-valence
and valence-valence interactions. the level structures of the
ri I fl* ancl I I lfI, states, and the potential-energy curve of the
lllflr valence stíìte.
II. METHOD OF CALCULATION
A. The CSE method
The principal molecular-orbital (MO) configurations of
the ...(3ü"r2(lr,,lallz-"l nsoottfl, Rydberg and
... (3ø")(1r,,)l( lzr*)J ll lfn, uni.n.. ,trt., of o2 rlillèr
by two orbitals, leading to significant Rydberg-valence
interactions.24 In addition, the principal MO configurations
of the ll l'rfl, and ...(3ús)2(1n,,)r(17r.ç)2(3û,,) | l,3fls
states also differ by two orbitaìs, leading to significant
valence-valence interactions. The corresponding breakdown
of the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation may be ad-
dressecl by using the CSE technique,2s 27 in which interac-
tions between BO basis states are included explicitly. The
cliabatic CSE basis is utilized in this work because of the
attractive property that the associated wave functions,
potential-energy curves, and coupling matrix elernents can
be expected to change smoothly with internr.rclear separation
R.
Details of the CSE formulation employed can be found
in Rel. 28. Briefìy, the cross section for single-photon
absorption2e from a given rovibrational level of an initial
uncoupled singlet electronic state into the n coupled states i¡,
ât an energy E, and with rotation -/ is given by
,r'rr,,,r,- ul(y6r(R) lMl¡,,r,(R)) 1'z. (1)
fn Eq. (l), z is the transition energy, ¡6y(R) is the coupled-
channel radial wave-function matrix, and yu,1,(R) is the ra-
diaì wave function of the initial state. In addition, the ele-
ments of the n X I rotronic transition-moment vector M are
the products of appropriately normalized electronic transition
momcnts,ÂZt(R) and rotational matrix elcments of the
direction-cosine operator. The coupled-channel radial wave-
function matrix ¡sy(R) is the solution of the diabatic-basis
coupled Schrödinger equations, expressed in rnatrix i'orm,
[ ¿2 2u ì{I .F+lEr v(R) v"',(R)llxrr(R):0. Q\
I ,1R' h¿' ')"""
ln Eq. (2), ¡r is the molecular reduced mass, I is the identity
matrix, V(R) is the symmetric nXn diabatic potential ma-
trix, the diagonaì elements of which are the diabatic elec-
tronic potential-energy curves V¡(R), and V"'L(R) is a diag-
onal matrix with elements given by matrix elements of the
rotational part of the molecular Hamiltonian. The couplings
between the interacting electronic states are given by the
off--diagonal elements of V(R), which contain the effècts of
electrostatic, rotational and spin-orbit interactions.
If the electronic wave functions are expressed in the
Hund's case (a) elf parity basis,2l then the only rìonzero
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lntemuclear Distance (A)
FtG I Model singlet (solid lines) and triplet (dîshed lines) potential-energy
curves for O2 used in CSE crlculations of the r/rfl.***a rÀ* {2+ 1)
REMPI spectrr The energy scale is refened to the m¡nimum in the ground-
state Xr>a potential-energy curve (rrot shown). The valence-vrlence rnd
Rydberg-vrJence-coupled states of lll* rnd tflo symmetry are shown in r
dixbatic representfltion which allows crossings between potential-energy
curves ol'the s¡nre syrnmetry
elements .ÂZ*(R) arise from dipole-allowed transitions be-
tween case (a) basis states. For a specific temperature, the
total cross section can be expressed as the sum of cross sec-
tions into the upper-state e and f levels, each ol which is
calculated separately as a Boltznrann average of Eq. (l) over
the initial distribution of u" and J". As will be shown in Sec.
II C, the CSE formulation summarized above may be readily
adapted to a calculation of the (2+ l) REMPI spectra of
coupled states
B. The CSE model ¡mplementation
The potential-energy curves and couplings, employed
here and described below, were optirrized in a least-squarcs
fìtting procedure. This procedure utrlized a selection of the
experimentaì 3sø*l'3fl* vibronic term values, rotational con-
stants and predissociation linewidths surnrnarizecl in Rcf. I l,
as well as rotational term values and intensity inf'ormrtion
taken from the analyses presented in Sec. IIL Of primary
concern are homogeneous interactions involving the lIIlg
states, so only O: I states have been incÌuded in the r¡odel.
The six-state coupled-channel model employed includes the
3sø, lfl ,* and 3sø*3fI,* Rydberg states and the lowest
two'valenôe states of lfl,,* and 3II ,, symmetry. our model
diabatic potential-energy curves V¡(R) for these stâtes are
shown in Fig. l. In the fitting procedure, potential-energy
curves for the valence states were obtained by smoothly ad-
justing the ab initio potentials of Partridge,s0 while those for
the Rydberg states were obtained by adjusting initial curves
with shapes similar to that for the ionic ground state X2il.q
to which the nsø, scries converges.ll
The r'rfl ,*-state manifold undergoes Rydberg-Rydberg,
Rydberg-valence, and valence-valence interactions which
are the principal mechanisms responsible for the perturbation
and predissociation of these states. The nonzero oft--diagonal
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static Rydberg-valence interactions for the singlet and triplet
states (630 and 620 cm-r, respectively), the singlet and trip-
let valence-valence interactions (500 cm-1 for each mult.i-
plicity), and the spin-orbit singlet-triplet Rydberg-Rydberg
interaction (95 cm-l). The Rydberg-valence interactions
are fairly well defined by the observed energy-level pertur-
bations and predissociation patterns of the Rydberg states.
The value adopted for the Rydberg-Rydberg interaction is
similar to those used in CSE models of lhe 02 ungerade
states,28 and is approximately half the spin-orbit splitting in
the ionic ground state. The valence-valence interactions
have only a second-order effèct on the perturbation and pre-
dissociation of the Rydberg states, but they have a major
effect on the dissociation branching ratios. The model value
for the lfl, valence-valence interaction is similar to the
value determined by van der Zande et slts from a transla-
tionâl spectroscopic study of the 3fI, branching ratios.
The semiempirical CSE model of the coupled
l'lfl,r-state manifold employed here provides an accurate
description of the chosen experimental data base, albeit
within the significant measurement uncertainties. For ex-
ample, the experimental and calculated d lfI, rovibrational
energies, which are of principal interest in this work, gener-
ally agree to within +5 cm l.
C. REMPI cross sections
The (2 + I ) REMPI process may be regarded as occur-
ring in two steps: preparation of the excited state by two-
photon absorption, followed by single-photon ionization.s2
Under experimental conditions of weak excitation and satu-
rated ionization, and in the absence of competing processes
depopulating the excited state, rotational structure in the
REMPI spectrum should reflect that in the two-photon ab-
sorption spectrum.33 The present theoretical treatment of the
tltflr**otL, {2+ 1) REMPI spectrum involves a cSE
calculation of the cross section for two-photon absorption
into the coupled l'3fl ,, stot"r, together with a treatment of
the single-photon ionization step which allows for compe(i-
tion between predissociation and photoionization of the
excited-state manifold.
In the photoionization process, only the ground state
of Oj is accessible at the three-photon level using the
laser wavelengths required to excite the d**a system. It
is expected thât the photoionization probability will be
dom¡nated by the contribution from the3sard lfI* Rydberg
state which undergoes a transition to the ionic ground state
merely by the removal of the Rydberg electron, whereas ion-
ization of the valence state is a two-electron process.
Although two-photon transitions from the metastable
...(3úì2(lÍ,,)4(lrr)2 arA* state are allowed into both
the Rydberg and valence states of rfl, symmetry, the low
probability of ionization for the valence state makes it diffi-
cult to determine the relative magnitudes of the Rydberg and
valence two-photon transition moments from a comparison
between experimental and calculated REMPI spectra. How-
ever, the general absence of predominantly valence levels in
recorded spectra and the relative intensities of the Rydberg
and valence features in the low-temperature d++X(2,0)
Lewis ef â¿
spectrum of Sur ¿l a/.4 suggest that the valence transition
moment is significantly smaller than the Rydberg
moment.34'35 Therefore, in calculations of the two-photon
cross section, only the diabatic-basis electronic transition
moment .Mt associated with the d**a transition was as-
sumed to be nonzero. This electronic transition moment was
taken to have a value of unity and to be independent of R.
The square of the corresponding element of the transition-
moment vector M was then determined by the ÀO:-l
two-photon, rotational-line-strength expressions given by
Bray and Hochstrasser.36
The CSE cross-section calculations were performed us-
ing the diabatic potential-energy curves and couplings de-
scribed in Sec. IIB. First, the diabatic coupled-channel
wave-function matrix ¡67(R), normalized according to the
method of Mies,25 was calculated by solving Eq. (2) using
the renormalized Numerov method of Johnson.3T Second,
these a67(R) wave functions, along with initial-stâte vibra-
tional wave functions Xot,(R) calculated using a Rydberg-
Klein--Rees (RKR) potential-energy curve for the alA,
state,38 and the rotronic transition moments described above",
were used in Eq. (l) to calculate individual rotational-branch
cross sections oTt.r:t,.
In general, each two-photon rotational-branch cross sec-
tion consists of at least two resonances, the strongest arising
from transitions into lll, levels which are predominantly
Rydberg in character, and the other(s) from valence transi-
tions which borrow their strength from the Rydberg transi-
tions. Because of the differing predissociation rates of the
Rydberg and valence resonances and the "/ dependence of the
predissociation, competition between predissociation and
ionization must be taken into account in order to reproduce
correctly the relative line strengths in the (2+ I ) REMPI
band spectrum. In practice, this was accomplished by sepa-
rately converting the two-photon cross sections calculated
in the regions of individual resonances into corresponding
(2 + I ) REMPI cross sections using the relation
otrr,rrr,,: ó'¡aorr,rr,, (3)






In Eq. (4), ki and kd, are the. ionization and predissociation
rates, respectively, fi and fj the corresponding linewidths,
and de-excitation by fluorescence has been neglected.
While fj in Eq. (4) is given by rhe calculated predisso-
ciation linewidth, f is difficult to estimâte and is taken as an
adjustable parameter optimized, where appropriate, by com-
parison between the measured and calculated REMPI
spectra.le Thus, in practice, the optimized values of f i will
include the effects of any other decay processes not specified
in the CSE model. Finally, the totâl room-temperature
(2+ I ) REMPI cross section was calculated by summing the
individual rotational-branch e- and flevel REMPI cross sec-
tions, whiìe performing an appropriate Boltzmann average
over the initial-state distribution of u" and J".
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III. RESULTS
In this section, experimentally based rotational term val-
ues for levels of the r/ state are presented, determined prima-
rily through analysis of the ri *-a and d**X (2'l l)
REMPI spectrâl figures originâting in the thesis of
Ogorzalek-Loo.6 In addition, 1'or the d**a transition,
comparisons are made between experimental (2+ I ) REMPI
spectra6 and spectra calculated using the CSE method de-
scribed in Sec. II. It should be noted that the calibntion
history of the lasers used to obtain the Ogorzalek-Loo
spectra6 is unclear, leading to the possibility of signifìcant
term-energy uncertainties, especially in the absol¿rl¿ values
of the terms.ll Such uncertainties are not important here be-
cause this work is principally concerned with the explanrtion
of REMPI band profiles and the identification of rotational
perturbations, astivities more depentlent on the relative un-
certainties of rotational terms within a given vibrational
level.
While there are no obvious energy perturbations in the
rotational structure of the 11(u:0 and 4) levels, the d(u
: I -3) levels are significantly perturbed and are of major
importance in establishing the nature of the rfl* Rydberg-
valence interaction. These levels are discussed in detail in the
following subsections. In addition, new rotational analysis of
the C(u -2) level is reported in Sec. III E.
A. dlflr(v=O and 4)
The r/**¿(0,0) (2+2) REMPI spectrurr presented
by Ogorzalek-Loo56 is not sufficiently well developed for
rotational analysis. However, her 11+-X(0,0) (2 + I )
REMPI spectrum displays sharp [apparent linewidths -2
cm I full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)], unperturbed
rotational sttucture for J<30 which yields, on analysis,l0
zo:66358 cm-r, B:1.682 cm-r, ancl D-7.7x10 6
cm I for the r/(u:0) spectroscopic constants. The B value
is similar to that for the O,* x2II.*1u:0) levet (1.68),ar as
expected t'or an unperturbed Rydberg state built on this ionic
core. Ogorzalek-Loo6 also presents a partial spectrurn for the
d++a(4,0) band, consisting rnainly of overlapping unper-
turbcd S- and R-branch lincs (apparcnt widths lor narrowcst
f-eatures -6 cm I FV/HM) with "r= 17. Tcntative (extrapo-
lated) spectroscopic constants deduced from thrs spectrum
are vo:73743 cm I and B:1.59 cm l, assuming that .l)
:0. While the B value is in good agreement with the value
of van der Zande et a/.,le this âgreement may be fortuitous
considering the uncertainty in the rotational assignments of
the partial spectrum.
B. dlIIe(v=1)
Rotational tenn values for d(u: l) are shown in Fig.
2(a). The plotted values represent the averages of values de-
termined from the d**a(1,0) spectrurn,6 lowered by 0.8
crnr,42 and values iletermined from the ¿**X(1,0)
spectrum.6 Reduced term values, obtained by subtracting
68227 + 1.66J(J + I ) crn-r tiom the term values, are shown
in Fig. 2(b). Figure 2(b) emphasizes à rotational perturbation
culminating 
^t 
J-12, with an effþctive interaction matrix
element Hp-12 cfr l,Jr which has not been reported pre-




















FIG 2 (r) Coruparison between term vrlues fbr r/ | ll((u : I ) (solid circles)
rierivecl in th¡s work fronr rnalysis oi the r/rfl,*--nrÀ" rnd /rll*
**Xr:,; (2+ l) REMPT spectr¡ of Ogorzalek-Loo (Ret-. 6), and those
cxlculrted us¡ng the optimized CSE model (lines) The CSE c¡lculrtions
indicate that the /(u:l) rotrtionrl terns are crossed by the u:5 ¡rd u
:6 rotrt¡onal ternrs ofthe lllII, r,alence stnte, labeled v5 rnd v6, respec-
tively (b) Plot ol redtccd term values, obtained by subtractìng 68 227
+l ó6J(J+l) cnr I lrom the rbsolute ternì \,îlues of (a). u'hich emphasize
the rotrtionrl perturbat¡on culnin¡t¡ng ât "/: l2
viously. The rotational constant ß: 1.58 ctn I reported for
tt(u-l) by Sur el ¿/.1 was derivecl from rotational lcvcls
assigned fbr J< l2 which are below the culmination of this
perturbation We fincl vo:68226 cm I and B- 1.63 cm I
forJ< 10. However, it is evident from Fig.2(b) that, overall,
the reduced term values cluster around zero, indicating that
the "deperturbed" B- 1.66 cm l, the value fbr Ol
x 2n3(u - l).lr
The calculated term values, shown in Fig. 2 as solid
lines, are seen to be in good agrecrnent with the measlrre-
ments. These CSE calculations indicate that the r/(u: I ) ro-
tational terms are crossed by the u-5 and u:6 rotational
terms of the ll lIIs valence state, the fbrrner causing the ro-
tational perturbation at J- l2 and the latter leading to a sec-
ond perturbation near "/-30, which lies just beyond the
range of the rncasurements.44
The room-temper¿ìture (2 + I ) REMPI spectrum rc-
corded fbr the ¿/++¿(1,0) banil by Ogorzalek-Loo6 is
shown in Fig. 3(a). The strongly blue-degraded rotational
structure of this band (apparent linewidths -4 cm I
FV/HM) is anomalously wcak in the 331 nm region, indi-
cated by the arrow in Fig. 3(a). This structural minimum led
Johnson et rtl.l ,r.o list two bands in this region, denotecl A
and B as indicated in Fig. 3(a). Johnson er a/.? assigned band
A to the d++a(I,0) transition and band B to a transilion
from the í state into a previously uncatalogued state.
Tlre calculated CSE room-temperature d++u(1,0) (2
+ I ) REMPI spectrum in Fig. 3(b) is in reasonable agree-
ment with the measured spectrum. The calculations were
performed with f ¡:0.75 cm-r FVy'HM and a Caussiln in-
strumental function ol 3 cm ¡ FWHM.45 In agreement with
experiment, the calculated spectrum clisplays a structural
minirnum near 331 nm, arising from the effects ol the rota-
tional perturbation near -/- l2 discussed above. The band-
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330.0 331 0 3320
Vacuum Wavelength (nm)
FIC 3 (a) Room-temperature (2+l) REMPI spectrum meflsured for the
(1,0) band of the r/ rllr-*o IÀ* systenr by Ogorzalek-Loo (Ref ó) The
fundamentrì lîser wavelengtbs hrve been air-vacuum conected and the trrn-
sition energy is given by tw¡ce the energy assoc¡0ted w¡th the plotted
vacuum wavelength Despite a noisy spectnlm, an anomalous ¡ntens¡ly m¡ni-
mum, indicated by fln aÍow, can be dìscemed neu 331 nm The regions on
either side of this minimum are labeled A and B, consistent with the two
bands reported by Johnson e¡ ql (Ref 7) (b) The corespond¡ng spectrum
calculated using the CSE model, including rotat¡onrl ass¡gnmenls for the
significant spectral fertures The crlcuìated spectrum, degraded assuming an
instrumeotal resolut¡on of 3 cn I FWHM, reproduces the flnomalous inten-
sity minimum which results from regions of perturbat¡on in the .S rnd R
branches due to cross¡ng of the r/(u : I ) rotational tems by the u :5 rota-
t¡onal terms of the llrll( vclence state
shifts due to significant perturbâtions in the S and R
branches, but also because increased mixing of the Rydberg
(calculated widths -3 cm I FWHM) and valence (calcu-
lated widths :30 cm I ¡-WUtr¿) levels leads to increased
broadening of the Rydberg levels and, consequently, lower
ionization yields and REMPI intensities for the perturbed
li nes.
Comparison between Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) shows clearly
that all of the observed structure can be associated with the
d++a(l ,0) transition, with only transitions into rotational
levels of primarily Rydberg character being observed. How-
ever, there are some aspects of the measured branch intensi-
ties which are inconsistent with the calculated spectrum. For
example, the intensity measured by Ogorzalek-Loo6 for the
upper.S and R branches ("band B" region), relative to the
intensity near the band head ("band A" region), is signifi-
cantly larger than the corresponding calculated relative inten-
sity and the experimental branch intensities in this region
exhibit an additional structural minimum neâr 330.5 nm
which is not reproduced by the CSE calculations. However,
since the tl**X(I,0) REMPI spectrum6 does ¿ol exhibit
these additional intensity anomalies, their explanation in the
d++a(l,0) REMPI spectrum likely involves other factors,
possibly including significant variation of laser intensity
across the relevant tuning range, and/or the effècts of inter-
ferences at the three-photon level.
c. d1l:In(v=2)
No rotational analyses of spectra involving the d(u
:2) level have been reported previously, most likely be-
Lewis et a/.
J(J+f )
FtC. 4. (a) v ) (solid
circles),Cr d circtes),
derived in d tilg
**x r:; ) orzrlek-
Loo (Rei ó) and Sur el al (Refs 4 and 9), and lem values crlculated using
the (ì: I CSE model (lines) Strong perturbations are caused by the cross-
ing otthe ¿1(u:2) rotat¡onal terms by the u:8-10 rotational terms of the
ll rll, valence stâte, labeled v8-10, respectively Regions of weûk pertur-
bation in the C stâte (shrded) conespond to crossings by the llllls(o
:8 and 9) valence-state rotational terms (b) Plot of reduced tem vîlues
lord(u:2), obtained by subtracting70063+l 64J(J+l) cm-l from rhe
absolute term values of (a), which emphasize the strong rotationîl pertufbfl-
tions culminating at "/:5 and "I-24 Inset: An energy-expanded, linearized
view of lhe difference between the measured and calculated term values,
highl¡ght¡ng an additional weak rotational perturbation in d(u:2) near J
: l6 (see footnote 47)
cause of structural complexities produced by extensive
perturbations, significant predissociation broadening of the
low rotational levels, and the occurrence of levels of the
ll rfl, valence state. Rotational term values for d(u:2) are
shown in Fig. 4(a). The plotted values represent the averages
of values determined froln the d++ct(2,0) spectrum,6
lowered by 2.1 cm 1,42 and values determined from the
d++X(2,0) spectrum,6 supplemented at low "/ by values
deduced from the low- and medium-temperature
d++X(2,0) spectra of Sur et aL.,a shifted downwards by
13.9 and 15.2 cm I, respectively, in order to be consistent
with the relative wave-number scale of the Ogorzalek-Loo6
data. The d(u-2) level is heavily perturbed, as can be seen
most clearly in Fig. 4(b), where reducecl term values, ob-
tained by subtracting 70063+ 1.64J(J+ 1) cm I from the
experimentally determined term values, are plotted against
J(J+l). The lowest perturbation culminates at "/:5, the
second at J-24, each with an effective two-level interaction
matrix element H ¡2-62 cm- l. In addition, there is evidence
of a third major perturbation in the region of J-32.
Spectroscopic constants vo:70O15 cm-l and B:1.29
cm | (./<6), and zn:JQ 143 cm I and B: l.l5 cm-r (J
<7), respectively, have been determinedaO for the lowest
two rotational-term sequences in Fig. 4. These rotational
constants are consistent with the accepted picturea of
strongly mixed Rydberg and valence levels at low "/ in the
case of ihe d(u:2) level, with the upper level having the
















































FIG 5 (a) Room-temperâture (2+ l) REMPI spect¡um measured for the
(2,0) band of the r/rll.***4 rÀ. system by Ogorzrlek-Loo (Ref 6) [see
cflption of Fig 3(a)] Complex rotfltional structure is observed, with strong
perturbrt¡ons producing large displrcements of portions ol the rotctioncl
br¡nches, and also weaker perturbâtions iD the structure of fhose brrnches,
itrd¡clted by flrows Regions D tlilough I conespond to bînds reported by
Johnson sl ø/ (Ret. 7) (b) Conesponding spectrum cîlculrted using the
CSE model, including rotrt¡onal assignnrents 'l'he calculated spectrum, de-
graded assuming rn instrumental resolution of 3 cm-l FWHM, reproduces
the strong perturbatìons caused by the III* Rydberg valence interaction
The origin of the we¡k p€rturbations is discussed in the text
the "adiabatic" terms shown in Fig. 4(a) result from the
crossing from above of the rotationaì term series for the u
:2 level of the ¿irfl.* Rydberg state (origin near 70080
crn-'¡ by rotational terrn series for tlrree successive vibra-
tional levels of the ll lfl* valence state, near J:5,24, md
32, respectively, the B value fbr the Rydberg level being
much larger than the B values for the valence levels in ques-
tion (see Sec. IV A). With a few exceptions at lov/ J, the
observed rotational levels have primarily Rydberg character
and are distributed around a reduced term value of zero in
Fig. a(b), indicating that the "deperturbed" B-1.64 cm-t,
the value for Ol X 2fIr(u:2).ar Finally, the calculated tenr
values (solid lines in Fig.4) are in good agreement with the
measured values, including reproduction of the strong rota-
tional perturbations which are found to be caused by the u
:8-10 levels of the ll lfls valence state.
One of the room-temperature (2+ l) REMPI spectra for
Íhe d*+a(2,0) band presented by Ogorzalek-Loo6 is
shown in Fig. 5(a). The great spectral complexity indicrtes
why this band had not been rotationally analyzed until now.
Johnson et cil.1 labeled six bands in their room-temperâture
spectra of this region D through I, a nomenclature we have
preserved in Fig. 5(a). TheyT attributed part of the structure
to the r/++d(2,0) transition ând parts of the remainder to
transitions into other high-lying states, including the ll rlld
valence state. In addition, the low{ernperature (=5 K) ri
++X(2,0) (2 + I ) REMPI spectrum reported by Sw et al.a
displays two distinct, well-separated features, one near D and
the other near the low-energy limit of feature F in Fig. 5(a),
with the low-energy feature narrower and more intense. Pre-
sumably, these low-rotation features lie near the low-J ori-
Perturbations in the Rydberg slates of 02 191
gins of structures rn the room-temperature spectrum Photo-
electron spectra taken of these low-temperature features4
showed similar electron-encrgy distributions, suggesting that
they originated either from thc same electronjc state, or from
strongly mixed states.
The calculated CSE room-temperature d++a(2,0) (2
+ I ) REMPI spectrum, shown in Fig. 5(b), is in very good
agreement with the measured spectrum in Fig. 5(a), repro-
ducing semiquântitatively all of the main features and sev-
eral other weaker, previously undesignated features. To ob-
tain the spectrum in Fig. 5(b), fi was taken as 0.75 cm I
FWHM and the calculated spectrum was degraded with an
instrurnental resolution of 3 cm I FWHM, values obtained
by minimizing the difference between the measured and cal-
culated spectra for the narrow lines in the F and G regions.
The unusual structure of spectra associated with r1(u
:2) arises principally from two effects. First, as indicated
above and in Fig. 4, tbe d(u:2) Rydberg level is crossed by
successive vibrational levels ofthe lllfIs valence state, pro-
ducing signifìcant perturbations which lead to rotational
branches which appear segmented. Second, the CSE caÌcula-
tions indicate that predissociation linewidths of the observ-
able, predorninantly Rydberg-character levels vary signifi-
cântly with rotation, passing through deep minima (=0.2
cm I FV/HM¡ near J:21 and J-32. This narrowing of
linewidth increases the corresponding REMPI intensities
through an enhanced photoionization quantum yield [Eq. (a)]
and leads to the strongest features DEFG in Fig.5 being
associated with the O-, P-, R- and ,S-branch lines, respec-
tiveìy, with upper-state rotation J in the range 17-22 'lhe
weak features H and I in Fig.5 are due to R- and S-branch
lines with J in the range 25-32, near the higher-J line-
width minimum. The two-photon rotational line strengths of
Bray and Hochstrasser36 indicate that the Q-branch line
strengths should fall off rapidly with increasing rotation for a
'fI.r-*lÀ, transition. This prerJiction is consistent with
the observed spectrurn which certainly has no high-rotltion
Q-branch structure, although a very weak, diffuse feature is
observed in Fig.5(a) near 321.35 nrn, where a Q branch
retrrrning a¡. J:12 is indicated in the calculated CSE spcc-
trum.
Observation of vaÌcnce features is difficult due to lower
photoionization probability, greater competition through pre-
dissociation (calculated low-rotation predissociation line-
width:20cm I FWHM, comparedwith -5 cm I FWHM
for the comparable predominantly Rydberg levels), and low
intrinsic transition moments. From the CSE caìculations, the
spectral regions of greatest valence character in Fig. 5 are the
diffuse, low-J regions near 321.2 nm and >322 nm. The
predissociation linewidths and REMPI intensities associated
with these features in the calculated spectrum are signifi-
cantly dependent on the inherent valence linewidth and are
thus very sensitive to the strength of the CSE-model rflg
valence-valence interaction.
Despite good agreement between the measured and cal-
culated REMPI spectra, a cìose inspection of Fig. 5 reveals
small irregularities in the measured spectrum which are not
reproduced in the CSE calculations. Specifically, anoma-
lously large spacings are observed between the .l(14) and
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FIG. 6. (a) Comparison between term values for r/rII¡(u:3) (solid
circles), derived in this work from anrlysis ol the r/lfl.**crÀ, and
¿/lrls**x]:- (2+l) REMPI spectra of ogorzalek-Loo (Ref.6), and
lerm values calculated using the CSE model (lines) The CSE calculations
indicflte thrt the r/(u:l) rotational terms rre crossed by the r>13 rotâ-
tional tems ol the ll rII { valence state The lowest of these valence tems
are lrbeled vl 3- l5 (b) Plot of re¿uced teffi vâlues, obta¡ned by subrracting
71970+162J(J+l) cm I from the absolute term values of (a), which
emphasize the strong rotationâl perlurbat¡ons culminating at "/: l4 and "/
-20 fnset: An energy-expanded, linearized view of the difference between
the measured md cfllcultted term values, h¡ghlighting an additional weak
perturbfltion near J: 17 and the observation of rn extra level associated wi th
the perturbing state (see footnote 47)
S(15) lines in region G, and the rR(15) and R(16) lines in
region F, indicated by arrows in Fig. 5(a). These anomalies
result from an additional weak rotational perturbation,a6
highlighted in Fig. 4(b) (inset),ai where it can be seen rhar
the maximum perturbation, corresponding to a downward
shift of -2.5 cm l, occurs for "/:16. This perturbation has
not been reported previously and a discussion of its origin
will be postponed until Sec. IV.
D. d1IIs(v=3)
Rotational term values for d(u:3) are shown in Fig.
6(a). The plotted values represent the averages of values de-
termined from the rt++a(3,0) spectrum,6 raised by 0.5
cm-t,42 and values determined from the d++X(3,0)
spectrum.6 As in the case of d(u:2), rhe d(u:3) level is
heavily perturbed. The reduced term values plotted in Fig.
6(b), obtained by subtracting 71970+1.6U(J+ l) cm I
from the term values in Fig. 6(a), emphasize three mrjor
perturbations. The lowest culminates aa J:14 and has an
effective two-level interaction matrix element H rr-74
cm-1. The second culminates at J:20, with l/12-61 cm-1,
while the third occurs in the region of J-23. The experi-
mentally based term values in Fig. 6 implya0 spectroscopic
constants vo:71950 cm l, B: l.2ll cm-t, and D:4.9
X l0-a cm-1, for J< 15, which are consistent with the value
B: l.l5 cm-l reported by Sur el aL4 ftom assignments for
"/<8 only. Except in the region of the lowest-J perturbation,
all of the observed rotational levels have primarily Rydberg
character and are distributed around a reduced term value of
zero in Fig. 6(b), indicating a "deperturbed" B-1.62 cm t,
the value for Oj X2Ir(u:3).41
Lewis el a/.
311.0 3t2 0 313.0
Vacuum Wavelength (nm)
FIG 7 (a) Room-temperrture (2 + I ) REMPI specrrum mersured for rhe
(3,0) band ol the r.l rflr*-c rÂ, system by Ogorzalek-Loo (Rel 6) [see
caption of Fig 3(a)] As for the (2,0) band, complex rorational strucrure is
observed, with strong perturbations produciog large displacements of por-
tions of the rotational branches Vyeaker perturbations in the structure of
those brancbes are indicated by onows Regions labeled K and J conespond
to bcnds reported by Johnson er al (Rei 7) An additional weak, diffuse
feature (Jl) is observed near 313 I nm (b) Conesponding spectrum calcu-
lated using the CSE model, including rotat¡onal assignments for rhe s¡gniñ-
caDt spectrfll features [see caption of F¡g 5(b)] Note rhâr the branch label
"Q" net 312 0 nm refers to the tick mark labeled "2" net 3122 nm, not
the nearby spectral feature which is actually I retuming S branch The o¡i-
gins of the weak perturbations and fetture Jl are discussed in the text
As for r/(u:l and 2), the calculated term values for
d(u:3) (solid lines in Fig.6) are in good agreemenr with
the measurements, including reproduction of the rotational
perturbations. The CSE calculations indicate that the r/(u
:3) rotational terms are crossed by the u>13 rotational
terms of the lllflr valence state, causing the strong pertur-
bations observed. As the dissociation limit of the valence
state is approached at high J values in d(u-3), the spacing
between the valence ìevels decreases rapidly and the spectral
complexity increases due to multiple level interactions.
One of the room-temperature (2 + I ) REMPI spectra for
¡he d**a(3,0) band presented by Ogorzalek-Loo6 is
shown in Fig. 7(a). The calculated CSE room-temperature
d + + a(3,0) (2 + I ) REMPI spectrum in Fig. 7(b) is in ex-
cellent agreement with the experimental spectrum in almost
all respects. The calculations were performed 'ùiith f '
:0.75 cm l, determined by optimizing agreement between
the experimental and calculated spectra. In addition, the
spectrum in Fig. 7(b) includes a convolution with a Gaussian
instrumental function of 3 cm-l FV/HM.
Johnson et aL.1 labeled two bands in this region J and K.
Band J was attributedT fo rhe d**a(3,0) transition, while
band K was assigned to the C+eX(O,1) hot band, an as-
signment later disputed by Ogorzalek-Loo er al.s Band J (ap-
parent linewidths -4 cm-r FWHM) is strongly red-
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that the observed REMPI line strengths fell off at a signifi-
cantly faster rate with increasing -/ than was implied by the
theoretical line strengths.36 ln addition to the structufes in
regions J and K, the REMPI spectrum in Fig. 7(a) displays a
weak, diffuse feature near 313.1 nm which we label Jl. A
careful inspection of Fig. I of Johnson ¿t al.7 reveals a simi-
lar feature.
Band J is associated with the low-"/ portion of Fig. 6,
and, to that extent, can be analyzed as a separate band.a'7 The
low ß and unusually large D values resulting lrorn such
analyses, together with the rapid falloff with increasing rota-
tion of the REMPI intensities, result essentially from the per-
turbation of d(u:3) by ll rn,((u- l3). As the culmination
of the perturbation near J - 14 is approached, increased mix-
ing between the Rydberg (calculated width :0.6 cm-l
FWHM) ¿ntl valence (calculated widtlr -8 cru-r FWHM)
leveìs produces a rapid broadening of the Rydberg levels and
an associated decrease in the REMPI intensity. The calcu-
lated Q branch, which, as we have mentioned in Sec. IIIC, is
limited to the lower rotâtionâl levels in 'flr--lÀ* transi-
tions, is significantly more prominent fbr the (3,0) band than
for the (2,0), simply because the low rotational levels for
d(u:3) are narrower than those for d(u-2). However, no
obvious Q-branch feature is visible in the experimental spec-
trum of Fig. 7(a).
The most prominent features in region K are associated
with R- and S-branch transitions to levels with J: l3- 19.
Their observed intensìty envelopes result liom linewidth nar-
rowing, thc calculatcd levcl widths passing through a mini-
mtrm of -0.5 cm I FWHM at J:ll , approximately half-
way between the crossings of d(u-3) by the u- l3 and 14
levels of the valence state (Fig. 6). Similarly, weaker struc-
ture observed in the spectrum in the vicinity of 3l 1.2 nm is
associated with transitions to levels with J:20-22.
As for the (1,0) and (2,0) bands discussed in Secs. llfB
and III C, most of the structure in Fìg. 7(a) arises from tran-
sitions into levels of principally Rydberg character. How-
ever, a valence-state level is also observable in the spectrum
ofFig.7(a), as the weak, diffuse feature Jl. This is only the
second direct observation of a ¡fl* vâlence-state level in Lhe
REMPI spectrum of 02, following the earlier observation of
a level just above ¿1(u -2) l:y Sur et cil.a (Scc. III C). Thc
CSE calculations imply that this feature arises from trrnsi-
tions into the u: l2 level of the ll ¡IIs valence state which
lies just below d(u:3), the intensity of the valence feature
being borrowed fiom the Rydberg transition. Assignments
for the lowest calculated rotational lines in the lllflr-
*drAs(12,0) band are given in Fig.7(b).
Finally, a close inspection of Fig. 7 reveals small irregu-
larities in the observed spectrum which arc not reproduced in
the CSE calculations. In particular, the S(15) and R(16)
lines, indicated by arrows in Fig.7(a), appear to be doubled.
This additional weak rotational perturbation in zi(u:3) is
highlighted in Fig. 6(b) (inset).4? The observation of both
main anci extra -/: l7 levels leads to an eflective two-level
interaction matrix element of Hrr:).6+9.3 crn I for this
weak perturbation which will be discussed in detail in
Sec. IV B
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The only low vibrational level of the C 3fl* state narrow
enough to allow rotational analysis is the u:2 level. Using a
combination of the C-*X(2,0) spectrum of Sur ¿/ al.e and
rhe d,C**X(2,0) spectrum of Ogorzalek-Loo,6 the analy-
sis of the F3(A:2) sublevel by Sur ¿/ ¿/.e has been
extended to higher rotational levels and tentative rota-
tional analyses of the Fr(O: l) and F¡(O:0) sublevels
have been made. While the F3 anaìysis is supported by
combination dif'terences, the 12 analysis relies principally
on S-branch lines and the F¡ analysis is possible only for
the lowest-rotational lines in the f-' subband of the
C++X(2,0) spectrum.e The resultant C(u:2) term values
are shown in Fig.4(a) in relation to the.1(u-2) term
ualues.40'J8 On the surface, the C(u:2) term values appear
unexceptional, yìelding spectroscopic constants:4e vt)
-69550 cm t, 9:1.68¡ cm I, and D:l.3Xl0 5 cm I
for the F¡ level; u,r:$9445 cm l, B:165t cm l, ancl D
: l.6x l0 5 cm I for the F2 level; and ue-69 366 crn-l
and B: l.6j cm I f'or the F¡ level. However, on closer in-
spection, the spectra reveal a number of possible anomzrlies,
such as weakened or missing lines, which are suggestive of
weak perturbations near Ctfl,r(, -2, J-24 and 33) and
CsfI ,*1u:2, J:21 and 35), but it is not possible at this
time to pursue a detailed analysis of these anomalies because
of the sketchy nature of the experimental data.
The experirnentalìy based term values for the F2 levels
of the C state are seen in Fig. 4(a) to be satisfactorily repro-
duced by the CSE calculations, but, due to the inclusion of
only O- I states in our modeì, no term values have been
calculated for the F' or F3 leveìs. Tlre possible weak pertur-
bations in C(u-2) are indicated as shaded areas in Fig 4(a).
Considered in conjunction with the strong perturbations in
d(u:2) discussed in Sec. lllC, it is likely that tlre sarne
leveìs of the ll llI¡r valence state are responsible for both the
¿/- and C-state perturbations.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Rydberg-valence perturbations in dlfIe
The results of Sec. Ill demonstrate that a CSE model
which includes signifìcant Rydberg-valence interaction be-
tween the lfl.* states provides an exceìlent description of the
strongly pertúrbed r/lII* rovrbrational term values and cor-
responding tl**a (2+ l) REMPI spectra. Figure 8 shows
the model diabatic potential-energy curves for the strongly
interacting lfl. states in the energy range of interest, includ-
ing the bound Rydberg levels and particular vibrational lev-
els of the ll lfl.* valence state for which evidence is fbund in
this work.
The extended rotational analyses of the present work
have led ro rhe indirect characterization of many levels of the
ll lfl* valence state, which, when combined with CSE-modeì
analysis, has resulted in the determination of a realistic em-
pirical potential-energy curve for this state. The good agree-
ment fbund between the calculated and experimental term
values (Sec. lll), together with the relatively minor adjust-
ments necessary to the <liabatic curve for the lllfl* state
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9.5 curve for the lllA, state, calculated by Partridge30 and
shown in Fig. 8, has T":8.79 eV and R":1.97 R . ttris
representation of the lltA* state is e,xpected to be more ac-
curate than previous calculations.50'51 Energetically, the
ll lA, state is capable of perturbing both the d(u:2) and,
tl(u:1) levels: calculated eigenvalues for the (u:0, J
: 16) and (u:6, J:17) levels of the MRCI+Q potential
lie within + 15 cm-r of the r1(u:2, J:16) and d(u
-3, J: 17) levels, respectively. In addition, the low rota-
tional constants for the lllAr-state levels (calculated B"
:0.54 cm l) are consistent wiih the observation (Figs. 4 and
6) that the d(u:2) and rl(u:3) levels are perrurbed from
above.
Consideration of the selection rules for perturbations24
shows that a lAr* state may interact heterogeneously with arfl¡, state through the L-uncoupling operato¡ (A^:AO
: + I , AI : A S: 0). However, a direct interaction between
thc lll^s and dlfl, states is unlikely for two reasons.
First, the principal MO conûgurations of these states,
... 13or)(17¡',,)3(l Írì1(3c,,) and ...13or)2(1r,,)4
(lr,r)3so,, respectively, differ by three orbitals, implying a
zero interaction matrix element in the single-confrguration
approximation.2a Second, due to the wide separation in inter-
nuclear distance between the potential-energy curves for
these two states (Fig. 8), the vibrational overlap factor is
negligible. Nevertheless, an indirect interaction is possible
berween rhe ll rA rhe ll rllr
intermediary. The the ll lfls
state, . . . (3cr)( at for the
ll 'À, state by a s ing a first-
order-allowed L-uncoupling interaction between these two
states.24 Thus, a second-order interaction involving the ho-
mogeneous electrostatic interaction between the ¿/ lils Ryd-
berg and ll lfI, valence states (Sec. IVA), together with a
heterogeneous L-uncoupling interaction between the ll lIIs
and lllA, valence states, can be postulated to explain thé
observed weak perturbations in the r1lfl, state. These per-
turbations occur solely due to the valence admixture in the
d 1fI, Rydberg-state wave function.
The rotronic part of the valence-state interaction has the
form:24
HJLçn¡:
hL- (R) J(J + t)-2




The ll IA*-state potential-energy curve crosses the outer limb
of the llrfl"-state curve (Fig. 8) in such a way that the vi-
brational overlap factors between near-degenerate levels are
significant. In particular, the difls(u :2)-X rilr{u:8)
-ll rAs(u:0) interaction is expect"ed to be the däminant
indirect channel contributing to the weak d(u:2) perturba-
tton.
Further CSE calculations of the d(u--2 and 3) rovibra-
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FIG 8 Diîbât¡c potent¡a¡-energy curves of O' relevant to perturbat¡on of
the z/ lfI,lu: I -3) Rydberg-state levels, indicating valence-state levels for
which evidence is found in this work The major perturbations evident in
Figs 2, 4, ¡nd 6 re caused by an electrostatic intertct¡on between the bound
Rydberg and valence states oflfl* symmetry, while the minor perturbations
observed for r/(u :2) rnd r/(u :3) result fionr a second-order effect involv-
ing an additional rotational interrction between the ll rfIß ând ll rA* valence
stales
confidence in our empirical potential, which differs signifi-
cantly from previous determinations.4'12'19 Since the ll Inr
valence-state potential (R"-1.46 Å) lies at a considerably
larger internuclear-distance than the rilfI, Rydberg-state po-
tential (R,: l.l2 Å), the rotational constánts for the valence
levels (8,-0.99 cm r) are consirìerably smaller than those
for the Rydberg levels (8":1.69 cm r1. Thus, as J in-
creases, in a relative sense the valence levels sweep down
through the Rydberg levels, producing the many level cross-
ings and perturbations analyzed in Sec. III, and explaíning
why, for the most part, the valence levels for u>5 for which
evidence has been found (Fig. 8) are those lying above the
Rydberg levels which they perturb. Finally, we note that,
while the vibrational numbering for the ll lfI, valence state
is likely to be correct, this numbering cannot be regarded as
completely rigorous in the absence of isotopic studies of the
type lbreshadowed by Sur er a/.4
B. Weak perturbat¡ons ¡n drIIe
The weak perturbations in d(u:2, J-16) and d(u
:3, J- l7), reported in Secs. IIIC and IIID, respectively,
cannot be reproduced using the CSE diabatic-state fI ¡, basis
described in Sec. IIB, This situation does not change if the
3sør 3fl,,,r, states are added to the basis. The observed
tl(u:2) perturbation (Fig. a), together with the g*g selec-
tion rule for perturbations, require the existence of a bound
geratle eleclronic state of 02 with 7"5 8.8 eV (Fig. 8). There
are no Rydberg states other than the 3sø, l'lfl* states in this
energy region. An inspection of complete seß of ab initio
valence-state potentiâl-energy curves50'51 yields only one
possible candidate perturber, the ll l^s state, correlating with
the same dissociation limit as the ll lflr state, O(lD)
+ O( lD). The multireference configuration-interaction with
Davidson correction (MRCI+Q) ab initio potential-energy
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tion of the unmodiñed MRCI+Q ll rÀ, state to the CSE-
model diabatic basis, and including an L-uncoupling
interaction between the basis llrt\* and ll r11, states. The
value of L (R) was taken as J2, consistent with the single-
configuration pure-precession approximation,2a'52 which is
expected to be an upper limit to the real interaction.2l The
calculated term values exhibit weak perturbations sirnilar to
those observed,53 and an analysis of the calcuìated perturba-
tions using standard twolevel formulas24 yields effective in-
teraction matrix elernents of 2.9 cm I for d(u:2, J:16)
and 1.7 cm I for d(u -_ 3, J: l7), in satisfactory agreement
with the rough values >25 cm I and 2.6 cm l, rerp""-
tively, estimated from the observations (Secs. IÌlC and
rrrD).
Thus, from energetic, configurational and interaction-
strength considerations, the observed rveak perturbations in
rhe d(u:2 and 3) levels can be explained by an indirect
interaction with the ll rA* state. Although it cannot be ruled
out that an additional, morc weakly bound state is respon-
sible for the r/(u:3) perturbation, it is not necessary to in-
voke this explanation. If the present interpretation is valid,
the extra level observed in association with the d(u-3) per-
turbation (Sec. III D) represents the first experimental obser-
vation of the ll lA, state.
C. Valence-valence perturbations ¡n llrIIe
Ab initio caìcuìations of the LfI, valence-state potential-
energy curvesl0 show that the adiabatic curves exhibit an
avoided crossing which has the potential to affect the ob-
served REMPI spectra. In a diabatic description, the repul-
sive I lfl* potential crosses the bouncl ll llì* potential low on
its outer limb (Fig. 8), resulting in shifting and predissocia-
tion of the levels of the ll lfl" strtc. ln principlc, it should bc
possible to optimizc the ll'nx potentral by adjusting its
crossing point and slope, and the valence-valence interac-
tion matrix element, untrl the experimental ll lflo energy lev-
els and predissociation pattern are reproduced. Unfortu-
nately, the scarcity of predominantly valence levels observed
in existing REMPI spectr¿r makes such ¿rn approach irnpos-
sible at present.
As pointed out in Sec. IlI, in addition to the obvious
effects of the valence-ìevel positions on the character of the
Rydberg-state perturbation, there are certain spectral regions
having particular sensitivity to the form of the lllfl,
valence-state predissociation. In particular, the predissocia-
tion widths of the u:5, 8, 12, and 13 levels of the ll rfl.
stâte have significant effects on the appearance of the
¿/*+X(1,0), (2,0) and (3,0) spectra. In this work, we have
fixed rhe lrfI" potential and adjustecl the lrfls-llrIIs in-
teraction matrix element for best average agreement between
the experimental and calculated spectra. The final result (500
cm-1, see Sec. ll B) is similar to the corresponding value for
the lIIx valence ,t.t.r.'8 in agreement with the prediction of
van der Zande.t') In principle, the outer-limb valence-
valence crossing would be expected to result in an oscillatory
dependence of the valence predissociation linewidth on the
vibrational quantum number, leading to the possibility that
some of the valence levels may be nurrotv'. The future ex-
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perirnental detection of these levels may make it possible to
better define thc vibrational dependence of the predissocia-
tion, allowing optimization of the I rflr-state potential-
energy curve through adjustment of its crossing point and
slope.
Finally, we note that the computed asymptotess0 for the
arliabatic ll rII,* and lll rfl, states (Fig. 8). both of which
should correlatè with the o(rD)+O(rD) dissociation limit
at 9.15 eV, âre not degenerate, leading to lhe appearance ol
an avoided crossing. To overcome this problem, we used a
diabatic description of the near-dissociation lllfl* potential
in the CSE calculations. Our adopted ll rfI.* potential pro-
vides a good description of the perturbations in z1(u:3) and
the spacing between the llrIIs(u>13) energy leveìs (Fig.
6), both of which are sensitive to the near-dissociation po-
ten tì al.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Room-ternperature r1 lfl.r* -a 
lz\.* anr.l ¿ lnr-.
- X'>; (2 + I ) REMPI spectra of ogorzalek-LooÓ
rnd low-temperature r/ Ifl.,,--X r¿; and C:ì[l(-
*Xt>; spectra of Sur ¿¡ ¿/.+e have been rotationally ana-
lyzed, significantly extending the range of rotationally char-
acterized energies for the 3sorrlrflr{u:0,1 and 3) and
3sorC 3n*tFr,u:2) levels. In addition, for the fìrst time,
rotational level assignments for r/(u - 2) and C(F ¡,Ft,u
:2) have been determined and rotational perturbations in
r/(u: I -3) and C(u:2) have been characterized.
Using a coupled-channcl Schrödinger-equation model,
theoretical calculations of the d tflr**6r4"( t,O), (z,o)
and (3,0) (2+l) REMPI spectra lrave been performed,
yielding results in good agreement with the observed spectra,
including a number of strongly perturbed regions. The iden-
tification and analysìs of perturbations in the r/ and C states,
together with the theoretical model calculations, have al-
lowed the nature of the interactions between the 3sø, l'3fI,
Rydberg states and the lllfI" valence state to be clarified and
a realistic empirrcal potential-energy curve fbr the llrfl*
stâte to be determined.
Finally, additional weak rotational perturbations fotrnd
rn d(u:2 antl 3) can be attributed to a second-order cffect
involving not only a homogeneous electrostatic interaction
between the r/rfl., Rydberg and the ll lfl, valence states, but
also a heterogeneous rotational interaction between the
lllfl.* and lllA, valence states. These weak perturbations,
including ân extra level observed for the r1(u:3, J:17)
perturbation, represent the lìrst experimental evidence for thc
ll lÀ, valence state.
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ABSTRACT
Large discrepancies in the published photoabsorption oscillator strengths of the vacuum-ultraviolet
(VUV) bands of CO hamper the interpretation of VUV astronomical observations. We report new oscil-
lator strength measurements of the (0,0) and (1,0) bands of the CO Br>+-X rX+ electronic system
determined from high-resolution (resolving power =750,000) absorption spectra recorded with a tunable
VUV laser system. The instrumental bandwidth (-0.14 cm-1 FWHM) was significantly less than the
widths of the Doppler-broadened CO lines (-0.20 cm-l FWHM). The B(0lX(0) and B(llX(O) band
oscillator strengths, derived from measurements of the photoabsorption cross sections of 36 individual
rotational lines, are (6.5 + 0.6) x 10-3 and (1.1 + 0.1) x 10-3, respectively. Our results are compared
with other recent laborato¡y measurements and with ab initio calculations.
Subject headings: ISM: molecules - molecular data - ultraviolet: ISM
1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon monoxide is the most abundant interstellar mol-
ecule after f{r, and, because it is much more readily
observed than Hr, is used as a tracer of the large-scale
distribution of molecular gas in our Galaxy. The capabil-
ities of the Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph
(GHRS) and the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
(STIS) on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) have led to
new studies of interstellar 12C16O and its isotopic variants
at vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) wavelengths. In addition, the
expected launch of the NASA .Far Ultrauiolet Spectroscopic
Explorer (FUSÐ satellite, with an inst¡umental bandpass
of 91-120 nm, will likely lead to new, high-resolution
(llLA x 30,000) astronomical measurements of CO absorp-
tion features, including the B1>+-X t>* (0,0) and (1, 0)
bands at I 15 and 172 nm, respectively. The interpretation of
these new astrophysical observations will require accurate
and reliable spectroscopic data.
The B(0þX(0) band of 12C16O was first observed in
absorption in the line of sight to ( Ophiuchi by the Coper-
nicus satellite (Wannier, Penzias, & Jenkins 1982). Rotation-
ally resolved spectra of the B(0lX(0) band were recorded
by Sheffer et al. (1992) using the flST GHRS. Large discrep-
ancies in the literature values of the photoabsorption oscil-
lator strengths of the CO B-X bands have hampered the
interpretation of these astronomical observations. As an
illustration, the B(0FX(0) band oscillator strengths adopted
by the above authors in thei¡ interpretations of the astro-
nomical absorption spectra,/: 0.015 (Wannier et al. 1982)
and,f :0.0058 (Shefler et al. 1992), difler by almost a factor
of 3. We report new oscillator strength measurements of the
B(0)-X(0) and B(1fX(0) bands of 12Ct6O determined from
high-resolution (resolving power =750,000) absorption
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spectra recorded with a tunable VUV laser system. Our
results are compared with other recent laboratory determi-
nations and with recent theoretical calculations.
Morton & Noreau (1994), in their compilation of funda-
mental spectroscopic data for all CO transitions between
100 and 155 nm, critically evaluated the B 1>+-X 1X+ data-
base. The B state has fou¡ known vibrational levels
(Eidelsberg et al. 1987; Tchang-Brillet et al. 1992; Baker,
Tchang-Brillet, & Julienne 1995). Transitions from the X(0)
level to the B(0) and B(1) levels are strong and have received
the most attention from experimentalists and theo¡ists.
Three independent experimental approaches have been
used in the determination of B-X band y'values; optical
absorption measurements (Lee & Guest 1981; Eidelsberg et
al. 1991), radiative lifetime measurements (Krishnakumar &
Srivastava 1986; Drabbels, Meerts, & ter Meulen 1993), and
inelastic electron-scattering measurements (Lassettre &
Skerbele l97l;Chan, Cooper, & Brion 1993; Kanik, James,
& Ajello 1995; Zhong et al. 1997). Ab initio calculations of
the B-X electronic transition moment anó B-X band oscil-
lator strengths have been teported by Kirby & Cooper
(1989), Chantranupong et al. (1992), and Rocha, Borges, &
Bielschowsky (1998). Tchang-Brillet et al. (1992) used a
semiempirical close-coupling model of the B-D' Rydberg
valence interaction to calculate the [B(0þX(0/8(1)-X(0)]
y'value ratio. There is little agreement among the previously
published results (see g 3), although one trend is apparent:
the theoretical calculations produce B-X bandf-values that
are consistently lower than alrnost all of the experimentally
determinedy'values. In their compilation of recommended
B-X band oscillator strengths, Morton & Noreau (1994)
adopted the results of the measurements of Eidelsberg et al.
(1991), but cautioned that, given the discrepant literature
values, an uncertainty in the B(0þX(0)y'value on the orde¡
of a factor of 2 is appropriate.
Optical absorption measurements provide, in principle, a
direct determination of band y'values. However, as dis-
cussed by Hudson (1971), Stark et â1. (1991), and Jolly et al.
(1997), insuffrcient instrumental resolution can lead to satu-
ration effects, which, if not minimized or properly
accounted for, result in a systematic underestimation of
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band y'values. The Doppler broadening of CO B-X rota-
tional lines at 295 K results in line widths with a full width
at half-maximum (FWHM) of 0.20 cm-1 (2.6 mÅ.) at 115
nm. The instrumental resolutions used in previous optical
measurements ol B-X oscillator strengths were 300 mA
(Lee & Guest 1981) and 130 mA lEidelsberg et al. 1991).
Various experimental and analytical strategies can be used
to minimize, or correct for, instrumental eflects in an
absorption measurement. However, there are unavoidable
uncertainties associated with extractingy'values from low-
resolution absorption measìrrements, and these uncer-
tainties increase with decreasing instrumental resolving
power. In practice, to avoid significant instrumental effects
in an absorption measurement, the instrument should be
capable ofresolving the actual line shapes. This requires an
instrumental resolution narrower than the FWHM of the
absorbing features. The absorption measurements
described in this paper were ca¡ried out with a tunable
VUV laser system with a resolution of - 0.14 cm 1 FWHM
(at 115 nm), less than the Doppler width of the B-X rota-
tional lines. Residual instrumental effects were treated by
least-squares-fitting the measured absorption profiles to
Doppler-broadened CO line profiles convolved in transmis-
sion with a Gaussian instrument profile.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Photoabsorption cross section measu¡ements were made
of individual rotational lines in the CO B(0)-X(0) and B(11
X(0) bands at 115 and ll2 nm, respectively. The experimen-
tal apparatus was similar to that used in our earlier study of
the high-u' bands of the CO A rll-X t>+ (útt : 0) system
and has been desc¡ibed in detail by Stark et al. (1998).
Briefly, VUV radiation was produced by a narrow-
bandwidth, tunable laser system (England, Lewis, & Ginter
1995; England et al. 1996). A Lambda-Physik EMG202
XeCl excimer laser (308 nm, 450 mJ per pulse) was used to
pump a Lambda-Physik FL2002 dye laser þ-terphenyl in
dioxane) equipped with an intracavity etalon. The near-UV
output of the dye laser (337-345 nm) was focused into a cell
containing Kr, at pressures ranging from 40 to 100 torr, to
generate third-harmonic radiation (Mahon et aL 1979).
Radiation from the tripling cell was passed through a 0.2 m
monochromator to remove the fundamental near-UV radi-
ation. The bandwidth of the resultinc VUy radiation was
found to be -0.14 cm-r FWHM (-1.8 mÄ at 115 nm) via
frts to the absorption-line shapes of individual Doppler-
broadened CO rotational lines.
VUV radiation leaving the exit slit of the monochro-
mator was divided into two beams with a slotted-aluminum
beam splitter. The reflected beam served as a monitor of the
laser intensity. The transmitted beam passed through a 10.9
cm stainless-steel absorption cell equipped with LiF
windows before being detected. Both beams were detected
with solar-blind photomultiplier tubes (EMR type 541;
KBr photocathode). Samples of CO (Matheson 99.99%;
natural isotopic abundance) we¡e used at pressures between
0.004 and 0.700 torr, chosen to produce transmittances at
line centers between 30o/o and 70%. Absolute CO pressures
in the absorption cell were measured with a variable-
capacitance manometer; cell pressures were monitored con-
tinuously during each absorption scan. Al1 measu¡ements
were car¡ied out at room temperature.
Output pulses from the "monitor" and "detector" pho-
tomultipliers were processed by a boxcar averaging system.
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The monitor and detector signals were averaged over 100
laser shots for each datum point. The laser system was
stepped with a wavelength increment (in the VUV) of 0.5
mA; a typical scan of an individual rotational line and the
adjacent continuum consisted of40 datum points. For each
datum point the averaged detector signal was divided by
the averaged monitor signal to account for the shot-to-shot
fluctuations inhe¡ent in the generated VUV signal. Before
and after each absorption scan, empty-cell values of the
monitor and detector signals were recorded; absolute cell
transmittances were obtained by dividing the full-cell ratios
(detector/monitor) by the empty-cell ratios for each datum
point. The resulting signal-to-noise ratio in a typical
absorption scan was about 40:1. The wavelength scales of
the absorption scans were calibrated via the B(0lX(0) and
B(1FX(0) rotational line positions of Eidelsberg et al.
(1e87).
The narrow-bandwidth VUV laser radiation was some-
times accompanied by a weak " quasi-continuum " associ-
ated with amplified stimulated emission (ASE) in the dye
laser. This continuum radiation is comparable in its eflect
on an absorption measurement to the broadband scattering
that is often present in a grating spectrometer. Ifnot prop-
erly accounted for, it can lead to a systematic underest!
mation of line strengths. The presence and strength of any
ASE were monitored in our measurements by regularly
observing, at pressures of a few torr, highly saturated
absorption in ¡otational lines of the B-X bands. In the
measurement of a highly saturated line, any residual trans-
mittance at line center can be attributed to broadband radi-
ation. In practice, monitoring the residual transmittance in
satu¡ated B-X rotational lines provided a convenient
method of minimizing the ASE level via adjustments to the
dye-laser optics. The ASE level in our final set of measure-
ments was always less tbat 3Y. of the total signal. This
broadband contribution was subtracted from the monitor
and detector signals before further data analysis.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thirty-six absorption spectra were recorded of individual
rotational lines in the two B-X vibrational bands. The
Beer-Lambert law was used to convert measured cell trans-
mittances into measured photoabsorption cross sections:
o¡t(ù --1t,[!1!l . (1).nr'-lr1v¡l'
where N is the column density of CO molecules, Io(v) is the
incident intensity, and I(v) is the transmitted intensity. The
measured photoabsorption cross section, ør(v), includes the
effects of the laser VUV bandwidth. A least-squares fitting
routine, taking into account the effects of the finite instru-
mental resolution on the measured absorption, was used to
determine values for the "true" integrated cross section of
each line and the laser VUV bandwidth, which was assumed
to be described by a Gaussian. Eidelsberg et al. (1987)
reported the onset of predissociation in the B(0) and B(1)
levels of 12C16O at J' :37 and J' : 17, respectively. To
avoid uncertainties in the fitting routine associated with
small but poorly constrained Lorentzian contributions to
the line shapes, our measurements of predissociating rota-
tional lines were not included in the determinations of band
y'values. Because of the low pressures employed, collision-
induced broadening (Stark et al. 1998) was negligible. In the
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into line oscillator strengths according to
- 1.13 x 1012 I ø(v)dvJu',t',o,J":- d¡,, (2)
where the integrated cross section is expressed in units of
cm2 sm - r aud d.r,, is the fractional popuiation of molecules
in the J" rotational level as determined from an appropri-
ately normalized Boltzmann factor (CO ground-state
energyJevel term values were taken from Le Floch 1991).
Within the framework of the Born-Oppenheimer approx-
imation, the relation between a rotational line oscillator
strength and the corresponding vibrational band oscillato¡




FIc. l.-Measured photoabsorption cross section of the R(8), R(9), and
R(10) lines in the B(0FX(0) band, together with the modeled cross section
detemined by a least-squares fit. The spectrum was sampled at wavelength
interuals o[0.5 mÄ ( 10.036 cm t).
fits of these lines, each feature was described by a Gaussian
profile appropriate for Doppler broadening at 295 K.
The least-squares value of the laser VUV bandwidth
showed a small variation for individual rotational lines
within the two vibrational bands. An averaged value of this
bandwidth was determined for each band and was held
fixed in a subsequent iteration of the fitting routine. The
resultant averaged laser VUV bandwidth was 0.14 cm I
FWHM for the B(0þX(0) band and 0.12 cm-l FWHM for
the B(1þX(0) band. A representative photoabsorption cross
section measurement, of the R(8), R(9), and R(10) lines in the
B(0i-X(0) band, along with the modeled cross section deter-
mined by the parameters of the fit, is shown in Figure 1. An
expanded view ofthe R(9) line is shown in Figure 2, together
with the frtted cross section and an indication of the fitted
instrumental bandwidth.
The integrated cross sections of individual rotational
lines, determined from the fitting procedure, were converted
86957 86958
Wavenumber (cm-1)
Frc. 2. Enlargement of the frt to the B(0FX(0) À(9) üne The instru-
mental resolution, determined by the frtting routine to be 0.14 cm I
FWHM, is displayed in the upper lelt-hand comer.
S,, (3)
where Sr,,r,, is the Hönl-London factor (Herzberg 1950).
For each band, a final band oscillator strength was calcu-
lated from a weighted average ofthe bandy'values derived
f¡om individual rotational liney'values using equation (3).
The B(0þX(0) and B(1þX(0) band y'values derived from
measurements of individual rotational lines, and the final
averaged band y'values, are displayed in Figures 3 and 4,
respectively. Amiot, Roncin, & Verges (1986) reported small
perturbations in the "I : 4 and J : 6 rotational energies of
the B(0) level, with shifts of -0.015 cm- 
1. As can be seen in
Figure 3, to within the experimental uncertainties, these
perturbations have no noticeable effect on the strengths of
the R(3) and R(5) absorption lines in the B(0þX(0) band.
Therefore, these line oscillator strengths were included in
the determination of the bandy'value.
There are three contributions to the estimated f¡actional
uncertainty in the integrated cross section of each individ-
ual line: (a) the fractional uncertainty in the absorbing
column density of CO, ranging from - l% for the highest
pressure scans to -8o/, for the lowest pressure scans; (b) the
adopted value of the laser VUV bandwidth (a 20"/" change
in the laser VUV bandwidth produces an - 5o/o change in
each integrated cross section); and (c) the fractional uncer-
tainty in the least-squares fitting value for the integrated
cross section, typically -2%.The total estimated fractional




























Frc 3.-B(0FX(0) band y'values determined from 18 absorption
spectra of individual rotational lines The dotted line indicates the























Frc 4-B(1FX(0) band/-values determined lrom absorption sp€ctra
of individual rotational lines. The dotted line indicates the weighted
average ofthe measurements lor "r' < 17. The P(18), P(19), and P(23) lines,
originating from predissociating levels in the B(1) state, were not included
in the weighted ¿verage.
uncertainties in the integrated cross sections of individual
lines, associated with the three contributions desc¡ibed
above, vary f¡om 6o/o to l2o/o. As can be seen in Figures 3
and 4, the scatters in the derived B(0)-X(0) and B(1)-X(0)
band y'values are consistent with these 6o/o-12o/o tncer
tainties. The uncertainties in the two frnal, averaged band
y'values are conservatively estimated to be l0%.
Our measured oscillator strengths for the B(0þX(0) and
B(1FX(0) bands, as well as other published measured and
calculatedy'values, are presonted in Table 1. Confidence in
the accuracy of our measured B X band fvalues is sup-
ported by the status of our recent measurements of the CO
A(u'lX(O) bandy'values (Stark et al. 1998) using the same
experimental apparatus. For that band system, a consistent
This work
Lee & Guest 1981. .
Eidelsberg et al. 1991
set ofÍvalues has emerged: for the high-u' bands (r:'> 74)
there is agreement between the results our .4-X optical
measurements, the optical measurements of Jolly et al.
(1997) and Eidelsberg et al. (1998), and the ab initio calcu-
lations of Spielfiedel (1998, private communication). For
1l < u' < 14, our ,4 X results are also consistent with the
opticâl measurements of Smith et al. (1994) and the
electron-scattering measurements of Chan et al. (1993).
The B(0)-X(0) ban{ y'value derived from the low-
resolution (At : 300 mÄ.) optical absorption measurements
of Lee & Guest (1981) is approximately a factor of 3 smaller
than our result. The B(0FX(0) and B(1fX(0) optical
absorption measurements of Eidelsberg et al. (1991)
(Â1 : 130 mÀ¡ are also inconsistent with our results; for
both bands, the sets of measured fvalues di-ffer by about
50%, with our results being larger for each band. A scaling
of the Eidelsberg et al. (1991) results by a factor of -1.45
brings them into close agreement with our measured y'
values. The difhculty of avoiding systematic line-saturation
effects in low-resolution optical absorption measurements is
a likely contributor to the discrepancies between our mea-
suredy'values and they'values of Lee & Guest (1981) and
Eidelsberg et al. (1991).
Our measured y'value for the B(0) X(0) band is also
larger than those derived by Krishnakumar & Srivastava
(1986) and by Drabbels et al. (1993) from their ¡adiative
lifetime measurements of the B(0) level. However, the
extraction of the B(0þ)((0) bandy'value from the radiative
lifetime depends sensitively on a knowledge of the branch-
ing ratios from the B(0) level. Drabbels et al. (1993) derived
a B(0) + X(0) branching ratio from an analysis of radiative
trapping in their measurements. An examination of Table
IV in Drabbels et al. (1993) shows that there is significant
disagreement in the literature regarding the B(0) branching
ratios. For example, the B(0þX(0)y'value derived by Krish-
nakumar & Srivastava (1986) is 35Yo larger than thefvalue
derived by Drabbels et al. (1993), while the respective radi-
ative lifetime measurements differ by only l5To.
o
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The recent electron energy-loss measurements of Zhong
et al. (1997) are consistent, within the stated uncertainties,
with our measured f-valw for the B(0)-X(0) band. The
electron-impact results of Chan et al. (1993) for the B(0þ
X(0) and B(1FX(0) bands are marginally inconsistent with
our measuredy'values, being about l5Yo-20% higher. The
early electron-impact results of Lassettre & Skerbele (1971)
and the recent electron-impact results of Kanik et al. (1995)
are inconsistent with our measured y'values; it seems
unlikely that our results can be reconciled with the ¡esults of
these authors.
Our measured B-X y'values are significantly larger, by
more than a factor of 3, than those derived from the ab
initio calculations of Kirby & Cooper (1989), who stated
that their calculations may have an uncertainty of as much
as a factor of two. However, the [B(0)-X(0)]/[B(1FX(0)]
y'value ratio calculated by Kirby & Cooper (1989), - 7:1, is
in close accord with our measuredy'value ratio of -6:1.
Our measured y'values are also larger than the calculated
values of Chantranupong et al. (L992) and Rocha et al.
(1998). In addition, both of these calculations predict an
y'value ratio of -10:1, significantly larger than our mea-
sured y'value ratio or that implied by any other published
laboratory measurements. As pointed out by Eidelsberg et
al. (1991) and Tchang-Brillet et al. (1992), calculated B-X
y'values are sensitively dependent on the degree of mixing
between the B 1X+ Rydberg state and the D'lE+ valence
state; this may explain the relatively large discrepancies
between the measured and calculated B-X y'values.
Tchang-Brillet et al. (1992) developed a semiempirical close-
coupling model of the strong B-D' Rydberg-valence inter-
action that gives a 6.7:1 [B(0fX(0)]/tB(1)-X(0)ly'value
ratio, much closer to the experimental result.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The oscillator strengths of the 12C16O B(0lX(0) and
B(1FX(0) bands have been determined to be
(6.5 + 0.6) x 10-3 and (1.1 + 0.1) x 10-3, respecrively,
from optical absorption measurements performed with a
narrow-bandwidth tunable VUV laser system. Photoab-
sorption cross sections of 36 individual rotational lines in
the two bands were measured with an instrumental band-
width of -0.14 cm-1 FWHM, Darrower than the width of
the Doppler-broadened CO lines (FWHM =0.20 cm-1).Our measurements represent an approximate 7O-fold
increase in resolving power over previous optical absorp-
tionfvalue measurements of the B-X bands.
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Using a single-configuration formulation, analytical expressions are derived for the (XzIJr) ntn,
n p r,, , and np o,, Rydberg-valence interaction matrix elements in 02 . In addition, new results from
diabatic, coupled-channel deperturbations of experimental data dependent on these interactions are
reported for n-3 and 4. Using these results, the large differences in magnitude between the
Rydberg-valence couplings for the constituent states of the npr,, Rydberg complex that are
predicted by the analytical expressions are verified experimentally. Effective values for several
two-electron integrals are obtained semiempirically tfuough comparison between analytical
expressions and depercurbed experimental values for the Rydberg-state energies and
Rydberg-valence couplings, allowing predictions to be made for the spectroscopy of the npr,,t2,
Rydberg states which have yet to be observed. A 2000 American Institute of Physics.
[s002 l-9606(00)3 l s30-6]
I.INTRODUCTION
Interactions between isosymmetric Rydberg and valence
molecular electronic states occurring in the same enÈrgy re-
gion are responsible for a wide range of interesting spectral
phenomena, including perturbations, predissociations, line-
shape asymmetries, and intensity quantum-interference ef-
fects. The magnitudes of such Rydberg-valence interrctions
vary from small, where a diabatic picture is appropriate,
through intermediate, to large, where an atliabatic picture
applies and strongly avoided crossings occur between the
pure Rydberg and valence states.
02 is one of the few molecules for which Rydberg-
valence interactions have been extensively studied, both
theoretically and experimentally. However, there have been
no comprehensive studies of the relations between the inter-
actions involving states of different symmetries associated
with the various series of rlÀ Rydberg complexes converg-
ing on the X2fI, state of Oj. Ab initio studies of rhe
Rydberg-valence interactions in 02 have been performed for
the 3so* and 4sø* III* ;' 3ro* l'nd 4scr"'[l*,''' 3prt,, i,nd
4po,,tfl,,:3 3po,, and 4pû,,1n,,i3'r 3lrnu to
6ptr,,32, ,4-8 3prr, 4p¡u, 6pr, and 7pr,,l>¡+ 's'6'9
3pr, to 7 pr,,t L,,,;3'5'6 and 3pr,,3 L,,, states.4 In addition,
analyses of experimental spectra using effective-parameter,
diabatic-basis theoretical treatments of the Rydberg-valence
interactions have yielded semiempirical estimates of the in-
teraction matrix elements for the 3sø" and 4so,.rll l0'll
i"'- 
""a 
+"-;[--iì--';-l;:;,,';:'.'i-i' u# t)I,, ,o
6po,,3ÍI,, statei.ls These estimates have resulted from the
use of both perturbativel0'12'14 and coupled-channelll'13'ls-18
methods.
Two types of Rydberg-valence mixing can be described
in terms of the single-configuration approximation.re First, in
8 AUGUST 2OOO
case (l), the configurations of the Rydberg and valence states
differ by two orbitals. This is the case in 02 fbr valence
states 
^o^f 
the '"( I 7¡',,)3( I ø*)3 molecular-orbital config-
uration20 and Rydberg ,tot". õf the . ..( 1 r,,)a(l r)(npr,,)
configuration, shown schematically in a diabatic representa-
tion in Fig. I (a), and- also for the . . .( 3 ør)( I r,,¡a(l rr)r
valence and .'.(3ø*)2( I ø,,)a{ I zr*)(nsør) Rydberg states,
shown in Fig. l(b). Second, in case (2), the configurarions of
the Rydberg and valence states differ by only one orbital.
This is the case in. 02 for the'..(1 n,,)4(lnr)(npo,,) R!d-
berg and ' "( I n,,)4( l rr)(3o,,) valence stateð, shown in Fig.
1(c), which differ only in the last orbital.
In this work, we present analytical expressions for the
nscE, npîrù, and npo,, Rydberg-valence interaction matrix
elements in 02, based on a single-configuration formulation-
New results from semiempirical, coupled-channel analyses
of experimental spectra are also presented and compared
with these expressions, other semiempirical data, and ab ini-
Ilo calculations. Finally, predictions are made for the spec-
troscopy of the npr,, rl; Rydberg states which have yet to
be observed.
II. THE SINGLE-CONFIGURATION APPROXIMATION
A. Rydberg energ¡es
The single-configuration approximation has often been
applied to the calculation of Rydberg states, in particular
using the method pioneered by Lefebvre-Brion and Moser2l
(see also Ref. 22) and later used by Hunt and Goddard23
under the improved virtual orbital (IVO) name. If the Ryd-
berg states arising from lhe rrnprr,, configuration are rep-
resented in the single-configuration approximation and if the
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10.0
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1 0 1.5 2.O
lnternuclear Distance (A)
FIG I Schenrrtic diabfltic potential-energy curves lbr the lower members
of the ls rnd rp Rydberg series converging on the Xlll. state ol O.-
(dashed lines), together with those for the interacting valence states (sol¡d
lines) The energy scale is referenced to tlìe mininum in thc X r:;
polcntixl-energy curve (not shown) rnd the closely spâced consl¡tuent strtes
of erch Rydberg complex are represented by a single curve (a) The
. ..( l r,,)r( I z.*)r r'rr\i vrlence and . ..( I 1,,)r( I n r) (n lt r,) 
ìJÂf, Rydbe.g
stares for r:3 rnd 4 (ìr^1:'t!ut,''À,,). (b) The ..(.1ø()
/( Ir,,)r{ I nr)ì l 'fl" valcncc rnd 1-ìrrr)l( Ir,,)lt Izr)(n.r,r*) l '[l,
RyrJberg srrtes lbr ¿-.{ ilrd 4. The (J(r!):( I2,,)'{ I r"tl{-3rr,,) |lll,
valence stctes are ¡lso indìcnted (dotted-dxshcd lines) (c) The (lrr)
x(3 n,,) rJll,, valence and ... (1 r r) ( n p c,,) 
| rl'l,, Rydberg strtes folr : 3
and 4
same orbitals are used for each of the states, the relative








where the exchange (K) and direct ("/) integrals are given by
fe2
Kt"' - J r, 
* I t I n p n,l t I ) - n p r,, 




o'" - J n ) 
* ( | \ n r rri ( | \ - n p r,, 
* (2\ tri tzl d r ¡ d 12.
(2b)
_1
J"' - | n[ * (t) r " 
(t ) L n¡t r, * (2) n rrI (2)d r1 d 12.J ^ /'rr
(2c)
The magnitudes of these integrals depend on the âtomic basis
set used in the self-consistent calculations, but they are ex-
pected to be in the o.¿". ¡(tt);'7(2);'¡(:).
Diabatic observed values, i.e., deperturbed experimental
values for the energies of the Rydberg states, can be fitted to
the Recknagel expressions [gq. (t)] and efTective values for
the integrals obtained. If one of the states has not been ob-
served, knowledge ol these integrals derived from the ener-
gies ol the otlìer siaies allows a value fb¡' its energy to be
predicted serniempirically.
For the other Rydberg states treated in this paper, i.e.,
the l'lfl states arising from the 'îtnsos and runpo,, con-





Using the single-configuration approximation for both
the Rydberg and valence states, analytical expressions fbr the
Rydberg-valence couplings can be obtained from the wave
linctions given in Table I in the form of the diagonals of thc
relevant determi nants.
The electrostatic interactions between valence and Ryd-
berg states of the same symme(ry with the configurations
"'( I 7r',,)r(l ør)l and "'( I ø,,)1( I .ør)(n p n,,), respectively,
wave finctions fbr which are given in the fìrst part of Table
I, can be expressed in terms of the two-electron integrals
¡7,u, I r,I*( I )øi( t)!nptr,*(2)r" (2)rtr¡ tt12,J ' s. tn 
(4r)
.le2
,rzt= | zr,j *( I I r-- r I t-npr,,"l2Slr! t2llr¡ dr,.J , . \ rtz 
(4b)
These integrals have the same sign andlutt)tl>lu(2)1. Re-
sulting expressions f'or the Rydberg-valence coupling matrix
elemenrs ad 1t'3 /\; ) : (nfl øj 1'3À". I H"r | ø, n p r,, t'3 1\j) are
f/"'('>;)- -2M(2):2HctCLt), (5a)
//"r(3:,1) - 0, (5b)
H"t(32;¡:2¡4tttt, (5c)
H"t(r L,,,¡:2 ¡4 ru ¡4 (z\ , (5d)
H"'('>;)- -2¡P¡ttt)¡2¡4\z\. (5e)
As in the case of the two-electron integrals involved in the
Recknagel energy expressions of Sec. II A, ef'fective values
for lMro)¡ ancl lMt2)l can be obtained serniempirically
through a cornpalison between the Rydberg-valence cou-
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TABLE I Electronic wave functions for interacting valence and Rydb€rg stares of O, (l:0)."
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pling expressions of Eq. (5) and diabatic observed values,
obtained, e.g., using a coupled-channel analysis of experi-
mental spectra.
The l'3fl, states of 02 provide another example of an
interaction between Rydberg and valence states which differ
by two orbitals. \,¡y'ave functions for the Rydberg state with
the configuration ...(3ør)2( I rr,,)1( I :ør)(nsor) and the va-
lence state with the configuration...{3or)( lln,,)4{llør)3 arc
given in the second part of Table I. The matrix elements for
the electrostatic interactions between these valence and Ry-






In the case of configurations which differ by only one
orbital, it is well known that, if the orbitals are solutions of
the self-consistent Hamiltonian, the interaction between the
states is exactly zero, conesponding to an interaction be-
tween monoexcited configurations (Brillouin's theorem).
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where
M,_
The diabatic, or crossing, potentials must be defined in a
lower-order approximation, assuming that the orbitals arc not
the self-consistent orbitals. The interaction matrix element is
then nonzero. In this approximation, the couplings between
the "'( l.tr,,¡all.r,r\(3po,,) Rydberg and "'(l ø,,)1(1ø'r)
x(3ø,,) valence 'lll,, states obey the relation:
H"r(rr,,¡:¡7"t(tfr,,)-2M', (s)
diffuse Rydberg orbitaì is relatively small compared with
a,.*, leadinB to the final approximations in Eq. (12). Similar
expressions lrave been given in Ref. 26.
For the zrløj valence states, it follows that
(t>;lH*l'>;):(a,"-a,,,)12-0, (l3a)
(tA,rlH'"1 ta,,r):(ct,n-a,,,)12:0, (l3b)
(tIÍ)lu',"l 'I,i,): -(anoian,,)12- -ars (l3c)
( 3 /\,,ì | H"'l 
3 4,,.. | = - ( a n o+ a,,,) 12 - 2 A c L,,) - - o î !
(r 3d)
For homonuclear molecules, if the molecular ø orbitals are
expressed as linear combinations of atomic orbitals centered
on each nucleus, and the atomic overlap integral is neglected,
then aT,,:oîs,le leading to the final approximations in Eq.
(13).
Finally, vr'e note that spin-orbit interactions between the
valence and Rydberg states of interest here are zero in the
si ngle-confìguration approxitnction.
III. SEMIEMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENT
The perturbations, predissociations, and other observâble
effects resulting from interactions between the Rydberg and
valence states depicted in Fig. I enable the experimental
characterization of those interactions for comparison with the
cxpressions derived in Sec. II B. In this section, vve sutntra-
rize a cornprehens.ive study of Rydberg-valence intcractions
in 02 wìrich uses the coupled-channel Schrödinger equations
(CSE) method2T'28 to analyze available experimental data
Detailed aspects of this stucìy have been,ll'17'18 or will be,
reported elsewhere.
Reliable CSE analyses require access to a wide range of
experimental data, covering as large an energy range as pos-
sible. In the case oi the l'3fls states, (2+l)-photon
resonance-enhanced rnultiphoton-ionization (REMPI) spec-
tra involving excitation from thc Xr:; and alA, states
werc crnploye<J,14'2"'30 together with kinetic energy-rclcase
spectra,l0'31 as detailed in Ref. I 1. For the lfl,, states, single-
photon spectra for absoçtion from the X state, measured in
thislR and other32 laboratories, were used, together with
fluorescence-excitation spectra.ll 3a in thc manner described
in Ref. 18. For the 3),i andrll , states, partially analyzed
in Ref. 17, X-statc photoabsorption spectra measured in this
laboratory were employed,l?'35 38 sttpplementecl by spectro-
graphic data involving excitation lrom the X 3lr. and b l).-
states,39'40 and fluorescence-excitation spectra.tt'o In the
case of the lfl,, and ''34,, stot"t, the prime sources of data
were d-state photoabsorption spectra measured in thisal and
otherr2 laboratories, together with spectrographic data.a3 The
principal quantities reduced from these spectra for compari-
son with the CSE calculations were vibronic energies, rota-
tional constants, predissociation linewidths, vibronic intensi-
ties, and absolute continuum photoabsorption cross sections.
The CSE formalism employed here has been described
in detail in Ref. 17. Briefly, the interacting excited states
were described in a diabatic basis and the coupled-channel
J r'¡-tr )z o,,(t) 
! npû,,(2)1 lrl (z)(trt (t12. (9)
C. lsoconfigurational spin-orbit interactions
Single-confìguration estimates of the spin-orbit interac-
tion are generally very good.le Using the electronic wave
functions of Table I, together with the one-electron micro-
scopic fbrm of the spin-orbit operator H"'-);á¡li si, the
isoconfigurational spin-orbit interactions can be deduced
both for the Rydberg and for the valence states of interest to
this work.
For both the rrn¡to,, Rydberg and ø.r 34,, valence
srates, it follows that25
( 
I [I,, r I H"'l 
I r,, ) = a, 
"12 
- \3 r1,,, I H"'l t r,,, ) : A ( r fl,, ),
(l 0)
where a,r:(r*lál"r)>o is a single-electron integral ex-
pected to be roughly similar in magnitude to the atomic
spin-orbit parameter (oQp):151 cm r, and A(rfI,,) is the
tJiagt-rrral spin-olbit constant. Since A(3fI,,) fbr the Rydberg
state is known experitnentally (:95 crn-l),r8 single-
configuration values for c7.*, and all spin-orbit matrix ele-
ments expressible in terms of co,, may be obtained easily.
Similarly, for the ø, nso', RydÈerg and 3rr* rrl valence
states,
(3r1.*rlH"'l rr, 1l:anol2: +A(3tls), (ll)
where the upper sign applies to the Rydberg state, the lower
to the inverted valence state.








: (ct n r+ ct n,, o,,l 12: 2 A (3 L,, I 
: a o 
"t2. 
(l2d)
Since the operâtor Hsu varies as l/rl, where r¡ represents the
distance from an electron to the kth nucleus, a,,,o,, for Íhe
All quantities in Eq. (S) have the same sign wittr lø'l
<lH"'('3n,,)1. The relation expressed in Eq. (8) can be un-
derstood by analogy, since, when the ø,, orbitals in Eq. (9)
are identical, Eq, (8) represents the energy and it is well
known that the energy of the triplet state is lower than that of
the singlet state by just twice the exchange integral [see Eq.
(3)l
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radial wave function obtained by solving the corresponding
coupled equations was used, together with an initial-state
vibrational wave function and diabatic electronic transition
moments, to calculate the photodissociation cross section ap-
propriate for comparison with the experimental data, either
directly, or through derived parameters. For all symmetries
considered, at least two Rydberg states (r?:3 and 4) were
included in the diabatic basis, as were the important
Rydberg-valence and spin-orbit interactions discussed in
Secs. II B and II C, respectively. These off-diagonal elements
were assumed to be independent of the internuclear distance
R. Initial Rydberg potential-energy curves were taken to
have shapes similar to that of the ionic X 2fI, curve, appro-
priately displaced in energy, while aå i¿i¡ii calculationsaa
and experimentalìy based Rydberg-Klein-Rees curves were
employed for the initial valence potentials. In an iterative
least-squares-fitting procedure, the CSE model parameters
were adjusteda5 so as to optimize agreement with experi-
ment. The particular model parameters of interest here are
the optimized Rydberg potentiâl-energy curves, together
with the optimized Rydberg-valence and spin-orbit cou-
plings. These deperturbed diabatic parameters are appropri-
ate for comparison with the expressions derived in Sec. II.
Results of the CSE analyses are illustrated in Fig. 2 for
two extreme cases of Rydberg-valence mixing. In Fig. 2(a),
final potential-energy curves are shown for the 31,,f states. In
this case, the Rydberg-valence mixing is small (lH"tl:420
cm-l) and a diabatic picture is appropriate, observed energy
levels of the D l>,| and G 3I,f states being most closely
associated with the pwe3pr,, and4pr,, Rydberg potentials,
respectively. Spin-orbit interaction between fhe np r,, J2[,
and 3I,, Rydberg states (l/so:95 cm l; plays an important
role, providing a perturbation mechanism additional to
Rydberg-valence mixing, and, through 31, Rydberg-valence
mixing, a competing indirect predissociation channel. In ad-
dition, in spectra involving excitation from the X 31, state,
the same spin-orbit interaction provides the mechanism for
the borrowing of intensity from allowed transitions into the3I; ,tot"r, leading to ready observation of the forbidden
3I,f 
-X3I, transitions. In Fig. 2(b), final potential-energy
curves âre'shown for the lfl,, states. In this case, the
Rydberg-valence mixing is very large (lH"rl:6200 cm-t)
and the adiabatic potentials (dashed lines) differ markedly
from the diabatic potentials (solid lines). An adiabatic picture
is appropriate here, with the observed levels of the g lfI,, and
å lfI,, states being most closely associated with the bound
portion of the lower adiabatic curve, and the double-
minimum upper adiabatic curve, respectively. A similar situ-
ation applies to the isoconfigurational 3fI, stat"s, but, since
the Rydberg-valence crossing point for the triplet lies at a
smaller R value than that for the singlet fsee Fig. l(c)], in
this case, the lower adiabatic potential has a shoulder, rather
than a bound portion, and the outer minimum of the upper
double-minimum F 3fI,, adiabatic potential is deeper than
the inner minimum (see Fig. 3 of Ref. 18), in contrast to the
case for the lzlfI,, state. Spin-orbit interaction between the
npcr,,tfl,,1 and 3fI,,, Rydberg states (I/so:95 cm l) also
produces easily observable effects, most noticeably unequal
triplet splittings fhrough perturbation of the lfI,,, compo-
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FIG. 2 Ditbatic (solid lines) and adiabatic (dashed lines) potential-encrgy
curves resulting from coupled-cbannel analyses of experiment for two ex-
lreme crses of Rydberg-vrlence ¡nlerâction in Or The energy scale is ref-
erenced to the minimum ¡n rhe X r>; potentiûl-energy curve (a) The rlj
states In this case, the ¡nteraction is small (l4tl:420 cm I for n:3), the
diabatic and adiabatic curves are indistingu¡shable on the scale of the figure,
tnd t tliahu¡íc picture is appropriate Observed vibrational levels of the
D rlj and G rl,f states can be rssociared with the d¡abatic 3pr,, tarJ
4¡r2,, Rydberg potentirls, respectively (b) The rlI,, stares fn th¡s câse, rhe
¡nteract¡on is large 1jø"rl:6700 cm-r for tr:3), the diabatic and adiabaric
curves differ greatly, rnd an diahatic picture ¡s appropri¡te Observed vi-
brational levels of the g lfl,, and ¿ lfl,, stâtes cûn be associated with the
bound portion of the lower adiîbatic potential, and the double-minimum
























nent, ând also the appearance of some transitions to the lfI,,
state in ground-state spe"t.a,46 through intensity borrowing
l-rom the tIu*X r)f transitions.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Rydberg energies, Rydberg-valence and
spin-orbit interactions
Observed diabatic energies for states from lhe npr,,,
n so* , and npc,, P.ydl:,erg series converging on the ground
state of O, , determined using the CSE anrlysis of experi-
ment described in Sec. III, are summarized for n:3 and 4 in
Table II, together with corresponding quantum defects ó and
effective quantum numbers n*:n- á obtained using the
Rydberg formula:
R
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TABLE Il Diabrtic energies. el'lèct¡ve qurntum nunrbers, m<i quflntunì defects for stntes from lhe npr,,, rtstr, , and rr¡rrr,, Rydberg series of 02 converging
on the X2ll¡ state ot o] "
n:3






























































































''Energies, iu cm I, are 7, vrlues refèrenced to the min¡mum of the X r>; potentirl-energy curve
I'D¡abrtic, deperturbed energies lÌom prcseDr CSE annlysis of experiment (see Sec ll[), with uncertûinties in parentheses
'Fromsingle-confìgurflt¡on(SC)expressions.Eq (l),withK(0):l39cm-r,J(r):573cnrr,K(2):S3cnrr.relativetothecxper¡mentîlrA,,energy
tAh ¡n¡ti,, IVO crlculrtions of Cartwr¡ght e/ d/. (Ref -52). conected to gi\'ù I,. values
.FronEq(l)with/((0):l08cnrI,J-(r):l83.mt,Ke):21 cmr,i.e.,ther¡:3valuesscaledby(rr+) r,relativetotheexperimeDtfll JÀ,,energ¡'
rl-evel labeled 3rlrr, in Ref 52
with R:109735.5 cm I and E--97284 cn- r.r7 We em-
phasize that these observed quantities are deperturbed, i.e.,
the effects of both Rydberg-valence and spin-orbit interâc-
tions have been removed.
Quantum defects for the 3/t stâtes ìn Table II lie in the
range 0.6-0.8 and are systemâtically srnaller by -4Vo for
n:4. Sirnilar behavior has been observed for the /t/, states
of other rnolecules.a8 5{) Qnantum defects for the 3sø., states
âre - l.l, consistent with expectation, but those lor n:4 are
larger by -6a/o.'lhis increase in the quantum defect is ac-
companied by a rapid decrease ìn the sìnglet-triplet splitting
from -640 cm 
I for n:3, to -50 crn I for n:4. These
effècts are discussed in more detail in Ref. I l, and may be
attributed to the onset of strong nsc"-(n- lldoo interac-
tions lor l>4 which rre iìbsent for n =3.tlsl
Tìre deperturbed energies nray be appropriately com-
pared with thc rcsults of single-configuration calculations,
such as the IVO calculations of Cartwright ¿¡ 41.52 which are
also shown in Table II ibr the n¡tn,, and nsø* states.53 Fair
agreement is found betwcen the observed and calculated en-
ergies: the IVO values exceed the observed values by 400-
I 400 cm-r for n :3, ancl by 400-800 cm I for r:4. How-
ever, the câlculated separations between the lI,l and 3À,,
states derived from the ø2ø,, Rydberg orbitals exceed the
observed sepârations by approximateìy a factor of 2. ln this
respect, the preliminary configuration-mixing (CM) calcula-
tions of Buenker and Peyerimhoff,sa which indicate that the
3/ø,r states span ¿I range of - 1600 cm 
l, are in much
better agreement with the observations. Howevet', neither the
CM,sa nor the IVO52 calculations predict the correct energy
ordering for lhe 3pn,, states, in particular, the observed or-
cler i""(31,])> T"C>;). ln addition, both calculations pre-
tlict 3-sor'fìr-tfI* energy-separations (-890 cm I f.t.
IVO,sr -810'cm 
I for MC5a) significantly larger than ob-
served (-640 cm l).
Although the IVO approximation gives a reasonablc de-
scription of the Rydberg energies, it is insuffìcient to obtain
very precise values. However, our anailysis in Sec. Il A sug-
gests retaining the single-configuration fbrmalism in order to
be able to examine the rclations between the energies of the
various Rydberg states, while introduci ng effective vâltles for
the relevant integrals. lnitially, it is of particular interest here
to examine the utility of the singlc-configuration Recknagel2a
expressions lgq (l)] in descriptions of the n¡tø,, Rydberg
energies. The relative 3pr,, IYO energies of Cartwright
et ¿t1.,52 where Gaussian orbitals have been used to describe
ttre Rydberg orbitals, are well described trsing Eq. (l) with
the following effective values for the integrals:
./(2):6g6 cm-t, KQ):40 cm r, K(0)-806 cm r. (15)
On the other hand. if the observed 3pn,, cJiabatic energies in
Tablc II arc fit¡ed using Eq. (l), the lbllowing efiective pa-
rxrneters are fot¡nd:
¡{z\-573 cm I, K(2)-83 cm l, K(0):339 cm-r. (16)
Energies calculated using these parameters in Eq. (l), given
in TabÌe ll, are seen to reproduce the observed values to
within + 30 cm r. If it is assumed that the Recknagel pa-
rameters scale with (n*) r, then, using Eq. (16), fhe values
.I(2):183 cm 1, KQ):27 cm I, ¡{rt)- 193 .. t (17)
are implied for Ihe 4pr,, stâtes. Energies calculated uslng
these parameters in Eq. (1), also given in Table Il, reproduce
the observecl values to within l0 and *80 cm l. Such a
degree of agrecment bctween the observed energies and
those implied by Eq. (1) is encouraging, considering that
uncertainties in the observed energies are up to -50 cm I
lbr the more heavily depertttrbed states. It is evident from
Table II that no experimental data are available for the
n¡tr,,t2u states. Ho\tever, the analytical expressions, Eq.
(l), enabte energies for these states to be predicted (see Sec
rv B).
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TABLE Ill tlpr,t, nroE, tnd npt,, Rydberg-valence couplings ltl"r|, in cm-l
Rydberg-valence interact¡ons in 02 7
n:3





















































"Diabatic, deperturbed couplings from present csE analysis of experiment (see sec lIt), with uncertaint¡es in
parentheses
hFrom single-configumtion (SC) expressions, Eq (5), with M(0):1800 sp-r, /V(2):99g..-r
'Fron Eq. (5) with M( , the ¡:3 values scaled by (n*) .r2.
'Reference 4; effective adiabatic Rydberg and vaience potent¡als
'Reference 8; value rt o¡nt.
rReference 3: effective adiabatic Rydberg ând valence potentirls.
sRefe¡ences ó and 9; estimated value at Rydberg-valence crossing po¡nt (R: I 34 Ä)I'Civen in Ret I l.
'Reference l; value at calculated Rydberg-valence crossing point Second value bas been conected by us to the
diabatic basìs employed here.
rSinglet rnd triplet values heìd equal io ñtting procedure
kFrom simultaneous fìt to l'lll,,, states From fìt to 3fl,¡0 states, Ref. lg gives 7l l0 cm-l and 3540 cm-r for
r: 3 and 4 couplings, respectively
lReference 3; value at calculated Rydberg-vâlence crossing point Second value has been conected by us to the
dirbatic basis employed here.
I 840/52001
2000/48001
While the effective Recknagel parameters implied by the
IVO calculations [Eq. (15)] are in accordance wirh the ex-
pected ordering K(tt)>¡(z)>¡(z) (see Sec. IIA), rhe ob-
served effective parameters [pq. (10)] do not satisfy the re-
lation K(0)>J(2), but satisfy the more important relations
¡'(tt)¡¡(u) a¡¿ ¡(z);'¡çlz). It is interesting that, in a Reck-
nagel study of the experimental energies for fhe trntln,
Rydberg states of 02, Yokelson et al.5) found the same
qualitative relationships between the parameters. For the
3rl Ts states, the following effective parameters were
deduäed:s5
J(2):166 cm-t, KQ):48 cm l, ¡(tt):¡56 
"--t, 
(18)
reâsonably similar to the present 4pr,, parameters fsee Eq.
(17)1.
Observed Rydberg-valence couplings involving the
np'îtt, nsú8, and npail Rydberg states, determined using
the CSE analysis of experiment described in Sec. III, are
summarized for n:3 and 4 in Table III, together with se-
lected ab initio values. The present couplings for the 34,,,tl,I , '^,, tI,| , and lfI,, states represent the first experi-
mentâlly based values reported for those symmetries. As il-
lustrated for two extreme cases in Fig. 2, Table III confirms
that the magnitudes of the couplings are extremely variable.
While the case (2) couplings for the l'3fl,, states are the
Iargest, the case (l) couplings vary wideìy depending on the
state symmetry. Overall, there is fairly good agreement be-
tween the observed and various ab initio couplings, with the
observed values generally lower, but it should be emphasized
that care needs to be taken with the comparisons. The ob-
served couplings have been obtained using a CSE model
which assumes no R dependence and results in values appli-
cable principally in the region of the Rydberg-valence cross-
ing points, which vary from rR.,:1.08 Å. to 1.35 Ä, for the
¿:3 states considered in this work. Thus, the observed cou-
plings have been compared in Table III with ab initio values
calculated for appropriate values of R', where possible. Fur-
thermore, our diabatic potential-energy curves are somewhat
dependent on the underlying assumptions of the CSE model,
e.9., that of R-independent coupling, and similar problems
arise because of differing theoretical definitions of the diaba-
tic states: Spelsberg and Meyers define the diabatic states as
those obtained by diagonaìization of the operaror )¡xf in the
space spanned by the states, whereas Li et al.t'3 diagonalize
the x2 + y2 quadrupole-moment property. This latter method
resuf ts in nonzero coupling between the n:3 and n:4 di-
abatic Rydberg stares. In Table III, we give both the ab initio
coupfings calculated directly by Li et al.).3 and correspond-
ing modified values which have been corrected by us to the
diabatic basis employed here, i.e., a basis requiring zero in-
terâction between the Rydberg states.
From Table III, it can be seen that the observed
Rydberg-valence couplings for the np and ns states scale
differently with n. For all of the npt,, and rxlrû,¡ states for
which it has been possible to determine an n:4 coupling,
the ratio H't(n:4)/H"t(n:3) lies in rhe range 0.50-0.62,
consistent with the (n*¡ ttz scaling rule which predicts a
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ratio of -0.57. However, the observed ratio for the nsø,
states is -0.27. This latter result can be attributed to the
effects of the 3d-4s interactions invoked above to explain
the rapid decrease in the singlet-triplet splitting for these
states. While the scaling rule consequently fails in this case,
it is interesting to note that the ratio of the observed
'flr-til.* splittings for n:4 and n:3 (-0.09) remains
approximately equal to lhe square of the corresponding ratio
of the couplings (0.272-0.07).
Although the Hartree-Fock approximation is not valitl
for the valence states of interest, the single-configuration ex-
pressions lpq. (S)], based on the leading terms in the
configuration-interaction expansions of these stâtes, repre-
sent the principal new results obtained in Sec. II and enable
an eflective-parameter description of the relationships be-
tween the magnitudes of the Rydberg-valence couplings for
the v¿rrious states of lhe npr,, complexes. Values calculated
using Eq. (5) with the effective parameters M(('): 1800
cm-r an<l M(2)-900 cm l, shown in Table III, are seen to
provide a very good description of the observed couplings
fo¡ n-3,certainly at the :t400-500 cm I leveì. In addition,
values calculated assuming the scaìing rule, ie., with M(0)
: 1020 cm I and M(2):510 cm-r, also shown in Table III,
reproduce the observed n:4 couplings to within +200
cm l. Just as fbr the energies discussed above, the analytical
expressions for the Rydberg-valence couplings enable pre-
dictions to be made for the unobserved npt,,ll, states (see
Sec. IV B).
In the case of the 3sø* states. the observed equality
between the magnitudes of the couplings for the rII, and
lfl. states (see Table lll) is consistent with Eq. (7) with an
effective lMl:630 cm-'. However, the magnitude of the
observed 3¡tc,,1f1,, coupling exceeds the conesponding lfl,,
value by - I lVo, inconsistent with Eq. (8) which preclicts a
larger value for the singlet. This apparent inconsistency can
be explained by noting the different Rydberg-valence cross-
ing points for the!fI,, and 3fI,, states [see Fig. l(c)], and
postulating that the Rydberg-valence couplings decrease sig-
nificantly with R. The detailed ob initio calculations of Li
al c/.3 support this view: while, for a givcn R value, the ¿å
initio n:3 singlet coupling indeed exceeds the triplet cou-
pling, consistent with Eq (8), at the relevant Rydberg-
valence crossing points the calculated singlet coupling is
-8Vo less than the triplet value, consistent with our
observation s.s6
Finally, we note that the off-diagonal spin-orbit interac-
tions between the valence states, described in Sec. II C, have
little effect on the spectroscopy of the Rydberg states, so it is
not possible in general to determine values for these interac-
tions through analysis of the current experimental data. How-
ever, as mentioned in Sec. lII, the corresponding interactions
among the Rydberg states produce noticeâble effects. For the
no3pr,, Rydberg states, we have determined the values,
l(J¡,,rlu"lra,,z)l:96*6 cm-r, l(tl;,lrr*lrlfi,)l:ee
+4 cm-r, ana l(3!;'ln'"1'I,1,)l:92+ ll cm-r, from csE
analysis of experiment. For the other nonzero Rydberg spin-
orbit matrix elements which have not been determined ex-
plicitly, values fixed at 95 cm I were found to provide good
descriptions of experiment, In this wlry, rnost of the single-
Lewis ef a/










FIG 3 D¡îbrlic potenl¡rl energy curves (solid lines) employed in modeling
the r¡rø,, Rydberg-valence interact¡ons tbr the rl; states, together with the
conesponding adiab¡lic potentials (dashed lines) The energy scale is refer-
enced to the min¡mum ¡n the X r:; Potential-energy curve. In the region of
the rr:3 crossing, the behavior ol the r:; stltes is ìnterrued¡îte betwcen
diabrtic and adiabatic














B. Predictions for the 1I; states
Single-photon transitions to the npr,,'l; nydb.rg
states are electric-dipole-forbidden from thc grotrnd Xltr"
ancì metastable a lA, and b ll.f states of 02. Furthermore,
the first-order intensity-borrowing mechanism which leads to
the experirnental observation of forbidden transitions such as
3pn,,f t2[,r*Xrl",, and 3ptr,,D '1,1, *x3l*,, through
off-diagonal spin-orbit mixing within lhe 3¡tn,, Rydberg
complex fsee Eq. (12)], is not available in the case of the
,prr,,'2;,, statei which are couplerì only to the ,pn,,12[r,
states [see Eq. (l2c)] which are also inaccessible in allowed
transitions frol¡ the X, tr, and l, states. Thus, it is not surpris-
ing that transitions to the ,'tF7,/ ll, stat"s have not been
observcd. However. the analytical expressions, Eqs (l) and
(5), in association with the CSE method surnmarized in Sec.
III, enable some predrctions to be made regar<ìing the l>;
Rydberg-st;rte speciroscopy.
Diabatic potential-energy curves used in the present CSE
modeling of the ll, Rydberg-valence interaction are shown
in Fig. 3 as solitl lines. The cll, valence potential was
taken from Ref. 57, while the 3pt,, and 4ptr,,t2, poten-
tials were taken to have shapes identical to the corresponding
rl j potentials determined in the study of Sec. lll, shifted in
.n",gy to h^veT¿:74280 cm-l and T":86630 "rn-1, 
r"-
spectively, as impìied by the single-configuration predictions
of Table II. The Rydberg-valence interaction matrix ele-
ments were taken to be /1cl(n-3;:1800 cm I and r/"I(n
:4):1020.rn-r, a, implied by the single-configuration
predictions of Table lll, leading to the adiabatic potential-
energy curves shown rn Fig. 3 as dashed lines. In the regio-n
of the n:3 avoided crossing, the adiabaticity para."t"rs8
(:H"t(n:3)lLGun, where AGnd is the separation of the
first vibrational levels of the second adiabatic state, has a
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TABLE fV lndicative spectroscopic pùameters, in cm-r, fo¡ ìhe npr,,
Rydberg-valence coupled lI,- stûtes of Or, calculated using the CSE
method
Rydberg-valence interactions in 02 o






















































































"The mixed fevels are labeled according to lheir predomintxf (r,u) chârac-
ìer
bEnergies are referenced to the v¡rturl level XrI. (u:0,J:0,F,)
"Frir'HM predissociâtion linew¡dth
dApproximale v¿lue for blended feaìure
value of -0.8, implying behavior intermediate between di-
abatic and adiabatic. Hence, the coupled-channel energy lev-
els will not be strictly associated with either set of potentials.
In what follows, however, we will label levels according to
their predominant diabatic character. Finally, we note that
spin-orbit interactions have not been included in the CSE
model employed here, since their inclusion is unlikely to
affect the calculated ll, energy-level structure significantly,
at least at the modest level of uncertainty required for these
predictions.
Vibronic energy levels, rotationâl constants ând predis-
sociation linewidths calculated for the Rydberg-valence
coupled lI,- states using this CSE model are summarized in
Table IV. Despite conservâtively estimated uncertainties of
-+ 100 cm ¡ in theenergy levels and -+50Vo in the line-
widths due to unâvoidable uncertainties in the model param-
eters, several general observâtions can be made. First, the
Rydberg-valence interaction causes strong perturbation and
predissociation: the calculated vibrational spacings and rota-
tional constants show erratic variations; in particular, the n
:3, u:0 and I levels are abnormally closely spaced and
their widths are a significânt proportion of that spacing. Sec-
ond, with the present parameters, the n:4, u levels roughly
coincide with the n:3, u+7 levels, leading to the possibil-
ity of interesting interference effects. Finally, the degree of
predissociation is such that none of the calculated leveìs is
particularly narrow: fo¡ n:3, there are linewidth minima of
14 cm-r and 2 cm-r full-width at half-maximum (FWHM),
^tu:3 
and u:9, respectively. This predissociation will, no
doubt, significantly hamper the experimental detection of
these 1tr, states using normal spectroscopic methods.
Nevertheless, we suggest a possible detection scheme.
Transitions from the d lAs state to lI, states are allowed in
three-photon absorption, so it may be possible to detect some
levels of The npr,,llu states in (3+ l) REMPI experiments
6s000 70000 75000 80000
Three-Photon Energy (cm-1)
ssoo0
FIG 4 Indicâtive rotâtionless three-photon ûbsorption cross sections for the
Rydberg-valence mixedr), *--c rÀ*{u":0) tmnsitions of Or, calcu-
llted using the CSE method The solid line: with model parameters of Sec
tVB, including H't(n:3):1800 cm-¡, Her(r:4):1020 cm-r. The
dashed line: with H"l(r:3):2300 cm-r, H't(n=4¡:1300 cm-r The
dotted-dashed l¡ne: with H"tln:3¡:1300 cm I, f/cr(n:4):7-ì5 cm-l
The excited-st¡te coupled-channel resonances ue labeled according to the
(r,u) character of the dominut diabatic Rydberg state.
involving excitation from this metastable stat".5e In Fig. 4,
we show a relative Rydberg-valence coupled lI;**
+a I LB(u":0) absorption spectrum (the solid line), calcu-
lated without rotat¡onal structure using the present CSE
model with R-independent diabatic three-photon electronic
transition moments for n:3 and 4.60 Aìso shown in Fig.4
are cross sections calculated for values of the Rydberg-
valence couplings at the limits of the estimated uncertainty:
lH't1n:3):2300 cm r, H"t(n:4): 1300 cm r, rhe
dashed line]; lH"t(n:3¡- 1300 cm t, Hcl@:4):135
cm-r, the dotted-dashed line]. V/hile the general observa-
tions of the previous paragraph are unchanged with these
parameters, it is noticeable from Fig. 4 that, for the highest
value of the coupling, transitions into the n:3, u:0 and I
levels merge into a single broad predissociating resonance.
In REMPI spectra, the detected ion signal suffers from com-
petition between ionization and predissociation,6l so the nar-
rowest transitions in the absorption spectrum of Fig. 4 will
be favored further in the associated REMPI spectrum. Hence,
the best possibilities for REMPI derecrion appear to be the
n:3,u:3 and 9levels, together with the n:4,u:l level.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Using a single-configuration formulation, analytical ex-
pressions have been derived for the nso* , npnu, and npo,,
Rydberg-valence interaction matrix elements in 02. In par-
ticular, new two-parameter expressions have been given for
the Rydberg-valence couplings involving the six states aris-
ing from the npn,, Rydberg orbital. In addition, the results
of new, diabatic, coupled-channel deperturbations of experi-
mental data dependent on these interactions have been sum-
marized for n:3 and 4. The large differences in magnitude
between the Rydberg-valence couplings for the constituent
states of the npr,, Rydberg complex that are predicted by
n--3
n=4
23456 7 A g 10
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the analytical expressions have been veriûed experimentally,
suggesting that these expressions may be of use in the study
of Rydberg-valence interactions in isovalent molecules such
as 52 and SO. Effective values for several two-electron inte-
grals have been obtained semiempirically through compari-
son between analytical expressions and deperturbed experi-
mental values tbr the Rydberg-state energies and Rydberg-
valence couplings, allowing predictions to be made for the
spectroscopy of fhe npn,, 'l; nydb.rg states which have
yet to be observed. An cxpcrimcnt which might allow detec-
tion of these states has been suggested.
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